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DEPUTY PRESIDENT: It is my sad duty to speak today to mark the death of our colleague,DEPUTY PRESIDENT: It is my sad duty to speak today to mark the death of our colleague,DEPUTY PRESIDENT: It is my sad duty to speak today to mark the death of our colleague,DEPUTY PRESIDENT: It is my sad duty to speak today to mark the death of our colleague,

Stephen NG Ming-yum, and to pay respect to his memory.  He was taken from us at theStephen NG Ming-yum, and to pay respect to his memory.  He was taken from us at theStephen NG Ming-yum, and to pay respect to his memory.  He was taken from us at theStephen NG Ming-yum, and to pay respect to his memory.  He was taken from us at the

early age of thirty-six after a courageous fight against illness, despite theearly age of thirty-six after a courageous fight against illness, despite theearly age of thirty-six after a courageous fight against illness, despite theearly age of thirty-six after a courageous fight against illness, despite the

sustained efforts of his medical team and the loving support of his wife, family andsustained efforts of his medical team and the loving support of his wife, family andsustained efforts of his medical team and the loving support of his wife, family andsustained efforts of his medical team and the loving support of his wife, family and

friends.friends.friends.friends.

Stephen was elected to this Council after dedicated public service as an electedStephen was elected to this Council after dedicated public service as an electedStephen was elected to this Council after dedicated public service as an electedStephen was elected to this Council after dedicated public service as an elected

member of the District Board and Regional Council.  Already he was making his markmember of the District Board and Regional Council.  Already he was making his markmember of the District Board and Regional Council.  Already he was making his markmember of the District Board and Regional Council.  Already he was making his mark

in this Council when he was stricken.  He continued to take an intense interest inin this Council when he was stricken.  He continued to take an intense interest inin this Council when he was stricken.  He continued to take an intense interest inin this Council when he was stricken.  He continued to take an intense interest in

our proceedings to which he contributed with many questions.our proceedings to which he contributed with many questions.our proceedings to which he contributed with many questions.our proceedings to which he contributed with many questions.

To his widow, children and faTo his widow, children and faTo his widow, children and faTo his widow, children and family, I offer our sincerest condolences. After othermily, I offer our sincerest condolences. After othermily, I offer our sincerest condolences. After othermily, I offer our sincerest condolences. After other

Members have spoken, I will ask that we all stand and observe silence for one minuteMembers have spoken, I will ask that we all stand and observe silence for one minuteMembers have spoken, I will ask that we all stand and observe silence for one minuteMembers have spoken, I will ask that we all stand and observe silence for one minute

in honour of his memory.in honour of his memory.in honour of his memory.in honour of his memory.

MR ALLEN LEE (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the death of Mr NG Ming-yum is aMR ALLEN LEE (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the death of Mr NG Ming-yum is aMR ALLEN LEE (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the death of Mr NG Ming-yum is aMR ALLEN LEE (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the death of Mr NG Ming-yum is a

loss not only to this Council but also to Hong Kong.  Harbouring great aspirations,loss not only to this Council but also to Hong Kong.  Harbouring great aspirations,loss not only to this Council but also to Hong Kong.  Harbouring great aspirations,loss not only to this Council but also to Hong Kong.  Harbouring great aspirations,

Mr NG served on the district board, on the Regional Council, and, on the current termMr NG served on the district board, on the Regional Council, and, on the current termMr NG served on the district board, on the Regional Council, and, on the current termMr NG served on the district board, on the Regional Council, and, on the current term

Legislative Council, having been returned to it through direct election last year.Legislative Council, having been returned to it through direct election last year.Legislative Council, having been returned to it through direct election last year.Legislative Council, having been returned to it through direct election last year.

What a pity that when his career had taken off and been soaring from height to heightWhat a pity that when his career had taken off and been soaring from height to heightWhat a pity that when his career had taken off and been soaring from height to heightWhat a pity that when his career had taken off and been soaring from height to height

he became stricken with leukemia and passed away.  We all feel sorry for his death.he became stricken with leukemia and passed away.  We all feel sorry for his death.he became stricken with leukemia and passed away.  We all feel sorry for his death.he became stricken with leukemia and passed away.  We all feel sorry for his death.

Though we have not worked with him for long in this Council, his participation inThough we have not worked with him for long in this Council, his participation inThough we have not worked with him for long in this Council, his participation inThough we have not worked with him for long in this Council, his participation in

the Council's business demonstrated his concern for our community's affairs.  To histhe Council's business demonstrated his concern for our community's affairs.  To histhe Council's business demonstrated his concern for our community's affairs.  To histhe Council's business demonstrated his concern for our community's affairs.  To his

wife and his children I extend our deepest sympathy for their bereavement, and wishwife and his children I extend our deepest sympathy for their bereavement, and wishwife and his children I extend our deepest sympathy for their bereavement, and wishwife and his children I extend our deepest sympathy for their bereavement, and wish

them a prosperous future.them a prosperous future.them a prosperous future.them a prosperous future.



MR MARTIN LEE: Mr Deputy President, for the first time in my life, I am making a speechMR MARTIN LEE: Mr Deputy President, for the first time in my life, I am making a speechMR MARTIN LEE: Mr Deputy President, for the first time in my life, I am making a speechMR MARTIN LEE: Mr Deputy President, for the first time in my life, I am making a speech

that I do not want to make, as it is a speech that no one likes to hear.  The speechthat I do not want to make, as it is a speech that no one likes to hear.  The speechthat I do not want to make, as it is a speech that no one likes to hear.  The speechthat I do not want to make, as it is a speech that no one likes to hear.  The speech

that I had deeply looked forward to making was one to welcome NG Ming-yum back tothat I had deeply looked forward to making was one to welcome NG Ming-yum back tothat I had deeply looked forward to making was one to welcome NG Ming-yum back tothat I had deeply looked forward to making was one to welcome NG Ming-yum back to

this Chamber, not to bid him farewell.this Chamber, not to bid him farewell.this Chamber, not to bid him farewell.this Chamber, not to bid him farewell.

There are many things that I wilThere are many things that I wilThere are many things that I wilThere are many things that I will forever remember about Ming-yum, a respectedl forever remember about Ming-yum, a respectedl forever remember about Ming-yum, a respectedl forever remember about Ming-yum, a respected

colleague, a true friend and a beloved brother.  I will remember his personal couragecolleague, a true friend and a beloved brother.  I will remember his personal couragecolleague, a true friend and a beloved brother.  I will remember his personal couragecolleague, a true friend and a beloved brother.  I will remember his personal courage

in the face of adversity, the smiling face from a hospital bed in October 1985 thatin the face of adversity, the smiling face from a hospital bed in October 1985 thatin the face of adversity, the smiling face from a hospital bed in October 1985 thatin the face of adversity, the smiling face from a hospital bed in October 1985 that

told his attackers: you can beat my body but you will never break my spirit.  I willtold his attackers: you can beat my body but you will never break my spirit.  I willtold his attackers: you can beat my body but you will never break my spirit.  I willtold his attackers: you can beat my body but you will never break my spirit.  I will

remember his intellect and his balanced judgment which contributed so much to ourremember his intellect and his balanced judgment which contributed so much to ourremember his intellect and his balanced judgment which contributed so much to ourremember his intellect and his balanced judgment which contributed so much to our

deliberations.  And I will remember his strong principles that never wavered in timesdeliberations.  And I will remember his strong principles that never wavered in timesdeliberations.  And I will remember his strong principles that never wavered in timesdeliberations.  And I will remember his strong principles that never wavered in times

when the whole world seemed to be against us.when the whole world seemed to be against us.when the whole world seemed to be against us.when the whole world seemed to be against us.

Yet, the quality I will remember above all is his total commitment to our community.Yet, the quality I will remember above all is his total commitment to our community.Yet, the quality I will remember above all is his total commitment to our community.Yet, the quality I will remember above all is his total commitment to our community.

His one object in life was to make our community a better place for all, particularlyHis one object in life was to make our community a better place for all, particularlyHis one object in life was to make our community a better place for all, particularlyHis one object in life was to make our community a better place for all, particularly

those who have little, and he was willing to sacrifice himself for our community rightthose who have little, and he was willing to sacrifice himself for our community rightthose who have little, and he was willing to sacrifice himself for our community rightthose who have little, and he was willing to sacrifice himself for our community right

up to the very last days of his life, even scribbling Legislative Council questionsup to the very last days of his life, even scribbling Legislative Council questionsup to the very last days of his life, even scribbling Legislative Council questionsup to the very last days of his life, even scribbling Legislative Council questions

from his bed in his Room 7 in J8 of the Queen Mary Hospital.  His commitment requiredfrom his bed in his Room 7 in J8 of the Queen Mary Hospital.  His commitment requiredfrom his bed in his Room 7 in J8 of the Queen Mary Hospital.  His commitment requiredfrom his bed in his Room 7 in J8 of the Queen Mary Hospital.  His commitment required

great personal sacrifices, and I admire and am grateful to his family for the supportgreat personal sacrifices, and I admire and am grateful to his family for the supportgreat personal sacrifices, and I admire and am grateful to his family for the supportgreat personal sacrifices, and I admire and am grateful to his family for the support

they gave him, for it was they who suffered from his devotion to community service.they gave him, for it was they who suffered from his devotion to community service.they gave him, for it was they who suffered from his devotion to community service.they gave him, for it was they who suffered from his devotion to community service.

Ming-yum knew that our community was not limited only to Hong Kong.  He lovedMing-yum knew that our community was not limited only to Hong Kong.  He lovedMing-yum knew that our community was not limited only to Hong Kong.  He lovedMing-yum knew that our community was not limited only to Hong Kong.  He loved

his country as a whole, and he cared deeply about its future.  He realized that Honghis country as a whole, and he cared deeply about its future.  He realized that Honghis country as a whole, and he cared deeply about its future.  He realized that Honghis country as a whole, and he cared deeply about its future.  He realized that Hong

Kong and China are separated into two systems, but he knew that we are one country.Kong and China are separated into two systems, but he knew that we are one country.Kong and China are separated into two systems, but he knew that we are one country.Kong and China are separated into two systems, but he knew that we are one country.

And, he constantly stressed that what we do in Hong Kong is not just for our territoryAnd, he constantly stressed that what we do in Hong Kong is not just for our territoryAnd, he constantly stressed that what we do in Hong Kong is not just for our territoryAnd, he constantly stressed that what we do in Hong Kong is not just for our territory

but for our country.but for our country.but for our country.but for our country.

To many, the death of Ming-yum at such a young age is a greTo many, the death of Ming-yum at such a young age is a greTo many, the death of Ming-yum at such a young age is a greTo many, the death of Ming-yum at such a young age is a great tragedy, for heat tragedy, for heat tragedy, for heat tragedy, for he

appeared to have lived only half of his life.  But life is not measured by the numberappeared to have lived only half of his life.  But life is not measured by the numberappeared to have lived only half of his life.  But life is not measured by the numberappeared to have lived only half of his life.  But life is not measured by the number

of years that one has lived, but rather by one's contribution to the community andof years that one has lived, but rather by one's contribution to the community andof years that one has lived, but rather by one's contribution to the community andof years that one has lived, but rather by one's contribution to the community and

what one has left behind.  Judged by this yardstick, Ming-yum has lived a very fullwhat one has left behind.  Judged by this yardstick, Ming-yum has lived a very fullwhat one has left behind.  Judged by this yardstick, Ming-yum has lived a very fullwhat one has left behind.  Judged by this yardstick, Ming-yum has lived a very full

life indeed.life indeed.life indeed.life indeed.

Before Ming-yum passed away, he told us what his last wish would be.  And, I wouldBefore Ming-yum passed away, he told us what his last wish would be.  And, I wouldBefore Ming-yum passed away, he told us what his last wish would be.  And, I wouldBefore Ming-yum passed away, he told us what his last wish would be.  And, I would

like to close with that today:like to close with that today:like to close with that today:like to close with that today:

Remember, man, thou art dust;Remember, man, thou art dust;Remember, man, thou art dust;Remember, man, thou art dust;

And into dust thou shalt return.And into dust thou shalt return.And into dust thou shalt return.And into dust thou shalt return.



Yes, Lord, let it be.Yes, Lord, let it be.Yes, Lord, let it be.Yes, Lord, let it be.

But let my dust be sBut let my dust be sBut let my dust be sBut let my dust be scattered incattered incattered incattered in

the rolling waters of the Yellow River.the rolling waters of the Yellow River.the rolling waters of the Yellow River.the rolling waters of the Yellow River.

And, when my friends celebrate the triumph of democracyAnd, when my friends celebrate the triumph of democracyAnd, when my friends celebrate the triumph of democracyAnd, when my friends celebrate the triumph of democracy

in our great country of China,in our great country of China,in our great country of China,in our great country of China,

I will know then that the millions of candlesI will know then that the millions of candlesI will know then that the millions of candlesI will know then that the millions of candles

lit in Tiananmen Square will burn for me;lit in Tiananmen Square will burn for me;lit in Tiananmen Square will burn for me;lit in Tiananmen Square will burn for me;

I will glow in their I will glow in their I will glow in their I will glow in their brightness;brightness;brightness;brightness;

And, the bells in the churches will toll for me.And, the bells in the churches will toll for me.And, the bells in the churches will toll for me.And, the bells in the churches will toll for me.

For though I've run but half my race,For though I've run but half my race,For though I've run but half my race,For though I've run but half my race,

I know my brothers will finish it for me.I know my brothers will finish it for me.I know my brothers will finish it for me.I know my brothers will finish it for me.

MR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, first I would like to begin myMR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, first I would like to begin myMR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, first I would like to begin myMR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, first I would like to begin my

speech by borrowing a few opening lines from a poem by John DONNE:speech by borrowing a few opening lines from a poem by John DONNE:speech by borrowing a few opening lines from a poem by John DONNE:speech by borrowing a few opening lines from a poem by John DONNE:

"Death, be not proud,"Death, be not proud,"Death, be not proud,"Death, be not proud,

though some have called theethough some have called theethough some have called theethough some have called thee

Mighty and dreadful, forMighty and dreadful, forMighty and dreadful, forMighty and dreadful, for

thou art not so;thou art not so;thou art not so;thou art not so;

For those whom thou thinkstFor those whom thou thinkstFor those whom thou thinkstFor those whom thou thinkst

thou dost overthrowthou dost overthrowthou dost overthrowthou dost overthrow

Die not, poor Death,Die not, poor Death,Die not, poor Death,Die not, poor Death,

nor yet canst thou kill me."nor yet canst thou kill me."nor yet canst thou kill me."nor yet canst thou kill me."

Ming-yum, ouMing-yum, ouMing-yum, ouMing-yum, our good brother, a vanguard of the pro-democracy camp, lived a shortr good brother, a vanguard of the pro-democracy camp, lived a shortr good brother, a vanguard of the pro-democracy camp, lived a shortr good brother, a vanguard of the pro-democracy camp, lived a short

life of only 36 years.  Yet his 36 short years are glorious, and will always remainlife of only 36 years.  Yet his 36 short years are glorious, and will always remainlife of only 36 years.  Yet his 36 short years are glorious, and will always remainlife of only 36 years.  Yet his 36 short years are glorious, and will always remain

so in the hearts of Hong Kong people.  The vicious hand of Death grabbed Ming-yum'sso in the hearts of Hong Kong people.  The vicious hand of Death grabbed Ming-yum'sso in the hearts of Hong Kong people.  The vicious hand of Death grabbed Ming-yum'sso in the hearts of Hong Kong people.  The vicious hand of Death grabbed Ming-yum's

body when he was only 36.  Yet, his zeal for democracy, freedom, human rights andbody when he was only 36.  Yet, his zeal for democracy, freedom, human rights andbody when he was only 36.  Yet, his zeal for democracy, freedom, human rights andbody when he was only 36.  Yet, his zeal for democracy, freedom, human rights and

the rule of law will never die.  If one could extract by chemical means the elementsthe rule of law will never die.  If one could extract by chemical means the elementsthe rule of law will never die.  If one could extract by chemical means the elementsthe rule of law will never die.  If one could extract by chemical means the elements

of democracy and freedom from Ming-yum's body, then I am afraid there would not beof democracy and freedom from Ming-yum's body, then I am afraid there would not beof democracy and freedom from Ming-yum's body, then I am afraid there would not beof democracy and freedom from Ming-yum's body, then I am afraid there would not be

much left behind.much left behind.much left behind.much left behind.

Ming-yMing-yMing-yMing-yum has been known to us for well over ten years.  To talk about his deeds,um has been known to us for well over ten years.  To talk about his deeds,um has been known to us for well over ten years.  To talk about his deeds,um has been known to us for well over ten years.  To talk about his deeds,

his every word and smile would take, I am afraid, far more time than is allowed here;his every word and smile would take, I am afraid, far more time than is allowed here;his every word and smile would take, I am afraid, far more time than is allowed here;his every word and smile would take, I am afraid, far more time than is allowed here;



so I will just cite one or two incidents to illustrate his perseverance and courageso I will just cite one or two incidents to illustrate his perseverance and courageso I will just cite one or two incidents to illustrate his perseverance and courageso I will just cite one or two incidents to illustrate his perseverance and courage

in the quest for democracy, freedom and the betterment of people's livelihood.in the quest for democracy, freedom and the betterment of people's livelihood.in the quest for democracy, freedom and the betterment of people's livelihood.in the quest for democracy, freedom and the betterment of people's livelihood.

In 1985, upholding the banner of the pro-democracy camp in a determined move toIn 1985, upholding the banner of the pro-democracy camp in a determined move toIn 1985, upholding the banner of the pro-democracy camp in a determined move toIn 1985, upholding the banner of the pro-democracy camp in a determined move to

challenge the vastly influential yet conservative rural interests, Ming-yum stoodchallenge the vastly influential yet conservative rural interests, Ming-yum stoodchallenge the vastly influential yet conservative rural interests, Ming-yum stoodchallenge the vastly influential yet conservative rural interests, Ming-yum stood

for election to the Tuen Mun District Board.  He sowed the seeds of democracy, butfor election to the Tuen Mun District Board.  He sowed the seeds of democracy, butfor election to the Tuen Mun District Board.  He sowed the seeds of democracy, butfor election to the Tuen Mun District Board.  He sowed the seeds of democracy, but

at the same time antagonized local scoundrels.  As a result, subsequent to the 1985at the same time antagonized local scoundrels.  As a result, subsequent to the 1985at the same time antagonized local scoundrels.  As a result, subsequent to the 1985at the same time antagonized local scoundrels.  As a result, subsequent to the 1985

elections, he was one day assaulted and hospitalized for serious injuries afterelections, he was one day assaulted and hospitalized for serious injuries afterelections, he was one day assaulted and hospitalized for serious injuries afterelections, he was one day assaulted and hospitalized for serious injuries after

meeting his constituents in a City and New Territories Administration Office.meeting his constituents in a City and New Territories Administration Office.meeting his constituents in a City and New Territories Administration Office.meeting his constituents in a City and New Territories Administration Office.

Despite this, his determination to fight for democracy remained unwavered;Despite this, his determination to fight for democracy remained unwavered;Despite this, his determination to fight for democracy remained unwavered;Despite this, his determination to fight for democracy remained unwavered;

courageously and steadfastly he forged ahead in his political career, seeking morecourageously and steadfastly he forged ahead in his political career, seeking morecourageously and steadfastly he forged ahead in his political career, seeking morecourageously and steadfastly he forged ahead in his political career, seeking more

democratic political reforms.  This February Ming-yum unfortunately became strickendemocratic political reforms.  This February Ming-yum unfortunately became strickendemocratic political reforms.  This February Ming-yum unfortunately became strickendemocratic political reforms.  This February Ming-yum unfortunately became stricken

with leukemia.  With unparalleled resolve and will power he fought the battle againstwith leukemia.  With unparalleled resolve and will power he fought the battle againstwith leukemia.  With unparalleled resolve and will power he fought the battle againstwith leukemia.  With unparalleled resolve and will power he fought the battle against

cancer.  During this period, I know he had never stopped working for a single day.cancer.  During this period, I know he had never stopped working for a single day.cancer.  During this period, I know he had never stopped working for a single day.cancer.  During this period, I know he had never stopped working for a single day.

At times he was very tired, yet he would still press on with his questions on democraticAt times he was very tired, yet he would still press on with his questions on democraticAt times he was very tired, yet he would still press on with his questions on democraticAt times he was very tired, yet he would still press on with his questions on democratic

development and people's livelihood.  His major concerns were, of course, the 1995development and people's livelihood.  His major concerns were, of course, the 1995development and people's livelihood.  His major concerns were, of course, the 1995development and people's livelihood.  His major concerns were, of course, the 1995

Legislative Council elections and the cost overrun of the University of Science andLegislative Council elections and the cost overrun of the University of Science andLegislative Council elections and the cost overrun of the University of Science andLegislative Council elections and the cost overrun of the University of Science and

Technology.Technology.Technology.Technology.

I remember Ming-yum's condition took a tI remember Ming-yum's condition took a tI remember Ming-yum's condition took a tI remember Ming-yum's condition took a turn for the worse on the third anniversaryurn for the worse on the third anniversaryurn for the worse on the third anniversaryurn for the worse on the third anniversary

of the June 4 incident because he had developed hepatitis.  It did not, however,of the June 4 incident because he had developed hepatitis.  It did not, however,of the June 4 incident because he had developed hepatitis.  It did not, however,of the June 4 incident because he had developed hepatitis.  It did not, however,

prevent him from asking us to send a wreath for him to the candlelight vigil in Victoriaprevent him from asking us to send a wreath for him to the candlelight vigil in Victoriaprevent him from asking us to send a wreath for him to the candlelight vigil in Victoriaprevent him from asking us to send a wreath for him to the candlelight vigil in Victoria

Park to mourn the compatriots who laid down their lives in the June 4 incident.Park to mourn the compatriots who laid down their lives in the June 4 incident.Park to mourn the compatriots who laid down their lives in the June 4 incident.Park to mourn the compatriots who laid down their lives in the June 4 incident.

Now Ming-yum has left us.  He had two last wishes, which we will never forget.Now Ming-yum has left us.  He had two last wishes, which we will never forget.Now Ming-yum has left us.  He had two last wishes, which we will never forget.Now Ming-yum has left us.  He had two last wishes, which we will never forget.

First, it was his earnest wish to be able to see a free and democratic Hong Kong oneFirst, it was his earnest wish to be able to see a free and democratic Hong Kong oneFirst, it was his earnest wish to be able to see a free and democratic Hong Kong oneFirst, it was his earnest wish to be able to see a free and democratic Hong Kong one

day and also a free and democratic China.  Second, he hoped we would visit his graveday and also a free and democratic China.  Second, he hoped we would visit his graveday and also a free and democratic China.  Second, he hoped we would visit his graveday and also a free and democratic China.  Second, he hoped we would visit his grave

as soon as the Chinese Government reverses its stand on the June 4 incident to tellas soon as the Chinese Government reverses its stand on the June 4 incident to tellas soon as the Chinese Government reverses its stand on the June 4 incident to tellas soon as the Chinese Government reverses its stand on the June 4 incident to tell

him the news, and if possible, send a wreath to Tiananmen Square on his behalf.him the news, and if possible, send a wreath to Tiananmen Square on his behalf.him the news, and if possible, send a wreath to Tiananmen Square on his behalf.him the news, and if possible, send a wreath to Tiananmen Square on his behalf.

We are bidding farewell to Ming-yum, but we will always mWe are bidding farewell to Ming-yum, but we will always mWe are bidding farewell to Ming-yum, but we will always mWe are bidding farewell to Ming-yum, but we will always miss him.  It is onlyiss him.  It is onlyiss him.  It is onlyiss him.  It is only

his body that has left us; his spirit is always alive in every heart that cherisheshis body that has left us; his spirit is always alive in every heart that cherisheshis body that has left us; his spirit is always alive in every heart that cherisheshis body that has left us; his spirit is always alive in every heart that cherishes

freedom and democracy.freedom and democracy.freedom and democracy.freedom and democracy.

As Jean CHRISTOPHER puts it: "many of the living in our world are more lifelessAs Jean CHRISTOPHER puts it: "many of the living in our world are more lifelessAs Jean CHRISTOPHER puts it: "many of the living in our world are more lifelessAs Jean CHRISTOPHER puts it: "many of the living in our world are more lifeless

than the dead." I take a good look at the people around, and I am convinced how truethan the dead." I take a good look at the people around, and I am convinced how truethan the dead." I take a good look at the people around, and I am convinced how truethan the dead." I take a good look at the people around, and I am convinced how true

this saying is.  Ming-yum, may you rest in peace!this saying is.  Ming-yum, may you rest in peace!this saying is.  Ming-yum, may you rest in peace!this saying is.  Ming-yum, may you rest in peace!



DEPUTY PRESDIENT: May I ask all present to stand and observe silence for one minute.DEPUTY PRESDIENT: May I ask all present to stand and observe silence for one minute.DEPUTY PRESDIENT: May I ask all present to stand and observe silence for one minute.DEPUTY PRESDIENT: May I ask all present to stand and observe silence for one minute.

The Council observed one minute's silenceThe Council observed one minute's silenceThe Council observed one minute's silenceThe Council observed one minute's silence

Oral answers to questionsOral answers to questionsOral answers to questionsOral answers to questions

Services for the deafServices for the deafServices for the deafServices for the deaf

1.1.1.1. MR LAU CHIN-SHEK asked (in Cantonese): Will the Government inform this Council:MR LAU CHIN-SHEK asked (in Cantonese): Will the Government inform this Council:MR LAU CHIN-SHEK asked (in Cantonese): Will the Government inform this Council:MR LAU CHIN-SHEK asked (in Cantonese): Will the Government inform this Council:

(a)(a)(a)(a) what measures and facilities (such as faxlines for 999 calls) are currentlywhat measures and facilities (such as faxlines for 999 calls) are currentlywhat measures and facilities (such as faxlines for 999 calls) are currentlywhat measures and facilities (such as faxlines for 999 calls) are currently

made available to the deaf for making emergency calls;made available to the deaf for making emergency calls;made available to the deaf for making emergency calls;made available to the deaf for making emergency calls;

(b)(b)(b)(b) whether the Govewhether the Govewhether the Govewhether the Government has considered enacting legislation to require TVrnment has considered enacting legislation to require TVrnment has considered enacting legislation to require TVrnment has considered enacting legislation to require TV

stations to produce subtitles in Chinese for all news bulletins and informationstations to produce subtitles in Chinese for all news bulletins and informationstations to produce subtitles in Chinese for all news bulletins and informationstations to produce subtitles in Chinese for all news bulletins and information

programmes or to provide sign language interpretation services for emergencyprogrammes or to provide sign language interpretation services for emergencyprogrammes or to provide sign language interpretation services for emergencyprogrammes or to provide sign language interpretation services for emergency

announcements, so as to facilitate deaf people's access to public information andannouncements, so as to facilitate deaf people's access to public information andannouncements, so as to facilitate deaf people's access to public information andannouncements, so as to facilitate deaf people's access to public information and

community news; andcommunity news; andcommunity news; andcommunity news; and

(c)(c)(c)(c) whether the Government has considered providing sign language interpretationwhether the Government has considered providing sign language interpretationwhether the Government has considered providing sign language interpretationwhether the Government has considered providing sign language interpretation

services in those government departments engaged in the provision of public servicesservices in those government departments engaged in the provision of public servicesservices in those government departments engaged in the provision of public servicesservices in those government departments engaged in the provision of public services

to the community, so as to facilitate better utilization of those services by theto the community, so as to facilitate better utilization of those services by theto the community, so as to facilitate better utilization of those services by theto the community, so as to facilitate better utilization of those services by the

deaf?deaf?deaf?deaf?

SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, this question cuts across theSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, this question cuts across theSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, this question cuts across theSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President, this question cuts across the

policy purviews of three Branches, that is, Security, Recreation and Culture, as wellpolicy purviews of three Branches, that is, Security, Recreation and Culture, as wellpolicy purviews of three Branches, that is, Security, Recreation and Culture, as wellpolicy purviews of three Branches, that is, Security, Recreation and Culture, as well

as Health and Welfare.  My reply, therefore, includes input from the other twoas Health and Welfare.  My reply, therefore, includes input from the other twoas Health and Welfare.  My reply, therefore, includes input from the other twoas Health and Welfare.  My reply, therefore, includes input from the other two

Branches.Branches.Branches.Branches.

Perhaps I should begin by a general brief mention of the different degrees ofPerhaps I should begin by a general brief mention of the different degrees ofPerhaps I should begin by a general brief mention of the different degrees ofPerhaps I should begin by a general brief mention of the different degrees of

hearing impairment.  With adequate training and assistance of modern technology suchhearing impairment.  With adequate training and assistance of modern technology suchhearing impairment.  With adequate training and assistance of modern technology suchhearing impairment.  With adequate training and assistance of modern technology such

as hearing aids, persons suffering from mild to severe hearing impairment can beas hearing aids, persons suffering from mild to severe hearing impairment can beas hearing aids, persons suffering from mild to severe hearing impairment can beas hearing aids, persons suffering from mild to severe hearing impairment can be

taught to communicate orally.  Some are also able to communicate through thetaught to communicate orally.  Some are also able to communicate through thetaught to communicate orally.  Some are also able to communicate through thetaught to communicate orally.  Some are also able to communicate through the

telephone.  However, oral communication remains a problem with some hearing-impairedtelephone.  However, oral communication remains a problem with some hearing-impairedtelephone.  However, oral communication remains a problem with some hearing-impairedtelephone.  However, oral communication remains a problem with some hearing-impaired

persons, who are severely hearing-impaired, those who are profoundly hearing-persons, who are severely hearing-impaired, those who are profoundly hearing-persons, who are severely hearing-impaired, those who are profoundly hearing-persons, who are severely hearing-impaired, those who are profoundly hearing-

impaired.impaired.impaired.impaired.



As regards part (a) of the question, if a deaf person asks for help through theAs regards part (a) of the question, if a deaf person asks for help through theAs regards part (a) of the question, if a deaf person asks for help through theAs regards part (a) of the question, if a deaf person asks for help through the

999 emergency hotline, his messages will be acted upon as normal 999 emergency calls.999 emergency hotline, his messages will be acted upon as normal 999 emergency calls.999 emergency hotline, his messages will be acted upon as normal 999 emergency calls.999 emergency hotline, his messages will be acted upon as normal 999 emergency calls.

Should there be indications that the caller was unable to communicate or should thereShould there be indications that the caller was unable to communicate or should thereShould there be indications that the caller was unable to communicate or should thereShould there be indications that the caller was unable to communicate or should there

be other suspicious circumstances, the police will take automatic action to locatebe other suspicious circumstances, the police will take automatic action to locatebe other suspicious circumstances, the police will take automatic action to locatebe other suspicious circumstances, the police will take automatic action to locate

the caller, or any other action that is appropriate.  999 emergency calls will notthe caller, or any other action that is appropriate.  999 emergency calls will notthe caller, or any other action that is appropriate.  999 emergency calls will notthe caller, or any other action that is appropriate.  999 emergency calls will not

thus present a problem for the police.  However, since we know those with seriousthus present a problem for the police.  However, since we know those with seriousthus present a problem for the police.  However, since we know those with seriousthus present a problem for the police.  However, since we know those with serious

hearing problem do not normally use telephones, the very existence of 999 emergencyhearing problem do not normally use telephones, the very existence of 999 emergencyhearing problem do not normally use telephones, the very existence of 999 emergencyhearing problem do not normally use telephones, the very existence of 999 emergency

call facility may not provide sufficient assurance to them and cater to their needs.call facility may not provide sufficient assurance to them and cater to their needs.call facility may not provide sufficient assurance to them and cater to their needs.call facility may not provide sufficient assurance to them and cater to their needs.

The introduction of emergency telephone-commuThe introduction of emergency telephone-commuThe introduction of emergency telephone-commuThe introduction of emergency telephone-communication service for hearing-nication service for hearing-nication service for hearing-nication service for hearing-

impaired persons seems a very good idea.  The possibility of installing faxlines forimpaired persons seems a very good idea.  The possibility of installing faxlines forimpaired persons seems a very good idea.  The possibility of installing faxlines forimpaired persons seems a very good idea.  The possibility of installing faxlines for

making 999 emergency calls will be pursued.making 999 emergency calls will be pursued.making 999 emergency calls will be pursued.making 999 emergency calls will be pursued.

As regards part (b) of the question, a Radio Television Hong Kong (RTHK) programme,As regards part (b) of the question, a Radio Television Hong Kong (RTHK) programme,As regards part (b) of the question, a Radio Television Hong Kong (RTHK) programme,As regards part (b) of the question, a Radio Television Hong Kong (RTHK) programme,

known as News Review, is currently presented with sign-languages and captions.  Thisknown as News Review, is currently presented with sign-languages and captions.  Thisknown as News Review, is currently presented with sign-languages and captions.  Thisknown as News Review, is currently presented with sign-languages and captions.  This

programme is televised every Sunday morning between 8:30 am and 9 am.  Subtitlingprogramme is televised every Sunday morning between 8:30 am and 9 am.  Subtitlingprogramme is televised every Sunday morning between 8:30 am and 9 am.  Subtitlingprogramme is televised every Sunday morning between 8:30 am and 9 am.  Subtitling

is already quite common in TV programmes, particularly on the English channels. Theis already quite common in TV programmes, particularly on the English channels. Theis already quite common in TV programmes, particularly on the English channels. Theis already quite common in TV programmes, particularly on the English channels. The

Government is sympathetic to the needs of hearing-impaired persons.  We consider thatGovernment is sympathetic to the needs of hearing-impaired persons.  We consider thatGovernment is sympathetic to the needs of hearing-impaired persons.  We consider thatGovernment is sympathetic to the needs of hearing-impaired persons.  We consider that

such service should be extended.  We urge that RTHK's public affairs programmes forsuch service should be extended.  We urge that RTHK's public affairs programmes forsuch service should be extended.  We urge that RTHK's public affairs programmes forsuch service should be extended.  We urge that RTHK's public affairs programmes for

instance be so subtitled.  We will also urge local television broadcasters to provideinstance be so subtitled.  We will also urge local television broadcasters to provideinstance be so subtitled.  We will also urge local television broadcasters to provideinstance be so subtitled.  We will also urge local television broadcasters to provide

subtitles or sign language interpretation for more programmes as a community service.subtitles or sign language interpretation for more programmes as a community service.subtitles or sign language interpretation for more programmes as a community service.subtitles or sign language interpretation for more programmes as a community service.

We favour a voluntary approach instead of making it mandatory as I understand theseWe favour a voluntary approach instead of making it mandatory as I understand theseWe favour a voluntary approach instead of making it mandatory as I understand theseWe favour a voluntary approach instead of making it mandatory as I understand these

stations themselves are already trending towards such service.stations themselves are already trending towards such service.stations themselves are already trending towards such service.stations themselves are already trending towards such service.

As regards part (c) of the question, As regards part (c) of the question, As regards part (c) of the question, As regards part (c) of the question, the Government keeps a list of signthe Government keeps a list of signthe Government keeps a list of signthe Government keeps a list of sign

interpreters currently available in Hong Kong.  Government departments requiringinterpreters currently available in Hong Kong.  Government departments requiringinterpreters currently available in Hong Kong.  Government departments requiringinterpreters currently available in Hong Kong.  Government departments requiring

sign interpretation service may ask for assistance from these sign interpreters.  Thesign interpretation service may ask for assistance from these sign interpreters.  Thesign interpretation service may ask for assistance from these sign interpreters.  Thesign interpretation service may ask for assistance from these sign interpreters.  The

existing "pool" system, which is also adopted by countries such as the United Kingdomexisting "pool" system, which is also adopted by countries such as the United Kingdomexisting "pool" system, which is also adopted by countries such as the United Kingdomexisting "pool" system, which is also adopted by countries such as the United Kingdom

and the United States, provides a practical and effective service to deaf persons.and the United States, provides a practical and effective service to deaf persons.and the United States, provides a practical and effective service to deaf persons.and the United States, provides a practical and effective service to deaf persons.

MR LAU CHIN-SHEK (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, will the Administration informMR LAU CHIN-SHEK (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, will the Administration informMR LAU CHIN-SHEK (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, will the Administration informMR LAU CHIN-SHEK (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, will the Administration inform

this Council whether, in considering the feasibility of installing faxlines forthis Council whether, in considering the feasibility of installing faxlines forthis Council whether, in considering the feasibility of installing faxlines forthis Council whether, in considering the feasibility of installing faxlines for

making 999 emergency calls and in the eventual implementation, it will providemaking 999 emergency calls and in the eventual implementation, it will providemaking 999 emergency calls and in the eventual implementation, it will providemaking 999 emergency calls and in the eventual implementation, it will provide

assistance to those deaf persons, who need the service but financially incapable,assistance to those deaf persons, who need the service but financially incapable,assistance to those deaf persons, who need the service but financially incapable,assistance to those deaf persons, who need the service but financially incapable,

to purchase these fax machines?to purchase these fax machines?to purchase these fax machines?to purchase these fax machines?



SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Indeed, Hong Kong, as the forerunner in adoptingSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Indeed, Hong Kong, as the forerunner in adoptingSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Indeed, Hong Kong, as the forerunner in adoptingSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Indeed, Hong Kong, as the forerunner in adopting

new telecommunications technology, is considering many options of enabling deafnew telecommunications technology, is considering many options of enabling deafnew telecommunications technology, is considering many options of enabling deafnew telecommunications technology, is considering many options of enabling deaf

persons to communicate through the telephone.  According to the information from thepersons to communicate through the telephone.  According to the information from thepersons to communicate through the telephone.  According to the information from thepersons to communicate through the telephone.  According to the information from the

Hong Kong Telephone Company, special equipment already exists on the market, withHong Kong Telephone Company, special equipment already exists on the market, withHong Kong Telephone Company, special equipment already exists on the market, withHong Kong Telephone Company, special equipment already exists on the market, with

visual rather than acoustic indications; so the various telecommunicationsvisual rather than acoustic indications; so the various telecommunicationsvisual rather than acoustic indications; so the various telecommunicationsvisual rather than acoustic indications; so the various telecommunications

technology is available, except that there are certain devices which are not availabletechnology is available, except that there are certain devices which are not availabletechnology is available, except that there are certain devices which are not availabletechnology is available, except that there are certain devices which are not available

in the local language.  Telecommunications devices for the deaf, known as TTD, canin the local language.  Telecommunications devices for the deaf, known as TTD, canin the local language.  Telecommunications devices for the deaf, known as TTD, canin the local language.  Telecommunications devices for the deaf, known as TTD, can

only handle alpha-numeric data but not Chinese characters.  I understand that aonly handle alpha-numeric data but not Chinese characters.  I understand that aonly handle alpha-numeric data but not Chinese characters.  I understand that aonly handle alpha-numeric data but not Chinese characters.  I understand that a

research project is being sponsored to explore its application.  So in other words,research project is being sponsored to explore its application.  So in other words,research project is being sponsored to explore its application.  So in other words,research project is being sponsored to explore its application.  So in other words,

in terms of timing, we will do it as quickly as we can; we are exploring all thein terms of timing, we will do it as quickly as we can; we are exploring all thein terms of timing, we will do it as quickly as we can; we are exploring all thein terms of timing, we will do it as quickly as we can; we are exploring all the

possibilities.  As regards sponsorship or government funding, I think we will explorepossibilities.  As regards sponsorship or government funding, I think we will explorepossibilities.  As regards sponsorship or government funding, I think we will explorepossibilities.  As regards sponsorship or government funding, I think we will explore

all avenues.all avenues.all avenues.all avenues.

DR YEUNG SUM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, some deaf persons told me that theyDR YEUNG SUM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, some deaf persons told me that theyDR YEUNG SUM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, some deaf persons told me that theyDR YEUNG SUM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, some deaf persons told me that they

had mistaken what they saw in the news reports about the recent rainstorm in Honghad mistaken what they saw in the news reports about the recent rainstorm in Honghad mistaken what they saw in the news reports about the recent rainstorm in Honghad mistaken what they saw in the news reports about the recent rainstorm in Hong

Kong as scenes of floodings in Huadong of China.  What specific plans does theKong as scenes of floodings in Huadong of China.  What specific plans does theKong as scenes of floodings in Huadong of China.  What specific plans does theKong as scenes of floodings in Huadong of China.  What specific plans does the

Administration have to encourage television stations to provide Chinese captioningAdministration have to encourage television stations to provide Chinese captioningAdministration have to encourage television stations to provide Chinese captioningAdministration have to encourage television stations to provide Chinese captioning

in news reports?in news reports?in news reports?in news reports?

SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: I did say in the main reply that we do not favourSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: I did say in the main reply that we do not favourSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: I did say in the main reply that we do not favourSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: I did say in the main reply that we do not favour

putting in place a regulatory framework to compel local television stations to enforceputting in place a regulatory framework to compel local television stations to enforceputting in place a regulatory framework to compel local television stations to enforceputting in place a regulatory framework to compel local television stations to enforce

minimum hours of broadcasting, through either caption or sign language.  However,minimum hours of broadcasting, through either caption or sign language.  However,minimum hours of broadcasting, through either caption or sign language.  However,minimum hours of broadcasting, through either caption or sign language.  However,

I am aware, and I think it is right to say, that Hong Kong television stations areI am aware, and I think it is right to say, that Hong Kong television stations areI am aware, and I think it is right to say, that Hong Kong television stations areI am aware, and I think it is right to say, that Hong Kong television stations are

particularly receptive of public opinion.  So I feel that if the demand is there,particularly receptive of public opinion.  So I feel that if the demand is there,particularly receptive of public opinion.  So I feel that if the demand is there,particularly receptive of public opinion.  So I feel that if the demand is there,

if there is a public view which considers this to be necessary, then the televisionif there is a public view which considers this to be necessary, then the televisionif there is a public view which considers this to be necessary, then the televisionif there is a public view which considers this to be necessary, then the television

stations will probably respond very quickly.  As I also said in my main reply, theystations will probably respond very quickly.  As I also said in my main reply, theystations will probably respond very quickly.  As I also said in my main reply, theystations will probably respond very quickly.  As I also said in my main reply, they

are already trending towards captioning.are already trending towards captioning.are already trending towards captioning.are already trending towards captioning.

MR ERIC LI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I understand that the AdministrationMR ERIC LI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I understand that the AdministrationMR ERIC LI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I understand that the AdministrationMR ERIC LI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I understand that the Administration

has recently approved the provision of a service called "Tele-tex" by the two localhas recently approved the provision of a service called "Tele-tex" by the two localhas recently approved the provision of a service called "Tele-tex" by the two localhas recently approved the provision of a service called "Tele-tex" by the two local

television stations.  With this service, basically television stations may broadcasttelevision stations.  With this service, basically television stations may broadcasttelevision stations.  With this service, basically television stations may broadcasttelevision stations.  With this service, basically television stations may broadcast

programmes with subtitles by way of another system, thus enabling viewers to chooseprogrammes with subtitles by way of another system, thus enabling viewers to chooseprogrammes with subtitles by way of another system, thus enabling viewers to chooseprogrammes with subtitles by way of another system, thus enabling viewers to choose

between programmes with or without the subtitles.  Nowadays, technology has made itbetween programmes with or without the subtitles.  Nowadays, technology has made itbetween programmes with or without the subtitles.  Nowadays, technology has made itbetween programmes with or without the subtitles.  Nowadays, technology has made it

possible to provide subtitles without affecting the other viewers.  What effort haspossible to provide subtitles without affecting the other viewers.  What effort haspossible to provide subtitles without affecting the other viewers.  What effort haspossible to provide subtitles without affecting the other viewers.  What effort has



the Administration made, in approving the use of such technology, to encourage thethe Administration made, in approving the use of such technology, to encourage thethe Administration made, in approving the use of such technology, to encourage thethe Administration made, in approving the use of such technology, to encourage the

two television stations to help deaf persons?two television stations to help deaf persons?two television stations to help deaf persons?two television stations to help deaf persons?

SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Indeed, there are many technological devices,SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Indeed, there are many technological devices,SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Indeed, there are many technological devices,SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Indeed, there are many technological devices,

including the Tele-tex; and in the United Kingdom there is a system calledincluding the Tele-tex; and in the United Kingdom there is a system calledincluding the Tele-tex; and in the United Kingdom there is a system calledincluding the Tele-tex; and in the United Kingdom there is a system called

"Mini-Comtex".  These are all systems which enable, say, deaf persons, to have access"Mini-Comtex".  These are all systems which enable, say, deaf persons, to have access"Mini-Comtex".  These are all systems which enable, say, deaf persons, to have access"Mini-Comtex".  These are all systems which enable, say, deaf persons, to have access

to the telephone system by typewritten script rather than verbal, audio script.  Asto the telephone system by typewritten script rather than verbal, audio script.  Asto the telephone system by typewritten script rather than verbal, audio script.  Asto the telephone system by typewritten script rather than verbal, audio script.  As

I say, the technology is there.  The application really depends very much on theI say, the technology is there.  The application really depends very much on theI say, the technology is there.  The application really depends very much on theI say, the technology is there.  The application really depends very much on the

demand and the public perception, more particularly, on the application of technologydemand and the public perception, more particularly, on the application of technologydemand and the public perception, more particularly, on the application of technologydemand and the public perception, more particularly, on the application of technology

in the local context, because the alpha-numeric data system cannot be easilyin the local context, because the alpha-numeric data system cannot be easilyin the local context, because the alpha-numeric data system cannot be easilyin the local context, because the alpha-numeric data system cannot be easily

interpreted in the Chinese language; so research is being conducted in that area.interpreted in the Chinese language; so research is being conducted in that area.interpreted in the Chinese language; so research is being conducted in that area.interpreted in the Chinese language; so research is being conducted in that area.

MR ANDREW WONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, many government departments likeMR ANDREW WONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, many government departments likeMR ANDREW WONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, many government departments likeMR ANDREW WONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, many government departments like

the Immigration Department, and a number of institutions which are ex-governmentthe Immigration Department, and a number of institutions which are ex-governmentthe Immigration Department, and a number of institutions which are ex-governmentthe Immigration Department, and a number of institutions which are ex-government

departments but still under government control like hospitals, have frequent contactdepartments but still under government control like hospitals, have frequent contactdepartments but still under government control like hospitals, have frequent contactdepartments but still under government control like hospitals, have frequent contact

with the public.  In such departments or hospitals, the names of the persons awaitingwith the public.  In such departments or hospitals, the names of the persons awaitingwith the public.  In such departments or hospitals, the names of the persons awaitingwith the public.  In such departments or hospitals, the names of the persons awaiting

service or the numbers of their chips are usually called out through the publicservice or the numbers of their chips are usually called out through the publicservice or the numbers of their chips are usually called out through the publicservice or the numbers of their chips are usually called out through the public

announcement system when it comes to their turn.  Such an arrangement is veryannouncement system when it comes to their turn.  Such an arrangement is veryannouncement system when it comes to their turn.  Such an arrangement is veryannouncement system when it comes to their turn.  Such an arrangement is very

inconvenient to deaf persons.  Has the Administration considered installing someinconvenient to deaf persons.  Has the Administration considered installing someinconvenient to deaf persons.  Has the Administration considered installing someinconvenient to deaf persons.  Has the Administration considered installing some

electronic display boards at those public facilities?electronic display boards at those public facilities?electronic display boards at those public facilities?electronic display boards at those public facilities?

SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: This is being done, Mr Deputy President.  TheSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: This is being done, Mr Deputy President.  TheSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: This is being done, Mr Deputy President.  TheSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: This is being done, Mr Deputy President.  The

Department of Health has already installed a Digital Display System at each of theDepartment of Health has already installed a Digital Display System at each of theDepartment of Health has already installed a Digital Display System at each of theDepartment of Health has already installed a Digital Display System at each of the

five consultation rooms at the Ngau Tau Kok Jockey Club Clinic.  It is a pilot scheme;five consultation rooms at the Ngau Tau Kok Jockey Club Clinic.  It is a pilot scheme;five consultation rooms at the Ngau Tau Kok Jockey Club Clinic.  It is a pilot scheme;five consultation rooms at the Ngau Tau Kok Jockey Club Clinic.  It is a pilot scheme;

if found successful it will be applied throughout the Hong Kong Government'sif found successful it will be applied throughout the Hong Kong Government'sif found successful it will be applied throughout the Hong Kong Government'sif found successful it will be applied throughout the Hong Kong Government's

outpatient clinics. This system in fact replaces the previous arrangement whereoutpatient clinics. This system in fact replaces the previous arrangement whereoutpatient clinics. This system in fact replaces the previous arrangement whereoutpatient clinics. This system in fact replaces the previous arrangement where

people call out the patients' names.  This is a system which displays a number, whichpeople call out the patients' names.  This is a system which displays a number, whichpeople call out the patients' names.  This is a system which displays a number, whichpeople call out the patients' names.  This is a system which displays a number, which

of course was the Honourable Andrew WONG's question. It is an electronic panel whichof course was the Honourable Andrew WONG's question. It is an electronic panel whichof course was the Honourable Andrew WONG's question. It is an electronic panel whichof course was the Honourable Andrew WONG's question. It is an electronic panel which

notifies the patient holding the corresponding number through visual display.  Asnotifies the patient holding the corresponding number through visual display.  Asnotifies the patient holding the corresponding number through visual display.  Asnotifies the patient holding the corresponding number through visual display.  As

regards public hospitals, I am informed that Kwong Wah Hospital is activelyregards public hospitals, I am informed that Kwong Wah Hospital is activelyregards public hospitals, I am informed that Kwong Wah Hospital is activelyregards public hospitals, I am informed that Kwong Wah Hospital is actively

considering the installation of a similar device at its Outpatient Department.  Givenconsidering the installation of a similar device at its Outpatient Department.  Givenconsidering the installation of a similar device at its Outpatient Department.  Givenconsidering the installation of a similar device at its Outpatient Department.  Given

the Hospital Authority's own flexibility in the use of its funds, I think it willthe Hospital Authority's own flexibility in the use of its funds, I think it willthe Hospital Authority's own flexibility in the use of its funds, I think it willthe Hospital Authority's own flexibility in the use of its funds, I think it will

help the individual public hospitals, if they so decide, to improve their serviceshelp the individual public hospitals, if they so decide, to improve their serviceshelp the individual public hospitals, if they so decide, to improve their serviceshelp the individual public hospitals, if they so decide, to improve their services

in this direction.in this direction.in this direction.in this direction.



Visa policyVisa policyVisa policyVisa policy

2.2.2.2. MR MARTIN BARROW asked: Will the Government inform thMR MARTIN BARROW asked: Will the Government inform thMR MARTIN BARROW asked: Will the Government inform thMR MARTIN BARROW asked: Will the Government inform this Council whether it isis Council whether it isis Council whether it isis Council whether it is

its policy to welcome tourists and business visitors from all over the world and,its policy to welcome tourists and business visitors from all over the world and,its policy to welcome tourists and business visitors from all over the world and,its policy to welcome tourists and business visitors from all over the world and,

if so, what steps have been taken to ensure that British visa offices are notifiedif so, what steps have been taken to ensure that British visa offices are notifiedif so, what steps have been taken to ensure that British visa offices are notifiedif so, what steps have been taken to ensure that British visa offices are notified

of such policy?of such policy?of such policy?of such policy?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, as a regional and world centre forSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, as a regional and world centre forSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, as a regional and world centre forSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, as a regional and world centre for

finance, trade, manufacturing and tourism, it is our general policy to welcomefinance, trade, manufacturing and tourism, it is our general policy to welcomefinance, trade, manufacturing and tourism, it is our general policy to welcomefinance, trade, manufacturing and tourism, it is our general policy to welcome

tourists and business visitors from all over the world.  British visa offices receivetourists and business visitors from all over the world.  British visa offices receivetourists and business visitors from all over the world.  British visa offices receivetourists and business visitors from all over the world.  British visa offices receive

regular notification of any changes in Hong Kong's visa requirements which areregular notification of any changes in Hong Kong's visa requirements which areregular notification of any changes in Hong Kong's visa requirements which areregular notification of any changes in Hong Kong's visa requirements which are

consistent with this general policy.consistent with this general policy.consistent with this general policy.consistent with this general policy.

MR MARTIN BARROW: Mr Deputy President, the Secretary will recall announcing to thisMR MARTIN BARROW: Mr Deputy President, the Secretary will recall announcing to thisMR MARTIN BARROW: Mr Deputy President, the Secretary will recall announcing to thisMR MARTIN BARROW: Mr Deputy President, the Secretary will recall announcing to this

Council in January 1992 that the visa issue time for former Soviet Union citizensCouncil in January 1992 that the visa issue time for former Soviet Union citizensCouncil in January 1992 that the visa issue time for former Soviet Union citizensCouncil in January 1992 that the visa issue time for former Soviet Union citizens

will be seven working days for visits of no more than seven days.  Could he thereforewill be seven working days for visits of no more than seven days.  Could he thereforewill be seven working days for visits of no more than seven days.  Could he thereforewill be seven working days for visits of no more than seven days.  Could he therefore

explain why British visa posts in London, Canada, New Zealand, France and the Unitedexplain why British visa posts in London, Canada, New Zealand, France and the Unitedexplain why British visa posts in London, Canada, New Zealand, France and the Unitedexplain why British visa posts in London, Canada, New Zealand, France and the United

States are still informing such potential visitors that it takes six to eight weeks;States are still informing such potential visitors that it takes six to eight weeks;States are still informing such potential visitors that it takes six to eight weeks;States are still informing such potential visitors that it takes six to eight weeks;

and would he undertake a complete review of Hong Kong's policy towards such visitors,and would he undertake a complete review of Hong Kong's policy towards such visitors,and would he undertake a complete review of Hong Kong's policy towards such visitors,and would he undertake a complete review of Hong Kong's policy towards such visitors,

assuming he agrees that the "Cold War" is over?assuming he agrees that the "Cold War" is over?assuming he agrees that the "Cold War" is over?assuming he agrees that the "Cold War" is over?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I am quite confident that all visa postsSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I am quite confident that all visa postsSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I am quite confident that all visa postsSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I am quite confident that all visa posts

are well aware of the present policy which is that nationals of the former Sovietare well aware of the present policy which is that nationals of the former Sovietare well aware of the present policy which is that nationals of the former Sovietare well aware of the present policy which is that nationals of the former Soviet

Union can visit Hong Kong for up to seven days and that those visas can be issuedUnion can visit Hong Kong for up to seven days and that those visas can be issuedUnion can visit Hong Kong for up to seven days and that those visas can be issuedUnion can visit Hong Kong for up to seven days and that those visas can be issued

within seven working days. We have seen a rapidly changing situation in the formerwithin seven working days. We have seen a rapidly changing situation in the formerwithin seven working days. We have seen a rapidly changing situation in the formerwithin seven working days. We have seen a rapidly changing situation in the former

Soviet bloc, and particularly in the former Soviet Union.  We have made a number ofSoviet bloc, and particularly in the former Soviet Union.  We have made a number ofSoviet bloc, and particularly in the former Soviet Union.  We have made a number ofSoviet bloc, and particularly in the former Soviet Union.  We have made a number of

changes to our visa policy in response to those changes over the last few years.  Thischanges to our visa policy in response to those changes over the last few years.  Thischanges to our visa policy in response to those changes over the last few years.  Thischanges to our visa policy in response to those changes over the last few years.  This

is an area that we will keep under regular review and we are in fact looking at theis an area that we will keep under regular review and we are in fact looking at theis an area that we will keep under regular review and we are in fact looking at theis an area that we will keep under regular review and we are in fact looking at the

matter again now.matter again now.matter again now.matter again now.

MR LAU WAH-SUM:  Mr Deputy President, could the Secretary explain why a citizen ofMR LAU WAH-SUM:  Mr Deputy President, could the Secretary explain why a citizen ofMR LAU WAH-SUM:  Mr Deputy President, could the Secretary explain why a citizen ofMR LAU WAH-SUM:  Mr Deputy President, could the Secretary explain why a citizen of

the former Soviet Union can be issued within one day a 28-day visa to visit the Unitedthe former Soviet Union can be issued within one day a 28-day visa to visit the Unitedthe former Soviet Union can be issued within one day a 28-day visa to visit the Unitedthe former Soviet Union can be issued within one day a 28-day visa to visit the United

Kingdom at British visa posts in the former Soviet Union, whereas it takes sevenKingdom at British visa posts in the former Soviet Union, whereas it takes sevenKingdom at British visa posts in the former Soviet Union, whereas it takes sevenKingdom at British visa posts in the former Soviet Union, whereas it takes seven



working days for the visitor to obtain a visa to Hong Kong; can Hong Kong not followworking days for the visitor to obtain a visa to Hong Kong; can Hong Kong not followworking days for the visitor to obtain a visa to Hong Kong; can Hong Kong not followworking days for the visitor to obtain a visa to Hong Kong; can Hong Kong not follow

the United Kingdom's more liberal practice?the United Kingdom's more liberal practice?the United Kingdom's more liberal practice?the United Kingdom's more liberal practice?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I cannot comment on the British visaSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I cannot comment on the British visaSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I cannot comment on the British visaSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I cannot comment on the British visa

requirements.  I do not think that visas are normally issued within one day.  Allrequirements.  I do not think that visas are normally issued within one day.  Allrequirements.  I do not think that visas are normally issued within one day.  Allrequirements.  I do not think that visas are normally issued within one day.  All

I can say is that our seven working days is related essentially to the time takenI can say is that our seven working days is related essentially to the time takenI can say is that our seven working days is related essentially to the time takenI can say is that our seven working days is related essentially to the time taken

to communicate.to communicate.to communicate.to communicate.

MR CHIM PUI-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I think the original questionMR CHIM PUI-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I think the original questionMR CHIM PUI-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I think the original questionMR CHIM PUI-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I think the original question

concerns the tourism industry of Hong Kong because issuing of visas and tourism areconcerns the tourism industry of Hong Kong because issuing of visas and tourism areconcerns the tourism industry of Hong Kong because issuing of visas and tourism areconcerns the tourism industry of Hong Kong because issuing of visas and tourism are

closely related.  My question is: can the Hong Kong Government consider installingclosely related.  My question is: can the Hong Kong Government consider installingclosely related.  My question is: can the Hong Kong Government consider installingclosely related.  My question is: can the Hong Kong Government consider installing

more television sets in waiting lounges of the airport to provide more programmesmore television sets in waiting lounges of the airport to provide more programmesmore television sets in waiting lounges of the airport to provide more programmesmore television sets in waiting lounges of the airport to provide more programmes

to visitors on transit or travellers waiting for departure so that they would notto visitors on transit or travellers waiting for departure so that they would notto visitors on transit or travellers waiting for departure so that they would notto visitors on transit or travellers waiting for departure so that they would not

feel bored in Hong Kong?  This may also benefit the tourism industry of Hong Kong.feel bored in Hong Kong?  This may also benefit the tourism industry of Hong Kong.feel bored in Hong Kong?  This may also benefit the tourism industry of Hong Kong.feel bored in Hong Kong?  This may also benefit the tourism industry of Hong Kong.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: It is generally within the question but are you able to answer it,DEPUTY PRESIDENT: It is generally within the question but are you able to answer it,DEPUTY PRESIDENT: It is generally within the question but are you able to answer it,DEPUTY PRESIDENT: It is generally within the question but are you able to answer it,

Secretary for Security?Secretary for Security?Secretary for Security?Secretary for Security?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: I think probably what is being referred to is the transitSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: I think probably what is being referred to is the transitSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: I think probably what is being referred to is the transitSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: I think probably what is being referred to is the transit

lounge at the airport.  This is not something that I am responsible for; I will passlounge at the airport.  This is not something that I am responsible for; I will passlounge at the airport.  This is not something that I am responsible for; I will passlounge at the airport.  This is not something that I am responsible for; I will pass

this on to the Director of Civil Aviation to consider.this on to the Director of Civil Aviation to consider.this on to the Director of Civil Aviation to consider.this on to the Director of Civil Aviation to consider.

PROF FELICE LIEH MAK: Mr Deputy President, will the Secretary for Security considerPROF FELICE LIEH MAK: Mr Deputy President, will the Secretary for Security considerPROF FELICE LIEH MAK: Mr Deputy President, will the Secretary for Security considerPROF FELICE LIEH MAK: Mr Deputy President, will the Secretary for Security consider

issuing visas at the airport for individuals who require a visa but have not obtainedissuing visas at the airport for individuals who require a visa but have not obtainedissuing visas at the airport for individuals who require a visa but have not obtainedissuing visas at the airport for individuals who require a visa but have not obtained

it from the country of origin?it from the country of origin?it from the country of origin?it from the country of origin?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, in exceptional circumstances this canSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, in exceptional circumstances this canSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, in exceptional circumstances this canSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, in exceptional circumstances this can

be done but it is certainly not something that we would wish to encourage.  It isbe done but it is certainly not something that we would wish to encourage.  It isbe done but it is certainly not something that we would wish to encourage.  It isbe done but it is certainly not something that we would wish to encourage.  It is

very wasteful of staff time, and the time of the visitors; it holds up queues at thevery wasteful of staff time, and the time of the visitors; it holds up queues at thevery wasteful of staff time, and the time of the visitors; it holds up queues at thevery wasteful of staff time, and the time of the visitors; it holds up queues at the

airport which are already long enough.  We would wish to resist that as far as possible.airport which are already long enough.  We would wish to resist that as far as possible.airport which are already long enough.  We would wish to resist that as far as possible.airport which are already long enough.  We would wish to resist that as far as possible.

We believe that it is far more cost-effective that when visas are required they shouldWe believe that it is far more cost-effective that when visas are required they shouldWe believe that it is far more cost-effective that when visas are required they shouldWe believe that it is far more cost-effective that when visas are required they should

be obtained before coming to Hong Kong.be obtained before coming to Hong Kong.be obtained before coming to Hong Kong.be obtained before coming to Hong Kong.



DR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the number of tourists andDR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the number of tourists andDR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the number of tourists andDR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the number of tourists and

business visitors coming to Hong Kong from Taiwan is increasing and this isbusiness visitors coming to Hong Kong from Taiwan is increasing and this isbusiness visitors coming to Hong Kong from Taiwan is increasing and this isbusiness visitors coming to Hong Kong from Taiwan is increasing and this is

significant to the economy of Hong Kong.  Can the Administration advise this Councilsignificant to the economy of Hong Kong.  Can the Administration advise this Councilsignificant to the economy of Hong Kong.  Can the Administration advise this Councilsignificant to the economy of Hong Kong.  Can the Administration advise this Council

whether it will improve its visa policy towards visitors from Taiwan, or even waivewhether it will improve its visa policy towards visitors from Taiwan, or even waivewhether it will improve its visa policy towards visitors from Taiwan, or even waivewhether it will improve its visa policy towards visitors from Taiwan, or even waive

the requirement that an applicant may stay in Hong Kong for not more than seven daysthe requirement that an applicant may stay in Hong Kong for not more than seven daysthe requirement that an applicant may stay in Hong Kong for not more than seven daysthe requirement that an applicant may stay in Hong Kong for not more than seven days

so as to encourage more people to come to Hong Kong?so as to encourage more people to come to Hong Kong?so as to encourage more people to come to Hong Kong?so as to encourage more people to come to Hong Kong?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, we have indeed revised the visa procedureSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, we have indeed revised the visa procedureSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, we have indeed revised the visa procedureSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, we have indeed revised the visa procedure

for residents of Taiwan within the last two years.  We now issue multiple permitsfor residents of Taiwan within the last two years.  We now issue multiple permitsfor residents of Taiwan within the last two years.  We now issue multiple permitsfor residents of Taiwan within the last two years.  We now issue multiple permits

to Taiwanese visitors which are valid for two years, which can be renewed within twoto Taiwanese visitors which are valid for two years, which can be renewed within twoto Taiwanese visitors which are valid for two years, which can be renewed within twoto Taiwanese visitors which are valid for two years, which can be renewed within two

days, and which allow unlimited entry into Hong Kong for up to 14 days each time withindays, and which allow unlimited entry into Hong Kong for up to 14 days each time withindays, and which allow unlimited entry into Hong Kong for up to 14 days each time withindays, and which allow unlimited entry into Hong Kong for up to 14 days each time within

the validity period of the visa.the validity period of the visa.the validity period of the visa.the validity period of the visa.

MR HOWARD YOUNG: Mr Deputy President, in order to translate that welcome mentionedMR HOWARD YOUNG: Mr Deputy President, in order to translate that welcome mentionedMR HOWARD YOUNG: Mr Deputy President, in order to translate that welcome mentionedMR HOWARD YOUNG: Mr Deputy President, in order to translate that welcome mentioned

by the Security for Security into reality, can the Secretary undertake to compareby the Security for Security into reality, can the Secretary undertake to compareby the Security for Security into reality, can the Secretary undertake to compareby the Security for Security into reality, can the Secretary undertake to compare

both the visa requirements and the issue time required between Hong Kong and the Unitedboth the visa requirements and the issue time required between Hong Kong and the Unitedboth the visa requirements and the issue time required between Hong Kong and the Unitedboth the visa requirements and the issue time required between Hong Kong and the United

Kingdom to see whether any anomalies exist will would put us in a less welcoming lightKingdom to see whether any anomalies exist will would put us in a less welcoming lightKingdom to see whether any anomalies exist will would put us in a less welcoming lightKingdom to see whether any anomalies exist will would put us in a less welcoming light

to businessmen and tourists?to businessmen and tourists?to businessmen and tourists?to businessmen and tourists?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, yes, we do it whenever we review ourSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, yes, we do it whenever we review ourSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, yes, we do it whenever we review ourSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, yes, we do it whenever we review our

visa procedures -- that is certainly something which we do and will continue to do.visa procedures -- that is certainly something which we do and will continue to do.visa procedures -- that is certainly something which we do and will continue to do.visa procedures -- that is certainly something which we do and will continue to do.

I would just like to say as a general point that Hong Kong has a very liberal visaI would just like to say as a general point that Hong Kong has a very liberal visaI would just like to say as a general point that Hong Kong has a very liberal visaI would just like to say as a general point that Hong Kong has a very liberal visa

regime in comparison with almost any other country.  Nationals of about 30 countriesregime in comparison with almost any other country.  Nationals of about 30 countriesregime in comparison with almost any other country.  Nationals of about 30 countriesregime in comparison with almost any other country.  Nationals of about 30 countries

require visas to come to Hong Kong; nationals of about 150 countries do not requirerequire visas to come to Hong Kong; nationals of about 150 countries do not requirerequire visas to come to Hong Kong; nationals of about 150 countries do not requirerequire visas to come to Hong Kong; nationals of about 150 countries do not require

visit visas.visit visas.visit visas.visit visas.

MR JIMMY McGREGOR: Mr Deputy President, could the Secretary advise if the generalMR JIMMY McGREGOR: Mr Deputy President, could the Secretary advise if the generalMR JIMMY McGREGOR: Mr Deputy President, could the Secretary advise if the generalMR JIMMY McGREGOR: Mr Deputy President, could the Secretary advise if the general

policy also applies to seamen?  And if so, could he explain why 21 Russian seamenpolicy also applies to seamen?  And if so, could he explain why 21 Russian seamenpolicy also applies to seamen?  And if so, could he explain why 21 Russian seamenpolicy also applies to seamen?  And if so, could he explain why 21 Russian seamen

on board the St. Petersburg Senator at Kwai Chung for the past 24 hours have not beenon board the St. Petersburg Senator at Kwai Chung for the past 24 hours have not beenon board the St. Petersburg Senator at Kwai Chung for the past 24 hours have not beenon board the St. Petersburg Senator at Kwai Chung for the past 24 hours have not been

allowed ashore?allowed ashore?allowed ashore?allowed ashore?



SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, no, I cannot explain that.  I am notSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, no, I cannot explain that.  I am notSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, no, I cannot explain that.  I am notSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, no, I cannot explain that.  I am not

aware of the case but I will look into it.aware of the case but I will look into it.aware of the case but I will look into it.aware of the case but I will look into it.

Police overtime workPolice overtime workPolice overtime workPolice overtime work

3.3.3.3. MR JAMES TO asked (in Cantonese): Will the Government inform this Council:MR JAMES TO asked (in Cantonese): Will the Government inform this Council:MR JAMES TO asked (in Cantonese): Will the Government inform this Council:MR JAMES TO asked (in Cantonese): Will the Government inform this Council:

(a)(a)(a)(a) the number of hours of overtime work that have been accumulated by policethe number of hours of overtime work that have been accumulated by policethe number of hours of overtime work that have been accumulated by policethe number of hours of overtime work that have been accumulated by police

officers of various ranks in the Police Force; the number of years since these overtimeofficers of various ranks in the Police Force; the number of years since these overtimeofficers of various ranks in the Police Force; the number of years since these overtimeofficers of various ranks in the Police Force; the number of years since these overtime

working hours have been accumulated and the number of police officers involved;working hours have been accumulated and the number of police officers involved;working hours have been accumulated and the number of police officers involved;working hours have been accumulated and the number of police officers involved;

(b)(b)(b)(b) how the Government deals with these accumulated overtime working hours; whathow the Government deals with these accumulated overtime working hours; whathow the Government deals with these accumulated overtime working hours; whathow the Government deals with these accumulated overtime working hours; what

compensation will be given in respect of the overtime working hours accumulated bycompensation will be given in respect of the overtime working hours accumulated bycompensation will be given in respect of the overtime working hours accumulated bycompensation will be given in respect of the overtime working hours accumulated by

a police officer who is killed on duty; anda police officer who is killed on duty; anda police officer who is killed on duty; anda police officer who is killed on duty; and

(c)(c)(c)(c) whether there are any plans to reduce the overtime work of the policewhether there are any plans to reduce the overtime work of the policewhether there are any plans to reduce the overtime work of the policewhether there are any plans to reduce the overtime work of the police

officers?officers?officers?officers?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, as at 1 May 1992, the total amount ofSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, as at 1 May 1992, the total amount ofSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, as at 1 May 1992, the total amount ofSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, as at 1 May 1992, the total amount of

overtime work accumulated by police  officers  was 880 127 hours.  This figure hasovertime work accumulated by police  officers  was 880 127 hours.  This figure hasovertime work accumulated by police  officers  was 880 127 hours.  This figure hasovertime work accumulated by police  officers  was 880 127 hours.  This figure has

been accumulated by some 20 000 officers, in all ranks from constable to Chiefbeen accumulated by some 20 000 officers, in all ranks from constable to Chiefbeen accumulated by some 20 000 officers, in all ranks from constable to Chiefbeen accumulated by some 20 000 officers, in all ranks from constable to Chief

Inspector.  Some officers have accumulated their overtime over a period of years.Inspector.  Some officers have accumulated their overtime over a period of years.Inspector.  Some officers have accumulated their overtime over a period of years.Inspector.  Some officers have accumulated their overtime over a period of years.

It is, however, not possible to give an overall historical picture.  This is becauseIt is, however, not possible to give an overall historical picture.  This is becauseIt is, however, not possible to give an overall historical picture.  This is becauseIt is, however, not possible to give an overall historical picture.  This is because

the system for recording and calculating overtime has been modified over the yearsthe system for recording and calculating overtime has been modified over the yearsthe system for recording and calculating overtime has been modified over the yearsthe system for recording and calculating overtime has been modified over the years

and the total number of accumulated overtime hours fluctuates on a daily basis.and the total number of accumulated overtime hours fluctuates on a daily basis.and the total number of accumulated overtime hours fluctuates on a daily basis.and the total number of accumulated overtime hours fluctuates on a daily basis.

Overtime wOvertime wOvertime wOvertime work is compensated for in accordance with Civil Service Regulations.ork is compensated for in accordance with Civil Service Regulations.ork is compensated for in accordance with Civil Service Regulations.ork is compensated for in accordance with Civil Service Regulations.

Compensation is normally by way of time-off in lieu within a reasonable period ofCompensation is normally by way of time-off in lieu within a reasonable period ofCompensation is normally by way of time-off in lieu within a reasonable period ofCompensation is normally by way of time-off in lieu within a reasonable period of

time.  An individual Police District Commander will take into consideration thetime.  An individual Police District Commander will take into consideration thetime.  An individual Police District Commander will take into consideration thetime.  An individual Police District Commander will take into consideration the

deployment needs and manpower situation in his district in granting time-off.  Wheredeployment needs and manpower situation in his district in granting time-off.  Wheredeployment needs and manpower situation in his district in granting time-off.  Wheredeployment needs and manpower situation in his district in granting time-off.  Where

time-off cannot be granted within a reasonable period of time, Disciplined Servicestime-off cannot be granted within a reasonable period of time, Disciplined Servicestime-off cannot be granted within a reasonable period of time, Disciplined Servicestime-off cannot be granted within a reasonable period of time, Disciplined Services

Overtime Allowance (DSOA) may be paid for hours of overtime worked.  As far as I amOvertime Allowance (DSOA) may be paid for hours of overtime worked.  As far as I amOvertime Allowance (DSOA) may be paid for hours of overtime worked.  As far as I amOvertime Allowance (DSOA) may be paid for hours of overtime worked.  As far as I am

aware, there has been only one case of an officer killed on duty who had accumulatedaware, there has been only one case of an officer killed on duty who had accumulatedaware, there has been only one case of an officer killed on duty who had accumulatedaware, there has been only one case of an officer killed on duty who had accumulated

overtime hours.  In that case, an ex gratia payment was made to the estate of theovertime hours.  In that case, an ex gratia payment was made to the estate of theovertime hours.  In that case, an ex gratia payment was made to the estate of theovertime hours.  In that case, an ex gratia payment was made to the estate of the

officer equivalent to the cash value of the outstanding accumulated time-off hours.officer equivalent to the cash value of the outstanding accumulated time-off hours.officer equivalent to the cash value of the outstanding accumulated time-off hours.officer equivalent to the cash value of the outstanding accumulated time-off hours.



The Police Force has recently The Police Force has recently The Police Force has recently The Police Force has recently issued revised orders to achieve better managementissued revised orders to achieve better managementissued revised orders to achieve better managementissued revised orders to achieve better management

of overtime.  These orders clarify and simplify the procedures for recording overtime,of overtime.  These orders clarify and simplify the procedures for recording overtime,of overtime.  These orders clarify and simplify the procedures for recording overtime,of overtime.  These orders clarify and simplify the procedures for recording overtime,

and the conditions for time-off in lieu or payment of DSOA.  They are designed toand the conditions for time-off in lieu or payment of DSOA.  They are designed toand the conditions for time-off in lieu or payment of DSOA.  They are designed toand the conditions for time-off in lieu or payment of DSOA.  They are designed to

ensure that all officers receive prompt and accurate recompense for any overtimeensure that all officers receive prompt and accurate recompense for any overtimeensure that all officers receive prompt and accurate recompense for any overtimeensure that all officers receive prompt and accurate recompense for any overtime

worked, and to prevent the build-up of large balances of unrecompensed overtime.worked, and to prevent the build-up of large balances of unrecompensed overtime.worked, and to prevent the build-up of large balances of unrecompensed overtime.worked, and to prevent the build-up of large balances of unrecompensed overtime.

MR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Secretary mentioned in the secondMR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Secretary mentioned in the secondMR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Secretary mentioned in the secondMR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Secretary mentioned in the second

paragraph of his reply that the officers concerned would be granted time-off in lieuparagraph of his reply that the officers concerned would be granted time-off in lieuparagraph of his reply that the officers concerned would be granted time-off in lieuparagraph of his reply that the officers concerned would be granted time-off in lieu

within a reasonable period of time and that where time-off could not be granted withinwithin a reasonable period of time and that where time-off could not be granted withinwithin a reasonable period of time and that where time-off could not be granted withinwithin a reasonable period of time and that where time-off could not be granted within

a reasonable period of time, DSOA would be paid.  But I believe "you cannot eat youra reasonable period of time, DSOA would be paid.  But I believe "you cannot eat youra reasonable period of time, DSOA would be paid.  But I believe "you cannot eat youra reasonable period of time, DSOA would be paid.  But I believe "you cannot eat your

cake and have it".  By "overtime allowance within a reasonable period of time", itcake and have it".  By "overtime allowance within a reasonable period of time", itcake and have it".  By "overtime allowance within a reasonable period of time", itcake and have it".  By "overtime allowance within a reasonable period of time", it

means cash compensation.  What exactly is a "reasonable period of time"?  Also, themeans cash compensation.  What exactly is a "reasonable period of time"?  Also, themeans cash compensation.  What exactly is a "reasonable period of time"?  Also, themeans cash compensation.  What exactly is a "reasonable period of time"?  Also, the

Secretary said a Police District Commander will take into consideration theSecretary said a Police District Commander will take into consideration theSecretary said a Police District Commander will take into consideration theSecretary said a Police District Commander will take into consideration the

deployment needs and manpower situation.  Would it be difficult for officers to bedeployment needs and manpower situation.  Would it be difficult for officers to bedeployment needs and manpower situation.  Would it be difficult for officers to bedeployment needs and manpower situation.  Would it be difficult for officers to be

paid overtime allowance when deployment needs and manpower situation are both tense?paid overtime allowance when deployment needs and manpower situation are both tense?paid overtime allowance when deployment needs and manpower situation are both tense?paid overtime allowance when deployment needs and manpower situation are both tense?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I suppose that "reasonable" is a flexibleSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I suppose that "reasonable" is a flexibleSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I suppose that "reasonable" is a flexibleSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I suppose that "reasonable" is a flexible

concept.  I think what I would say though is that the Police Force management haveconcept.  I think what I would say though is that the Police Force management haveconcept.  I think what I would say though is that the Police Force management haveconcept.  I think what I would say though is that the Police Force management have

made considerable progress over the past year in reducing the backlog of overtimemade considerable progress over the past year in reducing the backlog of overtimemade considerable progress over the past year in reducing the backlog of overtimemade considerable progress over the past year in reducing the backlog of overtime

by granting time-off.  In this way, the total backlog has been reduced over the pastby granting time-off.  In this way, the total backlog has been reduced over the pastby granting time-off.  In this way, the total backlog has been reduced over the pastby granting time-off.  In this way, the total backlog has been reduced over the past

12 months from 1.3 million hours to about 0.8 million hours.  The Police Force12 months from 1.3 million hours to about 0.8 million hours.  The Police Force12 months from 1.3 million hours to about 0.8 million hours.  The Police Force12 months from 1.3 million hours to about 0.8 million hours.  The Police Force

management intend to treat as far as possible all officers with accumulated overtimemanagement intend to treat as far as possible all officers with accumulated overtimemanagement intend to treat as far as possible all officers with accumulated overtimemanagement intend to treat as far as possible all officers with accumulated overtime

on the same basis and to continue as far as possible to reduce the backlog by grantingon the same basis and to continue as far as possible to reduce the backlog by grantingon the same basis and to continue as far as possible to reduce the backlog by grantingon the same basis and to continue as far as possible to reduce the backlog by granting

time-off in lieu.time-off in lieu.time-off in lieu.time-off in lieu.

MRS MIRIAM LAU: Mr Deputy President, can the Secretary inform this Council whetherMRS MIRIAM LAU: Mr Deputy President, can the Secretary inform this Council whetherMRS MIRIAM LAU: Mr Deputy President, can the Secretary inform this Council whetherMRS MIRIAM LAU: Mr Deputy President, can the Secretary inform this Council whether

the effort to prevent the build-up of large balances of unrecompensed overtime,the effort to prevent the build-up of large balances of unrecompensed overtime,the effort to prevent the build-up of large balances of unrecompensed overtime,the effort to prevent the build-up of large balances of unrecompensed overtime,

referred to in the last paragraph of his answer, would involve encouraging morereferred to in the last paragraph of his answer, would involve encouraging morereferred to in the last paragraph of his answer, would involve encouraging morereferred to in the last paragraph of his answer, would involve encouraging more

officers to take time-off in lieu?  If so, in the light of the current manpowerofficers to take time-off in lieu?  If so, in the light of the current manpowerofficers to take time-off in lieu?  If so, in the light of the current manpowerofficers to take time-off in lieu?  If so, in the light of the current manpower

shortage within the Police Force, can the Secretary explain how this is possibleshortage within the Police Force, can the Secretary explain how this is possibleshortage within the Police Force, can the Secretary explain how this is possibleshortage within the Police Force, can the Secretary explain how this is possible

without compromising the ability of the police to maintain law and order?without compromising the ability of the police to maintain law and order?without compromising the ability of the police to maintain law and order?without compromising the ability of the police to maintain law and order?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I think what I meant was that the policeSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I think what I meant was that the policeSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I think what I meant was that the policeSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I think what I meant was that the police

intend to manage the whole process better by ensuring that the criteria for grantingintend to manage the whole process better by ensuring that the criteria for grantingintend to manage the whole process better by ensuring that the criteria for grantingintend to manage the whole process better by ensuring that the criteria for granting



overtime is consistently applied throughout the force, that is to say, overtime isovertime is consistently applied throughout the force, that is to say, overtime isovertime is consistently applied throughout the force, that is to say, overtime isovertime is consistently applied throughout the force, that is to say, overtime is

granted only when it is absolutely necessary, only when the duties cannot be deferredgranted only when it is absolutely necessary, only when the duties cannot be deferredgranted only when it is absolutely necessary, only when the duties cannot be deferredgranted only when it is absolutely necessary, only when the duties cannot be deferred

and only when they cannot be performed by another officer not required to performand only when they cannot be performed by another officer not required to performand only when they cannot be performed by another officer not required to performand only when they cannot be performed by another officer not required to perform

overtime.overtime.overtime.overtime.

As regards the second part of the question, I am quite confident that the PoliceAs regards the second part of the question, I am quite confident that the PoliceAs regards the second part of the question, I am quite confident that the PoliceAs regards the second part of the question, I am quite confident that the Police

Force management are well able to manage this problem in the way that they have beenForce management are well able to manage this problem in the way that they have beenForce management are well able to manage this problem in the way that they have beenForce management are well able to manage this problem in the way that they have been

doing to achieve both a reduction in the backlog of overtime by granting time-offdoing to achieve both a reduction in the backlog of overtime by granting time-offdoing to achieve both a reduction in the backlog of overtime by granting time-offdoing to achieve both a reduction in the backlog of overtime by granting time-off

in lieu and to maintain an adequate police presence on the streets.in lieu and to maintain an adequate police presence on the streets.in lieu and to maintain an adequate police presence on the streets.in lieu and to maintain an adequate police presence on the streets.

DR YEUNG SUM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, according to the informationDR YEUNG SUM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, according to the informationDR YEUNG SUM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, according to the informationDR YEUNG SUM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, according to the information

collected by the Security Policy Group of the United Democrats of Hong Kong, thecollected by the Security Policy Group of the United Democrats of Hong Kong, thecollected by the Security Policy Group of the United Democrats of Hong Kong, thecollected by the Security Policy Group of the United Democrats of Hong Kong, the

present situation of overtime in the police is very serious.  This will obviouslypresent situation of overtime in the police is very serious.  This will obviouslypresent situation of overtime in the police is very serious.  This will obviouslypresent situation of overtime in the police is very serious.  This will obviously

affect the morale of police officers in performing their duties.  Would theaffect the morale of police officers in performing their duties.  Would theaffect the morale of police officers in performing their duties.  Would theaffect the morale of police officers in performing their duties.  Would the

Administration inform this Council whether there are any ways to alleviate thisAdministration inform this Council whether there are any ways to alleviate thisAdministration inform this Council whether there are any ways to alleviate thisAdministration inform this Council whether there are any ways to alleviate this

situation?situation?situation?situation?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I think I have covered that in the mainSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I think I have covered that in the mainSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I think I have covered that in the mainSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I think I have covered that in the main

answer.  The police are endeavouring to reduce this backlog and are doing so withanswer.  The police are endeavouring to reduce this backlog and are doing so withanswer.  The police are endeavouring to reduce this backlog and are doing so withanswer.  The police are endeavouring to reduce this backlog and are doing so with

some considerable success by gradually granting time-off in lieu to those officerssome considerable success by gradually granting time-off in lieu to those officerssome considerable success by gradually granting time-off in lieu to those officerssome considerable success by gradually granting time-off in lieu to those officers

who have accumulated large balances and by a new system of management which endeavourswho have accumulated large balances and by a new system of management which endeavourswho have accumulated large balances and by a new system of management which endeavourswho have accumulated large balances and by a new system of management which endeavours

to ensure that such large balances will not be accumulated in future.  I should,to ensure that such large balances will not be accumulated in future.  I should,to ensure that such large balances will not be accumulated in future.  I should,to ensure that such large balances will not be accumulated in future.  I should,

perhaps, just add that the recruitment situation in the police has improved quiteperhaps, just add that the recruitment situation in the police has improved quiteperhaps, just add that the recruitment situation in the police has improved quiteperhaps, just add that the recruitment situation in the police has improved quite

markedly in recent months.  As new officers come out of the Police Training Schoolmarkedly in recent months.  As new officers come out of the Police Training Schoolmarkedly in recent months.  As new officers come out of the Police Training Schoolmarkedly in recent months.  As new officers come out of the Police Training School

and are deployed on the streets, it should be easier for the police to continue withand are deployed on the streets, it should be easier for the police to continue withand are deployed on the streets, it should be easier for the police to continue withand are deployed on the streets, it should be easier for the police to continue with

this practice.this practice.this practice.this practice.

REV FUNG CHI-WOOD (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, it would seriously affect theirREV FUNG CHI-WOOD (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, it would seriously affect theirREV FUNG CHI-WOOD (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, it would seriously affect theirREV FUNG CHI-WOOD (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, it would seriously affect their

morale if police officers work overtime without being granted DSOA.  In his reply,morale if police officers work overtime without being granted DSOA.  In his reply,morale if police officers work overtime without being granted DSOA.  In his reply,morale if police officers work overtime without being granted DSOA.  In his reply,

the Secretary mentioned that time-off in lieu would be granted under reasonablethe Secretary mentioned that time-off in lieu would be granted under reasonablethe Secretary mentioned that time-off in lieu would be granted under reasonablethe Secretary mentioned that time-off in lieu would be granted under reasonable

circumstances, and DSOA would be paid if the granting of time-off in lieu proved tocircumstances, and DSOA would be paid if the granting of time-off in lieu proved tocircumstances, and DSOA would be paid if the granting of time-off in lieu proved tocircumstances, and DSOA would be paid if the granting of time-off in lieu proved to

be impossible.  For how long on average does a police officer normally have to workbe impossible.  For how long on average does a police officer normally have to workbe impossible.  For how long on average does a police officer normally have to workbe impossible.  For how long on average does a police officer normally have to work

overtime before the payment of DSOA is considered?  Would the Secretary also informovertime before the payment of DSOA is considered?  Would the Secretary also informovertime before the payment of DSOA is considered?  Would the Secretary also informovertime before the payment of DSOA is considered?  Would the Secretary also inform

this Council how many hours of overtime were recompensed by way of DSOA payment inthis Council how many hours of overtime were recompensed by way of DSOA payment inthis Council how many hours of overtime were recompensed by way of DSOA payment inthis Council how many hours of overtime were recompensed by way of DSOA payment in

the past year?the past year?the past year?the past year?



DEPUTY PRESIDENT: That is two questions, Secretary for Security.DEPUTY PRESIDENT: That is two questions, Secretary for Security.DEPUTY PRESIDENT: That is two questions, Secretary for Security.DEPUTY PRESIDENT: That is two questions, Secretary for Security.

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Yes, Mr Deputy President.  I cannot say when any individualSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Yes, Mr Deputy President.  I cannot say when any individualSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Yes, Mr Deputy President.  I cannot say when any individualSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Yes, Mr Deputy President.  I cannot say when any individual

officer -- or even all officers -- will be paid overtime or will receive time-offofficer -- or even all officers -- will be paid overtime or will receive time-offofficer -- or even all officers -- will be paid overtime or will receive time-offofficer -- or even all officers -- will be paid overtime or will receive time-off

in lieu.  That will depend very much on the circumstances of the individual case andin lieu.  That will depend very much on the circumstances of the individual case andin lieu.  That will depend very much on the circumstances of the individual case andin lieu.  That will depend very much on the circumstances of the individual case and

on the situations within the particular formations in which officers are serving.on the situations within the particular formations in which officers are serving.on the situations within the particular formations in which officers are serving.on the situations within the particular formations in which officers are serving.

But I would like to make it clear that overtime is regularly paid.  For example, inBut I would like to make it clear that overtime is regularly paid.  For example, inBut I would like to make it clear that overtime is regularly paid.  For example, inBut I would like to make it clear that overtime is regularly paid.  For example, in

the last financial year some $270 million in DSOA was paid to police officers.the last financial year some $270 million in DSOA was paid to police officers.the last financial year some $270 million in DSOA was paid to police officers.the last financial year some $270 million in DSOA was paid to police officers.

I am sorry, Mr Deputy President, I forget the second part of the question.I am sorry, Mr Deputy President, I forget the second part of the question.I am sorry, Mr Deputy President, I forget the second part of the question.I am sorry, Mr Deputy President, I forget the second part of the question.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Strictly, he was entitled to one question only.DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Strictly, he was entitled to one question only.DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Strictly, he was entitled to one question only.DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Strictly, he was entitled to one question only.

MR MOSES CHENG: Mr Deputy President, will the Administration advise this CouncilMR MOSES CHENG: Mr Deputy President, will the Administration advise this CouncilMR MOSES CHENG: Mr Deputy President, will the Administration advise this CouncilMR MOSES CHENG: Mr Deputy President, will the Administration advise this Council

whether the Police Force management have set a level of permitted accumulation ofwhether the Police Force management have set a level of permitted accumulation ofwhether the Police Force management have set a level of permitted accumulation ofwhether the Police Force management have set a level of permitted accumulation of

overtime work, taking into consideration the force size, the operational needs andovertime work, taking into consideration the force size, the operational needs andovertime work, taking into consideration the force size, the operational needs andovertime work, taking into consideration the force size, the operational needs and

the time targeted for the present backlog to be reduced to such level?the time targeted for the present backlog to be reduced to such level?the time targeted for the present backlog to be reduced to such level?the time targeted for the present backlog to be reduced to such level?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, what the Police Force management areSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, what the Police Force management areSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, what the Police Force management areSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, what the Police Force management are

endeavouring to achieve is that each officer will be allowed to accumulate and carryendeavouring to achieve is that each officer will be allowed to accumulate and carryendeavouring to achieve is that each officer will be allowed to accumulate and carryendeavouring to achieve is that each officer will be allowed to accumulate and carry

forward only a specified maximum of overtime.  And, they are trying to work towardsforward only a specified maximum of overtime.  And, they are trying to work towardsforward only a specified maximum of overtime.  And, they are trying to work towardsforward only a specified maximum of overtime.  And, they are trying to work towards

that.that.that.that.

China Motor BusChina Motor BusChina Motor BusChina Motor Bus

4.4.4.4. MR WONG WAI-YIN asked (in Cantonese): In view of the Government's recentMR WONG WAI-YIN asked (in Cantonese): In view of the Government's recentMR WONG WAI-YIN asked (in Cantonese): In view of the Government's recentMR WONG WAI-YIN asked (in Cantonese): In view of the Government's recent

announcement to extend the franchise of the China Motor Bus Company (CMB) by two years,announcement to extend the franchise of the China Motor Bus Company (CMB) by two years,announcement to extend the franchise of the China Motor Bus Company (CMB) by two years,announcement to extend the franchise of the China Motor Bus Company (CMB) by two years,

to discontinue the Company's existing profit control scheme as from 1 September, 1993to discontinue the Company's existing profit control scheme as from 1 September, 1993to discontinue the Company's existing profit control scheme as from 1 September, 1993to discontinue the Company's existing profit control scheme as from 1 September, 1993

and to put 26 routes presently operated by the Company to public tender, willand to put 26 routes presently operated by the Company to public tender, willand to put 26 routes presently operated by the Company to public tender, willand to put 26 routes presently operated by the Company to public tender, will

Government inform this Council:Government inform this Council:Government inform this Council:Government inform this Council:



(a)(a)(a)(a) after abolishing the CMB's profit control scheme,after abolishing the CMB's profit control scheme,after abolishing the CMB's profit control scheme,after abolishing the CMB's profit control scheme, what changes will be made what changes will be made what changes will be made what changes will be made

to the mechanism to monitor the operations of CMB and the future successful bidders;to the mechanism to monitor the operations of CMB and the future successful bidders;to the mechanism to monitor the operations of CMB and the future successful bidders;to the mechanism to monitor the operations of CMB and the future successful bidders;

(b)(b)(b)(b) what criteria will be adopted in setting future bus fares;what criteria will be adopted in setting future bus fares;what criteria will be adopted in setting future bus fares;what criteria will be adopted in setting future bus fares;

(c)(c)(c)(c) what measures will be adopted to encourage the bus companies to improve twhat measures will be adopted to encourage the bus companies to improve twhat measures will be adopted to encourage the bus companies to improve twhat measures will be adopted to encourage the bus companies to improve theirheirheirheir

operational efficiency;operational efficiency;operational efficiency;operational efficiency;

(d)(d)(d)(d) how such changes will protect the interests of consumers; andhow such changes will protect the interests of consumers; andhow such changes will protect the interests of consumers; andhow such changes will protect the interests of consumers; and

(e)(e)(e)(e) whether the Government has plans to phase out the profit control schemes ofwhether the Government has plans to phase out the profit control schemes ofwhether the Government has plans to phase out the profit control schemes ofwhether the Government has plans to phase out the profit control schemes of

other public transport companies?other public transport companies?other public transport companies?other public transport companies?

SECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President, the answers to Mr WONG's five-partSECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President, the answers to Mr WONG's five-partSECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President, the answers to Mr WONG's five-partSECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President, the answers to Mr WONG's five-part

question are as follows:question are as follows:question are as follows:question are as follows:

(a)(a)(a)(a) First, changes to strengthen the monitoring mechanism under the Public BusFirst, changes to strengthen the monitoring mechanism under the Public BusFirst, changes to strengthen the monitoring mechanism under the Public BusFirst, changes to strengthen the monitoring mechanism under the Public Bus

Services Ordinance will include provisions prescribing the formation of passengerServices Ordinance will include provisions prescribing the formation of passengerServices Ordinance will include provisions prescribing the formation of passengerServices Ordinance will include provisions prescribing the formation of passenger

liaison groups, the establishment of a trust for pension funds, a computer link givingliaison groups, the establishment of a trust for pension funds, a computer link givingliaison groups, the establishment of a trust for pension funds, a computer link givingliaison groups, the establishment of a trust for pension funds, a computer link giving

the Government instant access to operational information, transitional arrangementsthe Government instant access to operational information, transitional arrangementsthe Government instant access to operational information, transitional arrangementsthe Government instant access to operational information, transitional arrangements

governing the disposal of any surplus in the Development Fund and other assets, andgoverning the disposal of any surplus in the Development Fund and other assets, andgoverning the disposal of any surplus in the Development Fund and other assets, andgoverning the disposal of any surplus in the Development Fund and other assets, and

the shared use of bus stops and terminal facilities.the shared use of bus stops and terminal facilities.the shared use of bus stops and terminal facilities.the shared use of bus stops and terminal facilities.

(b)(b)(b)(b) Second, all public transport operators except CMB and KMB do not have a profitSecond, all public transport operators except CMB and KMB do not have a profitSecond, all public transport operators except CMB and KMB do not have a profitSecond, all public transport operators except CMB and KMB do not have a profit

control scheme.  In considering their fare increase applications, the Governmentcontrol scheme.  In considering their fare increase applications, the Governmentcontrol scheme.  In considering their fare increase applications, the Governmentcontrol scheme.  In considering their fare increase applications, the Government

normally allows them to recover costs and earn a reasonable profit, having regardnormally allows them to recover costs and earn a reasonable profit, having regardnormally allows them to recover costs and earn a reasonable profit, having regardnormally allows them to recover costs and earn a reasonable profit, having regard

to factors including service quality, commitment to further investments, previousto factors including service quality, commitment to further investments, previousto factors including service quality, commitment to further investments, previousto factors including service quality, commitment to further investments, previous

profit levels, changes in the operating environment, inflation and other socio-profit levels, changes in the operating environment, inflation and other socio-profit levels, changes in the operating environment, inflation and other socio-profit levels, changes in the operating environment, inflation and other socio-

economic conditions.economic conditions.economic conditions.economic conditions.

(c)(c)(c)(c) Third, apart from strengthening the monitoring mechaThird, apart from strengthening the monitoring mechaThird, apart from strengthening the monitoring mechaThird, apart from strengthening the monitoring mechanism and making thenism and making thenism and making thenism and making the

supply of franchised bus services more competitive, we are improving the currentsupply of franchised bus services more competitive, we are improving the currentsupply of franchised bus services more competitive, we are improving the currentsupply of franchised bus services more competitive, we are improving the current

system of regular performance appraisals.  These cover service availability,system of regular performance appraisals.  These cover service availability,system of regular performance appraisals.  These cover service availability,system of regular performance appraisals.  These cover service availability,

punctuality, maintenance,   safety,   planning   and  development,  as  well  aspunctuality, maintenance,   safety,   planning   and  development,  as  well  aspunctuality, maintenance,   safety,   planning   and  development,  as  well  aspunctuality, maintenance,   safety,   planning   and  development,  as  well  as

general management.  The results will be released for public information and scrutiny.general management.  The results will be released for public information and scrutiny.general management.  The results will be released for public information and scrutiny.general management.  The results will be released for public information and scrutiny.

The objective is to encourage the bus companies to become more accountable to theirThe objective is to encourage the bus companies to become more accountable to theirThe objective is to encourage the bus companies to become more accountable to theirThe objective is to encourage the bus companies to become more accountable to their

customers.customers.customers.customers.



In addition, we also intend to strengthen the penalty provisions inIn addition, we also intend to strengthen the penalty provisions inIn addition, we also intend to strengthen the penalty provisions inIn addition, we also intend to strengthen the penalty provisions in the Public the Public the Public the Public

Bus Services Ordinance to prevent the cost of penalties from being passed on toBus Services Ordinance to prevent the cost of penalties from being passed on toBus Services Ordinance to prevent the cost of penalties from being passed on toBus Services Ordinance to prevent the cost of penalties from being passed on to

passengers.passengers.passengers.passengers.

(d)(d)(d)(d) Fourth, closer monitoring and greater transparency are expected to deterFourth, closer monitoring and greater transparency are expected to deterFourth, closer monitoring and greater transparency are expected to deterFourth, closer monitoring and greater transparency are expected to deter

avoidable cost escalation.  Wider exposure to market forces will make the busavoidable cost escalation.  Wider exposure to market forces will make the busavoidable cost escalation.  Wider exposure to market forces will make the busavoidable cost escalation.  Wider exposure to market forces will make the bus

companies more customer-oriented and result in better value for money for passengers.companies more customer-oriented and result in better value for money for passengers.companies more customer-oriented and result in better value for money for passengers.companies more customer-oriented and result in better value for money for passengers.

(e)(e)(e)(e) Finally, as and when a franchise is due for renewal, the Government willFinally, as and when a franchise is due for renewal, the Government willFinally, as and when a franchise is due for renewal, the Government willFinally, as and when a franchise is due for renewal, the Government will

consider carefully whether existing franchise terms, including any profit controlconsider carefully whether existing franchise terms, including any profit controlconsider carefully whether existing franchise terms, including any profit controlconsider carefully whether existing franchise terms, including any profit control

scheme, should be rolled forward in their present form.scheme, should be rolled forward in their present form.scheme, should be rolled forward in their present form.scheme, should be rolled forward in their present form.

MR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, currently the franchised busMR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, currently the franchised busMR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, currently the franchised busMR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, currently the franchised bus

companies including KMB and CMB have individual five-year plans which makecompanies including KMB and CMB have individual five-year plans which makecompanies including KMB and CMB have individual five-year plans which makecompanies including KMB and CMB have individual five-year plans which make

longer-term planning for development of bus routes within their respective areas oflonger-term planning for development of bus routes within their respective areas oflonger-term planning for development of bus routes within their respective areas oflonger-term planning for development of bus routes within their respective areas of

operation.  Would the overall formulation of plans for bus service on the Hong Kongoperation.  Would the overall formulation of plans for bus service on the Hong Kongoperation.  Would the overall formulation of plans for bus service on the Hong Kongoperation.  Would the overall formulation of plans for bus service on the Hong Kong

Island be switched to the Government, should the Island have more than one busIsland be switched to the Government, should the Island have more than one busIsland be switched to the Government, should the Island have more than one busIsland be switched to the Government, should the Island have more than one bus

companies providing service?companies providing service?companies providing service?companies providing service?

SECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President, the short answer is no.  The GovernmentSECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President, the short answer is no.  The GovernmentSECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President, the short answer is no.  The GovernmentSECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President, the short answer is no.  The Government

and the transport operators will together plan the future development of routes inand the transport operators will together plan the future development of routes inand the transport operators will together plan the future development of routes inand the transport operators will together plan the future development of routes in

consultation, as always, with the district boards concerned.  Under the existingconsultation, as always, with the district boards concerned.  Under the existingconsultation, as always, with the district boards concerned.  Under the existingconsultation, as always, with the district boards concerned.  Under the existing

arrangements, the CMB will be given another two-year extension.  The future plansarrangements, the CMB will be given another two-year extension.  The future plansarrangements, the CMB will be given another two-year extension.  The future plansarrangements, the CMB will be given another two-year extension.  The future plans

on a five-year basis will carry on but the main objective is to have these plans rolledon a five-year basis will carry on but the main objective is to have these plans rolledon a five-year basis will carry on but the main objective is to have these plans rolledon a five-year basis will carry on but the main objective is to have these plans rolled

forward on an annual basis.  In other words, there will be a firm plan for the comingforward on an annual basis.  In other words, there will be a firm plan for the comingforward on an annual basis.  In other words, there will be a firm plan for the comingforward on an annual basis.  In other words, there will be a firm plan for the coming

year but there will be only a forecast plan for the next four years. It has been ouryear but there will be only a forecast plan for the next four years. It has been ouryear but there will be only a forecast plan for the next four years. It has been ouryear but there will be only a forecast plan for the next four years. It has been our

practice every year to consult district boards on the immediate plan for the comingpractice every year to consult district boards on the immediate plan for the comingpractice every year to consult district boards on the immediate plan for the comingpractice every year to consult district boards on the immediate plan for the coming

year.  The same arrangement will apply to the new franchised operators on the Islandyear.  The same arrangement will apply to the new franchised operators on the Islandyear.  The same arrangement will apply to the new franchised operators on the Islandyear.  The same arrangement will apply to the new franchised operators on the Island

as regards these forward planning programmes, which will be drawn up together withas regards these forward planning programmes, which will be drawn up together withas regards these forward planning programmes, which will be drawn up together withas regards these forward planning programmes, which will be drawn up together with

the government department concerned and in consultation with district boards.the government department concerned and in consultation with district boards.the government department concerned and in consultation with district boards.the government department concerned and in consultation with district boards.

PROF EDWARD CHEN: Mr Deputy President, from the Administration's answer it is evidentPROF EDWARD CHEN: Mr Deputy President, from the Administration's answer it is evidentPROF EDWARD CHEN: Mr Deputy President, from the Administration's answer it is evidentPROF EDWARD CHEN: Mr Deputy President, from the Administration's answer it is evident

that a great deal of the monitoring work falls on the Government.  My question relatesthat a great deal of the monitoring work falls on the Government.  My question relatesthat a great deal of the monitoring work falls on the Government.  My question relatesthat a great deal of the monitoring work falls on the Government.  My question relates

not only to the Secretary for Transport but also to the Secretary for Economic Services.not only to the Secretary for Transport but also to the Secretary for Economic Services.not only to the Secretary for Transport but also to the Secretary for Economic Services.not only to the Secretary for Transport but also to the Secretary for Economic Services.

Unfortunately, the latter Secretary is not here but perhaps the Secretary forUnfortunately, the latter Secretary is not here but perhaps the Secretary forUnfortunately, the latter Secretary is not here but perhaps the Secretary forUnfortunately, the latter Secretary is not here but perhaps the Secretary for

Transport could answer my question.  Will the Administration inform this CouncilTransport could answer my question.  Will the Administration inform this CouncilTransport could answer my question.  Will the Administration inform this CouncilTransport could answer my question.  Will the Administration inform this Council



whether it thinks there is sufficient expertise in the Government to monitor publicwhether it thinks there is sufficient expertise in the Government to monitor publicwhether it thinks there is sufficient expertise in the Government to monitor publicwhether it thinks there is sufficient expertise in the Government to monitor public

utilities, especially in the case of transport companies?  It is because when it comesutilities, especially in the case of transport companies?  It is because when it comesutilities, especially in the case of transport companies?  It is because when it comesutilities, especially in the case of transport companies?  It is because when it comes

to the increase of fares, assessment of development plans, renewal of franchise andto the increase of fares, assessment of development plans, renewal of franchise andto the increase of fares, assessment of development plans, renewal of franchise andto the increase of fares, assessment of development plans, renewal of franchise and

so on, all would depend on the Government's assessment and I doubt very much if theso on, all would depend on the Government's assessment and I doubt very much if theso on, all would depend on the Government's assessment and I doubt very much if theso on, all would depend on the Government's assessment and I doubt very much if the

Government has sufficient expertise.  Would the Administration inform this CouncilGovernment has sufficient expertise.  Would the Administration inform this CouncilGovernment has sufficient expertise.  Would the Administration inform this CouncilGovernment has sufficient expertise.  Would the Administration inform this Council

how many professional staff there are within the Government to perform this job andhow many professional staff there are within the Government to perform this job andhow many professional staff there are within the Government to perform this job andhow many professional staff there are within the Government to perform this job and

what their background, qualification and specialization are?what their background, qualification and specialization are?what their background, qualification and specialization are?what their background, qualification and specialization are?

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Secretary for Transport, in so far as you are able to.DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Secretary for Transport, in so far as you are able to.DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Secretary for Transport, in so far as you are able to.DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Secretary for Transport, in so far as you are able to.

SECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Thank you, Mr Deputy President. I can only answer in so farSECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Thank you, Mr Deputy President. I can only answer in so farSECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Thank you, Mr Deputy President. I can only answer in so farSECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Thank you, Mr Deputy President. I can only answer in so far

as the question relates to transport.  The general answer to Prof CHEN's questionas the question relates to transport.  The general answer to Prof CHEN's questionas the question relates to transport.  The general answer to Prof CHEN's questionas the question relates to transport.  The general answer to Prof CHEN's question

is that the Government does have expertise both in the financial monitoring unit ofis that the Government does have expertise both in the financial monitoring unit ofis that the Government does have expertise both in the financial monitoring unit ofis that the Government does have expertise both in the financial monitoring unit of

the Economic Services Branch and in the Transport Department which has a team ofthe Economic Services Branch and in the Transport Department which has a team ofthe Economic Services Branch and in the Transport Department which has a team ofthe Economic Services Branch and in the Transport Department which has a team of

professional officers who are fully qualified to assess bus operations. We alsoprofessional officers who are fully qualified to assess bus operations. We alsoprofessional officers who are fully qualified to assess bus operations. We alsoprofessional officers who are fully qualified to assess bus operations. We also

commission consultants from time to time to give advice in the particular areas wherecommission consultants from time to time to give advice in the particular areas wherecommission consultants from time to time to give advice in the particular areas wherecommission consultants from time to time to give advice in the particular areas where

we need further improvements.  I cannot give details today on the number of staffwe need further improvements.  I cannot give details today on the number of staffwe need further improvements.  I cannot give details today on the number of staffwe need further improvements.  I cannot give details today on the number of staff

but I will supply that in writing separately.  (Annex I)but I will supply that in writing separately.  (Annex I)but I will supply that in writing separately.  (Annex I)but I will supply that in writing separately.  (Annex I)

MRS MIRIAM LAU: Mr Deputy President, can the Secretary inform this Council whatMRS MIRIAM LAU: Mr Deputy President, can the Secretary inform this Council whatMRS MIRIAM LAU: Mr Deputy President, can the Secretary inform this Council whatMRS MIRIAM LAU: Mr Deputy President, can the Secretary inform this Council what

penalties will be in place to deal with non-compliance by franchisees with thepenalties will be in place to deal with non-compliance by franchisees with thepenalties will be in place to deal with non-compliance by franchisees with thepenalties will be in place to deal with non-compliance by franchisees with the

provisions referred to under paragraph (a) of his answer; whether there will beprovisions referred to under paragraph (a) of his answer; whether there will beprovisions referred to under paragraph (a) of his answer; whether there will beprovisions referred to under paragraph (a) of his answer; whether there will be

earlier termination of the franchise or whether there will be merely non-renewal ofearlier termination of the franchise or whether there will be merely non-renewal ofearlier termination of the franchise or whether there will be merely non-renewal ofearlier termination of the franchise or whether there will be merely non-renewal of

the franchise upon expiration?the franchise upon expiration?the franchise upon expiration?the franchise upon expiration?

SECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President, the penalties I have in mind are mainlySECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President, the penalties I have in mind are mainlySECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President, the penalties I have in mind are mainlySECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President, the penalties I have in mind are mainly

on the financial side.  In other words, we are going to increase the fines for theon the financial side.  In other words, we are going to increase the fines for theon the financial side.  In other words, we are going to increase the fines for theon the financial side.  In other words, we are going to increase the fines for the

bus company in the case of failure to deliver services, and these fines are intendedbus company in the case of failure to deliver services, and these fines are intendedbus company in the case of failure to deliver services, and these fines are intendedbus company in the case of failure to deliver services, and these fines are intended

to be very high so as to ensure that they are effective as a deterrent.to be very high so as to ensure that they are effective as a deterrent.to be very high so as to ensure that they are effective as a deterrent.to be very high so as to ensure that they are effective as a deterrent.

MR LAU CHIN-SHEK (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, can the Secretary inform thisMR LAU CHIN-SHEK (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, can the Secretary inform thisMR LAU CHIN-SHEK (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, can the Secretary inform thisMR LAU CHIN-SHEK (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, can the Secretary inform this

Council if the Administration would take into account questions of improper operationCouncil if the Administration would take into account questions of improper operationCouncil if the Administration would take into account questions of improper operationCouncil if the Administration would take into account questions of improper operation

or management, in addition to the factors mentioned in the main reply, whenor management, in addition to the factors mentioned in the main reply, whenor management, in addition to the factors mentioned in the main reply, whenor management, in addition to the factors mentioned in the main reply, when



considering fare increase applications?  If not, why not?  If yes, how is theconsidering fare increase applications?  If not, why not?  If yes, how is theconsidering fare increase applications?  If not, why not?  If yes, how is theconsidering fare increase applications?  If not, why not?  If yes, how is the

monitoring conducted?monitoring conducted?monitoring conducted?monitoring conducted?

SECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President, the answer, I think, I have alreadySECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President, the answer, I think, I have alreadySECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President, the answer, I think, I have alreadySECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President, the answer, I think, I have already

given in my main reply.  In other words, we do have a system of performance appraisalsgiven in my main reply.  In other words, we do have a system of performance appraisalsgiven in my main reply.  In other words, we do have a system of performance appraisalsgiven in my main reply.  In other words, we do have a system of performance appraisals

and this system is now being refined to give more clear-cut indicators of performanceand this system is now being refined to give more clear-cut indicators of performanceand this system is now being refined to give more clear-cut indicators of performanceand this system is now being refined to give more clear-cut indicators of performance

covering such details as service quality, punctuality, safety, maintenance and socovering such details as service quality, punctuality, safety, maintenance and socovering such details as service quality, punctuality, safety, maintenance and socovering such details as service quality, punctuality, safety, maintenance and so

on.  These will be combined with our fare increase application assessments in theon.  These will be combined with our fare increase application assessments in theon.  These will be combined with our fare increase application assessments in theon.  These will be combined with our fare increase application assessments in the

coming year to ensure that the operators must satisfy the Government, when their farecoming year to ensure that the operators must satisfy the Government, when their farecoming year to ensure that the operators must satisfy the Government, when their farecoming year to ensure that the operators must satisfy the Government, when their fare

increase applications are considered, that they are delivering a service which isincrease applications are considered, that they are delivering a service which isincrease applications are considered, that they are delivering a service which isincrease applications are considered, that they are delivering a service which is

efficient and acceptable.  So the short answer is that there are sufficientefficient and acceptable.  So the short answer is that there are sufficientefficient and acceptable.  So the short answer is that there are sufficientefficient and acceptable.  So the short answer is that there are sufficient

safeguards to ensure that the quality of service is maintained at a satisfactory levelsafeguards to ensure that the quality of service is maintained at a satisfactory levelsafeguards to ensure that the quality of service is maintained at a satisfactory levelsafeguards to ensure that the quality of service is maintained at a satisfactory level

before we support operators' fare increase applications.before we support operators' fare increase applications.before we support operators' fare increase applications.before we support operators' fare increase applications.

MR ANDREW WONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, an amendment was proposed in 1974MR ANDREW WONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, an amendment was proposed in 1974MR ANDREW WONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, an amendment was proposed in 1974MR ANDREW WONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, an amendment was proposed in 1974

and subsequently passed in 1975 to the Public Bus Services Ordinance and hence itsand subsequently passed in 1975 to the Public Bus Services Ordinance and hence itsand subsequently passed in 1975 to the Public Bus Services Ordinance and hence itsand subsequently passed in 1975 to the Public Bus Services Ordinance and hence its

present form.  In that original Ordinance before the amendment in 1974, there waspresent form.  In that original Ordinance before the amendment in 1974, there waspresent form.  In that original Ordinance before the amendment in 1974, there waspresent form.  In that original Ordinance before the amendment in 1974, there was

a section stipulating to the effect that if a bus company should make excessive profits,a section stipulating to the effect that if a bus company should make excessive profits,a section stipulating to the effect that if a bus company should make excessive profits,a section stipulating to the effect that if a bus company should make excessive profits,

the Government shall derive extra tax revenue from it.  But this section was repealedthe Government shall derive extra tax revenue from it.  But this section was repealedthe Government shall derive extra tax revenue from it.  But this section was repealedthe Government shall derive extra tax revenue from it.  But this section was repealed

by the amendment and substituted with the scheme of profit control.  Given that theby the amendment and substituted with the scheme of profit control.  Given that theby the amendment and substituted with the scheme of profit control.  Given that theby the amendment and substituted with the scheme of profit control.  Given that the

Administration does not have a scheme of profit control for CMB, there will be noneAdministration does not have a scheme of profit control for CMB, there will be noneAdministration does not have a scheme of profit control for CMB, there will be noneAdministration does not have a scheme of profit control for CMB, there will be none

for the other Island bus company as well.  Will the Government then propose anfor the other Island bus company as well.  Will the Government then propose anfor the other Island bus company as well.  Will the Government then propose anfor the other Island bus company as well.  Will the Government then propose an

amendment again to add that particular clause to the existing Public Bus Servicesamendment again to add that particular clause to the existing Public Bus Servicesamendment again to add that particular clause to the existing Public Bus Servicesamendment again to add that particular clause to the existing Public Bus Services

Ordinance?Ordinance?Ordinance?Ordinance?

SECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President, I believe that the basic objective isSECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President, I believe that the basic objective isSECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President, I believe that the basic objective isSECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President, I believe that the basic objective is

to ensure that the passengers are getting value for money in that they are gettingto ensure that the passengers are getting value for money in that they are gettingto ensure that the passengers are getting value for money in that they are gettingto ensure that the passengers are getting value for money in that they are getting

good quality services at fares which are reasonable. I do not believe the Governmentgood quality services at fares which are reasonable. I do not believe the Governmentgood quality services at fares which are reasonable. I do not believe the Governmentgood quality services at fares which are reasonable. I do not believe the Government

should derive more tax revenue from the extra income of the bus companies themselves.should derive more tax revenue from the extra income of the bus companies themselves.should derive more tax revenue from the extra income of the bus companies themselves.should derive more tax revenue from the extra income of the bus companies themselves.

I believe the operators themselves should have the incentive to make sure that theirI believe the operators themselves should have the incentive to make sure that theirI believe the operators themselves should have the incentive to make sure that theirI believe the operators themselves should have the incentive to make sure that their

services are effective, and to plough back any extra income into their operationsservices are effective, and to plough back any extra income into their operationsservices are effective, and to plough back any extra income into their operationsservices are effective, and to plough back any extra income into their operations

so as to continue to provide good quality services.  I do not think the Governmentso as to continue to provide good quality services.  I do not think the Governmentso as to continue to provide good quality services.  I do not think the Governmentso as to continue to provide good quality services.  I do not think the Government

is intending to get revenue out of these operations.is intending to get revenue out of these operations.is intending to get revenue out of these operations.is intending to get revenue out of these operations.



Discrimination against womenDiscrimination against womenDiscrimination against womenDiscrimination against women

5.5.5.5. MR ANDREW WONG asked (in Cantonese): Will the Government inform this Council ofMR ANDREW WONG asked (in Cantonese): Will the Government inform this Council ofMR ANDREW WONG asked (in Cantonese): Will the Government inform this Council ofMR ANDREW WONG asked (in Cantonese): Will the Government inform this Council of

measures taken to eliminate discrimination against women, including progress in themeasures taken to eliminate discrimination against women, including progress in themeasures taken to eliminate discrimination against women, including progress in themeasures taken to eliminate discrimination against women, including progress in the

following:following:following:following:

(a)(a)(a)(a) the work of the inter-departmental working group on sex discriminationthe work of the inter-departmental working group on sex discriminationthe work of the inter-departmental working group on sex discriminationthe work of the inter-departmental working group on sex discrimination

problem in employment;problem in employment;problem in employment;problem in employment;

(b)(b)(b)(b) the setting up of a women's commission; andthe setting up of a women's commission; andthe setting up of a women's commission; andthe setting up of a women's commission; and

(c)(c)(c)(c) the extension of the United Nations' "Convention on the Elimination of Allthe extension of the United Nations' "Convention on the Elimination of Allthe extension of the United Nations' "Convention on the Elimination of Allthe extension of the United Nations' "Convention on the Elimination of All

Forms of Discrimination against Women" to Hong Kong?Forms of Discrimination against Women" to Hong Kong?Forms of Discrimination against Women" to Hong Kong?Forms of Discrimination against Women" to Hong Kong?

SECRETARY FOR CONSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, the inter-departmentalSECRETARY FOR CONSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, the inter-departmentalSECRETARY FOR CONSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, the inter-departmentalSECRETARY FOR CONSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, the inter-departmental

working group on sex discrimination in employment, chaired by the Secretary forworking group on sex discrimination in employment, chaired by the Secretary forworking group on sex discrimination in employment, chaired by the Secretary forworking group on sex discrimination in employment, chaired by the Secretary for

Education and Manpower, was set up in March of this year.  Its work is to ascertainEducation and Manpower, was set up in March of this year.  Its work is to ascertainEducation and Manpower, was set up in March of this year.  Its work is to ascertainEducation and Manpower, was set up in March of this year.  Its work is to ascertain

the extent to which discrimination in employment based on sex is a problem in Hongthe extent to which discrimination in employment based on sex is a problem in Hongthe extent to which discrimination in employment based on sex is a problem in Hongthe extent to which discrimination in employment based on sex is a problem in Hong

Kong, and to consider what government measures, if any, should be taken to tackleKong, and to consider what government measures, if any, should be taken to tackleKong, and to consider what government measures, if any, should be taken to tackleKong, and to consider what government measures, if any, should be taken to tackle

it.  The working group will also advise the Government whether, in so far asit.  The working group will also advise the Government whether, in so far asit.  The working group will also advise the Government whether, in so far asit.  The working group will also advise the Government whether, in so far as

employment matters are concerned, the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms ofemployment matters are concerned, the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms ofemployment matters are concerned, the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms ofemployment matters are concerned, the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of

Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) should be extended to Hong Kong.Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) should be extended to Hong Kong.Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) should be extended to Hong Kong.Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) should be extended to Hong Kong.

The working group has consulted relevant academic studies, established dialogueThe working group has consulted relevant academic studies, established dialogueThe working group has consulted relevant academic studies, established dialogueThe working group has consulted relevant academic studies, established dialogue

with interested women's groups and is examining a number of subjects related to sexwith interested women's groups and is examining a number of subjects related to sexwith interested women's groups and is examining a number of subjects related to sexwith interested women's groups and is examining a number of subjects related to sex

discrimination in employment.  Since the working group is still in the process ofdiscrimination in employment.  Since the working group is still in the process ofdiscrimination in employment.  Since the working group is still in the process ofdiscrimination in employment.  Since the working group is still in the process of

deliberation, it is premature for me to say what its findings and recommendationsdeliberation, it is premature for me to say what its findings and recommendationsdeliberation, it is premature for me to say what its findings and recommendationsdeliberation, it is premature for me to say what its findings and recommendations

will be.will be.will be.will be.

The proposal that a "Women's Commission" should be set up to advise the GovernmentThe proposal that a "Women's Commission" should be set up to advise the GovernmentThe proposal that a "Women's Commission" should be set up to advise the GovernmentThe proposal that a "Women's Commission" should be set up to advise the Government

on policies for women was put forward by some women's groups back in 1991.  An adon policies for women was put forward by some women's groups back in 1991.  An adon policies for women was put forward by some women's groups back in 1991.  An adon policies for women was put forward by some women's groups back in 1991.  An ad

hoc group of this Council has recently completed a study on the need to establishhoc group of this Council has recently completed a study on the need to establishhoc group of this Council has recently completed a study on the need to establishhoc group of this Council has recently completed a study on the need to establish

a Women's Commission in Hong Kong.  In a recent In-House meeting of this Council,a Women's Commission in Hong Kong.  In a recent In-House meeting of this Council,a Women's Commission in Hong Kong.  In a recent In-House meeting of this Council,a Women's Commission in Hong Kong.  In a recent In-House meeting of this Council,

Members were in favour of the setting up of an advisory committee.  The proposal wasMembers were in favour of the setting up of an advisory committee.  The proposal wasMembers were in favour of the setting up of an advisory committee.  The proposal wasMembers were in favour of the setting up of an advisory committee.  The proposal was

conveyed to the Administration in May this year and is now being carefully studied.conveyed to the Administration in May this year and is now being carefully studied.conveyed to the Administration in May this year and is now being carefully studied.conveyed to the Administration in May this year and is now being carefully studied.

The question of whether the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms ofThe question of whether the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms ofThe question of whether the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms ofThe question of whether the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of



Discrimination Against Women should be applied to Hong Kong is being examined by theDiscrimination Against Women should be applied to Hong Kong is being examined by theDiscrimination Against Women should be applied to Hong Kong is being examined by theDiscrimination Against Women should be applied to Hong Kong is being examined by the

Administration.  We have to make sure that Hong Kong can comply with the provisionsAdministration.  We have to make sure that Hong Kong can comply with the provisionsAdministration.  We have to make sure that Hong Kong can comply with the provisionsAdministration.  We have to make sure that Hong Kong can comply with the provisions

of the Convention before we are in a position to ask the United Kingdom Governmentof the Convention before we are in a position to ask the United Kingdom Governmentof the Convention before we are in a position to ask the United Kingdom Governmentof the Convention before we are in a position to ask the United Kingdom Government

to extend the Convention to Hong Kong.  The international obligations arising fromto extend the Convention to Hong Kong.  The international obligations arising fromto extend the Convention to Hong Kong.  The international obligations arising fromto extend the Convention to Hong Kong.  The international obligations arising from

the Convention are complex.  It might lead to the enactment of anti-discriminationthe Convention are complex.  It might lead to the enactment of anti-discriminationthe Convention are complex.  It might lead to the enactment of anti-discriminationthe Convention are complex.  It might lead to the enactment of anti-discrimination

legislation applying to the private sector, which might create problems oflegislation applying to the private sector, which might create problems oflegislation applying to the private sector, which might create problems oflegislation applying to the private sector, which might create problems of

enforcement as well as significant economic and social consequences.enforcement as well as significant economic and social consequences.enforcement as well as significant economic and social consequences.enforcement as well as significant economic and social consequences.

Mr Deputy President, a major step against sex discrimination has been taken inMr Deputy President, a major step against sex discrimination has been taken inMr Deputy President, a major step against sex discrimination has been taken inMr Deputy President, a major step against sex discrimination has been taken in

June 1991 with the enactment by this Council of the Bill of Rights Ordinance.  ThatJune 1991 with the enactment by this Council of the Bill of Rights Ordinance.  ThatJune 1991 with the enactment by this Council of the Bill of Rights Ordinance.  ThatJune 1991 with the enactment by this Council of the Bill of Rights Ordinance.  That

Ordinance, together with the related amendment to the Letters Patent, prohibitsOrdinance, together with the related amendment to the Letters Patent, prohibitsOrdinance, together with the related amendment to the Letters Patent, prohibitsOrdinance, together with the related amendment to the Letters Patent, prohibits

discriminatory practices against women in the public sector, as well asdiscriminatory practices against women in the public sector, as well asdiscriminatory practices against women in the public sector, as well asdiscriminatory practices against women in the public sector, as well as

discriminatory laws against women.  I recognize that the Convention on thediscriminatory laws against women.  I recognize that the Convention on thediscriminatory laws against women.  I recognize that the Convention on thediscriminatory laws against women.  I recognize that the Convention on the

Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women goes further in outlawingElimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women goes further in outlawingElimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women goes further in outlawingElimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women goes further in outlawing

discrimination in the private and public sectors.  It is because the Convention, ifdiscrimination in the private and public sectors.  It is because the Convention, ifdiscrimination in the private and public sectors.  It is because the Convention, ifdiscrimination in the private and public sectors.  It is because the Convention, if

implemented, would have such a direct and possibly serious impact on the public thatimplemented, would have such a direct and possibly serious impact on the public thatimplemented, would have such a direct and possibly serious impact on the public thatimplemented, would have such a direct and possibly serious impact on the public that

a detailed study of the issues involved is required.a detailed study of the issues involved is required.a detailed study of the issues involved is required.a detailed study of the issues involved is required.

MR ANDREW WONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Secretary's reply cannot beMR ANDREW WONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Secretary's reply cannot beMR ANDREW WONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Secretary's reply cannot beMR ANDREW WONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Secretary's reply cannot be

regarded as a reply at all.  He replied that the proposal to set up a "Women'sregarded as a reply at all.  He replied that the proposal to set up a "Women'sregarded as a reply at all.  He replied that the proposal to set up a "Women'sregarded as a reply at all.  He replied that the proposal to set up a "Women's

Commission" is now being studied; that the question of whether the Convention on theCommission" is now being studied; that the question of whether the Convention on theCommission" is now being studied; that the question of whether the Convention on theCommission" is now being studied; that the question of whether the Convention on the

Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women be extended to Hong KongElimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women be extended to Hong KongElimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women be extended to Hong KongElimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women be extended to Hong Kong

is being examined; and that the inter-departmental working group set up in March isis being examined; and that the inter-departmental working group set up in March isis being examined; and that the inter-departmental working group set up in March isis being examined; and that the inter-departmental working group set up in March is

also working.  Mr Deputy President, I asked about the progress of the respective work,also working.  Mr Deputy President, I asked about the progress of the respective work,also working.  Mr Deputy President, I asked about the progress of the respective work,also working.  Mr Deputy President, I asked about the progress of the respective work,

but the reply seemed to say that no progress has been made at all.  If there is nobut the reply seemed to say that no progress has been made at all.  If there is nobut the reply seemed to say that no progress has been made at all.  If there is nobut the reply seemed to say that no progress has been made at all.  If there is no

progress now, then when shall we see some progress?  What deadline has been set forprogress now, then when shall we see some progress?  What deadline has been set forprogress now, then when shall we see some progress?  What deadline has been set forprogress now, then when shall we see some progress?  What deadline has been set for

the completion of studies on these priority items?the completion of studies on these priority items?the completion of studies on these priority items?the completion of studies on these priority items?

SECRETARY FOR CONSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, the subject of anti-SECRETARY FOR CONSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, the subject of anti-SECRETARY FOR CONSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, the subject of anti-SECRETARY FOR CONSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, the subject of anti-

discrimination laws, which needs to be addressed in the context of assessing whetherdiscrimination laws, which needs to be addressed in the context of assessing whetherdiscrimination laws, which needs to be addressed in the context of assessing whetherdiscrimination laws, which needs to be addressed in the context of assessing whether

the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women shouldthe Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women shouldthe Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women shouldthe Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women should

be adopted in Hong Kong, is a complex one.  I do not agree that either thebe adopted in Hong Kong, is a complex one.  I do not agree that either thebe adopted in Hong Kong, is a complex one.  I do not agree that either thebe adopted in Hong Kong, is a complex one.  I do not agree that either the

Administration or the inter-departmental working group chaired by the Secretary forAdministration or the inter-departmental working group chaired by the Secretary forAdministration or the inter-departmental working group chaired by the Secretary forAdministration or the inter-departmental working group chaired by the Secretary for

Education and Manpower has made absolutely no progress at all.  But we must acceptEducation and Manpower has made absolutely no progress at all.  But we must acceptEducation and Manpower has made absolutely no progress at all.  But we must acceptEducation and Manpower has made absolutely no progress at all.  But we must accept

that the matters being addressed are complex and varied.  Amongst the many thingsthat the matters being addressed are complex and varied.  Amongst the many thingsthat the matters being addressed are complex and varied.  Amongst the many thingsthat the matters being addressed are complex and varied.  Amongst the many things

to be examined, the inter-departmental working group has to look at the question ofto be examined, the inter-departmental working group has to look at the question ofto be examined, the inter-departmental working group has to look at the question ofto be examined, the inter-departmental working group has to look at the question of



women in employment, whether discrimination exists, the extent to which any suchwomen in employment, whether discrimination exists, the extent to which any suchwomen in employment, whether discrimination exists, the extent to which any suchwomen in employment, whether discrimination exists, the extent to which any such

discrimination exists, the question of vocational training for women, the questiondiscrimination exists, the question of vocational training for women, the questiondiscrimination exists, the question of vocational training for women, the questiondiscrimination exists, the question of vocational training for women, the question

of sex discrimination in job advertisements, and the question of protectiveof sex discrimination in job advertisements, and the question of protectiveof sex discrimination in job advertisements, and the question of protectiveof sex discrimination in job advertisements, and the question of protective

legislation for women employed in industrial undertakings.  We will also need to looklegislation for women employed in industrial undertakings.  We will also need to looklegislation for women employed in industrial undertakings.  We will also need to looklegislation for women employed in industrial undertakings.  We will also need to look

at the possibility of legislation on equal employment opportunities for both sexesat the possibility of legislation on equal employment opportunities for both sexesat the possibility of legislation on equal employment opportunities for both sexesat the possibility of legislation on equal employment opportunities for both sexes

-- we have not got that in Hong Kong yet. We are looking at the experience of-- we have not got that in Hong Kong yet. We are looking at the experience of-- we have not got that in Hong Kong yet. We are looking at the experience of-- we have not got that in Hong Kong yet. We are looking at the experience of

neighbouring and other countries.  These are some of the examples that we have toneighbouring and other countries.  These are some of the examples that we have toneighbouring and other countries.  These are some of the examples that we have toneighbouring and other countries.  These are some of the examples that we have to

look at.  We are not in a position yet to announce any recommendations or findingslook at.  We are not in a position yet to announce any recommendations or findingslook at.  We are not in a position yet to announce any recommendations or findingslook at.  We are not in a position yet to announce any recommendations or findings

because, by the very nature of the working group's deliberations, findings cannotbecause, by the very nature of the working group's deliberations, findings cannotbecause, by the very nature of the working group's deliberations, findings cannotbecause, by the very nature of the working group's deliberations, findings cannot

really be available until after the deliberations are concluded.really be available until after the deliberations are concluded.really be available until after the deliberations are concluded.really be available until after the deliberations are concluded.

On the question of timing, I can only assure the Honourable Member that theOn the question of timing, I can only assure the Honourable Member that theOn the question of timing, I can only assure the Honourable Member that theOn the question of timing, I can only assure the Honourable Member that the

inter-departmental working group, and indeed the Administration generally, ininter-departmental working group, and indeed the Administration generally, ininter-departmental working group, and indeed the Administration generally, ininter-departmental working group, and indeed the Administration generally, in

looking at all the three issues mentioned by the Honourable Member, will do theirlooking at all the three issues mentioned by the Honourable Member, will do theirlooking at all the three issues mentioned by the Honourable Member, will do theirlooking at all the three issues mentioned by the Honourable Member, will do their

best to ensure that the matter will be concluded as soon as practicable.  I wouldbest to ensure that the matter will be concluded as soon as practicable.  I wouldbest to ensure that the matter will be concluded as soon as practicable.  I wouldbest to ensure that the matter will be concluded as soon as practicable.  I would

certainly hope that the working group would complete their deliberations towards thecertainly hope that the working group would complete their deliberations towards thecertainly hope that the working group would complete their deliberations towards thecertainly hope that the working group would complete their deliberations towards the

end of the year.end of the year.end of the year.end of the year.

MR GILBERT LEUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the New Territories Small HouseMR GILBERT LEUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the New Territories Small HouseMR GILBERT LEUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the New Territories Small HouseMR GILBERT LEUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the New Territories Small House

Policy adopted by the Government in 1972 applies only to male villagers aged abovePolicy adopted by the Government in 1972 applies only to male villagers aged abovePolicy adopted by the Government in 1972 applies only to male villagers aged abovePolicy adopted by the Government in 1972 applies only to male villagers aged above

18.  Could the Government inform this Council whether it will set an example by18.  Could the Government inform this Council whether it will set an example by18.  Could the Government inform this Council whether it will set an example by18.  Could the Government inform this Council whether it will set an example by

abolishing this unequal treatment for men and women so that female villagers may beabolishing this unequal treatment for men and women so that female villagers may beabolishing this unequal treatment for men and women so that female villagers may beabolishing this unequal treatment for men and women so that female villagers may be

entitled to small house grants?entitled to small house grants?entitled to small house grants?entitled to small house grants?

SECRETARY FOR CONSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, as this Council wasSECRETARY FOR CONSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, as this Council wasSECRETARY FOR CONSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, as this Council wasSECRETARY FOR CONSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, as this Council was

informed during the Second Reading of the Bill of Rights Bill on 25 July 1990, theinformed during the Second Reading of the Bill of Rights Bill on 25 July 1990, theinformed during the Second Reading of the Bill of Rights Bill on 25 July 1990, theinformed during the Second Reading of the Bill of Rights Bill on 25 July 1990, the

fact that customary law in the New Territories treats women in a way different tofact that customary law in the New Territories treats women in a way different tofact that customary law in the New Territories treats women in a way different tofact that customary law in the New Territories treats women in a way different to

men does not mean that the law is necessarily discriminatory under the Bill of Rights,men does not mean that the law is necessarily discriminatory under the Bill of Rights,men does not mean that the law is necessarily discriminatory under the Bill of Rights,men does not mean that the law is necessarily discriminatory under the Bill of Rights,

or indeed under Hong Kong Law.  The United Nations Human Rights Committee haveor indeed under Hong Kong Law.  The United Nations Human Rights Committee haveor indeed under Hong Kong Law.  The United Nations Human Rights Committee haveor indeed under Hong Kong Law.  The United Nations Human Rights Committee have

observed that it is not mere differentiation of treatment that constitutesobserved that it is not mere differentiation of treatment that constitutesobserved that it is not mere differentiation of treatment that constitutesobserved that it is not mere differentiation of treatment that constitutes

discrimination.  If the grounds for the differentiation of treatment are reasonablediscrimination.  If the grounds for the differentiation of treatment are reasonablediscrimination.  If the grounds for the differentiation of treatment are reasonablediscrimination.  If the grounds for the differentiation of treatment are reasonable

and objective and the purpose is a legitimate one, then such treatment will not beand objective and the purpose is a legitimate one, then such treatment will not beand objective and the purpose is a legitimate one, then such treatment will not beand objective and the purpose is a legitimate one, then such treatment will not be

regarded as discriminatory.regarded as discriminatory.regarded as discriminatory.regarded as discriminatory.

MR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I am very much worried by theMR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I am very much worried by theMR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I am very much worried by theMR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I am very much worried by the



Secretary's remark in his reply that the adoption of anti-discrimination law in HongSecretary's remark in his reply that the adoption of anti-discrimination law in HongSecretary's remark in his reply that the adoption of anti-discrimination law in HongSecretary's remark in his reply that the adoption of anti-discrimination law in Hong

Kong might create significant economic and social consequences.  Could the SecretaryKong might create significant economic and social consequences.  Could the SecretaryKong might create significant economic and social consequences.  Could the SecretaryKong might create significant economic and social consequences.  Could the Secretary

please explain to this Council in detail why that is so?please explain to this Council in detail why that is so?please explain to this Council in detail why that is so?please explain to this Council in detail why that is so?

SECRETARY FOR CONSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, I can only say at presentSECRETARY FOR CONSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, I can only say at presentSECRETARY FOR CONSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, I can only say at presentSECRETARY FOR CONSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, I can only say at present

that the adoption of positive anti-discrimination legislation in employment in Hongthat the adoption of positive anti-discrimination legislation in employment in Hongthat the adoption of positive anti-discrimination legislation in employment in Hongthat the adoption of positive anti-discrimination legislation in employment in Hong

Kong will certainly have some effect on the wage structure in Hong Kong.  The preciseKong will certainly have some effect on the wage structure in Hong Kong.  The preciseKong will certainly have some effect on the wage structure in Hong Kong.  The preciseKong will certainly have some effect on the wage structure in Hong Kong.  The precise

extent of any such effect -- and indeed the question of the desirability of suchextent of any such effect -- and indeed the question of the desirability of suchextent of any such effect -- and indeed the question of the desirability of suchextent of any such effect -- and indeed the question of the desirability of such

legislation in the light of its practical implication -- is a matter being lookedlegislation in the light of its practical implication -- is a matter being lookedlegislation in the light of its practical implication -- is a matter being lookedlegislation in the light of its practical implication -- is a matter being looked

into actively by the inter-departmental working group which I refer to in my maininto actively by the inter-departmental working group which I refer to in my maininto actively by the inter-departmental working group which I refer to in my maininto actively by the inter-departmental working group which I refer to in my main

answer.answer.answer.answer.

MISS EMILY LAU (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I would like to follow up on MrMISS EMILY LAU (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I would like to follow up on MrMISS EMILY LAU (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I would like to follow up on MrMISS EMILY LAU (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I would like to follow up on Mr

WONG Wai-yin's question.  Since the Government thinks that an extension of theWONG Wai-yin's question.  Since the Government thinks that an extension of theWONG Wai-yin's question.  Since the Government thinks that an extension of theWONG Wai-yin's question.  Since the Government thinks that an extension of the

Convention to Hong Kong might create significant economic and social consequences,Convention to Hong Kong might create significant economic and social consequences,Convention to Hong Kong might create significant economic and social consequences,Convention to Hong Kong might create significant economic and social consequences,

it means that the Government recognizes the existence of very serious discriminationit means that the Government recognizes the existence of very serious discriminationit means that the Government recognizes the existence of very serious discriminationit means that the Government recognizes the existence of very serious discrimination

against women in Hong Kong.  In view of this recognition could the Governmentagainst women in Hong Kong.  In view of this recognition could the Governmentagainst women in Hong Kong.  In view of this recognition could the Governmentagainst women in Hong Kong.  In view of this recognition could the Government

undertake immediately to introduce measures as soon as possible to remove all formsundertake immediately to introduce measures as soon as possible to remove all formsundertake immediately to introduce measures as soon as possible to remove all formsundertake immediately to introduce measures as soon as possible to remove all forms

discrimination against women and to extend the Convention fully to Hong Kong as well?discrimination against women and to extend the Convention fully to Hong Kong as well?discrimination against women and to extend the Convention fully to Hong Kong as well?discrimination against women and to extend the Convention fully to Hong Kong as well?

SECRETARY FOR CONSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, from the initialSECRETARY FOR CONSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, from the initialSECRETARY FOR CONSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, from the initialSECRETARY FOR CONSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, from the initial

discussions and deliberations of the inter-departmental working group it is prettydiscussions and deliberations of the inter-departmental working group it is prettydiscussions and deliberations of the inter-departmental working group it is prettydiscussions and deliberations of the inter-departmental working group it is pretty

clear that some evidence exists of some form of discrimination in Hong Kong.  It isclear that some evidence exists of some form of discrimination in Hong Kong.  It isclear that some evidence exists of some form of discrimination in Hong Kong.  It isclear that some evidence exists of some form of discrimination in Hong Kong.  It is

of course the work of the inter-departmental working group to find out the preciseof course the work of the inter-departmental working group to find out the preciseof course the work of the inter-departmental working group to find out the preciseof course the work of the inter-departmental working group to find out the precise

extent of such discrimination.  I can only say, Mr Deputy President, in answer toextent of such discrimination.  I can only say, Mr Deputy President, in answer toextent of such discrimination.  I can only say, Mr Deputy President, in answer toextent of such discrimination.  I can only say, Mr Deputy President, in answer to

the Honourable Member's question, that where effective, adaptable and practicablethe Honourable Member's question, that where effective, adaptable and practicablethe Honourable Member's question, that where effective, adaptable and practicablethe Honourable Member's question, that where effective, adaptable and practicable

measures are available to deal with and to combat any form of discrimination thatmeasures are available to deal with and to combat any form of discrimination thatmeasures are available to deal with and to combat any form of discrimination thatmeasures are available to deal with and to combat any form of discrimination that

we have identified, of course the Government will certainly be very interested towe have identified, of course the Government will certainly be very interested towe have identified, of course the Government will certainly be very interested towe have identified, of course the Government will certainly be very interested to

adopt them.adopt them.adopt them.adopt them.

Whole-day primary schoolingWhole-day primary schoolingWhole-day primary schoolingWhole-day primary schooling

6.6.6.6. MR LEE WING-TAT asked (in Cantonese): With the Government's decision to shelveMR LEE WING-TAT asked (in Cantonese): With the Government's decision to shelveMR LEE WING-TAT asked (in Cantonese): With the Government's decision to shelveMR LEE WING-TAT asked (in Cantonese): With the Government's decision to shelve

the plan for whole-day primary schooling at newly built schools, will the Governmentthe plan for whole-day primary schooling at newly built schools, will the Governmentthe plan for whole-day primary schooling at newly built schools, will the Governmentthe plan for whole-day primary schooling at newly built schools, will the Government



inform this Council:inform this Council:inform this Council:inform this Council:

(a)(a)(a)(a) of the additional estimated annual capital and recurrent expenses over aof the additional estimated annual capital and recurrent expenses over aof the additional estimated annual capital and recurrent expenses over aof the additional estimated annual capital and recurrent expenses over a

15-year period should the plan for whole-day primary schooling at newly built schools15-year period should the plan for whole-day primary schooling at newly built schools15-year period should the plan for whole-day primary schooling at newly built schools15-year period should the plan for whole-day primary schooling at newly built schools

be proceeded with (at 1992 prices);be proceeded with (at 1992 prices);be proceeded with (at 1992 prices);be proceeded with (at 1992 prices);

(b)(b)(b)(b) of the reasons for shelving the plan and whethof the reasons for shelving the plan and whethof the reasons for shelving the plan and whethof the reasons for shelving the plan and whether the Government willer the Government willer the Government willer the Government will

reconsider the views of the education sector and the public to implement the whole-dayreconsider the views of the education sector and the public to implement the whole-dayreconsider the views of the education sector and the public to implement the whole-dayreconsider the views of the education sector and the public to implement the whole-day

schooling plan in the coming school year?schooling plan in the coming school year?schooling plan in the coming school year?schooling plan in the coming school year?

SECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER: Mr Deputy President, before answering theSECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER: Mr Deputy President, before answering theSECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER: Mr Deputy President, before answering theSECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER: Mr Deputy President, before answering the

specific points in the question, I wish to make it clear that there has never beenspecific points in the question, I wish to make it clear that there has never beenspecific points in the question, I wish to make it clear that there has never beenspecific points in the question, I wish to make it clear that there has never been

any plan for whole-day primary schooling at newly-built schools.  It followsany plan for whole-day primary schooling at newly-built schools.  It followsany plan for whole-day primary schooling at newly-built schools.  It followsany plan for whole-day primary schooling at newly-built schools.  It follows

therefore that there is no question of shelving such a plan.  What the Governmenttherefore that there is no question of shelving such a plan.  What the Governmenttherefore that there is no question of shelving such a plan.  What the Governmenttherefore that there is no question of shelving such a plan.  What the Government

has decided is to set whole-day schooling as a long-term goal.  Our policy now ishas decided is to set whole-day schooling as a long-term goal.  Our policy now ishas decided is to set whole-day schooling as a long-term goal.  Our policy now ishas decided is to set whole-day schooling as a long-term goal.  Our policy now is

to work towards this goal by encouraging schools to convert to whole-day operationto work towards this goal by encouraging schools to convert to whole-day operationto work towards this goal by encouraging schools to convert to whole-day operationto work towards this goal by encouraging schools to convert to whole-day operation

when demographic changes allow.  This encouragement takes the form of providingwhen demographic changes allow.  This encouragement takes the form of providingwhen demographic changes allow.  This encouragement takes the form of providingwhen demographic changes allow.  This encouragement takes the form of providing

additional teachers for those schools which are already operating whole-day classesadditional teachers for those schools which are already operating whole-day classesadditional teachers for those schools which are already operating whole-day classesadditional teachers for those schools which are already operating whole-day classes

or which may turn whole-day from now on.or which may turn whole-day from now on.or which may turn whole-day from now on.or which may turn whole-day from now on.

On part (a) of the question, I have tabled an estimate of what the annual capitalOn part (a) of the question, I have tabled an estimate of what the annual capitalOn part (a) of the question, I have tabled an estimate of what the annual capitalOn part (a) of the question, I have tabled an estimate of what the annual capital

and recurrent costs might have been if whole-day schooling were to be achieved inand recurrent costs might have been if whole-day schooling were to be achieved inand recurrent costs might have been if whole-day schooling were to be achieved inand recurrent costs might have been if whole-day schooling were to be achieved in

14 years from the 1992-93 school year.  At March 1992 prices, the cost would have14 years from the 1992-93 school year.  At March 1992 prices, the cost would have14 years from the 1992-93 school year.  At March 1992 prices, the cost would have14 years from the 1992-93 school year.  At March 1992 prices, the cost would have

been $140 million in the first year rising progressively to $761 million in the 14thbeen $140 million in the first year rising progressively to $761 million in the 14thbeen $140 million in the first year rising progressively to $761 million in the 14thbeen $140 million in the first year rising progressively to $761 million in the 14th

year, or a total of $6.5 billion for the 14-year period as a whole.  I should addyear, or a total of $6.5 billion for the 14-year period as a whole.  I should addyear, or a total of $6.5 billion for the 14-year period as a whole.  I should addyear, or a total of $6.5 billion for the 14-year period as a whole.  I should add

that the cost estimate, which was prepared some time ago for planning purposes, isthat the cost estimate, which was prepared some time ago for planning purposes, isthat the cost estimate, which was prepared some time ago for planning purposes, isthat the cost estimate, which was prepared some time ago for planning purposes, is

in respect of implementing whole-day schooling in all primary schools, including bothin respect of implementing whole-day schooling in all primary schools, including bothin respect of implementing whole-day schooling in all primary schools, including bothin respect of implementing whole-day schooling in all primary schools, including both

newly built and existing schools.newly built and existing schools.newly built and existing schools.newly built and existing schools.

As regards part (b) of the question, the Government is already aware oAs regards part (b) of the question, the Government is already aware oAs regards part (b) of the question, the Government is already aware oAs regards part (b) of the question, the Government is already aware of generalf generalf generalf general

public support for the concept of whole-day schooling, and has taken full accountpublic support for the concept of whole-day schooling, and has taken full accountpublic support for the concept of whole-day schooling, and has taken full accountpublic support for the concept of whole-day schooling, and has taken full account

of this support in reaching its decision to encourage schools to convert to whole-dayof this support in reaching its decision to encourage schools to convert to whole-dayof this support in reaching its decision to encourage schools to convert to whole-dayof this support in reaching its decision to encourage schools to convert to whole-day

operation where possible and to provide additional teachers for such schools.operation where possible and to provide additional teachers for such schools.operation where possible and to provide additional teachers for such schools.operation where possible and to provide additional teachers for such schools.

Estimated Cost of Implementing Whole-day SchoolingEstimated Cost of Implementing Whole-day SchoolingEstimated Cost of Implementing Whole-day SchoolingEstimated Cost of Implementing Whole-day Schooling

comprehensively over 14 years (in $m at March 1992 prices)comprehensively over 14 years (in $m at March 1992 prices)comprehensively over 14 years (in $m at March 1992 prices)comprehensively over 14 years (in $m at March 1992 prices)



Recurrent (1)Recurrent (1)Recurrent (1)Recurrent (1) Non-recurrent (2)Non-recurrent (2)Non-recurrent (2)Non-recurrent (2) TotalTotalTotalTotal

1992199219921992 135.0135.0135.0135.0 5.85.85.85.8 140.8140.8140.8140.8

1993199319931993 156.2156.2156.2156.2 1.11.11.11.1 157.3157.3157.3157.3

1994199419941994 175.4175.4175.4175.4 4.14.14.14.1 179.5179.5179.5179.5

1995199519951995 193.6193.6193.6193.6 28.128.128.128.1 221.7221.7221.7221.7

1996199619961996 212.4212.4212.4212.4 70707070.9.9.9.9 283.3283.3283.3283.3

1997199719971997 233.1233.1233.1233.1 111.0111.0111.0111.0 344.1344.1344.1344.1

1998199819981998 260.0260.0260.0260.0 141.4 141.4 141.4 141.4 401.4401.4401.4401.4

1999199919991999 301.9301.9301.9301.9 168.5168.5168.5168.5 470.4470.4470.4470.4

2000200020002000 340.9340.9340.9340.9 192.3192.3192.3192.3 533.2533.2533.2533.2

2001200120012001 372.7372.7372.7372.7 228.6228.6228.6228.6 601.3601.3601.3601.3

2002200220022002 413.2413.2413.2413.2 287.9287.9287.9287.9 701.1701.1701.1701.1

2003200320032003 458.7458.7458.7458.7 350.1350.1350.1350.1 808.8808.8808.8808.8

2004200420042004 509.9509.9509.9509.9 362.7362.7362.7362.7 872.6872.6872.6872.6

2005 2005 2005 2005 565.6565.6565.6565.6 195.5195.5195.5195.5 761.1761.1761.1761.1

(1)(1)(1)(1) includes costs for additincludes costs for additincludes costs for additincludes costs for additional teachers, clerks, janitors and the enhancementional teachers, clerks, janitors and the enhancementional teachers, clerks, janitors and the enhancementional teachers, clerks, janitors and the enhancement

grant of $950 per class.grant of $950 per class.grant of $950 per class.grant of $950 per class.

(2)(2)(2)(2) includes capital cost for building 66 additional primary schools, staff trainingincludes capital cost for building 66 additional primary schools, staff trainingincludes capital cost for building 66 additional primary schools, staff trainingincludes capital cost for building 66 additional primary schools, staff training

costs and additional tables and benches for existing schools.costs and additional tables and benches for existing schools.costs and additional tables and benches for existing schools.costs and additional tables and benches for existing schools.

MR LEE WING-TAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, it was mentioned in the EducationMR LEE WING-TAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, it was mentioned in the EducationMR LEE WING-TAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, it was mentioned in the EducationMR LEE WING-TAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, it was mentioned in the Education

Commission Report No. 4 that the Education Commission had accepted the views of groupsCommission Report No. 4 that the Education Commission had accepted the views of groupsCommission Report No. 4 that the Education Commission had accepted the views of groupsCommission Report No. 4 that the Education Commission had accepted the views of groups

to recommend to the Executive Council that whole-day schooling be phased in for allto recommend to the Executive Council that whole-day schooling be phased in for allto recommend to the Executive Council that whole-day schooling be phased in for allto recommend to the Executive Council that whole-day schooling be phased in for all

primary schools within 14 years.  Can the Administration advise this Council why itprimary schools within 14 years.  Can the Administration advise this Council why itprimary schools within 14 years.  Can the Administration advise this Council why itprimary schools within 14 years.  Can the Administration advise this Council why it

did not adopt the proposal originally recommended by the Education Commission butdid not adopt the proposal originally recommended by the Education Commission butdid not adopt the proposal originally recommended by the Education Commission butdid not adopt the proposal originally recommended by the Education Commission but

instead adopted the previous approach of natural conversion?instead adopted the previous approach of natural conversion?instead adopted the previous approach of natural conversion?instead adopted the previous approach of natural conversion?

SECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER: Mr Deputy President, the Fourth Report of theSECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER: Mr Deputy President, the Fourth Report of theSECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER: Mr Deputy President, the Fourth Report of theSECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER: Mr Deputy President, the Fourth Report of the

Education Commission did not -- and I repeat did not -- include any recommendationEducation Commission did not -- and I repeat did not -- include any recommendationEducation Commission did not -- and I repeat did not -- include any recommendationEducation Commission did not -- and I repeat did not -- include any recommendation

for a phased programme for implementation of whole-day schooling in all primaryfor a phased programme for implementation of whole-day schooling in all primaryfor a phased programme for implementation of whole-day schooling in all primaryfor a phased programme for implementation of whole-day schooling in all primary

schools.  What ECR4 contained were recommendations for implementing mixed-modeschools.  What ECR4 contained were recommendations for implementing mixed-modeschools.  What ECR4 contained were recommendations for implementing mixed-modeschools.  What ECR4 contained were recommendations for implementing mixed-mode

schooling in primary schools, that is to say, whole-day operation for Primary V andschooling in primary schools, that is to say, whole-day operation for Primary V andschooling in primary schools, that is to say, whole-day operation for Primary V andschooling in primary schools, that is to say, whole-day operation for Primary V and

VI and bisessional operation for other classes.  The recommendations as regardsVI and bisessional operation for other classes.  The recommendations as regardsVI and bisessional operation for other classes.  The recommendations as regardsVI and bisessional operation for other classes.  The recommendations as regards



mixed-mode schooling met with considerable public opposition during the period ofmixed-mode schooling met with considerable public opposition during the period ofmixed-mode schooling met with considerable public opposition during the period ofmixed-mode schooling met with considerable public opposition during the period of

consultation following the publication of ECR4, and it was in the light of the publicconsultation following the publication of ECR4, and it was in the light of the publicconsultation following the publication of ECR4, and it was in the light of the publicconsultation following the publication of ECR4, and it was in the light of the public

comment that the Government eventually decided not to pursue the concept of mixed-modecomment that the Government eventually decided not to pursue the concept of mixed-modecomment that the Government eventually decided not to pursue the concept of mixed-modecomment that the Government eventually decided not to pursue the concept of mixed-mode

schooling and to go back to adopting whole-day schooling as a long-term goal andschooling and to go back to adopting whole-day schooling as a long-term goal andschooling and to go back to adopting whole-day schooling as a long-term goal andschooling and to go back to adopting whole-day schooling as a long-term goal and

allowing and encouraging schools to convert as circumstances allow.allowing and encouraging schools to convert as circumstances allow.allowing and encouraging schools to convert as circumstances allow.allowing and encouraging schools to convert as circumstances allow.

MRS SELINA CHOW: Mr Deputy President, can the Secretary tell this Council whetherMRS SELINA CHOW: Mr Deputy President, can the Secretary tell this Council whetherMRS SELINA CHOW: Mr Deputy President, can the Secretary tell this Council whetherMRS SELINA CHOW: Mr Deputy President, can the Secretary tell this Council whether

it would have been possible to produce enough well-qualified teachers for primaryit would have been possible to produce enough well-qualified teachers for primaryit would have been possible to produce enough well-qualified teachers for primaryit would have been possible to produce enough well-qualified teachers for primary

schools if all of them were to turn whole-day as was indicated in the planning figuresschools if all of them were to turn whole-day as was indicated in the planning figuresschools if all of them were to turn whole-day as was indicated in the planning figuresschools if all of them were to turn whole-day as was indicated in the planning figures

given?given?given?given?

SECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER: Mr Deputy President, I think the answer to thatSECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER: Mr Deputy President, I think the answer to thatSECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER: Mr Deputy President, I think the answer to thatSECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER: Mr Deputy President, I think the answer to that

question is that there would probably have been some difficulties.  In my own view,question is that there would probably have been some difficulties.  In my own view,question is that there would probably have been some difficulties.  In my own view,question is that there would probably have been some difficulties.  In my own view,

until certain important issues relating to the training, recruitment and retentionuntil certain important issues relating to the training, recruitment and retentionuntil certain important issues relating to the training, recruitment and retentionuntil certain important issues relating to the training, recruitment and retention

of teachers had been addressed, as they now have in the Fifth Report of the Educationof teachers had been addressed, as they now have in the Fifth Report of the Educationof teachers had been addressed, as they now have in the Fifth Report of the Educationof teachers had been addressed, as they now have in the Fifth Report of the Education

Commission, then there might have been difficulties in seeking to implement whole-dayCommission, then there might have been difficulties in seeking to implement whole-dayCommission, then there might have been difficulties in seeking to implement whole-dayCommission, then there might have been difficulties in seeking to implement whole-day

schooling across the board within a relatively short time.schooling across the board within a relatively short time.schooling across the board within a relatively short time.schooling across the board within a relatively short time.

MR CHEUNG MAN-KWONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I wish to point out a mistakeMR CHEUNG MAN-KWONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I wish to point out a mistakeMR CHEUNG MAN-KWONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I wish to point out a mistakeMR CHEUNG MAN-KWONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I wish to point out a mistake

in Mr John CHAN's answer to Mr LEE Wing-tat's question.  On completion of itsin Mr John CHAN's answer to Mr LEE Wing-tat's question.  On completion of itsin Mr John CHAN's answer to Mr LEE Wing-tat's question.  On completion of itsin Mr John CHAN's answer to Mr LEE Wing-tat's question.  On completion of its

collection of public opinions, the Education Commission did recommend to thecollection of public opinions, the Education Commission did recommend to thecollection of public opinions, the Education Commission did recommend to thecollection of public opinions, the Education Commission did recommend to the

Executive Council that whole-day schooling be phased in for primary schools withinExecutive Council that whole-day schooling be phased in for primary schools withinExecutive Council that whole-day schooling be phased in for primary schools withinExecutive Council that whole-day schooling be phased in for primary schools within

14 years.  The Education Commission has this document.  However, the Education14 years.  The Education Commission has this document.  However, the Education14 years.  The Education Commission has this document.  However, the Education14 years.  The Education Commission has this document.  However, the Education

Commission now recommends to the Executive Council a scenario of natural conversionCommission now recommends to the Executive Council a scenario of natural conversionCommission now recommends to the Executive Council a scenario of natural conversionCommission now recommends to the Executive Council a scenario of natural conversion

to whole-day schooling in primary schools.  These two different opinions were bothto whole-day schooling in primary schools.  These two different opinions were bothto whole-day schooling in primary schools.  These two different opinions were bothto whole-day schooling in primary schools.  These two different opinions were both

proposed by the Education Commission and both were substantiated by documents.  Doesproposed by the Education Commission and both were substantiated by documents.  Doesproposed by the Education Commission and both were substantiated by documents.  Doesproposed by the Education Commission and both were substantiated by documents.  Does

the Administration have this document and on what basis did the Education Commissionthe Administration have this document and on what basis did the Education Commissionthe Administration have this document and on what basis did the Education Commissionthe Administration have this document and on what basis did the Education Commission

change its mind within such a short time?change its mind within such a short time?change its mind within such a short time?change its mind within such a short time?

SECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER: Mr Deputy President, I do not think I have madeSECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER: Mr Deputy President, I do not think I have madeSECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER: Mr Deputy President, I do not think I have madeSECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER: Mr Deputy President, I do not think I have made

any mistake in my answer to Mr LEE Wing-tat's earlier question.  What I said was thatany mistake in my answer to Mr LEE Wing-tat's earlier question.  What I said was thatany mistake in my answer to Mr LEE Wing-tat's earlier question.  What I said was thatany mistake in my answer to Mr LEE Wing-tat's earlier question.  What I said was that

the Fourth Report of the Education Commission itself did not include anythe Fourth Report of the Education Commission itself did not include anythe Fourth Report of the Education Commission itself did not include anythe Fourth Report of the Education Commission itself did not include any

recommendations for full-scale implementation of whole-day schooling across therecommendations for full-scale implementation of whole-day schooling across therecommendations for full-scale implementation of whole-day schooling across therecommendations for full-scale implementation of whole-day schooling across the

board.  I am not at liberty to disclose what specific recommendations were put toboard.  I am not at liberty to disclose what specific recommendations were put toboard.  I am not at liberty to disclose what specific recommendations were put toboard.  I am not at liberty to disclose what specific recommendations were put to



the Executive Council by the Administration; all I can say is whatever recommendationsthe Executive Council by the Administration; all I can say is whatever recommendationsthe Executive Council by the Administration; all I can say is whatever recommendationsthe Executive Council by the Administration; all I can say is whatever recommendations

that might be put to the Executive Council may or may not always be accepted.that might be put to the Executive Council may or may not always be accepted.that might be put to the Executive Council may or may not always be accepted.that might be put to the Executive Council may or may not always be accepted.

MR LEE WING-TAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Administration has publiclyMR LEE WING-TAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Administration has publiclyMR LEE WING-TAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Administration has publiclyMR LEE WING-TAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Administration has publicly

claimed that the teacher training programme contained in the Education Commissionclaimed that the teacher training programme contained in the Education Commissionclaimed that the teacher training programme contained in the Education Commissionclaimed that the teacher training programme contained in the Education Commission

Report No. 5 is more important than the whole-day schooling in primary schoolsReport No. 5 is more important than the whole-day schooling in primary schoolsReport No. 5 is more important than the whole-day schooling in primary schoolsReport No. 5 is more important than the whole-day schooling in primary schools

included in Report No. 4.  Can the Administration advise this Council whether theseincluded in Report No. 4.  Can the Administration advise this Council whether theseincluded in Report No. 4.  Can the Administration advise this Council whether theseincluded in Report No. 4.  Can the Administration advise this Council whether these

two proposals have been prioritized after a consultation of public opinion?  If not,two proposals have been prioritized after a consultation of public opinion?  If not,two proposals have been prioritized after a consultation of public opinion?  If not,two proposals have been prioritized after a consultation of public opinion?  If not,

then on what grounds was the argument that teacher training should be placed beforethen on what grounds was the argument that teacher training should be placed beforethen on what grounds was the argument that teacher training should be placed beforethen on what grounds was the argument that teacher training should be placed before

whole-day schooling in primary schools founded?whole-day schooling in primary schools founded?whole-day schooling in primary schools founded?whole-day schooling in primary schools founded?

SECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER: Mr Deputy President, again I do not think ISECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER: Mr Deputy President, again I do not think ISECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER: Mr Deputy President, again I do not think ISECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER: Mr Deputy President, again I do not think I

actually said that I put one on top of another in terms of priority.  What I did sayactually said that I put one on top of another in terms of priority.  What I did sayactually said that I put one on top of another in terms of priority.  What I did sayactually said that I put one on top of another in terms of priority.  What I did say

was of course that the whole-scale implementation of whole-day schooling would havewas of course that the whole-scale implementation of whole-day schooling would havewas of course that the whole-scale implementation of whole-day schooling would havewas of course that the whole-scale implementation of whole-day schooling would have

required many more additional teachers and until such time as we can be certain thatrequired many more additional teachers and until such time as we can be certain thatrequired many more additional teachers and until such time as we can be certain thatrequired many more additional teachers and until such time as we can be certain that

we have the right arrangements to train, recruit and retain the necessary number ofwe have the right arrangements to train, recruit and retain the necessary number ofwe have the right arrangements to train, recruit and retain the necessary number ofwe have the right arrangements to train, recruit and retain the necessary number of

teachers, there could be practical problems in the implementation of whole-dayteachers, there could be practical problems in the implementation of whole-dayteachers, there could be practical problems in the implementation of whole-dayteachers, there could be practical problems in the implementation of whole-day

schooling within a relatively short time frame.  As far as consulting the public isschooling within a relatively short time frame.  As far as consulting the public isschooling within a relatively short time frame.  As far as consulting the public isschooling within a relatively short time frame.  As far as consulting the public is

concerned, we have of course heard views from the public in the course of consultationconcerned, we have of course heard views from the public in the course of consultationconcerned, we have of course heard views from the public in the course of consultationconcerned, we have of course heard views from the public in the course of consultation

on ECR4 regarding whole-day and mixed-mode schooling.  We are now going to the publicon ECR4 regarding whole-day and mixed-mode schooling.  We are now going to the publicon ECR4 regarding whole-day and mixed-mode schooling.  We are now going to the publicon ECR4 regarding whole-day and mixed-mode schooling.  We are now going to the public

in ECR5 to seek their views on a series of recommendations concerning the teachingin ECR5 to seek their views on a series of recommendations concerning the teachingin ECR5 to seek their views on a series of recommendations concerning the teachingin ECR5 to seek their views on a series of recommendations concerning the teaching

profession and I would like to take this opportunity to urge the public to let usprofession and I would like to take this opportunity to urge the public to let usprofession and I would like to take this opportunity to urge the public to let usprofession and I would like to take this opportunity to urge the public to let us

have their views.have their views.have their views.have their views.

MR CHEUNG MAN-KWONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, according to newspaperMR CHEUNG MAN-KWONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, according to newspaperMR CHEUNG MAN-KWONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, according to newspaperMR CHEUNG MAN-KWONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, according to newspaper

reports a few days ago, the Administration has ceased to pursue the phased programmereports a few days ago, the Administration has ceased to pursue the phased programmereports a few days ago, the Administration has ceased to pursue the phased programmereports a few days ago, the Administration has ceased to pursue the phased programme

for implementation of whole-day schooling in primary schools because of financialfor implementation of whole-day schooling in primary schools because of financialfor implementation of whole-day schooling in primary schools because of financialfor implementation of whole-day schooling in primary schools because of financial

considerations and priority reasons.  That priority means that the just publishedconsiderations and priority reasons.  That priority means that the just publishedconsiderations and priority reasons.  That priority means that the just publishedconsiderations and priority reasons.  That priority means that the just published

ECR5 has a higher priority than that of the recommendation for whole-day schoolingECR5 has a higher priority than that of the recommendation for whole-day schoolingECR5 has a higher priority than that of the recommendation for whole-day schoolingECR5 has a higher priority than that of the recommendation for whole-day schooling

contained in ECR4.  The newspapers that we read clearly quoted the opinion of Mr Johncontained in ECR4.  The newspapers that we read clearly quoted the opinion of Mr Johncontained in ECR4.  The newspapers that we read clearly quoted the opinion of Mr Johncontained in ECR4.  The newspapers that we read clearly quoted the opinion of Mr John

CHAN.  That is why I feel that he had said things to this effect.  Mr LEE Wing-tat'sCHAN.  That is why I feel that he had said things to this effect.  Mr LEE Wing-tat'sCHAN.  That is why I feel that he had said things to this effect.  Mr LEE Wing-tat'sCHAN.  That is why I feel that he had said things to this effect.  Mr LEE Wing-tat's

question is well founded.  Why could the question of teacher training mentioned byquestion is well founded.  Why could the question of teacher training mentioned byquestion is well founded.  Why could the question of teacher training mentioned byquestion is well founded.  Why could the question of teacher training mentioned by

a report yet to be consulted upon take priority before the whole-day schooling ina report yet to be consulted upon take priority before the whole-day schooling ina report yet to be consulted upon take priority before the whole-day schooling ina report yet to be consulted upon take priority before the whole-day schooling in

primary schools recommended by ECR4, a report on which public views have already beenprimary schools recommended by ECR4, a report on which public views have already beenprimary schools recommended by ECR4, a report on which public views have already beenprimary schools recommended by ECR4, a report on which public views have already been

sought?sought?sought?sought?



SECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER: Mr Deputy President, I think it would be rightSECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER: Mr Deputy President, I think it would be rightSECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER: Mr Deputy President, I think it would be rightSECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER: Mr Deputy President, I think it would be right

to say that if we had taken a firm commitment to adopt a timed programme for theto say that if we had taken a firm commitment to adopt a timed programme for theto say that if we had taken a firm commitment to adopt a timed programme for theto say that if we had taken a firm commitment to adopt a timed programme for the

whole-scale implementation of whole-day schooling, then that would have probablywhole-scale implementation of whole-day schooling, then that would have probablywhole-scale implementation of whole-day schooling, then that would have probablywhole-scale implementation of whole-day schooling, then that would have probably

foreclosed the option on implementing some or many of the recommendations in ECR5foreclosed the option on implementing some or many of the recommendations in ECR5foreclosed the option on implementing some or many of the recommendations in ECR5foreclosed the option on implementing some or many of the recommendations in ECR5

as far as financial resources are concerned. Our present position is that we haveas far as financial resources are concerned. Our present position is that we haveas far as financial resources are concerned. Our present position is that we haveas far as financial resources are concerned. Our present position is that we have

not foreclosed any option and certainly we have not foreclosed the option ofnot foreclosed any option and certainly we have not foreclosed the option ofnot foreclosed any option and certainly we have not foreclosed the option ofnot foreclosed any option and certainly we have not foreclosed the option of

implementing whole-day schooling.  In fact we are implementing whole-day schooling,implementing whole-day schooling.  In fact we are implementing whole-day schooling,implementing whole-day schooling.  In fact we are implementing whole-day schooling,implementing whole-day schooling.  In fact we are implementing whole-day schooling,

we are encouraging schools to convert when circumstances allow and we are givingwe are encouraging schools to convert when circumstances allow and we are givingwe are encouraging schools to convert when circumstances allow and we are givingwe are encouraging schools to convert when circumstances allow and we are giving

schools additional resources if they already operate or will turn whole-day.  If atschools additional resources if they already operate or will turn whole-day.  If atschools additional resources if they already operate or will turn whole-day.  If atschools additional resources if they already operate or will turn whole-day.  If at

the end of public consultation we were to get a clear message that the public wouldthe end of public consultation we were to get a clear message that the public wouldthe end of public consultation we were to get a clear message that the public wouldthe end of public consultation we were to get a clear message that the public would

prefer whole-day schooling within a specific time frame to all the recommendationsprefer whole-day schooling within a specific time frame to all the recommendationsprefer whole-day schooling within a specific time frame to all the recommendationsprefer whole-day schooling within a specific time frame to all the recommendations

in ECR5, then the option would still be open for that to be done.in ECR5, then the option would still be open for that to be done.in ECR5, then the option would still be open for that to be done.in ECR5, then the option would still be open for that to be done.

Written answers to questionsWritten answers to questionsWritten answers to questionsWritten answers to questions

Electricity supply to rural villagesElectricity supply to rural villagesElectricity supply to rural villagesElectricity supply to rural villages

7.7.7.7. MRS PEGGY LAM asked: In view of the inconvenience caused to the villagers byMRS PEGGY LAM asked: In view of the inconvenience caused to the villagers byMRS PEGGY LAM asked: In view of the inconvenience caused to the villagers byMRS PEGGY LAM asked: In view of the inconvenience caused to the villagers by the the the the

lack of electricity supply to some rural villages in Hong Kong, will the Governmentlack of electricity supply to some rural villages in Hong Kong, will the Governmentlack of electricity supply to some rural villages in Hong Kong, will the Governmentlack of electricity supply to some rural villages in Hong Kong, will the Government

inform this Council:inform this Council:inform this Council:inform this Council:

(a)(a)(a)(a) how many villages are at present lacking in electricity supply;how many villages are at present lacking in electricity supply;how many villages are at present lacking in electricity supply;how many villages are at present lacking in electricity supply;

(b)(b)(b)(b) whether the electric companies concerned will be asked to arrange forwhether the electric companies concerned will be asked to arrange forwhether the electric companies concerned will be asked to arrange forwhether the electric companies concerned will be asked to arrange for

electricity supply to these villages;electricity supply to these villages;electricity supply to these villages;electricity supply to these villages;

(c)(c)(c)(c) if so, when will such electricity supply programmes be completed;if so, when will such electricity supply programmes be completed;if so, when will such electricity supply programmes be completed;if so, when will such electricity supply programmes be completed;

(d)(d)(d)(d) if not, what are the reasons?if not, what are the reasons?if not, what are the reasons?if not, what are the reasons?

SECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President, the electricity companies haveSECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President, the electricity companies haveSECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President, the electricity companies haveSECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President, the electricity companies have

a statutory responsibility to supply electricity to any party who applies to bea statutory responsibility to supply electricity to any party who applies to bea statutory responsibility to supply electricity to any party who applies to bea statutory responsibility to supply electricity to any party who applies to be

connected to the supply, unless there are good reasons for not doing so.  An applicantconnected to the supply, unless there are good reasons for not doing so.  An applicantconnected to the supply, unless there are good reasons for not doing so.  An applicantconnected to the supply, unless there are good reasons for not doing so.  An applicant

aggrieved by refusal of the relevant electricity company to supply electricity mayaggrieved by refusal of the relevant electricity company to supply electricity mayaggrieved by refusal of the relevant electricity company to supply electricity mayaggrieved by refusal of the relevant electricity company to supply electricity may

appeal to the Director of Electrical and Mechanical Services.  No instances of suchappeal to the Director of Electrical and Mechanical Services.  No instances of suchappeal to the Director of Electrical and Mechanical Services.  No instances of suchappeal to the Director of Electrical and Mechanical Services.  No instances of such



refusals or appeals have been recorded in recent years.refusals or appeals have been recorded in recent years.refusals or appeals have been recorded in recent years.refusals or appeals have been recorded in recent years.

As far as our records show, no village of any significant population is now withoutAs far as our records show, no village of any significant population is now withoutAs far as our records show, no village of any significant population is now withoutAs far as our records show, no village of any significant population is now without

an electricity supply.  If any villager considers that his village should have suchan electricity supply.  If any villager considers that his village should have suchan electricity supply.  If any villager considers that his village should have suchan electricity supply.  If any villager considers that his village should have such

a supply in spite of its remoteness or small population, he should contact thea supply in spite of its remoteness or small population, he should contact thea supply in spite of its remoteness or small population, he should contact thea supply in spite of its remoteness or small population, he should contact the

electricity company direct requesting the connection of a supply.  He may also seekelectricity company direct requesting the connection of a supply.  He may also seekelectricity company direct requesting the connection of a supply.  He may also seekelectricity company direct requesting the connection of a supply.  He may also seek

the assistance of his local District Office if he encounters any difficulty inthe assistance of his local District Office if he encounters any difficulty inthe assistance of his local District Office if he encounters any difficulty inthe assistance of his local District Office if he encounters any difficulty in

obtaining a supply.obtaining a supply.obtaining a supply.obtaining a supply.

Unauthorized occupation of pavementsUnauthorized occupation of pavementsUnauthorized occupation of pavementsUnauthorized occupation of pavements

8.8.8.8. MR TIMOTHY HA asked: In view of the common practice of some shop operators ofMR TIMOTHY HA asked: In view of the common practice of some shop operators ofMR TIMOTHY HA asked: In view of the common practice of some shop operators ofMR TIMOTHY HA asked: In view of the common practice of some shop operators of

making unauthorized use of the pavements for vending and other private purposes, thusmaking unauthorized use of the pavements for vending and other private purposes, thusmaking unauthorized use of the pavements for vending and other private purposes, thusmaking unauthorized use of the pavements for vending and other private purposes, thus

forcing pedestrians to walk on the carriageways, and causing inconvenience and danger;forcing pedestrians to walk on the carriageways, and causing inconvenience and danger;forcing pedestrians to walk on the carriageways, and causing inconvenience and danger;forcing pedestrians to walk on the carriageways, and causing inconvenience and danger;

will the Government inform this Council:will the Government inform this Council:will the Government inform this Council:will the Government inform this Council:

(a)(a)(a)(a) which government departments and how many staff are responsible for enforcingwhich government departments and how many staff are responsible for enforcingwhich government departments and how many staff are responsible for enforcingwhich government departments and how many staff are responsible for enforcing

the legislation which prohibits unauthorized occupation of pavements by shopthe legislation which prohibits unauthorized occupation of pavements by shopthe legislation which prohibits unauthorized occupation of pavements by shopthe legislation which prohibits unauthorized occupation of pavements by shop

operators;operators;operators;operators;

(b)(b)(b)(b) how many offenders have been prosecuted and punished for violation of suchhow many offenders have been prosecuted and punished for violation of suchhow many offenders have been prosecuted and punished for violation of suchhow many offenders have been prosecuted and punished for violation of such

legislation in each of the past three years; andlegislation in each of the past three years; andlegislation in each of the past three years; andlegislation in each of the past three years; and

(c)(c)(c)(c) how the Government monitors the effectiveness of the existing legislationhow the Government monitors the effectiveness of the existing legislationhow the Government monitors the effectiveness of the existing legislationhow the Government monitors the effectiveness of the existing legislation

in curbing such malpractices; and whether consideration has been given to imposingin curbing such malpractices; and whether consideration has been given to imposingin curbing such malpractices; and whether consideration has been given to imposingin curbing such malpractices; and whether consideration has been given to imposing

heavier penalties to achieve the necessary deterrent effect?heavier penalties to achieve the necessary deterrent effect?heavier penalties to achieve the necessary deterrent effect?heavier penalties to achieve the necessary deterrent effect?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, a number of government departments haveSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, a number of government departments haveSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, a number of government departments haveSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, a number of government departments have

responsibility for enforcing legislation against unauthorized use of pavements byresponsibility for enforcing legislation against unauthorized use of pavements byresponsibility for enforcing legislation against unauthorized use of pavements byresponsibility for enforcing legislation against unauthorized use of pavements by

shop operators depending upon the nature of the offence.  Prime responsibility,shop operators depending upon the nature of the offence.  Prime responsibility,shop operators depending upon the nature of the offence.  Prime responsibility,shop operators depending upon the nature of the offence.  Prime responsibility,

however, lies with the police, the Urban Services Department and the Regional Serviceshowever, lies with the police, the Urban Services Department and the Regional Serviceshowever, lies with the police, the Urban Services Department and the Regional Serviceshowever, lies with the police, the Urban Services Department and the Regional Services

Department.  Annex A summarizes present legislation, and gives details of theDepartment.  Annex A summarizes present legislation, and gives details of theDepartment.  Annex A summarizes present legislation, and gives details of theDepartment.  Annex A summarizes present legislation, and gives details of the

department responsible for enforcement, and the number of staff available fordepartment responsible for enforcement, and the number of staff available fordepartment responsible for enforcement, and the number of staff available fordepartment responsible for enforcement, and the number of staff available for

enforcement.  (These staff all have many other duties as well.)enforcement.  (These staff all have many other duties as well.)enforcement.  (These staff all have many other duties as well.)enforcement.  (These staff all have many other duties as well.)

Annex B gives details of prosecutions for the past three years.Annex B gives details of prosecutions for the past three years.Annex B gives details of prosecutions for the past three years.Annex B gives details of prosecutions for the past three years.



The departments concThe departments concThe departments concThe departments concerned keep the legislation under regular review to ensureerned keep the legislation under regular review to ensureerned keep the legislation under regular review to ensureerned keep the legislation under regular review to ensure

that it continues to be effective.  We consider the present penalties are adequate.that it continues to be effective.  We consider the present penalties are adequate.that it continues to be effective.  We consider the present penalties are adequate.that it continues to be effective.  We consider the present penalties are adequate.

Annex AAnnex AAnnex AAnnex A

Summary of provisions concerning obstruction orSummary of provisions concerning obstruction orSummary of provisions concerning obstruction orSummary of provisions concerning obstruction or

unauthorized use of pavementsunauthorized use of pavementsunauthorized use of pavementsunauthorized use of pavements

Statutory                               Statutory                               Statutory                               Statutory                               ResponsibleResponsibleResponsibleResponsible Number ofNumber ofNumber ofNumber of

provisionsprovisionsprovisionsprovisions Offence/PunishmentOffence/PunishmentOffence/PunishmentOffence/Punishment department(s)department(s)department(s)department(s) saff involvedsaff involvedsaff involvedsaff involved

Section 4A,Section 4A,Section 4A,Section 4A, Obstructing, Obstructing, Obstructing, Obstructing, PolicePolicePolicePolice Beat patrolBeat patrolBeat patrolBeat patrol

SummarySummarySummarySummary inconveniencinginconveniencinginconveniencinginconveniencing officersofficersofficersofficers

OffencesOffencesOffencesOffences or endangeringor endangeringor endangeringor endangering USDUSDUSDUSD 1 400 staff1 400 staff1 400 staff1 400 staff

OrdinanceOrdinanceOrdinanceOrdinance any person or vehicleany person or vehicleany person or vehicleany person or vehicle

(Cap 228)(Cap 228)(Cap 228)(Cap 228) in public place.in public place.in public place.in public place. RSDRSDRSDRSD 910 staff910 staff910 staff910 staff

A fine of $5,000 orA fine of $5,000 orA fine of $5,000 orA fine of $5,000 or

imprisonment forimprisonment forimprisonment forimprisonment for

three months.three months.three months.three months.

SectionSectionSectionSection Obstructions toObstructions toObstructions toObstructions to USDUSDUSDUSD No specific numberNo specific numberNo specific numberNo specific number

22(1)(a) and22(1)(a) and22(1)(a) and22(1)(a) and scavenging orscavenging orscavenging orscavenging or of enforcementof enforcementof enforcementof enforcement

Ninth Ninth Ninth Ninth conservancyconservancyconservancyconservancy officers, butofficers, butofficers, butofficers, but

Schedule,Schedule,Schedule,Schedule, operations.operations.operations.operations. periodic operaperiodic operaperiodic operaperiodic operationstionstionstions

Public HealthPublic HealthPublic HealthPublic Health involving largeinvolving largeinvolving largeinvolving large

and Municipaland Municipaland Municipaland Municipal A fine of $1,500 andA fine of $1,500 andA fine of $1,500 andA fine of $1,500 and number of officersnumber of officersnumber of officersnumber of officers

ServicesServicesServicesServices a daily fine of $25,a daily fine of $25,a daily fine of $25,a daily fine of $25, are carried out.are carried out.are carried out.are carried out.

OrdinanceOrdinanceOrdinanceOrdinance possibly forfeiturepossibly forfeiturepossibly forfeiturepossibly forfeiture

(Cap 132)(Cap 132)(Cap 132)(Cap 132) of goods or articlesof goods or articlesof goods or articlesof goods or articles RSDRSDRSDRSD 910 staff910 staff910 staff910 staff

that causethat causethat causethat cause

obstruction.obstruction.obstruction.obstruction.

                                        

Statutory                               Statutory                               Statutory                               Statutory                               ResponsibleResponsibleResponsibleResponsible Number ofNumber ofNumber ofNumber of



provisionsprovisionsprovisionsprovisions Offence/PunishmentOffence/PunishmentOffence/PunishmentOffence/Punishment department(s)department(s)department(s)department(s) saff involvedsaff involvedsaff involvedsaff involved

SectionSectionSectionSection Hawking withoutHawking withoutHawking withoutHawking without USDUSDUSDUSD No specific numberNo specific numberNo specific numberNo specific number

83B(3) and83B(3) and83B(3) and83B(3) and licence.licence.licence.licence. of enforcementof enforcementof enforcementof enforcement

NinthNinthNinthNinth officers but periodicofficers but periodicofficers but periodicofficers but periodic

Schedule,Schedule,Schedule,Schedule, On firsOn firsOn firsOn first conviction:t conviction:t conviction:t conviction: operations involvingoperations involvingoperations involvingoperations involving

Public HealthPublic HealthPublic HealthPublic Health A fine of $2,500,A fine of $2,500,A fine of $2,500,A fine of $2,500, large number oflarge number oflarge number oflarge number of

and Municipaland Municipaland Municipaland Municipal daily fine of $150 daily fine of $150 daily fine of $150 daily fine of $150 officers areofficers areofficers areofficers are

ServicesServicesServicesServices and one monthand one monthand one monthand one month carried out.carried out.carried out.carried out.

OrdinanceOrdinanceOrdinanceOrdinance imprisonment plusimprisonment plusimprisonment plusimprisonment plus

(Cap 132)(Cap 132)(Cap 132)(Cap 132) mandatory forfeituremandatory forfeituremandatory forfeituremandatory forfeiture RSDRSDRSDRSD 910 staff910 staff910 staff910 staff

of goods.of goods.of goods.of goods.

On second orOn second orOn second orOn second or

subsequent conviction:subsequent conviction:subsequent conviction:subsequent conviction:

A fine of $5,000,A fine of $5,000,A fine of $5,000,A fine of $5,000,

daily fine of $150daily fine of $150daily fine of $150daily fine of $150

and six monthsand six monthsand six monthsand six months

imprisonment plusimprisonment plusimprisonment plusimprisonment plus

mandatory forfeituremandatory forfeituremandatory forfeituremandatory forfeiture

of goods.of goods.of goods.of goods.

Annex BAnnex BAnnex BAnnex B

Number of summonses applied for by police againstNumber of summonses applied for by police againstNumber of summonses applied for by police againstNumber of summonses applied for by police against

shop operators for causing obstruction in the last three yearsshop operators for causing obstruction in the last three yearsshop operators for causing obstruction in the last three yearsshop operators for causing obstruction in the last three years

YearYearYearYear  1989 1989 1989 1989  1990 1990 1990 1990  1991 1991 1991 1991 1992199219921992  Total Total Total Total

(Jan-Apr)(Jan-Apr)(Jan-Apr)(Jan-Apr)

Number ofNumber ofNumber ofNumber of 20 76820 76820 76820 768 20 92120 92120 92120 921 14 95614 95614 95614 956 4 3664 3664 3664 366 61 01161 01161 01161 011

summonsessummonsessummonsessummonses

issuedissuedissuedissued

Number of prosecutions taken out by USD staff forNumber of prosecutions taken out by USD staff forNumber of prosecutions taken out by USD staff forNumber of prosecutions taken out by USD staff for



unauthorized occupation of pavements for the past three yearsunauthorized occupation of pavements for the past three yearsunauthorized occupation of pavements for the past three yearsunauthorized occupation of pavements for the past three years

YearYearYearYear  1989 1989 1989 1989  1990 1990 1990 1990  1991 1991 1991 1991    Total   Total   Total   Total

Section 4A ofSection 4A ofSection 4A ofSection 4A of 586586586586 687687687687 882882882882 2 1552 1552 1552 155

Summary OffencesSummary OffencesSummary OffencesSummary Offences

Ordinance, (Cap 228)Ordinance, (Cap 228)Ordinance, (Cap 228)Ordinance, (Cap 228)

Section 22(1)(a)Section 22(1)(a)Section 22(1)(a)Section 22(1)(a) 3 6473 6473 6473 647 3 9493 9493 9493 949 4 6244 6244 6244 624 12 22012 22012 22012 220

of Public Healthof Public Healthof Public Healthof Public Health

and Municipal Servicesand Municipal Servicesand Municipal Servicesand Municipal Services

Ordinance (Cap 132)Ordinance (Cap 132)Ordinance (Cap 132)Ordinance (Cap 132)

No of prosecutions taken out by RSD staff forNo of prosecutions taken out by RSD staff forNo of prosecutions taken out by RSD staff forNo of prosecutions taken out by RSD staff for

unauthorized occupation of pavements for the past three yearsunauthorized occupation of pavements for the past three yearsunauthorized occupation of pavements for the past three yearsunauthorized occupation of pavements for the past three years

YearYearYearYear  1989 1989 1989 1989  1990 1990 1990 1990 1991   1991   1991   1991    Total Total Total Total

Section 4A of Summary Section 4A of Summary Section 4A of Summary Section 4A of Summary 1 2781 2781 2781 278 1 6621 6621 6621 662 1 3881 3881 3881 388 4 3284 3284 3284 328

Offences Ordinance (Cap 228)Offences Ordinance (Cap 228)Offences Ordinance (Cap 228)Offences Ordinance (Cap 228)

Section 22(1)(a) of PublicSection 22(1)(a) of PublicSection 22(1)(a) of PublicSection 22(1)(a) of Public 1 9411 9411 9411 941 2 0602 0602 0602 060 3 3843 3843 3843 384 7 3857 3857 3857 385

Health and Municipal ServicesHealth and Municipal ServicesHealth and Municipal ServicesHealth and Municipal Services

Ordinance (Cap 132)Ordinance (Cap 132)Ordinance (Cap 132)Ordinance (Cap 132)

Section 83B(3) of PublicSection 83B(3) of PublicSection 83B(3) of PublicSection 83B(3) of Public 11111111 12121212 17171717 40404040

Health and Municipal ServicesHealth and Municipal ServicesHealth and Municipal ServicesHealth and Municipal Services

Ordinance (Cap 132)Ordinance (Cap 132)Ordinance (Cap 132)Ordinance (Cap 132)

Central monetary authorityCentral monetary authorityCentral monetary authorityCentral monetary authority

9.9.9.9. MR DAVID LI asked: Will the Government inform this Council whether considerationMR DAVID LI asked: Will the Government inform this Council whether considerationMR DAVID LI asked: Will the Government inform this Council whether considerationMR DAVID LI asked: Will the Government inform this Council whether consideration

is being given to establishing a Central Monetary Authority, and if so, what is theis being given to establishing a Central Monetary Authority, and if so, what is theis being given to establishing a Central Monetary Authority, and if so, what is theis being given to establishing a Central Monetary Authority, and if so, what is the

projected schedule for its implementation?projected schedule for its implementation?projected schedule for its implementation?projected schedule for its implementation?

SECRETARY FOR MONETARY AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, it is the Government'sSECRETARY FOR MONETARY AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, it is the Government'sSECRETARY FOR MONETARY AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, it is the Government'sSECRETARY FOR MONETARY AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, it is the Government's



responsibility to ensure that the monetary system of Hong Kong is sufficiently robustresponsibility to ensure that the monetary system of Hong Kong is sufficiently robustresponsibility to ensure that the monetary system of Hong Kong is sufficiently robustresponsibility to ensure that the monetary system of Hong Kong is sufficiently robust

to meet future challenges, and that the institutional framework, mechanism and theto meet future challenges, and that the institutional framework, mechanism and theto meet future challenges, and that the institutional framework, mechanism and theto meet future challenges, and that the institutional framework, mechanism and the

resources available for monetary management in Hong Kong are adequate.resources available for monetary management in Hong Kong are adequate.resources available for monetary management in Hong Kong are adequate.resources available for monetary management in Hong Kong are adequate.

Before making any significant changes to our monetary system we have alwaysBefore making any significant changes to our monetary system we have alwaysBefore making any significant changes to our monetary system we have alwaysBefore making any significant changes to our monetary system we have always

consulted extensively with interested parties at an appropriate time and takenconsulted extensively with interested parties at an appropriate time and takenconsulted extensively with interested parties at an appropriate time and takenconsulted extensively with interested parties at an appropriate time and taken

careful account of their views.  This will continue to be the case.  I do not, however,careful account of their views.  This will continue to be the case.  I do not, however,careful account of their views.  This will continue to be the case.  I do not, however,careful account of their views.  This will continue to be the case.  I do not, however,

believe that it would be in the public interest to comment on what may, or may not,believe that it would be in the public interest to comment on what may, or may not,believe that it would be in the public interest to comment on what may, or may not,believe that it would be in the public interest to comment on what may, or may not,

be contemplated in respect of any further changes to our monetary system.be contemplated in respect of any further changes to our monetary system.be contemplated in respect of any further changes to our monetary system.be contemplated in respect of any further changes to our monetary system.

Operational relations between Hong Kong and Chinese authoritiesOperational relations between Hong Kong and Chinese authoritiesOperational relations between Hong Kong and Chinese authoritiesOperational relations between Hong Kong and Chinese authorities

10.10.10.10. MR DAVID LI asked: Will the Government inform this Council what steps it has taken,MR DAVID LI asked: Will the Government inform this Council what steps it has taken,MR DAVID LI asked: Will the Government inform this Council what steps it has taken,MR DAVID LI asked: Will the Government inform this Council what steps it has taken,

or is planning to take, to expand the operational relations between its departmentsor is planning to take, to expand the operational relations between its departmentsor is planning to take, to expand the operational relations between its departmentsor is planning to take, to expand the operational relations between its departments

and the corresponding departments of the Government of the People's Republic of China?and the corresponding departments of the Government of the People's Republic of China?and the corresponding departments of the Government of the People's Republic of China?and the corresponding departments of the Government of the People's Republic of China?

CHIEF SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, the Hong Kong Government believes that it isCHIEF SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, the Hong Kong Government believes that it isCHIEF SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, the Hong Kong Government believes that it isCHIEF SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, the Hong Kong Government believes that it is

important for government departments to increase their familiarity with theirimportant for government departments to increase their familiarity with theirimportant for government departments to increase their familiarity with theirimportant for government departments to increase their familiarity with their

counterparts on the mainland.  We believe it is best for the development of actualcounterparts on the mainland.  We believe it is best for the development of actualcounterparts on the mainland.  We believe it is best for the development of actualcounterparts on the mainland.  We believe it is best for the development of actual

working contacts to proceed in a natural fashion, as operational needs dictate.working contacts to proceed in a natural fashion, as operational needs dictate.working contacts to proceed in a natural fashion, as operational needs dictate.working contacts to proceed in a natural fashion, as operational needs dictate.

Areas in which these have expanded recently include cross border policing (for example,Areas in which these have expanded recently include cross border policing (for example,Areas in which these have expanded recently include cross border policing (for example,Areas in which these have expanded recently include cross border policing (for example,

against smuggling), anti-corruption work, immigration and customs matters.  In allagainst smuggling), anti-corruption work, immigration and customs matters.  In allagainst smuggling), anti-corruption work, immigration and customs matters.  In allagainst smuggling), anti-corruption work, immigration and customs matters.  In all

of these areas the respective Hong Kong Government departments and services are inof these areas the respective Hong Kong Government departments and services are inof these areas the respective Hong Kong Government departments and services are inof these areas the respective Hong Kong Government departments and services are in

regular contact with their counterparts over the border.regular contact with their counterparts over the border.regular contact with their counterparts over the border.regular contact with their counterparts over the border.

Recent years have seenRecent years have seenRecent years have seenRecent years have seen an increase in the amount of contacts between Hong Kong an increase in the amount of contacts between Hong Kong an increase in the amount of contacts between Hong Kong an increase in the amount of contacts between Hong Kong

Government departments and their mainland counterparts, both in the Central People'sGovernment departments and their mainland counterparts, both in the Central People'sGovernment departments and their mainland counterparts, both in the Central People'sGovernment departments and their mainland counterparts, both in the Central People's

Government in Peking, and in provincial governments, notably Guangdong.  In 1991,Government in Peking, and in provincial governments, notably Guangdong.  In 1991,Government in Peking, and in provincial governments, notably Guangdong.  In 1991,Government in Peking, and in provincial governments, notably Guangdong.  In 1991,

152 delegations from Hong Kong travelled to China.  Some of these were for the purpose152 delegations from Hong Kong travelled to China.  Some of these were for the purpose152 delegations from Hong Kong travelled to China.  Some of these were for the purpose152 delegations from Hong Kong travelled to China.  Some of these were for the purpose

of familiarization, but the majority were working visits.  Likewise, 91 delegationsof familiarization, but the majority were working visits.  Likewise, 91 delegationsof familiarization, but the majority were working visits.  Likewise, 91 delegationsof familiarization, but the majority were working visits.  Likewise, 91 delegations

came to Hong Kong from the mainland.  This trend of increased contacts is encouragedcame to Hong Kong from the mainland.  This trend of increased contacts is encouragedcame to Hong Kong from the mainland.  This trend of increased contacts is encouragedcame to Hong Kong from the mainland.  This trend of increased contacts is encouraged

and promoted by the Hong Kong Government, and is continuing.  So far in 1992 overand promoted by the Hong Kong Government, and is continuing.  So far in 1992 overand promoted by the Hong Kong Government, and is continuing.  So far in 1992 overand promoted by the Hong Kong Government, and is continuing.  So far in 1992 over

60 delegations from Hong Kong have travelled to the mainland.60 delegations from Hong Kong have travelled to the mainland.60 delegations from Hong Kong have travelled to the mainland.60 delegations from Hong Kong have travelled to the mainland.

Expenditure on road construction and maintenance worksExpenditure on road construction and maintenance worksExpenditure on road construction and maintenance worksExpenditure on road construction and maintenance works



11.11.11.11. MR PETER WONG asked: Will the Administration inform this Council of the respectiveMR PETER WONG asked: Will the Administration inform this Council of the respectiveMR PETER WONG asked: Will the Administration inform this Council of the respectiveMR PETER WONG asked: Will the Administration inform this Council of the respective

expenditure on road construction and maintenance work in Hong Kong during the pastexpenditure on road construction and maintenance work in Hong Kong during the pastexpenditure on road construction and maintenance work in Hong Kong during the pastexpenditure on road construction and maintenance work in Hong Kong during the past

three years and how it compares with that of our neighbouring countries, for example,three years and how it compares with that of our neighbouring countries, for example,three years and how it compares with that of our neighbouring countries, for example,three years and how it compares with that of our neighbouring countries, for example,

Singapore?Singapore?Singapore?Singapore?

SECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President, in the three-year period from 1989 toSECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President, in the three-year period from 1989 toSECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President, in the three-year period from 1989 toSECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President, in the three-year period from 1989 to

1991, government expenditure on road construction and maintenance was as follows:1991, government expenditure on road construction and maintenance was as follows:1991, government expenditure on road construction and maintenance was as follows:1991, government expenditure on road construction and maintenance was as follows:

ConstructionConstructionConstructionConstruction MaintenanceMaintenanceMaintenanceMaintenance

($M)($M)($M)($M) ($M)($M)($M)($M)

1989198919891989 3,8373,8373,8373,837 413413413413

1990199019901990 3,2553,2553,2553,255 486486486486

1991199119911991 2,5802,5802,5802,580 546546546546

The higher expenditure on road construction in 1989 and 1990 was due to work on severalThe higher expenditure on road construction in 1989 and 1990 was due to work on severalThe higher expenditure on road construction in 1989 and 1990 was due to work on severalThe higher expenditure on road construction in 1989 and 1990 was due to work on several

major projects, including the Kwun Tung Bypass, Shing Mun Tunnels and Tseung Kwanmajor projects, including the Kwun Tung Bypass, Shing Mun Tunnels and Tseung Kwanmajor projects, including the Kwun Tung Bypass, Shing Mun Tunnels and Tseung Kwanmajor projects, including the Kwun Tung Bypass, Shing Mun Tunnels and Tseung Kwan

O Tunnel during that period.O Tunnel during that period.O Tunnel during that period.O Tunnel during that period.

Over the three-year period, total annual expenditure on road constructionOver the three-year period, total annual expenditure on road constructionOver the three-year period, total annual expenditure on road constructionOver the three-year period, total annual expenditure on road construction

averaged 0.57% of GDP.  Little direct information is available on comparableaveraged 0.57% of GDP.  Little direct information is available on comparableaveraged 0.57% of GDP.  Little direct information is available on comparableaveraged 0.57% of GDP.  Little direct information is available on comparable

expenditure on road building in  neighbouring countries. However, some comparisonexpenditure on road building in  neighbouring countries. However, some comparisonexpenditure on road building in  neighbouring countries. However, some comparisonexpenditure on road building in  neighbouring countries. However, some comparison

is possible with Singapore where on average expenditure on new roads amounted to aboutis possible with Singapore where on average expenditure on new roads amounted to aboutis possible with Singapore where on average expenditure on new roads amounted to aboutis possible with Singapore where on average expenditure on new roads amounted to about

0.35% of GDP during the same three-year period.  In the period 1988 to 1990, average0.35% of GDP during the same three-year period.  In the period 1988 to 1990, average0.35% of GDP during the same three-year period.  In the period 1988 to 1990, average0.35% of GDP during the same three-year period.  In the period 1988 to 1990, average

expenditure on new roads in Hong Kong was about $3,200 million per annum, comparedexpenditure on new roads in Hong Kong was about $3,200 million per annum, comparedexpenditure on new roads in Hong Kong was about $3,200 million per annum, comparedexpenditure on new roads in Hong Kong was about $3,200 million per annum, compared

with about $800 million per annum for Singapore.with about $800 million per annum for Singapore.with about $800 million per annum for Singapore.with about $800 million per annum for Singapore.

Triad activity in new estate decoration businessTriad activity in new estate decoration businessTriad activity in new estate decoration businessTriad activity in new estate decoration business

12.12.12.12. MR WONG WAI-YIN asked: With regard to tMR WONG WAI-YIN asked: With regard to tMR WONG WAI-YIN asked: With regard to tMR WONG WAI-YIN asked: With regard to the harassment of tenants of newly completedhe harassment of tenants of newly completedhe harassment of tenants of newly completedhe harassment of tenants of newly completed

public housing estates by triads while their flats are under decoration, will thepublic housing estates by triads while their flats are under decoration, will thepublic housing estates by triads while their flats are under decoration, will thepublic housing estates by triads while their flats are under decoration, will the

Government inform this Council of the following:Government inform this Council of the following:Government inform this Council of the following:Government inform this Council of the following:

(a)(a)(a)(a) the number of cases reported to the police in each of the past three years;the number of cases reported to the police in each of the past three years;the number of cases reported to the police in each of the past three years;the number of cases reported to the police in each of the past three years;

of these, the number of prosecutions by the police and the number of convictions;of these, the number of prosecutions by the police and the number of convictions;of these, the number of prosecutions by the police and the number of convictions;of these, the number of prosecutions by the police and the number of convictions;



(b)(b)(b)(b) whether any cases have been reported to the police regarding tenants of thewhether any cases have been reported to the police regarding tenants of thewhether any cases have been reported to the police regarding tenants of thewhether any cases have been reported to the police regarding tenants of the

recently completed Tin Yiu Estate, Phase I in Tin Shui Wai being harassed while theirrecently completed Tin Yiu Estate, Phase I in Tin Shui Wai being harassed while theirrecently completed Tin Yiu Estate, Phase I in Tin Shui Wai being harassed while theirrecently completed Tin Yiu Estate, Phase I in Tin Shui Wai being harassed while their

flats are under decoration; if so, what the figures are; of these, the number offlats are under decoration; if so, what the figures are; of these, the number offlats are under decoration; if so, what the figures are; of these, the number offlats are under decoration; if so, what the figures are; of these, the number of

prosecutions and the number of convictions; andprosecutions and the number of convictions; andprosecutions and the number of convictions; andprosecutions and the number of convictions; and

(c)(c)(c)(c) what preventive measures the police will adopt to tackle the problem?what preventive measures the police will adopt to tackle the problem?what preventive measures the police will adopt to tackle the problem?what preventive measures the police will adopt to tackle the problem?

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, harassment can occur in a number ofSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, harassment can occur in a number ofSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, harassment can occur in a number ofSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, harassment can occur in a number of

different ways and may involve a variety of criminal offences not only during thedifferent ways and may involve a variety of criminal offences not only during thedifferent ways and may involve a variety of criminal offences not only during thedifferent ways and may involve a variety of criminal offences not only during the

decoration period but at other times.  Statistics in relation to selected triad-decoration period but at other times.  Statistics in relation to selected triad-decoration period but at other times.  Statistics in relation to selected triad-decoration period but at other times.  Statistics in relation to selected triad-

related crimes against tenants of newly completed public housing estates for the pastrelated crimes against tenants of newly completed public housing estates for the pastrelated crimes against tenants of newly completed public housing estates for the pastrelated crimes against tenants of newly completed public housing estates for the past

three years are as follows:three years are as follows:three years are as follows:three years are as follows:

1989198919891989 1990199019901990 1991199119911991

OffenceOffenceOffenceOffence AAAA BBBB CCCC AAAA BBBB CCCC AAAA BBBB CCCC

Wounding andWounding andWounding andWounding and  - - - - ---- ---- 5(3)5(3)5(3)5(3) 3333 0000 2(1)2(1)2(1)2(1) 1*1*1*1* 0000

seriousseriousseriousserious

assaultassaultassaultassault

CriminalCriminalCriminalCriminal ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

damagedamagedamagedamage

ArsonArsonArsonArson ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

BlackmailBlackmailBlackmailBlackmail ---- ---- ---- 4(3)4(3)4(3)4(3) 3333 0000 6(6)6(6)6(6)6(6) 6*6*6*6* 4444

and intimidationand intimidationand intimidationand intimidation

UnlawfulUnlawfulUnlawfulUnlawful 3(3)3(3)3(3)3(3) 2222 2222 1(0)1(0)1(0)1(0) 0000 0000 4(4)4(4)4(4)4(4) 4*4*4*4* 2222

society offencessociety offencessociety offencessociety offences

TotalTotalTotalTotal 3(3)3(3)3(3)3(3) 2222 2222 10(6)10(6)10(6)10(6) 6666 0000 12(11)12(11)12(11)12(11) 11*11*11*11* 6666

A: Reported (Detected)    B: Prosecuted     C: ConvictedA: Reported (Detected)    B: Prosecuted     C: ConvictedA: Reported (Detected)    B: Prosecuted     C: ConvictedA: Reported (Detected)    B: Prosecuted     C: Convicted

The figures in (  ) denote the number of detected cases.  For the year 1991, theThe figures in (  ) denote the number of detected cases.  For the year 1991, theThe figures in (  ) denote the number of detected cases.  For the year 1991, theThe figures in (  ) denote the number of detected cases.  For the year 1991, the



figures with * denote cases for which prosecution has been brought and some of whichfigures with * denote cases for which prosecution has been brought and some of whichfigures with * denote cases for which prosecution has been brought and some of whichfigures with * denote cases for which prosecution has been brought and some of which

are still under trial at present.are still under trial at present.are still under trial at present.are still under trial at present.

Before Tin Yiu Estate was occupied, the Housing Department liaised closely withBefore Tin Yiu Estate was occupied, the Housing Department liaised closely withBefore Tin Yiu Estate was occupied, the Housing Department liaised closely withBefore Tin Yiu Estate was occupied, the Housing Department liaised closely with

the police who strengthened their presence in the estate to counter triad and criminalthe police who strengthened their presence in the estate to counter triad and criminalthe police who strengthened their presence in the estate to counter triad and criminalthe police who strengthened their presence in the estate to counter triad and criminal

activities.  Since occupation in April 1992, the Housing Department has received twoactivities.  Since occupation in April 1992, the Housing Department has received twoactivities.  Since occupation in April 1992, the Housing Department has received twoactivities.  Since occupation in April 1992, the Housing Department has received two

complaints of nuisance caused by unauthorized decorators and one alleging assault.complaints of nuisance caused by unauthorized decorators and one alleging assault.complaints of nuisance caused by unauthorized decorators and one alleging assault.complaints of nuisance caused by unauthorized decorators and one alleging assault.

All these have been referred to the police for investigation; no prosecutions haveAll these have been referred to the police for investigation; no prosecutions haveAll these have been referred to the police for investigation; no prosecutions haveAll these have been referred to the police for investigation; no prosecutions have

yet resulted.yet resulted.yet resulted.yet resulted.

The police are taking a number of preventive measures to tackle the problem.The police are taking a number of preventive measures to tackle the problem.The police are taking a number of preventive measures to tackle the problem.The police are taking a number of preventive measures to tackle the problem.

These include undercover operations with officers posing as tenants and/or decorators,These include undercover operations with officers posing as tenants and/or decorators,These include undercover operations with officers posing as tenants and/or decorators,These include undercover operations with officers posing as tenants and/or decorators,

and publicity through announcements on television to encourage tenants who receiveand publicity through announcements on television to encourage tenants who receiveand publicity through announcements on television to encourage tenants who receiveand publicity through announcements on television to encourage tenants who receive

threats to report to the police.threats to report to the police.threats to report to the police.threats to report to the police.

The approved decoration contractor (ADC) system is another measure to combatThe approved decoration contractor (ADC) system is another measure to combatThe approved decoration contractor (ADC) system is another measure to combatThe approved decoration contractor (ADC) system is another measure to combat

criminal activities related to decoration works in new estates. Under this system,criminal activities related to decoration works in new estates. Under this system,criminal activities related to decoration works in new estates. Under this system,criminal activities related to decoration works in new estates. Under this system,

the Housing Authority maintains an approved list of decoration contractors and onlythe Housing Authority maintains an approved list of decoration contractors and onlythe Housing Authority maintains an approved list of decoration contractors and onlythe Housing Authority maintains an approved list of decoration contractors and only

those contractors registered on the list are allowed to carry out decoration worksthose contractors registered on the list are allowed to carry out decoration worksthose contractors registered on the list are allowed to carry out decoration worksthose contractors registered on the list are allowed to carry out decoration works

in newly completed rental estates. At present, there are 87 such approved decorationin newly completed rental estates. At present, there are 87 such approved decorationin newly completed rental estates. At present, there are 87 such approved decorationin newly completed rental estates. At present, there are 87 such approved decoration

contractors.  The Housing Department monitors the system closely in respect of price,contractors.  The Housing Department monitors the system closely in respect of price,contractors.  The Housing Department monitors the system closely in respect of price,contractors.  The Housing Department monitors the system closely in respect of price,

workmanship as well as background and conduct of the approved decoration contractors.workmanship as well as background and conduct of the approved decoration contractors.workmanship as well as background and conduct of the approved decoration contractors.workmanship as well as background and conduct of the approved decoration contractors.

Foreign law firmsForeign law firmsForeign law firmsForeign law firms

13.13.13.13. MR MARTIN BARROW asked: Will the Government inform this Council of the presentMR MARTIN BARROW asked: Will the Government inform this Council of the presentMR MARTIN BARROW asked: Will the Government inform this Council of the presentMR MARTIN BARROW asked: Will the Government inform this Council of the present

progress of its plan to open up the legal profession to allow foreign law firms toprogress of its plan to open up the legal profession to allow foreign law firms toprogress of its plan to open up the legal profession to allow foreign law firms toprogress of its plan to open up the legal profession to allow foreign law firms to

provide expanded services in Hong Kong and to recruit local lawyers to advise on Hongprovide expanded services in Hong Kong and to recruit local lawyers to advise on Hongprovide expanded services in Hong Kong and to recruit local lawyers to advise on Hongprovide expanded services in Hong Kong and to recruit local lawyers to advise on Hong

Kong laws?Kong laws?Kong laws?Kong laws?

ATTORNEY GENERAL: Mr Deputy President, since 1971 Hong Kong has permitted foreignATTORNEY GENERAL: Mr Deputy President, since 1971 Hong Kong has permitted foreignATTORNEY GENERAL: Mr Deputy President, since 1971 Hong Kong has permitted foreignATTORNEY GENERAL: Mr Deputy President, since 1971 Hong Kong has permitted foreign

law firms to operate in the territory to advise on foreign law.  There is an informallaw firms to operate in the territory to advise on foreign law.  There is an informallaw firms to operate in the territory to advise on foreign law.  There is an informallaw firms to operate in the territory to advise on foreign law.  There is an informal

procedure under which the Law Society issues administrative guidelines specifyingprocedure under which the Law Society issues administrative guidelines specifyingprocedure under which the Law Society issues administrative guidelines specifyingprocedure under which the Law Society issues administrative guidelines specifying

the terms on which these firms are permitted to practise in Hong Kong.  The informalthe terms on which these firms are permitted to practise in Hong Kong.  The informalthe terms on which these firms are permitted to practise in Hong Kong.  The informalthe terms on which these firms are permitted to practise in Hong Kong.  The informal

procedure is not satisfactory to the Law Society because these firms are not subjectprocedure is not satisfactory to the Law Society because these firms are not subjectprocedure is not satisfactory to the Law Society because these firms are not subjectprocedure is not satisfactory to the Law Society because these firms are not subject

to their rules regulating professional conduct, ethics and discipline.  Foreign lawto their rules regulating professional conduct, ethics and discipline.  Foreign lawto their rules regulating professional conduct, ethics and discipline.  Foreign lawto their rules regulating professional conduct, ethics and discipline.  Foreign law



firms are also dissatisfied because there are no statutory criteria that set out thefirms are also dissatisfied because there are no statutory criteria that set out thefirms are also dissatisfied because there are no statutory criteria that set out thefirms are also dissatisfied because there are no statutory criteria that set out the

conditions for establishing and for the regulation of their practices here.conditions for establishing and for the regulation of their practices here.conditions for establishing and for the regulation of their practices here.conditions for establishing and for the regulation of their practices here.

Proposals for a regulatory framework were first mooted by the Government in 1988Proposals for a regulatory framework were first mooted by the Government in 1988Proposals for a regulatory framework were first mooted by the Government in 1988Proposals for a regulatory framework were first mooted by the Government in 1988

and were the subject of a government consultative document in early 1989.  In responseand were the subject of a government consultative document in early 1989.  In responseand were the subject of a government consultative document in early 1989.  In responseand were the subject of a government consultative document in early 1989.  In response

to the Government's proposals, the Law Society produced in October 1991 two reportsto the Government's proposals, the Law Society produced in October 1991 two reportsto the Government's proposals, the Law Society produced in October 1991 two reportsto the Government's proposals, the Law Society produced in October 1991 two reports

containing, amongst others, a number of recommendations for the regulation of foreigncontaining, amongst others, a number of recommendations for the regulation of foreigncontaining, amongst others, a number of recommendations for the regulation of foreigncontaining, amongst others, a number of recommendations for the regulation of foreign

law firms.  If these recommendations were implemented, a foreign law firm would havelaw firms.  If these recommendations were implemented, a foreign law firm would havelaw firms.  If these recommendations were implemented, a foreign law firm would havelaw firms.  If these recommendations were implemented, a foreign law firm would have

to register with the Law Society and could enter into an association with a localto register with the Law Society and could enter into an association with a localto register with the Law Society and could enter into an association with a localto register with the Law Society and could enter into an association with a local

law firm.  The association could share fees, premises, resources and personnel, butlaw firm.  The association could share fees, premises, resources and personnel, butlaw firm.  The association could share fees, premises, resources and personnel, butlaw firm.  The association could share fees, premises, resources and personnel, but

the ratio of foreign lawyers to local lawyers in the association could not exceedthe ratio of foreign lawyers to local lawyers in the association could not exceedthe ratio of foreign lawyers to local lawyers in the association could not exceedthe ratio of foreign lawyers to local lawyers in the association could not exceed

1:1.  A registered foreign law firm which had practised in Hong Kong for three years1:1.  A registered foreign law firm which had practised in Hong Kong for three years1:1.  A registered foreign law firm which had practised in Hong Kong for three years1:1.  A registered foreign law firm which had practised in Hong Kong for three years

would be able to establish a Hong Kong practice and practise Hong Kong law, providedwould be able to establish a Hong Kong practice and practise Hong Kong law, providedwould be able to establish a Hong Kong practice and practise Hong Kong law, providedwould be able to establish a Hong Kong practice and practise Hong Kong law, provided

that all persons who were to practise Hong Kong law were qualified Hong Kongthat all persons who were to practise Hong Kong law were qualified Hong Kongthat all persons who were to practise Hong Kong law were qualified Hong Kongthat all persons who were to practise Hong Kong law were qualified Hong Kong

solicitors.solicitors.solicitors.solicitors.

The Law Society's recommendations receiThe Law Society's recommendations receiThe Law Society's recommendations receiThe Law Society's recommendations received the Governor in Council's approvalved the Governor in Council's approvalved the Governor in Council's approvalved the Governor in Council's approval

in principle in January 1992.  It is proposed that they be implemented by amendmentsin principle in January 1992.  It is proposed that they be implemented by amendmentsin principle in January 1992.  It is proposed that they be implemented by amendmentsin principle in January 1992.  It is proposed that they be implemented by amendments

to the Legal Practitioners Ordinance and by subsidiary legislation.  Preparation ofto the Legal Practitioners Ordinance and by subsidiary legislation.  Preparation ofto the Legal Practitioners Ordinance and by subsidiary legislation.  Preparation ofto the Legal Practitioners Ordinance and by subsidiary legislation.  Preparation of

the relevant legislation is in progress. It is expected that a Bill will be introducedthe relevant legislation is in progress. It is expected that a Bill will be introducedthe relevant legislation is in progress. It is expected that a Bill will be introducedthe relevant legislation is in progress. It is expected that a Bill will be introduced

into this Council in the latter half of the 1992-93 Session.into this Council in the latter half of the 1992-93 Session.into this Council in the latter half of the 1992-93 Session.into this Council in the latter half of the 1992-93 Session.

Seaworthiness of vesselsSeaworthiness of vesselsSeaworthiness of vesselsSeaworthiness of vessels

14.14.14.14. DR HUANG CHEN-YA asked: Will the Government inform this Council:DR HUANG CHEN-YA asked: Will the Government inform this Council:DR HUANG CHEN-YA asked: Will the Government inform this Council:DR HUANG CHEN-YA asked: Will the Government inform this Council:

(a)(a)(a)(a) what mechanism is in place for the Marine Department what mechanism is in place for the Marine Department what mechanism is in place for the Marine Department what mechanism is in place for the Marine Department to monitor Hong Kongto monitor Hong Kongto monitor Hong Kongto monitor Hong Kong

registered vessels for corrosion and stress which may affect the seaworthiness ofregistered vessels for corrosion and stress which may affect the seaworthiness ofregistered vessels for corrosion and stress which may affect the seaworthiness ofregistered vessels for corrosion and stress which may affect the seaworthiness of

the vessels;the vessels;the vessels;the vessels;

(b)(b)(b)(b) how many such vessels have been found to have significant corrosion and stresshow many such vessels have been found to have significant corrosion and stresshow many such vessels have been found to have significant corrosion and stresshow many such vessels have been found to have significant corrosion and stress

problems in the past three years; andproblems in the past three years; andproblems in the past three years; andproblems in the past three years; and

(c)(c)(c)(c) how many ofhow many ofhow many ofhow many of the cases in (b) above were due to damage caused by the cargo the cases in (b) above were due to damage caused by the cargo the cases in (b) above were due to damage caused by the cargo the cases in (b) above were due to damage caused by the cargo

loading mechanism in local terminals?loading mechanism in local terminals?loading mechanism in local terminals?loading mechanism in local terminals?



SECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President,SECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President,SECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President,SECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC SERVICES: Mr Deputy President,

(a)(a)(a)(a) The seaworthiness of Hong Kong vessels, including their corrosion and stressThe seaworthiness of Hong Kong vessels, including their corrosion and stressThe seaworthiness of Hong Kong vessels, including their corrosion and stressThe seaworthiness of Hong Kong vessels, including their corrosion and stress

conditions, is monitored through the following means:conditions, is monitored through the following means:conditions, is monitored through the following means:conditions, is monitored through the following means:

(i)(i)(i)(i) a vessel needs to pass an initial survey before it can be registered in Hong Kong.a vessel needs to pass an initial survey before it can be registered in Hong Kong.a vessel needs to pass an initial survey before it can be registered in Hong Kong.a vessel needs to pass an initial survey before it can be registered in Hong Kong.

Thereafter, the ship must be surveyed annually. These surveys may be conducted byThereafter, the ship must be surveyed annually. These surveys may be conducted byThereafter, the ship must be surveyed annually. These surveys may be conducted byThereafter, the ship must be surveyed annually. These surveys may be conducted by

Marine Department surveyors of ships in accordance with international safetyMarine Department surveyors of ships in accordance with international safetyMarine Department surveyors of ships in accordance with international safetyMarine Department surveyors of ships in accordance with international safety

standards or by authorized international classification societies.  In the latterstandards or by authorized international classification societies.  In the latterstandards or by authorized international classification societies.  In the latterstandards or by authorized international classification societies.  In the latter

case the Marine Department conducts audit inspections to ensure strict compliancecase the Marine Department conducts audit inspections to ensure strict compliancecase the Marine Department conducts audit inspections to ensure strict compliancecase the Marine Department conducts audit inspections to ensure strict compliance

with the required standards.  In any event the Marine Department conducts a thoroughwith the required standards.  In any event the Marine Department conducts a thoroughwith the required standards.  In any event the Marine Department conducts a thoroughwith the required standards.  In any event the Marine Department conducts a thorough

survey of each registered vessel every five years;survey of each registered vessel every five years;survey of each registered vessel every five years;survey of each registered vessel every five years;

(ii)(ii)(ii)(ii) the Marine Department will be notified if any Hong Kong registered ship isthe Marine Department will be notified if any Hong Kong registered ship isthe Marine Department will be notified if any Hong Kong registered ship isthe Marine Department will be notified if any Hong Kong registered ship is

found by any maritime administration that practises "port state control" to befound by any maritime administration that practises "port state control" to befound by any maritime administration that practises "port state control" to befound by any maritime administration that practises "port state control" to be

deficient in meeting international standards; anddeficient in meeting international standards; anddeficient in meeting international standards; anddeficient in meeting international standards; and

(iii)(iii)(iii)(iii) following the loss of a number of bulk carriers worldwide, the Internationalfollowing the loss of a number of bulk carriers worldwide, the Internationalfollowing the loss of a number of bulk carriers worldwide, the Internationalfollowing the loss of a number of bulk carriers worldwide, the International

Maritime Organization and the International Association of Classification SocietiesMaritime Organization and the International Association of Classification SocietiesMaritime Organization and the International Association of Classification SocietiesMaritime Organization and the International Association of Classification Societies

have developed new survey and maintenance requirements for such ships.  Thesehave developed new survey and maintenance requirements for such ships.  Thesehave developed new survey and maintenance requirements for such ships.  Thesehave developed new survey and maintenance requirements for such ships.  These

standards have been applied to Hong Kong registered ships since April 1992.standards have been applied to Hong Kong registered ships since April 1992.standards have been applied to Hong Kong registered ships since April 1992.standards have been applied to Hong Kong registered ships since April 1992.

(b)(b)(b)(b) There has only been one reported case of a Hong Kong registered ship sufferingThere has only been one reported case of a Hong Kong registered ship sufferingThere has only been one reported case of a Hong Kong registered ship sufferingThere has only been one reported case of a Hong Kong registered ship suffering

from significant corrosion and stress problems in the past three years.from significant corrosion and stress problems in the past three years.from significant corrosion and stress problems in the past three years.from significant corrosion and stress problems in the past three years.

(c)(c)(c)(c) No No No No connection has been identified between the case referred to in (b) above andconnection has been identified between the case referred to in (b) above andconnection has been identified between the case referred to in (b) above andconnection has been identified between the case referred to in (b) above and

the cargo loading mechanism at any local terminal.the cargo loading mechanism at any local terminal.the cargo loading mechanism at any local terminal.the cargo loading mechanism at any local terminal.

Government surplusesGovernment surplusesGovernment surplusesGovernment surpluses

15.15.15.15. MR TAM YIU-CHUNG asked: Will the Government inform this Council:MR TAM YIU-CHUNG asked: Will the Government inform this Council:MR TAM YIU-CHUNG asked: Will the Government inform this Council:MR TAM YIU-CHUNG asked: Will the Government inform this Council:

(a)(a)(a)(a) of the reasons for the substaof the reasons for the substaof the reasons for the substaof the reasons for the substantial discrepancies between the originalntial discrepancies between the originalntial discrepancies between the originalntial discrepancies between the original

forecast and actual figures for surpluses in the past few years' estimates of revenueforecast and actual figures for surpluses in the past few years' estimates of revenueforecast and actual figures for surpluses in the past few years' estimates of revenueforecast and actual figures for surpluses in the past few years' estimates of revenue

and expenditure; andand expenditure; andand expenditure; andand expenditure; and

(b)(b)(b)(b) whether any measures would be taken to ensure that more accurate estimateswhether any measures would be taken to ensure that more accurate estimateswhether any measures would be taken to ensure that more accurate estimateswhether any measures would be taken to ensure that more accurate estimates

on the Government's revenue and surplus would be presented in future Budget exercises?on the Government's revenue and surplus would be presented in future Budget exercises?on the Government's revenue and surplus would be presented in future Budget exercises?on the Government's revenue and surplus would be presented in future Budget exercises?



FINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, in response to Mr TAM, I would like to dealFINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, in response to Mr TAM, I would like to dealFINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, in response to Mr TAM, I would like to dealFINANCIAL SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, in response to Mr TAM, I would like to deal

separately with recurrent and capital accounts, to which very differentseparately with recurrent and capital accounts, to which very differentseparately with recurrent and capital accounts, to which very differentseparately with recurrent and capital accounts, to which very different

considerations apply in preparing our estimates.considerations apply in preparing our estimates.considerations apply in preparing our estimates.considerations apply in preparing our estimates.

First, recurrent account.  Recurrent expenditure is relatively easy to predict,First, recurrent account.  Recurrent expenditure is relatively easy to predict,First, recurrent account.  Recurrent expenditure is relatively easy to predict,First, recurrent account.  Recurrent expenditure is relatively easy to predict,

and the variation in 1991-92 between our actual operating expenditure and the revisedand the variation in 1991-92 between our actual operating expenditure and the revisedand the variation in 1991-92 between our actual operating expenditure and the revisedand the variation in 1991-92 between our actual operating expenditure and the revised

estimate was less than 1%.estimate was less than 1%.estimate was less than 1%.estimate was less than 1%.

Estimates of revenue, however, involve judgemeEstimates of revenue, however, involve judgemeEstimates of revenue, however, involve judgemeEstimates of revenue, however, involve judgements about the state of thents about the state of thents about the state of thents about the state of the

economies of our major trading partners, as well as business confidence, investment,economies of our major trading partners, as well as business confidence, investment,economies of our major trading partners, as well as business confidence, investment,economies of our major trading partners, as well as business confidence, investment,

interest rate movements and inflation within our own economy.  Applying economicinterest rate movements and inflation within our own economy.  Applying economicinterest rate movements and inflation within our own economy.  Applying economicinterest rate movements and inflation within our own economy.  Applying economic

forecasts to revenue projections based on past trends clearly involves a significantforecasts to revenue projections based on past trends clearly involves a significantforecasts to revenue projections based on past trends clearly involves a significantforecasts to revenue projections based on past trends clearly involves a significant

degree of subjective judgement.degree of subjective judgement.degree of subjective judgement.degree of subjective judgement.

Against this background, our estimates system has worked well in recent years.Against this background, our estimates system has worked well in recent years.Against this background, our estimates system has worked well in recent years.Against this background, our estimates system has worked well in recent years.

Since 1988-89, the amount of revenue actually received in a particular year has variedSince 1988-89, the amount of revenue actually received in a particular year has variedSince 1988-89, the amount of revenue actually received in a particular year has variedSince 1988-89, the amount of revenue actually received in a particular year has varied

between 0.5% below the revised estimate (in 1990-91) to about 2.5% above it (inbetween 0.5% below the revised estimate (in 1990-91) to about 2.5% above it (inbetween 0.5% below the revised estimate (in 1990-91) to about 2.5% above it (inbetween 0.5% below the revised estimate (in 1990-91) to about 2.5% above it (in

1991-92).1991-92).1991-92).1991-92).

Most of the variations in respect of the last financial year was due to certainMost of the variations in respect of the last financial year was due to certainMost of the variations in respect of the last financial year was due to certainMost of the variations in respect of the last financial year was due to certain

specific factors.  A resurgence in the stock market and a greatly increased levelspecific factors.  A resurgence in the stock market and a greatly increased levelspecific factors.  A resurgence in the stock market and a greatly increased levelspecific factors.  A resurgence in the stock market and a greatly increased level

of stamping of property documents in March 1991, for example, pushed stamp dutyof stamping of property documents in March 1991, for example, pushed stamp dutyof stamping of property documents in March 1991, for example, pushed stamp dutyof stamping of property documents in March 1991, for example, pushed stamp duty

receipts up by about $700 million.  This could not reasonably have been anticipated.receipts up by about $700 million.  This could not reasonably have been anticipated.receipts up by about $700 million.  This could not reasonably have been anticipated.receipts up by about $700 million.  This could not reasonably have been anticipated.

Similarly, the increase in revenue received from profits tax over the revised estimate,Similarly, the increase in revenue received from profits tax over the revised estimate,Similarly, the increase in revenue received from profits tax over the revised estimate,Similarly, the increase in revenue received from profits tax over the revised estimate,

though small in percentage terms, amounted to some $400 million, the larger part ofthough small in percentage terms, amounted to some $400 million, the larger part ofthough small in percentage terms, amounted to some $400 million, the larger part ofthough small in percentage terms, amounted to some $400 million, the larger part of

which arose from an unanticipated decrease in the number of claims for tax hold-which arose from an unanticipated decrease in the number of claims for tax hold-which arose from an unanticipated decrease in the number of claims for tax hold-which arose from an unanticipated decrease in the number of claims for tax hold-

over.  The variation between the revised estimates and actual revenue received forover.  The variation between the revised estimates and actual revenue received forover.  The variation between the revised estimates and actual revenue received forover.  The variation between the revised estimates and actual revenue received for

other internal revenue heads and subheads was minimal.other internal revenue heads and subheads was minimal.other internal revenue heads and subheads was minimal.other internal revenue heads and subheads was minimal.

Our relatively good record in estimating both recurrent expenditure and recurrentOur relatively good record in estimating both recurrent expenditure and recurrentOur relatively good record in estimating both recurrent expenditure and recurrentOur relatively good record in estimating both recurrent expenditure and recurrent

revenue is, of course, no cause for complacency.  Clearly accuracy is desirable inrevenue is, of course, no cause for complacency.  Clearly accuracy is desirable inrevenue is, of course, no cause for complacency.  Clearly accuracy is desirable inrevenue is, of course, no cause for complacency.  Clearly accuracy is desirable in

a situation where only a small percentage variation can be equivalent to a significenta situation where only a small percentage variation can be equivalent to a significenta situation where only a small percentage variation can be equivalent to a significenta situation where only a small percentage variation can be equivalent to a significent

sum in dollar terms.  We will be exploring whether there are ways to improve furthersum in dollar terms.  We will be exploring whether there are ways to improve furthersum in dollar terms.  We will be exploring whether there are ways to improve furthersum in dollar terms.  We will be exploring whether there are ways to improve further

both the production and presentation of our estimates in the lead-up to the next Budget.both the production and presentation of our estimates in the lead-up to the next Budget.both the production and presentation of our estimates in the lead-up to the next Budget.both the production and presentation of our estimates in the lead-up to the next Budget.

But we must bear in mind that no system can predict all changes, local andBut we must bear in mind that no system can predict all changes, local andBut we must bear in mind that no system can predict all changes, local andBut we must bear in mind that no system can predict all changes, local and

international, which may have a sudden effect on the economy and, in case of doubt,international, which may have a sudden effect on the economy and, in case of doubt,international, which may have a sudden effect on the economy and, in case of doubt,international, which may have a sudden effect on the economy and, in case of doubt,



we should err on the side of prudence in estimating the amount of revenue we havewe should err on the side of prudence in estimating the amount of revenue we havewe should err on the side of prudence in estimating the amount of revenue we havewe should err on the side of prudence in estimating the amount of revenue we have

available.available.available.available.

We face a different and somewhat more serious problem with respect to capitaWe face a different and somewhat more serious problem with respect to capitaWe face a different and somewhat more serious problem with respect to capitaWe face a different and somewhat more serious problem with respect to capitallll

expenditure.expenditure.expenditure.expenditure.

Looking at the performance of the Capital Works Reserve Fund over the past fiveLooking at the performance of the Capital Works Reserve Fund over the past fiveLooking at the performance of the Capital Works Reserve Fund over the past fiveLooking at the performance of the Capital Works Reserve Fund over the past five

years, the difference between our original estimates and the actual expenditureyears, the difference between our original estimates and the actual expenditureyears, the difference between our original estimates and the actual expenditureyears, the difference between our original estimates and the actual expenditure

averaged at something over 6% up to 1989-90, but increased to about 30% in 1990-averaged at something over 6% up to 1989-90, but increased to about 30% in 1990-averaged at something over 6% up to 1989-90, but increased to about 30% in 1990-averaged at something over 6% up to 1989-90, but increased to about 30% in 1990-

91 and 1991-92.91 and 1991-92.91 and 1991-92.91 and 1991-92.

The largest elements in this underspending in the last two financial yearsThe largest elements in this underspending in the last two financial yearsThe largest elements in this underspending in the last two financial yearsThe largest elements in this underspending in the last two financial years

occurred under Head 701 Land Acquisition and Head 702 Port and Airport Development.occurred under Head 701 Land Acquisition and Head 702 Port and Airport Development.occurred under Head 701 Land Acquisition and Head 702 Port and Airport Development.occurred under Head 701 Land Acquisition and Head 702 Port and Airport Development.

In the case of land acquisition, underspending was mainly due to prolonged arbitrationIn the case of land acquisition, underspending was mainly due to prolonged arbitrationIn the case of land acquisition, underspending was mainly due to prolonged arbitrationIn the case of land acquisition, underspending was mainly due to prolonged arbitration

on contested cases and the failure of landowners to come forward to collecton contested cases and the failure of landowners to come forward to collecton contested cases and the failure of landowners to come forward to collecton contested cases and the failure of landowners to come forward to collect

compensation.  Uncertainty over the future of the Airport Core Programme alsocompensation.  Uncertainty over the future of the Airport Core Programme alsocompensation.  Uncertainty over the future of the Airport Core Programme alsocompensation.  Uncertainty over the future of the Airport Core Programme also

contributed to underspending, as contracts and tenders were held up until the signingcontributed to underspending, as contracts and tenders were held up until the signingcontributed to underspending, as contracts and tenders were held up until the signingcontributed to underspending, as contracts and tenders were held up until the signing

of the Memorandum of Understanding on 30 June 1991.  This was, of course, a majorof the Memorandum of Understanding on 30 June 1991.  This was, of course, a majorof the Memorandum of Understanding on 30 June 1991.  This was, of course, a majorof the Memorandum of Understanding on 30 June 1991.  This was, of course, a major

breakthrough, but time was still required to mobilize resources and obtain thebreakthrough, but time was still required to mobilize resources and obtain thebreakthrough, but time was still required to mobilize resources and obtain thebreakthrough, but time was still required to mobilize resources and obtain the

necessary approvals from Finance Committee before the projects concerned could gonecessary approvals from Finance Committee before the projects concerned could gonecessary approvals from Finance Committee before the projects concerned could gonecessary approvals from Finance Committee before the projects concerned could go

forward at full speed.forward at full speed.forward at full speed.forward at full speed.

I am confident that our PADS-related estimates will be improved in  1992-93.I am confident that our PADS-related estimates will be improved in  1992-93.I am confident that our PADS-related estimates will be improved in  1992-93.I am confident that our PADS-related estimates will be improved in  1992-93.

Projects within the Airport Core Programme are now progressing steadily and a seriesProjects within the Airport Core Programme are now progressing steadily and a seriesProjects within the Airport Core Programme are now progressing steadily and a seriesProjects within the Airport Core Programme are now progressing steadily and a series

of port development projects are coming on stream. As for Head 701, factors outsideof port development projects are coming on stream. As for Head 701, factors outsideof port development projects are coming on stream. As for Head 701, factors outsideof port development projects are coming on stream. As for Head 701, factors outside

the Government's control will always make  it difficult to predict accurately eachthe Government's control will always make  it difficult to predict accurately eachthe Government's control will always make  it difficult to predict accurately eachthe Government's control will always make  it difficult to predict accurately each

year's expenditure  on land acquisition.   Prolonged discussion with a major cleareeyear's expenditure  on land acquisition.   Prolonged discussion with a major cleareeyear's expenditure  on land acquisition.   Prolonged discussion with a major cleareeyear's expenditure  on land acquisition.   Prolonged discussion with a major clearee

or arbitration by the Lands Tribunal can, for example, result in slippage of hundredsor arbitration by the Lands Tribunal can, for example, result in slippage of hundredsor arbitration by the Lands Tribunal can, for example, result in slippage of hundredsor arbitration by the Lands Tribunal can, for example, result in slippage of hundreds

of millions of dollars in compensation payment.of millions of dollars in compensation payment.of millions of dollars in compensation payment.of millions of dollars in compensation payment.

As with our estimates of recurrent account, we nevertheless recognize the needAs with our estimates of recurrent account, we nevertheless recognize the needAs with our estimates of recurrent account, we nevertheless recognize the needAs with our estimates of recurrent account, we nevertheless recognize the need

for improvement.  The Secretary for Works and the Secretary for the Treasury arefor improvement.  The Secretary for Works and the Secretary for the Treasury arefor improvement.  The Secretary for Works and the Secretary for the Treasury arefor improvement.  The Secretary for Works and the Secretary for the Treasury are

looking at ways to enable early identification of possible deviations from thelooking at ways to enable early identification of possible deviations from thelooking at ways to enable early identification of possible deviations from thelooking at ways to enable early identification of possible deviations from the

estimates.  This would enable us to direct sums likely to remain unspent in aestimates.  This would enable us to direct sums likely to remain unspent in aestimates.  This would enable us to direct sums likely to remain unspent in aestimates.  This would enable us to direct sums likely to remain unspent in a

financial year to other projects.  The Directors of the Works group of Departmentsfinancial year to other projects.  The Directors of the Works group of Departmentsfinancial year to other projects.  The Directors of the Works group of Departmentsfinancial year to other projects.  The Directors of the Works group of Departments

have been asked to review their departments' manpower resources and availability ofhave been asked to review their departments' manpower resources and availability ofhave been asked to review their departments' manpower resources and availability ofhave been asked to review their departments' manpower resources and availability of

sites more carefully. We are also considering requiring quarterly breakdowns ofsites more carefully. We are also considering requiring quarterly breakdowns ofsites more carefully. We are also considering requiring quarterly breakdowns ofsites more carefully. We are also considering requiring quarterly breakdowns of

expenditure from the Works group of Departments so that actual spending patterns canexpenditure from the Works group of Departments so that actual spending patterns canexpenditure from the Works group of Departments so that actual spending patterns canexpenditure from the Works group of Departments so that actual spending patterns can



be more closely monitored, and reviewing  gazetting procedures to improve thebe more closely monitored, and reviewing  gazetting procedures to improve thebe more closely monitored, and reviewing  gazetting procedures to improve thebe more closely monitored, and reviewing  gazetting procedures to improve the

accuracy of the estimated start dates of new projects.accuracy of the estimated start dates of new projects.accuracy of the estimated start dates of new projects.accuracy of the estimated start dates of new projects.

Clearance of silt and refuse in squatter areasClearance of silt and refuse in squatter areasClearance of silt and refuse in squatter areasClearance of silt and refuse in squatter areas

16.16.16.16. MR FRED LI: Heavy rainstorms a month ago had caused blockage of drains in severalMR FRED LI: Heavy rainstorms a month ago had caused blockage of drains in severalMR FRED LI: Heavy rainstorms a month ago had caused blockage of drains in severalMR FRED LI: Heavy rainstorms a month ago had caused blockage of drains in several

squatter areas which remained uncleared for days.  Will the Government inform thissquatter areas which remained uncleared for days.  Will the Government inform thissquatter areas which remained uncleared for days.  Will the Government inform thissquatter areas which remained uncleared for days.  Will the Government inform this

Council which department is responsible for the clearance of silt and refuse inCouncil which department is responsible for the clearance of silt and refuse inCouncil which department is responsible for the clearance of silt and refuse inCouncil which department is responsible for the clearance of silt and refuse in

squatter areas and whether there is any established policy to deal with such clearancesquatter areas and whether there is any established policy to deal with such clearancesquatter areas and whether there is any established policy to deal with such clearancesquatter areas and whether there is any established policy to deal with such clearance

after natural disasters?after natural disasters?after natural disasters?after natural disasters?

SECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President, the DrainageSECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President, the DrainageSECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President, the DrainageSECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President, the Drainage

Services Department is responsible for the clearance of silt from properly builtServices Department is responsible for the clearance of silt from properly builtServices Department is responsible for the clearance of silt from properly builtServices Department is responsible for the clearance of silt from properly built

drains in squatter areas.  The clearance of drains which have been constructed bydrains in squatter areas.  The clearance of drains which have been constructed bydrains in squatter areas.  The clearance of drains which have been constructed bydrains in squatter areas.  The clearance of drains which have been constructed by

squatters themselves should normally be undertaken by them in much the same way assquatters themselves should normally be undertaken by them in much the same way assquatters themselves should normally be undertaken by them in much the same way assquatters themselves should normally be undertaken by them in much the same way as

drains within private property are dealt with by their owners.  However, indrains within private property are dealt with by their owners.  However, indrains within private property are dealt with by their owners.  However, indrains within private property are dealt with by their owners.  However, in

emergencies, the Drainage Services Department will clear silt from drains in squatteremergencies, the Drainage Services Department will clear silt from drains in squatteremergencies, the Drainage Services Department will clear silt from drains in squatteremergencies, the Drainage Services Department will clear silt from drains in squatter

areas if necessary.areas if necessary.areas if necessary.areas if necessary.

The Urban Services Department and RegionaThe Urban Services Department and RegionaThe Urban Services Department and RegionaThe Urban Services Department and Regional Services Department are responsiblel Services Department are responsiblel Services Department are responsiblel Services Department are responsible

for removing refuse in the urban area and the New Territories respectively.  Cleanfor removing refuse in the urban area and the New Territories respectively.  Cleanfor removing refuse in the urban area and the New Territories respectively.  Cleanfor removing refuse in the urban area and the New Territories respectively.  Clean

up operations are undertaken by the two departments jointly with others such as theup operations are undertaken by the two departments jointly with others such as theup operations are undertaken by the two departments jointly with others such as theup operations are undertaken by the two departments jointly with others such as the

Highways Department and Drainage Services Department as soon after natural disastersHighways Department and Drainage Services Department as soon after natural disastersHighways Department and Drainage Services Department as soon after natural disastersHighways Department and Drainage Services Department as soon after natural disasters

as conditions permit. These operations can include the removal of silt and refuseas conditions permit. These operations can include the removal of silt and refuseas conditions permit. These operations can include the removal of silt and refuseas conditions permit. These operations can include the removal of silt and refuse

from squatter areas and drains therein.from squatter areas and drains therein.from squatter areas and drains therein.from squatter areas and drains therein.

In addition, in the event of natural disasters, the district offices of the CityIn addition, in the event of natural disasters, the district offices of the CityIn addition, in the event of natural disasters, the district offices of the CityIn addition, in the event of natural disasters, the district offices of the City

and New Territories Administration co-ordinate emergency relief work by theand New Territories Administration co-ordinate emergency relief work by theand New Territories Administration co-ordinate emergency relief work by theand New Territories Administration co-ordinate emergency relief work by the

departments concerned, including the urgent reinstatement of disrupted services.departments concerned, including the urgent reinstatement of disrupted services.departments concerned, including the urgent reinstatement of disrupted services.departments concerned, including the urgent reinstatement of disrupted services.

Passenger safety on rail platformsPassenger safety on rail platformsPassenger safety on rail platformsPassenger safety on rail platforms

17.17.17.17. MR CHEUNG MAN-KWONG asked: With regard to the incidents involving passengerMR CHEUNG MAN-KWONG asked: With regard to the incidents involving passengerMR CHEUNG MAN-KWONG asked: With regard to the incidents involving passengerMR CHEUNG MAN-KWONG asked: With regard to the incidents involving passengers ofs ofs ofs of

the Light Rail Transit, Kowloon-Canton Railway and Mass Transit Railway falling fromthe Light Rail Transit, Kowloon-Canton Railway and Mass Transit Railway falling fromthe Light Rail Transit, Kowloon-Canton Railway and Mass Transit Railway falling fromthe Light Rail Transit, Kowloon-Canton Railway and Mass Transit Railway falling from

the platforms onto the tracks, will the Government inform this Council of thethe platforms onto the tracks, will the Government inform this Council of thethe platforms onto the tracks, will the Government inform this Council of thethe platforms onto the tracks, will the Government inform this Council of the

following:following:following:following:



(a)(a)(a)(a) the respective numbers of cases involving passengers of each of thethe respective numbers of cases involving passengers of each of thethe respective numbers of cases involving passengers of each of thethe respective numbers of cases involving passengers of each of the

above-mentioned railway systems falling off the platforms accidentally,above-mentioned railway systems falling off the platforms accidentally,above-mentioned railway systems falling off the platforms accidentally,above-mentioned railway systems falling off the platforms accidentally,

intentionally or upon being shoved by others over the five years; andintentionally or upon being shoved by others over the five years; andintentionally or upon being shoved by others over the five years; andintentionally or upon being shoved by others over the five years; and

(b)(b)(b)(b) whether the Administration will require operators of those railway systemswhether the Administration will require operators of those railway systemswhether the Administration will require operators of those railway systemswhether the Administration will require operators of those railway systems

to install more effective safety facilities on the platforms to prevent passengersto install more effective safety facilities on the platforms to prevent passengersto install more effective safety facilities on the platforms to prevent passengersto install more effective safety facilities on the platforms to prevent passengers

from falling onto the tracks?from falling onto the tracks?from falling onto the tracks?from falling onto the tracks?

SECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President,SECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President,SECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President,SECRETARY FOR TRANSPORT: Mr Deputy President,

(a)(a)(a)(a) The Appendix gives a breakdown of incidents involving passengers of the LightThe Appendix gives a breakdown of incidents involving passengers of the LightThe Appendix gives a breakdown of incidents involving passengers of the LightThe Appendix gives a breakdown of incidents involving passengers of the Light

Rail Transit (LRT), the Kowloon-Canton Railway (KCR) and the Mass Transit RailwayRail Transit (LRT), the Kowloon-Canton Railway (KCR) and the Mass Transit RailwayRail Transit (LRT), the Kowloon-Canton Railway (KCR) and the Mass Transit RailwayRail Transit (LRT), the Kowloon-Canton Railway (KCR) and the Mass Transit Railway

(MTR) falling from platforms in the past five years.  The average number of accidents(MTR) falling from platforms in the past five years.  The average number of accidents(MTR) falling from platforms in the past five years.  The average number of accidents(MTR) falling from platforms in the past five years.  The average number of accidents

per million passengers carried by the LRT, KCR and MTR was 0.068, 0.014 and 0.039per million passengers carried by the LRT, KCR and MTR was 0.068, 0.014 and 0.039per million passengers carried by the LRT, KCR and MTR was 0.068, 0.014 and 0.039per million passengers carried by the LRT, KCR and MTR was 0.068, 0.014 and 0.039

respectively.respectively.respectively.respectively.

(b)(b)(b)(b) The two railway corporations are The two railway corporations are The two railway corporations are The two railway corporations are required by their respective Ordinances torequired by their respective Ordinances torequired by their respective Ordinances torequired by their respective Ordinances to

ensure passenger safety.  In addition, the Government appoints a Chief Inspectingensure passenger safety.  In addition, the Government appoints a Chief Inspectingensure passenger safety.  In addition, the Government appoints a Chief Inspectingensure passenger safety.  In addition, the Government appoints a Chief Inspecting

Officer of Railways to monitor and advise on all safety issues.Officer of Railways to monitor and advise on all safety issues.Officer of Railways to monitor and advise on all safety issues.Officer of Railways to monitor and advise on all safety issues.

Both corporations are fully aware of the need to ensure platform Both corporations are fully aware of the need to ensure platform Both corporations are fully aware of the need to ensure platform Both corporations are fully aware of the need to ensure platform safety.safety.safety.safety.

Measures to warn passengers to keep off the tracks include marking yellow lines alongMeasures to warn passengers to keep off the tracks include marking yellow lines alongMeasures to warn passengers to keep off the tracks include marking yellow lines alongMeasures to warn passengers to keep off the tracks include marking yellow lines along

platform edges, sending constant reminders through the public address system andplatform edges, sending constant reminders through the public address system andplatform edges, sending constant reminders through the public address system andplatform edges, sending constant reminders through the public address system and

introducing platform queuing schemes.  Platform assistants are deployed to assistintroducing platform queuing schemes.  Platform assistants are deployed to assistintroducing platform queuing schemes.  Platform assistants are deployed to assistintroducing platform queuing schemes.  Platform assistants are deployed to assist

boarding and alighting and to ensure passenger safety.boarding and alighting and to ensure passenger safety.boarding and alighting and to ensure passenger safety.boarding and alighting and to ensure passenger safety.

More specifically, as regards the LRT, apart from the standard yellow lines, whiteMore specifically, as regards the LRT, apart from the standard yellow lines, whiteMore specifically, as regards the LRT, apart from the standard yellow lines, whiteMore specifically, as regards the LRT, apart from the standard yellow lines, white

lines have been painted on the edge of curved platforms to alert passengers of gaps.lines have been painted on the edge of curved platforms to alert passengers of gaps.lines have been painted on the edge of curved platforms to alert passengers of gaps.lines have been painted on the edge of curved platforms to alert passengers of gaps.

Safety campaigns such as community briefings, school talks and exhibitions are heldSafety campaigns such as community briefings, school talks and exhibitions are heldSafety campaigns such as community briefings, school talks and exhibitions are heldSafety campaigns such as community briefings, school talks and exhibitions are held

regularly.  Safety messages are printed on posters and pamphlets to educate theregularly.  Safety messages are printed on posters and pamphlets to educate theregularly.  Safety messages are printed on posters and pamphlets to educate theregularly.  Safety messages are printed on posters and pamphlets to educate the

public.  As regards the KCR, $344 million will be spent to provide additional platformpublic.  As regards the KCR, $344 million will be spent to provide additional platformpublic.  As regards the KCR, $344 million will be spent to provide additional platformpublic.  As regards the KCR, $344 million will be spent to provide additional platform

entrances at the Tai Wai, Kowloon Tong and Kowloon Stations over the next four yearsentrances at the Tai Wai, Kowloon Tong and Kowloon Stations over the next four yearsentrances at the Tai Wai, Kowloon Tong and Kowloon Stations over the next four yearsentrances at the Tai Wai, Kowloon Tong and Kowloon Stations over the next four years

to spread passengers more evenly along the platforms.  The signalling system is alsoto spread passengers more evenly along the platforms.  The signalling system is alsoto spread passengers more evenly along the platforms.  The signalling system is alsoto spread passengers more evenly along the platforms.  The signalling system is also

being upgraded to increase train frequency and thus reduce overcrowding.being upgraded to increase train frequency and thus reduce overcrowding.being upgraded to increase train frequency and thus reduce overcrowding.being upgraded to increase train frequency and thus reduce overcrowding.

As regards the MTR, pressure mats are being As regards the MTR, pressure mats are being As regards the MTR, pressure mats are being As regards the MTR, pressure mats are being installed which will set off audibleinstalled which will set off audibleinstalled which will set off audibleinstalled which will set off audible



and visual alarms in case of anyone descending to the tracks. A passenger behaviourand visual alarms in case of anyone descending to the tracks. A passenger behaviourand visual alarms in case of anyone descending to the tracks. A passenger behaviourand visual alarms in case of anyone descending to the tracks. A passenger behaviour

campaign will be launched this August to educate passengers on railway safety withcampaign will be launched this August to educate passengers on railway safety withcampaign will be launched this August to educate passengers on railway safety withcampaign will be launched this August to educate passengers on railway safety with

emphasis on platform safety.emphasis on platform safety.emphasis on platform safety.emphasis on platform safety.

AppendixAppendixAppendixAppendix

IncidenIncidenIncidenIncidents ofts ofts ofts of No. of accidents/No. of accidents/No. of accidents/No. of accidents/

AccidentalAccidentalAccidentalAccidental being shovedbeing shovedbeing shovedbeing shoved million passengersmillion passengersmillion passengersmillion passengers

SuicidesSuicidesSuicidesSuicides fallsfallsfallsfalls by othersby othersby othersby others carried annuallycarried annuallycarried annuallycarried annually

(I) LRT(I) LRT(I) LRT(I) LRT

1988*1988*1988*1988* 0000 1111 0000 0.0620.0620.0620.062

1989198919891989 0000 4444 0000 0.0640.0640.0640.064

1990199019901990 0000 5555 0000 0.0680.0680.0680.068

1991199119911991 0000 6666 0000 0.0730.0730.0730.073

----------------------------

Overall AverageOverall AverageOverall AverageOverall Average 0.0680.0680.0680.068

(*The LRT was commissioned in 1988.)(*The LRT was commissioned in 1988.)(*The LRT was commissioned in 1988.)(*The LRT was commissioned in 1988.)

(II) KCR(II) KCR(II) KCR(II) KCR

1987198719871987 1111 1111 1111 0.0220.0220.0220.022

1988198819881988 1111 1111 0000 0.0130.0130.0130.013

1989198919891989 2222 2222 0000 0.0230.0230.0230.023

1990199019901990 2222 0000 0000 0.0110.0110.0110.011

1991199119911991 1111 0000 0000 0.0050.0050.0050.005

----------------------------

Overall AverageOverall AverageOverall AverageOverall Average 0.0140.0140.0140.014

(III) MTR(III) MTR(III) MTR(III) MTR

1987198719871987 16161616 12121212 1111 0.0470.0470.0470.047

1988198819881988 10101010 21212121 0000 0.0490.0490.0490.049

1989198919891989 13131313 11111111 0000 0.0350.0350.0350.035



1990199019901990 15151515 13131313 0000 0.0390.0390.0390.039

1991199119911991  7 7 7 7 12121212 0000 0.0260.0260.0260.026

----------------------------

Overall AverageOverall AverageOverall AverageOverall Average 0.0390.0390.0390.039

(Note:(Note:(Note:(Note: The accidental falls were mainly caused by dizziness, fainting, slipping andThe accidental falls were mainly caused by dizziness, fainting, slipping andThe accidental falls were mainly caused by dizziness, fainting, slipping andThe accidental falls were mainly caused by dizziness, fainting, slipping and

carelessness.)carelessness.)carelessness.)carelessness.)

Medical certificates issued by unregistrable medical practitionersMedical certificates issued by unregistrable medical practitionersMedical certificates issued by unregistrable medical practitionersMedical certificates issued by unregistrable medical practitioners

18.18.18.18. MR TAM YIU-CHUNG asked: UnregMR TAM YIU-CHUNG asked: UnregMR TAM YIU-CHUNG asked: UnregMR TAM YIU-CHUNG asked: Unregistrable medical practitioners are legallyistrable medical practitioners are legallyistrable medical practitioners are legallyistrable medical practitioners are legally

permitted to practise medicine in exempted clinics organized by local organizationspermitted to practise medicine in exempted clinics organized by local organizationspermitted to practise medicine in exempted clinics organized by local organizationspermitted to practise medicine in exempted clinics organized by local organizations

and frequently issue medical certificates in the course of their duties. Will theand frequently issue medical certificates in the course of their duties. Will theand frequently issue medical certificates in the course of their duties. Will theand frequently issue medical certificates in the course of their duties. Will the

Government inform this Council whether the medical certificates issued by theseGovernment inform this Council whether the medical certificates issued by theseGovernment inform this Council whether the medical certificates issued by theseGovernment inform this Council whether the medical certificates issued by these

unregistrable medical practitioners are accepted for the purpose of granting sickunregistrable medical practitioners are accepted for the purpose of granting sickunregistrable medical practitioners are accepted for the purpose of granting sickunregistrable medical practitioners are accepted for the purpose of granting sick

leave to civil servants?leave to civil servants?leave to civil servants?leave to civil servants?

SECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: Mr Deputy President, civil servants may be grantedSECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: Mr Deputy President, civil servants may be grantedSECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: Mr Deputy President, civil servants may be grantedSECRETARY FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE: Mr Deputy President, civil servants may be granted

sick leave on the basis of certificates issued by private medical practitioners,sick leave on the basis of certificates issued by private medical practitioners,sick leave on the basis of certificates issued by private medical practitioners,sick leave on the basis of certificates issued by private medical practitioners,

including those issued by unregistrable practitioners working in exempted clinics.including those issued by unregistrable practitioners working in exempted clinics.including those issued by unregistrable practitioners working in exempted clinics.including those issued by unregistrable practitioners working in exempted clinics.

Secondary VI admission procedureSecondary VI admission procedureSecondary VI admission procedureSecondary VI admission procedure

19.19.19.19. MR TIK CHI-YUEN asked: In respect of a working party formed by the EducationMR TIK CHI-YUEN asked: In respect of a working party formed by the EducationMR TIK CHI-YUEN asked: In respect of a working party formed by the EducationMR TIK CHI-YUEN asked: In respect of a working party formed by the Education

Department to review the implementation of the "Secondary VI Admission Procedure"Department to review the implementation of the "Secondary VI Admission Procedure"Department to review the implementation of the "Secondary VI Admission Procedure"Department to review the implementation of the "Secondary VI Admission Procedure"

which has been put into effect for a year and the revised admission guidelineswhich has been put into effect for a year and the revised admission guidelineswhich has been put into effect for a year and the revised admission guidelineswhich has been put into effect for a year and the revised admission guidelines

distributed to schools in early May this year, will the Government inform this Councildistributed to schools in early May this year, will the Government inform this Councildistributed to schools in early May this year, will the Government inform this Councildistributed to schools in early May this year, will the Government inform this Council

of the following:of the following:of the following:of the following:

(a)(a)(a)(a) the number of complaints received by the Education Department concerning thethe number of complaints received by the Education Department concerning thethe number of complaints received by the Education Department concerning thethe number of complaints received by the Education Department concerning the

implementation of the "Secondary VI Admission Procedure" in the last year; and theimplementation of the "Secondary VI Admission Procedure" in the last year; and theimplementation of the "Secondary VI Admission Procedure" in the last year; and theimplementation of the "Secondary VI Admission Procedure" in the last year; and the

major subjects of the complaints;major subjects of the complaints;major subjects of the complaints;major subjects of the complaints;

(b)(b)(b)(b) the measures to be taken by the Education Depthe measures to be taken by the Education Depthe measures to be taken by the Education Depthe measures to be taken by the Education Department this year to ensure thatartment this year to ensure thatartment this year to ensure thatartment this year to ensure that

secondary schools will comply with the revised admission guidelines; and how thesecondary schools will comply with the revised admission guidelines; and how thesecondary schools will comply with the revised admission guidelines; and how thesecondary schools will comply with the revised admission guidelines; and how the



department will deal with those schools which fail to comply with such guidelinesdepartment will deal with those schools which fail to comply with such guidelinesdepartment will deal with those schools which fail to comply with such guidelinesdepartment will deal with those schools which fail to comply with such guidelines

without justification;without justification;without justification;without justification;

(c)(c)(c)(c) the measures to be taken by thethe measures to be taken by thethe measures to be taken by thethe measures to be taken by the Education Department this year to improve Education Department this year to improve Education Department this year to improve Education Department this year to improve

the actual implementation of student admission by stages and the promulgation ofthe actual implementation of student admission by stages and the promulgation ofthe actual implementation of student admission by stages and the promulgation ofthe actual implementation of student admission by stages and the promulgation of

available school places by various schools in Stage II, so as to avoid confusion;available school places by various schools in Stage II, so as to avoid confusion;available school places by various schools in Stage II, so as to avoid confusion;available school places by various schools in Stage II, so as to avoid confusion;

andandandand

(d)(d)(d)(d) the ratio and the number of students admthe ratio and the number of students admthe ratio and the number of students admthe ratio and the number of students admitted by all secondary schools initted by all secondary schools initted by all secondary schools initted by all secondary schools in

Hong Kong in each of the five stages of admission last year?Hong Kong in each of the five stages of admission last year?Hong Kong in each of the five stages of admission last year?Hong Kong in each of the five stages of admission last year?

SECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER: Mr Deputy President, the answers to Mr TIK'sSECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER: Mr Deputy President, the answers to Mr TIK'sSECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER: Mr Deputy President, the answers to Mr TIK'sSECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER: Mr Deputy President, the answers to Mr TIK's

questions are as follows:questions are as follows:questions are as follows:questions are as follows:

(a)(a)(a)(a) A total of 23 allegations of malpractice wereA total of 23 allegations of malpractice wereA total of 23 allegations of malpractice wereA total of 23 allegations of malpractice were received by the Education Department received by the Education Department received by the Education Department received by the Education Department

throughout the admission process.  The major subjects of the complaints related tothroughout the admission process.  The major subjects of the complaints related tothroughout the admission process.  The major subjects of the complaints related tothroughout the admission process.  The major subjects of the complaints related to

schools abusing the admission procedure, for example, by taking in students with highschools abusing the admission procedure, for example, by taking in students with highschools abusing the admission procedure, for example, by taking in students with highschools abusing the admission procedure, for example, by taking in students with high

scores from other schools at Stage I or announcing admissions of students on Day 2scores from other schools at Stage I or announcing admissions of students on Day 2scores from other schools at Stage I or announcing admissions of students on Day 2scores from other schools at Stage I or announcing admissions of students on Day 2

of Stage II rather than on Day 3 as stipulated.  All the cases were investigated.of Stage II rather than on Day 3 as stipulated.  All the cases were investigated.of Stage II rather than on Day 3 as stipulated.  All the cases were investigated.of Stage II rather than on Day 3 as stipulated.  All the cases were investigated.

Eight were substantiated and were found to be mainly due to schools' misinterpretationEight were substantiated and were found to be mainly due to schools' misinterpretationEight were substantiated and were found to be mainly due to schools' misinterpretationEight were substantiated and were found to be mainly due to schools' misinterpretation

of the new procedure.  All cases were rectified upon advice given by the Educationof the new procedure.  All cases were rectified upon advice given by the Educationof the new procedure.  All cases were rectified upon advice given by the Educationof the new procedure.  All cases were rectified upon advice given by the Education

Department.Department.Department.Department.

(b)(b)(b)(b) The Education Department will ensure that schools comply with the revisedThe Education Department will ensure that schools comply with the revisedThe Education Department will ensure that schools comply with the revisedThe Education Department will ensure that schools comply with the revised

admission guidelines mainly by close monitoring of the situation in individualadmission guidelines mainly by close monitoring of the situation in individualadmission guidelines mainly by close monitoring of the situation in individualadmission guidelines mainly by close monitoring of the situation in individual

schools.  The measures which have been or will be introduced include:schools.  The measures which have been or will be introduced include:schools.  The measures which have been or will be introduced include:schools.  The measures which have been or will be introduced include:

(i)(i)(i)(i) requiring schools to keep records of candidates accepted or rejected at all therequiring schools to keep records of candidates accepted or rejected at all therequiring schools to keep records of candidates accepted or rejected at all therequiring schools to keep records of candidates accepted or rejected at all the

stages of the admission procedure, and to submit a list of successful candidates tostages of the admission procedure, and to submit a list of successful candidates tostages of the admission procedure, and to submit a list of successful candidates tostages of the admission procedure, and to submit a list of successful candidates to

the District Education Officer for information at the end of each stage;the District Education Officer for information at the end of each stage;the District Education Officer for information at the end of each stage;the District Education Officer for information at the end of each stage;

(ii)(ii)(ii)(ii) advising schools to accept students in accordance with the points system andadvising schools to accept students in accordance with the points system andadvising schools to accept students in accordance with the points system andadvising schools to accept students in accordance with the points system and

subject relevance.  If, for any reason, this guideline  is not followed, ansubject relevance.  If, for any reason, this guideline  is not followed, ansubject relevance.  If, for any reason, this guideline  is not followed, ansubject relevance.  If, for any reason, this guideline  is not followed, an

explanation must be recorded for future reference;explanation must be recorded for future reference;explanation must be recorded for future reference;explanation must be recorded for future reference;

(iii)(iii)(iii)(iii) advising schools not to admit students advising schools not to admit students advising schools not to admit students advising schools not to admit students without an admission slip; andwithout an admission slip; andwithout an admission slip; andwithout an admission slip; and



(iv)(iv)(iv)(iv) staff of the Education Department visiting schools throughout the admissionstaff of the Education Department visiting schools throughout the admissionstaff of the Education Department visiting schools throughout the admissionstaff of the Education Department visiting schools throughout the admission

process to ensure that schools comply with the admission procedure.process to ensure that schools comply with the admission procedure.process to ensure that schools comply with the admission procedure.process to ensure that schools comply with the admission procedure.

Schools which fail to comply with the guidelines without good reason willSchools which fail to comply with the guidelines without good reason willSchools which fail to comply with the guidelines without good reason willSchools which fail to comply with the guidelines without good reason will be asked be asked be asked be asked

to re-consider the cases of any eligible candidates who have been adversely affected.to re-consider the cases of any eligible candidates who have been adversely affected.to re-consider the cases of any eligible candidates who have been adversely affected.to re-consider the cases of any eligible candidates who have been adversely affected.

(c)(c)(c)(c) The measures to improve the actual implementation are the same as those mentionedThe measures to improve the actual implementation are the same as those mentionedThe measures to improve the actual implementation are the same as those mentionedThe measures to improve the actual implementation are the same as those mentioned

in paragraph (b) above.  School Councils have been consulted on the measures to ensurein paragraph (b) above.  School Councils have been consulted on the measures to ensurein paragraph (b) above.  School Councils have been consulted on the measures to ensurein paragraph (b) above.  School Councils have been consulted on the measures to ensure

acceptability and compliance.acceptability and compliance.acceptability and compliance.acceptability and compliance.

At the end of Stage I, schools will be required to provide District EducationAt the end of Stage I, schools will be required to provide District EducationAt the end of Stage I, schools will be required to provide District EducationAt the end of Stage I, schools will be required to provide District Education

Officers (DEOs) with the number of places still available. DEOs will then prepareOfficers (DEOs) with the number of places still available. DEOs will then prepareOfficers (DEOs) with the number of places still available. DEOs will then prepareOfficers (DEOs) with the number of places still available. DEOs will then prepare

a "List of Schools with S.6 vacancies" for display in their offices by 9 am on Daya "List of Schools with S.6 vacancies" for display in their offices by 9 am on Daya "List of Schools with S.6 vacancies" for display in their offices by 9 am on Daya "List of Schools with S.6 vacancies" for display in their offices by 9 am on Day

2 (Stage II) for the information of students.2 (Stage II) for the information of students.2 (Stage II) for the information of students.2 (Stage II) for the information of students.

(d)(d)(d)(d) The percentage and number of students admitted at the end of each stage in 1991The percentage and number of students admitted at the end of each stage in 1991The percentage and number of students admitted at the end of each stage in 1991The percentage and number of students admitted at the end of each stage in 1991

were:were:were:were:

StageStageStageStage %%%% NumberNumberNumberNumber

  I  I  I  I 73.673.673.673.6 14 27414 27414 27414 274

  II  II  II  II (not available as schools(not available as schools(not available as schools(not available as schools

were not requirwere not requirwere not requirwere not required toed toed toed to

report at the end of Stage II)report at the end of Stage II)report at the end of Stage II)report at the end of Stage II)

  III   III   III   III 98989898 19 00619 00619 00619 006

  IV  IV  IV  IV 99.999.999.999.9 19 37619 37619 37619 376

  V  V  V  V 100100100100 19 40019 40019 40019 400

Organophosphate insecticideOrganophosphate insecticideOrganophosphate insecticideOrganophosphate insecticide

20.20.20.20. DR HUANG CHEN-YA asked: In view of some recent overseas reports of neurotoxicityDR HUANG CHEN-YA asked: In view of some recent overseas reports of neurotoxicityDR HUANG CHEN-YA asked: In view of some recent overseas reports of neurotoxicityDR HUANG CHEN-YA asked: In view of some recent overseas reports of neurotoxicity

due to the use of an organophosphate insecticide called "CHLORPYRIFOS", which wasdue to the use of an organophosphate insecticide called "CHLORPYRIFOS", which wasdue to the use of an organophosphate insecticide called "CHLORPYRIFOS", which wasdue to the use of an organophosphate insecticide called "CHLORPYRIFOS", which was



previously regarded as a safe chemical, will the Government inform this Council:previously regarded as a safe chemical, will the Government inform this Council:previously regarded as a safe chemical, will the Government inform this Council:previously regarded as a safe chemical, will the Government inform this Council:

(a)(a)(a)(a) whether the insecticide "CHLORPYRIFOS" is currently in use in Hong Kong;whether the insecticide "CHLORPYRIFOS" is currently in use in Hong Kong;whether the insecticide "CHLORPYRIFOS" is currently in use in Hong Kong;whether the insecticide "CHLORPYRIFOS" is currently in use in Hong Kong;

(b)(b)(b)(b) what other kinds of organophosphate insecticides are what other kinds of organophosphate insecticides are what other kinds of organophosphate insecticides are what other kinds of organophosphate insecticides are currently available incurrently available incurrently available incurrently available in

Hong Kong;Hong Kong;Hong Kong;Hong Kong;

(c)(c)(c)(c) whether there are any regulations controlling the use of these insecticideswhether there are any regulations controlling the use of these insecticideswhether there are any regulations controlling the use of these insecticideswhether there are any regulations controlling the use of these insecticides

and, if so, what they are;and, if so, what they are;and, if so, what they are;and, if so, what they are;

(d)(d)(d)(d) what surveillance mechanism is in place for detection of toxicity arisingwhat surveillance mechanism is in place for detection of toxicity arisingwhat surveillance mechanism is in place for detection of toxicity arisingwhat surveillance mechanism is in place for detection of toxicity arising

from use of the insecticides; andfrom use of the insecticides; andfrom use of the insecticides; andfrom use of the insecticides; and

(e)(e)(e)(e) what specific actions the Government will take to safeguard against toxicitywhat specific actions the Government will take to safeguard against toxicitywhat specific actions the Government will take to safeguard against toxicitywhat specific actions the Government will take to safeguard against toxicity

due to their use ?due to their use ?due to their use ?due to their use ?

SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President,SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President,SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President,SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE: Mr Deputy President,

(a)(a)(a)(a) The insecticide "CHLORPYRIFOS" is currently registered for local distributionThe insecticide "CHLORPYRIFOS" is currently registered for local distributionThe insecticide "CHLORPYRIFOS" is currently registered for local distributionThe insecticide "CHLORPYRIFOS" is currently registered for local distribution

and is available in Hong Kong.  It can be used for controlling pests in certainand is available in Hong Kong.  It can be used for controlling pests in certainand is available in Hong Kong.  It can be used for controlling pests in certainand is available in Hong Kong.  It can be used for controlling pests in certain

vegetable crops and as domestic cockroach bait. However, it is not in common use duevegetable crops and as domestic cockroach bait. However, it is not in common use duevegetable crops and as domestic cockroach bait. However, it is not in common use duevegetable crops and as domestic cockroach bait. However, it is not in common use due

to its limited application and the availability of other synthetic pyrethroidto its limited application and the availability of other synthetic pyrethroidto its limited application and the availability of other synthetic pyrethroidto its limited application and the availability of other synthetic pyrethroid

formulations.formulations.formulations.formulations.

(b)(b)(b)(b) At presAt presAt presAt present, there are 31 organophosphate compounds registered as pesticides underent, there are 31 organophosphate compounds registered as pesticides underent, there are 31 organophosphate compounds registered as pesticides underent, there are 31 organophosphate compounds registered as pesticides under

the Pesticides Ordinance (Cap 133).  Of these, only 12 are readily available in thethe Pesticides Ordinance (Cap 133).  Of these, only 12 are readily available in thethe Pesticides Ordinance (Cap 133).  Of these, only 12 are readily available in thethe Pesticides Ordinance (Cap 133).  Of these, only 12 are readily available in the

local market.local market.local market.local market.

(c)(c)(c)(c) All insecticides are controlled under the Pesticides Ordinance (Cap 133), whicAll insecticides are controlled under the Pesticides Ordinance (Cap 133), whicAll insecticides are controlled under the Pesticides Ordinance (Cap 133), whicAll insecticides are controlled under the Pesticides Ordinance (Cap 133), whichhhh

aims at protecting the public from hazards arising from the use of such products.aims at protecting the public from hazards arising from the use of such products.aims at protecting the public from hazards arising from the use of such products.aims at protecting the public from hazards arising from the use of such products.

In this context, the Ordinance requires a pesticide to be registered before it canIn this context, the Ordinance requires a pesticide to be registered before it canIn this context, the Ordinance requires a pesticide to be registered before it canIn this context, the Ordinance requires a pesticide to be registered before it can

be imported or distributed here. Only pesticides considered safe can be registeredbe imported or distributed here. Only pesticides considered safe can be registeredbe imported or distributed here. Only pesticides considered safe can be registeredbe imported or distributed here. Only pesticides considered safe can be registered

for local use.  They are also required to be properly packed and labelled.  Personsfor local use.  They are also required to be properly packed and labelled.  Personsfor local use.  They are also required to be properly packed and labelled.  Personsfor local use.  They are also required to be properly packed and labelled.  Persons

dealing in pesticides must also be licensed by the Director of Agriculture anddealing in pesticides must also be licensed by the Director of Agriculture anddealing in pesticides must also be licensed by the Director of Agriculture anddealing in pesticides must also be licensed by the Director of Agriculture and

Fisheries.Fisheries.Fisheries.Fisheries.

(d)(d)(d)(d) Under the Pesticides Ordinance, staff of the Agriculture and Fisheries DepartmentUnder the Pesticides Ordinance, staff of the Agriculture and Fisheries DepartmentUnder the Pesticides Ordinance, staff of the Agriculture and Fisheries DepartmentUnder the Pesticides Ordinance, staff of the Agriculture and Fisheries Department



conduct regular random checks at retail outlets to ensure that pesticides are properlyconduct regular random checks at retail outlets to ensure that pesticides are properlyconduct regular random checks at retail outlets to ensure that pesticides are properlyconduct regular random checks at retail outlets to ensure that pesticides are properly

packed and labelled. Samples of pesticides are taken from the local market forpacked and labelled. Samples of pesticides are taken from the local market forpacked and labelled. Samples of pesticides are taken from the local market forpacked and labelled. Samples of pesticides are taken from the local market for

chemical analysis to check if any unregistered pesticide is being offered for sale.chemical analysis to check if any unregistered pesticide is being offered for sale.chemical analysis to check if any unregistered pesticide is being offered for sale.chemical analysis to check if any unregistered pesticide is being offered for sale.

(e)(e)(e)(e) FFFFarmers are the major users of pesticides.  The Agriculture and Fisheriesarmers are the major users of pesticides.  The Agriculture and Fisheriesarmers are the major users of pesticides.  The Agriculture and Fisheriesarmers are the major users of pesticides.  The Agriculture and Fisheries

Department provides farmers with detailed advisory leaflets and also holds periodicDepartment provides farmers with detailed advisory leaflets and also holds periodicDepartment provides farmers with detailed advisory leaflets and also holds periodicDepartment provides farmers with detailed advisory leaflets and also holds periodic

technical seminars and discussion meetings with them. These give information on safetechnical seminars and discussion meetings with them. These give information on safetechnical seminars and discussion meetings with them. These give information on safetechnical seminars and discussion meetings with them. These give information on safe

use of pesticides and effective pest control. Field staff of the Department alsouse of pesticides and effective pest control. Field staff of the Department alsouse of pesticides and effective pest control. Field staff of the Department alsouse of pesticides and effective pest control. Field staff of the Department also

counsel and remind farmers on the safe and proper use of pesticides in their regularcounsel and remind farmers on the safe and proper use of pesticides in their regularcounsel and remind farmers on the safe and proper use of pesticides in their regularcounsel and remind farmers on the safe and proper use of pesticides in their regular

contacts with them.contacts with them.contacts with them.contacts with them.

In addition, the Agriculture and Fisheries Department maintains a close watchIn addition, the Agriculture and Fisheries Department maintains a close watchIn addition, the Agriculture and Fisheries Department maintains a close watchIn addition, the Agriculture and Fisheries Department maintains a close watch

on the toxicity status of various pesticides.  Should a registered pesticide be foundon the toxicity status of various pesticides.  Should a registered pesticide be foundon the toxicity status of various pesticides.  Should a registered pesticide be foundon the toxicity status of various pesticides.  Should a registered pesticide be found

or reported to be dangerous, or causing health hazards, the Director of Agricultureor reported to be dangerous, or causing health hazards, the Director of Agricultureor reported to be dangerous, or causing health hazards, the Director of Agricultureor reported to be dangerous, or causing health hazards, the Director of Agriculture

and Fisheries can order the cancellation of the registration of the pesticide inand Fisheries can order the cancellation of the registration of the pesticide inand Fisheries can order the cancellation of the registration of the pesticide inand Fisheries can order the cancellation of the registration of the pesticide in

question.  Since 1983, 15 pesticides have been deregistered on health hazard orquestion.  Since 1983, 15 pesticides have been deregistered on health hazard orquestion.  Since 1983, 15 pesticides have been deregistered on health hazard orquestion.  Since 1983, 15 pesticides have been deregistered on health hazard or

environmental grounds.environmental grounds.environmental grounds.environmental grounds.

MotionsMotionsMotionsMotions

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE ORDINANCECRIMINAL PROCEDURE ORDINANCECRIMINAL PROCEDURE ORDINANCECRIMINAL PROCEDURE ORDINANCE

THE CHIEF SECRETARY moved the following motion:THE CHIEF SECRETARY moved the following motion:THE CHIEF SECRETARY moved the following motion:THE CHIEF SECRETARY moved the following motion:

"That the Legal Aid in Criminal Cases (Amendment) Rules 1992, made by the Chief Justice"That the Legal Aid in Criminal Cases (Amendment) Rules 1992, made by the Chief Justice"That the Legal Aid in Criminal Cases (Amendment) Rules 1992, made by the Chief Justice"That the Legal Aid in Criminal Cases (Amendment) Rules 1992, made by the Chief Justice

on 19 May 1992, be approved."on 19 May 1992, be approved."on 19 May 1992, be approved."on 19 May 1992, be approved."

He said: Mr Deputy President, I move the motion standing in my name on the Order Paper.He said: Mr Deputy President, I move the motion standing in my name on the Order Paper.He said: Mr Deputy President, I move the motion standing in my name on the Order Paper.He said: Mr Deputy President, I move the motion standing in my name on the Order Paper.

Section 9A of the Criminal Procedure Ordinance provides that the Chief JusticeSection 9A of the Criminal Procedure Ordinance provides that the Chief JusticeSection 9A of the Criminal Procedure Ordinance provides that the Chief JusticeSection 9A of the Criminal Procedure Ordinance provides that the Chief Justice

may make the Legal Aid in Criminal Cases Rules, subject to this Council's approvalmay make the Legal Aid in Criminal Cases Rules, subject to this Council's approvalmay make the Legal Aid in Criminal Cases Rules, subject to this Council's approvalmay make the Legal Aid in Criminal Cases Rules, subject to this Council's approval

by resolution.by resolution.by resolution.by resolution.

The main objective of the amendments to the Rules is to give effect to a new meansThe main objective of the amendments to the Rules is to give effect to a new meansThe main objective of the amendments to the Rules is to give effect to a new meansThe main objective of the amendments to the Rules is to give effect to a new means

test, called the "financial capacity" approach, in criminal legal aid cases.  Thetest, called the "financial capacity" approach, in criminal legal aid cases.  Thetest, called the "financial capacity" approach, in criminal legal aid cases.  Thetest, called the "financial capacity" approach, in criminal legal aid cases.  The

introduction of the "financial capacity" approach in the Legal Aid (Amendment) Billintroduction of the "financial capacity" approach in the Legal Aid (Amendment) Billintroduction of the "financial capacity" approach in the Legal Aid (Amendment) Billintroduction of the "financial capacity" approach in the Legal Aid (Amendment) Bill

was approved by this Council on 1 May 1991.was approved by this Council on 1 May 1991.was approved by this Council on 1 May 1991.was approved by this Council on 1 May 1991.



Under the existing arrangements, an applicant for legal aid is required to satisfyUnder the existing arrangements, an applicant for legal aid is required to satisfyUnder the existing arrangements, an applicant for legal aid is required to satisfyUnder the existing arrangements, an applicant for legal aid is required to satisfy

the financial limits on both disposable monthly income and disposable capital.  Thisthe financial limits on both disposable monthly income and disposable capital.  Thisthe financial limits on both disposable monthly income and disposable capital.  Thisthe financial limits on both disposable monthly income and disposable capital.  This

approach disadvantages applicants whose financial resources consist mainly of eitherapproach disadvantages applicants whose financial resources consist mainly of eitherapproach disadvantages applicants whose financial resources consist mainly of eitherapproach disadvantages applicants whose financial resources consist mainly of either

income or capital.  Moreover, the financial limits which were last revised in 1986income or capital.  Moreover, the financial limits which were last revised in 1986income or capital.  Moreover, the financial limits which were last revised in 1986income or capital.  Moreover, the financial limits which were last revised in 1986

lag behind increases in earnings over the years and need to be updated.lag behind increases in earnings over the years and need to be updated.lag behind increases in earnings over the years and need to be updated.lag behind increases in earnings over the years and need to be updated.

TheTheTheThe "financial capacity" approach assesses an applicant's means on the basis of "financial capacity" approach assesses an applicant's means on the basis of "financial capacity" approach assesses an applicant's means on the basis of "financial capacity" approach assesses an applicant's means on the basis of

his aggregate "financial resources", including disposable annual income andhis aggregate "financial resources", including disposable annual income andhis aggregate "financial resources", including disposable annual income andhis aggregate "financial resources", including disposable annual income and

disposable capital.  More applicants will become financially eligible for legal aiddisposable capital.  More applicants will become financially eligible for legal aiddisposable capital.  More applicants will become financially eligible for legal aiddisposable capital.  More applicants will become financially eligible for legal aid

under this approach.under this approach.under this approach.under this approach.

The implementation of the new means test was delayed because the resourcesThe implementation of the new means test was delayed because the resourcesThe implementation of the new means test was delayed because the resourcesThe implementation of the new means test was delayed because the resources

originally reserved for the "financial capacity" approach were utilized, with Financeoriginally reserved for the "financial capacity" approach were utilized, with Financeoriginally reserved for the "financial capacity" approach were utilized, with Financeoriginally reserved for the "financial capacity" approach were utilized, with Finance

Committee's approval, to expand the Duty Lawyer Scheme in Magistrates' Courts.  ThatCommittee's approval, to expand the Duty Lawyer Scheme in Magistrates' Courts.  ThatCommittee's approval, to expand the Duty Lawyer Scheme in Magistrates' Courts.  ThatCommittee's approval, to expand the Duty Lawyer Scheme in Magistrates' Courts.  That

was necessary to enable the Government to discharge its obligation under Articlewas necessary to enable the Government to discharge its obligation under Articlewas necessary to enable the Government to discharge its obligation under Articlewas necessary to enable the Government to discharge its obligation under Article

11(2)(d) of the Bill of Rights Ordinance, which requires that legal representation11(2)(d) of the Bill of Rights Ordinance, which requires that legal representation11(2)(d) of the Bill of Rights Ordinance, which requires that legal representation11(2)(d) of the Bill of Rights Ordinance, which requires that legal representation

be provided to persons charged in criminal cases who cannot afford it and where thebe provided to persons charged in criminal cases who cannot afford it and where thebe provided to persons charged in criminal cases who cannot afford it and where thebe provided to persons charged in criminal cases who cannot afford it and where the

interests of justice so require.interests of justice so require.interests of justice so require.interests of justice so require.

We now aim to implement the "financial capacity" approach with effect from 1 JulyWe now aim to implement the "financial capacity" approach with effect from 1 JulyWe now aim to implement the "financial capacity" approach with effect from 1 JulyWe now aim to implement the "financial capacity" approach with effect from 1 July

1992.  To this end, it is necessary to amend the subsidiary regulations applying to1992.  To this end, it is necessary to amend the subsidiary regulations applying to1992.  To this end, it is necessary to amend the subsidiary regulations applying to1992.  To this end, it is necessary to amend the subsidiary regulations applying to

civil cases and the rules made by the Chief Justice applying to criminal cases.  Thecivil cases and the rules made by the Chief Justice applying to criminal cases.  Thecivil cases and the rules made by the Chief Justice applying to criminal cases.  Thecivil cases and the rules made by the Chief Justice applying to criminal cases.  The

amendments to the Legal Aid in Criminal Cases Rules made by the Chief Justice areamendments to the Legal Aid in Criminal Cases Rules made by the Chief Justice areamendments to the Legal Aid in Criminal Cases Rules made by the Chief Justice areamendments to the Legal Aid in Criminal Cases Rules made by the Chief Justice are

now submitted to this Council for approval.now submitted to this Council for approval.now submitted to this Council for approval.now submitted to this Council for approval.

The proposed amendments will bring about substantial improvements to the existingThe proposed amendments will bring about substantial improvements to the existingThe proposed amendments will bring about substantial improvements to the existingThe proposed amendments will bring about substantial improvements to the existing

criminal legal aid system and are worthy of the support of this Council.criminal legal aid system and are worthy of the support of this Council.criminal legal aid system and are worthy of the support of this Council.criminal legal aid system and are worthy of the support of this Council.

Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.

Question on the motion proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the motion proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the motion proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the motion proposed, put and agreed to.

INTERPRETATION AND GENERAL CLAUSES ORDINANCEINTERPRETATION AND GENERAL CLAUSES ORDINANCEINTERPRETATION AND GENERAL CLAUSES ORDINANCEINTERPRETATION AND GENERAL CLAUSES ORDINANCE

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL moved the following motion:THE ATTORNEY GENERAL moved the following motion:THE ATTORNEY GENERAL moved the following motion:THE ATTORNEY GENERAL moved the following motion:



"That the Interpretation and General Clauses (Chinese Version of Short Titles) Notice,"That the Interpretation and General Clauses (Chinese Version of Short Titles) Notice,"That the Interpretation and General Clauses (Chinese Version of Short Titles) Notice,"That the Interpretation and General Clauses (Chinese Version of Short Titles) Notice,

to be made by the Governor in Council, be approved."to be made by the Governor in Council, be approved."to be made by the Governor in Council, be approved."to be made by the Governor in Council, be approved."

He said: Mr Deputy President, I move the first resolution of the two standing in myHe said: Mr Deputy President, I move the first resolution of the two standing in myHe said: Mr Deputy President, I move the first resolution of the two standing in myHe said: Mr Deputy President, I move the first resolution of the two standing in my

name on the Order Paper.  They are connected and I will speak to both on this motion.name on the Order Paper.  They are connected and I will speak to both on this motion.name on the Order Paper.  They are connected and I will speak to both on this motion.name on the Order Paper.  They are connected and I will speak to both on this motion.

Mr Deputy President, this is a significant moment in the history of legislationMr Deputy President, this is a significant moment in the history of legislationMr Deputy President, this is a significant moment in the history of legislationMr Deputy President, this is a significant moment in the history of legislation

in Hong Kong.  If these motions are passed by this Council, we may expect to see,in Hong Kong.  If these motions are passed by this Council, we may expect to see,in Hong Kong.  If these motions are passed by this Council, we may expect to see,in Hong Kong.  If these motions are passed by this Council, we may expect to see,

in the near future, the first authentic Chinese text of an Ordinance in our statutein the near future, the first authentic Chinese text of an Ordinance in our statutein the near future, the first authentic Chinese text of an Ordinance in our statutein the near future, the first authentic Chinese text of an Ordinance in our statute

book prepared under the provision of section 4B of the Official Languages Ordinance,book prepared under the provision of section 4B of the Official Languages Ordinance,book prepared under the provision of section 4B of the Official Languages Ordinance,book prepared under the provision of section 4B of the Official Languages Ordinance,

and have the advantage of a complete list of short titles of our Ordinances in Chinese.and have the advantage of a complete list of short titles of our Ordinances in Chinese.and have the advantage of a complete list of short titles of our Ordinances in Chinese.and have the advantage of a complete list of short titles of our Ordinances in Chinese.

I take a particular personal pleasure in having the opportunity, by coincidence, toI take a particular personal pleasure in having the opportunity, by coincidence, toI take a particular personal pleasure in having the opportunity, by coincidence, toI take a particular personal pleasure in having the opportunity, by coincidence, to

move these resolutions.  As Law Draftsman, I have a special interest in, althoughmove these resolutions.  As Law Draftsman, I have a special interest in, althoughmove these resolutions.  As Law Draftsman, I have a special interest in, althoughmove these resolutions.  As Law Draftsman, I have a special interest in, although

making no useful contribution to, this work, and I am delighted for all those whomaking no useful contribution to, this work, and I am delighted for all those whomaking no useful contribution to, this work, and I am delighted for all those whomaking no useful contribution to, this work, and I am delighted for all those who

have toiled so hard and so long that they are now to see some concrete results ofhave toiled so hard and so long that they are now to see some concrete results ofhave toiled so hard and so long that they are now to see some concrete results ofhave toiled so hard and so long that they are now to see some concrete results of

their labours.  They are entitled to feel proud that they have played such a valuabletheir labours.  They are entitled to feel proud that they have played such a valuabletheir labours.  They are entitled to feel proud that they have played such a valuabletheir labours.  They are entitled to feel proud that they have played such a valuable

part towards the goal of making Hong Kong's written laws more accessible to the vastpart towards the goal of making Hong Kong's written laws more accessible to the vastpart towards the goal of making Hong Kong's written laws more accessible to the vastpart towards the goal of making Hong Kong's written laws more accessible to the vast

majority of our population.majority of our population.majority of our population.majority of our population.

It does not require any argument to conIt does not require any argument to conIt does not require any argument to conIt does not require any argument to convince this Council that the task ofvince this Council that the task ofvince this Council that the task ofvince this Council that the task of

preparing an authentic Chinese text of an existing piece of legislation is anpreparing an authentic Chinese text of an existing piece of legislation is anpreparing an authentic Chinese text of an existing piece of legislation is anpreparing an authentic Chinese text of an existing piece of legislation is an

extremely difficult one and this is especially so with legislation enacted many yearsextremely difficult one and this is especially so with legislation enacted many yearsextremely difficult one and this is especially so with legislation enacted many yearsextremely difficult one and this is especially so with legislation enacted many years

ago in style and wording quite different from that enacted today.  The opportunityago in style and wording quite different from that enacted today.  The opportunityago in style and wording quite different from that enacted today.  The opportunityago in style and wording quite different from that enacted today.  The opportunity

of adjusting the language of the English and Chinese versions of a new law does notof adjusting the language of the English and Chinese versions of a new law does notof adjusting the language of the English and Chinese versions of a new law does notof adjusting the language of the English and Chinese versions of a new law does not

exist here.  Those responsible for the achievements in this area so far have wroughtexist here.  Those responsible for the achievements in this area so far have wroughtexist here.  Those responsible for the achievements in this area so far have wroughtexist here.  Those responsible for the achievements in this area so far have wrought

minor miracles, and I say this boldly in spite of the criticisms of some who shouldminor miracles, and I say this boldly in spite of the criticisms of some who shouldminor miracles, and I say this boldly in spite of the criticisms of some who shouldminor miracles, and I say this boldly in spite of the criticisms of some who should

know better.know better.know better.know better.

I extend my congratulations to Members of the ad hoc group headed by Mr AndrewI extend my congratulations to Members of the ad hoc group headed by Mr AndrewI extend my congratulations to Members of the ad hoc group headed by Mr AndrewI extend my congratulations to Members of the ad hoc group headed by Mr Andrew

WONG for having finalized this important and difficult piece of work.WONG for having finalized this important and difficult piece of work.WONG for having finalized this important and difficult piece of work.WONG for having finalized this important and difficult piece of work.

I would also like to take this opportunity to pay tribute to Dr DaI would also like to take this opportunity to pay tribute to Dr DaI would also like to take this opportunity to pay tribute to Dr DaI would also like to take this opportunity to pay tribute to Dr Daniel TSE andniel TSE andniel TSE andniel TSE and

his colleagues on the Bilingual Laws Advisory Committee (BLAC).  We are privilegedhis colleagues on the Bilingual Laws Advisory Committee (BLAC).  We are privilegedhis colleagues on the Bilingual Laws Advisory Committee (BLAC).  We are privilegedhis colleagues on the Bilingual Laws Advisory Committee (BLAC).  We are privileged

to have their support and dedication on this work.  Fifty Ordinances comprising someto have their support and dedication on this work.  Fifty Ordinances comprising someto have their support and dedication on this work.  Fifty Ordinances comprising someto have their support and dedication on this work.  Fifty Ordinances comprising some

1 400 pages of legislation have already been examined by this Committee.  Chapter1 400 pages of legislation have already been examined by this Committee.  Chapter1 400 pages of legislation have already been examined by this Committee.  Chapter1 400 pages of legislation have already been examined by this Committee.  Chapter

1, the Interpretation and General Clauses Ordinance, was one of the most difficult1, the Interpretation and General Clauses Ordinance, was one of the most difficult1, the Interpretation and General Clauses Ordinance, was one of the most difficult1, the Interpretation and General Clauses Ordinance, was one of the most difficult

to translate in view of its technical and conceptual nature.  The BLAC now operatesto translate in view of its technical and conceptual nature.  The BLAC now operatesto translate in view of its technical and conceptual nature.  The BLAC now operatesto translate in view of its technical and conceptual nature.  The BLAC now operates



with two separate sub-committees. A third sub-committee will be formed later thiswith two separate sub-committees. A third sub-committee will be formed later thiswith two separate sub-committees. A third sub-committee will be formed later thiswith two separate sub-committees. A third sub-committee will be formed later this

year in order to further accelerate its progress.  I congratulate members of theyear in order to further accelerate its progress.  I congratulate members of theyear in order to further accelerate its progress.  I congratulate members of theyear in order to further accelerate its progress.  I congratulate members of the

Committee for their skilful work.Committee for their skilful work.Committee for their skilful work.Committee for their skilful work.

The 50 Ordinances so far examined by the BLAC relate mainly to legislation thatThe 50 Ordinances so far examined by the BLAC relate mainly to legislation thatThe 50 Ordinances so far examined by the BLAC relate mainly to legislation thatThe 50 Ordinances so far examined by the BLAC relate mainly to legislation that

is likely to be of use to large sections of the public and which is most frequentlyis likely to be of use to large sections of the public and which is most frequentlyis likely to be of use to large sections of the public and which is most frequentlyis likely to be of use to large sections of the public and which is most frequently

used in the lower courts.  These will in due course be referred to this Council forused in the lower courts.  These will in due course be referred to this Council forused in the lower courts.  These will in due course be referred to this Council forused in the lower courts.  These will in due course be referred to this Council for

approval. In addition to the Ordinances already examined by the BLAC, members of myapproval. In addition to the Ordinances already examined by the BLAC, members of myapproval. In addition to the Ordinances already examined by the BLAC, members of myapproval. In addition to the Ordinances already examined by the BLAC, members of my

staff in the Law Drafting Division are hard at work on the Chinese texts of anotherstaff in the Law Drafting Division are hard at work on the Chinese texts of anotherstaff in the Law Drafting Division are hard at work on the Chinese texts of anotherstaff in the Law Drafting Division are hard at work on the Chinese texts of another

120 Ordinances comprising some 4 100 pages.  These are in various stages of completion.120 Ordinances comprising some 4 100 pages.  These are in various stages of completion.120 Ordinances comprising some 4 100 pages.  These are in various stages of completion.120 Ordinances comprising some 4 100 pages.  These are in various stages of completion.

I would like, publicly, to extend my personal thanks to the officers of my DivisionI would like, publicly, to extend my personal thanks to the officers of my DivisionI would like, publicly, to extend my personal thanks to the officers of my DivisionI would like, publicly, to extend my personal thanks to the officers of my Division

for their hard work, professionalism and dedication.for their hard work, professionalism and dedication.for their hard work, professionalism and dedication.for their hard work, professionalism and dedication.

Mr DeputMr DeputMr DeputMr Deputy President, in July last year, the Law Drafting Division started ay President, in July last year, the Law Drafting Division started ay President, in July last year, the Law Drafting Division started ay President, in July last year, the Law Drafting Division started a

six-month pilot scheme for part-time law translation.  Under this scheme, governmentsix-month pilot scheme for part-time law translation.  Under this scheme, governmentsix-month pilot scheme for part-time law translation.  Under this scheme, governmentsix-month pilot scheme for part-time law translation.  Under this scheme, government

Chinese Language Officers were invited to accept assignments for the translation ofChinese Language Officers were invited to accept assignments for the translation ofChinese Language Officers were invited to accept assignments for the translation ofChinese Language Officers were invited to accept assignments for the translation of

the less complex Ordinances outside their normal office hours.  Their work is thenthe less complex Ordinances outside their normal office hours.  Their work is thenthe less complex Ordinances outside their normal office hours.  Their work is thenthe less complex Ordinances outside their normal office hours.  Their work is then

vetted by the bilingual legislative counsel and Law Translation Officers in the Lawvetted by the bilingual legislative counsel and Law Translation Officers in the Lawvetted by the bilingual legislative counsel and Law Translation Officers in the Lawvetted by the bilingual legislative counsel and Law Translation Officers in the Law

Drafting Division.  Work of a good standard at a reasonable speed has been produced.Drafting Division.  Work of a good standard at a reasonable speed has been produced.Drafting Division.  Work of a good standard at a reasonable speed has been produced.Drafting Division.  Work of a good standard at a reasonable speed has been produced.

It has now been decided to continue with this project on a long-term basis and forIt has now been decided to continue with this project on a long-term basis and forIt has now been decided to continue with this project on a long-term basis and forIt has now been decided to continue with this project on a long-term basis and for

that purpose, about 70 Chinese Language Officers have been identified as suitablethat purpose, about 70 Chinese Language Officers have been identified as suitablethat purpose, about 70 Chinese Language Officers have been identified as suitablethat purpose, about 70 Chinese Language Officers have been identified as suitable

to do the work.  This has added great impetus to the law translation programme.  Itto do the work.  This has added great impetus to the law translation programme.  Itto do the work.  This has added great impetus to the law translation programme.  Itto do the work.  This has added great impetus to the law translation programme.  It

is believed that with this additional help, an annual production of some 4 500 pagesis believed that with this additional help, an annual production of some 4 500 pagesis believed that with this additional help, an annual production of some 4 500 pagesis believed that with this additional help, an annual production of some 4 500 pages

of draft Chinese texts can be achieved. The target is to have final Chinese draftsof draft Chinese texts can be achieved. The target is to have final Chinese draftsof draft Chinese texts can be achieved. The target is to have final Chinese draftsof draft Chinese texts can be achieved. The target is to have final Chinese drafts

of all existing legislation examined by the BLAC by the end of 1995.of all existing legislation examined by the BLAC by the end of 1995.of all existing legislation examined by the BLAC by the end of 1995.of all existing legislation examined by the BLAC by the end of 1995.

Mr Deputy President, turning directly to the rMr Deputy President, turning directly to the rMr Deputy President, turning directly to the rMr Deputy President, turning directly to the resolution presently before theesolution presently before theesolution presently before theesolution presently before the

Council, I say that its subject matter may not appear to be of great importance.  ButCouncil, I say that its subject matter may not appear to be of great importance.  ButCouncil, I say that its subject matter may not appear to be of great importance.  ButCouncil, I say that its subject matter may not appear to be of great importance.  But

in fact short titles of Ordinances are useful to the lawyers.in fact short titles of Ordinances are useful to the lawyers.in fact short titles of Ordinances are useful to the lawyers.in fact short titles of Ordinances are useful to the lawyers.

They are often referred to in other pieces of legislation and they are alsoThey are often referred to in other pieces of legislation and they are alsoThey are often referred to in other pieces of legislation and they are alsoThey are often referred to in other pieces of legislation and they are also

frequently cited in court.  With the enactment of bilingual legislation, and tofrequently cited in court.  With the enactment of bilingual legislation, and tofrequently cited in court.  With the enactment of bilingual legislation, and tofrequently cited in court.  With the enactment of bilingual legislation, and to

facilitate citation, it is essential that Hong Kong has a complete list of such shortfacilitate citation, it is essential that Hong Kong has a complete list of such shortfacilitate citation, it is essential that Hong Kong has a complete list of such shortfacilitate citation, it is essential that Hong Kong has a complete list of such short

titles in the Chinese language.titles in the Chinese language.titles in the Chinese language.titles in the Chinese language.

Mr Deputy President, it would not be right for me to enMr Deputy President, it would not be right for me to enMr Deputy President, it would not be right for me to enMr Deputy President, it would not be right for me to end this speech without ad this speech without ad this speech without ad this speech without a

special mention of Mr Eric AU who died on 30 March this year. Eric was one of my deputies,special mention of Mr Eric AU who died on 30 March this year. Eric was one of my deputies,special mention of Mr Eric AU who died on 30 March this year. Eric was one of my deputies,special mention of Mr Eric AU who died on 30 March this year. Eric was one of my deputies,

the Principal Crown Counsel in charge of the bilingual laws project.  It was verythe Principal Crown Counsel in charge of the bilingual laws project.  It was verythe Principal Crown Counsel in charge of the bilingual laws project.  It was verythe Principal Crown Counsel in charge of the bilingual laws project.  It was very



much his child, which he was carefully nurturing to maturity.  Sadly he will not seemuch his child, which he was carefully nurturing to maturity.  Sadly he will not seemuch his child, which he was carefully nurturing to maturity.  Sadly he will not seemuch his child, which he was carefully nurturing to maturity.  Sadly he will not see

it fully grown, but it will stand as a proud monument to his memory and achievement.it fully grown, but it will stand as a proud monument to his memory and achievement.it fully grown, but it will stand as a proud monument to his memory and achievement.it fully grown, but it will stand as a proud monument to his memory and achievement.

Mr Deputy President, I move that the draft "Interpretation and General ClausesMr Deputy President, I move that the draft "Interpretation and General ClausesMr Deputy President, I move that the draft "Interpretation and General ClausesMr Deputy President, I move that the draft "Interpretation and General Clauses

(Chinese Version of Short Titles) Notice", proposed to be made by the Governor in(Chinese Version of Short Titles) Notice", proposed to be made by the Governor in(Chinese Version of Short Titles) Notice", proposed to be made by the Governor in(Chinese Version of Short Titles) Notice", proposed to be made by the Governor in

Council, be approved.Council, be approved.Council, be approved.Council, be approved.

Question on the motion proposed.Question on the motion proposed.Question on the motion proposed.Question on the motion proposed.

MR ANDREW WONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I agree very much with the AttorneyMR ANDREW WONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I agree very much with the AttorneyMR ANDREW WONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I agree very much with the AttorneyMR ANDREW WONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I agree very much with the Attorney

General who said just now that the two resolutions before us today are of utmostGeneral who said just now that the two resolutions before us today are of utmostGeneral who said just now that the two resolutions before us today are of utmostGeneral who said just now that the two resolutions before us today are of utmost

importance and historical significance as they represent another big step forwardimportance and historical significance as they represent another big step forwardimportance and historical significance as they represent another big step forwardimportance and historical significance as they represent another big step forward

in our bilingual law drafting exercise.  We will be approving today the authenticin our bilingual law drafting exercise.  We will be approving today the authenticin our bilingual law drafting exercise.  We will be approving today the authenticin our bilingual law drafting exercise.  We will be approving today the authentic

Chinese text of the Interpretation and General Clauses Ordinance (Cap. 1) and theChinese text of the Interpretation and General Clauses Ordinance (Cap. 1) and theChinese text of the Interpretation and General Clauses Ordinance (Cap. 1) and theChinese text of the Interpretation and General Clauses Ordinance (Cap. 1) and the

complete list of Chinese short titles of all the Ordinances.  From now on, more andcomplete list of Chinese short titles of all the Ordinances.  From now on, more andcomplete list of Chinese short titles of all the Ordinances.  From now on, more andcomplete list of Chinese short titles of all the Ordinances.  From now on, more and

more authentic Chinese texts of existing laws will be submitted to this Council formore authentic Chinese texts of existing laws will be submitted to this Council formore authentic Chinese texts of existing laws will be submitted to this Council formore authentic Chinese texts of existing laws will be submitted to this Council for

approval, after which these Chinese versions will become binding laws and can be usedapproval, after which these Chinese versions will become binding laws and can be usedapproval, after which these Chinese versions will become binding laws and can be usedapproval, after which these Chinese versions will become binding laws and can be used

in courts.  What is of significance is that these laws are written in the languagein courts.  What is of significance is that these laws are written in the languagein courts.  What is of significance is that these laws are written in the languagein courts.  What is of significance is that these laws are written in the language

used by the great majority of the people in Hong Kong, and will be of great use inused by the great majority of the people in Hong Kong, and will be of great use inused by the great majority of the people in Hong Kong, and will be of great use inused by the great majority of the people in Hong Kong, and will be of great use in

furthering the public's understanding of the laws of Hong Kong.furthering the public's understanding of the laws of Hong Kong.furthering the public's understanding of the laws of Hong Kong.furthering the public's understanding of the laws of Hong Kong.

The Attorney General has just reported the progThe Attorney General has just reported the progThe Attorney General has just reported the progThe Attorney General has just reported the progress of the bilingual law draftingress of the bilingual law draftingress of the bilingual law draftingress of the bilingual law drafting

exercise, and I would like to take this opportunity to give a brief introduction toexercise, and I would like to take this opportunity to give a brief introduction toexercise, and I would like to take this opportunity to give a brief introduction toexercise, and I would like to take this opportunity to give a brief introduction to

the work undertaken by this Council in this regard.  According to the relevantthe work undertaken by this Council in this regard.  According to the relevantthe work undertaken by this Council in this regard.  According to the relevantthe work undertaken by this Council in this regard.  According to the relevant

provision of the Official Languages Ordinance (Cap. 5), the Governor in Council shallprovision of the Official Languages Ordinance (Cap. 5), the Governor in Council shallprovision of the Official Languages Ordinance (Cap. 5), the Governor in Council shallprovision of the Official Languages Ordinance (Cap. 5), the Governor in Council shall

consult the Bilingual Laws Advisory Committee (BLAC) before making an order forconsult the Bilingual Laws Advisory Committee (BLAC) before making an order forconsult the Bilingual Laws Advisory Committee (BLAC) before making an order forconsult the Bilingual Laws Advisory Committee (BLAC) before making an order for

declaring the authentic Chinese text of a particular Ordinance, and the draft order,declaring the authentic Chinese text of a particular Ordinance, and the draft order,declaring the authentic Chinese text of a particular Ordinance, and the draft order,declaring the authentic Chinese text of a particular Ordinance, and the draft order,

which specifies the relevant translation to be the authentic Chinese text, shall bewhich specifies the relevant translation to be the authentic Chinese text, shall bewhich specifies the relevant translation to be the authentic Chinese text, shall bewhich specifies the relevant translation to be the authentic Chinese text, shall be

laid before this Council for approval before it can be notified as an order in thelaid before this Council for approval before it can be notified as an order in thelaid before this Council for approval before it can be notified as an order in thelaid before this Council for approval before it can be notified as an order in the

gazette to the effect that the translation specified shall become the authenticgazette to the effect that the translation specified shall become the authenticgazette to the effect that the translation specified shall become the authenticgazette to the effect that the translation specified shall become the authentic

Chinese text.  To comply with this provision and to enable Members to actively takeChinese text.  To comply with this provision and to enable Members to actively takeChinese text.  To comply with this provision and to enable Members to actively takeChinese text.  To comply with this provision and to enable Members to actively take

part in the examination of such Chinese texts, it has been decided to adopt a simplepart in the examination of such Chinese texts, it has been decided to adopt a simplepart in the examination of such Chinese texts, it has been decided to adopt a simplepart in the examination of such Chinese texts, it has been decided to adopt a simple

examination procedure during an In-House meeting of this Council, whereby theexamination procedure during an In-House meeting of this Council, whereby theexamination procedure during an In-House meeting of this Council, whereby theexamination procedure during an In-House meeting of this Council, whereby the

translation of the laws approved by BLAC will be forwarded, through the arrangementtranslation of the laws approved by BLAC will be forwarded, through the arrangementtranslation of the laws approved by BLAC will be forwarded, through the arrangementtranslation of the laws approved by BLAC will be forwarded, through the arrangement

of the Legal Department, to the ad hoc group on authentic Chinese text of laws setof the Legal Department, to the ad hoc group on authentic Chinese text of laws setof the Legal Department, to the ad hoc group on authentic Chinese text of laws setof the Legal Department, to the ad hoc group on authentic Chinese text of laws set

up by this Council for examination.  After being approved by the In-House meetingup by this Council for examination.  After being approved by the In-House meetingup by this Council for examination.  After being approved by the In-House meetingup by this Council for examination.  After being approved by the In-House meeting

of this Council, the translation will be returned to the Legal Department for makingof this Council, the translation will be returned to the Legal Department for makingof this Council, the translation will be returned to the Legal Department for makingof this Council, the translation will be returned to the Legal Department for making



the relevant draft order which will be laid before and approved by resolution of thisthe relevant draft order which will be laid before and approved by resolution of thisthe relevant draft order which will be laid before and approved by resolution of thisthe relevant draft order which will be laid before and approved by resolution of this

Council. This examination process having completed, a draft notice to the effect thatCouncil. This examination process having completed, a draft notice to the effect thatCouncil. This examination process having completed, a draft notice to the effect thatCouncil. This examination process having completed, a draft notice to the effect that

Members of this Council confirm, after examination, the translation to be theMembers of this Council confirm, after examination, the translation to be theMembers of this Council confirm, after examination, the translation to be theMembers of this Council confirm, after examination, the translation to be the

authentic Chinese text will be submitted to this Council together with the relevantauthentic Chinese text will be submitted to this Council together with the relevantauthentic Chinese text will be submitted to this Council together with the relevantauthentic Chinese text will be submitted to this Council together with the relevant

Ordinance for approval.  This way, the relevant resolution will not stall even ifOrdinance for approval.  This way, the relevant resolution will not stall even ifOrdinance for approval.  This way, the relevant resolution will not stall even ifOrdinance for approval.  This way, the relevant resolution will not stall even if

Members should take issue with the wording of the resolution when it is moved beforeMembers should take issue with the wording of the resolution when it is moved beforeMembers should take issue with the wording of the resolution when it is moved beforeMembers should take issue with the wording of the resolution when it is moved before

this Council.  So far, this examination procedure has worked smoothly.this Council.  So far, this examination procedure has worked smoothly.this Council.  So far, this examination procedure has worked smoothly.this Council.  So far, this examination procedure has worked smoothly.

The ad hoc group is aware that the Chinese texts of laws, before being submittedThe ad hoc group is aware that the Chinese texts of laws, before being submittedThe ad hoc group is aware that the Chinese texts of laws, before being submittedThe ad hoc group is aware that the Chinese texts of laws, before being submitted

to it, have undergone several phases of vetting and scrutiny by the BLAC, and thatto it, have undergone several phases of vetting and scrutiny by the BLAC, and thatto it, have undergone several phases of vetting and scrutiny by the BLAC, and thatto it, have undergone several phases of vetting and scrutiny by the BLAC, and that

to the group the quality of the Chinese texts is beyond question.  But I have toto the group the quality of the Chinese texts is beyond question.  But I have toto the group the quality of the Chinese texts is beyond question.  But I have toto the group the quality of the Chinese texts is beyond question.  But I have to

emphasize here that we in the ad hoc group will not perfunctorily discharge our dutiesemphasize here that we in the ad hoc group will not perfunctorily discharge our dutiesemphasize here that we in the ad hoc group will not perfunctorily discharge our dutiesemphasize here that we in the ad hoc group will not perfunctorily discharge our duties

because of our trust in the work of the BLAC.  When examining the Chinese texts, webecause of our trust in the work of the BLAC.  When examining the Chinese texts, webecause of our trust in the work of the BLAC.  When examining the Chinese texts, webecause of our trust in the work of the BLAC.  When examining the Chinese texts, we

will be just as meticulous.  To take the example of the examination of thewill be just as meticulous.  To take the example of the examination of thewill be just as meticulous.  To take the example of the examination of thewill be just as meticulous.  To take the example of the examination of the

Interpretation and General Clauses Ordinance and the complete list of Chinese shortInterpretation and General Clauses Ordinance and the complete list of Chinese shortInterpretation and General Clauses Ordinance and the complete list of Chinese shortInterpretation and General Clauses Ordinance and the complete list of Chinese short

titles of all our Ordinances, the ad hoc group altogether held seven meetings, andtitles of all our Ordinances, the ad hoc group altogether held seven meetings, andtitles of all our Ordinances, the ad hoc group altogether held seven meetings, andtitles of all our Ordinances, the ad hoc group altogether held seven meetings, and

had numerous discussions with the Legal Department on problems concerning thehad numerous discussions with the Legal Department on problems concerning thehad numerous discussions with the Legal Department on problems concerning thehad numerous discussions with the Legal Department on problems concerning the

translation of some provisions.  The group also made suggestions in pursuit of whichtranslation of some provisions.  The group also made suggestions in pursuit of whichtranslation of some provisions.  The group also made suggestions in pursuit of whichtranslation of some provisions.  The group also made suggestions in pursuit of which

many amendments were eventually agreed upon.many amendments were eventually agreed upon.many amendments were eventually agreed upon.many amendments were eventually agreed upon.

Finally, Mr Deputy President, I should like to say that the ad hoc group regretsFinally, Mr Deputy President, I should like to say that the ad hoc group regretsFinally, Mr Deputy President, I should like to say that the ad hoc group regretsFinally, Mr Deputy President, I should like to say that the ad hoc group regrets

the premature death of Mr Eric AU.  But the group is confident that the relevantthe premature death of Mr Eric AU.  But the group is confident that the relevantthe premature death of Mr Eric AU.  But the group is confident that the relevantthe premature death of Mr Eric AU.  But the group is confident that the relevant

authority, the BLAC and the group itself will continue with their effort to completeauthority, the BLAC and the group itself will continue with their effort to completeauthority, the BLAC and the group itself will continue with their effort to completeauthority, the BLAC and the group itself will continue with their effort to complete

as soon as possible the vetting of the Chinese versions of the existing laws.  I hopeas soon as possible the vetting of the Chinese versions of the existing laws.  I hopeas soon as possible the vetting of the Chinese versions of the existing laws.  I hopeas soon as possible the vetting of the Chinese versions of the existing laws.  I hope

that all the laws in Hong Kong will have both an English and Chinese version in thethat all the laws in Hong Kong will have both an English and Chinese version in thethat all the laws in Hong Kong will have both an English and Chinese version in thethat all the laws in Hong Kong will have both an English and Chinese version in the

near future.near future.near future.near future.

Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the present motion and theMr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the present motion and theMr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the present motion and theMr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the present motion and the

other one on authentic Chinese text under the Official Languages Ordinance to be movedother one on authentic Chinese text under the Official Languages Ordinance to be movedother one on authentic Chinese text under the Official Languages Ordinance to be movedother one on authentic Chinese text under the Official Languages Ordinance to be moved

later.later.later.later.

Question on the motion put and agreed to.Question on the motion put and agreed to.Question on the motion put and agreed to.Question on the motion put and agreed to.

OFFICIAL LANGUAGES ORDINANCEOFFICIAL LANGUAGES ORDINANCEOFFICIAL LANGUAGES ORDINANCEOFFICIAL LANGUAGES ORDINANCE

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL moved the following motion:THE ATTORNEY GENERAL moved the following motion:THE ATTORNEY GENERAL moved the following motion:THE ATTORNEY GENERAL moved the following motion:



"That the Official Languages (Authentic Chinese Text) (Interpretation and General"That the Official Languages (Authentic Chinese Text) (Interpretation and General"That the Official Languages (Authentic Chinese Text) (Interpretation and General"That the Official Languages (Authentic Chinese Text) (Interpretation and General

Clauses Ordinance) Order, to be made by the Governor in Council, be approved."Clauses Ordinance) Order, to be made by the Governor in Council, be approved."Clauses Ordinance) Order, to be made by the Governor in Council, be approved."Clauses Ordinance) Order, to be made by the Governor in Council, be approved."

He said: Mr Deputy President, I move the second resolution standing in my name onHe said: Mr Deputy President, I move the second resolution standing in my name onHe said: Mr Deputy President, I move the second resolution standing in my name onHe said: Mr Deputy President, I move the second resolution standing in my name on

the Order Paper, adopting the remarks I made earlier regarding the connectedthe Order Paper, adopting the remarks I made earlier regarding the connectedthe Order Paper, adopting the remarks I made earlier regarding the connectedthe Order Paper, adopting the remarks I made earlier regarding the connected

resolution.resolution.resolution.resolution.

Question on the motion proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the motion proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the motion proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the motion proposed, put and agreed to.

PHARMACY AND POISONS ORDINANCEPHARMACY AND POISONS ORDINANCEPHARMACY AND POISONS ORDINANCEPHARMACY AND POISONS ORDINANCE

THE SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE moved the following motion:THE SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE moved the following motion:THE SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE moved the following motion:THE SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE moved the following motion:

"That the Pharmacists (Disciplinary Procedure) (Amendment) Regulation 1992, made by"That the Pharmacists (Disciplinary Procedure) (Amendment) Regulation 1992, made by"That the Pharmacists (Disciplinary Procedure) (Amendment) Regulation 1992, made by"That the Pharmacists (Disciplinary Procedure) (Amendment) Regulation 1992, made by

the Pharmacy and Poisons Board on 21 May 1992, be approved."the Pharmacy and Poisons Board on 21 May 1992, be approved."the Pharmacy and Poisons Board on 21 May 1992, be approved."the Pharmacy and Poisons Board on 21 May 1992, be approved."

She said: Mr Deputy President, I move the motion standing in my name on the OrderShe said: Mr Deputy President, I move the motion standing in my name on the OrderShe said: Mr Deputy President, I move the motion standing in my name on the OrderShe said: Mr Deputy President, I move the motion standing in my name on the Order

Paper.Paper.Paper.Paper.

The Pharmacy and Poisons Ordinance provides that a Disciplinary Board appointedThe Pharmacy and Poisons Ordinance provides that a Disciplinary Board appointedThe Pharmacy and Poisons Ordinance provides that a Disciplinary Board appointedThe Pharmacy and Poisons Ordinance provides that a Disciplinary Board appointed

by the Pharmacy and Poisons Board may conduct disciplinary inquiries againstby the Pharmacy and Poisons Board may conduct disciplinary inquiries againstby the Pharmacy and Poisons Board may conduct disciplinary inquiries againstby the Pharmacy and Poisons Board may conduct disciplinary inquiries against

pharmacists.  Any party may, after the inquiry, obtain a verbatim record of thepharmacists.  Any party may, after the inquiry, obtain a verbatim record of thepharmacists.  Any party may, after the inquiry, obtain a verbatim record of thepharmacists.  Any party may, after the inquiry, obtain a verbatim record of the

proceedings at a fee of 75�  for each folio of 72 words.  Set about two decades ago,proceedings at a fee of 75�  for each folio of 72 words.  Set about two decades ago,proceedings at a fee of 75�  for each folio of 72 words.  Set about two decades ago,proceedings at a fee of 75�  for each folio of 72 words.  Set about two decades ago,

this fee level is seriously out of step with the actual cost of the service and isthis fee level is seriously out of step with the actual cost of the service and isthis fee level is seriously out of step with the actual cost of the service and isthis fee level is seriously out of step with the actual cost of the service and is

thus contrary to the government policy of recovering the cost of services rendered.thus contrary to the government policy of recovering the cost of services rendered.thus contrary to the government policy of recovering the cost of services rendered.thus contrary to the government policy of recovering the cost of services rendered.

A recent costing exercise reveals that the actual cost of producing each folio isA recent costing exercise reveals that the actual cost of producing each folio isA recent costing exercise reveals that the actual cost of producing each folio isA recent costing exercise reveals that the actual cost of producing each folio is

$73.$73.$73.$73.

Under section 29 of the Pharmacy and Poisons Ordinance, the Pharmacy and PoisonsUnder section 29 of the Pharmacy and Poisons Ordinance, the Pharmacy and PoisonsUnder section 29 of the Pharmacy and Poisons Ordinance, the Pharmacy and PoisonsUnder section 29 of the Pharmacy and Poisons Ordinance, the Pharmacy and Poisons

Board, subject to the approval of this Council, may make regulations prescribing thisBoard, subject to the approval of this Council, may make regulations prescribing thisBoard, subject to the approval of this Council, may make regulations prescribing thisBoard, subject to the approval of this Council, may make regulations prescribing this

fee.  The Pharmacy and Poisons Board has agreed to amend the relevant regulation tofee.  The Pharmacy and Poisons Board has agreed to amend the relevant regulation tofee.  The Pharmacy and Poisons Board has agreed to amend the relevant regulation tofee.  The Pharmacy and Poisons Board has agreed to amend the relevant regulation to

recover the full cost of the service rendered.  The approval of this Council is nowrecover the full cost of the service rendered.  The approval of this Council is nowrecover the full cost of the service rendered.  The approval of this Council is nowrecover the full cost of the service rendered.  The approval of this Council is now

sought.sought.sought.sought.

This proposed revision is This proposed revision is This proposed revision is This proposed revision is in line with that of similar fees concerning doctors,in line with that of similar fees concerning doctors,in line with that of similar fees concerning doctors,in line with that of similar fees concerning doctors,

dentists, midwives and nurses recently effected by amendment to other subsidiarydentists, midwives and nurses recently effected by amendment to other subsidiarydentists, midwives and nurses recently effected by amendment to other subsidiarydentists, midwives and nurses recently effected by amendment to other subsidiary

legislation made by the Executive Council.legislation made by the Executive Council.legislation made by the Executive Council.legislation made by the Executive Council.



Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.

Question on the motion proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the motion proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the motion proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the motion proposed, put and agreed to.

First Reading of BillsFirst Reading of BillsFirst Reading of BillsFirst Reading of Bills

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY DEPARTMENT (CONSEQUENTIAL AMENDMENTS) BILL 1992INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY DEPARTMENT (CONSEQUENTIAL AMENDMENTS) BILL 1992INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY DEPARTMENT (CONSEQUENTIAL AMENDMENTS) BILL 1992INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY DEPARTMENT (CONSEQUENTIAL AMENDMENTS) BILL 1992

PARENT AND CHILD BILLPARENT AND CHILD BILLPARENT AND CHILD BILLPARENT AND CHILD BILL

EMPLOYEES RETRAINING BILLEMPLOYEES RETRAINING BILLEMPLOYEES RETRAINING BILLEMPLOYEES RETRAINING BILL

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992AIR POLLUTION CONTROL (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992AIR POLLUTION CONTROL (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992AIR POLLUTION CONTROL (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992

Bills read the First time and ordered to be set down for Second Reading pursuant toBills read the First time and ordered to be set down for Second Reading pursuant toBills read the First time and ordered to be set down for Second Reading pursuant toBills read the First time and ordered to be set down for Second Reading pursuant to

Standing Order 41(3).Standing Order 41(3).Standing Order 41(3).Standing Order 41(3).

Second Reading of BillsSecond Reading of BillsSecond Reading of BillsSecond Reading of Bills

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY DEPARTMENT (CONSEQUENTIAL AMENDMENTS) BILL 1992INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY DEPARTMENT (CONSEQUENTIAL AMENDMENTS) BILL 1992INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY DEPARTMENT (CONSEQUENTIAL AMENDMENTS) BILL 1992INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY DEPARTMENT (CONSEQUENTIAL AMENDMENTS) BILL 1992

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL moved the Second Reading of: "A Bill to amend miscellaneousTHE ATTORNEY GENERAL moved the Second Reading of: "A Bill to amend miscellaneousTHE ATTORNEY GENERAL moved the Second Reading of: "A Bill to amend miscellaneousTHE ATTORNEY GENERAL moved the Second Reading of: "A Bill to amend miscellaneous

Ordinances consequent upon the establishment of the Intellectual PropertyOrdinances consequent upon the establishment of the Intellectual PropertyOrdinances consequent upon the establishment of the Intellectual PropertyOrdinances consequent upon the establishment of the Intellectual Property

Department."Department."Department."Department."

He said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Intellectual Property DepartmentHe said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Intellectual Property DepartmentHe said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Intellectual Property DepartmentHe said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Intellectual Property Department

(Consequential Amendments) Bill 1992 be read a Second time.(Consequential Amendments) Bill 1992 be read a Second time.(Consequential Amendments) Bill 1992 be read a Second time.(Consequential Amendments) Bill 1992 be read a Second time.

The Intellectual Property Department came into beThe Intellectual Property Department came into beThe Intellectual Property Department came into beThe Intellectual Property Department came into being on 2 July 1990. It servesing on 2 July 1990. It servesing on 2 July 1990. It servesing on 2 July 1990. It serves

as a focal point for the development of Hong Kong's intellectual property regime.as a focal point for the development of Hong Kong's intellectual property regime.as a focal point for the development of Hong Kong's intellectual property regime.as a focal point for the development of Hong Kong's intellectual property regime.

The purpose of this Bill is to place lawyers in the Department in the same position,The purpose of this Bill is to place lawyers in the Department in the same position,The purpose of this Bill is to place lawyers in the Department in the same position,The purpose of this Bill is to place lawyers in the Department in the same position,

in relation to certain rights and privileges under some Ordinances, as other lawyersin relation to certain rights and privileges under some Ordinances, as other lawyersin relation to certain rights and privileges under some Ordinances, as other lawyersin relation to certain rights and privileges under some Ordinances, as other lawyers

in government service.  The rights and privileges to which I refer are:in government service.  The rights and privileges to which I refer are:in government service.  The rights and privileges to which I refer are:in government service.  The rights and privileges to which I refer are:



(i)(i)(i)(i) the exemption from jury service;the exemption from jury service;the exemption from jury service;the exemption from jury service;

(ii)(ii)(ii)(ii) the counting of service towards eligibility for the admission as a solicitorthe counting of service towards eligibility for the admission as a solicitorthe counting of service towards eligibility for the admission as a solicitorthe counting of service towards eligibility for the admission as a solicitor

and for judicial appointment; andand for judicial appointment; andand for judicial appointment; andand for judicial appointment; and

(iii)(iii)(iii)(iii) thirdly, the ability to take on trainee solicitors.thirdly, the ability to take on trainee solicitors.thirdly, the ability to take on trainee solicitors.thirdly, the ability to take on trainee solicitors.

The work performed by lawyers in the Department is similar to the intellectualThe work performed by lawyers in the Department is similar to the intellectualThe work performed by lawyers in the Department is similar to the intellectualThe work performed by lawyers in the Department is similar to the intellectual

property work formerly carried out by lawyers in the Registrar General's Department.property work formerly carried out by lawyers in the Registrar General's Department.property work formerly carried out by lawyers in the Registrar General's Department.property work formerly carried out by lawyers in the Registrar General's Department.

These lawyers enjoyed the rights and privileges I have mentioned.These lawyers enjoyed the rights and privileges I have mentioned.These lawyers enjoyed the rights and privileges I have mentioned.These lawyers enjoyed the rights and privileges I have mentioned.

The Bill also classifies money handled by the Director of Intellectual PropertyThe Bill also classifies money handled by the Director of Intellectual PropertyThe Bill also classifies money handled by the Director of Intellectual PropertyThe Bill also classifies money handled by the Director of Intellectual Property

as public money for the purposes of the jurisdiction of the Director of Audit.as public money for the purposes of the jurisdiction of the Director of Audit.as public money for the purposes of the jurisdiction of the Director of Audit.as public money for the purposes of the jurisdiction of the Director of Audit.

Mr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motionMr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motionMr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motionMr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motion be now adjourned. be now adjourned. be now adjourned. be now adjourned.

Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.

PARENT AND CHILD BILLPARENT AND CHILD BILLPARENT AND CHILD BILLPARENT AND CHILD BILL

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL moved the Second Reading of: "A Bill to reduce the legalTHE ATTORNEY GENERAL moved the Second Reading of: "A Bill to reduce the legalTHE ATTORNEY GENERAL moved the Second Reading of: "A Bill to reduce the legalTHE ATTORNEY GENERAL moved the Second Reading of: "A Bill to reduce the legal

disabilities associated with illegitimacy, to consolidate and amend certain aspectsdisabilities associated with illegitimacy, to consolidate and amend certain aspectsdisabilities associated with illegitimacy, to consolidate and amend certain aspectsdisabilities associated with illegitimacy, to consolidate and amend certain aspects

of the law relating to paternity, legitimacy and legitimation, to provide for theof the law relating to paternity, legitimacy and legitimation, to provide for theof the law relating to paternity, legitimacy and legitimation, to provide for theof the law relating to paternity, legitimacy and legitimation, to provide for the

determination of parentage in cases where birth or pregnancy results from medicaldetermination of parentage in cases where birth or pregnancy results from medicaldetermination of parentage in cases where birth or pregnancy results from medicaldetermination of parentage in cases where birth or pregnancy results from medical

treatment services, to provide for the use of scientific tests in determiningtreatment services, to provide for the use of scientific tests in determiningtreatment services, to provide for the use of scientific tests in determiningtreatment services, to provide for the use of scientific tests in determining

parentage in court proceedings, and for connected purposes."parentage in court proceedings, and for connected purposes."parentage in court proceedings, and for connected purposes."parentage in court proceedings, and for connected purposes."

He said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Parent and Child Bill 1992 be read aHe said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Parent and Child Bill 1992 be read aHe said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Parent and Child Bill 1992 be read aHe said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Parent and Child Bill 1992 be read a

Second time.Second time.Second time.Second time.

This Bill seeks to implement the recommendations contained in the Law ReformThis Bill seeks to implement the recommendations contained in the Law ReformThis Bill seeks to implement the recommendations contained in the Law ReformThis Bill seeks to implement the recommendations contained in the Law Reform

Commission's report on "Illegitimacy".  That report, published in December last year,Commission's report on "Illegitimacy".  That report, published in December last year,Commission's report on "Illegitimacy".  That report, published in December last year,Commission's report on "Illegitimacy".  That report, published in December last year,

drew attention to the fact that the present law places an illegitimate child at adrew attention to the fact that the present law places an illegitimate child at adrew attention to the fact that the present law places an illegitimate child at adrew attention to the fact that the present law places an illegitimate child at a

legal disadvantage in a number of ways and this disadvantage arises from thelegal disadvantage in a number of ways and this disadvantage arises from thelegal disadvantage in a number of ways and this disadvantage arises from thelegal disadvantage in a number of ways and this disadvantage arises from the

circumstances of his birth; circumstances for which the child himself can clearlycircumstances of his birth; circumstances for which the child himself can clearlycircumstances of his birth; circumstances for which the child himself can clearlycircumstances of his birth; circumstances for which the child himself can clearly

have no responsibility.  Article 20(1) of the Hong Kong Bill of Rights Ordinance,have no responsibility.  Article 20(1) of the Hong Kong Bill of Rights Ordinance,have no responsibility.  Article 20(1) of the Hong Kong Bill of Rights Ordinance,have no responsibility.  Article 20(1) of the Hong Kong Bill of Rights Ordinance,

1991, provides that every child is entitled to protection as a minor, without any1991, provides that every child is entitled to protection as a minor, without any1991, provides that every child is entitled to protection as a minor, without any1991, provides that every child is entitled to protection as a minor, without any



discrimination as to his birth.  Article 22 provides that all persons are entitleddiscrimination as to his birth.  Article 22 provides that all persons are entitleddiscrimination as to his birth.  Article 22 provides that all persons are entitleddiscrimination as to his birth.  Article 22 provides that all persons are entitled

to the equal protection of the law without any discrimination on the ground of birth.to the equal protection of the law without any discrimination on the ground of birth.to the equal protection of the law without any discrimination on the ground of birth.to the equal protection of the law without any discrimination on the ground of birth.

It is clear that the existing law, in this area, is inconsistent with the Bill ofIt is clear that the existing law, in this area, is inconsistent with the Bill ofIt is clear that the existing law, in this area, is inconsistent with the Bill ofIt is clear that the existing law, in this area, is inconsistent with the Bill of

Rights.Rights.Rights.Rights.

The illegitimate child is disadvantaged The illegitimate child is disadvantaged The illegitimate child is disadvantaged The illegitimate child is disadvantaged by the existing law in, for instance,by the existing law in, for instance,by the existing law in, for instance,by the existing law in, for instance,

succession matters.  Unlike a legitimate child, he cannot succeed to his father'ssuccession matters.  Unlike a legitimate child, he cannot succeed to his father'ssuccession matters.  Unlike a legitimate child, he cannot succeed to his father'ssuccession matters.  Unlike a legitimate child, he cannot succeed to his father's

estate on the father's death intestate.  Where support is concerned, the range ofestate on the father's death intestate.  Where support is concerned, the range ofestate on the father's death intestate.  Where support is concerned, the range ofestate on the father's death intestate.  Where support is concerned, the range of

maintenance orders available to the illegitimate child is more limited.  He mustmaintenance orders available to the illegitimate child is more limited.  He mustmaintenance orders available to the illegitimate child is more limited.  He mustmaintenance orders available to the illegitimate child is more limited.  He must

apply to the court for these by way of a special procedure which does not apply toapply to the court for these by way of a special procedure which does not apply toapply to the court for these by way of a special procedure which does not apply toapply to the court for these by way of a special procedure which does not apply to

legitimate children.  In custody proceedings, the child's welfare is normally thelegitimate children.  In custody proceedings, the child's welfare is normally thelegitimate children.  In custody proceedings, the child's welfare is normally thelegitimate children.  In custody proceedings, the child's welfare is normally the

paramount consideration for the court but, where an illegitimate child is concerned,paramount consideration for the court but, where an illegitimate child is concerned,paramount consideration for the court but, where an illegitimate child is concerned,paramount consideration for the court but, where an illegitimate child is concerned,

the court must take account of the mother's superior claim to custody rather thanthe court must take account of the mother's superior claim to custody rather thanthe court must take account of the mother's superior claim to custody rather thanthe court must take account of the mother's superior claim to custody rather than

the child's welfare.the child's welfare.the child's welfare.the child's welfare.

The aim of this Bill is to ensure that an illegitimate child will, so far as isThe aim of this Bill is to ensure that an illegitimate child will, so far as isThe aim of this Bill is to ensure that an illegitimate child will, so far as isThe aim of this Bill is to ensure that an illegitimate child will, so far as is

practicable, be treated by the law in the same way as a legitimate child. The numberspracticable, be treated by the law in the same way as a legitimate child. The numberspracticable, be treated by the law in the same way as a legitimate child. The numberspracticable, be treated by the law in the same way as a legitimate child. The numbers

of those affected by the present law may be small but it is clearly desirable thatof those affected by the present law may be small but it is clearly desirable thatof those affected by the present law may be small but it is clearly desirable thatof those affected by the present law may be small but it is clearly desirable that

the present discriminatory aspects of the law should be rectified.the present discriminatory aspects of the law should be rectified.the present discriminatory aspects of the law should be rectified.the present discriminatory aspects of the law should be rectified.

The Law Reform Commission found strong public support for this propoThe Law Reform Commission found strong public support for this propoThe Law Reform Commission found strong public support for this propoThe Law Reform Commission found strong public support for this proposal.  Insal.  Insal.  Insal.  In

answer to any suggestion that the present law served to uphold moral standards andanswer to any suggestion that the present law served to uphold moral standards andanswer to any suggestion that the present law served to uphold moral standards andanswer to any suggestion that the present law served to uphold moral standards and

to support the institution of marriage, the Commission said this: "the law shouldto support the institution of marriage, the Commission said this: "the law shouldto support the institution of marriage, the Commission said this: "the law shouldto support the institution of marriage, the Commission said this: "the law should

protect the institution of marriage and that the family is the fundamental unit ofprotect the institution of marriage and that the family is the fundamental unit ofprotect the institution of marriage and that the family is the fundamental unit ofprotect the institution of marriage and that the family is the fundamental unit of

society but did not believe that the present discrimination achieved very much insociety but did not believe that the present discrimination achieved very much insociety but did not believe that the present discrimination achieved very much insociety but did not believe that the present discrimination achieved very much in

that regard".  As the Commission argued, while a married relationship should inthat regard".  As the Commission argued, while a married relationship should inthat regard".  As the Commission argued, while a married relationship should inthat regard".  As the Commission argued, while a married relationship should in

principle be more stable than an unmarried one, and so provide a better environmentprinciple be more stable than an unmarried one, and so provide a better environmentprinciple be more stable than an unmarried one, and so provide a better environmentprinciple be more stable than an unmarried one, and so provide a better environment

for the child, that is not always the case.  Many marriages are not stable and thefor the child, that is not always the case.  Many marriages are not stable and thefor the child, that is not always the case.  Many marriages are not stable and thefor the child, that is not always the case.  Many marriages are not stable and the

Commission suggested that there was statistical evidence that a marriage entered intoCommission suggested that there was statistical evidence that a marriage entered intoCommission suggested that there was statistical evidence that a marriage entered intoCommission suggested that there was statistical evidence that a marriage entered into

primarily for the purpose of ensuring that an expected child would not be bornprimarily for the purpose of ensuring that an expected child would not be bornprimarily for the purpose of ensuring that an expected child would not be bornprimarily for the purpose of ensuring that an expected child would not be born

illegitimate was especially at risk.illegitimate was especially at risk.illegitimate was especially at risk.illegitimate was especially at risk.

The principal provision of the Bill is set out in clause 3.  The effect of thisThe principal provision of the Bill is set out in clause 3.  The effect of thisThe principal provision of the Bill is set out in clause 3.  The effect of thisThe principal provision of the Bill is set out in clause 3.  The effect of this

provision is that in all legislation (existing and future) and all future documents,provision is that in all legislation (existing and future) and all future documents,provision is that in all legislation (existing and future) and all future documents,provision is that in all legislation (existing and future) and all future documents,

words implying a family relationship such as "son" or "child" are to includewords implying a family relationship such as "son" or "child" are to includewords implying a family relationship such as "son" or "child" are to includewords implying a family relationship such as "son" or "child" are to include

illegitimate persons unless a contrary intention is shown. Thus it will remain openillegitimate persons unless a contrary intention is shown. Thus it will remain openillegitimate persons unless a contrary intention is shown. Thus it will remain openillegitimate persons unless a contrary intention is shown. Thus it will remain open

for a testator to exclude his illegitimate child by specifying in his will that hefor a testator to exclude his illegitimate child by specifying in his will that hefor a testator to exclude his illegitimate child by specifying in his will that hefor a testator to exclude his illegitimate child by specifying in his will that he

leaves his estate to his "legitimate children", but a bequest to "his children" wouldleaves his estate to his "legitimate children", but a bequest to "his children" wouldleaves his estate to his "legitimate children", but a bequest to "his children" wouldleaves his estate to his "legitimate children", but a bequest to "his children" would



include an illegitimate child.include an illegitimate child.include an illegitimate child.include an illegitimate child.

Mr Deputy President, clauses 9 to 12 of the Bill refer to surrogacy and birthsMr Deputy President, clauses 9 to 12 of the Bill refer to surrogacy and birthsMr Deputy President, clauses 9 to 12 of the Bill refer to surrogacy and birthsMr Deputy President, clauses 9 to 12 of the Bill refer to surrogacy and births

brought about through artificial insemination or other scientific means.  I ambrought about through artificial insemination or other scientific means.  I ambrought about through artificial insemination or other scientific means.  I ambrought about through artificial insemination or other scientific means.  I am

conscious that this is an area which raises sensitive and important questions ofconscious that this is an area which raises sensitive and important questions ofconscious that this is an area which raises sensitive and important questions ofconscious that this is an area which raises sensitive and important questions of

ethics and morality.  I must stress, however, that this Bill is not concerned withethics and morality.  I must stress, however, that this Bill is not concerned withethics and morality.  I must stress, however, that this Bill is not concerned withethics and morality.  I must stress, however, that this Bill is not concerned with

whether or not surrogacy and scientifically assisted birth is desirable, nor withwhether or not surrogacy and scientifically assisted birth is desirable, nor withwhether or not surrogacy and scientifically assisted birth is desirable, nor withwhether or not surrogacy and scientifically assisted birth is desirable, nor with

considering the controls, if any, which should be applied.  This Bill deals only withconsidering the controls, if any, which should be applied.  This Bill deals only withconsidering the controls, if any, which should be applied.  This Bill deals only withconsidering the controls, if any, which should be applied.  This Bill deals only with

making provision to identify the legal parents where such births take place, and tomaking provision to identify the legal parents where such births take place, and tomaking provision to identify the legal parents where such births take place, and tomaking provision to identify the legal parents where such births take place, and to

provide a legal mechanism for parties to a surrogacy to apply to the court for anprovide a legal mechanism for parties to a surrogacy to apply to the court for anprovide a legal mechanism for parties to a surrogacy to apply to the court for anprovide a legal mechanism for parties to a surrogacy to apply to the court for an

order as to the child's parentage which reflects the reality of the surrogacyorder as to the child's parentage which reflects the reality of the surrogacyorder as to the child's parentage which reflects the reality of the surrogacyorder as to the child's parentage which reflects the reality of the surrogacy

arrangement.  The extent to which such arrangements should be allowed, or how theyarrangement.  The extent to which such arrangements should be allowed, or how theyarrangement.  The extent to which such arrangements should be allowed, or how theyarrangement.  The extent to which such arrangements should be allowed, or how they

should be regulated, are questions which fall outside the ambit of this Bill and areshould be regulated, are questions which fall outside the ambit of this Bill and areshould be regulated, are questions which fall outside the ambit of this Bill and areshould be regulated, are questions which fall outside the ambit of this Bill and are

currently under consideration by the Secretary for Health and Welfare as a separatecurrently under consideration by the Secretary for Health and Welfare as a separatecurrently under consideration by the Secretary for Health and Welfare as a separatecurrently under consideration by the Secretary for Health and Welfare as a separate

exercise.exercise.exercise.exercise.

Mr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motion be now adjourned.Mr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motion be now adjourned.Mr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motion be now adjourned.Mr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motion be now adjourned.

Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.

EMPLOYEES RETRAINING BILLEMPLOYEES RETRAINING BILLEMPLOYEES RETRAINING BILLEMPLOYEES RETRAINING BILL

THE SECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER moved the Second Reading of: "A Bill toTHE SECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER moved the Second Reading of: "A Bill toTHE SECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER moved the Second Reading of: "A Bill toTHE SECRETARY FOR EDUCATION AND MANPOWER moved the Second Reading of: "A Bill to

establish the Employees Retraining Board as a body corporate, to establish theestablish the Employees Retraining Board as a body corporate, to establish theestablish the Employees Retraining Board as a body corporate, to establish theestablish the Employees Retraining Board as a body corporate, to establish the

Employees Retraining Fund, to provide for the imposition of a levy payable byEmployees Retraining Fund, to provide for the imposition of a levy payable byEmployees Retraining Fund, to provide for the imposition of a levy payable byEmployees Retraining Fund, to provide for the imposition of a levy payable by

employers who employ imported employees, and to provide for the collection of theemployers who employ imported employees, and to provide for the collection of theemployers who employ imported employees, and to provide for the collection of theemployers who employ imported employees, and to provide for the collection of the

levy by the Director of Immigration from those employers in respect of those employeeslevy by the Director of Immigration from those employers in respect of those employeeslevy by the Director of Immigration from those employers in respect of those employeeslevy by the Director of Immigration from those employers in respect of those employees

and the remittance of the levy to the Board for the purposes of the Fund, the defrayingand the remittance of the levy to the Board for the purposes of the Fund, the defrayingand the remittance of the levy to the Board for the purposes of the Fund, the defrayingand the remittance of the levy to the Board for the purposes of the Fund, the defraying

of the costs of providing retraining courses for local employees, the payment ofof the costs of providing retraining courses for local employees, the payment ofof the costs of providing retraining courses for local employees, the payment ofof the costs of providing retraining courses for local employees, the payment of

retraining allowances by the Board from the Fund to those employees, and forretraining allowances by the Board from the Fund to those employees, and forretraining allowances by the Board from the Fund to those employees, and forretraining allowances by the Board from the Fund to those employees, and for

incidental and connected matters."incidental and connected matters."incidental and connected matters."incidental and connected matters."

He said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Employees Retraining Bill 1992 be readHe said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Employees Retraining Bill 1992 be readHe said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Employees Retraining Bill 1992 be readHe said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Employees Retraining Bill 1992 be read

a Second time.a Second time.a Second time.a Second time.

At present training and retraining facilities are provideAt present training and retraining facilities are provideAt present training and retraining facilities are provideAt present training and retraining facilities are provided to local workers byd to local workers byd to local workers byd to local workers by

the Vocational Training Council, the Clothing Industry Training Authority and thethe Vocational Training Council, the Clothing Industry Training Authority and thethe Vocational Training Council, the Clothing Industry Training Authority and thethe Vocational Training Council, the Clothing Industry Training Authority and the



Construction Industry Training Authority (the two CITAs) through their full-time orConstruction Industry Training Authority (the two CITAs) through their full-time orConstruction Industry Training Authority (the two CITAs) through their full-time orConstruction Industry Training Authority (the two CITAs) through their full-time or

part-time courses, although these courses are not specifically or exclusivelypart-time courses, although these courses are not specifically or exclusivelypart-time courses, although these courses are not specifically or exclusivelypart-time courses, although these courses are not specifically or exclusively

designed for in-service workers wishing to change employment.  Some retraining isdesigned for in-service workers wishing to change employment.  Some retraining isdesigned for in-service workers wishing to change employment.  Some retraining isdesigned for in-service workers wishing to change employment.  Some retraining is

therefore currently being financed through the government subvention to thetherefore currently being financed through the government subvention to thetherefore currently being financed through the government subvention to thetherefore currently being financed through the government subvention to the

Vocational Training Council and levies contributed to the two CITAs by employers inVocational Training Council and levies contributed to the two CITAs by employers inVocational Training Council and levies contributed to the two CITAs by employers inVocational Training Council and levies contributed to the two CITAs by employers in

the clothing and construction industries.  There are of course other, mostly in-the clothing and construction industries.  There are of course other, mostly in-the clothing and construction industries.  There are of course other, mostly in-the clothing and construction industries.  There are of course other, mostly in-

house, retraining programmes provided by individual employers to meet specific needs.house, retraining programmes provided by individual employers to meet specific needs.house, retraining programmes provided by individual employers to meet specific needs.house, retraining programmes provided by individual employers to meet specific needs.

Notwithstanding existing provisions, we recognize that there is a need to provideNotwithstanding existing provisions, we recognize that there is a need to provideNotwithstanding existing provisions, we recognize that there is a need to provideNotwithstanding existing provisions, we recognize that there is a need to provide

retraining courses that are specifically and exclusively designed to assist thoseretraining courses that are specifically and exclusively designed to assist thoseretraining courses that are specifically and exclusively designed to assist thoseretraining courses that are specifically and exclusively designed to assist those

workers who are displaced as a result of the economic re-structuring process to findworkers who are displaced as a result of the economic re-structuring process to findworkers who are displaced as a result of the economic re-structuring process to findworkers who are displaced as a result of the economic re-structuring process to find

alternative employment. The setting up of a statutory retraining fund financed byalternative employment. The setting up of a statutory retraining fund financed byalternative employment. The setting up of a statutory retraining fund financed byalternative employment. The setting up of a statutory retraining fund financed by

a levy imposed on employers who import workers will channel additional resources toa levy imposed on employers who import workers will channel additional resources toa levy imposed on employers who import workers will channel additional resources toa levy imposed on employers who import workers will channel additional resources to

augment the provision of retraining for local workers.augment the provision of retraining for local workers.augment the provision of retraining for local workers.augment the provision of retraining for local workers.

The Bill before the Council seeks to create an Employees Retraining Fund andThe Bill before the Council seeks to create an Employees Retraining Fund andThe Bill before the Council seeks to create an Employees Retraining Fund andThe Bill before the Council seeks to create an Employees Retraining Fund and

establish an Employees Retraining Board to administer the Fund.establish an Employees Retraining Board to administer the Fund.establish an Employees Retraining Board to administer the Fund.establish an Employees Retraining Board to administer the Fund.

Part II of the Bill establishes the Employees Retraining Board as a body corporatePart II of the Bill establishes the Employees Retraining Board as a body corporatePart II of the Bill establishes the Employees Retraining Board as a body corporatePart II of the Bill establishes the Employees Retraining Board as a body corporate

and sets out its composition, functions and procedures. The Board shall be aand sets out its composition, functions and procedures. The Board shall be aand sets out its composition, functions and procedures. The Board shall be aand sets out its composition, functions and procedures. The Board shall be a

tripartite body consisting of representatives of employers, employees and thetripartite body consisting of representatives of employers, employees and thetripartite body consisting of representatives of employers, employees and thetripartite body consisting of representatives of employers, employees and the

Government as well as experts in the field of vocational training or manpower planning.Government as well as experts in the field of vocational training or manpower planning.Government as well as experts in the field of vocational training or manpower planning.Government as well as experts in the field of vocational training or manpower planning.

Apart from managing the Employees Retraining Fund, the Board shall be responsibleApart from managing the Employees Retraining Fund, the Board shall be responsibleApart from managing the Employees Retraining Fund, the Board shall be responsibleApart from managing the Employees Retraining Fund, the Board shall be responsible

for considering the provision of retraining courses designed for the benefit of localfor considering the provision of retraining courses designed for the benefit of localfor considering the provision of retraining courses designed for the benefit of localfor considering the provision of retraining courses designed for the benefit of local

employees and determining the level of retraining allowance to be paid to thoseemployees and determining the level of retraining allowance to be paid to thoseemployees and determining the level of retraining allowance to be paid to thoseemployees and determining the level of retraining allowance to be paid to those

employees as trainees.employees as trainees.employees as trainees.employees as trainees.

Part III establishes the Employees Retraining Fund and covers the financialPart III establishes the Employees Retraining Fund and covers the financialPart III establishes the Employees Retraining Fund and covers the financialPart III establishes the Employees Retraining Fund and covers the financial

arrangements relating to payments from the Board as well as accounting and auditingarrangements relating to payments from the Board as well as accounting and auditingarrangements relating to payments from the Board as well as accounting and auditingarrangements relating to payments from the Board as well as accounting and auditing

procedures.procedures.procedures.procedures.

Part IV deals with the imposition and payment of a retraining levy.     Part VPart IV deals with the imposition and payment of a retraining levy.     Part VPart IV deals with the imposition and payment of a retraining levy.     Part VPart IV deals with the imposition and payment of a retraining levy.     Part V

provides the machinery in respect of applications by trainees to attend retrainingprovides the machinery in respect of applications by trainees to attend retrainingprovides the machinery in respect of applications by trainees to attend retrainingprovides the machinery in respect of applications by trainees to attend retraining

courses and claim the retraining allowance and includes a review procedure.courses and claim the retraining allowance and includes a review procedure.courses and claim the retraining allowance and includes a review procedure.courses and claim the retraining allowance and includes a review procedure.

Clause 33 provides for transitional arrangements which ensure that the levyClause 33 provides for transitional arrangements which ensure that the levyClause 33 provides for transitional arrangements which ensure that the levyClause 33 provides for transitional arrangements which ensure that the levy

collected under the 1992 general labour importation scheme could be channelledcollected under the 1992 general labour importation scheme could be channelledcollected under the 1992 general labour importation scheme could be channelledcollected under the 1992 general labour importation scheme could be channelled

directly to the statutory fund and that the funds advanced by the Government to financedirectly to the statutory fund and that the funds advanced by the Government to financedirectly to the statutory fund and that the funds advanced by the Government to financedirectly to the statutory fund and that the funds advanced by the Government to finance

the pilot retraining courses before the establishment of the Board could be recovered.the pilot retraining courses before the establishment of the Board could be recovered.the pilot retraining courses before the establishment of the Board could be recovered.the pilot retraining courses before the establishment of the Board could be recovered.



Mr Deputy President, the Government has lost no time in our efforts to augmentMr Deputy President, the Government has lost no time in our efforts to augmentMr Deputy President, the Government has lost no time in our efforts to augmentMr Deputy President, the Government has lost no time in our efforts to augment

the provision of retraining to local employees.  As Members are aware, pending thethe provision of retraining to local employees.  As Members are aware, pending thethe provision of retraining to local employees.  As Members are aware, pending thethe provision of retraining to local employees.  As Members are aware, pending the

establishment of a statutory Fund, a Provisional Retraining Fund Board wasestablishment of a statutory Fund, a Provisional Retraining Fund Board wasestablishment of a statutory Fund, a Provisional Retraining Fund Board wasestablishment of a statutory Fund, a Provisional Retraining Fund Board was

established in February this year to consider and plan suitable retraining courses,established in February this year to consider and plan suitable retraining courses,established in February this year to consider and plan suitable retraining courses,established in February this year to consider and plan suitable retraining courses,

and an advance of $50 million has been made available by the Government, with theand an advance of $50 million has been made available by the Government, with theand an advance of $50 million has been made available by the Government, with theand an advance of $50 million has been made available by the Government, with the

endorsement of the Finance Committee of this Council, for the purpose.  I am pleasedendorsement of the Finance Committee of this Council, for the purpose.  I am pleasedendorsement of the Finance Committee of this Council, for the purpose.  I am pleasedendorsement of the Finance Committee of this Council, for the purpose.  I am pleased

to inform Members that 10 new pilot retraining courses will commence early next month.to inform Members that 10 new pilot retraining courses will commence early next month.to inform Members that 10 new pilot retraining courses will commence early next month.to inform Members that 10 new pilot retraining courses will commence early next month.

Upon passage of the Bill into law, the Employees Retraining Board would have anUpon passage of the Bill into law, the Employees Retraining Board would have anUpon passage of the Bill into law, the Employees Retraining Board would have anUpon passage of the Bill into law, the Employees Retraining Board would have an

estimated income of at least $120 million in the following 12 months.  More retrainingestimated income of at least $120 million in the following 12 months.  More retrainingestimated income of at least $120 million in the following 12 months.  More retrainingestimated income of at least $120 million in the following 12 months.  More retraining

courses are expected to be organized as a result.courses are expected to be organized as a result.courses are expected to be organized as a result.courses are expected to be organized as a result.

Mr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motion be now adjourned.Mr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motion be now adjourned.Mr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motion be now adjourned.Mr Deputy President, I move that the debate on this motion be now adjourned.

Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992AIR POLLUTION CONTROL (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992AIR POLLUTION CONTROL (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992AIR POLLUTION CONTROL (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992

THE SECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS moved the Second Reading of: "ATHE SECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS moved the Second Reading of: "ATHE SECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS moved the Second Reading of: "ATHE SECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS moved the Second Reading of: "A

Bill to amend the Air Pollution Control Ordinance."Bill to amend the Air Pollution Control Ordinance."Bill to amend the Air Pollution Control Ordinance."Bill to amend the Air Pollution Control Ordinance."

He said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Air Pollution Control (Amendment) BillHe said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Air Pollution Control (Amendment) BillHe said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Air Pollution Control (Amendment) BillHe said: Mr Deputy President, I move that the Air Pollution Control (Amendment) Bill

1992 be read the Second time.1992 be read the Second time.1992 be read the Second time.1992 be read the Second time.

The Air Pollution Control Ordinance introduced in 1983 was designed to controlThe Air Pollution Control Ordinance introduced in 1983 was designed to controlThe Air Pollution Control Ordinance introduced in 1983 was designed to controlThe Air Pollution Control Ordinance introduced in 1983 was designed to control

air pollution from stationary sources like industrial chimneys and processes whichair pollution from stationary sources like industrial chimneys and processes whichair pollution from stationary sources like industrial chimneys and processes whichair pollution from stationary sources like industrial chimneys and processes which

were then the main cause for concern.  Since then, the major sources and the typeswere then the main cause for concern.  Since then, the major sources and the typeswere then the main cause for concern.  Since then, the major sources and the typeswere then the main cause for concern.  Since then, the major sources and the types

of air pollution which are of concern have become diversified, and experience hasof air pollution which are of concern have become diversified, and experience hasof air pollution which are of concern have become diversified, and experience hasof air pollution which are of concern have become diversified, and experience has

shown that some provisions of the Ordinance cannot meet the need for new controlsshown that some provisions of the Ordinance cannot meet the need for new controlsshown that some provisions of the Ordinance cannot meet the need for new controlsshown that some provisions of the Ordinance cannot meet the need for new controls

effectively.  Under the Ordinance some air pollution problems, such as asbestos,effectively.  Under the Ordinance some air pollution problems, such as asbestos,effectively.  Under the Ordinance some air pollution problems, such as asbestos,effectively.  Under the Ordinance some air pollution problems, such as asbestos,

cannot be controlled.  It is also time to provide for better enforcement under thecannot be controlled.  It is also time to provide for better enforcement under thecannot be controlled.  It is also time to provide for better enforcement under thecannot be controlled.  It is also time to provide for better enforcement under the

Ordinance.Ordinance.Ordinance.Ordinance.

Twenty-three types of specified processes, which are processes having theTwenty-three types of specified processes, which are processes having theTwenty-three types of specified processes, which are processes having theTwenty-three types of specified processes, which are processes having the



potential to cause serious air pollution, have been subject to licensing control sincepotential to cause serious air pollution, have been subject to licensing control sincepotential to cause serious air pollution, have been subject to licensing control sincepotential to cause serious air pollution, have been subject to licensing control since

1987.  Exemption was provided for premises already in existence at that time.1987.  Exemption was provided for premises already in existence at that time.1987.  Exemption was provided for premises already in existence at that time.1987.  Exemption was provided for premises already in existence at that time.

Probably because of their exemption, few owners of exempted premises have sought toProbably because of their exemption, few owners of exempted premises have sought toProbably because of their exemption, few owners of exempted premises have sought toProbably because of their exemption, few owners of exempted premises have sought to

upgrade their facilities.  In the interests of our health, it is now proposed toupgrade their facilities.  In the interests of our health, it is now proposed toupgrade their facilities.  In the interests of our health, it is now proposed toupgrade their facilities.  In the interests of our health, it is now proposed to

provide by clause 15 for the removal of exemption for such premises.  However, thisprovide by clause 15 for the removal of exemption for such premises.  However, thisprovide by clause 15 for the removal of exemption for such premises.  However, thisprovide by clause 15 for the removal of exemption for such premises.  However, this

will be done in phases and in full consultation with the industries affected.will be done in phases and in full consultation with the industries affected.will be done in phases and in full consultation with the industries affected.will be done in phases and in full consultation with the industries affected.

It is also proposed that eight new processes identified in the Bill as beingIt is also proposed that eight new processes identified in the Bill as beingIt is also proposed that eight new processes identified in the Bill as beingIt is also proposed that eight new processes identified in the Bill as being

capable of contributing to serious air pollution should be included as specifiedcapable of contributing to serious air pollution should be included as specifiedcapable of contributing to serious air pollution should be included as specifiedcapable of contributing to serious air pollution should be included as specified

processes in the First Schedule to the Ordinance.processes in the First Schedule to the Ordinance.processes in the First Schedule to the Ordinance.processes in the First Schedule to the Ordinance.

Asbestos has long been known to be a substance which can cause serious healthAsbestos has long been known to be a substance which can cause serious healthAsbestos has long been known to be a substance which can cause serious healthAsbestos has long been known to be a substance which can cause serious health

problems through inhalation and its use is under strict control in many countries.problems through inhalation and its use is under strict control in many countries.problems through inhalation and its use is under strict control in many countries.problems through inhalation and its use is under strict control in many countries.

New sections contained in clause 32 will provide for the control of the emission ofNew sections contained in clause 32 will provide for the control of the emission ofNew sections contained in clause 32 will provide for the control of the emission ofNew sections contained in clause 32 will provide for the control of the emission of

asbestos into the environment. The proposed controls require the owners of premisesasbestos into the environment. The proposed controls require the owners of premisesasbestos into the environment. The proposed controls require the owners of premisesasbestos into the environment. The proposed controls require the owners of premises

who intend to carry out any asbestos related work to appoint qualified registeredwho intend to carry out any asbestos related work to appoint qualified registeredwho intend to carry out any asbestos related work to appoint qualified registeredwho intend to carry out any asbestos related work to appoint qualified registered

consultants, contractors, supervisors and laboratories for the purpose.  Allconsultants, contractors, supervisors and laboratories for the purpose.  Allconsultants, contractors, supervisors and laboratories for the purpose.  Allconsultants, contractors, supervisors and laboratories for the purpose.  All

buildings accessible to the public or used for certain sensitive purposes would bebuildings accessible to the public or used for certain sensitive purposes would bebuildings accessible to the public or used for certain sensitive purposes would bebuildings accessible to the public or used for certain sensitive purposes would be

surveyed for asbestos in phases, with the first phase covering schools and hospitals.surveyed for asbestos in phases, with the first phase covering schools and hospitals.surveyed for asbestos in phases, with the first phase covering schools and hospitals.surveyed for asbestos in phases, with the first phase covering schools and hospitals.

The sale and import for use in Hong Kong of two hazardous types of asbestos, amositeThe sale and import for use in Hong Kong of two hazardous types of asbestos, amositeThe sale and import for use in Hong Kong of two hazardous types of asbestos, amositeThe sale and import for use in Hong Kong of two hazardous types of asbestos, amosite

and crocidolite, and products containing these two substances would be banned.and crocidolite, and products containing these two substances would be banned.and crocidolite, and products containing these two substances would be banned.and crocidolite, and products containing these two substances would be banned.

Clause 7 provides for a new section under which technical memoranda setting outClause 7 provides for a new section under which technical memoranda setting outClause 7 provides for a new section under which technical memoranda setting outClause 7 provides for a new section under which technical memoranda setting out

standards and guidelines for the determination and abatement of air pollution canstandards and guidelines for the determination and abatement of air pollution canstandards and guidelines for the determination and abatement of air pollution canstandards and guidelines for the determination and abatement of air pollution can

be issued.  The Bill also provides an opportunity to improve the provisions relatingbe issued.  The Bill also provides an opportunity to improve the provisions relatingbe issued.  The Bill also provides an opportunity to improve the provisions relatingbe issued.  The Bill also provides an opportunity to improve the provisions relating

to general control and the Appeal Board, and to revise the penalties under theto general control and the Appeal Board, and to revise the penalties under theto general control and the Appeal Board, and to revise the penalties under theto general control and the Appeal Board, and to revise the penalties under the

Ordinance to increase their deterrent effect and bring them in line with penaltiesOrdinance to increase their deterrent effect and bring them in line with penaltiesOrdinance to increase their deterrent effect and bring them in line with penaltiesOrdinance to increase their deterrent effect and bring them in line with penalties

under other environmental legislation.under other environmental legislation.under other environmental legislation.under other environmental legislation.

Major industrial and trade associations, as well as the industries affected, haveMajor industrial and trade associations, as well as the industries affected, haveMajor industrial and trade associations, as well as the industries affected, haveMajor industrial and trade associations, as well as the industries affected, have

been consulted on the proposed controls.  Their main concern is about thebeen consulted on the proposed controls.  Their main concern is about thebeen consulted on the proposed controls.  Their main concern is about thebeen consulted on the proposed controls.  Their main concern is about the

requirements which will be stipulated in the technical memoranda, the proposedrequirements which will be stipulated in the technical memoranda, the proposedrequirements which will be stipulated in the technical memoranda, the proposedrequirements which will be stipulated in the technical memoranda, the proposed

removal of exemption for existing specified processes and the introduction ofremoval of exemption for existing specified processes and the introduction ofremoval of exemption for existing specified processes and the introduction ofremoval of exemption for existing specified processes and the introduction of

controls on new ones.  I wish to emphasize that the Government's intention is to setcontrols on new ones.  I wish to emphasize that the Government's intention is to setcontrols on new ones.  I wish to emphasize that the Government's intention is to setcontrols on new ones.  I wish to emphasize that the Government's intention is to set

out only current requirements in the technical memoranda to facilitate enforcement.out only current requirements in the technical memoranda to facilitate enforcement.out only current requirements in the technical memoranda to facilitate enforcement.out only current requirements in the technical memoranda to facilitate enforcement.

I must also emphasize that the proposed controls on both existing and new specifiedI must also emphasize that the proposed controls on both existing and new specifiedI must also emphasize that the proposed controls on both existing and new specifiedI must also emphasize that the proposed controls on both existing and new specified

processes would be implemented in phases following consultation with the industriesprocesses would be implemented in phases following consultation with the industriesprocesses would be implemented in phases following consultation with the industriesprocesses would be implemented in phases following consultation with the industries

involved.involved.involved.involved.



Mr Deputy President, I move that the debate be adjourned.Mr Deputy President, I move that the debate be adjourned.Mr Deputy President, I move that the debate be adjourned.Mr Deputy President, I move that the debate be adjourned.

Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the adjournment proposed, put and agreed to.

CRIMES (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1991CRIMES (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1991CRIMES (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1991CRIMES (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1991

Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      17 October 1991Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      17 October 1991Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      17 October 1991Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      17 October 1991

Question on Second Reading proposed.Question on Second Reading proposed.Question on Second Reading proposed.Question on Second Reading proposed.

MR MARTIN LEE: Mr Deputy President, the Crimes (Amendment) (No.2) Bill 1991 seeksMR MARTIN LEE: Mr Deputy President, the Crimes (Amendment) (No.2) Bill 1991 seeksMR MARTIN LEE: Mr Deputy President, the Crimes (Amendment) (No.2) Bill 1991 seeksMR MARTIN LEE: Mr Deputy President, the Crimes (Amendment) (No.2) Bill 1991 seeks

to modernize the criminal law provisions relating to forgery and counterfeiting.  Theto modernize the criminal law provisions relating to forgery and counterfeiting.  Theto modernize the criminal law provisions relating to forgery and counterfeiting.  Theto modernize the criminal law provisions relating to forgery and counterfeiting.  The

ad hoc group set up to study the Bill was unanimously in support of the codificationad hoc group set up to study the Bill was unanimously in support of the codificationad hoc group set up to study the Bill was unanimously in support of the codificationad hoc group set up to study the Bill was unanimously in support of the codification

of the law but was deeply concerned about the apparently unintentional increases inof the law but was deeply concerned about the apparently unintentional increases inof the law but was deeply concerned about the apparently unintentional increases inof the law but was deeply concerned about the apparently unintentional increases in

maximum sentences for some forgery and counterfeiting offences, a point which hadmaximum sentences for some forgery and counterfeiting offences, a point which hadmaximum sentences for some forgery and counterfeiting offences, a point which hadmaximum sentences for some forgery and counterfeiting offences, a point which had

been raised in both the submissions from the Law Society of Hong Kong and Hong Kongbeen raised in both the submissions from the Law Society of Hong Kong and Hong Kongbeen raised in both the submissions from the Law Society of Hong Kong and Hong Kongbeen raised in both the submissions from the Law Society of Hong Kong and Hong Kong

Bar Association.  The ad hoc group expressed reservations about the raising of theBar Association.  The ad hoc group expressed reservations about the raising of theBar Association.  The ad hoc group expressed reservations about the raising of theBar Association.  The ad hoc group expressed reservations about the raising of the

maximum sentence for many offences from three or seven years to 14 years.  It notedmaximum sentence for many offences from three or seven years to 14 years.  It notedmaximum sentence for many offences from three or seven years to 14 years.  It notedmaximum sentence for many offences from three or seven years to 14 years.  It noted

that the maximum sentence in the United Kingdom for similar offences was 10 years.that the maximum sentence in the United Kingdom for similar offences was 10 years.that the maximum sentence in the United Kingdom for similar offences was 10 years.that the maximum sentence in the United Kingdom for similar offences was 10 years.

It considered that the increase in penalty was unacceptable unless the crimesIt considered that the increase in penalty was unacceptable unless the crimesIt considered that the increase in penalty was unacceptable unless the crimesIt considered that the increase in penalty was unacceptable unless the crimes

concerned were viewed more seriously now than before.  It was concerned that theconcerned were viewed more seriously now than before.  It was concerned that theconcerned were viewed more seriously now than before.  It was concerned that theconcerned were viewed more seriously now than before.  It was concerned that the

Courts might think that the legislature intended heavier sentences to the passed byCourts might think that the legislature intended heavier sentences to the passed byCourts might think that the legislature intended heavier sentences to the passed byCourts might think that the legislature intended heavier sentences to the passed by

the Courts.  The Administration was asked to explain the rationale for the higherthe Courts.  The Administration was asked to explain the rationale for the higherthe Courts.  The Administration was asked to explain the rationale for the higherthe Courts.  The Administration was asked to explain the rationale for the higher

sentences, and its reply was that in light of the current sophistication in creditsentences, and its reply was that in light of the current sophistication in creditsentences, and its reply was that in light of the current sophistication in creditsentences, and its reply was that in light of the current sophistication in credit

card forgery, an area of criminal activity where Hong Kong features as a major centre,card forgery, an area of criminal activity where Hong Kong features as a major centre,card forgery, an area of criminal activity where Hong Kong features as a major centre,card forgery, an area of criminal activity where Hong Kong features as a major centre,

it is necessary to have heavier sentences to discourage such activities.  The ad hocit is necessary to have heavier sentences to discourage such activities.  The ad hocit is necessary to have heavier sentences to discourage such activities.  The ad hocit is necessary to have heavier sentences to discourage such activities.  The ad hoc

group was informed that serious cases would be tried in the District Court whereasgroup was informed that serious cases would be tried in the District Court whereasgroup was informed that serious cases would be tried in the District Court whereasgroup was informed that serious cases would be tried in the District Court whereas

less serious cases could be tried in Magistrates Court so that these offences wouldless serious cases could be tried in Magistrates Court so that these offences wouldless serious cases could be tried in Magistrates Court so that these offences wouldless serious cases could be tried in Magistrates Court so that these offences would

be subject to the limits of jurisdiction of these Courts of seven years and two yearsbe subject to the limits of jurisdiction of these Courts of seven years and two yearsbe subject to the limits of jurisdiction of these Courts of seven years and two yearsbe subject to the limits of jurisdiction of these Courts of seven years and two years

respectively.respectively.respectively.respectively.

In reply to the ad hoc group's request that thought be given to amending the BillIn reply to the ad hoc group's request that thought be given to amending the BillIn reply to the ad hoc group's request that thought be given to amending the BillIn reply to the ad hoc group's request that thought be given to amending the Bill

so as to ensure that no existing maximum sentences were increased merely as aso as to ensure that no existing maximum sentences were increased merely as aso as to ensure that no existing maximum sentences were increased merely as aso as to ensure that no existing maximum sentences were increased merely as a

consequence of "simplification", the Administration pointed out that the Bill wasconsequence of "simplification", the Administration pointed out that the Bill wasconsequence of "simplification", the Administration pointed out that the Bill wasconsequence of "simplification", the Administration pointed out that the Bill was

more than a mere simplification.  The system of penalties was rationalized in simplemore than a mere simplification.  The system of penalties was rationalized in simplemore than a mere simplification.  The system of penalties was rationalized in simplemore than a mere simplification.  The system of penalties was rationalized in simple

fashion which was easy to understand.  Broadly, 14 years' imprisonment was prescribedfashion which was easy to understand.  Broadly, 14 years' imprisonment was prescribedfashion which was easy to understand.  Broadly, 14 years' imprisonment was prescribedfashion which was easy to understand.  Broadly, 14 years' imprisonment was prescribed

where there was an intent to use a false instrument or counterfeit currency, and threewhere there was an intent to use a false instrument or counterfeit currency, and threewhere there was an intent to use a false instrument or counterfeit currency, and threewhere there was an intent to use a false instrument or counterfeit currency, and three



years where there was no such intent.years where there was no such intent.years where there was no such intent.years where there was no such intent.

At the suggestion of the ad hoc group, the Administration also consulted theAt the suggestion of the ad hoc group, the Administration also consulted theAt the suggestion of the ad hoc group, the Administration also consulted theAt the suggestion of the ad hoc group, the Administration also consulted the

draftsman of the Bill to see whether it would be possible to legislate for differentdraftsman of the Bill to see whether it would be possible to legislate for differentdraftsman of the Bill to see whether it would be possible to legislate for differentdraftsman of the Bill to see whether it would be possible to legislate for different

sentences for different types of forged instruments.  It was considered that thissentences for different types of forged instruments.  It was considered that thissentences for different types of forged instruments.  It was considered that thissentences for different types of forged instruments.  It was considered that this

could only be achieved if the basic format of the Bill were to be sacrificed, andcould only be achieved if the basic format of the Bill were to be sacrificed, andcould only be achieved if the basic format of the Bill were to be sacrificed, andcould only be achieved if the basic format of the Bill were to be sacrificed, and

the original method of having different maximum penalties for different offencesthe original method of having different maximum penalties for different offencesthe original method of having different maximum penalties for different offencesthe original method of having different maximum penalties for different offences

reintroduced, as the blameworthiness varies from one offence to another.reintroduced, as the blameworthiness varies from one offence to another.reintroduced, as the blameworthiness varies from one offence to another.reintroduced, as the blameworthiness varies from one offence to another.

Another aspect of the Bill which the ad hoc group considered was the venue ofAnother aspect of the Bill which the ad hoc group considered was the venue ofAnother aspect of the Bill which the ad hoc group considered was the venue ofAnother aspect of the Bill which the ad hoc group considered was the venue of

trial.  The ad hoc group noted that apart from the offences of reproducing Hong Kongtrial.  The ad hoc group noted that apart from the offences of reproducing Hong Kongtrial.  The ad hoc group noted that apart from the offences of reproducing Hong Kongtrial.  The ad hoc group noted that apart from the offences of reproducing Hong Kong

currency notes (section 103(1)) and making, selling or distributing, or havingcurrency notes (section 103(1)) and making, selling or distributing, or havingcurrency notes (section 103(1)) and making, selling or distributing, or havingcurrency notes (section 103(1)) and making, selling or distributing, or having

custody of any imitation Hong Kong coins with the intent to sell or distribute (sectioncustody of any imitation Hong Kong coins with the intent to sell or distribute (sectioncustody of any imitation Hong Kong coins with the intent to sell or distribute (sectioncustody of any imitation Hong Kong coins with the intent to sell or distribute (section

104(1)) which were triable in the Magistrates Court only, all the other offences set104(1)) which were triable in the Magistrates Court only, all the other offences set104(1)) which were triable in the Magistrates Court only, all the other offences set104(1)) which were triable in the Magistrates Court only, all the other offences set

out in the Bill, for example, the proposed new section 71, were expressed to beout in the Bill, for example, the proposed new section 71, were expressed to beout in the Bill, for example, the proposed new section 71, were expressed to beout in the Bill, for example, the proposed new section 71, were expressed to be

indictable only. It considered that these latter offences should all be triable eitherindictable only. It considered that these latter offences should all be triable eitherindictable only. It considered that these latter offences should all be triable eitherindictable only. It considered that these latter offences should all be triable either

"on indictment" or summarily.  The Administration clarified that the Crown had the"on indictment" or summarily.  The Administration clarified that the Crown had the"on indictment" or summarily.  The Administration clarified that the Crown had the"on indictment" or summarily.  The Administration clarified that the Crown had the

absolute power to decide upon the venue of the trial of all offences according toabsolute power to decide upon the venue of the trial of all offences according toabsolute power to decide upon the venue of the trial of all offences according toabsolute power to decide upon the venue of the trial of all offences according to

the view taken of the severity of these offences; so that the offences which appearedthe view taken of the severity of these offences; so that the offences which appearedthe view taken of the severity of these offences; so that the offences which appearedthe view taken of the severity of these offences; so that the offences which appeared

in the Bill as triable "on indictment" could also be dealt with summarily by virtuein the Bill as triable "on indictment" could also be dealt with summarily by virtuein the Bill as triable "on indictment" could also be dealt with summarily by virtuein the Bill as triable "on indictment" could also be dealt with summarily by virtue

of section 92 of the Magistrates Ordinance, but the maximum sentence would then beof section 92 of the Magistrates Ordinance, but the maximum sentence would then beof section 92 of the Magistrates Ordinance, but the maximum sentence would then beof section 92 of the Magistrates Ordinance, but the maximum sentence would then be

limited to two years, being the maximum sentence which the Magistrates Courts couldlimited to two years, being the maximum sentence which the Magistrates Courts couldlimited to two years, being the maximum sentence which the Magistrates Courts couldlimited to two years, being the maximum sentence which the Magistrates Courts could

impose in a general case.impose in a general case.impose in a general case.impose in a general case.

Having received the clarifications and explanations of the Administration, theHaving received the clarifications and explanations of the Administration, theHaving received the clarifications and explanations of the Administration, theHaving received the clarifications and explanations of the Administration, the

ad hoc group is satisfied that the Bill can be supported.ad hoc group is satisfied that the Bill can be supported.ad hoc group is satisfied that the Bill can be supported.ad hoc group is satisfied that the Bill can be supported.

Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Bill.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Bill.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Bill.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Bill.

Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.

Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.

Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).

INSURANCE COMPANIES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1991INSURANCE COMPANIES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1991INSURANCE COMPANIES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1991INSURANCE COMPANIES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1991



Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      13 November 1991Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      13 November 1991Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      13 November 1991Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      13 November 1991

Question on Second Reading proposed.Question on Second Reading proposed.Question on Second Reading proposed.Question on Second Reading proposed.

DR PHILIP WONG: Mr Deputy President, it was at the Legislative Council In-HouseDR PHILIP WONG: Mr Deputy President, it was at the Legislative Council In-HouseDR PHILIP WONG: Mr Deputy President, it was at the Legislative Council In-HouseDR PHILIP WONG: Mr Deputy President, it was at the Legislative Council In-House

meeting held on 1 November 1991 that the Legislative Council ad hoc group to studymeeting held on 1 November 1991 that the Legislative Council ad hoc group to studymeeting held on 1 November 1991 that the Legislative Council ad hoc group to studymeeting held on 1 November 1991 that the Legislative Council ad hoc group to study

the Insurance Companies (Amendment) Bill 1991 was formed.  The ad hoc group was laterthe Insurance Companies (Amendment) Bill 1991 was formed.  The ad hoc group was laterthe Insurance Companies (Amendment) Bill 1991 was formed.  The ad hoc group was laterthe Insurance Companies (Amendment) Bill 1991 was formed.  The ad hoc group was later

charged with the responsibilities to examine also the Insurance Companies (Amendment)charged with the responsibilities to examine also the Insurance Companies (Amendment)charged with the responsibilities to examine also the Insurance Companies (Amendment)charged with the responsibilities to examine also the Insurance Companies (Amendment)

(No. 2) Bill 1991 by the Legislative Council In-House on 29 November 1991.(No. 2) Bill 1991 by the Legislative Council In-House on 29 November 1991.(No. 2) Bill 1991 by the Legislative Council In-House on 29 November 1991.(No. 2) Bill 1991 by the Legislative Council In-House on 29 November 1991.

Right from day one, the ad hoc group realizes that we have taken on an importantRight from day one, the ad hoc group realizes that we have taken on an importantRight from day one, the ad hoc group realizes that we have taken on an importantRight from day one, the ad hoc group realizes that we have taken on an important

job.  On one side of the scales is the need to maintain the laissez-faire businessjob.  On one side of the scales is the need to maintain the laissez-faire businessjob.  On one side of the scales is the need to maintain the laissez-faire businessjob.  On one side of the scales is the need to maintain the laissez-faire business

environment of the private sector.  On the other side of the scales is the need toenvironment of the private sector.  On the other side of the scales is the need toenvironment of the private sector.  On the other side of the scales is the need toenvironment of the private sector.  On the other side of the scales is the need to

vest the monitoring authority, in this case, the Insurance Authority, with thevest the monitoring authority, in this case, the Insurance Authority, with thevest the monitoring authority, in this case, the Insurance Authority, with thevest the monitoring authority, in this case, the Insurance Authority, with the

necessary power to carry out his monitoring functions effectively.  How this statenecessary power to carry out his monitoring functions effectively.  How this statenecessary power to carry out his monitoring functions effectively.  How this statenecessary power to carry out his monitoring functions effectively.  How this state

of equilibrium can be maintained is a question that we kept on asking ourselves inof equilibrium can be maintained is a question that we kept on asking ourselves inof equilibrium can be maintained is a question that we kept on asking ourselves inof equilibrium can be maintained is a question that we kept on asking ourselves in

the past six months.the past six months.the past six months.the past six months.

We do not accept the allegation that any requests for additional powers by theWe do not accept the allegation that any requests for additional powers by theWe do not accept the allegation that any requests for additional powers by theWe do not accept the allegation that any requests for additional powers by the

Insurance Authority will definitely upset the balance.  We feel that the InsuranceInsurance Authority will definitely upset the balance.  We feel that the InsuranceInsurance Authority will definitely upset the balance.  We feel that the InsuranceInsurance Authority will definitely upset the balance.  We feel that the Insurance

Companies Ordinance has to be reviewed from time to time in the light of the actualCompanies Ordinance has to be reviewed from time to time in the light of the actualCompanies Ordinance has to be reviewed from time to time in the light of the actualCompanies Ordinance has to be reviewed from time to time in the light of the actual

experience gained in its operations.  As a matter of fact, we note that a total ofexperience gained in its operations.  As a matter of fact, we note that a total ofexperience gained in its operations.  As a matter of fact, we note that a total ofexperience gained in its operations.  As a matter of fact, we note that a total of

12 major amendments have been made to the Ordinance since its enactment in 1983.12 major amendments have been made to the Ordinance since its enactment in 1983.12 major amendments have been made to the Ordinance since its enactment in 1983.12 major amendments have been made to the Ordinance since its enactment in 1983.

Since  the  publication  in the Gazette of this Bill and the No. 2 Bill on 1 andSince  the  publication  in the Gazette of this Bill and the No. 2 Bill on 1 andSince  the  publication  in the Gazette of this Bill and the No. 2 Bill on 1 andSince  the  publication  in the Gazette of this Bill and the No. 2 Bill on 1 and

29 November 1991 respectively, the insurance industry has thrived with worries that29 November 1991 respectively, the insurance industry has thrived with worries that29 November 1991 respectively, the insurance industry has thrived with worries that29 November 1991 respectively, the insurance industry has thrived with worries that

the powers sought by these two Bills are draconian and excessive which, when used,the powers sought by these two Bills are draconian and excessive which, when used,the powers sought by these two Bills are draconian and excessive which, when used,the powers sought by these two Bills are draconian and excessive which, when used,

would stifle insurers' activities.  Perhaps it is time now to assure all those whowould stifle insurers' activities.  Perhaps it is time now to assure all those whowould stifle insurers' activities.  Perhaps it is time now to assure all those whowould stifle insurers' activities.  Perhaps it is time now to assure all those who

were concerned that their worries have been taken care of.  The ad hoc group, thewere concerned that their worries have been taken care of.  The ad hoc group, thewere concerned that their worries have been taken care of.  The ad hoc group, thewere concerned that their worries have been taken care of.  The ad hoc group, the

Hong Kong Federation of Insurers and the Administration have worked closely togetherHong Kong Federation of Insurers and the Administration have worked closely togetherHong Kong Federation of Insurers and the Administration have worked closely togetherHong Kong Federation of Insurers and the Administration have worked closely together

and consensus has finally been reached for the powers originally proposed in the Billsand consensus has finally been reached for the powers originally proposed in the Billsand consensus has finally been reached for the powers originally proposed in the Billsand consensus has finally been reached for the powers originally proposed in the Bills

to be appropriately trimmed on the grounds for exercising these powers to be narrowedto be appropriately trimmed on the grounds for exercising these powers to be narrowedto be appropriately trimmed on the grounds for exercising these powers to be narrowedto be appropriately trimmed on the grounds for exercising these powers to be narrowed

and more clearly defined.and more clearly defined.and more clearly defined.and more clearly defined.

Turning now to the Bill proper, I would like to report to honourTurning now to the Bill proper, I would like to report to honourTurning now to the Bill proper, I would like to report to honourTurning now to the Bill proper, I would like to report to honourable colleaguesable colleaguesable colleaguesable colleagues

that the main item of amendments that has been the subject of concern of the insurancethat the main item of amendments that has been the subject of concern of the insurancethat the main item of amendments that has been the subject of concern of the insurancethat the main item of amendments that has been the subject of concern of the insurance

industry is clause 5 of the Bill which proposes to amend section 26(3) of the Ordinanceindustry is clause 5 of the Bill which proposes to amend section 26(3) of the Ordinanceindustry is clause 5 of the Bill which proposes to amend section 26(3) of the Ordinanceindustry is clause 5 of the Bill which proposes to amend section 26(3) of the Ordinance

to empower the Insurance Authority to exercise any of his power under sections 28,to empower the Insurance Authority to exercise any of his power under sections 28,to empower the Insurance Authority to exercise any of his power under sections 28,to empower the Insurance Authority to exercise any of his power under sections 28,



29, 30, 32, 33 and 35, in addition to his more limited powers under section 34, on29, 30, 32, 33 and 35, in addition to his more limited powers under section 34, on29, 30, 32, 33 and 35, in addition to his more limited powers under section 34, on29, 30, 32, 33 and 35, in addition to his more limited powers under section 34, on

the ground that he considers the exercise of such power to be desirable in the generalthe ground that he considers the exercise of such power to be desirable in the generalthe ground that he considers the exercise of such power to be desirable in the generalthe ground that he considers the exercise of such power to be desirable in the general

interests of persons who are or may become policy holders of an insurer.interests of persons who are or may become policy holders of an insurer.interests of persons who are or may become policy holders of an insurer.interests of persons who are or may become policy holders of an insurer.

Before I proceed any further, I think it would be useful if I could briefly explainBefore I proceed any further, I think it would be useful if I could briefly explainBefore I proceed any further, I think it would be useful if I could briefly explainBefore I proceed any further, I think it would be useful if I could briefly explain

to honourable colleagues what the powers under sections 28, 29, 30 and 35 are:to honourable colleagues what the powers under sections 28, 29, 30 and 35 are:to honourable colleagues what the powers under sections 28, 29, 30 and 35 are:to honourable colleagues what the powers under sections 28, 29, 30 and 35 are:

(a)(a)(a)(a) Section 28, under this section, the Insurance Authority may imposeSection 28, under this section, the Insurance Authority may imposeSection 28, under this section, the Insurance Authority may imposeSection 28, under this section, the Insurance Authority may impose

restrictions on the way an insurer can make its investments.restrictions on the way an insurer can make its investments.restrictions on the way an insurer can make its investments.restrictions on the way an insurer can make its investments.

(b)(b)(b)(b) Section 29, under this section, the Insurance Authority may require anSection 29, under this section, the Insurance Authority may require anSection 29, under this section, the Insurance Authority may require anSection 29, under this section, the Insurance Authority may require an

insurer to maintain certain amount of its assets in Hong Kong.insurer to maintain certain amount of its assets in Hong Kong.insurer to maintain certain amount of its assets in Hong Kong.insurer to maintain certain amount of its assets in Hong Kong.

(c)(c)(c)(c) Section 30, under this section, the Insurance Authority, in conSection 30, under this section, the Insurance Authority, in conSection 30, under this section, the Insurance Authority, in conSection 30, under this section, the Insurance Authority, in conjunction withjunction withjunction withjunction with

his exercise of his power under section 29, may also require the insurer to put thehis exercise of his power under section 29, may also require the insurer to put thehis exercise of his power under section 29, may also require the insurer to put thehis exercise of his power under section 29, may also require the insurer to put the

assets maintained in Hong Kong under the custody of a person approved by him.assets maintained in Hong Kong under the custody of a person approved by him.assets maintained in Hong Kong under the custody of a person approved by him.assets maintained in Hong Kong under the custody of a person approved by him.

(d)(d)(d)(d) Section 35, under this section, the Insurance Authority may require anSection 35, under this section, the Insurance Authority may require anSection 35, under this section, the Insurance Authority may require anSection 35, under this section, the Insurance Authority may require an

insurer to take such action in respect of its affairs, business or property as heinsurer to take such action in respect of its affairs, business or property as heinsurer to take such action in respect of its affairs, business or property as heinsurer to take such action in respect of its affairs, business or property as he

considers appropriate.considers appropriate.considers appropriate.considers appropriate.

The insurance industry was concerned that given the nature of the powers inThe insurance industry was concerned that given the nature of the powers inThe insurance industry was concerned that given the nature of the powers inThe insurance industry was concerned that given the nature of the powers in

sections 28, 29, 30 and 35 and the wide scope of the ground of section 26(3), thesections 28, 29, 30 and 35 and the wide scope of the ground of section 26(3), thesections 28, 29, 30 and 35 and the wide scope of the ground of section 26(3), thesections 28, 29, 30 and 35 and the wide scope of the ground of section 26(3), the

Insurance Authority would be capable of interfering with the normal commercialInsurance Authority would be capable of interfering with the normal commercialInsurance Authority would be capable of interfering with the normal commercialInsurance Authority would be capable of interfering with the normal commercial

decisions of an insurer.  Business decisions such as determining the rate of premiumdecisions of an insurer.  Business decisions such as determining the rate of premiumdecisions of an insurer.  Business decisions such as determining the rate of premiumdecisions of an insurer.  Business decisions such as determining the rate of premium

and deciding where and how to invest are likely to be interfered with by the Insuranceand deciding where and how to invest are likely to be interfered with by the Insuranceand deciding where and how to invest are likely to be interfered with by the Insuranceand deciding where and how to invest are likely to be interfered with by the Insurance

Authority for non-specific reasons under the new section 26(3).Authority for non-specific reasons under the new section 26(3).Authority for non-specific reasons under the new section 26(3).Authority for non-specific reasons under the new section 26(3).

The insurance industry therefore proposed that the powers of sections 28, 29,The insurance industry therefore proposed that the powers of sections 28, 29,The insurance industry therefore proposed that the powers of sections 28, 29,The insurance industry therefore proposed that the powers of sections 28, 29,

30 and 35 should be removed from the scope of the ground of section 26(3).30 and 35 should be removed from the scope of the ground of section 26(3).30 and 35 should be removed from the scope of the ground of section 26(3).30 and 35 should be removed from the scope of the ground of section 26(3).

In response to the insurance indusIn response to the insurance indusIn response to the insurance indusIn response to the insurance industry's proposal, the Administration has agreedtry's proposal, the Administration has agreedtry's proposal, the Administration has agreedtry's proposal, the Administration has agreed

to remove the powers of sections 28, 29 and 30 from the scope of the ground of sectionto remove the powers of sections 28, 29 and 30 from the scope of the ground of sectionto remove the powers of sections 28, 29 and 30 from the scope of the ground of sectionto remove the powers of sections 28, 29 and 30 from the scope of the ground of section

26(3).  As a result, the Insurance Authority will produce valuation rules/guidelines26(3).  As a result, the Insurance Authority will produce valuation rules/guidelines26(3).  As a result, the Insurance Authority will produce valuation rules/guidelines26(3).  As a result, the Insurance Authority will produce valuation rules/guidelines

which will provide a basis for the valuation of assets of general business insurerswhich will provide a basis for the valuation of assets of general business insurerswhich will provide a basis for the valuation of assets of general business insurerswhich will provide a basis for the valuation of assets of general business insurers

and the liabilities of long term business insurers.and the liabilities of long term business insurers.and the liabilities of long term business insurers.and the liabilities of long term business insurers.

The Administration, however, maintained that section 35 should be retained asThe Administration, however, maintained that section 35 should be retained asThe Administration, however, maintained that section 35 should be retained asThe Administration, however, maintained that section 35 should be retained as

this would allow the Insurance Authority to exercise his interventionary powers inthis would allow the Insurance Authority to exercise his interventionary powers inthis would allow the Insurance Authority to exercise his interventionary powers inthis would allow the Insurance Authority to exercise his interventionary powers in



a more active and responsive mode such that timely measures can be taken to addressa more active and responsive mode such that timely measures can be taken to addressa more active and responsive mode such that timely measures can be taken to addressa more active and responsive mode such that timely measures can be taken to address

a problem before it reaches critical levels.a problem before it reaches critical levels.a problem before it reaches critical levels.a problem before it reaches critical levels.

Nevertheless, to assure the insurance industry that the proposed combination ofNevertheless, to assure the insurance industry that the proposed combination ofNevertheless, to assure the insurance industry that the proposed combination ofNevertheless, to assure the insurance industry that the proposed combination of

the ground of section 26(3) and the powers of section 35 would not be used by thethe ground of section 26(3) and the powers of section 35 would not be used by thethe ground of section 26(3) and the powers of section 35 would not be used by thethe ground of section 26(3) and the powers of section 35 would not be used by the

Insurance Authority to regulate the normal commercial activities of an insurer, theInsurance Authority to regulate the normal commercial activities of an insurer, theInsurance Authority to regulate the normal commercial activities of an insurer, theInsurance Authority to regulate the normal commercial activities of an insurer, the

Administration has agreed that there should be statutory provisions barring theAdministration has agreed that there should be statutory provisions barring theAdministration has agreed that there should be statutory provisions barring theAdministration has agreed that there should be statutory provisions barring the

Insurance Authority from using the ground of section 26(3) to regulate any commercialInsurance Authority from using the ground of section 26(3) to regulate any commercialInsurance Authority from using the ground of section 26(3) to regulate any commercialInsurance Authority from using the ground of section 26(3) to regulate any commercial

decisions in respect of pricing and policy wordings.  Mr Deputy President, I woulddecisions in respect of pricing and policy wordings.  Mr Deputy President, I woulddecisions in respect of pricing and policy wordings.  Mr Deputy President, I woulddecisions in respect of pricing and policy wordings.  Mr Deputy President, I would

further explain how this is achieved at the Committee stage when I will move amendmentsfurther explain how this is achieved at the Committee stage when I will move amendmentsfurther explain how this is achieved at the Committee stage when I will move amendmentsfurther explain how this is achieved at the Committee stage when I will move amendments

to clause 5 of the Bill.to clause 5 of the Bill.to clause 5 of the Bill.to clause 5 of the Bill.

Initially, the Hong KoInitially, the Hong KoInitially, the Hong KoInitially, the Hong Kong Federation of Insurers has also suggested that as ang Federation of Insurers has also suggested that as ang Federation of Insurers has also suggested that as ang Federation of Insurers has also suggested that as a

safeguard against possible abusive use of section 26(3), the Insurance Authoritysafeguard against possible abusive use of section 26(3), the Insurance Authoritysafeguard against possible abusive use of section 26(3), the Insurance Authoritysafeguard against possible abusive use of section 26(3), the Insurance Authority

should be required to obtain prior approval from the Secretary for Monetary Affairsshould be required to obtain prior approval from the Secretary for Monetary Affairsshould be required to obtain prior approval from the Secretary for Monetary Affairsshould be required to obtain prior approval from the Secretary for Monetary Affairs

before he could exercise the powers on the ground of section 26(3).before he could exercise the powers on the ground of section 26(3).before he could exercise the powers on the ground of section 26(3).before he could exercise the powers on the ground of section 26(3).

Having realized that the scope of clause 5 would be much reduced and more clearlyHaving realized that the scope of clause 5 would be much reduced and more clearlyHaving realized that the scope of clause 5 would be much reduced and more clearlyHaving realized that the scope of clause 5 would be much reduced and more clearly

defined, the Federation has later agreed that prior consultation with otherdefined, the Federation has later agreed that prior consultation with otherdefined, the Federation has later agreed that prior consultation with otherdefined, the Federation has later agreed that prior consultation with other

authorities is no longer required.authorities is no longer required.authorities is no longer required.authorities is no longer required.

We, however, hold the view We, however, hold the view We, however, hold the view We, however, hold the view that some checks and balances should be in place inthat some checks and balances should be in place inthat some checks and balances should be in place inthat some checks and balances should be in place in

view of the wide scope of the power in section 35.  We therefore suggested that theview of the wide scope of the power in section 35.  We therefore suggested that theview of the wide scope of the power in section 35.  We therefore suggested that theview of the wide scope of the power in section 35.  We therefore suggested that the

Administration should publicly confirm during the Second Reading debate of the BillAdministration should publicly confirm during the Second Reading debate of the BillAdministration should publicly confirm during the Second Reading debate of the BillAdministration should publicly confirm during the Second Reading debate of the Bill

in the Legislative Council that the requirements imposed by the Insurance Authorityin the Legislative Council that the requirements imposed by the Insurance Authorityin the Legislative Council that the requirements imposed by the Insurance Authorityin the Legislative Council that the requirements imposed by the Insurance Authority

under section 35 which will later be amended to section 35(1) as a result of theunder section 35 which will later be amended to section 35(1) as a result of theunder section 35 which will later be amended to section 35(1) as a result of theunder section 35 which will later be amended to section 35(1) as a result of the

Insurance Companies (Amendment) (No. 2) Bill 1991 would be limited to matters of aInsurance Companies (Amendment) (No. 2) Bill 1991 would be limited to matters of aInsurance Companies (Amendment) (No. 2) Bill 1991 would be limited to matters of aInsurance Companies (Amendment) (No. 2) Bill 1991 would be limited to matters of a

lesser magnitude compared with those that may be imposed by virtue of the exerciselesser magnitude compared with those that may be imposed by virtue of the exerciselesser magnitude compared with those that may be imposed by virtue of the exerciselesser magnitude compared with those that may be imposed by virtue of the exercise

of other specified powers conferred on the Insurance Authority by the Ordinance.  Weof other specified powers conferred on the Insurance Authority by the Ordinance.  Weof other specified powers conferred on the Insurance Authority by the Ordinance.  Weof other specified powers conferred on the Insurance Authority by the Ordinance.  We

have been given to understand that in his speech this afternoon, the Secretary forhave been given to understand that in his speech this afternoon, the Secretary forhave been given to understand that in his speech this afternoon, the Secretary forhave been given to understand that in his speech this afternoon, the Secretary for

Monetary Affairs will positively respond to our suggestion.Monetary Affairs will positively respond to our suggestion.Monetary Affairs will positively respond to our suggestion.Monetary Affairs will positively respond to our suggestion.

Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the motion.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the motion.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the motion.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the motion.

MR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the insurance industry is a veryMR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the insurance industry is a veryMR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the insurance industry is a veryMR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the insurance industry is a very

important industry.  It affects public interest and is closely related to the dailyimportant industry.  It affects public interest and is closely related to the dailyimportant industry.  It affects public interest and is closely related to the dailyimportant industry.  It affects public interest and is closely related to the daily

life of the people.  But the insurance industry is not selling us tangible commoditieslife of the people.  But the insurance industry is not selling us tangible commoditieslife of the people.  But the insurance industry is not selling us tangible commoditieslife of the people.  But the insurance industry is not selling us tangible commodities



but a service.  The insurer undertakes to provide the policy holder with indemnitybut a service.  The insurer undertakes to provide the policy holder with indemnitybut a service.  The insurer undertakes to provide the policy holder with indemnitybut a service.  The insurer undertakes to provide the policy holder with indemnity

against unfortunate accidents or certain specified incidents.  And it may take quiteagainst unfortunate accidents or certain specified incidents.  And it may take quiteagainst unfortunate accidents or certain specified incidents.  And it may take quiteagainst unfortunate accidents or certain specified incidents.  And it may take quite

a long time, ranging from several years to several decades, before the indemnity woulda long time, ranging from several years to several decades, before the indemnity woulda long time, ranging from several years to several decades, before the indemnity woulda long time, ranging from several years to several decades, before the indemnity would

be paid.  For this reason, effective monitoring over the insurance industry is verybe paid.  For this reason, effective monitoring over the insurance industry is verybe paid.  For this reason, effective monitoring over the insurance industry is verybe paid.  For this reason, effective monitoring over the insurance industry is very

important.  Just imagine what would happen if we fail to have a sound monitoringimportant.  Just imagine what would happen if we fail to have a sound monitoringimportant.  Just imagine what would happen if we fail to have a sound monitoringimportant.  Just imagine what would happen if we fail to have a sound monitoring

system: the insurance companies may abscond with the premiums collected from thesystem: the insurance companies may abscond with the premiums collected from thesystem: the insurance companies may abscond with the premiums collected from thesystem: the insurance companies may abscond with the premiums collected from the

public, or engage in speculative activities with the premiums and in case they fail,public, or engage in speculative activities with the premiums and in case they fail,public, or engage in speculative activities with the premiums and in case they fail,public, or engage in speculative activities with the premiums and in case they fail,

they either make their getaway or simply wait for a liquidation.  Under the presentthey either make their getaway or simply wait for a liquidation.  Under the presentthey either make their getaway or simply wait for a liquidation.  Under the presentthey either make their getaway or simply wait for a liquidation.  Under the present

monitoring system, the Insurance Authority is in a very passive position who takesmonitoring system, the Insurance Authority is in a very passive position who takesmonitoring system, the Insurance Authority is in a very passive position who takesmonitoring system, the Insurance Authority is in a very passive position who takes

action only after the problem of an insurance company has been brought to light.action only after the problem of an insurance company has been brought to light.action only after the problem of an insurance company has been brought to light.action only after the problem of an insurance company has been brought to light.

This Bill gives more suitable power to the Insurance Authority to strike a balanceThis Bill gives more suitable power to the Insurance Authority to strike a balanceThis Bill gives more suitable power to the Insurance Authority to strike a balanceThis Bill gives more suitable power to the Insurance Authority to strike a balance

between the development of the insurance industry and the monitoring system so thatbetween the development of the insurance industry and the monitoring system so thatbetween the development of the insurance industry and the monitoring system so thatbetween the development of the insurance industry and the monitoring system so that

public interest can be ensured.  Therefore, I and the United Democrats support thepublic interest can be ensured.  Therefore, I and the United Democrats support thepublic interest can be ensured.  Therefore, I and the United Democrats support thepublic interest can be ensured.  Therefore, I and the United Democrats support the

spirit of the Bill.spirit of the Bill.spirit of the Bill.spirit of the Bill.

As a matter of fact, with the development of the commercial sector, the insuranceAs a matter of fact, with the development of the commercial sector, the insuranceAs a matter of fact, with the development of the commercial sector, the insuranceAs a matter of fact, with the development of the commercial sector, the insurance

industry is faced with many new problems.  As for the situations contained in theindustry is faced with many new problems.  As for the situations contained in theindustry is faced with many new problems.  As for the situations contained in theindustry is faced with many new problems.  As for the situations contained in the

brief presented by the Administration to this Council, such as some insurancebrief presented by the Administration to this Council, such as some insurancebrief presented by the Administration to this Council, such as some insurancebrief presented by the Administration to this Council, such as some insurance

companies being engaged in speculation on futures market, even on taxi licences andcompanies being engaged in speculation on futures market, even on taxi licences andcompanies being engaged in speculation on futures market, even on taxi licences andcompanies being engaged in speculation on futures market, even on taxi licences and

in high risk-taking trades, these are problems found among some of the insurancein high risk-taking trades, these are problems found among some of the insurancein high risk-taking trades, these are problems found among some of the insurancein high risk-taking trades, these are problems found among some of the insurance

companies over the recent years and are also the factors affecting their ability tocompanies over the recent years and are also the factors affecting their ability tocompanies over the recent years and are also the factors affecting their ability tocompanies over the recent years and are also the factors affecting their ability to

pay indemnity.  The authorities concerned should step up precautionary actions.  Wepay indemnity.  The authorities concerned should step up precautionary actions.  Wepay indemnity.  The authorities concerned should step up precautionary actions.  Wepay indemnity.  The authorities concerned should step up precautionary actions.  We

should bear in mind that when people wish to take out a policy, it is difficult forshould bear in mind that when people wish to take out a policy, it is difficult forshould bear in mind that when people wish to take out a policy, it is difficult forshould bear in mind that when people wish to take out a policy, it is difficult for

them to choose the right insurance company and most of them usually would rely onthem to choose the right insurance company and most of them usually would rely onthem to choose the right insurance company and most of them usually would rely onthem to choose the right insurance company and most of them usually would rely on

the Government's monitoring system, which should not be in force only for one or twothe Government's monitoring system, which should not be in force only for one or twothe Government's monitoring system, which should not be in force only for one or twothe Government's monitoring system, which should not be in force only for one or two

years but on a long-term basis.  Therefore, it is very important that the presentyears but on a long-term basis.  Therefore, it is very important that the presentyears but on a long-term basis.  Therefore, it is very important that the presentyears but on a long-term basis.  Therefore, it is very important that the present

power and regulatory regime of the Insurance Authority should be kept under constantpower and regulatory regime of the Insurance Authority should be kept under constantpower and regulatory regime of the Insurance Authority should be kept under constantpower and regulatory regime of the Insurance Authority should be kept under constant

review to see whether it is sufficient or not.review to see whether it is sufficient or not.review to see whether it is sufficient or not.review to see whether it is sufficient or not.

After having held many ad hoc group meetings, considered opinion of the tradeAfter having held many ad hoc group meetings, considered opinion of the tradeAfter having held many ad hoc group meetings, considered opinion of the tradeAfter having held many ad hoc group meetings, considered opinion of the trade

and listened to the Government's open confirmation of certain relevant principlesand listened to the Government's open confirmation of certain relevant principlesand listened to the Government's open confirmation of certain relevant principlesand listened to the Government's open confirmation of certain relevant principles

and its assurance that the extra powers conferred would be exercised cautiously atand its assurance that the extra powers conferred would be exercised cautiously atand its assurance that the extra powers conferred would be exercised cautiously atand its assurance that the extra powers conferred would be exercised cautiously at

the Second Reading stage, I and the United Democrats feel that the present provisionsthe Second Reading stage, I and the United Democrats feel that the present provisionsthe Second Reading stage, I and the United Democrats feel that the present provisionsthe Second Reading stage, I and the United Democrats feel that the present provisions

have already achieved a right and reasonable balance.  For this reason, we supporthave already achieved a right and reasonable balance.  For this reason, we supporthave already achieved a right and reasonable balance.  For this reason, we supporthave already achieved a right and reasonable balance.  For this reason, we support

the Bill as amended.the Bill as amended.the Bill as amended.the Bill as amended.



SECRETARY FOR MONETARY AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, I am grateful to Dr WONG andSECRETARY FOR MONETARY AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, I am grateful to Dr WONG andSECRETARY FOR MONETARY AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, I am grateful to Dr WONG andSECRETARY FOR MONETARY AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, I am grateful to Dr WONG and

members of the ad hoc group for their very careful consideration of the Bill.  Themembers of the ad hoc group for their very careful consideration of the Bill.  Themembers of the ad hoc group for their very careful consideration of the Bill.  Themembers of the ad hoc group for their very careful consideration of the Bill.  The

Administration supports the amendments which Dr WONG will be moving in the CommitteeAdministration supports the amendments which Dr WONG will be moving in the CommitteeAdministration supports the amendments which Dr WONG will be moving in the CommitteeAdministration supports the amendments which Dr WONG will be moving in the Committee

stage.  I would also assure Mr TO that our regulatory regime is kept under regularstage.  I would also assure Mr TO that our regulatory regime is kept under regularstage.  I would also assure Mr TO that our regulatory regime is kept under regularstage.  I would also assure Mr TO that our regulatory regime is kept under regular

review, and if there is need for further refinements, we will not hesitate to seekreview, and if there is need for further refinements, we will not hesitate to seekreview, and if there is need for further refinements, we will not hesitate to seekreview, and if there is need for further refinements, we will not hesitate to seek

to introduce them.to introduce them.to introduce them.to introduce them.

Dr WONG has identified the remaining concern of the ad hoc group and the insuranceDr WONG has identified the remaining concern of the ad hoc group and the insuranceDr WONG has identified the remaining concern of the ad hoc group and the insuranceDr WONG has identified the remaining concern of the ad hoc group and the insurance

industry regarding the residual powers under new section 35(1) exercisable by theindustry regarding the residual powers under new section 35(1) exercisable by theindustry regarding the residual powers under new section 35(1) exercisable by theindustry regarding the residual powers under new section 35(1) exercisable by the

Insurance Authority on the ground of section 26(3).  I  can assure Members that theInsurance Authority on the ground of section 26(3).  I  can assure Members that theInsurance Authority on the ground of section 26(3).  I  can assure Members that theInsurance Authority on the ground of section 26(3).  I  can assure Members that the

powers will only be used for less serious matters than those which may be imposedpowers will only be used for less serious matters than those which may be imposedpowers will only be used for less serious matters than those which may be imposedpowers will only be used for less serious matters than those which may be imposed

by virtue of other specified powers conferred on the Insurance Authority by theby virtue of other specified powers conferred on the Insurance Authority by theby virtue of other specified powers conferred on the Insurance Authority by theby virtue of other specified powers conferred on the Insurance Authority by the

Ordinance, such as the requirement to cease writing new business or the limitationOrdinance, such as the requirement to cease writing new business or the limitationOrdinance, such as the requirement to cease writing new business or the limitationOrdinance, such as the requirement to cease writing new business or the limitation

of premium income.of premium income.of premium income.of premium income.

Examples of the "less serious" requirements that may be imposed under the newExamples of the "less serious" requirements that may be imposed under the newExamples of the "less serious" requirements that may be imposed under the newExamples of the "less serious" requirements that may be imposed under the new

section 35(1) include:section 35(1) include:section 35(1) include:section 35(1) include:

(a)(a)(a)(a) requiring abstinence from related-party transactions, such as excessiverequiring abstinence from related-party transactions, such as excessiverequiring abstinence from related-party transactions, such as excessiverequiring abstinence from related-party transactions, such as excessive

lending to related parties;lending to related parties;lending to related parties;lending to related parties;

(b)(b)(b)(b) requiring priorequiring priorequiring priorequiring prior notification of the recommencement of business by a dormantr notification of the recommencement of business by a dormantr notification of the recommencement of business by a dormantr notification of the recommencement of business by a dormant

insurer, so that the Insurance Authority would have an opportunity to examine theinsurer, so that the Insurance Authority would have an opportunity to examine theinsurer, so that the Insurance Authority would have an opportunity to examine theinsurer, so that the Insurance Authority would have an opportunity to examine the

appropriateness of the recommencement and the insurer's business plans;appropriateness of the recommencement and the insurer's business plans;appropriateness of the recommencement and the insurer's business plans;appropriateness of the recommencement and the insurer's business plans;

(c)(c)(c)(c) requiring prior notification of chrequiring prior notification of chrequiring prior notification of chrequiring prior notification of changes in shareholders or controller, soanges in shareholders or controller, soanges in shareholders or controller, soanges in shareholders or controller, so

as to avoid new entrants bypassing the authorization requirements by acquiring aas to avoid new entrants bypassing the authorization requirements by acquiring aas to avoid new entrants bypassing the authorization requirements by acquiring aas to avoid new entrants bypassing the authorization requirements by acquiring a

dormant insurer;dormant insurer;dormant insurer;dormant insurer;

(d)(d)(d)(d) requiring the making of a section 35A deposit, which would serve as securityrequiring the making of a section 35A deposit, which would serve as securityrequiring the making of a section 35A deposit, which would serve as securityrequiring the making of a section 35A deposit, which would serve as security

for the protection of Hong Kong policy holders; andfor the protection of Hong Kong policy holders; andfor the protection of Hong Kong policy holders; andfor the protection of Hong Kong policy holders; and

(e)(e)(e)(e) requiring an insurer not to pledge its assets as security for loans grantedrequiring an insurer not to pledge its assets as security for loans grantedrequiring an insurer not to pledge its assets as security for loans grantedrequiring an insurer not to pledge its assets as security for loans granted

to a third party where this would reduce the assets available for distribution toto a third party where this would reduce the assets available for distribution toto a third party where this would reduce the assets available for distribution toto a third party where this would reduce the assets available for distribution to

policy holders in the event of liquidation of the insurer and thus undermine theirpolicy holders in the event of liquidation of the insurer and thus undermine theirpolicy holders in the event of liquidation of the insurer and thus undermine theirpolicy holders in the event of liquidation of the insurer and thus undermine their

protection.protection.protection.protection.

These examples are by no means exhaustive and it is not possible to predict allThese examples are by no means exhaustive and it is not possible to predict allThese examples are by no means exhaustive and it is not possible to predict allThese examples are by no means exhaustive and it is not possible to predict all



the specific circumstances which might arise necessitating the exercise of the powerthe specific circumstances which might arise necessitating the exercise of the powerthe specific circumstances which might arise necessitating the exercise of the powerthe specific circumstances which might arise necessitating the exercise of the power

conferred on the Insurance Authority under new section 35(1), on the ground of sectionconferred on the Insurance Authority under new section 35(1), on the ground of sectionconferred on the Insurance Authority under new section 35(1), on the ground of sectionconferred on the Insurance Authority under new section 35(1), on the ground of section

26(3).  I can, however, assure Members again that the provisions of section 35(1)26(3).  I can, however, assure Members again that the provisions of section 35(1)26(3).  I can, however, assure Members again that the provisions of section 35(1)26(3).  I can, however, assure Members again that the provisions of section 35(1)

will only be invoked by the Insurance Authority after very careful consideration.will only be invoked by the Insurance Authority after very careful consideration.will only be invoked by the Insurance Authority after very careful consideration.will only be invoked by the Insurance Authority after very careful consideration.

It will be used with the objective of providing better protection for policy holdersIt will be used with the objective of providing better protection for policy holdersIt will be used with the objective of providing better protection for policy holdersIt will be used with the objective of providing better protection for policy holders

and removing potential problems which could have an adverse effect on their interest.and removing potential problems which could have an adverse effect on their interest.and removing potential problems which could have an adverse effect on their interest.and removing potential problems which could have an adverse effect on their interest.

Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.Mr Deputy President, I beg to move.

Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.

Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.

Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).

INSURANCE COMPANIES (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1991INSURANCE COMPANIES (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1991INSURANCE COMPANIES (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1991INSURANCE COMPANIES (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1991

Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      11 December 1991Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      11 December 1991Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      11 December 1991Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      11 December 1991

Question on Second Reading proposed.Question on Second Reading proposed.Question on Second Reading proposed.Question on Second Reading proposed.

DR PHILIP WONG: Mr Deputy President, I am not going to repeat the methodology adoptedDR PHILIP WONG: Mr Deputy President, I am not going to repeat the methodology adoptedDR PHILIP WONG: Mr Deputy President, I am not going to repeat the methodology adoptedDR PHILIP WONG: Mr Deputy President, I am not going to repeat the methodology adopted

by the ad hoc group in tackling this Bill on which I have already reported earlierby the ad hoc group in tackling this Bill on which I have already reported earlierby the ad hoc group in tackling this Bill on which I have already reported earlierby the ad hoc group in tackling this Bill on which I have already reported earlier

on when I spoke during the resumption of the Second Reading debate for the Insuranceon when I spoke during the resumption of the Second Reading debate for the Insuranceon when I spoke during the resumption of the Second Reading debate for the Insuranceon when I spoke during the resumption of the Second Reading debate for the Insurance

Companies (Amendment) Bill 1991.  I will go straight to highlight what I believe toCompanies (Amendment) Bill 1991.  I will go straight to highlight what I believe toCompanies (Amendment) Bill 1991.  I will go straight to highlight what I believe toCompanies (Amendment) Bill 1991.  I will go straight to highlight what I believe to

be some of the important features of the Bill.be some of the important features of the Bill.be some of the important features of the Bill.be some of the important features of the Bill.

First, it is the powers proposed under the new section 35(2) for the InsuranceFirst, it is the powers proposed under the new section 35(2) for the InsuranceFirst, it is the powers proposed under the new section 35(2) for the InsuranceFirst, it is the powers proposed under the new section 35(2) for the Insurance

Authority to appoint an advisor or a manager to take over the business of an insurer.Authority to appoint an advisor or a manager to take over the business of an insurer.Authority to appoint an advisor or a manager to take over the business of an insurer.Authority to appoint an advisor or a manager to take over the business of an insurer.

We have been assured by the Administration that these proposed powers would onlyWe have been assured by the Administration that these proposed powers would onlyWe have been assured by the Administration that these proposed powers would onlyWe have been assured by the Administration that these proposed powers would only

be exercised as a last resort in circumstances where all the other existing powersbe exercised as a last resort in circumstances where all the other existing powersbe exercised as a last resort in circumstances where all the other existing powersbe exercised as a last resort in circumstances where all the other existing powers

of the Insurance Authority would not be sufficient to protect the interests of policyof the Insurance Authority would not be sufficient to protect the interests of policyof the Insurance Authority would not be sufficient to protect the interests of policyof the Insurance Authority would not be sufficient to protect the interests of policy

holders.holders.holders.holders.

We have also learnt that despite their wide nature, these powers could still beWe have also learnt that despite their wide nature, these powers could still beWe have also learnt that despite their wide nature, these powers could still beWe have also learnt that despite their wide nature, these powers could still be

accepted by the insurance industry on the provisos that:accepted by the insurance industry on the provisos that:accepted by the insurance industry on the provisos that:accepted by the insurance industry on the provisos that:



(a)(a)(a)(a) the circumstances in which such powers can be exercised are narrowed and morethe circumstances in which such powers can be exercised are narrowed and morethe circumstances in which such powers can be exercised are narrowed and morethe circumstances in which such powers can be exercised are narrowed and more

clearly defined; andclearly defined; andclearly defined; andclearly defined; and

(b)(b)(b)(b) safeguards for invoking the powers, such as prior approval from the Secretarysafeguards for invoking the powers, such as prior approval from the Secretarysafeguards for invoking the powers, such as prior approval from the Secretarysafeguards for invoking the powers, such as prior approval from the Secretary

for Monetary Affairs for the exercise of the powers would be installed.for Monetary Affairs for the exercise of the powers would be installed.for Monetary Affairs for the exercise of the powers would be installed.for Monetary Affairs for the exercise of the powers would be installed.

That being said, what really worries us is the new ground proposed by clause 6That being said, what really worries us is the new ground proposed by clause 6That being said, what really worries us is the new ground proposed by clause 6That being said, what really worries us is the new ground proposed by clause 6

of the Bill on which the Insurance Authority can exercise the "take-over" powers,of the Bill on which the Insurance Authority can exercise the "take-over" powers,of the Bill on which the Insurance Authority can exercise the "take-over" powers,of the Bill on which the Insurance Authority can exercise the "take-over" powers,

that is, "that it appears to him that the insurer is carrying on his business in athat is, "that it appears to him that the insurer is carrying on his business in athat is, "that it appears to him that the insurer is carrying on his business in athat is, "that it appears to him that the insurer is carrying on his business in a

manner detrimental to the interests of policy holders or potential policy holdersmanner detrimental to the interests of policy holders or potential policy holdersmanner detrimental to the interests of policy holders or potential policy holdersmanner detrimental to the interests of policy holders or potential policy holders

of the insurer".  Such ground is so wide that the possibility of exercising theof the insurer".  Such ground is so wide that the possibility of exercising theof the insurer".  Such ground is so wide that the possibility of exercising theof the insurer".  Such ground is so wide that the possibility of exercising the

"take-over" powers in inappropriate circumstances cannot be completely ruled out."take-over" powers in inappropriate circumstances cannot be completely ruled out."take-over" powers in inappropriate circumstances cannot be completely ruled out."take-over" powers in inappropriate circumstances cannot be completely ruled out.

After much discussions between the ad hoc group and the Administration, and alsoAfter much discussions between the ad hoc group and the Administration, and alsoAfter much discussions between the ad hoc group and the Administration, and alsoAfter much discussions between the ad hoc group and the Administration, and also

between the Hong Kong Federation of Insurers and the Administration, I am glad tobetween the Hong Kong Federation of Insurers and the Administration, I am glad tobetween the Hong Kong Federation of Insurers and the Administration, I am glad tobetween the Hong Kong Federation of Insurers and the Administration, I am glad to

report that the Administration has now agreed that the additional ground under clausereport that the Administration has now agreed that the additional ground under clausereport that the Administration has now agreed that the additional ground under clausereport that the Administration has now agreed that the additional ground under clause

6(a)(ii) should be deleted and that the ground for exercising the proposed "take-over"6(a)(ii) should be deleted and that the ground for exercising the proposed "take-over"6(a)(ii) should be deleted and that the ground for exercising the proposed "take-over"6(a)(ii) should be deleted and that the ground for exercising the proposed "take-over"

power will be limited solely to the ground stated in the existing section 26(1)(a).power will be limited solely to the ground stated in the existing section 26(1)(a).power will be limited solely to the ground stated in the existing section 26(1)(a).power will be limited solely to the ground stated in the existing section 26(1)(a).

I will explain these amendments in more detail during the Committee stage.I will explain these amendments in more detail during the Committee stage.I will explain these amendments in more detail during the Committee stage.I will explain these amendments in more detail during the Committee stage.

I would also like to report that with the proposed amendment being suggested byI would also like to report that with the proposed amendment being suggested byI would also like to report that with the proposed amendment being suggested byI would also like to report that with the proposed amendment being suggested by

the Administration, both the ad hoc group and the Hong Kong Federation of Insurersthe Administration, both the ad hoc group and the Hong Kong Federation of Insurersthe Administration, both the ad hoc group and the Hong Kong Federation of Insurersthe Administration, both the ad hoc group and the Hong Kong Federation of Insurers

have agreed that a statutory requirement for the Insurance Authority to obtainhave agreed that a statutory requirement for the Insurance Authority to obtainhave agreed that a statutory requirement for the Insurance Authority to obtainhave agreed that a statutory requirement for the Insurance Authority to obtain

approval from other government authority prior to exercising the powers on theapproval from other government authority prior to exercising the powers on theapproval from other government authority prior to exercising the powers on theapproval from other government authority prior to exercising the powers on the

specific ground of section 26(1)(a) is not required.specific ground of section 26(1)(a) is not required.specific ground of section 26(1)(a) is not required.specific ground of section 26(1)(a) is not required.

The seconThe seconThe seconThe second main concern of the ad hoc group is the wide power conferred on a managerd main concern of the ad hoc group is the wide power conferred on a managerd main concern of the ad hoc group is the wide power conferred on a managerd main concern of the ad hoc group is the wide power conferred on a manager

by the proposed section 38A.by the proposed section 38A.by the proposed section 38A.by the proposed section 38A.

In clause 10, section 38A(3)(a) proposes that no meeting of the insurer can beIn clause 10, section 38A(3)(a) proposes that no meeting of the insurer can beIn clause 10, section 38A(3)(a) proposes that no meeting of the insurer can beIn clause 10, section 38A(3)(a) proposes that no meeting of the insurer can be

held without the consent of the manager and section 38A(3)(b) proposes that noheld without the consent of the manager and section 38A(3)(b) proposes that noheld without the consent of the manager and section 38A(3)(b) proposes that noheld without the consent of the manager and section 38A(3)(b) proposes that no

resolution may be passed at a meeting of the insurer which may fetter the powers ofresolution may be passed at a meeting of the insurer which may fetter the powers ofresolution may be passed at a meeting of the insurer which may fetter the powers ofresolution may be passed at a meeting of the insurer which may fetter the powers of

the manager.the manager.the manager.the manager.

We considered that in view of the draconian effects of these two sections, inWe considered that in view of the draconian effects of these two sections, inWe considered that in view of the draconian effects of these two sections, inWe considered that in view of the draconian effects of these two sections, in

case a manager acted unreasonably under these sections, the insurer should be allowedcase a manager acted unreasonably under these sections, the insurer should be allowedcase a manager acted unreasonably under these sections, the insurer should be allowedcase a manager acted unreasonably under these sections, the insurer should be allowed

to apply to the High Court for an objective ruling, that is, whether a meeting shouldto apply to the High Court for an objective ruling, that is, whether a meeting shouldto apply to the High Court for an objective ruling, that is, whether a meeting shouldto apply to the High Court for an objective ruling, that is, whether a meeting should



be held or a resolution should be approved.be held or a resolution should be approved.be held or a resolution should be approved.be held or a resolution should be approved.

As regards the proposed section 38A(3)(a), the Administration pointed out thatAs regards the proposed section 38A(3)(a), the Administration pointed out thatAs regards the proposed section 38A(3)(a), the Administration pointed out thatAs regards the proposed section 38A(3)(a), the Administration pointed out that

according to the proposed section 38A(5), the manager should not unreasonably refuseaccording to the proposed section 38A(5), the manager should not unreasonably refuseaccording to the proposed section 38A(5), the manager should not unreasonably refuseaccording to the proposed section 38A(5), the manager should not unreasonably refuse

to give consent for a meeting.  He is therefore subject to the test of reasonableness.to give consent for a meeting.  He is therefore subject to the test of reasonableness.to give consent for a meeting.  He is therefore subject to the test of reasonableness.to give consent for a meeting.  He is therefore subject to the test of reasonableness.

An insurer who has ground to believe that the manager has acted unreasonably couldAn insurer who has ground to believe that the manager has acted unreasonably couldAn insurer who has ground to believe that the manager has acted unreasonably couldAn insurer who has ground to believe that the manager has acted unreasonably could

thus apply to the High Court for a judicial review.thus apply to the High Court for a judicial review.thus apply to the High Court for a judicial review.thus apply to the High Court for a judicial review.

We are satisfied that given the reasonableness provision in section 38A(5), anWe are satisfied that given the reasonableness provision in section 38A(5), anWe are satisfied that given the reasonableness provision in section 38A(5), anWe are satisfied that given the reasonableness provision in section 38A(5), an

aggrieved insurer could effectively apply for a judicial review and there is no needaggrieved insurer could effectively apply for a judicial review and there is no needaggrieved insurer could effectively apply for a judicial review and there is no needaggrieved insurer could effectively apply for a judicial review and there is no need

for specific provisions to allow an insurer to apply to the High Court.for specific provisions to allow an insurer to apply to the High Court.for specific provisions to allow an insurer to apply to the High Court.for specific provisions to allow an insurer to apply to the High Court.

Regarding section 38A(3)(b), we are advised by the Administration that onRegarding section 38A(3)(b), we are advised by the Administration that onRegarding section 38A(3)(b), we are advised by the Administration that onRegarding section 38A(3)(b), we are advised by the Administration that on

reconsideration, the effective exercise of the manager's powers in this section wasreconsideration, the effective exercise of the manager's powers in this section wasreconsideration, the effective exercise of the manager's powers in this section wasreconsideration, the effective exercise of the manager's powers in this section was

found to have already been adequately covered by section 38A(3)(c) and therefore itfound to have already been adequately covered by section 38A(3)(c) and therefore itfound to have already been adequately covered by section 38A(3)(c) and therefore itfound to have already been adequately covered by section 38A(3)(c) and therefore it

could be deleted.could be deleted.could be deleted.could be deleted.

Mr Deputy President, the Bill together with the Insurance Companies (Amendment)Mr Deputy President, the Bill together with the Insurance Companies (Amendment)Mr Deputy President, the Bill together with the Insurance Companies (Amendment)Mr Deputy President, the Bill together with the Insurance Companies (Amendment)

Bill 1991, are the products of close scrutiny, not only by the ad hoc group but alsoBill 1991, are the products of close scrutiny, not only by the ad hoc group but alsoBill 1991, are the products of close scrutiny, not only by the ad hoc group but alsoBill 1991, are the products of close scrutiny, not only by the ad hoc group but also

by the Administration, various organizations including the Hong Kong Federation ofby the Administration, various organizations including the Hong Kong Federation ofby the Administration, various organizations including the Hong Kong Federation ofby the Administration, various organizations including the Hong Kong Federation of

Insurers, the Hong Kong Society of Accountants, the Actuarial Association of HongInsurers, the Hong Kong Society of Accountants, the Actuarial Association of HongInsurers, the Hong Kong Society of Accountants, the Actuarial Association of HongInsurers, the Hong Kong Society of Accountants, the Actuarial Association of Hong

Kong, and interested members of the community.  I am grateful to them all.Kong, and interested members of the community.  I am grateful to them all.Kong, and interested members of the community.  I am grateful to them all.Kong, and interested members of the community.  I am grateful to them all.

With these remarks, Mr Deputy president, I support the motion.With these remarks, Mr Deputy president, I support the motion.With these remarks, Mr Deputy president, I support the motion.With these remarks, Mr Deputy president, I support the motion.

MR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, when I spoke on the InsuranceMR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, when I spoke on the InsuranceMR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, when I spoke on the InsuranceMR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, when I spoke on the Insurance

Companies (Amendment) Bill 1991 a while ago, I already stated the views of the UnitedCompanies (Amendment) Bill 1991 a while ago, I already stated the views of the UnitedCompanies (Amendment) Bill 1991 a while ago, I already stated the views of the UnitedCompanies (Amendment) Bill 1991 a while ago, I already stated the views of the United

Democrats of Hong Kong as regards the rigorous monitoring of insurance companies.Democrats of Hong Kong as regards the rigorous monitoring of insurance companies.Democrats of Hong Kong as regards the rigorous monitoring of insurance companies.Democrats of Hong Kong as regards the rigorous monitoring of insurance companies.

I do not intend to repeat those views now.I do not intend to repeat those views now.I do not intend to repeat those views now.I do not intend to repeat those views now.

Patently, the present (No. 2) Bill is seeking to give the authority concernedPatently, the present (No. 2) Bill is seeking to give the authority concernedPatently, the present (No. 2) Bill is seeking to give the authority concernedPatently, the present (No. 2) Bill is seeking to give the authority concerned

some sweeping powers in exercise of which the authority concerned may, in serioussome sweeping powers in exercise of which the authority concerned may, in serioussome sweeping powers in exercise of which the authority concerned may, in serioussome sweeping powers in exercise of which the authority concerned may, in serious

cases, even appoint an adviser to an insurer or a manager to assume the functionscases, even appoint an adviser to an insurer or a manager to assume the functionscases, even appoint an adviser to an insurer or a manager to assume the functionscases, even appoint an adviser to an insurer or a manager to assume the functions

of the insurer so that suitable measures may be taken.  After careful consideration,of the insurer so that suitable measures may be taken.  After careful consideration,of the insurer so that suitable measures may be taken.  After careful consideration,of the insurer so that suitable measures may be taken.  After careful consideration,

we have decided to put forward some agreed amendments at the Committee stage in orderwe have decided to put forward some agreed amendments at the Committee stage in orderwe have decided to put forward some agreed amendments at the Committee stage in orderwe have decided to put forward some agreed amendments at the Committee stage in order

to strike a balance.to strike a balance.to strike a balance.to strike a balance.

I hope the Insurance Authority will not only have regard to the oveI hope the Insurance Authority will not only have regard to the oveI hope the Insurance Authority will not only have regard to the oveI hope the Insurance Authority will not only have regard to the overall monitoringrall monitoringrall monitoringrall monitoring



of insurance companies but also pay close attention to the conduct of members of theof insurance companies but also pay close attention to the conduct of members of theof insurance companies but also pay close attention to the conduct of members of theof insurance companies but also pay close attention to the conduct of members of the

insurance industry.  This, though, may not fall within the scope of the presentinsurance industry.  This, though, may not fall within the scope of the presentinsurance industry.  This, though, may not fall within the scope of the presentinsurance industry.  This, though, may not fall within the scope of the present

amendment Bill.amendment Bill.amendment Bill.amendment Bill.

With these remarks, I support the motion on the amendmentWith these remarks, I support the motion on the amendmentWith these remarks, I support the motion on the amendmentWith these remarks, I support the motion on the amendments.s.s.s.

SECRETARY FOR MONETARY AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, once again, I am grateful toSECRETARY FOR MONETARY AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, once again, I am grateful toSECRETARY FOR MONETARY AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, once again, I am grateful toSECRETARY FOR MONETARY AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, once again, I am grateful to

Dr WONG and Members of the ad hoc group for their careful consideration of the Bill.Dr WONG and Members of the ad hoc group for their careful consideration of the Bill.Dr WONG and Members of the ad hoc group for their careful consideration of the Bill.Dr WONG and Members of the ad hoc group for their careful consideration of the Bill.

Dr WONG has highlighted the concern of the ad hoc group and of the insurance sectorDr WONG has highlighted the concern of the ad hoc group and of the insurance sectorDr WONG has highlighted the concern of the ad hoc group and of the insurance sectorDr WONG has highlighted the concern of the ad hoc group and of the insurance sector

about the serious nature of the powers of the Insurance Authority to appoint an adviserabout the serious nature of the powers of the Insurance Authority to appoint an adviserabout the serious nature of the powers of the Insurance Authority to appoint an adviserabout the serious nature of the powers of the Insurance Authority to appoint an adviser

to an insurer or a manager to assume the functions of the insurer.  I wish to confirmto an insurer or a manager to assume the functions of the insurer.  I wish to confirmto an insurer or a manager to assume the functions of the insurer.  I wish to confirmto an insurer or a manager to assume the functions of the insurer.  I wish to confirm

that their concerns have been carefully considered, and the Administration supportsthat their concerns have been carefully considered, and the Administration supportsthat their concerns have been carefully considered, and the Administration supportsthat their concerns have been carefully considered, and the Administration supports

the amendments which Dr WONG will be moving in the Committee stage to restrict thethe amendments which Dr WONG will be moving in the Committee stage to restrict thethe amendments which Dr WONG will be moving in the Committee stage to restrict thethe amendments which Dr WONG will be moving in the Committee stage to restrict the

scope of use of the powers.  As a result of these amendments, the ground for exercisingscope of use of the powers.  As a result of these amendments, the ground for exercisingscope of use of the powers.  As a result of these amendments, the ground for exercisingscope of use of the powers.  As a result of these amendments, the ground for exercising

the new powers will be limited solely to the ground of section 26(1)(a), that is,the new powers will be limited solely to the ground of section 26(1)(a), that is,the new powers will be limited solely to the ground of section 26(1)(a), that is,the new powers will be limited solely to the ground of section 26(1)(a), that is,

that the Insurance Authority considers the exercise of the power to be desirable forthat the Insurance Authority considers the exercise of the power to be desirable forthat the Insurance Authority considers the exercise of the power to be desirable forthat the Insurance Authority considers the exercise of the power to be desirable for

protecting policy holders against the risk that the insurer may be unable to meetprotecting policy holders against the risk that the insurer may be unable to meetprotecting policy holders against the risk that the insurer may be unable to meetprotecting policy holders against the risk that the insurer may be unable to meet

its liabilities or to fulfil the reasonable expectations of policy holders.its liabilities or to fulfil the reasonable expectations of policy holders.its liabilities or to fulfil the reasonable expectations of policy holders.its liabilities or to fulfil the reasonable expectations of policy holders.

I can assuI can assuI can assuI can assure Members that the new power will only be exercised as a last resort,re Members that the new power will only be exercised as a last resort,re Members that the new power will only be exercised as a last resort,re Members that the new power will only be exercised as a last resort,

in circumstances where all the other interventionary powers would not be sufficientin circumstances where all the other interventionary powers would not be sufficientin circumstances where all the other interventionary powers would not be sufficientin circumstances where all the other interventionary powers would not be sufficient

to protect the interests of policy holders.  The aim of the Insurance Authority into protect the interests of policy holders.  The aim of the Insurance Authority into protect the interests of policy holders.  The aim of the Insurance Authority into protect the interests of policy holders.  The aim of the Insurance Authority in

exercising the powers will be to ensure that an insurer which is in seriousexercising the powers will be to ensure that an insurer which is in seriousexercising the powers will be to ensure that an insurer which is in seriousexercising the powers will be to ensure that an insurer which is in serious

difficulties is properly managed and thereby prevent further damage being caused todifficulties is properly managed and thereby prevent further damage being caused todifficulties is properly managed and thereby prevent further damage being caused todifficulties is properly managed and thereby prevent further damage being caused to

the policy holders.the policy holders.the policy holders.the policy holders.

Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I beg to move.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I beg to move.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I beg to move.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I beg to move.

Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.

Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.

Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).

DANGEROUS DRUGS (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1992DANGEROUS DRUGS (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1992DANGEROUS DRUGS (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1992DANGEROUS DRUGS (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1992



Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      26 Feburary 1992Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      26 Feburary 1992Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      26 Feburary 1992Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      26 Feburary 1992

Question on Second Reading proposed.Question on Second Reading proposed.Question on Second Reading proposed.Question on Second Reading proposed.

PROF FELICE LIEH MAK: Mr Deputy President, the Bill before us today was firstPROF FELICE LIEH MAK: Mr Deputy President, the Bill before us today was firstPROF FELICE LIEH MAK: Mr Deputy President, the Bill before us today was firstPROF FELICE LIEH MAK: Mr Deputy President, the Bill before us today was first

introduced to this Council on 26 February 1992.  Its purpose is mainly twofold.introduced to this Council on 26 February 1992.  Its purpose is mainly twofold.introduced to this Council on 26 February 1992.  Its purpose is mainly twofold.introduced to this Council on 26 February 1992.  Its purpose is mainly twofold.

First, to amend, modify or repeal presumptions which are incompatible with theFirst, to amend, modify or repeal presumptions which are incompatible with theFirst, to amend, modify or repeal presumptions which are incompatible with theFirst, to amend, modify or repeal presumptions which are incompatible with the

provisions of the Bill of Rights Ordinance. Secondly, to address the criticism ofprovisions of the Bill of Rights Ordinance. Secondly, to address the criticism ofprovisions of the Bill of Rights Ordinance. Secondly, to address the criticism ofprovisions of the Bill of Rights Ordinance. Secondly, to address the criticism of

the Appeal Court on the overlapping provision regarding the offence of possessionthe Appeal Court on the overlapping provision regarding the offence of possessionthe Appeal Court on the overlapping provision regarding the offence of possessionthe Appeal Court on the overlapping provision regarding the offence of possession

of dangerous drug for the purpose of unlawful trafficking and the offence of unlawfulof dangerous drug for the purpose of unlawful trafficking and the offence of unlawfulof dangerous drug for the purpose of unlawful trafficking and the offence of unlawfulof dangerous drug for the purpose of unlawful trafficking and the offence of unlawful

trafficking.trafficking.trafficking.trafficking.

The ad hoc group set up to examine this Bill held seven meetings including fiveThe ad hoc group set up to examine this Bill held seven meetings including fiveThe ad hoc group set up to examine this Bill held seven meetings including fiveThe ad hoc group set up to examine this Bill held seven meetings including five

with the Administration.  It has also considered the views given by the Hong Kongwith the Administration.  It has also considered the views given by the Hong Kongwith the Administration.  It has also considered the views given by the Hong Kongwith the Administration.  It has also considered the views given by the Hong Kong

Bar Association.  After careful deliberation, the ad hoc group has recommended thatBar Association.  After careful deliberation, the ad hoc group has recommended thatBar Association.  After careful deliberation, the ad hoc group has recommended thatBar Association.  After careful deliberation, the ad hoc group has recommended that

the Bill be supported subject to amendments to be moved at the Committee stage.the Bill be supported subject to amendments to be moved at the Committee stage.the Bill be supported subject to amendments to be moved at the Committee stage.the Bill be supported subject to amendments to be moved at the Committee stage.

Mr Deputy President, I would like to now briefly highlight the three major pointsMr Deputy President, I would like to now briefly highlight the three major pointsMr Deputy President, I would like to now briefly highlight the three major pointsMr Deputy President, I would like to now briefly highlight the three major points

considered by the group.  The first involves presumptions. Some of the presumptionsconsidered by the group.  The first involves presumptions. Some of the presumptionsconsidered by the group.  The first involves presumptions. Some of the presumptionsconsidered by the group.  The first involves presumptions. Some of the presumptions

in the Dangerous Drugs Ordinance were ruled by the Court of Appeal to be inconsistentin the Dangerous Drugs Ordinance were ruled by the Court of Appeal to be inconsistentin the Dangerous Drugs Ordinance were ruled by the Court of Appeal to be inconsistentin the Dangerous Drugs Ordinance were ruled by the Court of Appeal to be inconsistent

with the provisions of the Bill of Rights.  The Administration has therefore reviewedwith the provisions of the Bill of Rights.  The Administration has therefore reviewedwith the provisions of the Bill of Rights.  The Administration has therefore reviewedwith the provisions of the Bill of Rights.  The Administration has therefore reviewed

the principal Ordinance to ensure that it complies with the Bill of Rights Ordinancethe principal Ordinance to ensure that it complies with the Bill of Rights Ordinancethe principal Ordinance to ensure that it complies with the Bill of Rights Ordinancethe principal Ordinance to ensure that it complies with the Bill of Rights Ordinance

and at the same time maintains the ability of the law enforcement agencies to bringand at the same time maintains the ability of the law enforcement agencies to bringand at the same time maintains the ability of the law enforcement agencies to bringand at the same time maintains the ability of the law enforcement agencies to bring

successful prosecutions for drug offences.  The Administration has recommended tosuccessful prosecutions for drug offences.  The Administration has recommended tosuccessful prosecutions for drug offences.  The Administration has recommended tosuccessful prosecutions for drug offences.  The Administration has recommended to

repeal the presumptions concerning manufacture of dangerous drugs in section 45, therepeal the presumptions concerning manufacture of dangerous drugs in section 45, therepeal the presumptions concerning manufacture of dangerous drugs in section 45, therepeal the presumptions concerning manufacture of dangerous drugs in section 45, the

possession of prescribed minimum amount of drugs for the purpose of trafficking inpossession of prescribed minimum amount of drugs for the purpose of trafficking inpossession of prescribed minimum amount of drugs for the purpose of trafficking inpossession of prescribed minimum amount of drugs for the purpose of trafficking in

section 46, and divans in section   48   of   the  Dangerous  Drugs  Ordinance.section 46, and divans in section   48   of   the  Dangerous  Drugs  Ordinance.section 46, and divans in section   48   of   the  Dangerous  Drugs  Ordinance.section 46, and divans in section   48   of   the  Dangerous  Drugs  Ordinance.

The  presumption  in section 47 concerning possession of dangerous drugs has beenThe  presumption  in section 47 concerning possession of dangerous drugs has beenThe  presumption  in section 47 concerning possession of dangerous drugs has beenThe  presumption  in section 47 concerning possession of dangerous drugs has been

modified to limit its scope to make it compatible with the Bill of Rights.modified to limit its scope to make it compatible with the Bill of Rights.modified to limit its scope to make it compatible with the Bill of Rights.modified to limit its scope to make it compatible with the Bill of Rights.

The group generally supports the Administration's recommendation to repeal orThe group generally supports the Administration's recommendation to repeal orThe group generally supports the Administration's recommendation to repeal orThe group generally supports the Administration's recommendation to repeal or

modify those presumptions which are vulnerable to challenge under the Bill of Rightsmodify those presumptions which are vulnerable to challenge under the Bill of Rightsmodify those presumptions which are vulnerable to challenge under the Bill of Rightsmodify those presumptions which are vulnerable to challenge under the Bill of Rights

Ordinance.  However, it is concerned with the proposed repeal of the presumptionOrdinance.  However, it is concerned with the proposed repeal of the presumptionOrdinance.  However, it is concerned with the proposed repeal of the presumptionOrdinance.  However, it is concerned with the proposed repeal of the presumption

concerning possession of prescribed minimum amounts of drugs for the purpose ofconcerning possession of prescribed minimum amounts of drugs for the purpose ofconcerning possession of prescribed minimum amounts of drugs for the purpose ofconcerning possession of prescribed minimum amounts of drugs for the purpose of

trafficking.  This together with the proposed repeal of section 7 of the principaltrafficking.  This together with the proposed repeal of section 7 of the principaltrafficking.  This together with the proposed repeal of section 7 of the principaltrafficking.  This together with the proposed repeal of section 7 of the principal

Ordinance on the possession of dangerous drugs for the purpose of unlawful traffickingOrdinance on the possession of dangerous drugs for the purpose of unlawful traffickingOrdinance on the possession of dangerous drugs for the purpose of unlawful traffickingOrdinance on the possession of dangerous drugs for the purpose of unlawful trafficking

could enable drug traffickers to get away easily.  The group therefore considered,could enable drug traffickers to get away easily.  The group therefore considered,could enable drug traffickers to get away easily.  The group therefore considered,could enable drug traffickers to get away easily.  The group therefore considered,

with the Administration, methods of prescribing in the Ordinance some quantitativewith the Administration, methods of prescribing in the Ordinance some quantitativewith the Administration, methods of prescribing in the Ordinance some quantitativewith the Administration, methods of prescribing in the Ordinance some quantitative



or qualitative presumptions on trafficking that could withstand challenge under theor qualitative presumptions on trafficking that could withstand challenge under theor qualitative presumptions on trafficking that could withstand challenge under theor qualitative presumptions on trafficking that could withstand challenge under the

Bill of Rights Ordinance.  This has been found difficult, if not impossible.Bill of Rights Ordinance.  This has been found difficult, if not impossible.Bill of Rights Ordinance.  This has been found difficult, if not impossible.Bill of Rights Ordinance.  This has been found difficult, if not impossible.

Consequently the group agrees to the Administration's proposal to remove all theConsequently the group agrees to the Administration's proposal to remove all theConsequently the group agrees to the Administration's proposal to remove all theConsequently the group agrees to the Administration's proposal to remove all the

presumptions on trafficking, and it should be left to the court to exercise judgementpresumptions on trafficking, and it should be left to the court to exercise judgementpresumptions on trafficking, and it should be left to the court to exercise judgementpresumptions on trafficking, and it should be left to the court to exercise judgement

on the evidence as to whether a case of possession is for consumption or foron the evidence as to whether a case of possession is for consumption or foron the evidence as to whether a case of possession is for consumption or foron the evidence as to whether a case of possession is for consumption or for

trafficking.  We hope that the court in meting out sentences on possession cases wouldtrafficking.  We hope that the court in meting out sentences on possession cases wouldtrafficking.  We hope that the court in meting out sentences on possession cases wouldtrafficking.  We hope that the court in meting out sentences on possession cases would

have due regard to the community's concern that drug trafficking offence is a serioushave due regard to the community's concern that drug trafficking offence is a serioushave due regard to the community's concern that drug trafficking offence is a serioushave due regard to the community's concern that drug trafficking offence is a serious

social crime.social crime.social crime.social crime.

The second point concerns the criticism of section 7 by the Court of Appeal.  TheThe second point concerns the criticism of section 7 by the Court of Appeal.  TheThe second point concerns the criticism of section 7 by the Court of Appeal.  TheThe second point concerns the criticism of section 7 by the Court of Appeal.  The

Appeal Court has indicated on two separate occasions that the provision regardingAppeal Court has indicated on two separate occasions that the provision regardingAppeal Court has indicated on two separate occasions that the provision regardingAppeal Court has indicated on two separate occasions that the provision regarding

the offence of possession for the purpose of unlawful trafficking should be removedthe offence of possession for the purpose of unlawful trafficking should be removedthe offence of possession for the purpose of unlawful trafficking should be removedthe offence of possession for the purpose of unlawful trafficking should be removed

from the Ordinance because the court believes that it overlaps with that on the offencefrom the Ordinance because the court believes that it overlaps with that on the offencefrom the Ordinance because the court believes that it overlaps with that on the offencefrom the Ordinance because the court believes that it overlaps with that on the offence

of trafficking. However, the Administration considers it essential to maintainof trafficking. However, the Administration considers it essential to maintainof trafficking. However, the Administration considers it essential to maintainof trafficking. However, the Administration considers it essential to maintain

legislative provision for possession of dangerous drugs for unlawful trafficking.legislative provision for possession of dangerous drugs for unlawful trafficking.legislative provision for possession of dangerous drugs for unlawful trafficking.legislative provision for possession of dangerous drugs for unlawful trafficking.

There is also an obligation under the 1988 United Nations Convention Against IllicitThere is also an obligation under the 1988 United Nations Convention Against IllicitThere is also an obligation under the 1988 United Nations Convention Against IllicitThere is also an obligation under the 1988 United Nations Convention Against Illicit

Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances that possession of drugs forTraffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances that possession of drugs forTraffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances that possession of drugs forTraffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances that possession of drugs for

the purpose of trafficking should be established as a criminal offence.  Thethe purpose of trafficking should be established as a criminal offence.  Thethe purpose of trafficking should be established as a criminal offence.  Thethe purpose of trafficking should be established as a criminal offence.  The

Administration has therefore proposed to repeal the provision relating to theAdministration has therefore proposed to repeal the provision relating to theAdministration has therefore proposed to repeal the provision relating to theAdministration has therefore proposed to repeal the provision relating to the

possession of dangerous drugs for the purpose of unlawful trafficking and to placepossession of dangerous drugs for the purpose of unlawful trafficking and to placepossession of dangerous drugs for the purpose of unlawful trafficking and to placepossession of dangerous drugs for the purpose of unlawful trafficking and to place

it under section 4 of the Ordinance on trafficking offence.  The group hadit under section 4 of the Ordinance on trafficking offence.  The group hadit under section 4 of the Ordinance on trafficking offence.  The group hadit under section 4 of the Ordinance on trafficking offence.  The group had

reservations on this proposal and suggested an alternative approach to deal with thereservations on this proposal and suggested an alternative approach to deal with thereservations on this proposal and suggested an alternative approach to deal with thereservations on this proposal and suggested an alternative approach to deal with the

criticism.  I will elaborate on this when I move the amendment at the Committee stage.criticism.  I will elaborate on this when I move the amendment at the Committee stage.criticism.  I will elaborate on this when I move the amendment at the Committee stage.criticism.  I will elaborate on this when I move the amendment at the Committee stage.

The third point involves the maximum fine for simple possessionThe third point involves the maximum fine for simple possessionThe third point involves the maximum fine for simple possessionThe third point involves the maximum fine for simple possession on summary on summary on summary on summary

conviction (section 8 of the Ordinance).  In clause 4 of the Bill, the Administrationconviction (section 8 of the Ordinance).  In clause 4 of the Bill, the Administrationconviction (section 8 of the Ordinance).  In clause 4 of the Bill, the Administrationconviction (section 8 of the Ordinance).  In clause 4 of the Bill, the Administration

has recommended to increase the maximum penalties under section 8 for simplehas recommended to increase the maximum penalties under section 8 for simplehas recommended to increase the maximum penalties under section 8 for simplehas recommended to increase the maximum penalties under section 8 for simple

possession on indictment to seven years' imprisonment and a fine of $1 million.possession on indictment to seven years' imprisonment and a fine of $1 million.possession on indictment to seven years' imprisonment and a fine of $1 million.possession on indictment to seven years' imprisonment and a fine of $1 million.

However, to maintain the Government's current policy that drug abusers should notHowever, to maintain the Government's current policy that drug abusers should notHowever, to maintain the Government's current policy that drug abusers should notHowever, to maintain the Government's current policy that drug abusers should not

be unduly penalized, the Administration has proposed to retain the penalties for thebe unduly penalized, the Administration has proposed to retain the penalties for thebe unduly penalized, the Administration has proposed to retain the penalties for thebe unduly penalized, the Administration has proposed to retain the penalties for the

same offences on summary conviction at a maximum of three years' imprisonment andsame offences on summary conviction at a maximum of three years' imprisonment andsame offences on summary conviction at a maximum of three years' imprisonment andsame offences on summary conviction at a maximum of three years' imprisonment and

a fine of $10,000.  The group supports the proposal to increase the maximum penaltiesa fine of $10,000.  The group supports the proposal to increase the maximum penaltiesa fine of $10,000.  The group supports the proposal to increase the maximum penaltiesa fine of $10,000.  The group supports the proposal to increase the maximum penalties

for conviction upon indictment.  This would give the court the flexibility to imposefor conviction upon indictment.  This would give the court the flexibility to imposefor conviction upon indictment.  This would give the court the flexibility to imposefor conviction upon indictment.  This would give the court the flexibility to impose

a higher penalty on those persons found in possession of large quantities of drugsa higher penalty on those persons found in possession of large quantities of drugsa higher penalty on those persons found in possession of large quantities of drugsa higher penalty on those persons found in possession of large quantities of drugs

for which evidence is not available to deal with it as trafficking offences underfor which evidence is not available to deal with it as trafficking offences underfor which evidence is not available to deal with it as trafficking offences underfor which evidence is not available to deal with it as trafficking offences under

section 4. However it does not agree that the maximum penalties for the same offencesection 4. However it does not agree that the maximum penalties for the same offencesection 4. However it does not agree that the maximum penalties for the same offencesection 4. However it does not agree that the maximum penalties for the same offence

on summary conviction should remain light in order to encourage the drug abusers toon summary conviction should remain light in order to encourage the drug abusers toon summary conviction should remain light in order to encourage the drug abusers toon summary conviction should remain light in order to encourage the drug abusers to

seek treatment.  It is noted that many drug addicts are also traffickers.  Theyseek treatment.  It is noted that many drug addicts are also traffickers.  Theyseek treatment.  It is noted that many drug addicts are also traffickers.  Theyseek treatment.  It is noted that many drug addicts are also traffickers.  They



should not be allowed to get away.  The existing maximum fine of $10,000 is consideredshould not be allowed to get away.  The existing maximum fine of $10,000 is consideredshould not be allowed to get away.  The existing maximum fine of $10,000 is consideredshould not be allowed to get away.  The existing maximum fine of $10,000 is considered

too low to be an effective deterrent.  It is also considered disproportionate to thetoo low to be an effective deterrent.  It is also considered disproportionate to thetoo low to be an effective deterrent.  It is also considered disproportionate to thetoo low to be an effective deterrent.  It is also considered disproportionate to the

years of imprisonment for the same offence.  The group has therefore suggested andyears of imprisonment for the same offence.  The group has therefore suggested andyears of imprisonment for the same offence.  The group has therefore suggested andyears of imprisonment for the same offence.  The group has therefore suggested and

the Administration has agreed to increase the maximum fine for possession offencethe Administration has agreed to increase the maximum fine for possession offencethe Administration has agreed to increase the maximum fine for possession offencethe Administration has agreed to increase the maximum fine for possession offence

on summary conviction from $10,000 to $100,000.  I will move an amendment to thison summary conviction from $10,000 to $100,000.  I will move an amendment to thison summary conviction from $10,000 to $100,000.  I will move an amendment to thison summary conviction from $10,000 to $100,000.  I will move an amendment to this

effect at the Committee stage.effect at the Committee stage.effect at the Committee stage.effect at the Committee stage.

Mr Deputy President, before closing, I would like to thank the AdministrationMr Deputy President, before closing, I would like to thank the AdministrationMr Deputy President, before closing, I would like to thank the AdministrationMr Deputy President, before closing, I would like to thank the Administration

for their open attitude throughout the course of our deliberations and their effortsfor their open attitude throughout the course of our deliberations and their effortsfor their open attitude throughout the course of our deliberations and their effortsfor their open attitude throughout the course of our deliberations and their efforts

in making various attempts to address the group's concerns.in making various attempts to address the group's concerns.in making various attempts to address the group's concerns.in making various attempts to address the group's concerns.

With these remarks, Mr DeWith these remarks, Mr DeWith these remarks, Mr DeWith these remarks, Mr Deputy President, I support the passage of this Billputy President, I support the passage of this Billputy President, I support the passage of this Billputy President, I support the passage of this Bill

subject to the Committee stage amendments.subject to the Committee stage amendments.subject to the Committee stage amendments.subject to the Committee stage amendments.

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I am grateful to Professor LIEH MAK andSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I am grateful to Professor LIEH MAK andSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I am grateful to Professor LIEH MAK andSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President, I am grateful to Professor LIEH MAK and

the members of the ad hoc group, of which she was convenor, for their careful scrutinythe members of the ad hoc group, of which she was convenor, for their careful scrutinythe members of the ad hoc group, of which she was convenor, for their careful scrutinythe members of the ad hoc group, of which she was convenor, for their careful scrutiny

of the Bill.  We share the same view on the need to strike a balance between meetingof the Bill.  We share the same view on the need to strike a balance between meetingof the Bill.  We share the same view on the need to strike a balance between meetingof the Bill.  We share the same view on the need to strike a balance between meeting

the requirements of the Bill of Rights Ordinance and having effective legislationthe requirements of the Bill of Rights Ordinance and having effective legislationthe requirements of the Bill of Rights Ordinance and having effective legislationthe requirements of the Bill of Rights Ordinance and having effective legislation

against drug trafficking.against drug trafficking.against drug trafficking.against drug trafficking.

The ad hoc group's concern about the possible impThe ad hoc group's concern about the possible impThe ad hoc group's concern about the possible impThe ad hoc group's concern about the possible implications of repealing thelications of repealing thelications of repealing thelications of repealing the

presumptions in the existing legislation is understandable.  I believe however thatpresumptions in the existing legislation is understandable.  I believe however thatpresumptions in the existing legislation is understandable.  I believe however thatpresumptions in the existing legislation is understandable.  I believe however that

the best course, as the ad hoc group has concluded, is that we should leave it tothe best course, as the ad hoc group has concluded, is that we should leave it tothe best course, as the ad hoc group has concluded, is that we should leave it tothe best course, as the ad hoc group has concluded, is that we should leave it to

the court to decide in the particular case the amount of drugs and the circumstancesthe court to decide in the particular case the amount of drugs and the circumstancesthe court to decide in the particular case the amount of drugs and the circumstancesthe court to decide in the particular case the amount of drugs and the circumstances

which may lead to an inference of trafficking.which may lead to an inference of trafficking.which may lead to an inference of trafficking.which may lead to an inference of trafficking.

The proposal to do away with the separate offence of possession of dangerous drugsThe proposal to do away with the separate offence of possession of dangerous drugsThe proposal to do away with the separate offence of possession of dangerous drugsThe proposal to do away with the separate offence of possession of dangerous drugs

for the purpose of unlawful trafficking and to include it as a trafficking offencefor the purpose of unlawful trafficking and to include it as a trafficking offencefor the purpose of unlawful trafficking and to include it as a trafficking offencefor the purpose of unlawful trafficking and to include it as a trafficking offence

under section 4 has been discussed at great length with the ad hoc group.  Theunder section 4 has been discussed at great length with the ad hoc group.  Theunder section 4 has been discussed at great length with the ad hoc group.  Theunder section 4 has been discussed at great length with the ad hoc group.  The

Administration has taken careful note of the suggestions put forward by the group.Administration has taken careful note of the suggestions put forward by the group.Administration has taken careful note of the suggestions put forward by the group.Administration has taken careful note of the suggestions put forward by the group.

And we agree that, instead of including the offence in section 4, the betterAnd we agree that, instead of including the offence in section 4, the betterAnd we agree that, instead of including the offence in section 4, the betterAnd we agree that, instead of including the offence in section 4, the better

alternative would be to amend the definition of "trafficking" in section 2 and toalternative would be to amend the definition of "trafficking" in section 2 and toalternative would be to amend the definition of "trafficking" in section 2 and toalternative would be to amend the definition of "trafficking" in section 2 and to

include the offence of possession of a dangerous drug for the purpose of trafficking.include the offence of possession of a dangerous drug for the purpose of trafficking.include the offence of possession of a dangerous drug for the purpose of trafficking.include the offence of possession of a dangerous drug for the purpose of trafficking.

The ad hoc group's concern about the appropriate level of penalty for possessingThe ad hoc group's concern about the appropriate level of penalty for possessingThe ad hoc group's concern about the appropriate level of penalty for possessingThe ad hoc group's concern about the appropriate level of penalty for possessing

relatively small quantities of dangerous drugs, ostensibly for personal consumption,relatively small quantities of dangerous drugs, ostensibly for personal consumption,relatively small quantities of dangerous drugs, ostensibly for personal consumption,relatively small quantities of dangerous drugs, ostensibly for personal consumption,

is also noted.  The Government's policy has always been, and remains, to take vigorousis also noted.  The Government's policy has always been, and remains, to take vigorousis also noted.  The Government's policy has always been, and remains, to take vigorousis also noted.  The Government's policy has always been, and remains, to take vigorous



action against drug traffickers but not to have such stringent penalties againstaction against drug traffickers but not to have such stringent penalties againstaction against drug traffickers but not to have such stringent penalties againstaction against drug traffickers but not to have such stringent penalties against

individual drug addicts as to discourage them from coming forward for treatment.  Iindividual drug addicts as to discourage them from coming forward for treatment.  Iindividual drug addicts as to discourage them from coming forward for treatment.  Iindividual drug addicts as to discourage them from coming forward for treatment.  I

believe that Members support this policy.  Equally, I accept the ad hoc group's advicebelieve that Members support this policy.  Equally, I accept the ad hoc group's advicebelieve that Members support this policy.  Equally, I accept the ad hoc group's advicebelieve that Members support this policy.  Equally, I accept the ad hoc group's advice

that, since the existing maximum fine was introduced in 1968, it should be increasedthat, since the existing maximum fine was introduced in 1968, it should be increasedthat, since the existing maximum fine was introduced in 1968, it should be increasedthat, since the existing maximum fine was introduced in 1968, it should be increased

from $10,000 to $100,000 to reflect inflation and to maintain an appropriate levelfrom $10,000 to $100,000 to reflect inflation and to maintain an appropriate levelfrom $10,000 to $100,000 to reflect inflation and to maintain an appropriate levelfrom $10,000 to $100,000 to reflect inflation and to maintain an appropriate level

of deterrent.of deterrent.of deterrent.of deterrent.

The Administration therefore agrees with the two amendments to be moved byThe Administration therefore agrees with the two amendments to be moved byThe Administration therefore agrees with the two amendments to be moved byThe Administration therefore agrees with the two amendments to be moved by

Professor LIEH MAK at the Committee stage.Professor LIEH MAK at the Committee stage.Professor LIEH MAK at the Committee stage.Professor LIEH MAK at the Committee stage.

Thank you, Mr Deputy President.Thank you, Mr Deputy President.Thank you, Mr Deputy President.Thank you, Mr Deputy President.

Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.

Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.

Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).

ACETYLATING SUBSTANCES (CONTROL) (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992ACETYLATING SUBSTANCES (CONTROL) (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992ACETYLATING SUBSTANCES (CONTROL) (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992ACETYLATING SUBSTANCES (CONTROL) (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992

Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      26 Feburary 1992Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      26 Feburary 1992Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      26 Feburary 1992Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      26 Feburary 1992

Question on Second Reading proposed.Question on Second Reading proposed.Question on Second Reading proposed.Question on Second Reading proposed.

PROF FELICE LIEH MAK: Mr Deputy President, this Bill was also introduced to thisPROF FELICE LIEH MAK: Mr Deputy President, this Bill was also introduced to thisPROF FELICE LIEH MAK: Mr Deputy President, this Bill was also introduced to thisPROF FELICE LIEH MAK: Mr Deputy President, this Bill was also introduced to this

Council on 26 February 1992 together with the Dangerous Drugs (Amendment) (No. 2)Council on 26 February 1992 together with the Dangerous Drugs (Amendment) (No. 2)Council on 26 February 1992 together with the Dangerous Drugs (Amendment) (No. 2)Council on 26 February 1992 together with the Dangerous Drugs (Amendment) (No. 2)

Bill.  Like the latter Bill, it seeks to amend its principal Ordinance, that is, theBill.  Like the latter Bill, it seeks to amend its principal Ordinance, that is, theBill.  Like the latter Bill, it seeks to amend its principal Ordinance, that is, theBill.  Like the latter Bill, it seeks to amend its principal Ordinance, that is, the

Acetylating Substances (Control) Ordinance to meet the provisions of the Bill ofAcetylating Substances (Control) Ordinance to meet the provisions of the Bill ofAcetylating Substances (Control) Ordinance to meet the provisions of the Bill ofAcetylating Substances (Control) Ordinance to meet the provisions of the Bill of

Rights Ordinance. It mirrors the amendments in the Dangerous Drugs (Amendment) (No.Rights Ordinance. It mirrors the amendments in the Dangerous Drugs (Amendment) (No.Rights Ordinance. It mirrors the amendments in the Dangerous Drugs (Amendment) (No.Rights Ordinance. It mirrors the amendments in the Dangerous Drugs (Amendment) (No.

2) Bill in so far as possession and manufacturing presumptions are concerned.2) Bill in so far as possession and manufacturing presumptions are concerned.2) Bill in so far as possession and manufacturing presumptions are concerned.2) Bill in so far as possession and manufacturing presumptions are concerned.

The ad hoc group set up to examine the Dangerous Drugs (Amendment) (No. 2) BillThe ad hoc group set up to examine the Dangerous Drugs (Amendment) (No. 2) BillThe ad hoc group set up to examine the Dangerous Drugs (Amendment) (No. 2) BillThe ad hoc group set up to examine the Dangerous Drugs (Amendment) (No. 2) Bill

also scrutinized this Bill.  The group has been assured by the Administration thatalso scrutinized this Bill.  The group has been assured by the Administration thatalso scrutinized this Bill.  The group has been assured by the Administration thatalso scrutinized this Bill.  The group has been assured by the Administration that

the proposed legislative amendments would not cause any undue hardship to thethe proposed legislative amendments would not cause any undue hardship to thethe proposed legislative amendments would not cause any undue hardship to thethe proposed legislative amendments would not cause any undue hardship to the

legitimate trade because relevant permits would be issued, upon application, tolegitimate trade because relevant permits would be issued, upon application, tolegitimate trade because relevant permits would be issued, upon application, tolegitimate trade because relevant permits would be issued, upon application, to

commercial users of acetylating substances.commercial users of acetylating substances.commercial users of acetylating substances.commercial users of acetylating substances.



Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Bill.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Bill.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Bill.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Bill.

Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.

Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.

Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).

GOVERNMENT FLYING SERVICE BILLGOVERNMENT FLYING SERVICE BILLGOVERNMENT FLYING SERVICE BILLGOVERNMENT FLYING SERVICE BILL

Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      27 May 1992Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      27 May 1992Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      27 May 1992Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      27 May 1992

Question on the Second Reading of the Bill proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill proposed, put and agreed to.

Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.

Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).

POLICE FORCE (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992POLICE FORCE (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992POLICE FORCE (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992POLICE FORCE (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992

Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      27 May 1992Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      27 May 1992Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      27 May 1992Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      27 May 1992

Question on Second Reading proposed.Question on Second Reading proposed.Question on Second Reading proposed.Question on Second Reading proposed.

MR MOSES CHENG: Mr Deputy President, the Police Force Ordinance is one of the sixMR MOSES CHENG: Mr Deputy President, the Police Force Ordinance is one of the sixMR MOSES CHENG: Mr Deputy President, the Police Force Ordinance is one of the sixMR MOSES CHENG: Mr Deputy President, the Police Force Ordinance is one of the six

pieces of legislation that were put under a one-year freeze period under the Hongpieces of legislation that were put under a one-year freeze period under the Hongpieces of legislation that were put under a one-year freeze period under the Hongpieces of legislation that were put under a one-year freeze period under the Hong

Kong Bill of Rights Ordinance.  The Police Force (Amendment) Bill 1992 seeks to amendKong Bill of Rights Ordinance.  The Police Force (Amendment) Bill 1992 seeks to amendKong Bill of Rights Ordinance.  The Police Force (Amendment) Bill 1992 seeks to amendKong Bill of Rights Ordinance.  The Police Force (Amendment) Bill 1992 seeks to amend

the principal Ordinance to make it compatible with the provision of the Bill of Rightsthe principal Ordinance to make it compatible with the provision of the Bill of Rightsthe principal Ordinance to make it compatible with the provision of the Bill of Rightsthe principal Ordinance to make it compatible with the provision of the Bill of Rights

Ordinance.  It is the last of the six Bill of Rights related Bills submitted to theOrdinance.  It is the last of the six Bill of Rights related Bills submitted to theOrdinance.  It is the last of the six Bill of Rights related Bills submitted to theOrdinance.  It is the last of the six Bill of Rights related Bills submitted to the

Legislative Council.  When it was first read in the Legislative Council sitting onLegislative Council.  When it was first read in the Legislative Council sitting onLegislative Council.  When it was first read in the Legislative Council sitting onLegislative Council.  When it was first read in the Legislative Council sitting on

27 May 1992 it was less than two weeks from the expiry of the freeze period on 8 June27 May 1992 it was less than two weeks from the expiry of the freeze period on 8 June27 May 1992 it was less than two weeks from the expiry of the freeze period on 8 June27 May 1992 it was less than two weeks from the expiry of the freeze period on 8 June

1992. The explanation for the late submission given is that since the Law Reform1992. The explanation for the late submission given is that since the Law Reform1992. The explanation for the late submission given is that since the Law Reform1992. The explanation for the late submission given is that since the Law Reform

Commission (LRC) has been examining police powers in general, the Administration hadCommission (LRC) has been examining police powers in general, the Administration hadCommission (LRC) has been examining police powers in general, the Administration hadCommission (LRC) has been examining police powers in general, the Administration had

hoped that the LRC recommendations would be available in time to assist in the exercisehoped that the LRC recommendations would be available in time to assist in the exercisehoped that the LRC recommendations would be available in time to assist in the exercisehoped that the LRC recommendations would be available in time to assist in the exercise

of making the Police Force Ordinance compatible.  However it became clear at a ratherof making the Police Force Ordinance compatible.  However it became clear at a ratherof making the Police Force Ordinance compatible.  However it became clear at a ratherof making the Police Force Ordinance compatible.  However it became clear at a rather

late stage that the LRC review would not address Bill of Rights issues specifically.late stage that the LRC review would not address Bill of Rights issues specifically.late stage that the LRC review would not address Bill of Rights issues specifically.late stage that the LRC review would not address Bill of Rights issues specifically.



The Administration then started to proceed with its old review to address the BillThe Administration then started to proceed with its old review to address the BillThe Administration then started to proceed with its old review to address the BillThe Administration then started to proceed with its old review to address the Bill

of Rights issues of the Police Force Ordinance.  A full review of the Ordinance willof Rights issues of the Police Force Ordinance.  A full review of the Ordinance willof Rights issues of the Police Force Ordinance.  A full review of the Ordinance willof Rights issues of the Police Force Ordinance.  A full review of the Ordinance will

be carried out later, after the LRC recommendations have been made available.be carried out later, after the LRC recommendations have been made available.be carried out later, after the LRC recommendations have been made available.be carried out later, after the LRC recommendations have been made available.

The ad hoc group set up to examine the Bill is not satisfied with the lateThe ad hoc group set up to examine the Bill is not satisfied with the lateThe ad hoc group set up to examine the Bill is not satisfied with the lateThe ad hoc group set up to examine the Bill is not satisfied with the late

introduction of the Bill, as well as the apparent lack of coherence between theintroduction of the Bill, as well as the apparent lack of coherence between theintroduction of the Bill, as well as the apparent lack of coherence between theintroduction of the Bill, as well as the apparent lack of coherence between the

Administration and the LRC.  It worries that soon after the amendments made underAdministration and the LRC.  It worries that soon after the amendments made underAdministration and the LRC.  It worries that soon after the amendments made underAdministration and the LRC.  It worries that soon after the amendments made under

this Bill, the Ordinance would have to be amended again in the light of the LRCthis Bill, the Ordinance would have to be amended again in the light of the LRCthis Bill, the Ordinance would have to be amended again in the light of the LRCthis Bill, the Ordinance would have to be amended again in the light of the LRC

recommendations.  Frequent changes to the law may cause confusion to the generalrecommendations.  Frequent changes to the law may cause confusion to the generalrecommendations.  Frequent changes to the law may cause confusion to the generalrecommendations.  Frequent changes to the law may cause confusion to the general

public and police officers.  However, in view of the impending expiry of the freezepublic and police officers.  However, in view of the impending expiry of the freezepublic and police officers.  However, in view of the impending expiry of the freezepublic and police officers.  However, in view of the impending expiry of the freeze

period and with the assurance of the Administration that the Bill would not be atperiod and with the assurance of the Administration that the Bill would not be atperiod and with the assurance of the Administration that the Bill would not be atperiod and with the assurance of the Administration that the Bill would not be at

odds with the LRC recommendations and that significant amendments to the Ordinanceodds with the LRC recommendations and that significant amendments to the Ordinanceodds with the LRC recommendations and that significant amendments to the Ordinanceodds with the LRC recommendations and that significant amendments to the Ordinance

would not be expected within the coming year, with much reluctance the group haswould not be expected within the coming year, with much reluctance the group haswould not be expected within the coming year, with much reluctance the group haswould not be expected within the coming year, with much reluctance the group has

accepted to proceed with the Bill on the basis that it is purely a Bill of Rightsaccepted to proceed with the Bill on the basis that it is purely a Bill of Rightsaccepted to proceed with the Bill on the basis that it is purely a Bill of Rightsaccepted to proceed with the Bill on the basis that it is purely a Bill of Rights

oriented exerciseoriented exerciseoriented exerciseoriented exercise

The group had to work on a very tight schedule and I would like to thank myThe group had to work on a very tight schedule and I would like to thank myThe group had to work on a very tight schedule and I would like to thank myThe group had to work on a very tight schedule and I would like to thank my

colleagues for the time they have put into the Bill, the Administration for theircolleagues for the time they have put into the Bill, the Administration for theircolleagues for the time they have put into the Bill, the Administration for theircolleagues for the time they have put into the Bill, the Administration for their

quick response to the queries raised by the group, and the staff of the OMELCOquick response to the queries raised by the group, and the staff of the OMELCOquick response to the queries raised by the group, and the staff of the OMELCOquick response to the queries raised by the group, and the staff of the OMELCO

Secretariat for their hard work.  With all these efforts, the group is able toSecretariat for their hard work.  With all these efforts, the group is able toSecretariat for their hard work.  With all these efforts, the group is able toSecretariat for their hard work.  With all these efforts, the group is able to

complete its examination and recommend the resumption of the Second Reading debatecomplete its examination and recommend the resumption of the Second Reading debatecomplete its examination and recommend the resumption of the Second Reading debatecomplete its examination and recommend the resumption of the Second Reading debate

of this Bill today.of this Bill today.of this Bill today.of this Bill today.

Mr Deputy President, I now come to the Bill itself.  The Bill of Rights OrdinanceMr Deputy President, I now come to the Bill itself.  The Bill of Rights OrdinanceMr Deputy President, I now come to the Bill itself.  The Bill of Rights OrdinanceMr Deputy President, I now come to the Bill itself.  The Bill of Rights Ordinance

provides, amongst other things, that no one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrestprovides, amongst other things, that no one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrestprovides, amongst other things, that no one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrestprovides, amongst other things, that no one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest

or detention and to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his privacy.  "Arbitrary"or detention and to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his privacy.  "Arbitrary"or detention and to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his privacy.  "Arbitrary"or detention and to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his privacy.  "Arbitrary"

is defined by the United Nations Human Rights Committee to comprise capriciousness,is defined by the United Nations Human Rights Committee to comprise capriciousness,is defined by the United Nations Human Rights Committee to comprise capriciousness,is defined by the United Nations Human Rights Committee to comprise capriciousness,

unreasonableness and injustice. Some of the provisions in the Police Force Ordinanceunreasonableness and injustice. Some of the provisions in the Police Force Ordinanceunreasonableness and injustice. Some of the provisions in the Police Force Ordinanceunreasonableness and injustice. Some of the provisions in the Police Force Ordinance

relating to the police power to stop, arrest, detain and search may be consideredrelating to the police power to stop, arrest, detain and search may be consideredrelating to the police power to stop, arrest, detain and search may be consideredrelating to the police power to stop, arrest, detain and search may be considered

arbitrary.  The Bill focuses on removing the arbitrary element from these provisionsarbitrary.  The Bill focuses on removing the arbitrary element from these provisionsarbitrary.  The Bill focuses on removing the arbitrary element from these provisionsarbitrary.  The Bill focuses on removing the arbitrary element from these provisions

so that the power conferred on the police officers could be exercised withoutso that the power conferred on the police officers could be exercised withoutso that the power conferred on the police officers could be exercised withoutso that the power conferred on the police officers could be exercised without

challenge under the Bill of Rights Ordinance.challenge under the Bill of Rights Ordinance.challenge under the Bill of Rights Ordinance.challenge under the Bill of Rights Ordinance.

I will just highlight the major modificaI will just highlight the major modificaI will just highlight the major modificaI will just highlight the major modifications proposed.  One major modificationtions proposed.  One major modificationtions proposed.  One major modificationtions proposed.  One major modification

proposed is to narrow the scope of police general power to arrest without any warrantproposed is to narrow the scope of police general power to arrest without any warrantproposed is to narrow the scope of police general power to arrest without any warrantproposed is to narrow the scope of police general power to arrest without any warrant

under section 50(1).  The proposal will principally enhance the threshold of arrestunder section 50(1).  The proposal will principally enhance the threshold of arrestunder section 50(1).  The proposal will principally enhance the threshold of arrestunder section 50(1).  The proposal will principally enhance the threshold of arrest

from any offence to imprisonable offences.  Offences liable to fines and offencesfrom any offence to imprisonable offences.  Offences liable to fines and offencesfrom any offence to imprisonable offences.  Offences liable to fines and offencesfrom any offence to imprisonable offences.  Offences liable to fines and offences

not attracting imprisonment on first conviction would be excluded.  The group hasnot attracting imprisonment on first conviction would be excluded.  The group hasnot attracting imprisonment on first conviction would be excluded.  The group hasnot attracting imprisonment on first conviction would be excluded.  The group has



considered whether the threshold should be further enhanced to arrestable offences,considered whether the threshold should be further enhanced to arrestable offences,considered whether the threshold should be further enhanced to arrestable offences,considered whether the threshold should be further enhanced to arrestable offences,

but considering that further raising the threshold would exclude some more seriousbut considering that further raising the threshold would exclude some more seriousbut considering that further raising the threshold would exclude some more seriousbut considering that further raising the threshold would exclude some more serious

offences, the majority of members have accepted the proposal in the Bill.offences, the majority of members have accepted the proposal in the Bill.offences, the majority of members have accepted the proposal in the Bill.offences, the majority of members have accepted the proposal in the Bill.

There is also the suggestion of following the United Kingdom approach to use theThere is also the suggestion of following the United Kingdom approach to use theThere is also the suggestion of following the United Kingdom approach to use theThere is also the suggestion of following the United Kingdom approach to use the

nature of offence as the guideline.  Most members, however, considered it notnature of offence as the guideline.  Most members, however, considered it notnature of offence as the guideline.  Most members, however, considered it notnature of offence as the guideline.  Most members, however, considered it not

advisable to adopt another piecemeal approach by introducing new conditions to thisadvisable to adopt another piecemeal approach by introducing new conditions to thisadvisable to adopt another piecemeal approach by introducing new conditions to thisadvisable to adopt another piecemeal approach by introducing new conditions to this

section at this stage when the LRC is comprehensively reviewing that Ordinance.section at this stage when the LRC is comprehensively reviewing that Ordinance.section at this stage when the LRC is comprehensively reviewing that Ordinance.section at this stage when the LRC is comprehensively reviewing that Ordinance.

Another major modification is introduced to section 50(7) which provides for theAnother major modification is introduced to section 50(7) which provides for theAnother major modification is introduced to section 50(7) which provides for theAnother major modification is introduced to section 50(7) which provides for the

power of entry, search, seizure and detention under warrant.  The current provisionpower of entry, search, seizure and detention under warrant.  The current provisionpower of entry, search, seizure and detention under warrant.  The current provisionpower of entry, search, seizure and detention under warrant.  The current provision

allows a police officer to apply on oath for a warrant to search for and seize materialsallows a police officer to apply on oath for a warrant to search for and seize materialsallows a police officer to apply on oath for a warrant to search for and seize materialsallows a police officer to apply on oath for a warrant to search for and seize materials

which may throw light on the character or activities of any person liable towhich may throw light on the character or activities of any person liable towhich may throw light on the character or activities of any person liable towhich may throw light on the character or activities of any person liable to

apprehension.  The proposed modification requires that materials to be searched forapprehension.  The proposed modification requires that materials to be searched forapprehension.  The proposed modification requires that materials to be searched forapprehension.  The proposed modification requires that materials to be searched for

and seized are likely to be of value to the investigation of an offence which hasand seized are likely to be of value to the investigation of an offence which hasand seized are likely to be of value to the investigation of an offence which hasand seized are likely to be of value to the investigation of an offence which has

been committed or which is reasonably suspected to have been or to be intended tobeen committed or which is reasonably suspected to have been or to be intended tobeen committed or which is reasonably suspected to have been or to be intended tobeen committed or which is reasonably suspected to have been or to be intended to

be committed.  A few members considered that the modification has not gone far enoughbe committed.  A few members considered that the modification has not gone far enoughbe committed.  A few members considered that the modification has not gone far enoughbe committed.  A few members considered that the modification has not gone far enough

and may still infringe the freedom of expression, including the press freedom.  Theand may still infringe the freedom of expression, including the press freedom.  Theand may still infringe the freedom of expression, including the press freedom.  Theand may still infringe the freedom of expression, including the press freedom.  The

majority view of the group is that the proposed modification is acceptable consideringmajority view of the group is that the proposed modification is acceptable consideringmajority view of the group is that the proposed modification is acceptable consideringmajority view of the group is that the proposed modification is acceptable considering

that, aside from the change in the condition of the issue of the warrant, the warrantthat, aside from the change in the condition of the issue of the warrant, the warrantthat, aside from the change in the condition of the issue of the warrant, the warrantthat, aside from the change in the condition of the issue of the warrant, the warrant

is issued by a magistrate through judicial process and that any aggrieved party couldis issued by a magistrate through judicial process and that any aggrieved party couldis issued by a magistrate through judicial process and that any aggrieved party couldis issued by a magistrate through judicial process and that any aggrieved party could

apply for judicial review to determine whether the warrant has been appropriatelyapply for judicial review to determine whether the warrant has been appropriatelyapply for judicial review to determine whether the warrant has been appropriatelyapply for judicial review to determine whether the warrant has been appropriately

issued.  The Administration is confident that the proposed modification has made theissued.  The Administration is confident that the proposed modification has made theissued.  The Administration is confident that the proposed modification has made theissued.  The Administration is confident that the proposed modification has made the

provision compatible with the Bill of Rights.provision compatible with the Bill of Rights.provision compatible with the Bill of Rights.provision compatible with the Bill of Rights.

My honourable colleague Mr James TO will propose some Committee stage amendmentsMy honourable colleague Mr James TO will propose some Committee stage amendmentsMy honourable colleague Mr James TO will propose some Committee stage amendmentsMy honourable colleague Mr James TO will propose some Committee stage amendments

to this subsection to address the issue of press freedom. The ad hoc group has hadto this subsection to address the issue of press freedom. The ad hoc group has hadto this subsection to address the issue of press freedom. The ad hoc group has hadto this subsection to address the issue of press freedom. The ad hoc group has had

no opportunity to examine details of the Committee stage amendment to be proposedno opportunity to examine details of the Committee stage amendment to be proposedno opportunity to examine details of the Committee stage amendment to be proposedno opportunity to examine details of the Committee stage amendment to be proposed

by Mr TO, but appreciating his concern as expressed at the meeting, most members ofby Mr TO, but appreciating his concern as expressed at the meeting, most members ofby Mr TO, but appreciating his concern as expressed at the meeting, most members ofby Mr TO, but appreciating his concern as expressed at the meeting, most members of

the group have suggested it to be more desirable to take a comprehensive review ofthe group have suggested it to be more desirable to take a comprehensive review ofthe group have suggested it to be more desirable to take a comprehensive review ofthe group have suggested it to be more desirable to take a comprehensive review of

this section when the LRC recommendations on police powers in the context of freedomthis section when the LRC recommendations on police powers in the context of freedomthis section when the LRC recommendations on police powers in the context of freedomthis section when the LRC recommendations on police powers in the context of freedom

of expression is available.  This will avoid a piecemeal approach to the matter whichof expression is available.  This will avoid a piecemeal approach to the matter whichof expression is available.  This will avoid a piecemeal approach to the matter whichof expression is available.  This will avoid a piecemeal approach to the matter which

might cause greater confusion.might cause greater confusion.might cause greater confusion.might cause greater confusion.

The last major modification that IThe last major modification that IThe last major modification that IThe last major modification that I would like to highlight concerns the power would like to highlight concerns the power would like to highlight concerns the power would like to highlight concerns the power

to stop, search and detain provided under section 54.  The current provision allowsto stop, search and detain provided under section 54.  The current provision allowsto stop, search and detain provided under section 54.  The current provision allowsto stop, search and detain provided under section 54.  The current provision allows

any police officer to stop and search and, if necessary, to arrest and detain forany police officer to stop and search and, if necessary, to arrest and detain forany police officer to stop and search and, if necessary, to arrest and detain forany police officer to stop and search and, if necessary, to arrest and detain for

further enquiries any person who acts in a suspicious manner.  The Bill now proposesfurther enquiries any person who acts in a suspicious manner.  The Bill now proposesfurther enquiries any person who acts in a suspicious manner.  The Bill now proposesfurther enquiries any person who acts in a suspicious manner.  The Bill now proposes



to split the provision to cater for two different situations.  In subsection (1) ato split the provision to cater for two different situations.  In subsection (1) ato split the provision to cater for two different situations.  In subsection (1) ato split the provision to cater for two different situations.  In subsection (1) a

police officer is allowed to stop and detain a person who acts in a suspicious mannerpolice officer is allowed to stop and detain a person who acts in a suspicious mannerpolice officer is allowed to stop and detain a person who acts in a suspicious mannerpolice officer is allowed to stop and detain a person who acts in a suspicious manner

in a public place for the purpose of checking his identity.  He cannot, however, underin a public place for the purpose of checking his identity.  He cannot, however, underin a public place for the purpose of checking his identity.  He cannot, however, underin a public place for the purpose of checking his identity.  He cannot, however, under

this sub-section search a person unless for things that may present a danger to himself.this sub-section search a person unless for things that may present a danger to himself.this sub-section search a person unless for things that may present a danger to himself.this sub-section search a person unless for things that may present a danger to himself.

In subsection (2) a police officer is empowered to stop, detain and search a personIn subsection (2) a police officer is empowered to stop, detain and search a personIn subsection (2) a police officer is empowered to stop, detain and search a personIn subsection (2) a police officer is empowered to stop, detain and search a person

whom he reasonably suspects of having committed or being about to commit or intendingwhom he reasonably suspects of having committed or being about to commit or intendingwhom he reasonably suspects of having committed or being about to commit or intendingwhom he reasonably suspects of having committed or being about to commit or intending

to commit any offence.  While some members have reservations on police power to demandto commit any offence.  While some members have reservations on police power to demandto commit any offence.  While some members have reservations on police power to demandto commit any offence.  While some members have reservations on police power to demand

a person for proof of identity, the group generally supports the proposed modificationa person for proof of identity, the group generally supports the proposed modificationa person for proof of identity, the group generally supports the proposed modificationa person for proof of identity, the group generally supports the proposed modification

as it has largely restricted the police powers and removed the arbitrary element inas it has largely restricted the police powers and removed the arbitrary element inas it has largely restricted the police powers and removed the arbitrary element inas it has largely restricted the police powers and removed the arbitrary element in

the provision.the provision.the provision.the provision.

Mr Deputy President, I am pleased to report that the group has discharged itsMr Deputy President, I am pleased to report that the group has discharged itsMr Deputy President, I am pleased to report that the group has discharged itsMr Deputy President, I am pleased to report that the group has discharged its

duty not only diligently but also thoroughly.  Despite the time constraint, the groupduty not only diligently but also thoroughly.  Despite the time constraint, the groupduty not only diligently but also thoroughly.  Despite the time constraint, the groupduty not only diligently but also thoroughly.  Despite the time constraint, the group

has also examined the whole Police Force Ordinance to see if there are areas whichhas also examined the whole Police Force Ordinance to see if there are areas whichhas also examined the whole Police Force Ordinance to see if there are areas whichhas also examined the whole Police Force Ordinance to see if there are areas which

may be obvious inconsistencies with the BOR provisions and hence need modification.may be obvious inconsistencies with the BOR provisions and hence need modification.may be obvious inconsistencies with the BOR provisions and hence need modification.may be obvious inconsistencies with the BOR provisions and hence need modification.

The group has noted that the current provision of section 52(1) which empowers a policeThe group has noted that the current provision of section 52(1) which empowers a policeThe group has noted that the current provision of section 52(1) which empowers a policeThe group has noted that the current provision of section 52(1) which empowers a police

officer to further detain an arrested person could also be Bill of Rightsofficer to further detain an arrested person could also be Bill of Rightsofficer to further detain an arrested person could also be Bill of Rightsofficer to further detain an arrested person could also be Bill of Rights

challengeable.  After discussing with the Administration the group has decided thatchallengeable.  After discussing with the Administration the group has decided thatchallengeable.  After discussing with the Administration the group has decided thatchallengeable.  After discussing with the Administration the group has decided that

an amendment to this section is necessary.  I will propose an amendment for thisan amendment to this section is necessary.  I will propose an amendment for thisan amendment to this section is necessary.  I will propose an amendment for thisan amendment to this section is necessary.  I will propose an amendment for this

purpose and explain the group's thinking at the committee stage.purpose and explain the group's thinking at the committee stage.purpose and explain the group's thinking at the committee stage.purpose and explain the group's thinking at the committee stage.

The group is also concerned that under the existing provisions set out in sectionThe group is also concerned that under the existing provisions set out in sectionThe group is also concerned that under the existing provisions set out in sectionThe group is also concerned that under the existing provisions set out in section

52(1) where such person is detained in custody he shall be brought before a magistrate52(1) where such person is detained in custody he shall be brought before a magistrate52(1) where such person is detained in custody he shall be brought before a magistrate52(1) where such person is detained in custody he shall be brought before a magistrate

as soon as practicable.  Members question why a time limit was not being introduced.as soon as practicable.  Members question why a time limit was not being introduced.as soon as practicable.  Members question why a time limit was not being introduced.as soon as practicable.  Members question why a time limit was not being introduced.

On receiving the explanation from the Administration that in some unusualOn receiving the explanation from the Administration that in some unusualOn receiving the explanation from the Administration that in some unusualOn receiving the explanation from the Administration that in some unusual

circumstances it may not be possible for a time limit to be adhered to and that incircumstances it may not be possible for a time limit to be adhered to and that incircumstances it may not be possible for a time limit to be adhered to and that incircumstances it may not be possible for a time limit to be adhered to and that in

usual circumstances such person detained will be brought before a magistrate at theusual circumstances such person detained will be brought before a magistrate at theusual circumstances such person detained will be brought before a magistrate at theusual circumstances such person detained will be brought before a magistrate at the

soonest possible time, members of the group accepted that no amendments should besoonest possible time, members of the group accepted that no amendments should besoonest possible time, members of the group accepted that no amendments should besoonest possible time, members of the group accepted that no amendments should be

introduced at this stage pending the report of the Law Reform Commission.  However,introduced at this stage pending the report of the Law Reform Commission.  However,introduced at this stage pending the report of the Law Reform Commission.  However,introduced at this stage pending the report of the Law Reform Commission.  However,

the group has also expressed the view that such provisions should be amended if inthe group has also expressed the view that such provisions should be amended if inthe group has also expressed the view that such provisions should be amended if inthe group has also expressed the view that such provisions should be amended if in

practice they would lead to abuse to persons being detained.practice they would lead to abuse to persons being detained.practice they would lead to abuse to persons being detained.practice they would lead to abuse to persons being detained.

Mr Deputy President, members of the group have different views on the policeMr Deputy President, members of the group have different views on the policeMr Deputy President, members of the group have different views on the policeMr Deputy President, members of the group have different views on the police

powers provided in this Ordinance.  However, limited by the scope of the Bill, thepowers provided in this Ordinance.  However, limited by the scope of the Bill, thepowers provided in this Ordinance.  However, limited by the scope of the Bill, thepowers provided in this Ordinance.  However, limited by the scope of the Bill, the

group could not examine the Ordinance as much as it would have liked to and some ofgroup could not examine the Ordinance as much as it would have liked to and some ofgroup could not examine the Ordinance as much as it would have liked to and some ofgroup could not examine the Ordinance as much as it would have liked to and some of

members' concerns could not have been addressed thoroughly.  Acknowledging that itmembers' concerns could not have been addressed thoroughly.  Acknowledging that itmembers' concerns could not have been addressed thoroughly.  Acknowledging that itmembers' concerns could not have been addressed thoroughly.  Acknowledging that it

is only a BOR oriented exercise, the group generally supports the Bill subject tois only a BOR oriented exercise, the group generally supports the Bill subject tois only a BOR oriented exercise, the group generally supports the Bill subject tois only a BOR oriented exercise, the group generally supports the Bill subject to

the Committee stage amendment proposed for sections 52(1).  However, the groupthe Committee stage amendment proposed for sections 52(1).  However, the groupthe Committee stage amendment proposed for sections 52(1).  However, the groupthe Committee stage amendment proposed for sections 52(1).  However, the group



requests the Administration to take the group's view expressed during our previousrequests the Administration to take the group's view expressed during our previousrequests the Administration to take the group's view expressed during our previousrequests the Administration to take the group's view expressed during our previous

meeting into account when it conducts the comprehensive review of the Ordinance aftermeeting into account when it conducts the comprehensive review of the Ordinance aftermeeting into account when it conducts the comprehensive review of the Ordinance aftermeeting into account when it conducts the comprehensive review of the Ordinance after

the LRC recommendations have been made available.  The group also requests thethe LRC recommendations have been made available.  The group also requests thethe LRC recommendations have been made available.  The group also requests thethe LRC recommendations have been made available.  The group also requests the

Administration to issue police officers with clear instructions and guidelines toAdministration to issue police officers with clear instructions and guidelines toAdministration to issue police officers with clear instructions and guidelines toAdministration to issue police officers with clear instructions and guidelines to

ensure proper exercise of their powers.ensure proper exercise of their powers.ensure proper exercise of their powers.ensure proper exercise of their powers.

Finally, the group would also like to ask the Administration to consider theFinally, the group would also like to ask the Administration to consider theFinally, the group would also like to ask the Administration to consider theFinally, the group would also like to ask the Administration to consider the

setting up of an independent channel to handle complaints against police officers.setting up of an independent channel to handle complaints against police officers.setting up of an independent channel to handle complaints against police officers.setting up of an independent channel to handle complaints against police officers.

I look forward to hearing the Secretary for Security's response to the group'sI look forward to hearing the Secretary for Security's response to the group'sI look forward to hearing the Secretary for Security's response to the group'sI look forward to hearing the Secretary for Security's response to the group's

requests in his reply.requests in his reply.requests in his reply.requests in his reply.

Mr Deputy President, with these remarks I support the motion.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks I support the motion.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks I support the motion.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks I support the motion.

MRS MIRIAM LAU: Mr Deputy President, the Police Force (Amendment) Bill 1992 seeksMRS MIRIAM LAU: Mr Deputy President, the Police Force (Amendment) Bill 1992 seeksMRS MIRIAM LAU: Mr Deputy President, the Police Force (Amendment) Bill 1992 seeksMRS MIRIAM LAU: Mr Deputy President, the Police Force (Amendment) Bill 1992 seeks

to amend the Police Force Ordinance to bring its provisions in line with the Billto amend the Police Force Ordinance to bring its provisions in line with the Billto amend the Police Force Ordinance to bring its provisions in line with the Billto amend the Police Force Ordinance to bring its provisions in line with the Bill

of Rights Ordinance.  It was never the intention of this exercise to seek to perfectof Rights Ordinance.  It was never the intention of this exercise to seek to perfectof Rights Ordinance.  It was never the intention of this exercise to seek to perfectof Rights Ordinance.  It was never the intention of this exercise to seek to perfect

the Ordinance or otherwise introduce provisions unrelated to Bill of Rightsthe Ordinance or otherwise introduce provisions unrelated to Bill of Rightsthe Ordinance or otherwise introduce provisions unrelated to Bill of Rightsthe Ordinance or otherwise introduce provisions unrelated to Bill of Rights

considerations.  During the course of deliberating the Bill criticisms were made byconsiderations.  During the course of deliberating the Bill criticisms were made byconsiderations.  During the course of deliberating the Bill criticisms were made byconsiderations.  During the course of deliberating the Bill criticisms were made by

Members in regard to the narrow scope of the present amendments since a review ofMembers in regard to the narrow scope of the present amendments since a review ofMembers in regard to the narrow scope of the present amendments since a review ofMembers in regard to the narrow scope of the present amendments since a review of

police powers generally is long overdue.  Some Members expressed concern that thepolice powers generally is long overdue.  Some Members expressed concern that thepolice powers generally is long overdue.  Some Members expressed concern that thepolice powers generally is long overdue.  Some Members expressed concern that the

proposed new section 50(7) does not sufficiently safeguard the media from searchesproposed new section 50(7) does not sufficiently safeguard the media from searchesproposed new section 50(7) does not sufficiently safeguard the media from searchesproposed new section 50(7) does not sufficiently safeguard the media from searches

by the police.  The allegation was that the subsection, even as amended, may stillby the police.  The allegation was that the subsection, even as amended, may stillby the police.  The allegation was that the subsection, even as amended, may stillby the police.  The allegation was that the subsection, even as amended, may still

infringe the right to freedom of expression enshrined in the Bill of Rights Ordinance.infringe the right to freedom of expression enshrined in the Bill of Rights Ordinance.infringe the right to freedom of expression enshrined in the Bill of Rights Ordinance.infringe the right to freedom of expression enshrined in the Bill of Rights Ordinance.

It was suggested that there should be incorporated provisions similar to those setIt was suggested that there should be incorporated provisions similar to those setIt was suggested that there should be incorporated provisions similar to those setIt was suggested that there should be incorporated provisions similar to those set

out in the United Kingdom Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984, in short PACE.out in the United Kingdom Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984, in short PACE.out in the United Kingdom Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984, in short PACE.out in the United Kingdom Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984, in short PACE.

As we all know, a subcommittee of the Law Reform Commission (LRAs we all know, a subcommittee of the Law Reform Commission (LRAs we all know, a subcommittee of the Law Reform Commission (LRAs we all know, a subcommittee of the Law Reform Commission (LRC) has, since theC) has, since theC) has, since theC) has, since the

end of 1988, been carrying out a comprehensive review of the existing law and practiceend of 1988, been carrying out a comprehensive review of the existing law and practiceend of 1988, been carrying out a comprehensive review of the existing law and practiceend of 1988, been carrying out a comprehensive review of the existing law and practice

governing the powers and duties of the police in relation to stop and search, entry,governing the powers and duties of the police in relation to stop and search, entry,governing the powers and duties of the police in relation to stop and search, entry,governing the powers and duties of the police in relation to stop and search, entry,

search and seizure, arrest and detention, treatment of persons in police custody andsearch and seizure, arrest and detention, treatment of persons in police custody andsearch and seizure, arrest and detention, treatment of persons in police custody andsearch and seizure, arrest and detention, treatment of persons in police custody and

so on.  That subcommittee was also invited to make recommendations as to whether PACEso on.  That subcommittee was also invited to make recommendations as to whether PACEso on.  That subcommittee was also invited to make recommendations as to whether PACEso on.  That subcommittee was also invited to make recommendations as to whether PACE

and the Codes of Practice thereunder should be adopted in Hong Kong.and the Codes of Practice thereunder should be adopted in Hong Kong.and the Codes of Practice thereunder should be adopted in Hong Kong.and the Codes of Practice thereunder should be adopted in Hong Kong.

Ideally, the Administration should have co-ordinated the present Bill of RightsIdeally, the Administration should have co-ordinated the present Bill of RightsIdeally, the Administration should have co-ordinated the present Bill of RightsIdeally, the Administration should have co-ordinated the present Bill of Rights

exercise with the broader review being carried out by the LRC so that the Ordinanceexercise with the broader review being carried out by the LRC so that the Ordinanceexercise with the broader review being carried out by the LRC so that the Ordinanceexercise with the broader review being carried out by the LRC so that the Ordinance

would only need to be amended once.  However, in the course of events that did notwould only need to be amended once.  However, in the course of events that did notwould only need to be amended once.  However, in the course of events that did notwould only need to be amended once.  However, in the course of events that did not

happen.  Appreciably, the exercise being conducted by the LRC is something quitehappen.  Appreciably, the exercise being conducted by the LRC is something quitehappen.  Appreciably, the exercise being conducted by the LRC is something quitehappen.  Appreciably, the exercise being conducted by the LRC is something quite



different from and much more thorough and extensive than the limited exercise carrieddifferent from and much more thorough and extensive than the limited exercise carrieddifferent from and much more thorough and extensive than the limited exercise carrieddifferent from and much more thorough and extensive than the limited exercise carried

out by the present Bill.  As a member of the LRC, I am not aware of the Commissionout by the present Bill.  As a member of the LRC, I am not aware of the Commissionout by the present Bill.  As a member of the LRC, I am not aware of the Commissionout by the present Bill.  As a member of the LRC, I am not aware of the Commission

having been asked to deal with Bill of Rights issues under the Ordinance as well,having been asked to deal with Bill of Rights issues under the Ordinance as well,having been asked to deal with Bill of Rights issues under the Ordinance as well,having been asked to deal with Bill of Rights issues under the Ordinance as well,

my understanding being that the Bill of Rights exercise and the comprehensive reviewmy understanding being that the Bill of Rights exercise and the comprehensive reviewmy understanding being that the Bill of Rights exercise and the comprehensive reviewmy understanding being that the Bill of Rights exercise and the comprehensive review

are separate exercises running parallel.  The Honourable Simon IP who also sits onare separate exercises running parallel.  The Honourable Simon IP who also sits onare separate exercises running parallel.  The Honourable Simon IP who also sits onare separate exercises running parallel.  The Honourable Simon IP who also sits on

the LRC has asked me to confirm that this was also his understanding.  This hasthe LRC has asked me to confirm that this was also his understanding.  This hasthe LRC has asked me to confirm that this was also his understanding.  This hasthe LRC has asked me to confirm that this was also his understanding.  This has

resulted in the rather undesirable situation of Members having to deal with theresulted in the rather undesirable situation of Members having to deal with theresulted in the rather undesirable situation of Members having to deal with theresulted in the rather undesirable situation of Members having to deal with the

limited exercise for Bill of Rights purposes, knowing that major surgery to thelimited exercise for Bill of Rights purposes, knowing that major surgery to thelimited exercise for Bill of Rights purposes, knowing that major surgery to thelimited exercise for Bill of Rights purposes, knowing that major surgery to the

Ordinance has yet to come but not quite knowing what exactly is in the pipeline.Ordinance has yet to come but not quite knowing what exactly is in the pipeline.Ordinance has yet to come but not quite knowing what exactly is in the pipeline.Ordinance has yet to come but not quite knowing what exactly is in the pipeline.

The subcommittee has submitted itsThe subcommittee has submitted itsThe subcommittee has submitted itsThe subcommittee has submitted its report to the LRC and the LRC has now almost report to the LRC and the LRC has now almost report to the LRC and the LRC has now almost report to the LRC and the LRC has now almost

completed the comprehensive review.  It is expected that the Commission's report willcompleted the comprehensive review.  It is expected that the Commission's report willcompleted the comprehensive review.  It is expected that the Commission's report willcompleted the comprehensive review.  It is expected that the Commission's report will

be available shortly.  This report will contain the LRC's recommendations in regardbe available shortly.  This report will contain the LRC's recommendations in regardbe available shortly.  This report will contain the LRC's recommendations in regardbe available shortly.  This report will contain the LRC's recommendations in regard

to PACE.  In the circumstances, however dissatisfied we may be, I do not think thatto PACE.  In the circumstances, however dissatisfied we may be, I do not think thatto PACE.  In the circumstances, however dissatisfied we may be, I do not think thatto PACE.  In the circumstances, however dissatisfied we may be, I do not think that

it is right to pre-empt the recommendations of the LRC by seeking to introduce PACEit is right to pre-empt the recommendations of the LRC by seeking to introduce PACEit is right to pre-empt the recommendations of the LRC by seeking to introduce PACEit is right to pre-empt the recommendations of the LRC by seeking to introduce PACE

or any provisions thereof into this present Bill.  Amendments to such an importantor any provisions thereof into this present Bill.  Amendments to such an importantor any provisions thereof into this present Bill.  Amendments to such an importantor any provisions thereof into this present Bill.  Amendments to such an important

and complex piece of legislation as the Police Force Ordinance should not be madeand complex piece of legislation as the Police Force Ordinance should not be madeand complex piece of legislation as the Police Force Ordinance should not be madeand complex piece of legislation as the Police Force Ordinance should not be made

in a piecemeal or haphazard manner.  Whoever suggests that instant adoption of PACEin a piecemeal or haphazard manner.  Whoever suggests that instant adoption of PACEin a piecemeal or haphazard manner.  Whoever suggests that instant adoption of PACEin a piecemeal or haphazard manner.  Whoever suggests that instant adoption of PACE

can be made ignores the fact that it took the Philips Commission in the United Kingdomcan be made ignores the fact that it took the Philips Commission in the United Kingdomcan be made ignores the fact that it took the Philips Commission in the United Kingdomcan be made ignores the fact that it took the Philips Commission in the United Kingdom

six years to come up with PACE, and it has taken the LRC over three years to considersix years to come up with PACE, and it has taken the LRC over three years to considersix years to come up with PACE, and it has taken the LRC over three years to considersix years to come up with PACE, and it has taken the LRC over three years to consider

the suitability of PACE to Hong Kong.the suitability of PACE to Hong Kong.the suitability of PACE to Hong Kong.the suitability of PACE to Hong Kong.

The Honourable James TO has given notice of his intention to move amendments toThe Honourable James TO has given notice of his intention to move amendments toThe Honourable James TO has given notice of his intention to move amendments toThe Honourable James TO has given notice of his intention to move amendments to

the Bill at the Committee stage, specifically to deal with the police powers of searchthe Bill at the Committee stage, specifically to deal with the police powers of searchthe Bill at the Committee stage, specifically to deal with the police powers of searchthe Bill at the Committee stage, specifically to deal with the police powers of search

in relation to journalistic material and items subject to legal privilege.  Let mein relation to journalistic material and items subject to legal privilege.  Let mein relation to journalistic material and items subject to legal privilege.  Let mein relation to journalistic material and items subject to legal privilege.  Let me

point out at the outset that I am as concerned as Mr TO is about the exercise of policepoint out at the outset that I am as concerned as Mr TO is about the exercise of policepoint out at the outset that I am as concerned as Mr TO is about the exercise of policepoint out at the outset that I am as concerned as Mr TO is about the exercise of police

powers in this area. After the incident on            3 October 1989 involving thepowers in this area. After the incident on            3 October 1989 involving thepowers in this area. After the incident on            3 October 1989 involving thepowers in this area. After the incident on            3 October 1989 involving the

seizure by the police of videotapes from two television stations, I raised a questionseizure by the police of videotapes from two television stations, I raised a questionseizure by the police of videotapes from two television stations, I raised a questionseizure by the police of videotapes from two television stations, I raised a question

in this Council on the issue and urged the Administration to consider amending thein this Council on the issue and urged the Administration to consider amending thein this Council on the issue and urged the Administration to consider amending thein this Council on the issue and urged the Administration to consider amending the

Police Force Ordinance in line with PACE.  The amendments now proposed by Mr TO arePolice Force Ordinance in line with PACE.  The amendments now proposed by Mr TO arePolice Force Ordinance in line with PACE.  The amendments now proposed by Mr TO arePolice Force Ordinance in line with PACE.  The amendments now proposed by Mr TO are

modelled on selected provisions in PACE.  However not only has Mr TO selected onlymodelled on selected provisions in PACE.  However not only has Mr TO selected onlymodelled on selected provisions in PACE.  However not only has Mr TO selected onlymodelled on selected provisions in PACE.  However not only has Mr TO selected only

provisions which suited his purpose but he has also redrafted them to such an extentprovisions which suited his purpose but he has also redrafted them to such an extentprovisions which suited his purpose but he has also redrafted them to such an extentprovisions which suited his purpose but he has also redrafted them to such an extent

that they have become his own edition of the PACE provisions.  The difficulty withthat they have become his own edition of the PACE provisions.  The difficulty withthat they have become his own edition of the PACE provisions.  The difficulty withthat they have become his own edition of the PACE provisions.  The difficulty with

accepting Mr TO's proposal is that this would amount to importing into our Ordinanceaccepting Mr TO's proposal is that this would amount to importing into our Ordinanceaccepting Mr TO's proposal is that this would amount to importing into our Ordinanceaccepting Mr TO's proposal is that this would amount to importing into our Ordinance

something which looks like PACE provisions but which are in fact not.  It followssomething which looks like PACE provisions but which are in fact not.  It followssomething which looks like PACE provisions but which are in fact not.  It followssomething which looks like PACE provisions but which are in fact not.  It follows

that even if such provisions should be included in our law, it would not be possiblethat even if such provisions should be included in our law, it would not be possiblethat even if such provisions should be included in our law, it would not be possiblethat even if such provisions should be included in our law, it would not be possible

to draw on the jurisprudence that has been built up on PACE in the United Kingdom.to draw on the jurisprudence that has been built up on PACE in the United Kingdom.to draw on the jurisprudence that has been built up on PACE in the United Kingdom.to draw on the jurisprudence that has been built up on PACE in the United Kingdom.

That clearly would not be desirable.That clearly would not be desirable.That clearly would not be desirable.That clearly would not be desirable.



Furthermore, I wish to point out that PACE does not operate on its own and thatFurthermore, I wish to point out that PACE does not operate on its own and thatFurthermore, I wish to point out that PACE does not operate on its own and thatFurthermore, I wish to point out that PACE does not operate on its own and that

section 66 of PACE provides that Codes of Practice shall be issued by the Secretarysection 66 of PACE provides that Codes of Practice shall be issued by the Secretarysection 66 of PACE provides that Codes of Practice shall be issued by the Secretarysection 66 of PACE provides that Codes of Practice shall be issued by the Secretary

of State in connection with the exercise of police powers and duties under that Act.of State in connection with the exercise of police powers and duties under that Act.of State in connection with the exercise of police powers and duties under that Act.of State in connection with the exercise of police powers and duties under that Act.

The fact that such codes are made mandatory under the United Kingdom Act clearlyThe fact that such codes are made mandatory under the United Kingdom Act clearlyThe fact that such codes are made mandatory under the United Kingdom Act clearlyThe fact that such codes are made mandatory under the United Kingdom Act clearly

demonstrates recognition of the importance and need to strike a balance between strongdemonstrates recognition of the importance and need to strike a balance between strongdemonstrates recognition of the importance and need to strike a balance between strongdemonstrates recognition of the importance and need to strike a balance between strong

safeguards for the public on the one hand and clear workable guidelines for the policesafeguards for the public on the one hand and clear workable guidelines for the policesafeguards for the public on the one hand and clear workable guidelines for the policesafeguards for the public on the one hand and clear workable guidelines for the police

on the other to enable the police to exercise their powers properly and effectively.on the other to enable the police to exercise their powers properly and effectively.on the other to enable the police to exercise their powers properly and effectively.on the other to enable the police to exercise their powers properly and effectively.

In the United Kingdom, extensive consultation took place on these codes before theyIn the United Kingdom, extensive consultation took place on these codes before theyIn the United Kingdom, extensive consultation took place on these codes before theyIn the United Kingdom, extensive consultation took place on these codes before they

were laid before Parliament for approval, again demonstrating that rules of thiswere laid before Parliament for approval, again demonstrating that rules of thiswere laid before Parliament for approval, again demonstrating that rules of thiswere laid before Parliament for approval, again demonstrating that rules of this

nature are not something that should be rushed through without the most carefulnature are not something that should be rushed through without the most carefulnature are not something that should be rushed through without the most carefulnature are not something that should be rushed through without the most careful

consideration.consideration.consideration.consideration.

Mr TO has proposed the inclusion of certain provisions similar to those iMr TO has proposed the inclusion of certain provisions similar to those iMr TO has proposed the inclusion of certain provisions similar to those iMr TO has proposed the inclusion of certain provisions similar to those in PACEn PACEn PACEn PACE

but he has not made any reference to any Code of Practice. Perhaps Mr TO may carebut he has not made any reference to any Code of Practice. Perhaps Mr TO may carebut he has not made any reference to any Code of Practice. Perhaps Mr TO may carebut he has not made any reference to any Code of Practice. Perhaps Mr TO may care

to enlighten us as to why he does not feel that such codes are necessary in relationto enlighten us as to why he does not feel that such codes are necessary in relationto enlighten us as to why he does not feel that such codes are necessary in relationto enlighten us as to why he does not feel that such codes are necessary in relation

to the provisions he is suggesting and how he proposes the Hong Kong police shouldto the provisions he is suggesting and how he proposes the Hong Kong police shouldto the provisions he is suggesting and how he proposes the Hong Kong police shouldto the provisions he is suggesting and how he proposes the Hong Kong police should

be guided in the exercise of powers and performance of duties under these complexbe guided in the exercise of powers and performance of duties under these complexbe guided in the exercise of powers and performance of duties under these complexbe guided in the exercise of powers and performance of duties under these complex

provisions.provisions.provisions.provisions.

In the light of the reservations aforesaid, I would have difficulty in supportingIn the light of the reservations aforesaid, I would have difficulty in supportingIn the light of the reservations aforesaid, I would have difficulty in supportingIn the light of the reservations aforesaid, I would have difficulty in supporting

Mr TO's proposed amendments at the Committee stage.Mr TO's proposed amendments at the Committee stage.Mr TO's proposed amendments at the Committee stage.Mr TO's proposed amendments at the Committee stage.

Lastly, at the LegislatLastly, at the LegislatLastly, at the LegislatLastly, at the Legislative Council In-House meeting last Friday, Mr TO madeive Council In-House meeting last Friday, Mr TO madeive Council In-House meeting last Friday, Mr TO madeive Council In-House meeting last Friday, Mr TO made

reference to the case of Lingens v. Austria, which was decided by the European Courtreference to the case of Lingens v. Austria, which was decided by the European Courtreference to the case of Lingens v. Austria, which was decided by the European Courtreference to the case of Lingens v. Austria, which was decided by the European Court

of Human Rights, in support of his contention that section 50(7) is objectionableof Human Rights, in support of his contention that section 50(7) is objectionableof Human Rights, in support of his contention that section 50(7) is objectionableof Human Rights, in support of his contention that section 50(7) is objectionable

for Bill of Rights reasons.  That case concerned the publication of politicalfor Bill of Rights reasons.  That case concerned the publication of politicalfor Bill of Rights reasons.  That case concerned the publication of politicalfor Bill of Rights reasons.  That case concerned the publication of political

defamation in a magazine.  Whilst I do not quarrel with the finding in that case thatdefamation in a magazine.  Whilst I do not quarrel with the finding in that case thatdefamation in a magazine.  Whilst I do not quarrel with the finding in that case thatdefamation in a magazine.  Whilst I do not quarrel with the finding in that case that

freedom of expression includes press freedom, I doubt the relevance of that case tofreedom of expression includes press freedom, I doubt the relevance of that case tofreedom of expression includes press freedom, I doubt the relevance of that case tofreedom of expression includes press freedom, I doubt the relevance of that case to

the issue in question under section 50(7), namely police powers to search and seize.the issue in question under section 50(7), namely police powers to search and seize.the issue in question under section 50(7), namely police powers to search and seize.the issue in question under section 50(7), namely police powers to search and seize.

Two Canadian cases, namely the case of Re Societe Radio Canada v. Attorney GeneralTwo Canadian cases, namely the case of Re Societe Radio Canada v. Attorney GeneralTwo Canadian cases, namely the case of Re Societe Radio Canada v. Attorney GeneralTwo Canadian cases, namely the case of Re Societe Radio Canada v. Attorney General

for New Brunswick (1989) and the case of La Societe Radio Canada v.  La Sade (1989)for New Brunswick (1989) and the case of La Societe Radio Canada v.  La Sade (1989)for New Brunswick (1989) and the case of La Societe Radio Canada v.  La Sade (1989)for New Brunswick (1989) and the case of La Societe Radio Canada v.  La Sade (1989)

appear to be more in point.  Both cases involved the seizure of videotapes fromappear to be more in point.  Both cases involved the seizure of videotapes fromappear to be more in point.  Both cases involved the seizure of videotapes fromappear to be more in point.  Both cases involved the seizure of videotapes from

television stations.  In the first case the Court of Appeal unanimously found thattelevision stations.  In the first case the Court of Appeal unanimously found thattelevision stations.  In the first case the Court of Appeal unanimously found thattelevision stations.  In the first case the Court of Appeal unanimously found that

the granting and execution of the search warrant did not infringe the right to freedomthe granting and execution of the search warrant did not infringe the right to freedomthe granting and execution of the search warrant did not infringe the right to freedomthe granting and execution of the search warrant did not infringe the right to freedom

of the press.  In the latter case the Court of Appeal, by two to one, quashed theof the press.  In the latter case the Court of Appeal, by two to one, quashed theof the press.  In the latter case the Court of Appeal, by two to one, quashed theof the press.  In the latter case the Court of Appeal, by two to one, quashed the

search warrant. However, even the two judges quashing the search warrant were atsearch warrant. However, even the two judges quashing the search warrant were atsearch warrant. However, even the two judges quashing the search warrant were atsearch warrant. However, even the two judges quashing the search warrant were at

variance with each other on the reasons for the decision.  One of them openly statedvariance with each other on the reasons for the decision.  One of them openly statedvariance with each other on the reasons for the decision.  One of them openly statedvariance with each other on the reasons for the decision.  One of them openly stated



that he did not feel that freedom of the press had anything to do with the case. Thethat he did not feel that freedom of the press had anything to do with the case. Thethat he did not feel that freedom of the press had anything to do with the case. Thethat he did not feel that freedom of the press had anything to do with the case. The

Canadian cases are at best persuasive authority but they do demonstrate the thinkingCanadian cases are at best persuasive authority but they do demonstrate the thinkingCanadian cases are at best persuasive authority but they do demonstrate the thinkingCanadian cases are at best persuasive authority but they do demonstrate the thinking

of judges in cases of this nature.  Our revised section 50(7) already substantiallyof judges in cases of this nature.  Our revised section 50(7) already substantiallyof judges in cases of this nature.  Our revised section 50(7) already substantiallyof judges in cases of this nature.  Our revised section 50(7) already substantially

limits the police powers of search and seizure thus removing the arbitrariness thatlimits the police powers of search and seizure thus removing the arbitrariness thatlimits the police powers of search and seizure thus removing the arbitrariness thatlimits the police powers of search and seizure thus removing the arbitrariness that

may be contained under the previous subsection.may be contained under the previous subsection.may be contained under the previous subsection.may be contained under the previous subsection.

Whilst no one can be absolutely sure that the provision will not infringe theWhilst no one can be absolutely sure that the provision will not infringe theWhilst no one can be absolutely sure that the provision will not infringe theWhilst no one can be absolutely sure that the provision will not infringe the

Bill of Rights Ordinance, the court being the final arbiter of such issues, I amBill of Rights Ordinance, the court being the final arbiter of such issues, I amBill of Rights Ordinance, the court being the final arbiter of such issues, I amBill of Rights Ordinance, the court being the final arbiter of such issues, I am

prepared for the time being to accept the Administration's contention that the revisedprepared for the time being to accept the Administration's contention that the revisedprepared for the time being to accept the Administration's contention that the revisedprepared for the time being to accept the Administration's contention that the revised

section 50(7) will be able to withstand a Bill of Rights challenge.section 50(7) will be able to withstand a Bill of Rights challenge.section 50(7) will be able to withstand a Bill of Rights challenge.section 50(7) will be able to withstand a Bill of Rights challenge.

Mr Deputy President, with these remarks I support the Bill.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks I support the Bill.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks I support the Bill.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks I support the Bill.

MRS ELSIE TU: Mr Deputy President, this amendment Bill is intended on the one handMRS ELSIE TU: Mr Deputy President, this amendment Bill is intended on the one handMRS ELSIE TU: Mr Deputy President, this amendment Bill is intended on the one handMRS ELSIE TU: Mr Deputy President, this amendment Bill is intended on the one hand

to protect human rights against abuse by law enforcers and at the same time to ensureto protect human rights against abuse by law enforcers and at the same time to ensureto protect human rights against abuse by law enforcers and at the same time to ensureto protect human rights against abuse by law enforcers and at the same time to ensure

that the police have adequate powers to deal with crime.  As such it must in principlethat the police have adequate powers to deal with crime.  As such it must in principlethat the police have adequate powers to deal with crime.  As such it must in principlethat the police have adequate powers to deal with crime.  As such it must in principle

have the support of all law-abiding people, and I intend to support the amendmentshave the support of all law-abiding people, and I intend to support the amendmentshave the support of all law-abiding people, and I intend to support the amendmentshave the support of all law-abiding people, and I intend to support the amendments

as far as they go.as far as they go.as far as they go.as far as they go.

However, I must express my fears on behalf of those who may find themselves stillHowever, I must express my fears on behalf of those who may find themselves stillHowever, I must express my fears on behalf of those who may find themselves stillHowever, I must express my fears on behalf of those who may find themselves still

being wrongly accused because of the subjective terms that may be necessary butbeing wrongly accused because of the subjective terms that may be necessary butbeing wrongly accused because of the subjective terms that may be necessary butbeing wrongly accused because of the subjective terms that may be necessary but

nevertheless open to abuse, for example, the term "reasonably suspects" in sectionnevertheless open to abuse, for example, the term "reasonably suspects" in sectionnevertheless open to abuse, for example, the term "reasonably suspects" in sectionnevertheless open to abuse, for example, the term "reasonably suspects" in section

50 of the Bill.  Policemen are human beings, and like all human beings their reasoning50 of the Bill.  Policemen are human beings, and like all human beings their reasoning50 of the Bill.  Policemen are human beings, and like all human beings their reasoning50 of the Bill.  Policemen are human beings, and like all human beings their reasoning

powers can differ widely -- and there lies the danger.powers can differ widely -- and there lies the danger.powers can differ widely -- and there lies the danger.powers can differ widely -- and there lies the danger.

I therefore wish to declare today that in dealing with all Bills put before thisI therefore wish to declare today that in dealing with all Bills put before thisI therefore wish to declare today that in dealing with all Bills put before thisI therefore wish to declare today that in dealing with all Bills put before this

Council in connection with crime or police powers, I will continue to press for anCouncil in connection with crime or police powers, I will continue to press for anCouncil in connection with crime or police powers, I will continue to press for anCouncil in connection with crime or police powers, I will continue to press for an

independent Complaints Against Police Office.independent Complaints Against Police Office.independent Complaints Against Police Office.independent Complaints Against Police Office.

I am aware that some complaints against police are frivolous, but I also insistI am aware that some complaints against police are frivolous, but I also insistI am aware that some complaints against police are frivolous, but I also insistI am aware that some complaints against police are frivolous, but I also insist

that many are genuine.  The Government has set up appeals against other departmentsthat many are genuine.  The Government has set up appeals against other departmentsthat many are genuine.  The Government has set up appeals against other departmentsthat many are genuine.  The Government has set up appeals against other departments

of the Administration; so why should the police be different and judge their own cases?of the Administration; so why should the police be different and judge their own cases?of the Administration; so why should the police be different and judge their own cases?of the Administration; so why should the police be different and judge their own cases?

Independence in investigating complaints against police is even more necessary thanIndependence in investigating complaints against police is even more necessary thanIndependence in investigating complaints against police is even more necessary thanIndependence in investigating complaints against police is even more necessary than

for other departments, because a person's freedom may be at stake.  Everyone mustfor other departments, because a person's freedom may be at stake.  Everyone mustfor other departments, because a person's freedom may be at stake.  Everyone mustfor other departments, because a person's freedom may be at stake.  Everyone must

be aware of the long prison terms some have served in Britain because of unreasonablebe aware of the long prison terms some have served in Britain because of unreasonablebe aware of the long prison terms some have served in Britain because of unreasonablebe aware of the long prison terms some have served in Britain because of unreasonable

charges brought by the police with inadequate or even false evidence.charges brought by the police with inadequate or even false evidence.charges brought by the police with inadequate or even false evidence.charges brought by the police with inadequate or even false evidence.



The present Complaints Against Police Office has, in my estimaThe present Complaints Against Police Office has, in my estimaThe present Complaints Against Police Office has, in my estimaThe present Complaints Against Police Office has, in my estimation, failed ontion, failed ontion, failed ontion, failed on

all points.  It generally takes a year or more to complete an investigation.  Itall points.  It generally takes a year or more to complete an investigation.  Itall points.  It generally takes a year or more to complete an investigation.  Itall points.  It generally takes a year or more to complete an investigation.  It

usually finds the complaints unsubstantiated.  More importantly it judges its ownusually finds the complaints unsubstantiated.  More importantly it judges its ownusually finds the complaints unsubstantiated.  More importantly it judges its ownusually finds the complaints unsubstantiated.  More importantly it judges its own

kind.  No wonder many complainants withdraw their complaints!  The situation iskind.  No wonder many complainants withdraw their complaints!  The situation iskind.  No wonder many complainants withdraw their complaints!  The situation iskind.  No wonder many complainants withdraw their complaints!  The situation is

totally unacceptable.totally unacceptable.totally unacceptable.totally unacceptable.

So my support for all such Bills before this Council will hinge upon the conditionSo my support for all such Bills before this Council will hinge upon the conditionSo my support for all such Bills before this Council will hinge upon the conditionSo my support for all such Bills before this Council will hinge upon the condition

that an independent Complaints Against Police Office be set up, with powers to checkthat an independent Complaints Against Police Office be set up, with powers to checkthat an independent Complaints Against Police Office be set up, with powers to checkthat an independent Complaints Against Police Office be set up, with powers to check

files and records and interview complainants so that any future tough laws to curbfiles and records and interview complainants so that any future tough laws to curbfiles and records and interview complainants so that any future tough laws to curbfiles and records and interview complainants so that any future tough laws to curb

crime may at least be tempered by the right of genuine investigation of complaints.crime may at least be tempered by the right of genuine investigation of complaints.crime may at least be tempered by the right of genuine investigation of complaints.crime may at least be tempered by the right of genuine investigation of complaints.

Mr Deputy President, with this reservation, I support the Bill.Mr Deputy President, with this reservation, I support the Bill.Mr Deputy President, with this reservation, I support the Bill.Mr Deputy President, with this reservation, I support the Bill.

MISS EMILY LAU: Mr Deputy President, the Police Force (Amendment) Bill 1992 is oneMISS EMILY LAU: Mr Deputy President, the Police Force (Amendment) Bill 1992 is oneMISS EMILY LAU: Mr Deputy President, the Police Force (Amendment) Bill 1992 is oneMISS EMILY LAU: Mr Deputy President, the Police Force (Amendment) Bill 1992 is one

of the most important pieces of legislation introduced into this Council this Sessionof the most important pieces of legislation introduced into this Council this Sessionof the most important pieces of legislation introduced into this Council this Sessionof the most important pieces of legislation introduced into this Council this Session

because it gives the police extensive powers to carry out their law enforcement duties.because it gives the police extensive powers to carry out their law enforcement duties.because it gives the police extensive powers to carry out their law enforcement duties.because it gives the police extensive powers to carry out their law enforcement duties.

I fully support giving the police sufficient powers to enable them to deal effectivelyI fully support giving the police sufficient powers to enable them to deal effectivelyI fully support giving the police sufficient powers to enable them to deal effectivelyI fully support giving the police sufficient powers to enable them to deal effectively

with the deteriorating law and order situation but such powers must not be in breachwith the deteriorating law and order situation but such powers must not be in breachwith the deteriorating law and order situation but such powers must not be in breachwith the deteriorating law and order situation but such powers must not be in breach

of the Bill of Rights Ordinance.of the Bill of Rights Ordinance.of the Bill of Rights Ordinance.of the Bill of Rights Ordinance.

Under the Police Force Ordinance the police enjoy sweeping and draconian powers.Under the Police Force Ordinance the police enjoy sweeping and draconian powers.Under the Police Force Ordinance the police enjoy sweeping and draconian powers.Under the Police Force Ordinance the police enjoy sweeping and draconian powers.

They include the power to stop, detain, search, arrest suspects and to seize property.They include the power to stop, detain, search, arrest suspects and to seize property.They include the power to stop, detain, search, arrest suspects and to seize property.They include the power to stop, detain, search, arrest suspects and to seize property.

I agree with Mr Moses CHENG that the disorganized and unco-ordinated way in whichI agree with Mr Moses CHENG that the disorganized and unco-ordinated way in whichI agree with Mr Moses CHENG that the disorganized and unco-ordinated way in whichI agree with Mr Moses CHENG that the disorganized and unco-ordinated way in which

the review of police powers is being conducted is highly unsatisfactory andthe review of police powers is being conducted is highly unsatisfactory andthe review of police powers is being conducted is highly unsatisfactory andthe review of police powers is being conducted is highly unsatisfactory and

regrettable.regrettable.regrettable.regrettable.

During our discussions in the ad hoc groupDuring our discussions in the ad hoc groupDuring our discussions in the ad hoc groupDuring our discussions in the ad hoc group, the Secretary for Security told us, the Secretary for Security told us, the Secretary for Security told us, the Secretary for Security told us

that his Branch had thought that the Law Reform Commission Subcommittee would addressthat his Branch had thought that the Law Reform Commission Subcommittee would addressthat his Branch had thought that the Law Reform Commission Subcommittee would addressthat his Branch had thought that the Law Reform Commission Subcommittee would address

Bill of Rights concerns in their review of police powers but only found out in FebruaryBill of Rights concerns in their review of police powers but only found out in FebruaryBill of Rights concerns in their review of police powers but only found out in FebruaryBill of Rights concerns in their review of police powers but only found out in February

that the Law Reform Commission Subcommittee would not look into such aspects.  Mrthat the Law Reform Commission Subcommittee would not look into such aspects.  Mrthat the Law Reform Commission Subcommittee would not look into such aspects.  Mrthat the Law Reform Commission Subcommittee would not look into such aspects.  Mr

Deputy President, I think the responsibility for such disarray and lack of co-Deputy President, I think the responsibility for such disarray and lack of co-Deputy President, I think the responsibility for such disarray and lack of co-Deputy President, I think the responsibility for such disarray and lack of co-

ordination lies with the Attorney General as he is also the Chairman of the Law Reformordination lies with the Attorney General as he is also the Chairman of the Law Reformordination lies with the Attorney General as he is also the Chairman of the Law Reformordination lies with the Attorney General as he is also the Chairman of the Law Reform

Commission.  He owes this Council an explanation as to why the review of police powersCommission.  He owes this Council an explanation as to why the review of police powersCommission.  He owes this Council an explanation as to why the review of police powersCommission.  He owes this Council an explanation as to why the review of police powers

has been so badly handled.has been so badly handled.has been so badly handled.has been so badly handled.

The police have told us that frequent changes to the law would create confusionThe police have told us that frequent changes to the law would create confusionThe police have told us that frequent changes to the law would create confusionThe police have told us that frequent changes to the law would create confusion

among officers, some of whom are already concerned about the impact the Bill of Rightsamong officers, some of whom are already concerned about the impact the Bill of Rightsamong officers, some of whom are already concerned about the impact the Bill of Rightsamong officers, some of whom are already concerned about the impact the Bill of Rights



Ordinance could have on their powers.  Earlier in this Session, Mr Deputy President,Ordinance could have on their powers.  Earlier in this Session, Mr Deputy President,Ordinance could have on their powers.  Earlier in this Session, Mr Deputy President,Ordinance could have on their powers.  Earlier in this Session, Mr Deputy President,

I asked the question on what the Government has done to explain the Bill of RightsI asked the question on what the Government has done to explain the Bill of RightsI asked the question on what the Government has done to explain the Bill of RightsI asked the question on what the Government has done to explain the Bill of Rights

Ordinance to the police. Judging from the feedback that I received from policeOrdinance to the police. Judging from the feedback that I received from policeOrdinance to the police. Judging from the feedback that I received from policeOrdinance to the police. Judging from the feedback that I received from police

officers, the Administration has done precious little.  It is most unfortunate thatofficers, the Administration has done precious little.  It is most unfortunate thatofficers, the Administration has done precious little.  It is most unfortunate thatofficers, the Administration has done precious little.  It is most unfortunate that

some police officers have the misapprehension that the Bill of Rights Ordinance willsome police officers have the misapprehension that the Bill of Rights Ordinance willsome police officers have the misapprehension that the Bill of Rights Ordinance willsome police officers have the misapprehension that the Bill of Rights Ordinance will

strip them of their powers and thus undermine their law enforcement capability.  Istrip them of their powers and thus undermine their law enforcement capability.  Istrip them of their powers and thus undermine their law enforcement capability.  Istrip them of their powers and thus undermine their law enforcement capability.  I

hope the Government will move quickly to explain the intentions of the Bill of Rightshope the Government will move quickly to explain the intentions of the Bill of Rightshope the Government will move quickly to explain the intentions of the Bill of Rightshope the Government will move quickly to explain the intentions of the Bill of Rights

Ordinance to police officers and to allay their fears.Ordinance to police officers and to allay their fears.Ordinance to police officers and to allay their fears.Ordinance to police officers and to allay their fears.

As for the amendments proposed by the Government, Mr Deputy President, I haveAs for the amendments proposed by the Government, Mr Deputy President, I haveAs for the amendments proposed by the Government, Mr Deputy President, I haveAs for the amendments proposed by the Government, Mr Deputy President, I have

tremendous reservations in a number of areas.  Section 50(2) empowers a policetremendous reservations in a number of areas.  Section 50(2) empowers a policetremendous reservations in a number of areas.  Section 50(2) empowers a policetremendous reservations in a number of areas.  Section 50(2) empowers a police

officer or other person to use all means necessary to arrest a suspect if the suspectofficer or other person to use all means necessary to arrest a suspect if the suspectofficer or other person to use all means necessary to arrest a suspect if the suspectofficer or other person to use all means necessary to arrest a suspect if the suspect

attempts to evade arrest.  Mr Deputy President, disproportionate use of force shouldattempts to evade arrest.  Mr Deputy President, disproportionate use of force shouldattempts to evade arrest.  Mr Deputy President, disproportionate use of force shouldattempts to evade arrest.  Mr Deputy President, disproportionate use of force should

not be allowed where a suspect is not resisting but merely evading arrest.  Fornot be allowed where a suspect is not resisting but merely evading arrest.  Fornot be allowed where a suspect is not resisting but merely evading arrest.  Fornot be allowed where a suspect is not resisting but merely evading arrest.  For

example, if an unarmed person runs away, is it lawful for a police officer to shootexample, if an unarmed person runs away, is it lawful for a police officer to shootexample, if an unarmed person runs away, is it lawful for a police officer to shootexample, if an unarmed person runs away, is it lawful for a police officer to shoot

him? The answer surely should be no.  Therefore it follows that some limitation orhim? The answer surely should be no.  Therefore it follows that some limitation orhim? The answer surely should be no.  Therefore it follows that some limitation orhim? The answer surely should be no.  Therefore it follows that some limitation or

qualification should be introduced to this section to avoid the legalized use ofqualification should be introduced to this section to avoid the legalized use ofqualification should be introduced to this section to avoid the legalized use ofqualification should be introduced to this section to avoid the legalized use of

disproportionate force.disproportionate force.disproportionate force.disproportionate force.

The Hong Kong Bar Association has also drawn our attention to Article 5,The Hong Kong Bar Association has also drawn our attention to Article 5,The Hong Kong Bar Association has also drawn our attention to Article 5,The Hong Kong Bar Association has also drawn our attention to Article 5,

subsection (2) of the Bill of Rights Ordinance which stipulates that anyone who issubsection (2) of the Bill of Rights Ordinance which stipulates that anyone who issubsection (2) of the Bill of Rights Ordinance which stipulates that anyone who issubsection (2) of the Bill of Rights Ordinance which stipulates that anyone who is

arrested shall be informed at the time of arrest of the reason for his arrest andarrested shall be informed at the time of arrest of the reason for his arrest andarrested shall be informed at the time of arrest of the reason for his arrest andarrested shall be informed at the time of arrest of the reason for his arrest and

shall be promptly informed of any charges against him.  The Bar says the currentshall be promptly informed of any charges against him.  The Bar says the currentshall be promptly informed of any charges against him.  The Bar says the currentshall be promptly informed of any charges against him.  The Bar says the current

amendments have done nothing to implement Article 5, subsection (2) of the Bill ofamendments have done nothing to implement Article 5, subsection (2) of the Bill ofamendments have done nothing to implement Article 5, subsection (2) of the Bill ofamendments have done nothing to implement Article 5, subsection (2) of the Bill of

Rights Ordinance and warns that if this Article is not incorporated into the PoliceRights Ordinance and warns that if this Article is not incorporated into the PoliceRights Ordinance and warns that if this Article is not incorporated into the PoliceRights Ordinance and warns that if this Article is not incorporated into the Police

Force Ordinance there is a danger that every arrest may be challenged as unlawfulForce Ordinance there is a danger that every arrest may be challenged as unlawfulForce Ordinance there is a danger that every arrest may be challenged as unlawfulForce Ordinance there is a danger that every arrest may be challenged as unlawful

if reasons are not given.if reasons are not given.if reasons are not given.if reasons are not given.

Mr Deputy President, in October 1989 the police invoked their powers under sectionMr Deputy President, in October 1989 the police invoked their powers under sectionMr Deputy President, in October 1989 the police invoked their powers under sectionMr Deputy President, in October 1989 the police invoked their powers under section

50(7) to seize news videotapes on the confrontation between the police and50(7) to seize news videotapes on the confrontation between the police and50(7) to seize news videotapes on the confrontation between the police and50(7) to seize news videotapes on the confrontation between the police and

demonstrators outside a New China News Agency reception to mark China's national day.demonstrators outside a New China News Agency reception to mark China's national day.demonstrators outside a New China News Agency reception to mark China's national day.demonstrators outside a New China News Agency reception to mark China's national day.

The incident caused a big stir within the news profession sparking off concern thatThe incident caused a big stir within the news profession sparking off concern thatThe incident caused a big stir within the news profession sparking off concern thatThe incident caused a big stir within the news profession sparking off concern that

the police could march into other news organizations to seize reporters' notebooks,the police could march into other news organizations to seize reporters' notebooks,the police could march into other news organizations to seize reporters' notebooks,the police could march into other news organizations to seize reporters' notebooks,

videotapes, audiotapes and other journalistic materials.  The amended subsection (7)videotapes, audiotapes and other journalistic materials.  The amended subsection (7)videotapes, audiotapes and other journalistic materials.  The amended subsection (7)videotapes, audiotapes and other journalistic materials.  The amended subsection (7)

allows the police, armed with a magistrate's warrant, to forcibly enter any premises,allows the police, armed with a magistrate's warrant, to forcibly enter any premises,allows the police, armed with a magistrate's warrant, to forcibly enter any premises,allows the police, armed with a magistrate's warrant, to forcibly enter any premises,

search and seize any newspaper, book or other document which is likely to be of valuesearch and seize any newspaper, book or other document which is likely to be of valuesearch and seize any newspaper, book or other document which is likely to be of valuesearch and seize any newspaper, book or other document which is likely to be of value

to a criminal investigation.  The police may detain any person who may prejudice theto a criminal investigation.  The police may detain any person who may prejudice theto a criminal investigation.  The police may detain any person who may prejudice theto a criminal investigation.  The police may detain any person who may prejudice the

search.  Such sweeping power, Mr Deputy President, I think is a direct threat to presssearch.  Such sweeping power, Mr Deputy President, I think is a direct threat to presssearch.  Such sweeping power, Mr Deputy President, I think is a direct threat to presssearch.  Such sweeping power, Mr Deputy President, I think is a direct threat to press



freedom and also an infringement on the freedom of expression.freedom and also an infringement on the freedom of expression.freedom and also an infringement on the freedom of expression.freedom and also an infringement on the freedom of expression.

Mr James TO is gMr James TO is gMr James TO is gMr James TO is going to move an amendment to this section by transplantingoing to move an amendment to this section by transplantingoing to move an amendment to this section by transplantingoing to move an amendment to this section by transplanting

provisions from a United Kingdom law, as described by Mrs Miriam LAU.  While I supportprovisions from a United Kingdom law, as described by Mrs Miriam LAU.  While I supportprovisions from a United Kingdom law, as described by Mrs Miriam LAU.  While I supportprovisions from a United Kingdom law, as described by Mrs Miriam LAU.  While I support

the spirit of Mr TO's amendment, like Mr Moses CHENG and Mrs Miriam LAU, I am concernedthe spirit of Mr TO's amendment, like Mr Moses CHENG and Mrs Miriam LAU, I am concernedthe spirit of Mr TO's amendment, like Mr Moses CHENG and Mrs Miriam LAU, I am concernedthe spirit of Mr TO's amendment, like Mr Moses CHENG and Mrs Miriam LAU, I am concerned

that the ad hoc group has not had time to examine Mr TO's proposed amendments carefullythat the ad hoc group has not had time to examine Mr TO's proposed amendments carefullythat the ad hoc group has not had time to examine Mr TO's proposed amendments carefullythat the ad hoc group has not had time to examine Mr TO's proposed amendments carefully

in order to fully absorb all the implications.in order to fully absorb all the implications.in order to fully absorb all the implications.in order to fully absorb all the implications.

Mr Deputy President, everybody agrees that police powers need to be thoroughlyMr Deputy President, everybody agrees that police powers need to be thoroughlyMr Deputy President, everybody agrees that police powers need to be thoroughlyMr Deputy President, everybody agrees that police powers need to be thoroughly

overhauled and we are told that the Law Reform Commission is doing just that.  Beingoverhauled and we are told that the Law Reform Commission is doing just that.  Beingoverhauled and we are told that the Law Reform Commission is doing just that.  Beingoverhauled and we are told that the Law Reform Commission is doing just that.  Being

caught in a very difficult situation through no fault of our own, while I supportcaught in a very difficult situation through no fault of our own, while I supportcaught in a very difficult situation through no fault of our own, while I supportcaught in a very difficult situation through no fault of our own, while I support

the spirit and principle behind Mr TO's amendment, I feel myself unable to give itthe spirit and principle behind Mr TO's amendment, I feel myself unable to give itthe spirit and principle behind Mr TO's amendment, I feel myself unable to give itthe spirit and principle behind Mr TO's amendment, I feel myself unable to give it

positive support.  For that reason I shall abstain from voting.  However, I must warnpositive support.  For that reason I shall abstain from voting.  However, I must warnpositive support.  For that reason I shall abstain from voting.  However, I must warnpositive support.  For that reason I shall abstain from voting.  However, I must warn

the Government not to invoke this power until it has been thoroughly reviewed.  Ourthe Government not to invoke this power until it has been thoroughly reviewed.  Ourthe Government not to invoke this power until it has been thoroughly reviewed.  Ourthe Government not to invoke this power until it has been thoroughly reviewed.  Our

ad hoc group has been told that this controversial section is one specific area thatad hoc group has been told that this controversial section is one specific area thatad hoc group has been told that this controversial section is one specific area thatad hoc group has been told that this controversial section is one specific area that

the Law Reform Commission will address and I hope its report will take fully intothe Law Reform Commission will address and I hope its report will take fully intothe Law Reform Commission will address and I hope its report will take fully intothe Law Reform Commission will address and I hope its report will take fully into

account concerns on press freedom.account concerns on press freedom.account concerns on press freedom.account concerns on press freedom.

Mr Deputy President, another area of concern is section 54(1)(a) which gives theMr Deputy President, another area of concern is section 54(1)(a) which gives theMr Deputy President, another area of concern is section 54(1)(a) which gives theMr Deputy President, another area of concern is section 54(1)(a) which gives the

police power to stop a person who acts in a suspicious manner in order to check hispolice power to stop a person who acts in a suspicious manner in order to check hispolice power to stop a person who acts in a suspicious manner in order to check hispolice power to stop a person who acts in a suspicious manner in order to check his

identity card.  Last year over 1 million people were stopped by the police in theidentity card.  Last year over 1 million people were stopped by the police in theidentity card.  Last year over 1 million people were stopped by the police in theidentity card.  Last year over 1 million people were stopped by the police in the

street and had their identity checked.  I regard this as a form of arbitrarystreet and had their identity checked.  I regard this as a form of arbitrarystreet and had their identity checked.  I regard this as a form of arbitrarystreet and had their identity checked.  I regard this as a form of arbitrary

interference with a person's privacy, a right protected by Article 14 of the Billinterference with a person's privacy, a right protected by Article 14 of the Billinterference with a person's privacy, a right protected by Article 14 of the Billinterference with a person's privacy, a right protected by Article 14 of the Bill

of Rights Ordinance.  I hope this power will be reviewed by the Law Reform Commission.of Rights Ordinance.  I hope this power will be reviewed by the Law Reform Commission.of Rights Ordinance.  I hope this power will be reviewed by the Law Reform Commission.of Rights Ordinance.  I hope this power will be reviewed by the Law Reform Commission.

Mr Deputy President, given the very extensive powers enjoyed by the police, inMr Deputy President, given the very extensive powers enjoyed by the police, inMr Deputy President, given the very extensive powers enjoyed by the police, inMr Deputy President, given the very extensive powers enjoyed by the police, in

order to prevent abuse an independent channel should be set up to handle complaintsorder to prevent abuse an independent channel should be set up to handle complaintsorder to prevent abuse an independent channel should be set up to handle complaintsorder to prevent abuse an independent channel should be set up to handle complaints

against police officers.  This suggestion is going to be followed up by the Securityagainst police officers.  This suggestion is going to be followed up by the Securityagainst police officers.  This suggestion is going to be followed up by the Securityagainst police officers.  This suggestion is going to be followed up by the Security

Panel and I hope the Administration will look at it with an open mind.Panel and I hope the Administration will look at it with an open mind.Panel and I hope the Administration will look at it with an open mind.Panel and I hope the Administration will look at it with an open mind.

Mr Deputy President, I deeply regret the chaotic way in which amendments to theMr Deputy President, I deeply regret the chaotic way in which amendments to theMr Deputy President, I deeply regret the chaotic way in which amendments to theMr Deputy President, I deeply regret the chaotic way in which amendments to the

Police Force Ordinance have been handled and I urge the Government to act quicklyPolice Force Ordinance have been handled and I urge the Government to act quicklyPolice Force Ordinance have been handled and I urge the Government to act quicklyPolice Force Ordinance have been handled and I urge the Government to act quickly

to contain the damage.to contain the damage.to contain the damage.to contain the damage.

PROF FELICE LIEH MAK: Mr Deputy President, I rise to speak in support of the BillPROF FELICE LIEH MAK: Mr Deputy President, I rise to speak in support of the BillPROF FELICE LIEH MAK: Mr Deputy President, I rise to speak in support of the BillPROF FELICE LIEH MAK: Mr Deputy President, I rise to speak in support of the Bill

and I shall address myself specifically to section 50(7), a clause in which Mr TOand I shall address myself specifically to section 50(7), a clause in which Mr TOand I shall address myself specifically to section 50(7), a clause in which Mr TOand I shall address myself specifically to section 50(7), a clause in which Mr TO

is planning to introduce his amendments.is planning to introduce his amendments.is planning to introduce his amendments.is planning to introduce his amendments.



Article 16 of the BiArticle 16 of the BiArticle 16 of the BiArticle 16 of the Bill of Rights, while providing for the freedom of expression,ll of Rights, while providing for the freedom of expression,ll of Rights, while providing for the freedom of expression,ll of Rights, while providing for the freedom of expression,

also carries with it special duties and responsibilities.  That being so, it isalso carries with it special duties and responsibilities.  That being so, it isalso carries with it special duties and responsibilities.  That being so, it isalso carries with it special duties and responsibilities.  That being so, it is

subject to certain restrictions, such that are provided by law and are necessary for:subject to certain restrictions, such that are provided by law and are necessary for:subject to certain restrictions, such that are provided by law and are necessary for:subject to certain restrictions, such that are provided by law and are necessary for:

(a)(a)(a)(a) the respect of the righthe respect of the righthe respect of the righthe respect of the rights or reputation of others;ts or reputation of others;ts or reputation of others;ts or reputation of others;

(b)(b)(b)(b) the protection of national security or of public order (ordre publique), orthe protection of national security or of public order (ordre publique), orthe protection of national security or of public order (ordre publique), orthe protection of national security or of public order (ordre publique), or

of public health or morals.of public health or morals.of public health or morals.of public health or morals.

The police, in exercising their duty to investigate crime, act not only for theThe police, in exercising their duty to investigate crime, act not only for theThe police, in exercising their duty to investigate crime, act not only for theThe police, in exercising their duty to investigate crime, act not only for the

public but also for the victim of the crime whose rights have been infringed upon.public but also for the victim of the crime whose rights have been infringed upon.public but also for the victim of the crime whose rights have been infringed upon.public but also for the victim of the crime whose rights have been infringed upon.

In protecting the rights of the victim or victims the police must have the power toIn protecting the rights of the victim or victims the police must have the power toIn protecting the rights of the victim or victims the police must have the power toIn protecting the rights of the victim or victims the police must have the power to

obtain materials which are of likely value to the investigation of an offence.  Theobtain materials which are of likely value to the investigation of an offence.  Theobtain materials which are of likely value to the investigation of an offence.  Theobtain materials which are of likely value to the investigation of an offence.  The

necessary check and balance of police power is already provided in the relevantnecessary check and balance of police power is already provided in the relevantnecessary check and balance of police power is already provided in the relevantnecessary check and balance of police power is already provided in the relevant

section where the police must first obtain a warrant from a magistrate who has tosection where the police must first obtain a warrant from a magistrate who has tosection where the police must first obtain a warrant from a magistrate who has tosection where the police must first obtain a warrant from a magistrate who has to

be satisfied that there is reasonable cause.  But this may not be sufficient; so asbe satisfied that there is reasonable cause.  But this may not be sufficient; so asbe satisfied that there is reasonable cause.  But this may not be sufficient; so asbe satisfied that there is reasonable cause.  But this may not be sufficient; so as

a further safeguard I support the Honourable Elsie TU's call for the establishmenta further safeguard I support the Honourable Elsie TU's call for the establishmenta further safeguard I support the Honourable Elsie TU's call for the establishmenta further safeguard I support the Honourable Elsie TU's call for the establishment

of an independent Complaints Against Police Office.of an independent Complaints Against Police Office.of an independent Complaints Against Police Office.of an independent Complaints Against Police Office.

I accept that the approach taken in balancing the need for maintaining publicI accept that the approach taken in balancing the need for maintaining publicI accept that the approach taken in balancing the need for maintaining publicI accept that the approach taken in balancing the need for maintaining public

order and the requirements of the Bill of Rights should be circumspect.  However,order and the requirements of the Bill of Rights should be circumspect.  However,order and the requirements of the Bill of Rights should be circumspect.  However,order and the requirements of the Bill of Rights should be circumspect.  However,

we must note that the insertion of the French expression "ordre publique" haswe must note that the insertion of the French expression "ordre publique" haswe must note that the insertion of the French expression "ordre publique" haswe must note that the insertion of the French expression "ordre publique" has

broadened the meaning and it is broader than the English words "public order".  Thebroadened the meaning and it is broader than the English words "public order".  Thebroadened the meaning and it is broader than the English words "public order".  Thebroadened the meaning and it is broader than the English words "public order".  The

French expression includes peace and order, safety, public health, aesthetics, morals,French expression includes peace and order, safety, public health, aesthetics, morals,French expression includes peace and order, safety, public health, aesthetics, morals,French expression includes peace and order, safety, public health, aesthetics, morals,

and consumer protection.  Section 50(7) of this Bill is in fact sufficientlyand consumer protection.  Section 50(7) of this Bill is in fact sufficientlyand consumer protection.  Section 50(7) of this Bill is in fact sufficientlyand consumer protection.  Section 50(7) of this Bill is in fact sufficiently

circumspect as not to infringe upon the Bill of Rights.circumspect as not to infringe upon the Bill of Rights.circumspect as not to infringe upon the Bill of Rights.circumspect as not to infringe upon the Bill of Rights.

The consequential justification for the freedom of expression is the discoveryThe consequential justification for the freedom of expression is the discoveryThe consequential justification for the freedom of expression is the discoveryThe consequential justification for the freedom of expression is the discovery

of truth, and criminal investigation is also aimed at the discovery of truth.  Soof truth, and criminal investigation is also aimed at the discovery of truth.  Soof truth, and criminal investigation is also aimed at the discovery of truth.  Soof truth, and criminal investigation is also aimed at the discovery of truth.  So

in this respect, I do not see that this section is an infringement on press freedom.in this respect, I do not see that this section is an infringement on press freedom.in this respect, I do not see that this section is an infringement on press freedom.in this respect, I do not see that this section is an infringement on press freedom.

With these remarks I support the motion.With these remarks I support the motion.With these remarks I support the motion.With these remarks I support the motion.

MR JAMES TO (in Cantonese) : Mr Deputy President, in the light of what the HonourableMR JAMES TO (in Cantonese) : Mr Deputy President, in the light of what the HonourableMR JAMES TO (in Cantonese) : Mr Deputy President, in the light of what the HonourableMR JAMES TO (in Cantonese) : Mr Deputy President, in the light of what the Honourable

Moses CHENG  said a while ago and in the light of criticisms that the way theMoses CHENG  said a while ago and in the light of criticisms that the way theMoses CHENG  said a while ago and in the light of criticisms that the way theMoses CHENG  said a while ago and in the light of criticisms that the way the

Administration handles this Police Force (Amendment) Bill is causing confusion, weAdministration handles this Police Force (Amendment) Bill is causing confusion, weAdministration handles this Police Force (Amendment) Bill is causing confusion, weAdministration handles this Police Force (Amendment) Bill is causing confusion, we



are reluctant to accept the limited amendments that are being introduced to the Bill;are reluctant to accept the limited amendments that are being introduced to the Bill;are reluctant to accept the limited amendments that are being introduced to the Bill;are reluctant to accept the limited amendments that are being introduced to the Bill;

that is to say, there is still room for doubting if the present amendments conflictthat is to say, there is still room for doubting if the present amendments conflictthat is to say, there is still room for doubting if the present amendments conflictthat is to say, there is still room for doubting if the present amendments conflict

with the Bill of Rights.with the Bill of Rights.with the Bill of Rights.with the Bill of Rights.

The United Democrats and I basically support the spirit of the present amendmentThe United Democrats and I basically support the spirit of the present amendmentThe United Democrats and I basically support the spirit of the present amendmentThe United Democrats and I basically support the spirit of the present amendment

Bill because, in many areas, it represents an improvement on the principal OrdinanceBill because, in many areas, it represents an improvement on the principal OrdinanceBill because, in many areas, it represents an improvement on the principal OrdinanceBill because, in many areas, it represents an improvement on the principal Ordinance

as now exists.  It introduces amendments to replace provisions which empower theas now exists.  It introduces amendments to replace provisions which empower theas now exists.  It introduces amendments to replace provisions which empower theas now exists.  It introduces amendments to replace provisions which empower the

police, based on subjective judgment, to arrest, stop and search with provisions whichpolice, based on subjective judgment, to arrest, stop and search with provisions whichpolice, based on subjective judgment, to arrest, stop and search with provisions whichpolice, based on subjective judgment, to arrest, stop and search with provisions which

incorporate an element of objectivity and  are better placed to give effect to theincorporate an element of objectivity and  are better placed to give effect to theincorporate an element of objectivity and  are better placed to give effect to theincorporate an element of objectivity and  are better placed to give effect to the

Bill of Rights.  Subject to the comments I shall make during the Committee stage onBill of Rights.  Subject to the comments I shall make during the Committee stage onBill of Rights.  Subject to the comments I shall make during the Committee stage onBill of Rights.  Subject to the comments I shall make during the Committee stage on

the police powers of search and seizure -- particularly in respect of journalisticthe police powers of search and seizure -- particularly in respect of journalisticthe police powers of search and seizure -- particularly in respect of journalisticthe police powers of search and seizure -- particularly in respect of journalistic

material -- and privileged information between counsel and client, we are basicallymaterial -- and privileged information between counsel and client, we are basicallymaterial -- and privileged information between counsel and client, we are basicallymaterial -- and privileged information between counsel and client, we are basically

of the view that the overall spirit of the present Bill can be supported.of the view that the overall spirit of the present Bill can be supported.of the view that the overall spirit of the present Bill can be supported.of the view that the overall spirit of the present Bill can be supported.

The amendment Bill took a long time coming and was passed to us for scrutiny byThe amendment Bill took a long time coming and was passed to us for scrutiny byThe amendment Bill took a long time coming and was passed to us for scrutiny byThe amendment Bill took a long time coming and was passed to us for scrutiny by

the Administration when the freeze period under the Bill of Rights Ordinance was aboutthe Administration when the freeze period under the Bill of Rights Ordinance was aboutthe Administration when the freeze period under the Bill of Rights Ordinance was aboutthe Administration when the freeze period under the Bill of Rights Ordinance was about

to expire.  We understand that the Law Reform Commission has several years in whichto expire.  We understand that the Law Reform Commission has several years in whichto expire.  We understand that the Law Reform Commission has several years in whichto expire.  We understand that the Law Reform Commission has several years in which

to undertake a full review of the principal Ordinance.  The Administration probablyto undertake a full review of the principal Ordinance.  The Administration probablyto undertake a full review of the principal Ordinance.  The Administration probablyto undertake a full review of the principal Ordinance.  The Administration probably

thinks that we will only propose limited amendments and that a few weeks would bethinks that we will only propose limited amendments and that a few weeks would bethinks that we will only propose limited amendments and that a few weeks would bethinks that we will only propose limited amendments and that a few weeks would be

amply sufficient for us to scrutinize the Bill in view of the mere handful of clausesamply sufficient for us to scrutinize the Bill in view of the mere handful of clausesamply sufficient for us to scrutinize the Bill in view of the mere handful of clausesamply sufficient for us to scrutinize the Bill in view of the mere handful of clauses

to be considered.  However, in respect of sections 50 and 54 of the Police Forceto be considered.  However, in respect of sections 50 and 54 of the Police Forceto be considered.  However, in respect of sections 50 and 54 of the Police Forceto be considered.  However, in respect of sections 50 and 54 of the Police Force

Ordinance which have a direct bearing on the exercise of police powers by some 20Ordinance which have a direct bearing on the exercise of police powers by some 20Ordinance which have a direct bearing on the exercise of police powers by some 20Ordinance which have a direct bearing on the exercise of police powers by some 20

000 constables on the beat, we think that it would not be right to give the Legislative000 constables on the beat, we think that it would not be right to give the Legislative000 constables on the beat, we think that it would not be right to give the Legislative000 constables on the beat, we think that it would not be right to give the Legislative

Council so little time to consider them.Council so little time to consider them.Council so little time to consider them.Council so little time to consider them.

On the one hand, although the Law Reform Commission has not been asked to considerOn the one hand, although the Law Reform Commission has not been asked to considerOn the one hand, although the Law Reform Commission has not been asked to considerOn the one hand, although the Law Reform Commission has not been asked to consider

whether the proposed amendments are in conflict with the Bill of Rights it is in factwhether the proposed amendments are in conflict with the Bill of Rights it is in factwhether the proposed amendments are in conflict with the Bill of Rights it is in factwhether the proposed amendments are in conflict with the Bill of Rights it is in fact

conducting a full review of police powers.  The commission, composed of knowledgeableconducting a full review of police powers.  The commission, composed of knowledgeableconducting a full review of police powers.  The commission, composed of knowledgeableconducting a full review of police powers.  The commission, composed of knowledgeable

persons from various fields, has full professional expertise.  Why had thepersons from various fields, has full professional expertise.  Why had thepersons from various fields, has full professional expertise.  Why had thepersons from various fields, has full professional expertise.  Why had the

Administration not immediately referred the questions to the commission?  I wouldAdministration not immediately referred the questions to the commission?  I wouldAdministration not immediately referred the questions to the commission?  I wouldAdministration not immediately referred the questions to the commission?  I would

have thought that the shortness of time would not have mattered; the Legislativehave thought that the shortness of time would not have mattered; the Legislativehave thought that the shortness of time would not have mattered; the Legislativehave thought that the shortness of time would not have mattered; the Legislative

Council is being asked to undertake a preliminary review and give an opinion in justCouncil is being asked to undertake a preliminary review and give an opinion in justCouncil is being asked to undertake a preliminary review and give an opinion in justCouncil is being asked to undertake a preliminary review and give an opinion in just

as short a time.as short a time.as short a time.as short a time.

On the other hand, the legal profession has not been consulted on the limitedOn the other hand, the legal profession has not been consulted on the limitedOn the other hand, the legal profession has not been consulted on the limitedOn the other hand, the legal profession has not been consulted on the limited

amendments proposed.  Since we are concerned as to whether the revised law wouldamendments proposed.  Since we are concerned as to whether the revised law wouldamendments proposed.  Since we are concerned as to whether the revised law wouldamendments proposed.  Since we are concerned as to whether the revised law would

conflict with the Bill of Rights, we should have the benefit of advice from legalconflict with the Bill of Rights, we should have the benefit of advice from legalconflict with the Bill of Rights, we should have the benefit of advice from legalconflict with the Bill of Rights, we should have the benefit of advice from legal

professionals as a basis for reference.  The Bar Association has complained that theprofessionals as a basis for reference.  The Bar Association has complained that theprofessionals as a basis for reference.  The Bar Association has complained that theprofessionals as a basis for reference.  The Bar Association has complained that the



Administration has not given them enough time.  Anyway the Bar has made some proposalsAdministration has not given them enough time.  Anyway the Bar has made some proposalsAdministration has not given them enough time.  Anyway the Bar has made some proposalsAdministration has not given them enough time.  Anyway the Bar has made some proposals

to us.  Although the proposals reached us only a couple of days ago, we neverthelessto us.  Although the proposals reached us only a couple of days ago, we neverthelessto us.  Although the proposals reached us only a couple of days ago, we neverthelessto us.  Although the proposals reached us only a couple of days ago, we nevertheless

appreciate their good intention and effort.appreciate their good intention and effort.appreciate their good intention and effort.appreciate their good intention and effort.

Many members of the public and non-government orMany members of the public and non-government orMany members of the public and non-government orMany members of the public and non-government organizations, the Human Rightsganizations, the Human Rightsganizations, the Human Rightsganizations, the Human Rights

Committee for one, are concerned over this area of law reform. They are of the viewCommittee for one, are concerned over this area of law reform. They are of the viewCommittee for one, are concerned over this area of law reform. They are of the viewCommittee for one, are concerned over this area of law reform. They are of the view

that the time available for scrutiny of the proposed amendments is too short.that the time available for scrutiny of the proposed amendments is too short.that the time available for scrutiny of the proposed amendments is too short.that the time available for scrutiny of the proposed amendments is too short.

Non-government organizations will usually need more time to collect and collateNon-government organizations will usually need more time to collect and collateNon-government organizations will usually need more time to collect and collateNon-government organizations will usually need more time to collect and collate

professional opinions.professional opinions.professional opinions.professional opinions.

Of course, the most ideal and appropriate way of doing it would be for the LawOf course, the most ideal and appropriate way of doing it would be for the LawOf course, the most ideal and appropriate way of doing it would be for the LawOf course, the most ideal and appropriate way of doing it would be for the Law

Reform Commission and this Council to study together whether the proposed amendmentsReform Commission and this Council to study together whether the proposed amendmentsReform Commission and this Council to study together whether the proposed amendmentsReform Commission and this Council to study together whether the proposed amendments

are inconsistent with the Bill of Rights.  Some have criticized the amendments I amare inconsistent with the Bill of Rights.  Some have criticized the amendments I amare inconsistent with the Bill of Rights.  Some have criticized the amendments I amare inconsistent with the Bill of Rights.  Some have criticized the amendments I am

about to propose as piecemeal.  But I have to point out that as a responsibleabout to propose as piecemeal.  But I have to point out that as a responsibleabout to propose as piecemeal.  But I have to point out that as a responsibleabout to propose as piecemeal.  But I have to point out that as a responsible

Councillor I have to propose amendments, however piecemeal they might be, toCouncillor I have to propose amendments, however piecemeal they might be, toCouncillor I have to propose amendments, however piecemeal they might be, toCouncillor I have to propose amendments, however piecemeal they might be, to

provisions that are in conflict with the Bill of Rights.provisions that are in conflict with the Bill of Rights.provisions that are in conflict with the Bill of Rights.provisions that are in conflict with the Bill of Rights.

The HonoThe HonoThe HonoThe Honourable Mrs Miriam LAU has said that I have drawn, in a piecemeal fashion,urable Mrs Miriam LAU has said that I have drawn, in a piecemeal fashion,urable Mrs Miriam LAU has said that I have drawn, in a piecemeal fashion,urable Mrs Miriam LAU has said that I have drawn, in a piecemeal fashion,

on the United Kingdom's Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 (PACE in short) inon the United Kingdom's Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 (PACE in short) inon the United Kingdom's Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 (PACE in short) inon the United Kingdom's Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 (PACE in short) in

proposing my amendments.  She has argued that Hong Kong will be unable to draw onproposing my amendments.  She has argued that Hong Kong will be unable to draw onproposing my amendments.  She has argued that Hong Kong will be unable to draw onproposing my amendments.  She has argued that Hong Kong will be unable to draw on

the case law of the United Kingdom.  May I request Mrs LAU to take a good look atthe case law of the United Kingdom.  May I request Mrs LAU to take a good look atthe case law of the United Kingdom.  May I request Mrs LAU to take a good look atthe case law of the United Kingdom.  May I request Mrs LAU to take a good look at

the important points under my proposed amendments -- the most important points.the important points under my proposed amendments -- the most important points.the important points under my proposed amendments -- the most important points.the important points under my proposed amendments -- the most important points.

Circuit Judge in the United Kingdom Act is transplanted to the Hong Kong OrdinanceCircuit Judge in the United Kingdom Act is transplanted to the Hong Kong OrdinanceCircuit Judge in the United Kingdom Act is transplanted to the Hong Kong OrdinanceCircuit Judge in the United Kingdom Act is transplanted to the Hong Kong Ordinance

as Magistrate.  Of course, there is some difference between the two.  But theas Magistrate.  Of course, there is some difference between the two.  But theas Magistrate.  Of course, there is some difference between the two.  But theas Magistrate.  Of course, there is some difference between the two.  But the

important point is whether, for example, there is major evidential value in a soughtimportant point is whether, for example, there is major evidential value in a soughtimportant point is whether, for example, there is major evidential value in a soughtimportant point is whether, for example, there is major evidential value in a sought

item, whether there is any alternative means of obtaining other evidence and thusitem, whether there is any alternative means of obtaining other evidence and thusitem, whether there is any alternative means of obtaining other evidence and thusitem, whether there is any alternative means of obtaining other evidence and thus

dispensing with the need to get hold of, say, a particular video cassette or particulardispensing with the need to get hold of, say, a particular video cassette or particulardispensing with the need to get hold of, say, a particular video cassette or particulardispensing with the need to get hold of, say, a particular video cassette or particular

journalistic material.  Furthermore, phrases like "the public interest" and othersjournalistic material.  Furthermore, phrases like "the public interest" and othersjournalistic material.  Furthermore, phrases like "the public interest" and othersjournalistic material.  Furthermore, phrases like "the public interest" and others

can all be found in my proposed amendments.  We can fully draw on the case law ofcan all be found in my proposed amendments.  We can fully draw on the case law ofcan all be found in my proposed amendments.  We can fully draw on the case law ofcan all be found in my proposed amendments.  We can fully draw on the case law of

the United Kingdom in applying our revised Ordinance.the United Kingdom in applying our revised Ordinance.the United Kingdom in applying our revised Ordinance.the United Kingdom in applying our revised Ordinance.

One criticism against my proposed amendments is that the United Kingdom has aOne criticism against my proposed amendments is that the United Kingdom has aOne criticism against my proposed amendments is that the United Kingdom has aOne criticism against my proposed amendments is that the United Kingdom has a

comprehensive Code of Practice for the police.  But we must not forget that the Policecomprehensive Code of Practice for the police.  But we must not forget that the Policecomprehensive Code of Practice for the police.  But we must not forget that the Policecomprehensive Code of Practice for the police.  But we must not forget that the Police

Force Ordinance of Hong Kong contains what is known as Police General Orders.  IfForce Ordinance of Hong Kong contains what is known as Police General Orders.  IfForce Ordinance of Hong Kong contains what is known as Police General Orders.  IfForce Ordinance of Hong Kong contains what is known as Police General Orders.  If

my proposed amendments are passed, the police should, according to the spirit of themy proposed amendments are passed, the police should, according to the spirit of themy proposed amendments are passed, the police should, according to the spirit of themy proposed amendments are passed, the police should, according to the spirit of the

revised provisions, immediately issue directions to police officers as to whatrevised provisions, immediately issue directions to police officers as to whatrevised provisions, immediately issue directions to police officers as to whatrevised provisions, immediately issue directions to police officers as to what

procedure to follow in searching for journalistic material.procedure to follow in searching for journalistic material.procedure to follow in searching for journalistic material.procedure to follow in searching for journalistic material.



Furthermore, the case of LFurthermore, the case of LFurthermore, the case of LFurthermore, the case of Lingens v. Austria I quoted relates to a human rightsingens v. Austria I quoted relates to a human rightsingens v. Austria I quoted relates to a human rightsingens v. Austria I quoted relates to a human rights

claim taken out by an Austrian citizen against the Austrian Government before theclaim taken out by an Austrian citizen against the Austrian Government before theclaim taken out by an Austrian citizen against the Austrian Government before theclaim taken out by an Austrian citizen against the Austrian Government before the

European Court of Human Rights.  I am not arguing if the police powers of search andEuropean Court of Human Rights.  I am not arguing if the police powers of search andEuropean Court of Human Rights.  I am not arguing if the police powers of search andEuropean Court of Human Rights.  I am not arguing if the police powers of search and

seizure constitute a  direct conflict with the Bill of Rights. I am only saying thatseizure constitute a  direct conflict with the Bill of Rights. I am only saying thatseizure constitute a  direct conflict with the Bill of Rights. I am only saying thatseizure constitute a  direct conflict with the Bill of Rights. I am only saying that

the freedom of expression and freedom of information, which Mrs LAU espouses, includethe freedom of expression and freedom of information, which Mrs LAU espouses, includethe freedom of expression and freedom of information, which Mrs LAU espouses, includethe freedom of expression and freedom of information, which Mrs LAU espouses, include

journalistic freedom.  I was hoping that this point could be borne out throughjournalistic freedom.  I was hoping that this point could be borne out throughjournalistic freedom.  I was hoping that this point could be borne out throughjournalistic freedom.  I was hoping that this point could be borne out through

citation of this case.citation of this case.citation of this case.citation of this case.

The United DemocrThe United DemocrThe United DemocrThe United Democrats and I also support the Honourable Mrs Elsie TU's view, thatats and I also support the Honourable Mrs Elsie TU's view, thatats and I also support the Honourable Mrs Elsie TU's view, thatats and I also support the Honourable Mrs Elsie TU's view, that

is to say, no provision can be perfect.  We therefore need to have an organizationis to say, no provision can be perfect.  We therefore need to have an organizationis to say, no provision can be perfect.  We therefore need to have an organizationis to say, no provision can be perfect.  We therefore need to have an organization

independent of the Police Force to handle complaints.independent of the Police Force to handle complaints.independent of the Police Force to handle complaints.independent of the Police Force to handle complaints.

    Mr Deputy President, I shall explain in detail the aMr Deputy President, I shall explain in detail the aMr Deputy President, I shall explain in detail the aMr Deputy President, I shall explain in detail the amendments as proposed by memendments as proposed by memendments as proposed by memendments as proposed by me

during the Committee stage.during the Committee stage.during the Committee stage.during the Committee stage.

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President I have listened carefully to the pointsSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President I have listened carefully to the pointsSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President I have listened carefully to the pointsSECRETARY FOR SECURITY: Mr Deputy President I have listened carefully to the points

raised by Members on the Police Force (Amendment) Bill.raised by Members on the Police Force (Amendment) Bill.raised by Members on the Police Force (Amendment) Bill.raised by Members on the Police Force (Amendment) Bill.

Some Members have asked why the Bill had not been introdSome Members have asked why the Bill had not been introdSome Members have asked why the Bill had not been introdSome Members have asked why the Bill had not been introduced into this Counciluced into this Counciluced into this Counciluced into this Council

earlier so that they could have more time to consider it before the freeze periodearlier so that they could have more time to consider it before the freeze periodearlier so that they could have more time to consider it before the freeze periodearlier so that they could have more time to consider it before the freeze period

expired on 8 June.  Others have expressed concern that the amendments proposed inexpired on 8 June.  Others have expressed concern that the amendments proposed inexpired on 8 June.  Others have expressed concern that the amendments proposed inexpired on 8 June.  Others have expressed concern that the amendments proposed in

the Bill may have to be amended again in the light of the Law Reform Commission reportthe Bill may have to be amended again in the light of the Law Reform Commission reportthe Bill may have to be amended again in the light of the Law Reform Commission reportthe Bill may have to be amended again in the light of the Law Reform Commission report

due to be published in a few months' time.due to be published in a few months' time.due to be published in a few months' time.due to be published in a few months' time.

The Administration has been equally concerned that the amendments proposed inThe Administration has been equally concerned that the amendments proposed inThe Administration has been equally concerned that the amendments proposed inThe Administration has been equally concerned that the amendments proposed in

the Bill should not be inconsistent with any changes which might be proposed as athe Bill should not be inconsistent with any changes which might be proposed as athe Bill should not be inconsistent with any changes which might be proposed as athe Bill should not be inconsistent with any changes which might be proposed as a

result of the Law Reform Commission's study of police powers.  The reason why theresult of the Law Reform Commission's study of police powers.  The reason why theresult of the Law Reform Commission's study of police powers.  The reason why theresult of the Law Reform Commission's study of police powers.  The reason why the

Bill was not introduced earlier into this Council is that we hope to have availableBill was not introduced earlier into this Council is that we hope to have availableBill was not introduced earlier into this Council is that we hope to have availableBill was not introduced earlier into this Council is that we hope to have available

first the recommendations of the Law Reform Commission.  However, when it becamefirst the recommendations of the Law Reform Commission.  However, when it becamefirst the recommendations of the Law Reform Commission.  However, when it becamefirst the recommendations of the Law Reform Commission.  However, when it became

clear that the Law Reform Commission Report would not be available before the freezeclear that the Law Reform Commission Report would not be available before the freezeclear that the Law Reform Commission Report would not be available before the freezeclear that the Law Reform Commission Report would not be available before the freeze

period under the Bill of Rights Ordinance expired, we decided that we had to proceedperiod under the Bill of Rights Ordinance expired, we decided that we had to proceedperiod under the Bill of Rights Ordinance expired, we decided that we had to proceedperiod under the Bill of Rights Ordinance expired, we decided that we had to proceed

first with amendments to the Police Force Ordinance necessary to remove any conflictfirst with amendments to the Police Force Ordinance necessary to remove any conflictfirst with amendments to the Police Force Ordinance necessary to remove any conflictfirst with amendments to the Police Force Ordinance necessary to remove any conflict

with the Bill of Rights Ordinance.with the Bill of Rights Ordinance.with the Bill of Rights Ordinance.with the Bill of Rights Ordinance.

I equaI equaI equaI equally regret that this has resulted in the introduction of the Bill onlylly regret that this has resulted in the introduction of the Bill onlylly regret that this has resulted in the introduction of the Bill onlylly regret that this has resulted in the introduction of the Bill only

shortly before the expiry of the freeze period.shortly before the expiry of the freeze period.shortly before the expiry of the freeze period.shortly before the expiry of the freeze period.



This Bill addresses the Bill of Rights issues only.  We have not sought toThis Bill addresses the Bill of Rights issues only.  We have not sought toThis Bill addresses the Bill of Rights issues only.  We have not sought toThis Bill addresses the Bill of Rights issues only.  We have not sought to

anticipate any of the recommendations of the Law Reform Commission Report.  However,anticipate any of the recommendations of the Law Reform Commission Report.  However,anticipate any of the recommendations of the Law Reform Commission Report.  However,anticipate any of the recommendations of the Law Reform Commission Report.  However,

as Mr STRACHAN said when introducing this Bill into this Council, we are satisfiedas Mr STRACHAN said when introducing this Bill into this Council, we are satisfiedas Mr STRACHAN said when introducing this Bill into this Council, we are satisfiedas Mr STRACHAN said when introducing this Bill into this Council, we are satisfied

that the provisions of this Bill will be consistent with the broad approach favouredthat the provisions of this Bill will be consistent with the broad approach favouredthat the provisions of this Bill will be consistent with the broad approach favouredthat the provisions of this Bill will be consistent with the broad approach favoured

by the Law Reform Commission.  There is also no question of the Ordinance beingby the Law Reform Commission.  There is also no question of the Ordinance beingby the Law Reform Commission.  There is also no question of the Ordinance beingby the Law Reform Commission.  There is also no question of the Ordinance being

amended again within a short period of time.  The Law Reform Commissionamended again within a short period of time.  The Law Reform Commissionamended again within a short period of time.  The Law Reform Commissionamended again within a short period of time.  The Law Reform Commission

recommendations are likely to be complex; some will be controversial. Therecommendations are likely to be complex; some will be controversial. Therecommendations are likely to be complex; some will be controversial. Therecommendations are likely to be complex; some will be controversial. The

Administration will require time to consider and consult on the recommendations made.Administration will require time to consider and consult on the recommendations made.Administration will require time to consider and consult on the recommendations made.Administration will require time to consider and consult on the recommendations made.

TurniTurniTurniTurning to the Committee stage amendments which will be moved later this afternoon,ng to the Committee stage amendments which will be moved later this afternoon,ng to the Committee stage amendments which will be moved later this afternoon,ng to the Committee stage amendments which will be moved later this afternoon,

I agree with the proposed amendment to section 52(1). This will make it clear thatI agree with the proposed amendment to section 52(1). This will make it clear thatI agree with the proposed amendment to section 52(1). This will make it clear thatI agree with the proposed amendment to section 52(1). This will make it clear that

a police officer should have reasonable grounds for deciding that a person ought toa police officer should have reasonable grounds for deciding that a person ought toa police officer should have reasonable grounds for deciding that a person ought toa police officer should have reasonable grounds for deciding that a person ought to

be detained after arrest rather than be discharged upon recognizance.be detained after arrest rather than be discharged upon recognizance.be detained after arrest rather than be discharged upon recognizance.be detained after arrest rather than be discharged upon recognizance.

I now turn to the proposed amendment to section 50(7) to exclude items subjectI now turn to the proposed amendment to section 50(7) to exclude items subjectI now turn to the proposed amendment to section 50(7) to exclude items subjectI now turn to the proposed amendment to section 50(7) to exclude items subject

to legal privilege and journalistic material from that subsection and introduce ato legal privilege and journalistic material from that subsection and introduce ato legal privilege and journalistic material from that subsection and introduce ato legal privilege and journalistic material from that subsection and introduce a

special procedure for access to journalistic material.  The Administration's viewspecial procedure for access to journalistic material.  The Administration's viewspecial procedure for access to journalistic material.  The Administration's viewspecial procedure for access to journalistic material.  The Administration's view

is that these amendments are not necessary to make the Ordinance consistent with theis that these amendments are not necessary to make the Ordinance consistent with theis that these amendments are not necessary to make the Ordinance consistent with theis that these amendments are not necessary to make the Ordinance consistent with the

Bill of Rights.  It is, therefore, not the appropriate time to decide whether suchBill of Rights.  It is, therefore, not the appropriate time to decide whether suchBill of Rights.  It is, therefore, not the appropriate time to decide whether suchBill of Rights.  It is, therefore, not the appropriate time to decide whether such

amendments should be introduced into the Ordinance.  I understand that the Law Reformamendments should be introduced into the Ordinance.  I understand that the Law Reformamendments should be introduced into the Ordinance.  I understand that the Law Reformamendments should be introduced into the Ordinance.  I understand that the Law Reform

Commission will include in its report the issues covered in these proposed amendments,Commission will include in its report the issues covered in these proposed amendments,Commission will include in its report the issues covered in these proposed amendments,Commission will include in its report the issues covered in these proposed amendments,

that is, police powers in relation to journalists' material and items subject to legalthat is, police powers in relation to journalists' material and items subject to legalthat is, police powers in relation to journalists' material and items subject to legalthat is, police powers in relation to journalists' material and items subject to legal

privilege.  The Administration would not wish to rush to a conclusion on this issueprivilege.  The Administration would not wish to rush to a conclusion on this issueprivilege.  The Administration would not wish to rush to a conclusion on this issueprivilege.  The Administration would not wish to rush to a conclusion on this issue

now, rather we would wish to have the benefit of the Law Reform Commission'snow, rather we would wish to have the benefit of the Law Reform Commission'snow, rather we would wish to have the benefit of the Law Reform Commission'snow, rather we would wish to have the benefit of the Law Reform Commission's

recommendations on the subject, and to have adequate time to consult and think throughrecommendations on the subject, and to have adequate time to consult and think throughrecommendations on the subject, and to have adequate time to consult and think throughrecommendations on the subject, and to have adequate time to consult and think through

the full implications in the context of the recommendations of the Commission on thethe full implications in the context of the recommendations of the Commission on thethe full implications in the context of the recommendations of the Commission on thethe full implications in the context of the recommendations of the Commission on the

whole subject of police powers of arrest, detention, search, seizure and relatedwhole subject of police powers of arrest, detention, search, seizure and relatedwhole subject of police powers of arrest, detention, search, seizure and relatedwhole subject of police powers of arrest, detention, search, seizure and related

matters.matters.matters.matters.

I would like to thank Mr Moses CHENG for his efficient chairmanship of the adI would like to thank Mr Moses CHENG for his efficient chairmanship of the adI would like to thank Mr Moses CHENG for his efficient chairmanship of the adI would like to thank Mr Moses CHENG for his efficient chairmanship of the ad

hoc group and his support for this Bill.  I am most grateful to members of the adhoc group and his support for this Bill.  I am most grateful to members of the adhoc group and his support for this Bill.  I am most grateful to members of the adhoc group and his support for this Bill.  I am most grateful to members of the ad

hoc group for completing their deliberation of the Bill so thoroughly and so promptly.hoc group for completing their deliberation of the Bill so thoroughly and so promptly.hoc group for completing their deliberation of the Bill so thoroughly and so promptly.hoc group for completing their deliberation of the Bill so thoroughly and so promptly.

The Administration supports the amendment to this Bill which Mr CHENG will moveThe Administration supports the amendment to this Bill which Mr CHENG will moveThe Administration supports the amendment to this Bill which Mr CHENG will moveThe Administration supports the amendment to this Bill which Mr CHENG will move

at the Committee stage.at the Committee stage.at the Committee stage.at the Committee stage.

Thank you, Mr Deputy PrThank you, Mr Deputy PrThank you, Mr Deputy PrThank you, Mr Deputy President.esident.esident.esident.



Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.

Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.

Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).

HONG KONG ACADEMY OF MEDICINE BILLHONG KONG ACADEMY OF MEDICINE BILLHONG KONG ACADEMY OF MEDICINE BILLHONG KONG ACADEMY OF MEDICINE BILL

Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on        4 March 1992Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on        4 March 1992Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on        4 March 1992Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on        4 March 1992

Question on Second Reading proposed.Question on Second Reading proposed.Question on Second Reading proposed.Question on Second Reading proposed.

MR DAVID LI: Mr Deputy President, the establishment of the Hong Kong Academy ofMR DAVID LI: Mr Deputy President, the establishment of the Hong Kong Academy ofMR DAVID LI: Mr Deputy President, the establishment of the Hong Kong Academy ofMR DAVID LI: Mr Deputy President, the establishment of the Hong Kong Academy of

Medicine is an important milestone in the medical history of Hong Kong.  There isMedicine is an important milestone in the medical history of Hong Kong.  There isMedicine is an important milestone in the medical history of Hong Kong.  There isMedicine is an important milestone in the medical history of Hong Kong.  There is

a strong and growing demand in the medical profession for formal and locally baseda strong and growing demand in the medical profession for formal and locally baseda strong and growing demand in the medical profession for formal and locally baseda strong and growing demand in the medical profession for formal and locally based

post-graduate medical educational programmes.  It is therefore appropriate that wepost-graduate medical educational programmes.  It is therefore appropriate that wepost-graduate medical educational programmes.  It is therefore appropriate that wepost-graduate medical educational programmes.  It is therefore appropriate that we

set up an independent local body to foster the development of post-graduate andset up an independent local body to foster the development of post-graduate andset up an independent local body to foster the development of post-graduate andset up an independent local body to foster the development of post-graduate and

continuing medical education.  Such education is geared towards standards andcontinuing medical education.  Such education is geared towards standards andcontinuing medical education.  Such education is geared towards standards andcontinuing medical education.  Such education is geared towards standards and

service needs defined in Hong Kong.  It will provide more local doctors withservice needs defined in Hong Kong.  It will provide more local doctors withservice needs defined in Hong Kong.  It will provide more local doctors withservice needs defined in Hong Kong.  It will provide more local doctors with

opportunities for specialist training.  Improved medical services will in turnopportunities for specialist training.  Improved medical services will in turnopportunities for specialist training.  Improved medical services will in turnopportunities for specialist training.  Improved medical services will in turn

benefit our community.benefit our community.benefit our community.benefit our community.

The Bill proviThe Bill proviThe Bill proviThe Bill provides for the structure of the Academy and its subordinate bodies,des for the structure of the Academy and its subordinate bodies,des for the structure of the Academy and its subordinate bodies,des for the structure of the Academy and its subordinate bodies,

and their respective powers and duties.  It provides for different classes ofand their respective powers and duties.  It provides for different classes ofand their respective powers and duties.  It provides for different classes ofand their respective powers and duties.  It provides for different classes of

membership in the Academy and the admissions criteria.  It also empowers the Academymembership in the Academy and the admissions criteria.  It also empowers the Academymembership in the Academy and the admissions criteria.  It also empowers the Academymembership in the Academy and the admissions criteria.  It also empowers the Academy

to confer specialist medical designation and to make recommendations to the Medicalto confer specialist medical designation and to make recommendations to the Medicalto confer specialist medical designation and to make recommendations to the Medicalto confer specialist medical designation and to make recommendations to the Medical

Council of Hong Kong for these designations to be recognized.Council of Hong Kong for these designations to be recognized.Council of Hong Kong for these designations to be recognized.Council of Hong Kong for these designations to be recognized.

The ad hoc group formed to study the Bill has proposed several amendments to theThe ad hoc group formed to study the Bill has proposed several amendments to theThe ad hoc group formed to study the Bill has proposed several amendments to theThe ad hoc group formed to study the Bill has proposed several amendments to the

Bill.  The first relates to the provision for an avenue of appeal in the admissionBill.  The first relates to the provision for an avenue of appeal in the admissionBill.  The first relates to the provision for an avenue of appeal in the admissionBill.  The first relates to the provision for an avenue of appeal in the admission

procedure for membership of the Academy.  The Bill empowers the Academy, on theprocedure for membership of the Academy.  The Bill empowers the Academy, on theprocedure for membership of the Academy.  The Bill empowers the Academy, on theprocedure for membership of the Academy.  The Bill empowers the Academy, on the

recommendation of the Academy Colleges, to admit persons to various forms ofrecommendation of the Academy Colleges, to admit persons to various forms ofrecommendation of the Academy Colleges, to admit persons to various forms ofrecommendation of the Academy Colleges, to admit persons to various forms of

membership.  While the eligibility of admission is laid down in the Bill, there ismembership.  While the eligibility of admission is laid down in the Bill, there ismembership.  While the eligibility of admission is laid down in the Bill, there ismembership.  While the eligibility of admission is laid down in the Bill, there is

no review provision for cases where recommendation for admission may be refused.no review provision for cases where recommendation for admission may be refused.no review provision for cases where recommendation for admission may be refused.no review provision for cases where recommendation for admission may be refused.

Members of the ad hoc group are concerned this may lead to a possible abuse.  HavingMembers of the ad hoc group are concerned this may lead to a possible abuse.  HavingMembers of the ad hoc group are concerned this may lead to a possible abuse.  HavingMembers of the ad hoc group are concerned this may lead to a possible abuse.  Having



considered the appeal practices of a number of local and overseas specialist colleges,considered the appeal practices of a number of local and overseas specialist colleges,considered the appeal practices of a number of local and overseas specialist colleges,considered the appeal practices of a number of local and overseas specialist colleges,

the group has recommended that a review system should be established by the Academythe group has recommended that a review system should be established by the Academythe group has recommended that a review system should be established by the Academythe group has recommended that a review system should be established by the Academy

so specified in the future regulation of the Academy.so specified in the future regulation of the Academy.so specified in the future regulation of the Academy.so specified in the future regulation of the Academy.

The ad hoc group considered at length the instruments of voting prescribed inThe ad hoc group considered at length the instruments of voting prescribed inThe ad hoc group considered at length the instruments of voting prescribed inThe ad hoc group considered at length the instruments of voting prescribed in

the Bill.  The use of postal ballot is proposed in the Bill. However, proxy voting,the Bill.  The use of postal ballot is proposed in the Bill. However, proxy voting,the Bill.  The use of postal ballot is proposed in the Bill. However, proxy voting,the Bill.  The use of postal ballot is proposed in the Bill. However, proxy voting,

although not specified, is not disallowed.  Having considered the pros and cons ofalthough not specified, is not disallowed.  Having considered the pros and cons ofalthough not specified, is not disallowed.  Having considered the pros and cons ofalthough not specified, is not disallowed.  Having considered the pros and cons of

these two voting instruments, the ad hoc group agree unanimously that given the uniquethese two voting instruments, the ad hoc group agree unanimously that given the uniquethese two voting instruments, the ad hoc group agree unanimously that given the uniquethese two voting instruments, the ad hoc group agree unanimously that given the unique

nature of the medical profession, and to avoid any potential abuse of the proxy system,nature of the medical profession, and to avoid any potential abuse of the proxy system,nature of the medical profession, and to avoid any potential abuse of the proxy system,nature of the medical profession, and to avoid any potential abuse of the proxy system,

the postal ballot is preferable to proxy voting which should be disallowed.the postal ballot is preferable to proxy voting which should be disallowed.the postal ballot is preferable to proxy voting which should be disallowed.the postal ballot is preferable to proxy voting which should be disallowed.

Another amendment is to the composition of the governing body of the Academy,Another amendment is to the composition of the governing body of the Academy,Another amendment is to the composition of the governing body of the Academy,Another amendment is to the composition of the governing body of the Academy,

the council.  Members consider that a conflict of interests may arise if thethe council.  Members consider that a conflict of interests may arise if thethe council.  Members consider that a conflict of interests may arise if thethe council.  Members consider that a conflict of interests may arise if the

presidents of the Academy Colleges who are ex-officio members of the council couldpresidents of the Academy Colleges who are ex-officio members of the council couldpresidents of the Academy Colleges who are ex-officio members of the council couldpresidents of the Academy Colleges who are ex-officio members of the council could

be elected to any of the six key positions of the council office bearers, as stipulatedbe elected to any of the six key positions of the council office bearers, as stipulatedbe elected to any of the six key positions of the council office bearers, as stipulatedbe elected to any of the six key positions of the council office bearers, as stipulated

in clause 9(5) of the Bill.  Such a possibility should be averted and such holdingin clause 9(5) of the Bill.  Such a possibility should be averted and such holdingin clause 9(5) of the Bill.  Such a possibility should be averted and such holdingin clause 9(5) of the Bill.  Such a possibility should be averted and such holding

of dual offices should be prohibited in the Bill.of dual offices should be prohibited in the Bill.of dual offices should be prohibited in the Bill.of dual offices should be prohibited in the Bill.

The Administration concurs with the ad hoc group's recommendations. Accordingly,The Administration concurs with the ad hoc group's recommendations. Accordingly,The Administration concurs with the ad hoc group's recommendations. Accordingly,The Administration concurs with the ad hoc group's recommendations. Accordingly,

in my capacity as convenor, I shall be moving the requisite amendments at the Committeein my capacity as convenor, I shall be moving the requisite amendments at the Committeein my capacity as convenor, I shall be moving the requisite amendments at the Committeein my capacity as convenor, I shall be moving the requisite amendments at the Committee

stage.stage.stage.stage.

The ad hoc group also notes that the Academy will need a large budget, estimatedThe ad hoc group also notes that the Academy will need a large budget, estimatedThe ad hoc group also notes that the Academy will need a large budget, estimatedThe ad hoc group also notes that the Academy will need a large budget, estimated

at HK$100 million, to meet its capital and recurring expenditure. The Government willat HK$100 million, to meet its capital and recurring expenditure. The Government willat HK$100 million, to meet its capital and recurring expenditure. The Government willat HK$100 million, to meet its capital and recurring expenditure. The Government will

provide a grant for the setting up of the Academy. Members therefore support the viewprovide a grant for the setting up of the Academy. Members therefore support the viewprovide a grant for the setting up of the Academy. Members therefore support the viewprovide a grant for the setting up of the Academy. Members therefore support the view

of the Administration that more detailed financial procedures should be set out inof the Administration that more detailed financial procedures should be set out inof the Administration that more detailed financial procedures should be set out inof the Administration that more detailed financial procedures should be set out in

the Bill.  I understand that the amendments will be moved by the Administration atthe Bill.  I understand that the amendments will be moved by the Administration atthe Bill.  I understand that the amendments will be moved by the Administration atthe Bill.  I understand that the amendments will be moved by the Administration at

the Committee stage to deal with this aspect.the Committee stage to deal with this aspect.the Committee stage to deal with this aspect.the Committee stage to deal with this aspect.

Mr Deputy President, with these remarksMr Deputy President, with these remarksMr Deputy President, with these remarksMr Deputy President, with these remarks I support the Bill. I support the Bill. I support the Bill. I support the Bill.

DR LEONG CHE-HUNG: Mr Deputy President, I rise to support the Hong Kong Academy ofDR LEONG CHE-HUNG: Mr Deputy President, I rise to support the Hong Kong Academy ofDR LEONG CHE-HUNG: Mr Deputy President, I rise to support the Hong Kong Academy ofDR LEONG CHE-HUNG: Mr Deputy President, I rise to support the Hong Kong Academy of

Medicine Bill on behalf of the medical and dental professions of Hong Kong.  Let meMedicine Bill on behalf of the medical and dental professions of Hong Kong.  Let meMedicine Bill on behalf of the medical and dental professions of Hong Kong.  Let meMedicine Bill on behalf of the medical and dental professions of Hong Kong.  Let me

first declare that I am a member of the Constitution Subcommittee of the Preparatoryfirst declare that I am a member of the Constitution Subcommittee of the Preparatoryfirst declare that I am a member of the Constitution Subcommittee of the Preparatoryfirst declare that I am a member of the Constitution Subcommittee of the Preparatory

Committee for the Academy of Medicine.  I am also currently the president of one ofCommittee for the Academy of Medicine.  I am also currently the president of one ofCommittee for the Academy of Medicine.  I am also currently the president of one ofCommittee for the Academy of Medicine.  I am also currently the president of one of

the future academy colleges and, of course, I am a practising doctor who will be verythe future academy colleges and, of course, I am a practising doctor who will be verythe future academy colleges and, of course, I am a practising doctor who will be verythe future academy colleges and, of course, I am a practising doctor who will be very

much influenced by this Bill.  Mr Deputy President, in rising to support this Bill,much influenced by this Bill.  Mr Deputy President, in rising to support this Bill,much influenced by this Bill.  Mr Deputy President, in rising to support this Bill,much influenced by this Bill.  Mr Deputy President, in rising to support this Bill,



the medical and dental professions would also like to urge the Administration tothe medical and dental professions would also like to urge the Administration tothe medical and dental professions would also like to urge the Administration tothe medical and dental professions would also like to urge the Administration to

implement without delay the recommendations set out both in the spirit and letterimplement without delay the recommendations set out both in the spirit and letterimplement without delay the recommendations set out both in the spirit and letterimplement without delay the recommendations set out both in the spirit and letter

of this Bill, that is, to set up an interim council and the Academy of Medicine itself.of this Bill, that is, to set up an interim council and the Academy of Medicine itself.of this Bill, that is, to set up an interim council and the Academy of Medicine itself.of this Bill, that is, to set up an interim council and the Academy of Medicine itself.

Mr Deputy President, in spite of the international highly acclaimed medicalMr Deputy President, in spite of the international highly acclaimed medicalMr Deputy President, in spite of the international highly acclaimed medicalMr Deputy President, in spite of the international highly acclaimed medical

standard of Hong Kong, ironically as it may sound, well structured post-graduatestandard of Hong Kong, ironically as it may sound, well structured post-graduatestandard of Hong Kong, ironically as it may sound, well structured post-graduatestandard of Hong Kong, ironically as it may sound, well structured post-graduate

medical training and accreditation of post-graduate status has, up to this point inmedical training and accreditation of post-graduate status has, up to this point inmedical training and accreditation of post-graduate status has, up to this point inmedical training and accreditation of post-graduate status has, up to this point in

time, never been in existence in Hong Kong.  Our graduates received training nottime, never been in existence in Hong Kong.  Our graduates received training nottime, never been in existence in Hong Kong.  Our graduates received training nottime, never been in existence in Hong Kong.  Our graduates received training not

through properly structured programmes but by the good will of their peers andthrough properly structured programmes but by the good will of their peers andthrough properly structured programmes but by the good will of their peers andthrough properly structured programmes but by the good will of their peers and

superiors.  Accreditation of post-graduate status has, up to this point in time, tosuperiors.  Accreditation of post-graduate status has, up to this point in time, tosuperiors.  Accreditation of post-graduate status has, up to this point in time, tosuperiors.  Accreditation of post-graduate status has, up to this point in time, to

be obtained overseas usually through vetting of standard by specialty colleges ofbe obtained overseas usually through vetting of standard by specialty colleges ofbe obtained overseas usually through vetting of standard by specialty colleges ofbe obtained overseas usually through vetting of standard by specialty colleges of

the United Kingdom or the Commonwealth.the United Kingdom or the Commonwealth.the United Kingdom or the Commonwealth.the United Kingdom or the Commonwealth.

But the medical professional standard of Hong Kong has been high. We have theBut the medical professional standard of Hong Kong has been high. We have theBut the medical professional standard of Hong Kong has been high. We have theBut the medical professional standard of Hong Kong has been high. We have the

infrastructure of setting up our own training programme of accreditation system.  Theinfrastructure of setting up our own training programme of accreditation system.  Theinfrastructure of setting up our own training programme of accreditation system.  Theinfrastructure of setting up our own training programme of accreditation system.  The

impending change of sovereignty has given us the political will to form our own body.impending change of sovereignty has given us the political will to form our own body.impending change of sovereignty has given us the political will to form our own body.impending change of sovereignty has given us the political will to form our own body.

The formation of the Academy of Medicine, Mr Deputy President, thus heralds theThe formation of the Academy of Medicine, Mr Deputy President, thus heralds theThe formation of the Academy of Medicine, Mr Deputy President, thus heralds theThe formation of the Academy of Medicine, Mr Deputy President, thus heralds the

establishment of our own training programme through the different academy collegesestablishment of our own training programme through the different academy collegesestablishment of our own training programme through the different academy collegesestablishment of our own training programme through the different academy colleges

as stipulated in this Bill.  This statutory body, the Academy of Medicine, will alsoas stipulated in this Bill.  This statutory body, the Academy of Medicine, will alsoas stipulated in this Bill.  This statutory body, the Academy of Medicine, will alsoas stipulated in this Bill.  This statutory body, the Academy of Medicine, will also

be responsible for the vetting and subsequent accreditation of our own post-graduatebe responsible for the vetting and subsequent accreditation of our own post-graduatebe responsible for the vetting and subsequent accreditation of our own post-graduatebe responsible for the vetting and subsequent accreditation of our own post-graduate

status.  Mr Deputy President, this is a move the medical and dental professions yearnstatus.  Mr Deputy President, this is a move the medical and dental professions yearnstatus.  Mr Deputy President, this is a move the medical and dental professions yearnstatus.  Mr Deputy President, this is a move the medical and dental professions yearn

for and very much welcome.for and very much welcome.for and very much welcome.for and very much welcome.

Yet the Academy of Medicine is only useful if it is internationally recognized.Yet the Academy of Medicine is only useful if it is internationally recognized.Yet the Academy of Medicine is only useful if it is internationally recognized.Yet the Academy of Medicine is only useful if it is internationally recognized.

International recognition of professional standard can only be achieved through timeInternational recognition of professional standard can only be achieved through timeInternational recognition of professional standard can only be achieved through timeInternational recognition of professional standard can only be achieved through time

-- time for international accreditation bodies to assess the standards of the product-- time for international accreditation bodies to assess the standards of the product-- time for international accreditation bodies to assess the standards of the product-- time for international accreditation bodies to assess the standards of the product

of the Hong Kong Academy of Medicine.  It takes years to have this achieved.  We mustof the Hong Kong Academy of Medicine.  It takes years to have this achieved.  We mustof the Hong Kong Academy of Medicine.  It takes years to have this achieved.  We mustof the Hong Kong Academy of Medicine.  It takes years to have this achieved.  We must

establish the Academy now, for the professions want to put the flag of Hong Kong inestablish the Academy now, for the professions want to put the flag of Hong Kong inestablish the Academy now, for the professions want to put the flag of Hong Kong inestablish the Academy now, for the professions want to put the flag of Hong Kong in

the world map of medicine well in advance of 1997.the world map of medicine well in advance of 1997.the world map of medicine well in advance of 1997.the world map of medicine well in advance of 1997.

Mr Deputy President, in closing, may I take this opportunity to remind theMr Deputy President, in closing, may I take this opportunity to remind theMr Deputy President, in closing, may I take this opportunity to remind theMr Deputy President, in closing, may I take this opportunity to remind the

Administration that the health care team consists of not only doctors, but also nurses,Administration that the health care team consists of not only doctors, but also nurses,Administration that the health care team consists of not only doctors, but also nurses,Administration that the health care team consists of not only doctors, but also nurses,

and allied health care staff and others.  To have a high standard of medical care,and allied health care staff and others.  To have a high standard of medical care,and allied health care staff and others.  To have a high standard of medical care,and allied health care staff and others.  To have a high standard of medical care,

it is not just enough to improve the doctors alone, but a well structured trainingit is not just enough to improve the doctors alone, but a well structured trainingit is not just enough to improve the doctors alone, but a well structured trainingit is not just enough to improve the doctors alone, but a well structured training

programme must also be established for the rest of this team.  The medical professionprogramme must also be established for the rest of this team.  The medical professionprogramme must also be established for the rest of this team.  The medical professionprogramme must also be established for the rest of this team.  The medical profession

as the leader of the team thus urges the Administration to look at the formulationas the leader of the team thus urges the Administration to look at the formulationas the leader of the team thus urges the Administration to look at the formulationas the leader of the team thus urges the Administration to look at the formulation

of post-graduate bodies similar to the Academy of Medicine for other health careof post-graduate bodies similar to the Academy of Medicine for other health careof post-graduate bodies similar to the Academy of Medicine for other health careof post-graduate bodies similar to the Academy of Medicine for other health care

professionals as soon as possible.professionals as soon as possible.professionals as soon as possible.professionals as soon as possible.



I support the Bill.I support the Bill.I support the Bill.I support the Bill.

MR MICHAEL HO (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I am pleased to support the BillMR MICHAEL HO (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I am pleased to support the BillMR MICHAEL HO (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I am pleased to support the BillMR MICHAEL HO (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I am pleased to support the Bill

because the establishment of the Hong Kong Academy of Medicine will further improvebecause the establishment of the Hong Kong Academy of Medicine will further improvebecause the establishment of the Hong Kong Academy of Medicine will further improvebecause the establishment of the Hong Kong Academy of Medicine will further improve

specialist training in the medical field which will result in a higher level of medicalspecialist training in the medical field which will result in a higher level of medicalspecialist training in the medical field which will result in a higher level of medicalspecialist training in the medical field which will result in a higher level of medical

services to be enjoyed by the public.services to be enjoyed by the public.services to be enjoyed by the public.services to be enjoyed by the public.

However, I would like to remind the Administration that the enhancement of theHowever, I would like to remind the Administration that the enhancement of theHowever, I would like to remind the Administration that the enhancement of theHowever, I would like to remind the Administration that the enhancement of the

level of our services should not be confined to medical practitioners only.level of our services should not be confined to medical practitioners only.level of our services should not be confined to medical practitioners only.level of our services should not be confined to medical practitioners only.

Presentday medical services are provided by several grades such as nurses,Presentday medical services are provided by several grades such as nurses,Presentday medical services are provided by several grades such as nurses,Presentday medical services are provided by several grades such as nurses,

occupational therapists, physiotherapists and radiologists, all of whom areoccupational therapists, physiotherapists and radiologists, all of whom areoccupational therapists, physiotherapists and radiologists, all of whom areoccupational therapists, physiotherapists and radiologists, all of whom are

represented in the functional constituency to which I belong.  If we neglect the otherrepresented in the functional constituency to which I belong.  If we neglect the otherrepresented in the functional constituency to which I belong.  If we neglect the otherrepresented in the functional constituency to which I belong.  If we neglect the other

members of our medical service teams, it will be difficult to enhance the level ofmembers of our medical service teams, it will be difficult to enhance the level ofmembers of our medical service teams, it will be difficult to enhance the level ofmembers of our medical service teams, it will be difficult to enhance the level of

our services.our services.our services.our services.

I now urge the Administration to commence as soon as possible a study onI now urge the Administration to commence as soon as possible a study onI now urge the Administration to commence as soon as possible a study onI now urge the Administration to commence as soon as possible a study on

synchronizing the enhancement of in-service training for all related grades.  I wouldsynchronizing the enhancement of in-service training for all related grades.  I wouldsynchronizing the enhancement of in-service training for all related grades.  I wouldsynchronizing the enhancement of in-service training for all related grades.  I would

also like to point out in particular that in the health care functional constituencyalso like to point out in particular that in the health care functional constituencyalso like to point out in particular that in the health care functional constituencyalso like to point out in particular that in the health care functional constituency

represented by me, the qualifications for several grades have been raised to degreerepresented by me, the qualifications for several grades have been raised to degreerepresented by me, the qualifications for several grades have been raised to degreerepresented by me, the qualifications for several grades have been raised to degree

level, and that only the training for registered nurse has lagged behind without beinglevel, and that only the training for registered nurse has lagged behind without beinglevel, and that only the training for registered nurse has lagged behind without beinglevel, and that only the training for registered nurse has lagged behind without being

upgraded to a degree course.  If the Administration still fails to amend as soon asupgraded to a degree course.  If the Administration still fails to amend as soon asupgraded to a degree course.  If the Administration still fails to amend as soon asupgraded to a degree course.  If the Administration still fails to amend as soon as

possible the current health care policy, the nursing service will be unable to keeppossible the current health care policy, the nursing service will be unable to keeppossible the current health care policy, the nursing service will be unable to keeppossible the current health care policy, the nursing service will be unable to keep

abreast of the development of presentday medical and health care services, and inabreast of the development of presentday medical and health care services, and inabreast of the development of presentday medical and health care services, and inabreast of the development of presentday medical and health care services, and in

the end, those who will suffer will be the public of Hong Kong.  The situation isthe end, those who will suffer will be the public of Hong Kong.  The situation isthe end, those who will suffer will be the public of Hong Kong.  The situation isthe end, those who will suffer will be the public of Hong Kong.  The situation is

analogous to that of a car with one wheel being out of sync with the other wheels,analogous to that of a car with one wheel being out of sync with the other wheels,analogous to that of a car with one wheel being out of sync with the other wheels,analogous to that of a car with one wheel being out of sync with the other wheels,

and it is for us to rectify the situation.  I earnestly urge the Administration toand it is for us to rectify the situation.  I earnestly urge the Administration toand it is for us to rectify the situation.  I earnestly urge the Administration toand it is for us to rectify the situation.  I earnestly urge the Administration to

conduct a review immediately and raise the course level of the registered nurse toconduct a review immediately and raise the course level of the registered nurse toconduct a review immediately and raise the course level of the registered nurse toconduct a review immediately and raise the course level of the registered nurse to

that of degree level.that of degree level.that of degree level.that of degree level.

Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Bill.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Bill.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Bill.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Bill.

DR LAM KUI-CHUN: Mr Deputy President, let me first declare interest as a practisingDR LAM KUI-CHUN: Mr Deputy President, let me first declare interest as a practisingDR LAM KUI-CHUN: Mr Deputy President, let me first declare interest as a practisingDR LAM KUI-CHUN: Mr Deputy President, let me first declare interest as a practising

medical specialist in Hong Kong.  For the Academy of Medicine Bill itself, I needmedical specialist in Hong Kong.  For the Academy of Medicine Bill itself, I needmedical specialist in Hong Kong.  For the Academy of Medicine Bill itself, I needmedical specialist in Hong Kong.  For the Academy of Medicine Bill itself, I need

to make the following remarks.to make the following remarks.to make the following remarks.to make the following remarks.

For over a century Hong Kong looked to the rest of the British Commonwealth forFor over a century Hong Kong looked to the rest of the British Commonwealth forFor over a century Hong Kong looked to the rest of the British Commonwealth forFor over a century Hong Kong looked to the rest of the British Commonwealth for

both supply and training of medical specialists.  With 1997 approaching, Hong Kongboth supply and training of medical specialists.  With 1997 approaching, Hong Kongboth supply and training of medical specialists.  With 1997 approaching, Hong Kongboth supply and training of medical specialists.  With 1997 approaching, Hong Kong



prepares to disengage from the British Commonwealth.  The Academy of Medicine Billprepares to disengage from the British Commonwealth.  The Academy of Medicine Billprepares to disengage from the British Commonwealth.  The Academy of Medicine Billprepares to disengage from the British Commonwealth.  The Academy of Medicine Bill

formalizes the training of medical specialists in Hong Kong, culminating in theformalizes the training of medical specialists in Hong Kong, culminating in theformalizes the training of medical specialists in Hong Kong, culminating in theformalizes the training of medical specialists in Hong Kong, culminating in the

establishment of full specialist status for the successful.  This is a logical stepestablishment of full specialist status for the successful.  This is a logical stepestablishment of full specialist status for the successful.  This is a logical stepestablishment of full specialist status for the successful.  This is a logical step

in the local development of medicine.  However, there are two potential problemsin the local development of medicine.  However, there are two potential problemsin the local development of medicine.  However, there are two potential problemsin the local development of medicine.  However, there are two potential problems

inherent in establishing Hong Kong's own Academy of Medicine in accordance with thisinherent in establishing Hong Kong's own Academy of Medicine in accordance with thisinherent in establishing Hong Kong's own Academy of Medicine in accordance with thisinherent in establishing Hong Kong's own Academy of Medicine in accordance with this

Bill.Bill.Bill.Bill.

Previously, trainee-doctors in HPreviously, trainee-doctors in HPreviously, trainee-doctors in HPreviously, trainee-doctors in Hong Kong had to go overseas to acquire fullong Kong had to go overseas to acquire fullong Kong had to go overseas to acquire fullong Kong had to go overseas to acquire full

specialist status.  In so doing they completed the latter part of their trainingspecialist status.  In so doing they completed the latter part of their trainingspecialist status.  In so doing they completed the latter part of their trainingspecialist status.  In so doing they completed the latter part of their training

overseas and broadened their medical experience.  When they returned to Hong Kongoverseas and broadened their medical experience.  When they returned to Hong Kongoverseas and broadened their medical experience.  When they returned to Hong Kongoverseas and broadened their medical experience.  When they returned to Hong Kong

they brought their overseas experience with them. That enhanced their professionalthey brought their overseas experience with them. That enhanced their professionalthey brought their overseas experience with them. That enhanced their professionalthey brought their overseas experience with them. That enhanced their professional

competence, supplied them with personal involvement at the frontiers of medicine,competence, supplied them with personal involvement at the frontiers of medicine,competence, supplied them with personal involvement at the frontiers of medicine,competence, supplied them with personal involvement at the frontiers of medicine,

and gave them better insight into medical problems at home.and gave them better insight into medical problems at home.and gave them better insight into medical problems at home.and gave them better insight into medical problems at home.

Starting a decade or so ago, when specialist medical training and finalStarting a decade or so ago, when specialist medical training and finalStarting a decade or so ago, when specialist medical training and finalStarting a decade or so ago, when specialist medical training and final

qualification became fully available to some in Hong Kong, even though that facilityqualification became fully available to some in Hong Kong, even though that facilityqualification became fully available to some in Hong Kong, even though that facilityqualification became fully available to some in Hong Kong, even though that facility

per se did not preclude undergoing further medical training overseas, manyper se did not preclude undergoing further medical training overseas, manyper se did not preclude undergoing further medical training overseas, manyper se did not preclude undergoing further medical training overseas, many

trainee-doctors preferred not to go overseas at all, but to acquire all training andtrainee-doctors preferred not to go overseas at all, but to acquire all training andtrainee-doctors preferred not to go overseas at all, but to acquire all training andtrainee-doctors preferred not to go overseas at all, but to acquire all training and

status here and then opt out of the training system into lucrative private practice.status here and then opt out of the training system into lucrative private practice.status here and then opt out of the training system into lucrative private practice.status here and then opt out of the training system into lucrative private practice.

This sequence of events is likely to become more prevalent when the Hong Kong AcademyThis sequence of events is likely to become more prevalent when the Hong Kong AcademyThis sequence of events is likely to become more prevalent when the Hong Kong AcademyThis sequence of events is likely to become more prevalent when the Hong Kong Academy

of Medicine is set up. Hong Kong would thus be poorer for having fewer doctors withof Medicine is set up. Hong Kong would thus be poorer for having fewer doctors withof Medicine is set up. Hong Kong would thus be poorer for having fewer doctors withof Medicine is set up. Hong Kong would thus be poorer for having fewer doctors with

first-hand overseas exposure.  Henceforth it will be up to the medical specialistsfirst-hand overseas exposure.  Henceforth it will be up to the medical specialistsfirst-hand overseas exposure.  Henceforth it will be up to the medical specialistsfirst-hand overseas exposure.  Henceforth it will be up to the medical specialists

to demonstrate whether they are keener to better themselves by an overseas periodto demonstrate whether they are keener to better themselves by an overseas periodto demonstrate whether they are keener to better themselves by an overseas periodto demonstrate whether they are keener to better themselves by an overseas period

of training or to make money in a hurry.  The Academy of Medicine should ensure thatof training or to make money in a hurry.  The Academy of Medicine should ensure thatof training or to make money in a hurry.  The Academy of Medicine should ensure thatof training or to make money in a hurry.  The Academy of Medicine should ensure that

their specialists are adequately exposed to international standards of medicine astheir specialists are adequately exposed to international standards of medicine astheir specialists are adequately exposed to international standards of medicine astheir specialists are adequately exposed to international standards of medicine as

part of their lifelong continuing medical education.  The future standard ofpart of their lifelong continuing medical education.  The future standard ofpart of their lifelong continuing medical education.  The future standard ofpart of their lifelong continuing medical education.  The future standard of

specialist medical care in Hong Kong will depend on this.specialist medical care in Hong Kong will depend on this.specialist medical care in Hong Kong will depend on this.specialist medical care in Hong Kong will depend on this.

For my second point, preparation of the Academy of MedicineFor my second point, preparation of the Academy of MedicineFor my second point, preparation of the Academy of MedicineFor my second point, preparation of the Academy of Medicine Bill incurred Bill incurred Bill incurred Bill incurred

extensive study into the practice of similar institutions in other parts of the world,extensive study into the practice of similar institutions in other parts of the world,extensive study into the practice of similar institutions in other parts of the world,extensive study into the practice of similar institutions in other parts of the world,

and such homework is commendable because it ensures that the local institutionand such homework is commendable because it ensures that the local institutionand such homework is commendable because it ensures that the local institutionand such homework is commendable because it ensures that the local institution

benefits from the experience of august, successful bodies overseas.  However, thebenefits from the experience of august, successful bodies overseas.  However, thebenefits from the experience of august, successful bodies overseas.  However, thebenefits from the experience of august, successful bodies overseas.  However, the

comparatively small size of the local community of doctors opens up the risk ofcomparatively small size of the local community of doctors opens up the risk ofcomparatively small size of the local community of doctors opens up the risk ofcomparatively small size of the local community of doctors opens up the risk of

victimization which is not encountered overseas.  To illustrate my point, I know ofvictimization which is not encountered overseas.  To illustrate my point, I know ofvictimization which is not encountered overseas.  To illustrate my point, I know ofvictimization which is not encountered overseas.  To illustrate my point, I know of

the true story of a university lecturer doctor who had had enough of his professor.the true story of a university lecturer doctor who had had enough of his professor.the true story of a university lecturer doctor who had had enough of his professor.the true story of a university lecturer doctor who had had enough of his professor.

Upon resignation he found his applications for other jobs being blocked from allUpon resignation he found his applications for other jobs being blocked from allUpon resignation he found his applications for other jobs being blocked from allUpon resignation he found his applications for other jobs being blocked from all

accredited local institutions which were all controlled by his professor. Forced byaccredited local institutions which were all controlled by his professor. Forced byaccredited local institutions which were all controlled by his professor. Forced byaccredited local institutions which were all controlled by his professor. Forced by

circumstances to accept a job in an unaccredited department he subsequently becamecircumstances to accept a job in an unaccredited department he subsequently becamecircumstances to accept a job in an unaccredited department he subsequently becamecircumstances to accept a job in an unaccredited department he subsequently became



disillusioned with the system and finally ended up in private practice.  He was notdisillusioned with the system and finally ended up in private practice.  He was notdisillusioned with the system and finally ended up in private practice.  He was notdisillusioned with the system and finally ended up in private practice.  He was not

the only victim of the system at the time.the only victim of the system at the time.the only victim of the system at the time.the only victim of the system at the time.

Mr Deputy President, qualification for specialist status is a passport to a betterMr Deputy President, qualification for specialist status is a passport to a betterMr Deputy President, qualification for specialist status is a passport to a betterMr Deputy President, qualification for specialist status is a passport to a better

life.  In a small community like Hong Kong, it is easy for a junior doctor to belife.  In a small community like Hong Kong, it is easy for a junior doctor to belife.  In a small community like Hong Kong, it is easy for a junior doctor to belife.  In a small community like Hong Kong, it is easy for a junior doctor to be

victimized by the powers that be in his field and he may be unjustly denied what hevictimized by the powers that be in his field and he may be unjustly denied what hevictimized by the powers that be in his field and he may be unjustly denied what hevictimized by the powers that be in his field and he may be unjustly denied what he

deserves.  The law must protect those who cannot protect themselves.  So the futuredeserves.  The law must protect those who cannot protect themselves.  So the futuredeserves.  The law must protect those who cannot protect themselves.  So the futuredeserves.  The law must protect those who cannot protect themselves.  So the future

Academy of Medicine must provide suitable alternative pathways to the medicalAcademy of Medicine must provide suitable alternative pathways to the medicalAcademy of Medicine must provide suitable alternative pathways to the medicalAcademy of Medicine must provide suitable alternative pathways to the medical

specialist status if victimization is to be avoided.  While it would be inappropriatespecialist status if victimization is to be avoided.  While it would be inappropriatespecialist status if victimization is to be avoided.  While it would be inappropriatespecialist status if victimization is to be avoided.  While it would be inappropriate

to allow for appeals against injustice in the field itself, and while overseasto allow for appeals against injustice in the field itself, and while overseasto allow for appeals against injustice in the field itself, and while overseasto allow for appeals against injustice in the field itself, and while overseas

colleges of medicine generally forbid appeals against their own decisions, it is ofcolleges of medicine generally forbid appeals against their own decisions, it is ofcolleges of medicine generally forbid appeals against their own decisions, it is ofcolleges of medicine generally forbid appeals against their own decisions, it is of

great importance for Hong Kong to ensure that channels of appeal against miscarriagesgreat importance for Hong Kong to ensure that channels of appeal against miscarriagesgreat importance for Hong Kong to ensure that channels of appeal against miscarriagesgreat importance for Hong Kong to ensure that channels of appeal against miscarriages

of natural justice are written into the internal regulations of the Academy and itsof natural justice are written into the internal regulations of the Academy and itsof natural justice are written into the internal regulations of the Academy and itsof natural justice are written into the internal regulations of the Academy and its

Colleges.Colleges.Colleges.Colleges.

With these remarks, I support the Bill.With these remarks, I support the Bill.With these remarks, I support the Bill.With these remarks, I support the Bill.

Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill put and agreed to.

Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.

Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).

LAND REGISTRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992LAND REGISTRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992LAND REGISTRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992LAND REGISTRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992

Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      13 May 1992Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      13 May 1992Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      13 May 1992Resumption of debate on Second Reading which was moved on      13 May 1992

Question on the Second Reading of the Bill proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the Bill proposed, put and agreed to.

Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.Bill read the Second time.

Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).Bill committed to a Committee of the whole Council pursuant to Standing Order 43(1).

Committee stage of BillsCommittee stage of BillsCommittee stage of BillsCommittee stage of Bills

Council went into Committee.Council went into Committee.Council went into Committee.Council went into Committee.



CRIMES (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1992CRIMES (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1992CRIMES (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1992CRIMES (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1992

Clauses 1 to 5 were agreed to.Clauses 1 to 5 were agreed to.Clauses 1 to 5 were agreed to.Clauses 1 to 5 were agreed to.

Schedule was agreed to.Schedule was agreed to.Schedule was agreed to.Schedule was agreed to.

INSURANCE COMPANIES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1991INSURANCE COMPANIES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1991INSURANCE COMPANIES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1991INSURANCE COMPANIES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1991

Clauses 1 to 4 and 6 to 10 were agreed to.Clauses 1 to 4 and 6 to 10 were agreed to.Clauses 1 to 4 and 6 to 10 were agreed to.Clauses 1 to 4 and 6 to 10 were agreed to.

Clause 5Clause 5Clause 5Clause 5

DR PHILIP WONG: Mr Chairman, I move that clause 5 be amended as set out under my nameDR PHILIP WONG: Mr Chairman, I move that clause 5 be amended as set out under my nameDR PHILIP WONG: Mr Chairman, I move that clause 5 be amended as set out under my nameDR PHILIP WONG: Mr Chairman, I move that clause 5 be amended as set out under my name

in the paper circulated to Members.in the paper circulated to Members.in the paper circulated to Members.in the paper circulated to Members.

Clause 5, as originally drafted, seeks to amend section 26(3) to empower theClause 5, as originally drafted, seeks to amend section 26(3) to empower theClause 5, as originally drafted, seeks to amend section 26(3) to empower theClause 5, as originally drafted, seeks to amend section 26(3) to empower the

Insurance Authority to exercise any of his powers under sections 28, 29, 30, 32, 33Insurance Authority to exercise any of his powers under sections 28, 29, 30, 32, 33Insurance Authority to exercise any of his powers under sections 28, 29, 30, 32, 33Insurance Authority to exercise any of his powers under sections 28, 29, 30, 32, 33

and 35, on the grounds of desirability in the general interests of policy holders.and 35, on the grounds of desirability in the general interests of policy holders.and 35, on the grounds of desirability in the general interests of policy holders.and 35, on the grounds of desirability in the general interests of policy holders.

The proposed amendments aim to suitably reduce the scope of clause 5 in twoThe proposed amendments aim to suitably reduce the scope of clause 5 in twoThe proposed amendments aim to suitably reduce the scope of clause 5 in twoThe proposed amendments aim to suitably reduce the scope of clause 5 in two

aspects.aspects.aspects.aspects.

First, references to powers under sections 28, 29 and 30 are to be deleted fromFirst, references to powers under sections 28, 29 and 30 are to be deleted fromFirst, references to powers under sections 28, 29 and 30 are to be deleted fromFirst, references to powers under sections 28, 29 and 30 are to be deleted from

clause 5 so that the powers conferred on the Insurance Authority exercisable on theclause 5 so that the powers conferred on the Insurance Authority exercisable on theclause 5 so that the powers conferred on the Insurance Authority exercisable on theclause 5 so that the powers conferred on the Insurance Authority exercisable on the

grounds of general interest of persons who are or may become policy holders will nowgrounds of general interest of persons who are or may become policy holders will nowgrounds of general interest of persons who are or may become policy holders will nowgrounds of general interest of persons who are or may become policy holders will now

be restricted to those powers under sections 32, 33, 34 and 35 only.  Regarding thebe restricted to those powers under sections 32, 33, 34 and 35 only.  Regarding thebe restricted to those powers under sections 32, 33, 34 and 35 only.  Regarding thebe restricted to those powers under sections 32, 33, 34 and 35 only.  Regarding the

powers under sections 28, 29 and 30, the Administration has agreed that instead ofpowers under sections 28, 29 and 30, the Administration has agreed that instead ofpowers under sections 28, 29 and 30, the Administration has agreed that instead ofpowers under sections 28, 29 and 30, the Administration has agreed that instead of

going for the legislative route as originally proposed, they will now producegoing for the legislative route as originally proposed, they will now producegoing for the legislative route as originally proposed, they will now producegoing for the legislative route as originally proposed, they will now produce

valuation rules or guidelines of the assets of general business insurers and thevaluation rules or guidelines of the assets of general business insurers and thevaluation rules or guidelines of the assets of general business insurers and thevaluation rules or guidelines of the assets of general business insurers and the

liabilities of the long-term business insurers.liabilities of the long-term business insurers.liabilities of the long-term business insurers.liabilities of the long-term business insurers.

Secondly, a new section 26(3A) is added to specifically state that the groundsSecondly, a new section 26(3A) is added to specifically state that the groundsSecondly, a new section 26(3A) is added to specifically state that the groundsSecondly, a new section 26(3A) is added to specifically state that the grounds

of section 26(3) cannot be used by the Insurance Authority to regulate any commercialof section 26(3) cannot be used by the Insurance Authority to regulate any commercialof section 26(3) cannot be used by the Insurance Authority to regulate any commercialof section 26(3) cannot be used by the Insurance Authority to regulate any commercial

decisions in respect of pricing and policy wordings.  Although the Administrationdecisions in respect of pricing and policy wordings.  Although the Administrationdecisions in respect of pricing and policy wordings.  Although the Administrationdecisions in respect of pricing and policy wordings.  Although the Administration

has confirmed to the Legislative Council ad hoc group set up to study the Bill thathas confirmed to the Legislative Council ad hoc group set up to study the Bill thathas confirmed to the Legislative Council ad hoc group set up to study the Bill thathas confirmed to the Legislative Council ad hoc group set up to study the Bill that

it is not their desire or intention to interfere in the normal legitimate operationsit is not their desire or intention to interfere in the normal legitimate operationsit is not their desire or intention to interfere in the normal legitimate operationsit is not their desire or intention to interfere in the normal legitimate operations

of an insurer, such addition is still considered necessary as it will serve as aof an insurer, such addition is still considered necessary as it will serve as aof an insurer, such addition is still considered necessary as it will serve as aof an insurer, such addition is still considered necessary as it will serve as a



statutory safeguard against any intended or unintended use of the grounds of sectionstatutory safeguard against any intended or unintended use of the grounds of sectionstatutory safeguard against any intended or unintended use of the grounds of sectionstatutory safeguard against any intended or unintended use of the grounds of section

26(6) by the Insurance Authority in future to endeavour to regulate commercial26(6) by the Insurance Authority in future to endeavour to regulate commercial26(6) by the Insurance Authority in future to endeavour to regulate commercial26(6) by the Insurance Authority in future to endeavour to regulate commercial

decisions involving profit levels, policy wordings or premium pricing of an insurer.decisions involving profit levels, policy wordings or premium pricing of an insurer.decisions involving profit levels, policy wordings or premium pricing of an insurer.decisions involving profit levels, policy wordings or premium pricing of an insurer.

Mr Chairman, with thMr Chairman, with thMr Chairman, with thMr Chairman, with these words, I beg to move.ese words, I beg to move.ese words, I beg to move.ese words, I beg to move.

Proposed amendmentProposed amendmentProposed amendmentProposed amendment

Clause 5Clause 5Clause 5Clause 5

That clause 5 be amended by deleting clause 5 and substituting --That clause 5 be amended by deleting clause 5 and substituting --That clause 5 be amended by deleting clause 5 and substituting --That clause 5 be amended by deleting clause 5 and substituting --

"5."5."5."5. Grounds on which powers are exercisableGrounds on which powers are exercisableGrounds on which powers are exercisableGrounds on which powers are exercisable

Section 26 is amended -Section 26 is amended -Section 26 is amended -Section 26 is amended -

(a)(a)(a)(a) in subsection (3), by repealing "Any power conferred onin subsection (3), by repealing "Any power conferred onin subsection (3), by repealing "Any power conferred onin subsection (3), by repealing "Any power conferred on the Insurance Authority the Insurance Authority the Insurance Authority the Insurance Authority

by section 34" and substituting "Subject to subsection (3A), any power conferred onby section 34" and substituting "Subject to subsection (3A), any power conferred onby section 34" and substituting "Subject to subsection (3A), any power conferred onby section 34" and substituting "Subject to subsection (3A), any power conferred on

the Insurance Authority by sections 32, 33, 34 and 35"; andthe Insurance Authority by sections 32, 33, 34 and 35"; andthe Insurance Authority by sections 32, 33, 34 and 35"; andthe Insurance Authority by sections 32, 33, 34 and 35"; and

(b)(b)(b)(b) by adding -by adding -by adding -by adding -

"(3A)"(3A)"(3A)"(3A) No power referred to in subsection (3) shall be exercisable in No power referred to in subsection (3) shall be exercisable in No power referred to in subsection (3) shall be exercisable in No power referred to in subsection (3) shall be exercisable in relation torelation torelation torelation to

any insurer on the ground specified in that subsection in such a way as to requireany insurer on the ground specified in that subsection in such a way as to requireany insurer on the ground specified in that subsection in such a way as to requireany insurer on the ground specified in that subsection in such a way as to require

an insurer to amend either -an insurer to amend either -an insurer to amend either -an insurer to amend either -

(a)(a)(a)(a) the wording of any policy or class of policies; orthe wording of any policy or class of policies; orthe wording of any policy or class of policies; orthe wording of any policy or class of policies; or

(b)(b)(b)(b) the premiums payable in respect of any policy or class of policies.".".the premiums payable in respect of any policy or class of policies.".".the premiums payable in respect of any policy or class of policies.".".the premiums payable in respect of any policy or class of policies.".".

Question on the amendment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the amendment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the amendment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the amendment proposed, put and agreed to.

Question on clause 5, as amended, proposed, put and agreed to.Question on clause 5, as amended, proposed, put and agreed to.Question on clause 5, as amended, proposed, put and agreed to.Question on clause 5, as amended, proposed, put and agreed to.

INSURANCE COMPANIES (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1991INSURANCE COMPANIES (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1991INSURANCE COMPANIES (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1991INSURANCE COMPANIES (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1991

Clauses 2 to 5, 8, 9 and 11 to 17 were agreed to.Clauses 2 to 5, 8, 9 and 11 to 17 were agreed to.Clauses 2 to 5, 8, 9 and 11 to 17 were agreed to.Clauses 2 to 5, 8, 9 and 11 to 17 were agreed to.



Clauses 1, 6, 7 and 10Clauses 1, 6, 7 and 10Clauses 1, 6, 7 and 10Clauses 1, 6, 7 and 10

DR PHILIP WONG: Mr Chairman, I move that clauses specified be amended as set out underDR PHILIP WONG: Mr Chairman, I move that clauses specified be amended as set out underDR PHILIP WONG: Mr Chairman, I move that clauses specified be amended as set out underDR PHILIP WONG: Mr Chairman, I move that clauses specified be amended as set out under

my name in the paper circulated to Members.my name in the paper circulated to Members.my name in the paper circulated to Members.my name in the paper circulated to Members.

I will first explain why amendments to clauses 6 and 7 are proposed.I will first explain why amendments to clauses 6 and 7 are proposed.I will first explain why amendments to clauses 6 and 7 are proposed.I will first explain why amendments to clauses 6 and 7 are proposed.

As originally drafted, clause 6(a)(ii) seeks to add the neAs originally drafted, clause 6(a)(ii) seeks to add the neAs originally drafted, clause 6(a)(ii) seeks to add the neAs originally drafted, clause 6(a)(ii) seeks to add the new ground of "carryingw ground of "carryingw ground of "carryingw ground of "carrying

on business in a manner detrimental to the interests of policy holders" for theon business in a manner detrimental to the interests of policy holders" for theon business in a manner detrimental to the interests of policy holders" for theon business in a manner detrimental to the interests of policy holders" for the

exercise of the interventionary powers by the Insurance Authority.  This proposedexercise of the interventionary powers by the Insurance Authority.  This proposedexercise of the interventionary powers by the Insurance Authority.  This proposedexercise of the interventionary powers by the Insurance Authority.  This proposed

new ground, which would have applied to all powers under the Ordinance, is superfluousnew ground, which would have applied to all powers under the Ordinance, is superfluousnew ground, which would have applied to all powers under the Ordinance, is superfluousnew ground, which would have applied to all powers under the Ordinance, is superfluous

and should therefore be deleted in its entirety.and should therefore be deleted in its entirety.and should therefore be deleted in its entirety.and should therefore be deleted in its entirety.

Another amendment which I propose to make to clause 6 is the addition to a newAnother amendment which I propose to make to clause 6 is the addition to a newAnother amendment which I propose to make to clause 6 is the addition to a newAnother amendment which I propose to make to clause 6 is the addition to a new

section 26(1A).  The combined effect of this new section and the proposed amendmentsection 26(1A).  The combined effect of this new section and the proposed amendmentsection 26(1A).  The combined effect of this new section and the proposed amendmentsection 26(1A).  The combined effect of this new section and the proposed amendment

to clause 7 is that the use of the proposed power to appoint an adviser or managerto clause 7 is that the use of the proposed power to appoint an adviser or managerto clause 7 is that the use of the proposed power to appoint an adviser or managerto clause 7 is that the use of the proposed power to appoint an adviser or manager

by the Insurance Authority would now be limited solely on the ground of sectionby the Insurance Authority would now be limited solely on the ground of sectionby the Insurance Authority would now be limited solely on the ground of sectionby the Insurance Authority would now be limited solely on the ground of section

26(1)(a), that is, that the Insurance Authority considers the exercise of the power26(1)(a), that is, that the Insurance Authority considers the exercise of the power26(1)(a), that is, that the Insurance Authority considers the exercise of the power26(1)(a), that is, that the Insurance Authority considers the exercise of the power

to be desirable for protecting policy holders or potential policy holders of theto be desirable for protecting policy holders or potential policy holders of theto be desirable for protecting policy holders or potential policy holders of theto be desirable for protecting policy holders or potential policy holders of the

insurer against the risk that the insurer may be unable to meet its liability or toinsurer against the risk that the insurer may be unable to meet its liability or toinsurer against the risk that the insurer may be unable to meet its liability or toinsurer against the risk that the insurer may be unable to meet its liability or to

fulfil the reasonable expectations of policy holders or potential policy holders.fulfil the reasonable expectations of policy holders or potential policy holders.fulfil the reasonable expectations of policy holders or potential policy holders.fulfil the reasonable expectations of policy holders or potential policy holders.

Mr Chairman, I now turn to the amendment rMr Chairman, I now turn to the amendment rMr Chairman, I now turn to the amendment rMr Chairman, I now turn to the amendment regarding clause 10.egarding clause 10.egarding clause 10.egarding clause 10.

Arising from the query of the Legislative Council ad hoc group set up to studyArising from the query of the Legislative Council ad hoc group set up to studyArising from the query of the Legislative Council ad hoc group set up to studyArising from the query of the Legislative Council ad hoc group set up to study

the Bill as to why new section 38C(l) only allows an insurer to apply to the Highthe Bill as to why new section 38C(l) only allows an insurer to apply to the Highthe Bill as to why new section 38C(l) only allows an insurer to apply to the Highthe Bill as to why new section 38C(l) only allows an insurer to apply to the High

Court for a resolution of a meeting of an insurer referred to in new section 38A(3)(c)Court for a resolution of a meeting of an insurer referred to in new section 38A(3)(c)Court for a resolution of a meeting of an insurer referred to in new section 38A(3)(c)Court for a resolution of a meeting of an insurer referred to in new section 38A(3)(c)

to be approved but NOT for such a resolution referred to in new section 38A(3)(b),to be approved but NOT for such a resolution referred to in new section 38A(3)(b),to be approved but NOT for such a resolution referred to in new section 38A(3)(b),to be approved but NOT for such a resolution referred to in new section 38A(3)(b),

the Administration has closely reviewed the provision of section 38A(3)(b) and hasthe Administration has closely reviewed the provision of section 38A(3)(b) and hasthe Administration has closely reviewed the provision of section 38A(3)(b) and hasthe Administration has closely reviewed the provision of section 38A(3)(b) and has

come to the view that the effective exercise of the manager's power is alreadycome to the view that the effective exercise of the manager's power is alreadycome to the view that the effective exercise of the manager's power is alreadycome to the view that the effective exercise of the manager's power is already

adequately covered by section 38A(3)(c).  Section 38A(3)(b) is consideredadequately covered by section 38A(3)(c).  Section 38A(3)(b) is consideredadequately covered by section 38A(3)(c).  Section 38A(3)(b) is consideredadequately covered by section 38A(3)(c).  Section 38A(3)(b) is considered

unnecessary and should therefore be deleted.unnecessary and should therefore be deleted.unnecessary and should therefore be deleted.unnecessary and should therefore be deleted.

Mr Chairman, with these words, I beg to move.Mr Chairman, with these words, I beg to move.Mr Chairman, with these words, I beg to move.Mr Chairman, with these words, I beg to move.

Proposed amendmentsProposed amendmentsProposed amendmentsProposed amendments



Clause 1Clause 1Clause 1Clause 1

That clause 1 be amended --That clause 1 be amended --That clause 1 be amended --That clause 1 be amended --

(a)(a)(a)(a) by renumbering the cby renumbering the cby renumbering the cby renumbering the clause as clause 1(1).lause as clause 1(1).lause as clause 1(1).lause as clause 1(1).

(b)(b)(b)(b) by adding -by adding -by adding -by adding -

"(2)"(2)"(2)"(2) This Ordinance shall come into operation on a day to be appointed by theThis Ordinance shall come into operation on a day to be appointed by theThis Ordinance shall come into operation on a day to be appointed by theThis Ordinance shall come into operation on a day to be appointed by the

Governor by notice in the Gazette and different days may be appointed for differentGovernor by notice in the Gazette and different days may be appointed for differentGovernor by notice in the Gazette and different days may be appointed for differentGovernor by notice in the Gazette and different days may be appointed for different

provisions.".provisions.".provisions.".provisions.".

Clause 6Clause 6Clause 6Clause 6

That clause 6 be amended --That clause 6 be amended --That clause 6 be amended --That clause 6 be amended --

(a)(a)(a)(a) by deleting paragraph (a) and substituting -by deleting paragraph (a) and substituting -by deleting paragraph (a) and substituting -by deleting paragraph (a) and substituting -

"(a)"(a)"(a)"(a) in subsection (1), by repealing "Any" and substituting "Subject to subsectionin subsection (1), by repealing "Any" and substituting "Subject to subsectionin subsection (1), by repealing "Any" and substituting "Subject to subsectionin subsection (1), by repealing "Any" and substituting "Subject to subsection

(1A), any";(1A), any";(1A), any";(1A), any";

(aa)(aa)(aa)(aa) by adding -by adding -by adding -by adding -

"(1A)"(1A)"(1A)"(1A) The power conferred on the Insurance Authority by section 35(2) shall notThe power conferred on the Insurance Authority by section 35(2) shall notThe power conferred on the Insurance Authority by section 35(2) shall notThe power conferred on the Insurance Authority by section 35(2) shall not

be exercisable in relation to any insurer except on the ground specified in subsectionbe exercisable in relation to any insurer except on the ground specified in subsectionbe exercisable in relation to any insurer except on the ground specified in subsectionbe exercisable in relation to any insurer except on the ground specified in subsection

(1)(a).";".(1)(a).";".(1)(a).";".(1)(a).";".

(b)(b)(b)(b) by deleting paragraph (d).by deleting paragraph (d).by deleting paragraph (d).by deleting paragraph (d).

Clause 7Clause 7Clause 7Clause 7

That clause 7 be amended, in the proposed section 35(2), by deleting "section 26(5)"That clause 7 be amended, in the proposed section 35(2), by deleting "section 26(5)"That clause 7 be amended, in the proposed section 35(2), by deleting "section 26(5)"That clause 7 be amended, in the proposed section 35(2), by deleting "section 26(5)"

and substituting "section 26(1A) and (5)".and substituting "section 26(1A) and (5)".and substituting "section 26(1A) and (5)".and substituting "section 26(1A) and (5)".

Clause 10Clause 10Clause 10Clause 10



That clause 10 be amended --That clause 10 be amended --That clause 10 be amended --That clause 10 be amended --

(a)(a)(a)(a) in the proposed section 38A(3) -in the proposed section 38A(3) -in the proposed section 38A(3) -in the proposed section 38A(3) -

(i)(i)(i)(i) by deleting paragraph (b); andby deleting paragraph (b); andby deleting paragraph (b); andby deleting paragraph (b); and

(ii)(ii)(ii)(ii) in paragraph (c), by deleting "other".in paragraph (c), by deleting "other".in paragraph (c), by deleting "other".in paragraph (c), by deleting "other".

(b)(b)(b)(b) in the proposed section 38A(4)(a), by deleting "subsection (3)(b) or (c)"in the proposed section 38A(4)(a), by deleting "subsection (3)(b) or (c)"in the proposed section 38A(4)(a), by deleting "subsection (3)(b) or (c)"in the proposed section 38A(4)(a), by deleting "subsection (3)(b) or (c)"

and substituting "subsection (3)(c)".and substituting "subsection (3)(c)".and substituting "subsection (3)(c)".and substituting "subsection (3)(c)".

Question on the amendments proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the amendments proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the amendments proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the amendments proposed, put and agreed to.

Question on clause 1, 6, 7 and 10, as amended, proposed, put and agreed to.Question on clause 1, 6, 7 and 10, as amended, proposed, put and agreed to.Question on clause 1, 6, 7 and 10, as amended, proposed, put and agreed to.Question on clause 1, 6, 7 and 10, as amended, proposed, put and agreed to.

DANGEROUS DRUGS (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1992DANGEROUS DRUGS (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1992DANGEROUS DRUGS (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1992DANGEROUS DRUGS (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1992

Clauses 1, 3 and 5 to 12 were agreed to.Clauses 1, 3 and 5 to 12 were agreed to.Clauses 1, 3 and 5 to 12 were agreed to.Clauses 1, 3 and 5 to 12 were agreed to.

Clauses 2 and 4Clauses 2 and 4Clauses 2 and 4Clauses 2 and 4

PROF FELICE LIEH MAK: Mr Chairman, I move that clauses 2 and 4 be amended as set underPROF FELICE LIEH MAK: Mr Chairman, I move that clauses 2 and 4 be amended as set underPROF FELICE LIEH MAK: Mr Chairman, I move that clauses 2 and 4 be amended as set underPROF FELICE LIEH MAK: Mr Chairman, I move that clauses 2 and 4 be amended as set under

my name in the paper circulated to Members.my name in the paper circulated to Members.my name in the paper circulated to Members.my name in the paper circulated to Members.

Clause 2 amends section 4(1)(c) of the Dangerous Drugs Ordinance in order toClause 2 amends section 4(1)(c) of the Dangerous Drugs Ordinance in order toClause 2 amends section 4(1)(c) of the Dangerous Drugs Ordinance in order toClause 2 amends section 4(1)(c) of the Dangerous Drugs Ordinance in order to

include in it the offence of possession of dangerous drugs for the purpose of unlawfulinclude in it the offence of possession of dangerous drugs for the purpose of unlawfulinclude in it the offence of possession of dangerous drugs for the purpose of unlawfulinclude in it the offence of possession of dangerous drugs for the purpose of unlawful

trafficking.trafficking.trafficking.trafficking.

As I have said earlier on, the proposed amendment is intended to address theAs I have said earlier on, the proposed amendment is intended to address theAs I have said earlier on, the proposed amendment is intended to address theAs I have said earlier on, the proposed amendment is intended to address the

criticism of the Appeal Court that the two provisions on offences of possession ofcriticism of the Appeal Court that the two provisions on offences of possession ofcriticism of the Appeal Court that the two provisions on offences of possession ofcriticism of the Appeal Court that the two provisions on offences of possession of

dangerous drugs for unlawful trafficking and trafficking are overlapping and thatdangerous drugs for unlawful trafficking and trafficking are overlapping and thatdangerous drugs for unlawful trafficking and trafficking are overlapping and thatdangerous drugs for unlawful trafficking and trafficking are overlapping and that

the former should be removed from the statute.the former should be removed from the statute.the former should be removed from the statute.the former should be removed from the statute.

The ad hoc group set up to examine this Bill does not consider the proposedThe ad hoc group set up to examine this Bill does not consider the proposedThe ad hoc group set up to examine this Bill does not consider the proposedThe ad hoc group set up to examine this Bill does not consider the proposed

amendment an effective way to answer the criticism.  Moreover, it may createamendment an effective way to answer the criticism.  Moreover, it may createamendment an effective way to answer the criticism.  Moreover, it may createamendment an effective way to answer the criticism.  Moreover, it may create

extraterritorial problems.  As an alternative, the group has suggested amending theextraterritorial problems.  As an alternative, the group has suggested amending theextraterritorial problems.  As an alternative, the group has suggested amending theextraterritorial problems.  As an alternative, the group has suggested amending the



definition of "trafficking" in section 2 to include "possession of a dangerous drugdefinition of "trafficking" in section 2 to include "possession of a dangerous drugdefinition of "trafficking" in section 2 to include "possession of a dangerous drugdefinition of "trafficking" in section 2 to include "possession of a dangerous drug

for the purpose of trafficking".for the purpose of trafficking".for the purpose of trafficking".for the purpose of trafficking".

The group is aware that the new clause 2 wouThe group is aware that the new clause 2 wouThe group is aware that the new clause 2 wouThe group is aware that the new clause 2 would widen the scope of some provisionsld widen the scope of some provisionsld widen the scope of some provisionsld widen the scope of some provisions

in the Ordinance, namely section 4(1)(c), section 4A and section 37.  However, thisin the Ordinance, namely section 4(1)(c), section 4A and section 37.  However, thisin the Ordinance, namely section 4(1)(c), section 4A and section 37.  However, thisin the Ordinance, namely section 4(1)(c), section 4A and section 37.  However, this

widening is considered technical rather than real.  Any case brought before the courtwidening is considered technical rather than real.  Any case brought before the courtwidening is considered technical rather than real.  Any case brought before the courtwidening is considered technical rather than real.  Any case brought before the court

would still be considered on the weight of the evidence.  The proposed amendment towould still be considered on the weight of the evidence.  The proposed amendment towould still be considered on the weight of the evidence.  The proposed amendment towould still be considered on the weight of the evidence.  The proposed amendment to

the definition of trafficking is supported by the Administration.the definition of trafficking is supported by the Administration.the definition of trafficking is supported by the Administration.the definition of trafficking is supported by the Administration.

Clause 4 amends section 8(2) to increase the maximum penalties for possessionClause 4 amends section 8(2) to increase the maximum penalties for possessionClause 4 amends section 8(2) to increase the maximum penalties for possessionClause 4 amends section 8(2) to increase the maximum penalties for possession

offences on indictment to seven years' imprisonment and a fine of   $1 million.  Foroffences on indictment to seven years' imprisonment and a fine of   $1 million.  Foroffences on indictment to seven years' imprisonment and a fine of   $1 million.  Foroffences on indictment to seven years' imprisonment and a fine of   $1 million.  For

reasons I have explained earlier on, clause 4 is amended to increase also the maximumreasons I have explained earlier on, clause 4 is amended to increase also the maximumreasons I have explained earlier on, clause 4 is amended to increase also the maximumreasons I have explained earlier on, clause 4 is amended to increase also the maximum

fine for possession offence on summary conviction from $10,000 to $100,000.fine for possession offence on summary conviction from $10,000 to $100,000.fine for possession offence on summary conviction from $10,000 to $100,000.fine for possession offence on summary conviction from $10,000 to $100,000.

Mr Chairman, I beg to move.Mr Chairman, I beg to move.Mr Chairman, I beg to move.Mr Chairman, I beg to move.

Proposed amendmentsProposed amendmentsProposed amendmentsProposed amendments

Clause 2Clause 2Clause 2Clause 2

That clause 2 be amended, by deleting the clause and substituting -That clause 2 be amended, by deleting the clause and substituting -That clause 2 be amended, by deleting the clause and substituting -That clause 2 be amended, by deleting the clause and substituting -

"2."2."2."2. InterpretationInterpretationInterpretationInterpretation

Section 2(1) of the Dangerous Drugs Ordinance (Cap. 134) is amended in the definitionSection 2(1) of the Dangerous Drugs Ordinance (Cap. 134) is amended in the definitionSection 2(1) of the Dangerous Drugs Ordinance (Cap. 134) is amended in the definitionSection 2(1) of the Dangerous Drugs Ordinance (Cap. 134) is amended in the definition

of "trafficking" by adding "or possessing the dangerous drug for the purpose ofof "trafficking" by adding "or possessing the dangerous drug for the purpose ofof "trafficking" by adding "or possessing the dangerous drug for the purpose ofof "trafficking" by adding "or possessing the dangerous drug for the purpose of

trafficking," after "the dangerous drug,".".trafficking," after "the dangerous drug,".".trafficking," after "the dangerous drug,".".trafficking," after "the dangerous drug,".".

Clause 4Clause 4Clause 4Clause 4

That clause 4 be amended, in the proposed section 8(2)(b) by deleting "$10,000" andThat clause 4 be amended, in the proposed section 8(2)(b) by deleting "$10,000" andThat clause 4 be amended, in the proposed section 8(2)(b) by deleting "$10,000" andThat clause 4 be amended, in the proposed section 8(2)(b) by deleting "$10,000" and

substituting "$100,000".substituting "$100,000".substituting "$100,000".substituting "$100,000".

Question on the amendments proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the amendments proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the amendments proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the amendments proposed, put and agreed to.

Question on clauses 2 and 4, as amended, proposed, put and agreed to.Question on clauses 2 and 4, as amended, proposed, put and agreed to.Question on clauses 2 and 4, as amended, proposed, put and agreed to.Question on clauses 2 and 4, as amended, proposed, put and agreed to.



ACETYLATING SUBSTANCES (CONTROL) (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992ACETYLATING SUBSTANCES (CONTROL) (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992ACETYLATING SUBSTANCES (CONTROL) (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992ACETYLATING SUBSTANCES (CONTROL) (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992

Clauses 1 to 3 were agreed to.Clauses 1 to 3 were agreed to.Clauses 1 to 3 were agreed to.Clauses 1 to 3 were agreed to.

GOVERNMENT FLYING SERVICE BILLGOVERNMENT FLYING SERVICE BILLGOVERNMENT FLYING SERVICE BILLGOVERNMENT FLYING SERVICE BILL

Clauses 1 to 20 were agreed to.Clauses 1 to 20 were agreed to.Clauses 1 to 20 were agreed to.Clauses 1 to 20 were agreed to.

POLICE FORCE (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992POLICE FORCE (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992POLICE FORCE (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992POLICE FORCE (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992

Clauses 1 and 3 to 5 were agreed to.Clauses 1 and 3 to 5 were agreed to.Clauses 1 and 3 to 5 were agreed to.Clauses 1 and 3 to 5 were agreed to.

Clause 2Clause 2Clause 2Clause 2

MR JAMES TO (in Cantonese) : Mr Chairman, I move that clause 2 be amended as set outMR JAMES TO (in Cantonese) : Mr Chairman, I move that clause 2 be amended as set outMR JAMES TO (in Cantonese) : Mr Chairman, I move that clause 2 be amended as set outMR JAMES TO (in Cantonese) : Mr Chairman, I move that clause 2 be amended as set out

in the paper circulated to Members.in the paper circulated to Members.in the paper circulated to Members.in the paper circulated to Members.

Mr Chairman,  I should like to comment in one go on clauses 1, 2, 6 and 7 of theMr Chairman,  I should like to comment in one go on clauses 1, 2, 6 and 7 of theMr Chairman,  I should like to comment in one go on clauses 1, 2, 6 and 7 of theMr Chairman,  I should like to comment in one go on clauses 1, 2, 6 and 7 of the

Bill.Bill.Bill.Bill.

Mr Chairman, the limited amendments as intMr Chairman, the limited amendments as intMr Chairman, the limited amendments as intMr Chairman, the limited amendments as introduced are based on the Bill of Rights.roduced are based on the Bill of Rights.roduced are based on the Bill of Rights.roduced are based on the Bill of Rights.

Therefore we must consider whether the present amendments are consistent with ourTherefore we must consider whether the present amendments are consistent with ourTherefore we must consider whether the present amendments are consistent with ourTherefore we must consider whether the present amendments are consistent with our

rights and freedoms as conferred by the Bill of Rights.  Article 16 of the Bill ofrights and freedoms as conferred by the Bill of Rights.  Article 16 of the Bill ofrights and freedoms as conferred by the Bill of Rights.  Article 16 of the Bill ofrights and freedoms as conferred by the Bill of Rights.  Article 16 of the Bill of

Rights provides "Everyone shall have the right to freedom of expression; this rightRights provides "Everyone shall have the right to freedom of expression; this rightRights provides "Everyone shall have the right to freedom of expression; this rightRights provides "Everyone shall have the right to freedom of expression; this right

shall include freedom to seek, receive and impart information and ideas of allshall include freedom to seek, receive and impart information and ideas of allshall include freedom to seek, receive and impart information and ideas of allshall include freedom to seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all

kinds...... subject to certain restrictions, but these shall only be such as arekinds...... subject to certain restrictions, but these shall only be such as arekinds...... subject to certain restrictions, but these shall only be such as arekinds...... subject to certain restrictions, but these shall only be such as are

provided by law and are necessary for the respect of the rights and reputations ofprovided by law and are necessary for the respect of the rights and reputations ofprovided by law and are necessary for the respect of the rights and reputations ofprovided by law and are necessary for the respect of the rights and reputations of

others; and for the protection of national security or of public order or of publicothers; and for the protection of national security or of public order or of publicothers; and for the protection of national security or of public order or of publicothers; and for the protection of national security or of public order or of public

health or morals."  And Article 14 provides "No one shall be subjected to arbitraryhealth or morals."  And Article 14 provides "No one shall be subjected to arbitraryhealth or morals."  And Article 14 provides "No one shall be subjected to arbitraryhealth or morals."  And Article 14 provides "No one shall be subjected to arbitrary

or unlawful interference with his privacy."  This article should apply to the searchor unlawful interference with his privacy."  This article should apply to the searchor unlawful interference with his privacy."  This article should apply to the searchor unlawful interference with his privacy."  This article should apply to the search

and seizure of papers and documents.and seizure of papers and documents.and seizure of papers and documents.and seizure of papers and documents.

The freedom of expression and the freedom to seek and receive information asThe freedom of expression and the freedom to seek and receive information asThe freedom of expression and the freedom to seek and receive information asThe freedom of expression and the freedom to seek and receive information as

referred to in Article 16 include the freedom of news reporters to seek, receive andreferred to in Article 16 include the freedom of news reporters to seek, receive andreferred to in Article 16 include the freedom of news reporters to seek, receive andreferred to in Article 16 include the freedom of news reporters to seek, receive and

impart information.  In the case I quoted earlier on of an Austrian citizen suingimpart information.  In the case I quoted earlier on of an Austrian citizen suingimpart information.  In the case I quoted earlier on of an Austrian citizen suingimpart information.  In the case I quoted earlier on of an Austrian citizen suing



the Austrian Government, the European Court of Human Rights handed down judgment tothe Austrian Government, the European Court of Human Rights handed down judgment tothe Austrian Government, the European Court of Human Rights handed down judgment tothe Austrian Government, the European Court of Human Rights handed down judgment to

the following effect:the following effect:the following effect:the following effect:

Construing the relevant Article in the European Convention on Human Rights (an articleConstruing the relevant Article in the European Convention on Human Rights (an articleConstruing the relevant Article in the European Convention on Human Rights (an articleConstruing the relevant Article in the European Convention on Human Rights (an article

similar in terms to Article 16 of the Hong Kong Bill of Rights), this Court findssimilar in terms to Article 16 of the Hong Kong Bill of Rights), this Court findssimilar in terms to Article 16 of the Hong Kong Bill of Rights), this Court findssimilar in terms to Article 16 of the Hong Kong Bill of Rights), this Court finds

that freedom of expression includes journalistic freedom and we confirm the specialthat freedom of expression includes journalistic freedom and we confirm the specialthat freedom of expression includes journalistic freedom and we confirm the specialthat freedom of expression includes journalistic freedom and we confirm the special

role of the media in the dissemination of news and their monitoring functions in arole of the media in the dissemination of news and their monitoring functions in arole of the media in the dissemination of news and their monitoring functions in arole of the media in the dissemination of news and their monitoring functions in a

democratic society.democratic society.democratic society.democratic society.

In order to fulfill their monitoring functions, the media must have, in the courseIn order to fulfill their monitoring functions, the media must have, in the courseIn order to fulfill their monitoring functions, the media must have, in the courseIn order to fulfill their monitoring functions, the media must have, in the course

of their work, a great measure of freedom and manoeuvring room to seek and receiveof their work, a great measure of freedom and manoeuvring room to seek and receiveof their work, a great measure of freedom and manoeuvring room to seek and receiveof their work, a great measure of freedom and manoeuvring room to seek and receive

information, including some sensitive information which might be deemed to beinformation, including some sensitive information which might be deemed to beinformation, including some sensitive information which might be deemed to beinformation, including some sensitive information which might be deemed to be

confidential.  They must also abide by the principle of not disclosing their sources.confidential.  They must also abide by the principle of not disclosing their sources.confidential.  They must also abide by the principle of not disclosing their sources.confidential.  They must also abide by the principle of not disclosing their sources.

Only under such conditions will the media be able to gain public trust, to get trueOnly under such conditions will the media be able to gain public trust, to get trueOnly under such conditions will the media be able to gain public trust, to get trueOnly under such conditions will the media be able to gain public trust, to get true

information and to expose society for what it is, particularly in the course ofinformation and to expose society for what it is, particularly in the course ofinformation and to expose society for what it is, particularly in the course ofinformation and to expose society for what it is, particularly in the course of

covering events which bear directly on the Government and the public.covering events which bear directly on the Government and the public.covering events which bear directly on the Government and the public.covering events which bear directly on the Government and the public.

If the media are incapable of protecting their sources, the provision in the  BillIf the media are incapable of protecting their sources, the provision in the  BillIf the media are incapable of protecting their sources, the provision in the  BillIf the media are incapable of protecting their sources, the provision in the  Bill

of Rights relating to the right and freedom to seek and receive information can neverof Rights relating to the right and freedom to seek and receive information can neverof Rights relating to the right and freedom to seek and receive information can neverof Rights relating to the right and freedom to seek and receive information can never

be given effect to and the public's right to know will be infringed upon.  In thebe given effect to and the public's right to know will be infringed upon.  In thebe given effect to and the public's right to know will be infringed upon.  In thebe given effect to and the public's right to know will be infringed upon.  In the

1979 case of the Sunday Telegraph v. the United Kingdom Government, the European Court1979 case of the Sunday Telegraph v. the United Kingdom Government, the European Court1979 case of the Sunday Telegraph v. the United Kingdom Government, the European Court1979 case of the Sunday Telegraph v. the United Kingdom Government, the European Court

of Human Rights stated that at the other end of the media's dissemination ofof Human Rights stated that at the other end of the media's dissemination ofof Human Rights stated that at the other end of the media's dissemination ofof Human Rights stated that at the other end of the media's dissemination of

information is the public's right to information.  If the media's informationinformation is the public's right to information.  If the media's informationinformation is the public's right to information.  If the media's informationinformation is the public's right to information.  If the media's information

material can be easily seized by the Government, the media will degenerate into anmaterial can be easily seized by the Government, the media will degenerate into anmaterial can be easily seized by the Government, the media will degenerate into anmaterial can be easily seized by the Government, the media will degenerate into an

information-collecting tool of the Government.information-collecting tool of the Government.information-collecting tool of the Government.information-collecting tool of the Government.

As the Honourable Felice LIEH MAK has said, the Bill of Rights has laid downAs the Honourable Felice LIEH MAK has said, the Bill of Rights has laid downAs the Honourable Felice LIEH MAK has said, the Bill of Rights has laid downAs the Honourable Felice LIEH MAK has said, the Bill of Rights has laid down

restrictions on the freedom of expression and journalistic freedom. I have mentionedrestrictions on the freedom of expression and journalistic freedom. I have mentionedrestrictions on the freedom of expression and journalistic freedom. I have mentionedrestrictions on the freedom of expression and journalistic freedom. I have mentioned

where exactly these restrictions should apply.  These restrictions are necessary;where exactly these restrictions should apply.  These restrictions are necessary;where exactly these restrictions should apply.  These restrictions are necessary;where exactly these restrictions should apply.  These restrictions are necessary;

that is to say, if restrictions exist on the ground of public order, that means thatthat is to say, if restrictions exist on the ground of public order, that means thatthat is to say, if restrictions exist on the ground of public order, that means thatthat is to say, if restrictions exist on the ground of public order, that means that

the authority concerned is entitled to search for and seize material that has a bearingthe authority concerned is entitled to search for and seize material that has a bearingthe authority concerned is entitled to search for and seize material that has a bearingthe authority concerned is entitled to search for and seize material that has a bearing

on the evidence of crime.   Such being the case, are the existing provisionson the evidence of crime.   Such being the case, are the existing provisionson the evidence of crime.   Such being the case, are the existing provisionson the evidence of crime.   Such being the case, are the existing provisions

conferring the powers of search and seizure necessary?  In the light of this, if weconferring the powers of search and seizure necessary?  In the light of this, if weconferring the powers of search and seizure necessary?  In the light of this, if weconferring the powers of search and seizure necessary?  In the light of this, if we

consider the police powers of search and seizure in this regard the followingconsider the police powers of search and seizure in this regard the followingconsider the police powers of search and seizure in this regard the followingconsider the police powers of search and seizure in this regard the following

principle will become clear to us:  Only if the police would search for and seizeprinciple will become clear to us:  Only if the police would search for and seizeprinciple will become clear to us:  Only if the police would search for and seizeprinciple will become clear to us:  Only if the police would search for and seize

journalistic material in extremely exceptional and absolutely necessaryjournalistic material in extremely exceptional and absolutely necessaryjournalistic material in extremely exceptional and absolutely necessaryjournalistic material in extremely exceptional and absolutely necessary

circumstances could the provision in the Bill of Rights with regard to journalisticcircumstances could the provision in the Bill of Rights with regard to journalisticcircumstances could the provision in the Bill of Rights with regard to journalisticcircumstances could the provision in the Bill of Rights with regard to journalistic

freedom and freedom of expression be given effect to.  But I would invite Honourablefreedom and freedom of expression be given effect to.  But I would invite Honourablefreedom and freedom of expression be given effect to.  But I would invite Honourablefreedom and freedom of expression be given effect to.  But I would invite Honourable



Members to look at the provision proposed by the Administration.  It provides thatMembers to look at the provision proposed by the Administration.  It provides thatMembers to look at the provision proposed by the Administration.  It provides thatMembers to look at the provision proposed by the Administration.  It provides that

upon an ex parte  application the police may be granted a search warrant by the courtupon an ex parte  application the police may be granted a search warrant by the courtupon an ex parte  application the police may be granted a search warrant by the courtupon an ex parte  application the police may be granted a search warrant by the court

if it can be proved that the material to be  searched for is of evidential value,if it can be proved that the material to be  searched for is of evidential value,if it can be proved that the material to be  searched for is of evidential value,if it can be proved that the material to be  searched for is of evidential value,

no matter how slight, with respect to any crime, however minor.  If this provisionno matter how slight, with respect to any crime, however minor.  If this provisionno matter how slight, with respect to any crime, however minor.  If this provisionno matter how slight, with respect to any crime, however minor.  If this provision

is to be applied to ordinary private dwellings as well as news organizations withoutis to be applied to ordinary private dwellings as well as news organizations withoutis to be applied to ordinary private dwellings as well as news organizations withoutis to be applied to ordinary private dwellings as well as news organizations without

differentiation of any sort, then there is strong probability that journalisticdifferentiation of any sort, then there is strong probability that journalisticdifferentiation of any sort, then there is strong probability that journalisticdifferentiation of any sort, then there is strong probability that journalistic

freedom and freedom of expression provided for under Article 16 will be infringedfreedom and freedom of expression provided for under Article 16 will be infringedfreedom and freedom of expression provided for under Article 16 will be infringedfreedom and freedom of expression provided for under Article 16 will be infringed

upon.  The amendment I am proposing is based on the Police and Criminal Evidence Actupon.  The amendment I am proposing is based on the Police and Criminal Evidence Actupon.  The amendment I am proposing is based on the Police and Criminal Evidence Actupon.  The amendment I am proposing is based on the Police and Criminal Evidence Act

1984.  If Members would care to compare it with the original clause proposed by the1984.  If Members would care to compare it with the original clause proposed by the1984.  If Members would care to compare it with the original clause proposed by the1984.  If Members would care to compare it with the original clause proposed by the

Administration, they would find that the latter is really unnecessary and that noAdministration, they would find that the latter is really unnecessary and that noAdministration, they would find that the latter is really unnecessary and that noAdministration, they would find that the latter is really unnecessary and that no

appropriate balance has been struck.appropriate balance has been struck.appropriate balance has been struck.appropriate balance has been struck.

First, according to this proviFirst, according to this proviFirst, according to this proviFirst, according to this provision, the police can apply ex parte  for a searchsion, the police can apply ex parte  for a searchsion, the police can apply ex parte  for a searchsion, the police can apply ex parte  for a search

warrant and the news organization concerned has absolutely no opportunity to makewarrant and the news organization concerned has absolutely no opportunity to makewarrant and the news organization concerned has absolutely no opportunity to makewarrant and the news organization concerned has absolutely no opportunity to make

representations to the court to enable it to consider the matter thoroughly and makerepresentations to the court to enable it to consider the matter thoroughly and makerepresentations to the court to enable it to consider the matter thoroughly and makerepresentations to the court to enable it to consider the matter thoroughly and make

its decision based on the arguments advanced and on the balance to be struck betweenits decision based on the arguments advanced and on the balance to be struck betweenits decision based on the arguments advanced and on the balance to be struck betweenits decision based on the arguments advanced and on the balance to be struck between

the interests of the parties concerned and the public interest.  I therefore proposethe interests of the parties concerned and the public interest.  I therefore proposethe interests of the parties concerned and the public interest.  I therefore proposethe interests of the parties concerned and the public interest.  I therefore propose

that there should be an adversarial system in place in this regard.  However, underthat there should be an adversarial system in place in this regard.  However, underthat there should be an adversarial system in place in this regard.  However, underthat there should be an adversarial system in place in this regard.  However, under

special circumstances, for example in a kidnap case where the police need to havespecial circumstances, for example in a kidnap case where the police need to havespecial circumstances, for example in a kidnap case where the police need to havespecial circumstances, for example in a kidnap case where the police need to have

access to a videotape to enable them to crack the case and rescue the kidnapped personaccess to a videotape to enable them to crack the case and rescue the kidnapped personaccess to a videotape to enable them to crack the case and rescue the kidnapped personaccess to a videotape to enable them to crack the case and rescue the kidnapped person

before he is killed, the police can apply ex parte for and be granted a search warrantbefore he is killed, the police can apply ex parte for and be granted a search warrantbefore he is killed, the police can apply ex parte for and be granted a search warrantbefore he is killed, the police can apply ex parte for and be granted a search warrant

provided they establish to the satisfaction of the court the emergency nature of theprovided they establish to the satisfaction of the court the emergency nature of theprovided they establish to the satisfaction of the court the emergency nature of theprovided they establish to the satisfaction of the court the emergency nature of the

situation or the material effect the access to the sought item will have on thesituation or the material effect the access to the sought item will have on thesituation or the material effect the access to the sought item will have on thesituation or the material effect the access to the sought item will have on the

investigation of the case.  My proposed amendment does indeed provide for this.investigation of the case.  My proposed amendment does indeed provide for this.investigation of the case.  My proposed amendment does indeed provide for this.investigation of the case.  My proposed amendment does indeed provide for this.

Second, the power of arrest provided under the PolSecond, the power of arrest provided under the PolSecond, the power of arrest provided under the PolSecond, the power of arrest provided under the Police Force Ordinance to whichice Force Ordinance to whichice Force Ordinance to whichice Force Ordinance to which

the present proposed amendments relate is only applicable to imprisonable offences,the present proposed amendments relate is only applicable to imprisonable offences,the present proposed amendments relate is only applicable to imprisonable offences,the present proposed amendments relate is only applicable to imprisonable offences,

that is to say, more serious offences.  But the power of entry and search is applicablethat is to say, more serious offences.  But the power of entry and search is applicablethat is to say, more serious offences.  But the power of entry and search is applicablethat is to say, more serious offences.  But the power of entry and search is applicable

to any offence, no matter whether it be imprisonable or just a minor offence.  Itto any offence, no matter whether it be imprisonable or just a minor offence.  Itto any offence, no matter whether it be imprisonable or just a minor offence.  Itto any offence, no matter whether it be imprisonable or just a minor offence.  It

must be understood that entry to premises to conduct a search thereon is a moremust be understood that entry to premises to conduct a search thereon is a moremust be understood that entry to premises to conduct a search thereon is a moremust be understood that entry to premises to conduct a search thereon is a more

oppressive act than arresting a person in the street.  Why is it that the triggeroppressive act than arresting a person in the street.  Why is it that the triggeroppressive act than arresting a person in the street.  Why is it that the triggeroppressive act than arresting a person in the street.  Why is it that the trigger

point for the exercise of the power of investigation and search should be lower thanpoint for the exercise of the power of investigation and search should be lower thanpoint for the exercise of the power of investigation and search should be lower thanpoint for the exercise of the power of investigation and search should be lower than

the trigger point for the exercise of the power of arrest?  Therefore I propose thatthe trigger point for the exercise of the power of arrest?  Therefore I propose thatthe trigger point for the exercise of the power of arrest?  Therefore I propose thatthe trigger point for the exercise of the power of arrest?  Therefore I propose that

the relevant powers can only be exercised when serious offences are involved.the relevant powers can only be exercised when serious offences are involved.the relevant powers can only be exercised when serious offences are involved.the relevant powers can only be exercised when serious offences are involved.

Third, the existing provision does not require that the police must firstThird, the existing provision does not require that the police must firstThird, the existing provision does not require that the police must firstThird, the existing provision does not require that the police must first try try try try

to seek independent evidence and only in the event of failure to obtain such evidenceto seek independent evidence and only in the event of failure to obtain such evidenceto seek independent evidence and only in the event of failure to obtain such evidenceto seek independent evidence and only in the event of failure to obtain such evidence

can they apply to the court for a search warrant.  This indeed would have been ancan they apply to the court for a search warrant.  This indeed would have been ancan they apply to the court for a search warrant.  This indeed would have been ancan they apply to the court for a search warrant.  This indeed would have been an



even less proper way of doing it.  Therefore I propose that an appropriate provisioneven less proper way of doing it.  Therefore I propose that an appropriate provisioneven less proper way of doing it.  Therefore I propose that an appropriate provisioneven less proper way of doing it.  Therefore I propose that an appropriate provision

should be added to require the police to try to obtain other evidence first in ordershould be added to require the police to try to obtain other evidence first in ordershould be added to require the police to try to obtain other evidence first in ordershould be added to require the police to try to obtain other evidence first in order

to show the necessary balance.  Moreover, the existing provision has it that a searchto show the necessary balance.  Moreover, the existing provision has it that a searchto show the necessary balance.  Moreover, the existing provision has it that a searchto show the necessary balance.  Moreover, the existing provision has it that a search

warrant may be applied for if the item sought can be shown to have some evidentialwarrant may be applied for if the item sought can be shown to have some evidentialwarrant may be applied for if the item sought can be shown to have some evidentialwarrant may be applied for if the item sought can be shown to have some evidential

value.  I believe that in order to strike a balance, the provision should requirevalue.  I believe that in order to strike a balance, the provision should requirevalue.  I believe that in order to strike a balance, the provision should requirevalue.  I believe that in order to strike a balance, the provision should require

that the item sought must have important evidential value.that the item sought must have important evidential value.that the item sought must have important evidential value.that the item sought must have important evidential value.

Fourth, the existing provision does not require that the court must consider theFourth, the existing provision does not require that the court must consider theFourth, the existing provision does not require that the court must consider theFourth, the existing provision does not require that the court must consider the

public interest and then strike an appropriate balance in deciding whether to grantpublic interest and then strike an appropriate balance in deciding whether to grantpublic interest and then strike an appropriate balance in deciding whether to grantpublic interest and then strike an appropriate balance in deciding whether to grant

a search warrant.  Therefore I propose that provision be added to require that thea search warrant.  Therefore I propose that provision be added to require that thea search warrant.  Therefore I propose that provision be added to require that thea search warrant.  Therefore I propose that provision be added to require that the

public interest must be considered having regard on the one hand to how much helppublic interest must be considered having regard on the one hand to how much helppublic interest must be considered having regard on the one hand to how much helppublic interest must be considered having regard on the one hand to how much help

the item sought would bring to the investigation and on the other hand to thethe item sought would bring to the investigation and on the other hand to thethe item sought would bring to the investigation and on the other hand to thethe item sought would bring to the investigation and on the other hand to the

circumstances in which the item sought was first obtained, that is to say, whethercircumstances in which the item sought was first obtained, that is to say, whethercircumstances in which the item sought was first obtained, that is to say, whethercircumstances in which the item sought was first obtained, that is to say, whether

it was obtained by a news reporter or news organization through an interview, a secretit was obtained by a news reporter or news organization through an interview, a secretit was obtained by a news reporter or news organization through an interview, a secretit was obtained by a news reporter or news organization through an interview, a secret

interview or random photo-taking/video-taping during a rally.interview or random photo-taking/video-taping during a rally.interview or random photo-taking/video-taping during a rally.interview or random photo-taking/video-taping during a rally.

Some Members are of the view that since the Law Reform Commission is conductingSome Members are of the view that since the Law Reform Commission is conductingSome Members are of the view that since the Law Reform Commission is conductingSome Members are of the view that since the Law Reform Commission is conducting

a comprehensive review of the issues involved, there would seem to be littlea comprehensive review of the issues involved, there would seem to be littlea comprehensive review of the issues involved, there would seem to be littlea comprehensive review of the issues involved, there would seem to be little

justification for introducing piecemeal amendments to the principal Ordinance now.justification for introducing piecemeal amendments to the principal Ordinance now.justification for introducing piecemeal amendments to the principal Ordinance now.justification for introducing piecemeal amendments to the principal Ordinance now.

To this I would say that the Administration, as a matter of fact, has never askedTo this I would say that the Administration, as a matter of fact, has never askedTo this I would say that the Administration, as a matter of fact, has never askedTo this I would say that the Administration, as a matter of fact, has never asked

the Law Reform Commission to consider the question of police powers from a Bill ofthe Law Reform Commission to consider the question of police powers from a Bill ofthe Law Reform Commission to consider the question of police powers from a Bill ofthe Law Reform Commission to consider the question of police powers from a Bill of

Rights perspective.  Moreover, would it be a responsible way of tackling the problemRights perspective.  Moreover, would it be a responsible way of tackling the problemRights perspective.  Moreover, would it be a responsible way of tackling the problemRights perspective.  Moreover, would it be a responsible way of tackling the problem

to refer instances of clear breaches of the Bill of Rights to the Law Reform Commissionto refer instances of clear breaches of the Bill of Rights to the Law Reform Commissionto refer instances of clear breaches of the Bill of Rights to the Law Reform Commissionto refer instances of clear breaches of the Bill of Rights to the Law Reform Commission

and to await the outcome of the Commission's study?  Here I cannot helping callingand to await the outcome of the Commission's study?  Here I cannot helping callingand to await the outcome of the Commission's study?  Here I cannot helping callingand to await the outcome of the Commission's study?  Here I cannot helping calling

to mind the "false news" provision in the Public Order Ordinance enacted by thisto mind the "false news" provision in the Public Order Ordinance enacted by thisto mind the "false news" provision in the Public Order Ordinance enacted by thisto mind the "false news" provision in the Public Order Ordinance enacted by this

Council a few years ago and then repealed before long.  That provision grosslyCouncil a few years ago and then repealed before long.  That provision grosslyCouncil a few years ago and then repealed before long.  That provision grosslyCouncil a few years ago and then repealed before long.  That provision grossly

violated journalistic freedom.  The Bill of Rights was then not yet enacted but theviolated journalistic freedom.  The Bill of Rights was then not yet enacted but theviolated journalistic freedom.  The Bill of Rights was then not yet enacted but theviolated journalistic freedom.  The Bill of Rights was then not yet enacted but the

Administration had the courage to repeal that repugnant provision.  Now, today, aAdministration had the courage to repeal that repugnant provision.  Now, today, aAdministration had the courage to repeal that repugnant provision.  Now, today, aAdministration had the courage to repeal that repugnant provision.  Now, today, a

few years on, and a year since the coming into force of the Bill of Rights, it isfew years on, and a year since the coming into force of the Bill of Rights, it isfew years on, and a year since the coming into force of the Bill of Rights, it isfew years on, and a year since the coming into force of the Bill of Rights, it is

totally unexpected that the Administration should see fit to tolerate a provisiontotally unexpected that the Administration should see fit to tolerate a provisiontotally unexpected that the Administration should see fit to tolerate a provisiontotally unexpected that the Administration should see fit to tolerate a provision

that grossly infringes human rights and take no initiative to amend it with the resultthat grossly infringes human rights and take no initiative to amend it with the resultthat grossly infringes human rights and take no initiative to amend it with the resultthat grossly infringes human rights and take no initiative to amend it with the result

that some Members of this Council have to bend over backwards to support thethat some Members of this Council have to bend over backwards to support thethat some Members of this Council have to bend over backwards to support thethat some Members of this Council have to bend over backwards to support the

Administration thus turning the media into a police tool to obtain information andAdministration thus turning the media into a police tool to obtain information andAdministration thus turning the media into a police tool to obtain information andAdministration thus turning the media into a police tool to obtain information and

into an accomplice to ride roughshod over the Bill of Rights.  This will not beinto an accomplice to ride roughshod over the Bill of Rights.  This will not beinto an accomplice to ride roughshod over the Bill of Rights.  This will not beinto an accomplice to ride roughshod over the Bill of Rights.  This will not be

tolerated by a community who respects journalistic freedom and human rights.tolerated by a community who respects journalistic freedom and human rights.tolerated by a community who respects journalistic freedom and human rights.tolerated by a community who respects journalistic freedom and human rights.

The Administration has raised a legal point by way of argument which I believeThe Administration has raised a legal point by way of argument which I believeThe Administration has raised a legal point by way of argument which I believeThe Administration has raised a legal point by way of argument which I believe

I should address.  The Administration contends that under its proposed amendment theI should address.  The Administration contends that under its proposed amendment theI should address.  The Administration contends that under its proposed amendment theI should address.  The Administration contends that under its proposed amendment the



court, in considering whether to grant a search warrant, may have regard to thecourt, in considering whether to grant a search warrant, may have regard to thecourt, in considering whether to grant a search warrant, may have regard to thecourt, in considering whether to grant a search warrant, may have regard to the

protection provided for under the Bill of Rights (that is to say, the freedom ofprotection provided for under the Bill of Rights (that is to say, the freedom ofprotection provided for under the Bill of Rights (that is to say, the freedom ofprotection provided for under the Bill of Rights (that is to say, the freedom of

expression that we have been mentioning) because the English text of the proposedexpression that we have been mentioning) because the English text of the proposedexpression that we have been mentioning) because the English text of the proposedexpression that we have been mentioning) because the English text of the proposed

provision uses the word "may" which would imply a discretion on the part of the courtprovision uses the word "may" which would imply a discretion on the part of the courtprovision uses the word "may" which would imply a discretion on the part of the courtprovision uses the word "may" which would imply a discretion on the part of the court

whether to grant a search warrant.  In other words, it is contended that the courtwhether to grant a search warrant.  In other words, it is contended that the courtwhether to grant a search warrant.  In other words, it is contended that the courtwhether to grant a search warrant.  In other words, it is contended that the court

may have regard to the Bill of Rights in making its decision. The snag in dealingmay have regard to the Bill of Rights in making its decision. The snag in dealingmay have regard to the Bill of Rights in making its decision. The snag in dealingmay have regard to the Bill of Rights in making its decision. The snag in dealing

with this argument was that I waited a whole week, which accounted for the delay inwith this argument was that I waited a whole week, which accounted for the delay inwith this argument was that I waited a whole week, which accounted for the delay inwith this argument was that I waited a whole week, which accounted for the delay in

circulating my proposed amendments to Members, for the Attorney General's Chamberscirculating my proposed amendments to Members, for the Attorney General's Chamberscirculating my proposed amendments to Members, for the Attorney General's Chamberscirculating my proposed amendments to Members, for the Attorney General's Chambers

to cite me two cases -- that is, the two cases mentioned by the Honourable Miriamto cite me two cases -- that is, the two cases mentioned by the Honourable Miriamto cite me two cases -- that is, the two cases mentioned by the Honourable Miriamto cite me two cases -- that is, the two cases mentioned by the Honourable Miriam

LAU a while ago.  The two cases clash on principle.  The ratio decidendi of one caseLAU a while ago.  The two cases clash on principle.  The ratio decidendi of one caseLAU a while ago.  The two cases clash on principle.  The ratio decidendi of one caseLAU a while ago.  The two cases clash on principle.  The ratio decidendi of one case

is that since the law has provided unequivocally as to what needs to be proved, nois that since the law has provided unequivocally as to what needs to be proved, nois that since the law has provided unequivocally as to what needs to be proved, nois that since the law has provided unequivocally as to what needs to be proved, no

matter how well-intentioned the court is, it cannot add other preconditions as itmatter how well-intentioned the court is, it cannot add other preconditions as itmatter how well-intentioned the court is, it cannot add other preconditions as itmatter how well-intentioned the court is, it cannot add other preconditions as it

pleases, such as requiring that only after the police has established failure of anpleases, such as requiring that only after the police has established failure of anpleases, such as requiring that only after the police has established failure of anpleases, such as requiring that only after the police has established failure of an

earlier attempt to obtain other independent evidence can they apply for a searchearlier attempt to obtain other independent evidence can they apply for a searchearlier attempt to obtain other independent evidence can they apply for a searchearlier attempt to obtain other independent evidence can they apply for a search

warrant.  The ratio decidendi of the other case is that the court can add reasonablewarrant.  The ratio decidendi of the other case is that the court can add reasonablewarrant.  The ratio decidendi of the other case is that the court can add reasonablewarrant.  The ratio decidendi of the other case is that the court can add reasonable

conditions in accordance with the Bill of Rights.  Since there is no definiteconditions in accordance with the Bill of Rights.  Since there is no definiteconditions in accordance with the Bill of Rights.  Since there is no definiteconditions in accordance with the Bill of Rights.  Since there is no definite

precedent whereby to explain what constitutes a correct balance, having regard toprecedent whereby to explain what constitutes a correct balance, having regard toprecedent whereby to explain what constitutes a correct balance, having regard toprecedent whereby to explain what constitutes a correct balance, having regard to

the public interest, between journalistic freedom and the power to collectthe public interest, between journalistic freedom and the power to collectthe public interest, between journalistic freedom and the power to collectthe public interest, between journalistic freedom and the power to collect

information, I submit that the proper way of doing it is to set out some reasonableinformation, I submit that the proper way of doing it is to set out some reasonableinformation, I submit that the proper way of doing it is to set out some reasonableinformation, I submit that the proper way of doing it is to set out some reasonable

preconditions to require the police to search for journalistic material only inpreconditions to require the police to search for journalistic material only inpreconditions to require the police to search for journalistic material only inpreconditions to require the police to search for journalistic material only in

extremely exceptional and absolutely necessary circumstances.extremely exceptional and absolutely necessary circumstances.extremely exceptional and absolutely necessary circumstances.extremely exceptional and absolutely necessary circumstances.

The other part of the proposed amendments relates to information or material inThe other part of the proposed amendments relates to information or material inThe other part of the proposed amendments relates to information or material inThe other part of the proposed amendments relates to information or material in

the course or arising out of legal consultation between counsel and client, whichthe course or arising out of legal consultation between counsel and client, whichthe course or arising out of legal consultation between counsel and client, whichthe course or arising out of legal consultation between counsel and client, which

is privileged.  It should be obvious that the privileged and confidential status ofis privileged.  It should be obvious that the privileged and confidential status ofis privileged.  It should be obvious that the privileged and confidential status ofis privileged.  It should be obvious that the privileged and confidential status of

legal advice helps ensure the effective operation of the defence system and is anlegal advice helps ensure the effective operation of the defence system and is anlegal advice helps ensure the effective operation of the defence system and is anlegal advice helps ensure the effective operation of the defence system and is an

important principle buttressing the fairness of an adversarial system of trial.  Ifimportant principle buttressing the fairness of an adversarial system of trial.  Ifimportant principle buttressing the fairness of an adversarial system of trial.  Ifimportant principle buttressing the fairness of an adversarial system of trial.  If

a client cannot unreservedly and frankly discuss with and seek legal advice from hisa client cannot unreservedly and frankly discuss with and seek legal advice from hisa client cannot unreservedly and frankly discuss with and seek legal advice from hisa client cannot unreservedly and frankly discuss with and seek legal advice from his

lawyer, the defence system will collapse and justice will not be upheld.  I shouldlawyer, the defence system will collapse and justice will not be upheld.  I shouldlawyer, the defence system will collapse and justice will not be upheld.  I shouldlawyer, the defence system will collapse and justice will not be upheld.  I should

like to tell Honourable Members that under the present system even a trial judge cannotlike to tell Honourable Members that under the present system even a trial judge cannotlike to tell Honourable Members that under the present system even a trial judge cannotlike to tell Honourable Members that under the present system even a trial judge cannot

compel disclosure by counsel or client of information or documentation relating tocompel disclosure by counsel or client of information or documentation relating tocompel disclosure by counsel or client of information or documentation relating tocompel disclosure by counsel or client of information or documentation relating to

the legal advice given; in other words even the court is powerless to do so.  On thethe legal advice given; in other words even the court is powerless to do so.  On thethe legal advice given; in other words even the court is powerless to do so.  On thethe legal advice given; in other words even the court is powerless to do so.  On the

other hand, even ICAC officers, who have been criticized for the excessive powersother hand, even ICAC officers, who have been criticized for the excessive powersother hand, even ICAC officers, who have been criticized for the excessive powersother hand, even ICAC officers, who have been criticized for the excessive powers

vested in them, are subject to the restriction, as expressly set out in the Independentvested in them, are subject to the restriction, as expressly set out in the Independentvested in them, are subject to the restriction, as expressly set out in the Independentvested in them, are subject to the restriction, as expressly set out in the Independent

Commission Against Corruption Ordinance and the Prevention of Bribery Ordinance, thatCommission Against Corruption Ordinance and the Prevention of Bribery Ordinance, thatCommission Against Corruption Ordinance and the Prevention of Bribery Ordinance, thatCommission Against Corruption Ordinance and the Prevention of Bribery Ordinance, that

they shall not search for such information or material nor shall they compelthey shall not search for such information or material nor shall they compelthey shall not search for such information or material nor shall they compelthey shall not search for such information or material nor shall they compel

disclosure of same by the lawyer.  I would like to quote one more example: the Whitedisclosure of same by the lawyer.  I would like to quote one more example: the Whitedisclosure of same by the lawyer.  I would like to quote one more example: the Whitedisclosure of same by the lawyer.  I would like to quote one more example: the White

Bill on organized crime the Administration has presented to this Council likewiseBill on organized crime the Administration has presented to this Council likewiseBill on organized crime the Administration has presented to this Council likewiseBill on organized crime the Administration has presented to this Council likewise



contains a provision exempting from search any material relating to communicationcontains a provision exempting from search any material relating to communicationcontains a provision exempting from search any material relating to communicationcontains a provision exempting from search any material relating to communication

or consultation between a legal practitioner and his client.  The Administration mustor consultation between a legal practitioner and his client.  The Administration mustor consultation between a legal practitioner and his client.  The Administration mustor consultation between a legal practitioner and his client.  The Administration must

do away with intrinsic contradictions to achieve uniformity.  Since thedo away with intrinsic contradictions to achieve uniformity.  Since thedo away with intrinsic contradictions to achieve uniformity.  Since thedo away with intrinsic contradictions to achieve uniformity.  Since the

Administration has proposed such an exemption in the White Bill on organized crime,Administration has proposed such an exemption in the White Bill on organized crime,Administration has proposed such an exemption in the White Bill on organized crime,Administration has proposed such an exemption in the White Bill on organized crime,

it must mean that the Administration has recognized this as an important principleit must mean that the Administration has recognized this as an important principleit must mean that the Administration has recognized this as an important principleit must mean that the Administration has recognized this as an important principle

disregard of which would risk breaching the Bill of Rights.  Therefore I cannot helpdisregard of which would risk breaching the Bill of Rights.  Therefore I cannot helpdisregard of which would risk breaching the Bill of Rights.  Therefore I cannot helpdisregard of which would risk breaching the Bill of Rights.  Therefore I cannot help

asking why the Administration is contradicting itself and acting in such anasking why the Administration is contradicting itself and acting in such anasking why the Administration is contradicting itself and acting in such anasking why the Administration is contradicting itself and acting in such an

irresponsible way.irresponsible way.irresponsible way.irresponsible way.

I hoI hoI hoI hope Honourable Members will, after listening to my speech, make a carefulpe Honourable Members will, after listening to my speech, make a carefulpe Honourable Members will, after listening to my speech, make a carefulpe Honourable Members will, after listening to my speech, make a careful

analysis of the amendments I am presently proposing and support them.analysis of the amendments I am presently proposing and support them.analysis of the amendments I am presently proposing and support them.analysis of the amendments I am presently proposing and support them.

Proposed amendmentProposed amendmentProposed amendmentProposed amendment

Clause 2Clause 2Clause 2Clause 2

That clause 2 be amended, in the proposed section 50(7) by adding "and provided thatThat clause 2 be amended, in the proposed section 50(7) by adding "and provided thatThat clause 2 be amended, in the proposed section 50(7) by adding "and provided thatThat clause 2 be amended, in the proposed section 50(7) by adding "and provided that

such newspaper, book or other document or portion of or extract therefrom or any suchsuch newspaper, book or other document or portion of or extract therefrom or any suchsuch newspaper, book or other document or portion of or extract therefrom or any suchsuch newspaper, book or other document or portion of or extract therefrom or any such

other article or chattel does not consist of or include items subject to legalother article or chattel does not consist of or include items subject to legalother article or chattel does not consist of or include items subject to legalother article or chattel does not consist of or include items subject to legal

privilege or journalistic material," after "intended to be committed,".privilege or journalistic material," after "intended to be committed,".privilege or journalistic material," after "intended to be committed,".privilege or journalistic material," after "intended to be committed,".

Question on the amendment proposed.Question on the amendment proposed.Question on the amendment proposed.Question on the amendment proposed.

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY:  Mr Chairman, I would only like to repeat very briefly thatSECRETARY FOR SECURITY:  Mr Chairman, I would only like to repeat very briefly thatSECRETARY FOR SECURITY:  Mr Chairman, I would only like to repeat very briefly thatSECRETARY FOR SECURITY:  Mr Chairman, I would only like to repeat very briefly that

for the reasons which I mentioned during my speech on the Second Reading thefor the reasons which I mentioned during my speech on the Second Reading thefor the reasons which I mentioned during my speech on the Second Reading thefor the reasons which I mentioned during my speech on the Second Reading the

Administration does not support these proposed amendments.  The advice we haveAdministration does not support these proposed amendments.  The advice we haveAdministration does not support these proposed amendments.  The advice we haveAdministration does not support these proposed amendments.  The advice we have

received, in our view, is that such amendments are not necessary to make the Policereceived, in our view, is that such amendments are not necessary to make the Policereceived, in our view, is that such amendments are not necessary to make the Policereceived, in our view, is that such amendments are not necessary to make the Police

Force Ordinance consistent with the Bill of Rights and that consideration of theseForce Ordinance consistent with the Bill of Rights and that consideration of theseForce Ordinance consistent with the Bill of Rights and that consideration of theseForce Ordinance consistent with the Bill of Rights and that consideration of these

proposals should be left until we have had the benefit of the full recommendationsproposals should be left until we have had the benefit of the full recommendationsproposals should be left until we have had the benefit of the full recommendationsproposals should be left until we have had the benefit of the full recommendations

of the Law Reform Commission.of the Law Reform Commission.of the Law Reform Commission.of the Law Reform Commission.

MR MARTIN LEE:  Would the Secretary care to deal with the points raised by Mr JamesMR MARTIN LEE:  Would the Secretary care to deal with the points raised by Mr JamesMR MARTIN LEE:  Would the Secretary care to deal with the points raised by Mr JamesMR MARTIN LEE:  Would the Secretary care to deal with the points raised by Mr James

TO at all?TO at all?TO at all?TO at all?

CHAIRMAN:  Is that either a point of order or a point of intervention, Mr LEE?CHAIRMAN:  Is that either a point of order or a point of intervention, Mr LEE?CHAIRMAN:  Is that either a point of order or a point of intervention, Mr LEE?CHAIRMAN:  Is that either a point of order or a point of intervention, Mr LEE?



MR MARTIN LEE:  It is a point of clarification, Mr Chairman.MR MARTIN LEE:  It is a point of clarification, Mr Chairman.MR MARTIN LEE:  It is a point of clarification, Mr Chairman.MR MARTIN LEE:  It is a point of clarification, Mr Chairman.

CHAIRMAN:  I do not think it is a point of clarification.CHAIRMAN:  I do not think it is a point of clarification.CHAIRMAN:  I do not think it is a point of clarification.CHAIRMAN:  I do not think it is a point of clarification.

Question on the amendment put.Question on the amendment put.Question on the amendment put.Question on the amendment put.

Voice votes takenVoice votes takenVoice votes takenVoice votes taken

THE CHAIRMAN said he thought the noes had it.THE CHAIRMAN said he thought the noes had it.THE CHAIRMAN said he thought the noes had it.THE CHAIRMAN said he thought the noes had it.

MR JAMES TO: Mr Chairman, I claim a division.MR JAMES TO: Mr Chairman, I claim a division.MR JAMES TO: Mr Chairman, I claim a division.MR JAMES TO: Mr Chairman, I claim a division.

CHAIRMAN: The Committee will proceed to a division.  The division bell will ring forCHAIRMAN: The Committee will proceed to a division.  The division bell will ring forCHAIRMAN: The Committee will proceed to a division.  The division bell will ring forCHAIRMAN: The Committee will proceed to a division.  The division bell will ring for

three minutes and the division will be held immediately afterwards.three minutes and the division will be held immediately afterwards.three minutes and the division will be held immediately afterwards.three minutes and the division will be held immediately afterwards.

CHAIRMAN: Would Members please proceed to vote?  I will check with Members beforeCHAIRMAN: Would Members please proceed to vote?  I will check with Members beforeCHAIRMAN: Would Members please proceed to vote?  I will check with Members beforeCHAIRMAN: Would Members please proceed to vote?  I will check with Members before

the results are displayed.the results are displayed.the results are displayed.the results are displayed.

CHAIRMAN: Do Members have any queries?  The results will now be displayed.CHAIRMAN: Do Members have any queries?  The results will now be displayed.CHAIRMAN: Do Members have any queries?  The results will now be displayed.CHAIRMAN: Do Members have any queries?  The results will now be displayed.

Mr Martin LEE, Mr David LI, Mr PANG Chun-hoi, Mr SZETO Wah, Mr Albert CHAN, Prof EdwardMr Martin LEE, Mr David LI, Mr PANG Chun-hoi, Mr SZETO Wah, Mr Albert CHAN, Prof EdwardMr Martin LEE, Mr David LI, Mr PANG Chun-hoi, Mr SZETO Wah, Mr Albert CHAN, Prof EdwardMr Martin LEE, Mr David LI, Mr PANG Chun-hoi, Mr SZETO Wah, Mr Albert CHAN, Prof Edward

CHEN, Mr CHEUNG Man-kwong, Rev FUNG Chi-wood, Mr Frederick FUNG, Mr Michael HO, DrCHEN, Mr CHEUNG Man-kwong, Rev FUNG Chi-wood, Mr Frederick FUNG, Mr Michael HO, DrCHEN, Mr CHEUNG Man-kwong, Rev FUNG Chi-wood, Mr Frederick FUNG, Mr Michael HO, DrCHEN, Mr CHEUNG Man-kwong, Rev FUNG Chi-wood, Mr Frederick FUNG, Mr Michael HO, Dr

HUANG Chen-ya, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek, Mr LEE Wing-tat, Mr Fred LI, Mr MANHUANG Chen-ya, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek, Mr LEE Wing-tat, Mr Fred LI, Mr MANHUANG Chen-ya, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek, Mr LEE Wing-tat, Mr Fred LI, Mr MANHUANG Chen-ya, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek, Mr LEE Wing-tat, Mr Fred LI, Mr MAN

Sai-cheong, Mr TIK Chi-yuen, Mr James TO, Dr YEUNG Sum and Mr WONG Wai-yin voted forSai-cheong, Mr TIK Chi-yuen, Mr James TO, Dr YEUNG Sum and Mr WONG Wai-yin voted forSai-cheong, Mr TIK Chi-yuen, Mr James TO, Dr YEUNG Sum and Mr WONG Wai-yin voted forSai-cheong, Mr TIK Chi-yuen, Mr James TO, Dr YEUNG Sum and Mr WONG Wai-yin voted for

the amendment.the amendment.the amendment.the amendment.

The Chief Secretary, the Attorney General, the Financial Secretary, Mr Allen LEE,The Chief Secretary, the Attorney General, the Financial Secretary, Mr Allen LEE,The Chief Secretary, the Attorney General, the Financial Secretary, Mr Allen LEE,The Chief Secretary, the Attorney General, the Financial Secretary, Mr Allen LEE,

Mrs Selina CHOW, Mr HUI Yin-fat, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit, Mr TAM Yiu-chung, Mr Andrew WONG,Mrs Selina CHOW, Mr HUI Yin-fat, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit, Mr TAM Yiu-chung, Mr Andrew WONG,Mrs Selina CHOW, Mr HUI Yin-fat, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit, Mr TAM Yiu-chung, Mr Andrew WONG,Mrs Selina CHOW, Mr HUI Yin-fat, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit, Mr TAM Yiu-chung, Mr Andrew WONG,

Mr LAU Wong-fat, Mr Edward HO, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Mr Martin BARROW, Mrs Miriam LAU,Mr LAU Wong-fat, Mr Edward HO, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Mr Martin BARROW, Mrs Miriam LAU,Mr LAU Wong-fat, Mr Edward HO, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Mr Martin BARROW, Mrs Miriam LAU,Mr LAU Wong-fat, Mr Edward HO, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Mr Martin BARROW, Mrs Miriam LAU,



Mr LAU Wah-sum, Mr Vincent CHENG, Mr Moses CHENG, Mr Marvin CHEUNG, Mr Simon IP, DrMr LAU Wah-sum, Mr Vincent CHENG, Mr Moses CHENG, Mr Marvin CHEUNG, Mr Simon IP, DrMr LAU Wah-sum, Mr Vincent CHENG, Mr Moses CHENG, Mr Marvin CHEUNG, Mr Simon IP, DrMr LAU Wah-sum, Mr Vincent CHENG, Mr Moses CHENG, Mr Marvin CHEUNG, Mr Simon IP, Dr

LAM Kui-chun, Mr Gilbert LEUNG, Mr Eric LI, Prof Felice LIEH MAK, Dr Philip WONG andLAM Kui-chun, Mr Gilbert LEUNG, Mr Eric LI, Prof Felice LIEH MAK, Dr Philip WONG andLAM Kui-chun, Mr Gilbert LEUNG, Mr Eric LI, Prof Felice LIEH MAK, Dr Philip WONG andLAM Kui-chun, Mr Gilbert LEUNG, Mr Eric LI, Prof Felice LIEH MAK, Dr Philip WONG and

Mr Howard YOUNG voted against the amendment.Mr Howard YOUNG voted against the amendment.Mr Howard YOUNG voted against the amendment.Mr Howard YOUNG voted against the amendment.

Dr LEONG Che-hung, Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, Mrs Elsie TU, Mr Timothy HA and Miss Emily LAUDr LEONG Che-hung, Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, Mrs Elsie TU, Mr Timothy HA and Miss Emily LAUDr LEONG Che-hung, Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, Mrs Elsie TU, Mr Timothy HA and Miss Emily LAUDr LEONG Che-hung, Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, Mrs Elsie TU, Mr Timothy HA and Miss Emily LAU

abstained.abstained.abstained.abstained.

THE CHAIRMAN announced that there were 20 votes for the amendment and 25 votes againstTHE CHAIRMAN announced that there were 20 votes for the amendment and 25 votes againstTHE CHAIRMAN announced that there were 20 votes for the amendment and 25 votes againstTHE CHAIRMAN announced that there were 20 votes for the amendment and 25 votes against

it.  He therefore declared that the amendment was negatived.it.  He therefore declared that the amendment was negatived.it.  He therefore declared that the amendment was negatived.it.  He therefore declared that the amendment was negatived.

Question on clause 2 put.Question on clause 2 put.Question on clause 2 put.Question on clause 2 put.

CHAIRMAN:  May I remind Members that this is the original clause 2.CHAIRMAN:  May I remind Members that this is the original clause 2.CHAIRMAN:  May I remind Members that this is the original clause 2.CHAIRMAN:  May I remind Members that this is the original clause 2.

Question on clause 2 was agreed to.Question on clause 2 was agreed to.Question on clause 2 was agreed to.Question on clause 2 was agreed to.

New clause 1ANew clause 1ANew clause 1ANew clause 1A DecDecDecDeclaration of Officelaration of Officelaration of Officelaration of Office

New clause 2ANew clause 2ANew clause 2ANew clause 2A Section addedSection addedSection addedSection added

New clause 6New clause 6New clause 6New clause 6 Oath or Declaration of OfficeOath or Declaration of OfficeOath or Declaration of OfficeOath or Declaration of Office

New clause 7New clause 7New clause 7New clause 7 Scehdule addedScehdule addedScehdule addedScehdule added

Clauses read the First time and ordered to be set down for Second Reading pursuantClauses read the First time and ordered to be set down for Second Reading pursuantClauses read the First time and ordered to be set down for Second Reading pursuantClauses read the First time and ordered to be set down for Second Reading pursuant

to Standing Order 46(6).to Standing Order 46(6).to Standing Order 46(6).to Standing Order 46(6).

MR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Mr Chairman, I have stated very clearly all the reasonsMR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Mr Chairman, I have stated very clearly all the reasonsMR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Mr Chairman, I have stated very clearly all the reasonsMR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Mr Chairman, I have stated very clearly all the reasons

in my speech earlier.  I do not intend to repeat them here.in my speech earlier.  I do not intend to repeat them here.in my speech earlier.  I do not intend to repeat them here.in my speech earlier.  I do not intend to repeat them here.

Question on the Second Reading of the new clauses proposed.Question on the Second Reading of the new clauses proposed.Question on the Second Reading of the new clauses proposed.Question on the Second Reading of the new clauses proposed.

SECRETARY FOR SECURITY:  Mr Chairman, these proposed amendments are related to theSECRETARY FOR SECURITY:  Mr Chairman, these proposed amendments are related to theSECRETARY FOR SECURITY:  Mr Chairman, these proposed amendments are related to theSECRETARY FOR SECURITY:  Mr Chairman, these proposed amendments are related to the



amendment to clause 2 which has been rejected.  I would only say that because of thatamendment to clause 2 which has been rejected.  I would only say that because of thatamendment to clause 2 which has been rejected.  I would only say that because of thatamendment to clause 2 which has been rejected.  I would only say that because of that

the Administration equally does not support these amendments.the Administration equally does not support these amendments.the Administration equally does not support these amendments.the Administration equally does not support these amendments.

Question on the Second Reading of the new clauses put and negatived.Question on the Second Reading of the new clauses put and negatived.Question on the Second Reading of the new clauses put and negatived.Question on the Second Reading of the new clauses put and negatived.

MR JAMES TO: Mr Chairman, I claim a division.MR JAMES TO: Mr Chairman, I claim a division.MR JAMES TO: Mr Chairman, I claim a division.MR JAMES TO: Mr Chairman, I claim a division.

CHAIRMAN: I have called the noes and I am afraid you are too late, Mr TO.CHAIRMAN: I have called the noes and I am afraid you are too late, Mr TO.CHAIRMAN: I have called the noes and I am afraid you are too late, Mr TO.CHAIRMAN: I have called the noes and I am afraid you are too late, Mr TO.

MR JAMES TO: I will not challenge that, Mr Chairman.MR JAMES TO: I will not challenge that, Mr Chairman.MR JAMES TO: I will not challenge that, Mr Chairman.MR JAMES TO: I will not challenge that, Mr Chairman.

MR MARTIN LEE: Mr Chairman, you might have said something you did not intend to say.MR MARTIN LEE: Mr Chairman, you might have said something you did not intend to say.MR MARTIN LEE: Mr Chairman, you might have said something you did not intend to say.MR MARTIN LEE: Mr Chairman, you might have said something you did not intend to say.

I think you said the noes had it.I think you said the noes had it.I think you said the noes had it.I think you said the noes had it.

CHAIRMAN:  Yes, the noes to Mr TO's proposed amendments.CHAIRMAN:  Yes, the noes to Mr TO's proposed amendments.CHAIRMAN:  Yes, the noes to Mr TO's proposed amendments.CHAIRMAN:  Yes, the noes to Mr TO's proposed amendments.

MR MARTIN LEE:  I am much obliged, Mr Chairman.MR MARTIN LEE:  I am much obliged, Mr Chairman.MR MARTIN LEE:  I am much obliged, Mr Chairman.MR MARTIN LEE:  I am much obliged, Mr Chairman.

CHAIRMAN:  As the motion for the Second Reading of the new clauses 1A, 2A, 6 and 7CHAIRMAN:  As the motion for the Second Reading of the new clauses 1A, 2A, 6 and 7CHAIRMAN:  As the motion for the Second Reading of the new clauses 1A, 2A, 6 and 7CHAIRMAN:  As the motion for the Second Reading of the new clauses 1A, 2A, 6 and 7

has been negatived, we will not take any further proceedings on these four clauses.has been negatived, we will not take any further proceedings on these four clauses.has been negatived, we will not take any further proceedings on these four clauses.has been negatived, we will not take any further proceedings on these four clauses.

We will now consider a further amendment to the Police Force (Amendment) Bill 1992.We will now consider a further amendment to the Police Force (Amendment) Bill 1992.We will now consider a further amendment to the Police Force (Amendment) Bill 1992.We will now consider a further amendment to the Police Force (Amendment) Bill 1992.

New clause 3ANew clause 3ANew clause 3ANew clause 3A Person arrested to be discharged onPerson arrested to be discharged onPerson arrested to be discharged onPerson arrested to be discharged on

recognizance or brought before a magistraterecognizance or brought before a magistraterecognizance or brought before a magistraterecognizance or brought before a magistrate

Clause read the First time and ordered to be set down for Second Reading pursuantClause read the First time and ordered to be set down for Second Reading pursuantClause read the First time and ordered to be set down for Second Reading pursuantClause read the First time and ordered to be set down for Second Reading pursuant

to Standing Order 46(6).to Standing Order 46(6).to Standing Order 46(6).to Standing Order 46(6).

MR MOSES CHENG:  Mr Chairman, I move that a new clause be introduced to the Bill asMR MOSES CHENG:  Mr Chairman, I move that a new clause be introduced to the Bill asMR MOSES CHENG:  Mr Chairman, I move that a new clause be introduced to the Bill asMR MOSES CHENG:  Mr Chairman, I move that a new clause be introduced to the Bill as

set out under my name in the paper circulated to Members.set out under my name in the paper circulated to Members.set out under my name in the paper circulated to Members.set out under my name in the paper circulated to Members.



The amendment relates to section 52(1) ofThe amendment relates to section 52(1) ofThe amendment relates to section 52(1) ofThe amendment relates to section 52(1) of the Police Force Ordinance. The current the Police Force Ordinance. The current the Police Force Ordinance. The current the Police Force Ordinance. The current

provision requires an arrested person to be brought before a magistrate or beprovision requires an arrested person to be brought before a magistrate or beprovision requires an arrested person to be brought before a magistrate or beprovision requires an arrested person to be brought before a magistrate or be

discharged on recognizance by an authorized police officer unless the offence appearsdischarged on recognizance by an authorized police officer unless the offence appearsdischarged on recognizance by an authorized police officer unless the offence appearsdischarged on recognizance by an authorized police officer unless the offence appears

to such officer to be of a serious nature or unless such person appears to such officerto such officer to be of a serious nature or unless such person appears to such officerto such officer to be of a serious nature or unless such person appears to such officerto such officer to be of a serious nature or unless such person appears to such officer

to be a person who ought to be detained.  The ad hoc group considers detention onto be a person who ought to be detained.  The ad hoc group considers detention onto be a person who ought to be detained.  The ad hoc group considers detention onto be a person who ought to be detained.  The ad hoc group considers detention on

"ought to be detained" gounds dubious as such a formulation could be construed as"ought to be detained" gounds dubious as such a formulation could be construed as"ought to be detained" gounds dubious as such a formulation could be construed as"ought to be detained" gounds dubious as such a formulation could be construed as

arbitrary under the Bill of Rights Ordinance.  The group therefore considers itarbitrary under the Bill of Rights Ordinance.  The group therefore considers itarbitrary under the Bill of Rights Ordinance.  The group therefore considers itarbitrary under the Bill of Rights Ordinance.  The group therefore considers it

necessary to introduce requirement of reasonableness in the provision and thenecessary to introduce requirement of reasonableness in the provision and thenecessary to introduce requirement of reasonableness in the provision and thenecessary to introduce requirement of reasonableness in the provision and the

Administration is agreeable to this view.Administration is agreeable to this view.Administration is agreeable to this view.Administration is agreeable to this view.

The amendment now proposed is to modify the provision to this effect.The amendment now proposed is to modify the provision to this effect.The amendment now proposed is to modify the provision to this effect.The amendment now proposed is to modify the provision to this effect.

Mr Chairman, I beg to move.Mr Chairman, I beg to move.Mr Chairman, I beg to move.Mr Chairman, I beg to move.

Question on the Second Reading of new clause 3A proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of new clause 3A proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of new clause 3A proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of new clause 3A proposed, put and agreed to.

Clause read the Second time.Clause read the Second time.Clause read the Second time.Clause read the Second time.

Proposed additionProposed additionProposed additionProposed addition

New clause 3ANew clause 3ANew clause 3ANew clause 3A

That the Bill be amended, by adding --That the Bill be amended, by adding --That the Bill be amended, by adding --That the Bill be amended, by adding --

"3A."3A."3A."3A. Person arrested to be dischargedPerson arrested to be dischargedPerson arrested to be dischargedPerson arrested to be discharged

on recognizance or broughton recognizance or broughton recognizance or broughton recognizance or brought

before a mbefore a mbefore a mbefore a magistrateagistrateagistrateagistrate

Section 52(1) is amended by repealing "such person appears to such officer to be aSection 52(1) is amended by repealing "such person appears to such officer to be aSection 52(1) is amended by repealing "such person appears to such officer to be aSection 52(1) is amended by repealing "such person appears to such officer to be a

person who" and substituting "such officer reasonably considers that the person".".person who" and substituting "such officer reasonably considers that the person".".person who" and substituting "such officer reasonably considers that the person".".person who" and substituting "such officer reasonably considers that the person".".

Question on the addition of the new clause proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the addition of the new clause proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the addition of the new clause proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the addition of the new clause proposed, put and agreed to.

HONG KONG ACADEMY OF MEDICINE BILLHONG KONG ACADEMY OF MEDICINE BILLHONG KONG ACADEMY OF MEDICINE BILLHONG KONG ACADEMY OF MEDICINE BILL

Clauses 1, 3, 4, 9, 11, 14 and 15 were agreed to.Clauses 1, 3, 4, 9, 11, 14 and 15 were agreed to.Clauses 1, 3, 4, 9, 11, 14 and 15 were agreed to.Clauses 1, 3, 4, 9, 11, 14 and 15 were agreed to.



Clauses 2, 5 to 7, 10 and 13Clauses 2, 5 to 7, 10 and 13Clauses 2, 5 to 7, 10 and 13Clauses 2, 5 to 7, 10 and 13

SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE:  Mr Chairman, I move that clauses 2, 6(3)(b), 10(4)SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE:  Mr Chairman, I move that clauses 2, 6(3)(b), 10(4)SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE:  Mr Chairman, I move that clauses 2, 6(3)(b), 10(4)SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE:  Mr Chairman, I move that clauses 2, 6(3)(b), 10(4)

and 13 be amended and that new clause 13A be added to the Bill.  I also move thatand 13 be amended and that new clause 13A be added to the Bill.  I also move thatand 13 be amended and that new clause 13A be added to the Bill.  I also move thatand 13 be amended and that new clause 13A be added to the Bill.  I also move that

clauses 5(c), 7(i), 12(1)(k) and 13(2)(a) of the Sinophone version of the Bill beclauses 5(c), 7(i), 12(1)(k) and 13(2)(a) of the Sinophone version of the Bill beclauses 5(c), 7(i), 12(1)(k) and 13(2)(a) of the Sinophone version of the Bill beclauses 5(c), 7(i), 12(1)(k) and 13(2)(a) of the Sinophone version of the Bill be

amended.  These changes are set out under my name in the paper circulated to Members.amended.  These changes are set out under my name in the paper circulated to Members.amended.  These changes are set out under my name in the paper circulated to Members.amended.  These changes are set out under my name in the paper circulated to Members.

As the Bill presently stands, a group of medical specialistsAs the Bill presently stands, a group of medical specialistsAs the Bill presently stands, a group of medical specialistsAs the Bill presently stands, a group of medical specialists must be registered must be registered must be registered must be registered

as a society before it can apply to the Hong Kong Academy of Medicine to become anas a society before it can apply to the Hong Kong Academy of Medicine to become anas a society before it can apply to the Hong Kong Academy of Medicine to become anas a society before it can apply to the Hong Kong Academy of Medicine to become an

academy college.  The amendments to clauses 2, 6(3)(b) and 10(4) provide a moreacademy college.  The amendments to clauses 2, 6(3)(b) and 10(4) provide a moreacademy college.  The amendments to clauses 2, 6(3)(b) and 10(4) provide a moreacademy college.  The amendments to clauses 2, 6(3)(b) and 10(4) provide a more

flexible wording consequential to proposed amendments to the registrationflexible wording consequential to proposed amendments to the registrationflexible wording consequential to proposed amendments to the registrationflexible wording consequential to proposed amendments to the registration

requirement in the Societies Ordinance which were gazetted on 15 May 1992.requirement in the Societies Ordinance which were gazetted on 15 May 1992.requirement in the Societies Ordinance which were gazetted on 15 May 1992.requirement in the Societies Ordinance which were gazetted on 15 May 1992.

The proposed additional clause 13A introduces a provision requiring the Hong KongThe proposed additional clause 13A introduces a provision requiring the Hong KongThe proposed additional clause 13A introduces a provision requiring the Hong KongThe proposed additional clause 13A introduces a provision requiring the Hong Kong

Academy of Medicine to keep proper accounts.Academy of Medicine to keep proper accounts.Academy of Medicine to keep proper accounts.Academy of Medicine to keep proper accounts.

The amendments to the Sinophone version of thThe amendments to the Sinophone version of thThe amendments to the Sinophone version of thThe amendments to the Sinophone version of the Bill serve to improve the Chinesee Bill serve to improve the Chinesee Bill serve to improve the Chinesee Bill serve to improve the Chinese

rendition of the Bill's provisions.  The other amendments are minor and technicalrendition of the Bill's provisions.  The other amendments are minor and technicalrendition of the Bill's provisions.  The other amendments are minor and technicalrendition of the Bill's provisions.  The other amendments are minor and technical

in nature.in nature.in nature.in nature.

Mr Chairman, I beg to move.Mr Chairman, I beg to move.Mr Chairman, I beg to move.Mr Chairman, I beg to move.

Proposed amendmentsProposed amendmentsProposed amendmentsProposed amendments

Clause 2Clause 2Clause 2Clause 2

That clause 2 be amended, in paragraph (b) of the definition of "college" by deletingThat clause 2 be amended, in paragraph (b) of the definition of "college" by deletingThat clause 2 be amended, in paragraph (b) of the definition of "college" by deletingThat clause 2 be amended, in paragraph (b) of the definition of "college" by deleting

"registered for the time being under section 5(2) of the Societies Ordinance (Cap."registered for the time being under section 5(2) of the Societies Ordinance (Cap."registered for the time being under section 5(2) of the Societies Ordinance (Cap."registered for the time being under section 5(2) of the Societies Ordinance (Cap.

151)" and substituting "which is a society to which the Societies Ordinance (Cap.151)" and substituting "which is a society to which the Societies Ordinance (Cap.151)" and substituting "which is a society to which the Societies Ordinance (Cap.151)" and substituting "which is a society to which the Societies Ordinance (Cap.

151) applies".151) applies".151) applies".151) applies".

Clause 5Clause 5Clause 5Clause 5

That clause 5(c) by amended, by deleting "� " and substituting " �".That clause 5(c) by amended, by deleting "� " and substituting " �".That clause 5(c) by amended, by deleting "� " and substituting " �".That clause 5(c) by amended, by deleting "� " and substituting " �".

Clause 6Clause 6Clause 6Clause 6

That clause 6(3)(b) be amended, by deleting "registered under section 5(2) of theThat clause 6(3)(b) be amended, by deleting "registered under section 5(2) of theThat clause 6(3)(b) be amended, by deleting "registered under section 5(2) of theThat clause 6(3)(b) be amended, by deleting "registered under section 5(2) of the



Societies Ordinance (Cap. 151)" and substituting "which is a society to which theSocieties Ordinance (Cap. 151)" and substituting "which is a society to which theSocieties Ordinance (Cap. 151)" and substituting "which is a society to which theSocieties Ordinance (Cap. 151)" and substituting "which is a society to which the

Societies Ordinance (Cap. 151) applies".Societies Ordinance (Cap. 151) applies".Societies Ordinance (Cap. 151) applies".Societies Ordinance (Cap. 151) applies".

Clause 7Clause 7Clause 7Clause 7

That clause 7(i) be amended, by deleting "� " after " �".That clause 7(i) be amended, by deleting "� " after " �".That clause 7(i) be amended, by deleting "� " after " �".That clause 7(i) be amended, by deleting "� " after " �".

Clause 10Clause 10Clause 10Clause 10

That clause 10(4) be amended, by deleting "registered under section 5(2) of theThat clause 10(4) be amended, by deleting "registered under section 5(2) of theThat clause 10(4) be amended, by deleting "registered under section 5(2) of theThat clause 10(4) be amended, by deleting "registered under section 5(2) of the

Societies Ordinance (Cap. 151)" and substituting "a society to which the SocietiesSocieties Ordinance (Cap. 151)" and substituting "a society to which the SocietiesSocieties Ordinance (Cap. 151)" and substituting "a society to which the SocietiesSocieties Ordinance (Cap. 151)" and substituting "a society to which the Societies

Ordinance (Cap. 151) applies".Ordinance (Cap. 151) applies".Ordinance (Cap. 151) applies".Ordinance (Cap. 151) applies".

Clause 13Clause 13Clause 13Clause 13

That clause 13 be amended --That clause 13 be amended --That clause 13 be amended --That clause 13 be amended --

(a)(a)(a)(a) in subclause (2)(1) by deleting ", including the maintenance of accounts,in subclause (2)(1) by deleting ", including the maintenance of accounts,in subclause (2)(1) by deleting ", including the maintenance of accounts,in subclause (2)(1) by deleting ", including the maintenance of accounts,

the auditing thereof and matters connected therewith"; andthe auditing thereof and matters connected therewith"; andthe auditing thereof and matters connected therewith"; andthe auditing thereof and matters connected therewith"; and

(b)(b)(b)(b) in subclause (3) by deleting "has been previously" and substitutinin subclause (3) by deleting "has been previously" and substitutinin subclause (3) by deleting "has been previously" and substitutinin subclause (3) by deleting "has been previously" and substituting "is".g "is".g "is".g "is".

That clause 13(2)(a) be amended,  by deleting "� " and substituting " �".That clause 13(2)(a) be amended,  by deleting "� " and substituting " �".That clause 13(2)(a) be amended,  by deleting "� " and substituting " �".That clause 13(2)(a) be amended,  by deleting "� " and substituting " �".

Question on the amendments proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the amendments proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the amendments proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the amendments proposed, put and agreed to.

Question on clauses 2, 5 to 7, 10 and 13, as amended, proposed, put and agreed to.Question on clauses 2, 5 to 7, 10 and 13, as amended, proposed, put and agreed to.Question on clauses 2, 5 to 7, 10 and 13, as amended, proposed, put and agreed to.Question on clauses 2, 5 to 7, 10 and 13, as amended, proposed, put and agreed to.

Clause 8Clause 8Clause 8Clause 8

MR DAVID LI:  Mr Chairman, I move that clause 8 be amended as set out under my nameMR DAVID LI:  Mr Chairman, I move that clause 8 be amended as set out under my nameMR DAVID LI:  Mr Chairman, I move that clause 8 be amended as set out under my nameMR DAVID LI:  Mr Chairman, I move that clause 8 be amended as set out under my name

in the paper circulated to Members for reasons that I gave at the Second Readingin the paper circulated to Members for reasons that I gave at the Second Readingin the paper circulated to Members for reasons that I gave at the Second Readingin the paper circulated to Members for reasons that I gave at the Second Reading

debate.debate.debate.debate.



Mr Chairman, I beg to move.Mr Chairman, I beg to move.Mr Chairman, I beg to move.Mr Chairman, I beg to move.

Proposed amendmentProposed amendmentProposed amendmentProposed amendment

Clause 8Clause 8Clause 8Clause 8

That  clause 8 be amended, by deleting the clause and substituting -That  clause 8 be amended, by deleting the clause and substituting -That  clause 8 be amended, by deleting the clause and substituting -That  clause 8 be amended, by deleting the clause and substituting -

"8."8."8."8. Exercise of powers by the AcademyExercise of powers by the AcademyExercise of powers by the AcademyExercise of powers by the Academy

(1)(1)(1)(1) Subject to subsection (2) and any requirements as to a quorum specified inSubject to subsection (2) and any requirements as to a quorum specified inSubject to subsection (2) and any requirements as to a quorum specified inSubject to subsection (2) and any requirements as to a quorum specified in

regulations made under section 12, any power conferred on the Academy under sectionregulations made under section 12, any power conferred on the Academy under sectionregulations made under section 12, any power conferred on the Academy under sectionregulations made under section 12, any power conferred on the Academy under section

3, 5, 6 or 7 may be exercised either -3, 5, 6 or 7 may be exercised either -3, 5, 6 or 7 may be exercised either -3, 5, 6 or 7 may be exercised either -

(a)(a)(a)(a) by a resolution passed at a meeting of the Academy and as regards which onlyby a resolution passed at a meeting of the Academy and as regards which onlyby a resolution passed at a meeting of the Academy and as regards which onlyby a resolution passed at a meeting of the Academy and as regards which only

Fellows shall be entitled to vote; orFellows shall be entitled to vote; orFellows shall be entitled to vote; orFellows shall be entitled to vote; or

(b)(b)(b)(b) by a decision determined by postal ballot in which only Fellows shall be entitledby a decision determined by postal ballot in which only Fellows shall be entitledby a decision determined by postal ballot in which only Fellows shall be entitledby a decision determined by postal ballot in which only Fellows shall be entitled

to participate,to participate,to participate,to participate,

as the Academy decides.as the Academy decides.as the Academy decides.as the Academy decides.

(2)(2)(2)(2) The Council may direct whether a power referred to in subsection (1) is to beThe Council may direct whether a power referred to in subsection (1) is to beThe Council may direct whether a power referred to in subsection (1) is to beThe Council may direct whether a power referred to in subsection (1) is to be

exercised by the Academy in accordance with subsection (1)(a) or (b) and a directionexercised by the Academy in accordance with subsection (1)(a) or (b) and a directionexercised by the Academy in accordance with subsection (1)(a) or (b) and a directionexercised by the Academy in accordance with subsection (1)(a) or (b) and a direction

under this subsection may apply to the exercise of all or any one or more of suchunder this subsection may apply to the exercise of all or any one or more of suchunder this subsection may apply to the exercise of all or any one or more of suchunder this subsection may apply to the exercise of all or any one or more of such

powers and to such  exercise -powers and to such  exercise -powers and to such  exercise -powers and to such  exercise -

(a)(a)(a)(a) generally;generally;generally;generally;

(b)(b)(b)(b) in circumstances specified in the direction; orin circumstances specified in the direction; orin circumstances specified in the direction; orin circumstances specified in the direction; or

(c)(c)(c)(c) in a particular case.in a particular case.in a particular case.in a particular case.

(3)(3)(3)(3) A direction under subsection (2) shall remain in force until it is withdrawn byA direction under subsection (2) shall remain in force until it is withdrawn byA direction under subsection (2) shall remain in force until it is withdrawn byA direction under subsection (2) shall remain in force until it is withdrawn by

the Council and for so long as it is in force the Academy shall comply with it.the Council and for so long as it is in force the Academy shall comply with it.the Council and for so long as it is in force the Academy shall comply with it.the Council and for so long as it is in force the Academy shall comply with it.



(4)(4)(4)(4) A Fellow shall not be allowed to vote or otherwise act by proxy as regards theA Fellow shall not be allowed to vote or otherwise act by proxy as regards theA Fellow shall not be allowed to vote or otherwise act by proxy as regards theA Fellow shall not be allowed to vote or otherwise act by proxy as regards the

consideration or determination of a question or other matter relating to the exerciseconsideration or determination of a question or other matter relating to the exerciseconsideration or determination of a question or other matter relating to the exerciseconsideration or determination of a question or other matter relating to the exercise

of a power of the Academy as described in subsection (1)(a) or (b).".of a power of the Academy as described in subsection (1)(a) or (b).".of a power of the Academy as described in subsection (1)(a) or (b).".of a power of the Academy as described in subsection (1)(a) or (b).".

Question on the amendment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the amendment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the amendment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the amendment proposed, put and agreed to.

Question on clause 8, as amended, proposed, put and agreed to.Question on clause 8, as amended, proposed, put and agreed to.Question on clause 8, as amended, proposed, put and agreed to.Question on clause 8, as amended, proposed, put and agreed to.

Clause 12Clause 12Clause 12Clause 12

MR DAVID LI:  Mr Chairman, I move that clause 12 be amended as set out under my nameMR DAVID LI:  Mr Chairman, I move that clause 12 be amended as set out under my nameMR DAVID LI:  Mr Chairman, I move that clause 12 be amended as set out under my nameMR DAVID LI:  Mr Chairman, I move that clause 12 be amended as set out under my name

in the paper circulated to Members for reasons I gave earlier.in the paper circulated to Members for reasons I gave earlier.in the paper circulated to Members for reasons I gave earlier.in the paper circulated to Members for reasons I gave earlier.

Mr Chairman, I beg to move.Mr Chairman, I beg to move.Mr Chairman, I beg to move.Mr Chairman, I beg to move.

Proposed amendmentProposed amendmentProposed amendmentProposed amendment

Clause 12Clause 12Clause 12Clause 12

That clause 12 be amended --That clause 12 be amended --That clause 12 be amended --That clause 12 be amended --

(a)(a)(a)(a) in subclause (1)(g)(ii) by deleting "and";in subclause (1)(g)(ii) by deleting "and";in subclause (1)(g)(ii) by deleting "and";in subclause (1)(g)(ii) by deleting "and";

(b)(b)(b)(b) in subclause (1)(g)(iii) by adding "and" at the end;in subclause (1)(g)(iii) by adding "and" at the end;in subclause (1)(g)(iii) by adding "and" at the end;in subclause (1)(g)(iii) by adding "and" at the end;

(c)(c)(c)(c) in subclause (1)(g) by adding -in subclause (1)(g) by adding -in subclause (1)(g) by adding -in subclause (1)(g) by adding -

"(iv)"(iv)"(iv)"(iv) to provide, with the approval of the Academy, for reviews in cases in whichto provide, with the approval of the Academy, for reviews in cases in whichto provide, with the approval of the Academy, for reviews in cases in whichto provide, with the approval of the Academy, for reviews in cases in which

a recommendation for the purposes of section 3(3)(a) has been refused;";a recommendation for the purposes of section 3(3)(a) has been refused;";a recommendation for the purposes of section 3(3)(a) has been refused;";a recommendation for the purposes of section 3(3)(a) has been refused;";

(d)(d)(d)(d) in subclause (1)(j) -in subclause (1)(j) -in subclause (1)(j) -in subclause (1)(j) -

(i)(i)(i)(i) by adding "prohibit voting by by adding "prohibit voting by by adding "prohibit voting by by adding "prohibit voting by proxy and" before "provide"; andproxy and" before "provide"; andproxy and" before "provide"; andproxy and" before "provide"; and

(ii)(ii)(ii)(ii) by adding ", including the holding of postal ballots," after "election" inby adding ", including the holding of postal ballots," after "election" inby adding ", including the holding of postal ballots," after "election" inby adding ", including the holding of postal ballots," after "election" in



the third place where it appears;the third place where it appears;the third place where it appears;the third place where it appears;

(e)(e)(e)(e) in subclause (1) by adding -in subclause (1) by adding -in subclause (1) by adding -in subclause (1) by adding -

"(ka)"(ka)"(ka)"(ka) provide that a person shall not at the same time hold an office whprovide that a person shall not at the same time hold an office whprovide that a person shall not at the same time hold an office whprovide that a person shall not at the same time hold an office which makesich makesich makesich makes

him eligible for membership under section 9(2)(c), and -him eligible for membership under section 9(2)(c), and -him eligible for membership under section 9(2)(c), and -him eligible for membership under section 9(2)(c), and -

(i)(i)(i)(i) an office described in section 9(5);an office described in section 9(5);an office described in section 9(5);an office described in section 9(5);

(ii)(ii)(ii)(ii) membership under section 9(2)(b);"; andmembership under section 9(2)(b);"; andmembership under section 9(2)(b);"; andmembership under section 9(2)(b);"; and

(f)(f)(f)(f) in subclause (3) by renumbering paragraph (a) as paragraph (b), and paragraphin subclause (3) by renumbering paragraph (a) as paragraph (b), and paragraphin subclause (3) by renumbering paragraph (a) as paragraph (b), and paragraphin subclause (3) by renumbering paragraph (a) as paragraph (b), and paragraph

(b) as paragraph (a).(b) as paragraph (a).(b) as paragraph (a).(b) as paragraph (a).

Question on the amendments proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the amendments proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the amendments proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the amendments proposed, put and agreed to.

SECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE:  Mr Chairman, I move that clause 12 be furtherSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE:  Mr Chairman, I move that clause 12 be furtherSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE:  Mr Chairman, I move that clause 12 be furtherSECRETARY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE:  Mr Chairman, I move that clause 12 be further

amended as set out under my name in the paper circulated to Members for the reasonamended as set out under my name in the paper circulated to Members for the reasonamended as set out under my name in the paper circulated to Members for the reasonamended as set out under my name in the paper circulated to Members for the reason

I gave earlier, that is to say, to improve the Chinese translation.I gave earlier, that is to say, to improve the Chinese translation.I gave earlier, that is to say, to improve the Chinese translation.I gave earlier, that is to say, to improve the Chinese translation.

Proposed amendmentProposed amendmentProposed amendmentProposed amendment

That clause 12(1)(k) be further amended, by deleting "� " and substituting " �".That clause 12(1)(k) be further amended, by deleting "� " and substituting " �".That clause 12(1)(k) be further amended, by deleting "� " and substituting " �".That clause 12(1)(k) be further amended, by deleting "� " and substituting " �".

Question on the amendment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the amendment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the amendment proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the amendment proposed, put and agreed to.

Question on clause 12, as amended, proposed, put and agreed to.Question on clause 12, as amended, proposed, put and agreed to.Question on clause 12, as amended, proposed, put and agreed to.Question on clause 12, as amended, proposed, put and agreed to.

New clause 13ANew clause 13ANew clause 13ANew clause 13A AccountsAccountsAccountsAccounts

Clause read the First time and ordered to be set down for Second Reading pursuantClause read the First time and ordered to be set down for Second Reading pursuantClause read the First time and ordered to be set down for Second Reading pursuantClause read the First time and ordered to be set down for Second Reading pursuant

to Standing Order 46(6).to Standing Order 46(6).to Standing Order 46(6).to Standing Order 46(6).

Question on the Second Reading of the new clause proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the new clause proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the new clause proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the Second Reading of the new clause proposed, put and agreed to.

Clause read the Second time.Clause read the Second time.Clause read the Second time.Clause read the Second time.



Proposed additionProposed additionProposed additionProposed addition

New clause 13ANew clause 13ANew clause 13ANew clause 13A

That the Bill be amended, by adding --That the Bill be amended, by adding --That the Bill be amended, by adding --That the Bill be amended, by adding --

"13A."13A."13A."13A. AccountsAccountsAccountsAccounts

(1)(1)(1)(1) The Council shall keep proper accounts and records of all financial transactionsThe Council shall keep proper accounts and records of all financial transactionsThe Council shall keep proper accounts and records of all financial transactionsThe Council shall keep proper accounts and records of all financial transactions

and shall, within 5 months of the expiry of a particular financial year, prepare inand shall, within 5 months of the expiry of a particular financial year, prepare inand shall, within 5 months of the expiry of a particular financial year, prepare inand shall, within 5 months of the expiry of a particular financial year, prepare in

respect of that financial year, a statement of accounts which shall -respect of that financial year, a statement of accounts which shall -respect of that financial year, a statement of accounts which shall -respect of that financial year, a statement of accounts which shall -

(a)(a)(a)(a) include an income and expenditure account and a balance sheet; andinclude an income and expenditure account and a balance sheet; andinclude an income and expenditure account and a balance sheet; andinclude an income and expenditure account and a balance sheet; and

(b)(b)(b)(b) be signed by the President of the Academy.be signed by the President of the Academy.be signed by the President of the Academy.be signed by the President of the Academy.

(2)(2)(2)(2) The Council shall appoint auditors who shall be entitled at The Council shall appoint auditors who shall be entitled at The Council shall appoint auditors who shall be entitled at The Council shall appoint auditors who shall be entitled at any reasonable timeany reasonable timeany reasonable timeany reasonable time

to -to -to -to -

(a)(a)(a)(a) have access to all books of accounts, vouchers and other records of the Council;have access to all books of accounts, vouchers and other records of the Council;have access to all books of accounts, vouchers and other records of the Council;have access to all books of accounts, vouchers and other records of the Council;

andandandand

(b)(b)(b)(b) require such information and explanations as they consider necessary to dischargerequire such information and explanations as they consider necessary to dischargerequire such information and explanations as they consider necessary to dischargerequire such information and explanations as they consider necessary to discharge

their functions.their functions.their functions.their functions.

(3)(3)(3)(3) The auditors shall, within 7 monThe auditors shall, within 7 monThe auditors shall, within 7 monThe auditors shall, within 7 months of the expiry of a particular financial year,ths of the expiry of a particular financial year,ths of the expiry of a particular financial year,ths of the expiry of a particular financial year,

audit the accounts, prepare a report on the statement of accounts and send it to theaudit the accounts, prepare a report on the statement of accounts and send it to theaudit the accounts, prepare a report on the statement of accounts and send it to theaudit the accounts, prepare a report on the statement of accounts and send it to the

Council.Council.Council.Council.

(4)(4)(4)(4) The Council shall cause the report of the auditors in respect of a particularThe Council shall cause the report of the auditors in respect of a particularThe Council shall cause the report of the auditors in respect of a particularThe Council shall cause the report of the auditors in respect of a particular

financial year to be presented at the annual general meeting of the Academy nextfinancial year to be presented at the annual general meeting of the Academy nextfinancial year to be presented at the annual general meeting of the Academy nextfinancial year to be presented at the annual general meeting of the Academy next

following the receipt by it of such report.following the receipt by it of such report.following the receipt by it of such report.following the receipt by it of such report.

(5)(5)(5)(5) The Council -The Council -The Council -The Council -

(a)(a)(a)(a) shall, subject to paragraph (b), determine the period of 12 months which is toshall, subject to paragraph (b), determine the period of 12 months which is toshall, subject to paragraph (b), determine the period of 12 months which is toshall, subject to paragraph (b), determine the period of 12 months which is to

be the financial year of the Academy; andbe the financial year of the Academy; andbe the financial year of the Academy; andbe the financial year of the Academy; and



(b)(b)(b)(b) may determmay determmay determmay determine a period of -ine a period of -ine a period of -ine a period of -

(i)(i)(i)(i) 12 months;12 months;12 months;12 months;

(ii)(ii)(ii)(ii) more than 12 months;more than 12 months;more than 12 months;more than 12 months;

(iii)(iii)(iii)(iii) less than 12 months;less than 12 months;less than 12 months;less than 12 months;

as its first financial year.as its first financial year.as its first financial year.as its first financial year.

(6)(6)(6)(6) In this section "financial year" (� ) means the period determined underIn this section "financial year" (� ) means the period determined underIn this section "financial year" (� ) means the period determined underIn this section "financial year" (� ) means the period determined under

subsection (5)(a) or (b) as may be applicable.".subsection (5)(a) or (b) as may be applicable.".subsection (5)(a) or (b) as may be applicable.".subsection (5)(a) or (b) as may be applicable.".

Question on the addition of the new clause proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the addition of the new clause proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the addition of the new clause proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the addition of the new clause proposed, put and agreed to.

LAND REGISTRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992LAND REGISTRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992LAND REGISTRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992LAND REGISTRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992

Clause 1 to 20 were agreed to.Clause 1 to 20 were agreed to.Clause 1 to 20 were agreed to.Clause 1 to 20 were agreed to.

Schedule was agreed to.Schedule was agreed to.Schedule was agreed to.Schedule was agreed to.

Council then resumed.Council then resumed.Council then resumed.Council then resumed.

Third Reading of BillsThird Reading of BillsThird Reading of BillsThird Reading of Bills

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL reported that theTHE ATTORNEY GENERAL reported that theTHE ATTORNEY GENERAL reported that theTHE ATTORNEY GENERAL reported that the

CRIMES (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1991CRIMES (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1991CRIMES (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1991CRIMES (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1991

ACETYLATING SUBSTANCES (CONTROL) (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992ACETYLATING SUBSTANCES (CONTROL) (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992ACETYLATING SUBSTANCES (CONTROL) (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992ACETYLATING SUBSTANCES (CONTROL) (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992



GOVERNMENT FLYING SERVICE BILL andGOVERNMENT FLYING SERVICE BILL andGOVERNMENT FLYING SERVICE BILL andGOVERNMENT FLYING SERVICE BILL and

LAND REGISTRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992LAND REGISTRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992LAND REGISTRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992LAND REGISTRATION (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992

had passed through Committee without amendment, and thehad passed through Committee without amendment, and thehad passed through Committee without amendment, and thehad passed through Committee without amendment, and the

INSURANCE COMPANIES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1991INSURANCE COMPANIES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1991INSURANCE COMPANIES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1991INSURANCE COMPANIES (AMENDMENT) BILL 1991

INSURANCE COMPANIES (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1991INSURANCE COMPANIES (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1991INSURANCE COMPANIES (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1991INSURANCE COMPANIES (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1991

DANGEROUS DRUGS (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1992DANGEROUS DRUGS (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1992DANGEROUS DRUGS (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1992DANGEROUS DRUGS (AMENDMENT) (NO. 2) BILL 1992

POLICE FORCE (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992 andPOLICE FORCE (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992 andPOLICE FORCE (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992 andPOLICE FORCE (AMENDMENT) BILL 1992 and

HONG KONG ACADEMY OF MEDICINE BILLHONG KONG ACADEMY OF MEDICINE BILLHONG KONG ACADEMY OF MEDICINE BILLHONG KONG ACADEMY OF MEDICINE BILL

had passed through Committee with amendments.  He moved the Third Reading of thehad passed through Committee with amendments.  He moved the Third Reading of thehad passed through Committee with amendments.  He moved the Third Reading of thehad passed through Committee with amendments.  He moved the Third Reading of the

Bills.Bills.Bills.Bills.

Question on the Third Reading of the Bills proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the Third Reading of the Bills proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the Third Reading of the Bills proposed, put and agreed to.Question on the Third Reading of the Bills proposed, put and agreed to.

Bills read the Third time and passed.Bills read the Third time and passed.Bills read the Third time and passed.Bills read the Third time and passed.

6.44 pm6.44 pm6.44 pm6.44 pm

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: I propose to take a break for supper.DEPUTY PRESIDENT: I propose to take a break for supper.DEPUTY PRESIDENT: I propose to take a break for supper.DEPUTY PRESIDENT: I propose to take a break for supper.

7.24 pm7.24 pm7.24 pm7.24 pm

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Council will resume.  In view of the lateness of the hour and theDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Council will resume.  In view of the lateness of the hour and theDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Council will resume.  In view of the lateness of the hour and theDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Council will resume.  In view of the lateness of the hour and the

fact that we have two motion debates on the Order Paper, with the concurrence of thefact that we have two motion debates on the Order Paper, with the concurrence of thefact that we have two motion debates on the Order Paper, with the concurrence of thefact that we have two motion debates on the Order Paper, with the concurrence of the

Rev FUNG Chi-wood, I shall refix his adjournment debate for another sitting.Rev FUNG Chi-wood, I shall refix his adjournment debate for another sitting.Rev FUNG Chi-wood, I shall refix his adjournment debate for another sitting.Rev FUNG Chi-wood, I shall refix his adjournment debate for another sitting.



Member's motionsMember's motionsMember's motionsMember's motions

DEMOCRATIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCILDEMOCRATIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCILDEMOCRATIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCILDEMOCRATIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: In accordance with recent practice, Members have agreed to placeDEPUTY PRESIDENT: In accordance with recent practice, Members have agreed to placeDEPUTY PRESIDENT: In accordance with recent practice, Members have agreed to placeDEPUTY PRESIDENT: In accordance with recent practice, Members have agreed to place

a voluntary limit upon length of speeches and have agreed that a total of four hoursa voluntary limit upon length of speeches and have agreed that a total of four hoursa voluntary limit upon length of speeches and have agreed that a total of four hoursa voluntary limit upon length of speeches and have agreed that a total of four hours

should be allocated for speeches in the two debates, excluding replies by governmentshould be allocated for speeches in the two debates, excluding replies by governmentshould be allocated for speeches in the two debates, excluding replies by governmentshould be allocated for speeches in the two debates, excluding replies by government

officials and concluding speeches by movers of motions.  Twenty-eight Members haveofficials and concluding speeches by movers of motions.  Twenty-eight Members haveofficials and concluding speeches by movers of motions.  Twenty-eight Members haveofficials and concluding speeches by movers of motions.  Twenty-eight Members have

given notice to speak on the first motion and 13 Members on the second motion.  Angiven notice to speak on the first motion and 13 Members on the second motion.  Angiven notice to speak on the first motion and 13 Members on the second motion.  Angiven notice to speak on the first motion and 13 Members on the second motion.  An

equitable division of time is therefore to allow two and a half hours for the firstequitable division of time is therefore to allow two and a half hours for the firstequitable division of time is therefore to allow two and a half hours for the firstequitable division of time is therefore to allow two and a half hours for the first

motion and one and a half hours for the second motion.  I would remind Members thatmotion and one and a half hours for the second motion.  I would remind Members thatmotion and one and a half hours for the second motion.  I would remind Members thatmotion and one and a half hours for the second motion.  I would remind Members that

movers of motions and movers of amendments should not exceed 15 minutes and in themovers of motions and movers of amendments should not exceed 15 minutes and in themovers of motions and movers of amendments should not exceed 15 minutes and in themovers of motions and movers of amendments should not exceed 15 minutes and in the

case of other Members on the first motion speakers should not exceed four and a halfcase of other Members on the first motion speakers should not exceed four and a halfcase of other Members on the first motion speakers should not exceed four and a halfcase of other Members on the first motion speakers should not exceed four and a half

minutes and in the second motion speakers should not exceed five minutes.minutes and in the second motion speakers should not exceed five minutes.minutes and in the second motion speakers should not exceed five minutes.minutes and in the second motion speakers should not exceed five minutes.

MR JIMMY McGREGOR moved the following motion:MR JIMMY McGREGOR moved the following motion:MR JIMMY McGREGOR moved the following motion:MR JIMMY McGREGOR moved the following motion:

"That this Council reaffirms its adherence to the proposed pace of democratic"That this Council reaffirms its adherence to the proposed pace of democratic"That this Council reaffirms its adherence to the proposed pace of democratic"That this Council reaffirms its adherence to the proposed pace of democratic

development in the Legislative Council set out in the 1989 OMELCO Consensus anddevelopment in the Legislative Council set out in the 1989 OMELCO Consensus anddevelopment in the Legislative Council set out in the 1989 OMELCO Consensus anddevelopment in the Legislative Council set out in the 1989 OMELCO Consensus and

requests the British Government and the Chinese Government to accept the proposalrequests the British Government and the Chinese Government to accept the proposalrequests the British Government and the Chinese Government to accept the proposalrequests the British Government and the Chinese Government to accept the proposal

that there should be no less than half of the seats of the Legislative Council electedthat there should be no less than half of the seats of the Legislative Council electedthat there should be no less than half of the seats of the Legislative Council electedthat there should be no less than half of the seats of the Legislative Council elected

by universal suffrage in 1995."by universal suffrage in 1995."by universal suffrage in 1995."by universal suffrage in 1995."

MR JIMMY McGREGOR: Mr Deputy President, I move the motion standing in my name in theMR JIMMY McGREGOR: Mr Deputy President, I move the motion standing in my name in theMR JIMMY McGREGOR: Mr Deputy President, I move the motion standing in my name in theMR JIMMY McGREGOR: Mr Deputy President, I move the motion standing in my name in the

Order Paper.Order Paper.Order Paper.Order Paper.

I must begin this address  by declaring that the views I will express are my ownI must begin this address  by declaring that the views I will express are my ownI must begin this address  by declaring that the views I will express are my ownI must begin this address  by declaring that the views I will express are my own

and not those of the Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce. In political matters ofand not those of the Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce. In political matters ofand not those of the Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce. In political matters ofand not those of the Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce. In political matters of

this kind it is impossible to obtain a representative view from the Chamber membership.this kind it is impossible to obtain a representative view from the Chamber membership.this kind it is impossible to obtain a representative view from the Chamber membership.this kind it is impossible to obtain a representative view from the Chamber membership.

It is likely that there will be divided views among members.  I prefer therefore toIt is likely that there will be divided views among members.  I prefer therefore toIt is likely that there will be divided views among members.  I prefer therefore toIt is likely that there will be divided views among members.  I prefer therefore to

speak according to my deeply held beliefs and to my conscience.speak according to my deeply held beliefs and to my conscience.speak according to my deeply held beliefs and to my conscience.speak according to my deeply held beliefs and to my conscience.

In October 19In October 19In October 19In October 1989, after many months of detailed discussion and argument and finally89, after many months of detailed discussion and argument and finally89, after many months of detailed discussion and argument and finally89, after many months of detailed discussion and argument and finally

in a spirit of compromise, this Council together with our colleagues in the Executivein a spirit of compromise, this Council together with our colleagues in the Executivein a spirit of compromise, this Council together with our colleagues in the Executivein a spirit of compromise, this Council together with our colleagues in the Executive

Council reached agreement on what has become known as the OMELCO Consensus.  TheCouncil reached agreement on what has become known as the OMELCO Consensus.  TheCouncil reached agreement on what has become known as the OMELCO Consensus.  TheCouncil reached agreement on what has become known as the OMELCO Consensus.  The

accord was a surprising one given the very different political views of many OMELCOaccord was a surprising one given the very different political views of many OMELCOaccord was a surprising one given the very different political views of many OMELCOaccord was a surprising one given the very different political views of many OMELCO



Members and in light of the worries and stresses in Hong Kong in the wake of the tragicMembers and in light of the worries and stresses in Hong Kong in the wake of the tragicMembers and in light of the worries and stresses in Hong Kong in the wake of the tragicMembers and in light of the worries and stresses in Hong Kong in the wake of the tragic

events in Tiananmen Square on 4 June 1989.  That event, and the very serious worriesevents in Tiananmen Square on 4 June 1989.  That event, and the very serious worriesevents in Tiananmen Square on 4 June 1989.  That event, and the very serious worriesevents in Tiananmen Square on 4 June 1989.  That event, and the very serious worries

about Hong Kong's future stability and prosperity, clearly influenced many OMELCOabout Hong Kong's future stability and prosperity, clearly influenced many OMELCOabout Hong Kong's future stability and prosperity, clearly influenced many OMELCOabout Hong Kong's future stability and prosperity, clearly influenced many OMELCO

Members in their consideration of the level of democracy in Hong Kong that they couldMembers in their consideration of the level of democracy in Hong Kong that they couldMembers in their consideration of the level of democracy in Hong Kong that they couldMembers in their consideration of the level of democracy in Hong Kong that they could

support.support.support.support.

Prior to that consensus, some Councillors had argued for full democraticPrior to that consensus, some Councillors had argued for full democraticPrior to that consensus, some Councillors had argued for full democraticPrior to that consensus, some Councillors had argued for full democratic

development with all Legislative Council seats filled by direct elections by 1995.development with all Legislative Council seats filled by direct elections by 1995.development with all Legislative Council seats filled by direct elections by 1995.development with all Legislative Council seats filled by direct elections by 1995.

Others wanted a much slower pace, fearing disruption to the Hong Kong economy arisingOthers wanted a much slower pace, fearing disruption to the Hong Kong economy arisingOthers wanted a much slower pace, fearing disruption to the Hong Kong economy arisingOthers wanted a much slower pace, fearing disruption to the Hong Kong economy arising

from the Chinese Government's unwillingness to accept even a modest pace of reform.from the Chinese Government's unwillingness to accept even a modest pace of reform.from the Chinese Government's unwillingness to accept even a modest pace of reform.from the Chinese Government's unwillingness to accept even a modest pace of reform.

To my mind, the OMELCO Consensus was a remarkable achievement in all the circumstances.To my mind, the OMELCO Consensus was a remarkable achievement in all the circumstances.To my mind, the OMELCO Consensus was a remarkable achievement in all the circumstances.To my mind, the OMELCO Consensus was a remarkable achievement in all the circumstances.

The consensus, inter alia, called for at least 50% of Legislative Council seats inThe consensus, inter alia, called for at least 50% of Legislative Council seats inThe consensus, inter alia, called for at least 50% of Legislative Council seats inThe consensus, inter alia, called for at least 50% of Legislative Council seats in

1995 to be filled by universal suffrage, that is, by direct elections.  Had the OMELCO1995 to be filled by universal suffrage, that is, by direct elections.  Had the OMELCO1995 to be filled by universal suffrage, that is, by direct elections.  Had the OMELCO1995 to be filled by universal suffrage, that is, by direct elections.  Had the OMELCO

Consensus been accepted by the two sovereign governments concerned that would haveConsensus been accepted by the two sovereign governments concerned that would haveConsensus been accepted by the two sovereign governments concerned that would haveConsensus been accepted by the two sovereign governments concerned that would have

meant that at least 30 seats out of 60 would have been filled by direct electionsmeant that at least 30 seats out of 60 would have been filled by direct electionsmeant that at least 30 seats out of 60 would have been filled by direct electionsmeant that at least 30 seats out of 60 would have been filled by direct elections

in 1995.in 1995.in 1995.in 1995.

Sadly, in my opinion, the two governments did not negotiate such an arrangementSadly, in my opinion, the two governments did not negotiate such an arrangementSadly, in my opinion, the two governments did not negotiate such an arrangementSadly, in my opinion, the two governments did not negotiate such an arrangement

but, instead, agreed that only 20 seats would be directly elected in 1995 out of thebut, instead, agreed that only 20 seats would be directly elected in 1995 out of thebut, instead, agreed that only 20 seats would be directly elected in 1995 out of thebut, instead, agreed that only 20 seats would be directly elected in 1995 out of the

60 seats available.  The Chinese authorities subsequently accepted, in the Basic Law,60 seats available.  The Chinese authorities subsequently accepted, in the Basic Law,60 seats available.  The Chinese authorities subsequently accepted, in the Basic Law,60 seats available.  The Chinese authorities subsequently accepted, in the Basic Law,

that the figure would rise to 24 in 1999 and 30 in 2003.  The two governments alsothat the figure would rise to 24 in 1999 and 30 in 2003.  The two governments alsothat the figure would rise to 24 in 1999 and 30 in 2003.  The two governments alsothat the figure would rise to 24 in 1999 and 30 in 2003.  The two governments also

agreed on the "through train" principle placing an obligation on the Britishagreed on the "through train" principle placing an obligation on the Britishagreed on the "through train" principle placing an obligation on the Britishagreed on the "through train" principle placing an obligation on the British

Government to ensure that any arrangement that would affect political developmentGovernment to ensure that any arrangement that would affect political developmentGovernment to ensure that any arrangement that would affect political developmentGovernment to ensure that any arrangement that would affect political development

before 1997 should be compatible with the arrangements set out by China for the periodbefore 1997 should be compatible with the arrangements set out by China for the periodbefore 1997 should be compatible with the arrangements set out by China for the periodbefore 1997 should be compatible with the arrangements set out by China for the period

after 1997.after 1997.after 1997.after 1997.

It can be seen, theIt can be seen, theIt can be seen, theIt can be seen, therefore, that the British Government is not entirely a freerefore, that the British Government is not entirely a freerefore, that the British Government is not entirely a freerefore, that the British Government is not entirely a free

agent, able to decide on political matters in Hong Kong with only the views of Hongagent, able to decide on political matters in Hong Kong with only the views of Hongagent, able to decide on political matters in Hong Kong with only the views of Hongagent, able to decide on political matters in Hong Kong with only the views of Hong

Kong people in mind.  I will not dwell on this situation nor is there much to be gainedKong people in mind.  I will not dwell on this situation nor is there much to be gainedKong people in mind.  I will not dwell on this situation nor is there much to be gainedKong people in mind.  I will not dwell on this situation nor is there much to be gained

by speculating on whether it was right or wrong for the British Government to acceptby speculating on whether it was right or wrong for the British Government to acceptby speculating on whether it was right or wrong for the British Government to acceptby speculating on whether it was right or wrong for the British Government to accept

these arrangements on behalf of Hong Kong.  A great deal of hot air has been expendedthese arrangements on behalf of Hong Kong.  A great deal of hot air has been expendedthese arrangements on behalf of Hong Kong.  A great deal of hot air has been expendedthese arrangements on behalf of Hong Kong.  A great deal of hot air has been expended

in this Chamber and elsewhere on the moral obligations resting upon the Britishin this Chamber and elsewhere on the moral obligations resting upon the Britishin this Chamber and elsewhere on the moral obligations resting upon the Britishin this Chamber and elsewhere on the moral obligations resting upon the British

Government to secure for Hong Kong political constitutional arrangements that wouldGovernment to secure for Hong Kong political constitutional arrangements that wouldGovernment to secure for Hong Kong political constitutional arrangements that wouldGovernment to secure for Hong Kong political constitutional arrangements that would

permit Hong Kong people to rule Hong Kong with a high degree of autonomy.  There ispermit Hong Kong people to rule Hong Kong with a high degree of autonomy.  There ispermit Hong Kong people to rule Hong Kong with a high degree of autonomy.  There ispermit Hong Kong people to rule Hong Kong with a high degree of autonomy.  There is

certainly a continuing moral obligation on the British Government to do the best itcertainly a continuing moral obligation on the British Government to do the best itcertainly a continuing moral obligation on the British Government to do the best itcertainly a continuing moral obligation on the British Government to do the best it

can for Hong Kong.  History will judge whether Britain has discharged that obligationcan for Hong Kong.  History will judge whether Britain has discharged that obligationcan for Hong Kong.  History will judge whether Britain has discharged that obligationcan for Hong Kong.  History will judge whether Britain has discharged that obligation

satisfactorily.satisfactorily.satisfactorily.satisfactorily.

It must also be said that the conversion of moral responsibility into politicalIt must also be said that the conversion of moral responsibility into politicalIt must also be said that the conversion of moral responsibility into politicalIt must also be said that the conversion of moral responsibility into political



reality has been an extraordinarily difficult task for the British Government givenreality has been an extraordinarily difficult task for the British Government givenreality has been an extraordinarily difficult task for the British Government givenreality has been an extraordinarily difficult task for the British Government given

Chinese opposition to political reform and, particularly, given the dominatingChinese opposition to political reform and, particularly, given the dominatingChinese opposition to political reform and, particularly, given the dominatingChinese opposition to political reform and, particularly, given the dominating

position of the People's Republic of China in this whole matter.  It seems clear thatposition of the People's Republic of China in this whole matter.  It seems clear thatposition of the People's Republic of China in this whole matter.  It seems clear thatposition of the People's Republic of China in this whole matter.  It seems clear that

the British, no matter what their convictions may have been, felt that they had nothe British, no matter what their convictions may have been, felt that they had nothe British, no matter what their convictions may have been, felt that they had nothe British, no matter what their convictions may have been, felt that they had no

alternative but to lower their sights and aim at a less acceptable target.  The resultalternative but to lower their sights and aim at a less acceptable target.  The resultalternative but to lower their sights and aim at a less acceptable target.  The resultalternative but to lower their sights and aim at a less acceptable target.  The result

is evident to all.is evident to all.is evident to all.is evident to all.

That the British Government realized that it had not secured the most satisfactoryThat the British Government realized that it had not secured the most satisfactoryThat the British Government realized that it had not secured the most satisfactoryThat the British Government realized that it had not secured the most satisfactory

arrangement for Hong Kong is also evident to all.  Each British Minister responsiblearrangement for Hong Kong is also evident to all.  Each British Minister responsiblearrangement for Hong Kong is also evident to all.  Each British Minister responsiblearrangement for Hong Kong is also evident to all.  Each British Minister responsible

for Hong Kong who has visited us since 1989 has reiterated a British pledge to approachfor Hong Kong who has visited us since 1989 has reiterated a British pledge to approachfor Hong Kong who has visited us since 1989 has reiterated a British pledge to approachfor Hong Kong who has visited us since 1989 has reiterated a British pledge to approach

China at an appropriate time to seek an improved rate of democratic development.  TheChina at an appropriate time to seek an improved rate of democratic development.  TheChina at an appropriate time to seek an improved rate of democratic development.  TheChina at an appropriate time to seek an improved rate of democratic development.  The

British Foreign Secretary has confirmed that intention.  The most recent assuranceBritish Foreign Secretary has confirmed that intention.  The most recent assuranceBritish Foreign Secretary has confirmed that intention.  The most recent assuranceBritish Foreign Secretary has confirmed that intention.  The most recent assurance

in Hong Kong was given by Mr Alistair GOODLAD and in London by the British Primein Hong Kong was given by Mr Alistair GOODLAD and in London by the British Primein Hong Kong was given by Mr Alistair GOODLAD and in London by the British Primein Hong Kong was given by Mr Alistair GOODLAD and in London by the British Prime

Minister.  I am sure that the British Government will in fact carry out this pledge.Minister.  I am sure that the British Government will in fact carry out this pledge.Minister.  I am sure that the British Government will in fact carry out this pledge.Minister.  I am sure that the British Government will in fact carry out this pledge.

The approach must obviously be made within the next few months in order to ensureThe approach must obviously be made within the next few months in order to ensureThe approach must obviously be made within the next few months in order to ensureThe approach must obviously be made within the next few months in order to ensure

that any changes agreed, or to be unilaterally introduced, can be carried out withoutthat any changes agreed, or to be unilaterally introduced, can be carried out withoutthat any changes agreed, or to be unilaterally introduced, can be carried out withoutthat any changes agreed, or to be unilaterally introduced, can be carried out without

administrative confusion.administrative confusion.administrative confusion.administrative confusion.

Equally obviously and as things stand at present, any British initiative in thisEqually obviously and as things stand at present, any British initiative in thisEqually obviously and as things stand at present, any British initiative in thisEqually obviously and as things stand at present, any British initiative in this

direction will be met by strong Chinese opposition.  That position has been made cleardirection will be met by strong Chinese opposition.  That position has been made cleardirection will be met by strong Chinese opposition.  That position has been made cleardirection will be met by strong Chinese opposition.  That position has been made clear

many times in recent months by Mr LU Ping, and other Chinese officials, in specificmany times in recent months by Mr LU Ping, and other Chinese officials, in specificmany times in recent months by Mr LU Ping, and other Chinese officials, in specificmany times in recent months by Mr LU Ping, and other Chinese officials, in specific

language.language.language.language.

If my assumption of a firm British commitment to approach China on a positiveIf my assumption of a firm British commitment to approach China on a positiveIf my assumption of a firm British commitment to approach China on a positiveIf my assumption of a firm British commitment to approach China on a positive

basis on this issue is correct, the British Government seems to have only three optionsbasis on this issue is correct, the British Government seems to have only three optionsbasis on this issue is correct, the British Government seems to have only three optionsbasis on this issue is correct, the British Government seems to have only three options

open to it.  It can formally ask the Chinese Government to agree to a faster paceopen to it.  It can formally ask the Chinese Government to agree to a faster paceopen to it.  It can formally ask the Chinese Government to agree to a faster paceopen to it.  It can formally ask the Chinese Government to agree to a faster pace

of democracy in Hong Kong with more than 20 seats in this Council being directlyof democracy in Hong Kong with more than 20 seats in this Council being directlyof democracy in Hong Kong with more than 20 seats in this Council being directlyof democracy in Hong Kong with more than 20 seats in this Council being directly

elected in 1995.  It may succeed and some additional directly elected seats may beelected in 1995.  It may succeed and some additional directly elected seats may beelected in 1995.  It may succeed and some additional directly elected seats may beelected in 1995.  It may succeed and some additional directly elected seats may be

agreed.  That would be widely welcomed in Hong Kong by a majority of the people.  Itagreed.  That would be widely welcomed in Hong Kong by a majority of the people.  Itagreed.  That would be widely welcomed in Hong Kong by a majority of the people.  Itagreed.  That would be widely welcomed in Hong Kong by a majority of the people.  It

would amount to a concession by China and would be widely recognized here andwould amount to a concession by China and would be widely recognized here andwould amount to a concession by China and would be widely recognized here andwould amount to a concession by China and would be widely recognized here and

internationally as a gesture of friendship and conciliation to the people of Honginternationally as a gesture of friendship and conciliation to the people of Honginternationally as a gesture of friendship and conciliation to the people of Honginternationally as a gesture of friendship and conciliation to the people of Hong

Kong.Kong.Kong.Kong.

The British Government may fail and decide not to take any unilateral action inThe British Government may fail and decide not to take any unilateral action inThe British Government may fail and decide not to take any unilateral action inThe British Government may fail and decide not to take any unilateral action in

1995 to increase the number of directly elected seats.  That would be seen1995 to increase the number of directly elected seats.  That would be seen1995 to increase the number of directly elected seats.  That would be seen1995 to increase the number of directly elected seats.  That would be seen

internationally as a diplomatic failure and would be damaging to Britain's reputationinternationally as a diplomatic failure and would be damaging to Britain's reputationinternationally as a diplomatic failure and would be damaging to Britain's reputationinternationally as a diplomatic failure and would be damaging to Britain's reputation

and image.  It would also be a great disappointment to the people of Hong Kong.and image.  It would also be a great disappointment to the people of Hong Kong.and image.  It would also be a great disappointment to the people of Hong Kong.and image.  It would also be a great disappointment to the people of Hong Kong.



Thirdly, the British may fail and yet decide unilaterally to increase the numberThirdly, the British may fail and yet decide unilaterally to increase the numberThirdly, the British may fail and yet decide unilaterally to increase the numberThirdly, the British may fail and yet decide unilaterally to increase the number

of seats to be directly elected in 1995.  That course of action, of course, wouldof seats to be directly elected in 1995.  That course of action, of course, wouldof seats to be directly elected in 1995.  That course of action, of course, wouldof seats to be directly elected in 1995.  That course of action, of course, would

be in contradiction to any earlier concurrence over the "through train" principle.be in contradiction to any earlier concurrence over the "through train" principle.be in contradiction to any earlier concurrence over the "through train" principle.be in contradiction to any earlier concurrence over the "through train" principle.

It would certainly result in extremely heated protests from China and quite possiblyIt would certainly result in extremely heated protests from China and quite possiblyIt would certainly result in extremely heated protests from China and quite possiblyIt would certainly result in extremely heated protests from China and quite possibly

disruptive actions of one kind or another.  Such action could damage short-term localdisruptive actions of one kind or another.  Such action could damage short-term localdisruptive actions of one kind or another.  Such action could damage short-term localdisruptive actions of one kind or another.  Such action could damage short-term local

and foreign confidence in Hong Kong's future with unassessable longer-termand foreign confidence in Hong Kong's future with unassessable longer-termand foreign confidence in Hong Kong's future with unassessable longer-termand foreign confidence in Hong Kong's future with unassessable longer-term

implications.implications.implications.implications.

For unilateral action of this nature to be contemplated, it would seem importantFor unilateral action of this nature to be contemplated, it would seem importantFor unilateral action of this nature to be contemplated, it would seem importantFor unilateral action of this nature to be contemplated, it would seem important

that the British Government should be aware of the opinions of Hong Kong people.that the British Government should be aware of the opinions of Hong Kong people.that the British Government should be aware of the opinions of Hong Kong people.that the British Government should be aware of the opinions of Hong Kong people.

Would Hong Kong people wish the British Government to take such action on their behalf?Would Hong Kong people wish the British Government to take such action on their behalf?Would Hong Kong people wish the British Government to take such action on their behalf?Would Hong Kong people wish the British Government to take such action on their behalf?

How can a reliable and representative opinion be constructed?  A referendum no doubtHow can a reliable and representative opinion be constructed?  A referendum no doubtHow can a reliable and representative opinion be constructed?  A referendum no doubtHow can a reliable and representative opinion be constructed?  A referendum no doubt

could produce a reasonably clear result but a referendum might also be weighted, evencould produce a reasonably clear result but a referendum might also be weighted, evencould produce a reasonably clear result but a referendum might also be weighted, evencould produce a reasonably clear result but a referendum might also be weighted, even

if inadvertently, in favour of one result or another.  We have seen in the past thatif inadvertently, in favour of one result or another.  We have seen in the past thatif inadvertently, in favour of one result or another.  We have seen in the past thatif inadvertently, in favour of one result or another.  We have seen in the past that

representative opinion is not easy to obtain from the grass roots by means ofrepresentative opinion is not easy to obtain from the grass roots by means ofrepresentative opinion is not easy to obtain from the grass roots by means ofrepresentative opinion is not easy to obtain from the grass roots by means of

comprehensive government survey.  There is little time left in any case for such acomprehensive government survey.  There is little time left in any case for such acomprehensive government survey.  There is little time left in any case for such acomprehensive government survey.  There is little time left in any case for such a

referendum to be completed.referendum to be completed.referendum to be completed.referendum to be completed.

IIII have been very much encouraged however by the results of limited surveys carried have been very much encouraged however by the results of limited surveys carried have been very much encouraged however by the results of limited surveys carried have been very much encouraged however by the results of limited surveys carried

out by the media in recent weeks, culminating in the survey reported in today's Southout by the media in recent weeks, culminating in the survey reported in today's Southout by the media in recent weeks, culminating in the survey reported in today's Southout by the media in recent weeks, culminating in the survey reported in today's South

China Morning Post.  These surveys have consistently shown that a high percentageChina Morning Post.  These surveys have consistently shown that a high percentageChina Morning Post.  These surveys have consistently shown that a high percentageChina Morning Post.  These surveys have consistently shown that a high percentage

of the ordinary people of Hong Kong wish to have a greater degree of democracy thanof the ordinary people of Hong Kong wish to have a greater degree of democracy thanof the ordinary people of Hong Kong wish to have a greater degree of democracy thanof the ordinary people of Hong Kong wish to have a greater degree of democracy than

that at present promised.  They support in fact the OMELCO Consensus and they believethat at present promised.  They support in fact the OMELCO Consensus and they believethat at present promised.  They support in fact the OMELCO Consensus and they believethat at present promised.  They support in fact the OMELCO Consensus and they believe

that the British Government should act on it in 1995.that the British Government should act on it in 1995.that the British Government should act on it in 1995.that the British Government should act on it in 1995.

The opinions expressed in this CouncThe opinions expressed in this CouncThe opinions expressed in this CouncThe opinions expressed in this Council today may be regarded by the Britishil today may be regarded by the Britishil today may be regarded by the Britishil today may be regarded by the British

Government as representative even though many of our Members are not elected.  I thinkGovernment as representative even though many of our Members are not elected.  I thinkGovernment as representative even though many of our Members are not elected.  I thinkGovernment as representative even though many of our Members are not elected.  I think

the British Government may therefore be influenced by the views expressed bythe British Government may therefore be influenced by the views expressed bythe British Government may therefore be influenced by the views expressed bythe British Government may therefore be influenced by the views expressed by

Councillors today and by the results of any voting that may occur.  If this CouncilCouncillors today and by the results of any voting that may occur.  If this CouncilCouncillors today and by the results of any voting that may occur.  If this CouncilCouncillors today and by the results of any voting that may occur.  If this Council

continues to support a faster pace of democratic development than we have been givencontinues to support a faster pace of democratic development than we have been givencontinues to support a faster pace of democratic development than we have been givencontinues to support a faster pace of democratic development than we have been given

for 1995, then the British Government will surely be encouraged to make a firm approachfor 1995, then the British Government will surely be encouraged to make a firm approachfor 1995, then the British Government will surely be encouraged to make a firm approachfor 1995, then the British Government will surely be encouraged to make a firm approach

to the Chinese and, even in the event of failure, to consider granting additionalto the Chinese and, even in the event of failure, to consider granting additionalto the Chinese and, even in the event of failure, to consider granting additionalto the Chinese and, even in the event of failure, to consider granting additional

seats for direct election in 1995.seats for direct election in 1995.seats for direct election in 1995.seats for direct election in 1995.

If, on the other hand, there is a seriously divided view in this Council or ifIf, on the other hand, there is a seriously divided view in this Council or ifIf, on the other hand, there is a seriously divided view in this Council or ifIf, on the other hand, there is a seriously divided view in this Council or if

the Council firmly rejects the pace of democracy set out in the OMELCO Consensus andthe Council firmly rejects the pace of democracy set out in the OMELCO Consensus andthe Council firmly rejects the pace of democracy set out in the OMELCO Consensus andthe Council firmly rejects the pace of democracy set out in the OMELCO Consensus and

does not substitute support for a modified but faster rate of democracy than has beendoes not substitute support for a modified but faster rate of democracy than has beendoes not substitute support for a modified but faster rate of democracy than has beendoes not substitute support for a modified but faster rate of democracy than has been



agreed at present, then the British Government may make its approach to the Chineseagreed at present, then the British Government may make its approach to the Chineseagreed at present, then the British Government may make its approach to the Chineseagreed at present, then the British Government may make its approach to the Chinese

Government with much less vigour and determination and lacking the will to takeGovernment with much less vigour and determination and lacking the will to takeGovernment with much less vigour and determination and lacking the will to takeGovernment with much less vigour and determination and lacking the will to take

unilateral action if necessary.unilateral action if necessary.unilateral action if necessary.unilateral action if necessary.

I venture to suggest to my fellow Councillors that their views and votes todayI venture to suggest to my fellow Councillors that their views and votes todayI venture to suggest to my fellow Councillors that their views and votes todayI venture to suggest to my fellow Councillors that their views and votes today

will have a crucial impact on the resolve of the British Government to promote greaterwill have a crucial impact on the resolve of the British Government to promote greaterwill have a crucial impact on the resolve of the British Government to promote greaterwill have a crucial impact on the resolve of the British Government to promote greater

democracy in Hong Kong before 1997. Each and every one of us must therefore carefullydemocracy in Hong Kong before 1997. Each and every one of us must therefore carefullydemocracy in Hong Kong before 1997. Each and every one of us must therefore carefullydemocracy in Hong Kong before 1997. Each and every one of us must therefore carefully

consider what to say and how to vote.  The Hansard record will be a public recordconsider what to say and how to vote.  The Hansard record will be a public recordconsider what to say and how to vote.  The Hansard record will be a public recordconsider what to say and how to vote.  The Hansard record will be a public record

and we will all be committed one way or another.  The people of Hong Kong will judgeand we will all be committed one way or another.  The people of Hong Kong will judgeand we will all be committed one way or another.  The people of Hong Kong will judgeand we will all be committed one way or another.  The people of Hong Kong will judge

us now and in the years to come.  I ask Councillors therefore to speak according tous now and in the years to come.  I ask Councillors therefore to speak according tous now and in the years to come.  I ask Councillors therefore to speak according tous now and in the years to come.  I ask Councillors therefore to speak according to

their conscience and not to any party or other affiliation.their conscience and not to any party or other affiliation.their conscience and not to any party or other affiliation.their conscience and not to any party or other affiliation.

Having set out my views on the background I would like to express my personalHaving set out my views on the background I would like to express my personalHaving set out my views on the background I would like to express my personalHaving set out my views on the background I would like to express my personal

convictions.  As I have said, I believe in matters of this kind I must speak inconvictions.  As I have said, I believe in matters of this kind I must speak inconvictions.  As I have said, I believe in matters of this kind I must speak inconvictions.  As I have said, I believe in matters of this kind I must speak in

accordance with what my conscience tells me is right and I must try to discharge myaccordance with what my conscience tells me is right and I must try to discharge myaccordance with what my conscience tells me is right and I must try to discharge myaccordance with what my conscience tells me is right and I must try to discharge my

wider responsibility to the people of Hong Kong. Having said that, I have no reasonwider responsibility to the people of Hong Kong. Having said that, I have no reasonwider responsibility to the people of Hong Kong. Having said that, I have no reasonwider responsibility to the people of Hong Kong. Having said that, I have no reason

to believe that my views will not be supported by many Chamber members.  I can alsoto believe that my views will not be supported by many Chamber members.  I can alsoto believe that my views will not be supported by many Chamber members.  I can alsoto believe that my views will not be supported by many Chamber members.  I can also

say that my views are directly in line with those of the Hong Kong Democraticsay that my views are directly in line with those of the Hong Kong Democraticsay that my views are directly in line with those of the Hong Kong Democraticsay that my views are directly in line with those of the Hong Kong Democratic

Foundation whose members are all of democratic persuasion and many of whom areFoundation whose members are all of democratic persuasion and many of whom areFoundation whose members are all of democratic persuasion and many of whom areFoundation whose members are all of democratic persuasion and many of whom are

businessmen and professionals.businessmen and professionals.businessmen and professionals.businessmen and professionals.

I believe that the British Government must make the approach to the ChineseI believe that the British Government must make the approach to the ChineseI believe that the British Government must make the approach to the ChineseI believe that the British Government must make the approach to the Chinese

Government to seek concurrence with a proposal to provide another 10 seats for directGovernment to seek concurrence with a proposal to provide another 10 seats for directGovernment to seek concurrence with a proposal to provide another 10 seats for directGovernment to seek concurrence with a proposal to provide another 10 seats for direct

elections in 1995, making 30 in all, equivalent to the OMELCO Consensus recommendationelections in 1995, making 30 in all, equivalent to the OMELCO Consensus recommendationelections in 1995, making 30 in all, equivalent to the OMELCO Consensus recommendationelections in 1995, making 30 in all, equivalent to the OMELCO Consensus recommendation

for 1995.for 1995.for 1995.for 1995.

The arrangements at present envisage 10 appointed seats being replaced in 1995The arrangements at present envisage 10 appointed seats being replaced in 1995The arrangements at present envisage 10 appointed seats being replaced in 1995The arrangements at present envisage 10 appointed seats being replaced in 1995

by elected representatives put in place by an election committee, whose membershipby elected representatives put in place by an election committee, whose membershipby elected representatives put in place by an election committee, whose membershipby elected representatives put in place by an election committee, whose membership

and modus operandi are not at present known.  I believe the British Government shouldand modus operandi are not at present known.  I believe the British Government shouldand modus operandi are not at present known.  I believe the British Government shouldand modus operandi are not at present known.  I believe the British Government should

do everything possible to persuade the Chinese Government not to object to thedo everything possible to persuade the Chinese Government not to object to thedo everything possible to persuade the Chinese Government not to object to thedo everything possible to persuade the Chinese Government not to object to the

allocation of these seats for direct election.  The British authorities have theallocation of these seats for direct election.  The British authorities have theallocation of these seats for direct election.  The British authorities have theallocation of these seats for direct election.  The British authorities have the

power to take this step unilaterally but it would clearly be in Hong Kong's interestpower to take this step unilaterally but it would clearly be in Hong Kong's interestpower to take this step unilaterally but it would clearly be in Hong Kong's interestpower to take this step unilaterally but it would clearly be in Hong Kong's interest

to have Chinese concurrence.to have Chinese concurrence.to have Chinese concurrence.to have Chinese concurrence.

I believe that the British Government should have regard for their obligationsI believe that the British Government should have regard for their obligationsI believe that the British Government should have regard for their obligationsI believe that the British Government should have regard for their obligations

to the people of Hong Kong.  These are obligations that have been forged during ato the people of Hong Kong.  These are obligations that have been forged during ato the people of Hong Kong.  These are obligations that have been forged during ato the people of Hong Kong.  These are obligations that have been forged during a

century and a half of colonial rule, during which the mother country has developedcentury and a half of colonial rule, during which the mother country has developedcentury and a half of colonial rule, during which the mother country has developedcentury and a half of colonial rule, during which the mother country has developed

one of the strongest systems of democracy in the world but yet failed to extend thatone of the strongest systems of democracy in the world but yet failed to extend thatone of the strongest systems of democracy in the world but yet failed to extend thatone of the strongest systems of democracy in the world but yet failed to extend that



same democracy to the political development of Hong Kong.  Britain has little timesame democracy to the political development of Hong Kong.  Britain has little timesame democracy to the political development of Hong Kong.  Britain has little timesame democracy to the political development of Hong Kong.  Britain has little time

left to give Hong Kong the system that the majority of our citizens clearly desireleft to give Hong Kong the system that the majority of our citizens clearly desireleft to give Hong Kong the system that the majority of our citizens clearly desireleft to give Hong Kong the system that the majority of our citizens clearly desire

and the hope for our future that they surely deserve.and the hope for our future that they surely deserve.and the hope for our future that they surely deserve.and the hope for our future that they surely deserve.

We are all aware of the sensitivity of this most importWe are all aware of the sensitivity of this most importWe are all aware of the sensitivity of this most importWe are all aware of the sensitivity of this most important issue.  We allant issue.  We allant issue.  We allant issue.  We all

recognize that we are not masters of our own destiny.  In this Council, however, werecognize that we are not masters of our own destiny.  In this Council, however, werecognize that we are not masters of our own destiny.  In this Council, however, werecognize that we are not masters of our own destiny.  In this Council, however, we

are all committed to seeking the best possible arrangements for the people of Hongare all committed to seeking the best possible arrangements for the people of Hongare all committed to seeking the best possible arrangements for the people of Hongare all committed to seeking the best possible arrangements for the people of Hong

Kong in securing their future.  It is not for us to assume the mantle of negotiatorsKong in securing their future.  It is not for us to assume the mantle of negotiatorsKong in securing their future.  It is not for us to assume the mantle of negotiatorsKong in securing their future.  It is not for us to assume the mantle of negotiators

but rather to seek what we know to be right.  I ask Councillors therefore to havebut rather to seek what we know to be right.  I ask Councillors therefore to havebut rather to seek what we know to be right.  I ask Councillors therefore to havebut rather to seek what we know to be right.  I ask Councillors therefore to have

the courage to speak out for further democratic reform in 1995.the courage to speak out for further democratic reform in 1995.the courage to speak out for further democratic reform in 1995.the courage to speak out for further democratic reform in 1995.

This will be the last chance for the British Government to put into place theThis will be the last chance for the British Government to put into place theThis will be the last chance for the British Government to put into place theThis will be the last chance for the British Government to put into place the

means to maintain reasonable progress towards a fully elected legislature.  At themeans to maintain reasonable progress towards a fully elected legislature.  At themeans to maintain reasonable progress towards a fully elected legislature.  At themeans to maintain reasonable progress towards a fully elected legislature.  At the

very least it would provide an acceptable balance between directly and indirectlyvery least it would provide an acceptable balance between directly and indirectlyvery least it would provide an acceptable balance between directly and indirectlyvery least it would provide an acceptable balance between directly and indirectly

elected seats leading to better and more comprehensive representation in theelected seats leading to better and more comprehensive representation in theelected seats leading to better and more comprehensive representation in theelected seats leading to better and more comprehensive representation in the

legislature for the people of Hong Kong.legislature for the people of Hong Kong.legislature for the people of Hong Kong.legislature for the people of Hong Kong.

Failure to take this step will in my view represent unnecessary timidity on theFailure to take this step will in my view represent unnecessary timidity on theFailure to take this step will in my view represent unnecessary timidity on theFailure to take this step will in my view represent unnecessary timidity on the

part of the British Government which is itself the mother of all parliaments andpart of the British Government which is itself the mother of all parliaments andpart of the British Government which is itself the mother of all parliaments andpart of the British Government which is itself the mother of all parliaments and

steeped in democratic tradition.  It will be sad if we have to listen to Councillorssteeped in democratic tradition.  It will be sad if we have to listen to Councillorssteeped in democratic tradition.  It will be sad if we have to listen to Councillorssteeped in democratic tradition.  It will be sad if we have to listen to Councillors

who have enjoyed every advantage from a democratic system of administration in Hongwho have enjoyed every advantage from a democratic system of administration in Hongwho have enjoyed every advantage from a democratic system of administration in Hongwho have enjoyed every advantage from a democratic system of administration in Hong

Kong decry the proposal that the people of Hong Kong should be given a faster paceKong decry the proposal that the people of Hong Kong should be given a faster paceKong decry the proposal that the people of Hong Kong should be given a faster paceKong decry the proposal that the people of Hong Kong should be given a faster pace

of democratic development.  I have heard Councillors who have never faced an electionof democratic development.  I have heard Councillors who have never faced an electionof democratic development.  I have heard Councillors who have never faced an electionof democratic development.  I have heard Councillors who have never faced an election

in their lives speak heatedly about the merits and demerits of the electoral process.in their lives speak heatedly about the merits and demerits of the electoral process.in their lives speak heatedly about the merits and demerits of the electoral process.in their lives speak heatedly about the merits and demerits of the electoral process.

It will not be surprising if a number of them are not in favour of a faster rate ofIt will not be surprising if a number of them are not in favour of a faster rate ofIt will not be surprising if a number of them are not in favour of a faster rate ofIt will not be surprising if a number of them are not in favour of a faster rate of

democratic development.  They will call anxiously for restraint and look to Beijingdemocratic development.  They will call anxiously for restraint and look to Beijingdemocratic development.  They will call anxiously for restraint and look to Beijingdemocratic development.  They will call anxiously for restraint and look to Beijing

for guidance when perhaps they should be asking themselves to what extent theirfor guidance when perhaps they should be asking themselves to what extent theirfor guidance when perhaps they should be asking themselves to what extent theirfor guidance when perhaps they should be asking themselves to what extent their

concern should be for the interests of the people of Hong Kong.concern should be for the interests of the people of Hong Kong.concern should be for the interests of the people of Hong Kong.concern should be for the interests of the people of Hong Kong.

I have no doubt that in the speeches to come we are going to hear a great dealI have no doubt that in the speeches to come we are going to hear a great dealI have no doubt that in the speeches to come we are going to hear a great dealI have no doubt that in the speeches to come we are going to hear a great deal

about the through train, convergence, a recognition of reality; about likely Chineseabout the through train, convergence, a recognition of reality; about likely Chineseabout the through train, convergence, a recognition of reality; about likely Chineseabout the through train, convergence, a recognition of reality; about likely Chinese

reaction, fear of consequence and so on.  Certainly the amended motion proposed byreaction, fear of consequence and so on.  Certainly the amended motion proposed byreaction, fear of consequence and so on.  Certainly the amended motion proposed byreaction, fear of consequence and so on.  Certainly the amended motion proposed by

Mr NGAI Shiu-kit is meaningless in regard to democratic reform.  For that reason itMr NGAI Shiu-kit is meaningless in regard to democratic reform.  For that reason itMr NGAI Shiu-kit is meaningless in regard to democratic reform.  For that reason itMr NGAI Shiu-kit is meaningless in regard to democratic reform.  For that reason it

will no doubt be preferred by some Councillors.  Mr Deputy President, it is alwayswill no doubt be preferred by some Councillors.  Mr Deputy President, it is alwayswill no doubt be preferred by some Councillors.  Mr Deputy President, it is alwayswill no doubt be preferred by some Councillors.  Mr Deputy President, it is always

easy to do nothing and hope for the best.  It is more difficult sometimes to do whateasy to do nothing and hope for the best.  It is more difficult sometimes to do whateasy to do nothing and hope for the best.  It is more difficult sometimes to do whateasy to do nothing and hope for the best.  It is more difficult sometimes to do what

is right.is right.is right.is right.

I ask those of my colleagues who believe deeply in democratic reform to supportI ask those of my colleagues who believe deeply in democratic reform to supportI ask those of my colleagues who believe deeply in democratic reform to supportI ask those of my colleagues who believe deeply in democratic reform to support



my motion.my motion.my motion.my motion.

Mr Deputy PresidenMr Deputy PresidenMr Deputy PresidenMr Deputy President, I beg to move.t, I beg to move.t, I beg to move.t, I beg to move.

Question on the motion proposed.Question on the motion proposed.Question on the motion proposed.Question on the motion proposed.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Mr NGAI Shiu-kit has given notice to move an amendment to the motion.DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Mr NGAI Shiu-kit has given notice to move an amendment to the motion.DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Mr NGAI Shiu-kit has given notice to move an amendment to the motion.DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Mr NGAI Shiu-kit has given notice to move an amendment to the motion.

His amendment has been printed in the Order Paper and circulated to Members.  IHis amendment has been printed in the Order Paper and circulated to Members.  IHis amendment has been printed in the Order Paper and circulated to Members.  IHis amendment has been printed in the Order Paper and circulated to Members.  I

propose to call on him to speak and to move his amendment now so that Members maypropose to call on him to speak and to move his amendment now so that Members maypropose to call on him to speak and to move his amendment now so that Members maypropose to call on him to speak and to move his amendment now so that Members may

debate the motion and the amendment together.debate the motion and the amendment together.debate the motion and the amendment together.debate the motion and the amendment together.

MR NGAI SHIU-KIT moved the following amendment to Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion:MR NGAI SHIU-KIT moved the following amendment to Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion:MR NGAI SHIU-KIT moved the following amendment to Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion:MR NGAI SHIU-KIT moved the following amendment to Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion:

"To delete all the words after "That this Council" and to substitute for the words"To delete all the words after "That this Council" and to substitute for the words"To delete all the words after "That this Council" and to substitute for the words"To delete all the words after "That this Council" and to substitute for the words

deleted the following:deleted the following:deleted the following:deleted the following:

"requests the British Government to reach an early decision on matters relating to"requests the British Government to reach an early decision on matters relating to"requests the British Government to reach an early decision on matters relating to"requests the British Government to reach an early decision on matters relating to

the 1995 elections, including the composition of the Legislative Council, and to seekthe 1995 elections, including the composition of the Legislative Council, and to seekthe 1995 elections, including the composition of the Legislative Council, and to seekthe 1995 elections, including the composition of the Legislative Council, and to seek

Chinese acceptance of it as soon as practicable in order to achieve smooth transitionChinese acceptance of it as soon as practicable in order to achieve smooth transitionChinese acceptance of it as soon as practicable in order to achieve smooth transitionChinese acceptance of it as soon as practicable in order to achieve smooth transition

of the political system before and after 1997.""of the political system before and after 1997.""of the political system before and after 1997.""of the political system before and after 1997.""

MR NGAI SHIU-KIT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I move an amendment to Mr JimmyMR NGAI SHIU-KIT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I move an amendment to Mr JimmyMR NGAI SHIU-KIT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I move an amendment to Mr JimmyMR NGAI SHIU-KIT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I move an amendment to Mr Jimmy

McGREGOR's motion as set out in the paper circulated to Members.McGREGOR's motion as set out in the paper circulated to Members.McGREGOR's motion as set out in the paper circulated to Members.McGREGOR's motion as set out in the paper circulated to Members.

Mr Jimmy McGREGOR said a moMr Jimmy McGREGOR said a moMr Jimmy McGREGOR said a moMr Jimmy McGREGOR said a moment ago that "NGAI Shiu-kit's motion is meaningless."ment ago that "NGAI Shiu-kit's motion is meaningless."ment ago that "NGAI Shiu-kit's motion is meaningless."ment ago that "NGAI Shiu-kit's motion is meaningless."

I believe that a conclusion as to whether it is "meaningless" is not for Mr McGREGORI believe that a conclusion as to whether it is "meaningless" is not for Mr McGREGORI believe that a conclusion as to whether it is "meaningless" is not for Mr McGREGORI believe that a conclusion as to whether it is "meaningless" is not for Mr McGREGOR

to draw.  It should be drawn by all the people of Hong Kong; then it will perhapsto draw.  It should be drawn by all the people of Hong Kong; then it will perhapsto draw.  It should be drawn by all the people of Hong Kong; then it will perhapsto draw.  It should be drawn by all the people of Hong Kong; then it will perhaps

be closer to the truth.be closer to the truth.be closer to the truth.be closer to the truth.

Mr DeputMr DeputMr DeputMr Deputy President, as Hong Kong enters the latter part of the transition period,y President, as Hong Kong enters the latter part of the transition period,y President, as Hong Kong enters the latter part of the transition period,y President, as Hong Kong enters the latter part of the transition period,

it must make adjustments on the political, economic and social fronts so as to assureit must make adjustments on the political, economic and social fronts so as to assureit must make adjustments on the political, economic and social fronts so as to assureit must make adjustments on the political, economic and social fronts so as to assure

smooth transition.  Mr McGREGOR revoices support for the OMELCO Consensus.  Whilesmooth transition.  Mr McGREGOR revoices support for the OMELCO Consensus.  Whilesmooth transition.  Mr McGREGOR revoices support for the OMELCO Consensus.  Whilesmooth transition.  Mr McGREGOR revoices support for the OMELCO Consensus.  While

his quest for a democratic political system in Hong Kong deserves support, he hashis quest for a democratic political system in Hong Kong deserves support, he hashis quest for a democratic political system in Hong Kong deserves support, he hashis quest for a democratic political system in Hong Kong deserves support, he has

overlooked the fact that political realities now are not what they used to be.  Also,overlooked the fact that political realities now are not what they used to be.  Also,overlooked the fact that political realities now are not what they used to be.  Also,overlooked the fact that political realities now are not what they used to be.  Also,

matters that need to be taken into consideration in the economic and social areasmatters that need to be taken into consideration in the economic and social areasmatters that need to be taken into consideration in the economic and social areasmatters that need to be taken into consideration in the economic and social areas

and in the area of people's livelihood have changed.  The OMELCO Consensus is outand in the area of people's livelihood have changed.  The OMELCO Consensus is outand in the area of people's livelihood have changed.  The OMELCO Consensus is outand in the area of people's livelihood have changed.  The OMELCO Consensus is out



of date.of date.of date.of date.

I recall that the OMELCO Consensus was arrived at shortly after the  June 4I recall that the OMELCO Consensus was arrived at shortly after the  June 4I recall that the OMELCO Consensus was arrived at shortly after the  June 4I recall that the OMELCO Consensus was arrived at shortly after the  June 4

incident.  At that time, both the business community and the public at large in Hongincident.  At that time, both the business community and the public at large in Hongincident.  At that time, both the business community and the public at large in Hongincident.  At that time, both the business community and the public at large in Hong

Kong were faced with a confidence crisis.  That was why colleagues in this CouncilKong were faced with a confidence crisis.  That was why colleagues in this CouncilKong were faced with a confidence crisis.  That was why colleagues in this CouncilKong were faced with a confidence crisis.  That was why colleagues in this Council

held discussions and arrived at the OMELCO Consensus, which had a reassuring effectheld discussions and arrived at the OMELCO Consensus, which had a reassuring effectheld discussions and arrived at the OMELCO Consensus, which had a reassuring effectheld discussions and arrived at the OMELCO Consensus, which had a reassuring effect

on the public.  But China has progressed from a period of consolidation in the wakeon the public.  But China has progressed from a period of consolidation in the wakeon the public.  But China has progressed from a period of consolidation in the wakeon the public.  But China has progressed from a period of consolidation in the wake

of the June 4 incident to a new period of vigorous reform and further liberalization.of the June 4 incident to a new period of vigorous reform and further liberalization.of the June 4 incident to a new period of vigorous reform and further liberalization.of the June 4 incident to a new period of vigorous reform and further liberalization.

It cannot be denied that the political vista has cleared up gradually.  That whichIt cannot be denied that the political vista has cleared up gradually.  That whichIt cannot be denied that the political vista has cleared up gradually.  That whichIt cannot be denied that the political vista has cleared up gradually.  That which

formed the historical backdrop of the OMELCO Consensus has changed.  Hong Kong asformed the historical backdrop of the OMELCO Consensus has changed.  Hong Kong asformed the historical backdrop of the OMELCO Consensus has changed.  Hong Kong asformed the historical backdrop of the OMELCO Consensus has changed.  Hong Kong as

a society has gradually regained its confidence in China.  This Council should looka society has gradually regained its confidence in China.  This Council should looka society has gradually regained its confidence in China.  This Council should looka society has gradually regained its confidence in China.  This Council should look

at Hong Kong's political development from a new angle.  It should not reminisce ofat Hong Kong's political development from a new angle.  It should not reminisce ofat Hong Kong's political development from a new angle.  It should not reminisce ofat Hong Kong's political development from a new angle.  It should not reminisce of

events past.  It should not refuse to open its eyes.  It should not behave like aevents past.  It should not refuse to open its eyes.  It should not behave like aevents past.  It should not refuse to open its eyes.  It should not behave like aevents past.  It should not refuse to open its eyes.  It should not behave like a

frightened ostrich, which would rather bury its head in the sand than face the reality.frightened ostrich, which would rather bury its head in the sand than face the reality.frightened ostrich, which would rather bury its head in the sand than face the reality.frightened ostrich, which would rather bury its head in the sand than face the reality.

The political reality in Hong Kong is that, as specified in the Sino-British JointThe political reality in Hong Kong is that, as specified in the Sino-British JointThe political reality in Hong Kong is that, as specified in the Sino-British JointThe political reality in Hong Kong is that, as specified in the Sino-British Joint

Declaration, sovereignty will revert to China in 1997 and Hong Kong will then beDeclaration, sovereignty will revert to China in 1997 and Hong Kong will then beDeclaration, sovereignty will revert to China in 1997 and Hong Kong will then beDeclaration, sovereignty will revert to China in 1997 and Hong Kong will then be

governed in accordance with the Basic Law.  To insist on disregarding the Basic Lawgoverned in accordance with the Basic Law.  To insist on disregarding the Basic Lawgoverned in accordance with the Basic Law.  To insist on disregarding the Basic Lawgoverned in accordance with the Basic Law.  To insist on disregarding the Basic Law

is, as a Cantonese saying goes, "to ram one's head against the wall." As can be imagined,is, as a Cantonese saying goes, "to ram one's head against the wall." As can be imagined,is, as a Cantonese saying goes, "to ram one's head against the wall." As can be imagined,is, as a Cantonese saying goes, "to ram one's head against the wall." As can be imagined,

the harder this is done, the more it will hurt.  The year 1989 happened to be thethe harder this is done, the more it will hurt.  The year 1989 happened to be thethe harder this is done, the more it will hurt.  The year 1989 happened to be thethe harder this is done, the more it will hurt.  The year 1989 happened to be the

time of consultation on the Basic Law.  By way of expressing its views on the modeltime of consultation on the Basic Law.  By way of expressing its views on the modeltime of consultation on the Basic Law.  By way of expressing its views on the modeltime of consultation on the Basic Law.  By way of expressing its views on the model

of political system of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR), this Councilof political system of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR), this Councilof political system of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR), this Councilof political system of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR), this Council

formulated the OMELCO Consensus and submitted it through diplomatic channels to theformulated the OMELCO Consensus and submitted it through diplomatic channels to theformulated the OMELCO Consensus and submitted it through diplomatic channels to theformulated the OMELCO Consensus and submitted it through diplomatic channels to the

the Basic Law Drafting Committee for consideration.  The Basic Law Drafting Committeethe Basic Law Drafting Committee for consideration.  The Basic Law Drafting Committeethe Basic Law Drafting Committee for consideration.  The Basic Law Drafting Committeethe Basic Law Drafting Committee for consideration.  The Basic Law Drafting Committee

collected the views of all quarters, analysed them, weighed them, and then arrivedcollected the views of all quarters, analysed them, weighed them, and then arrivedcollected the views of all quarters, analysed them, weighed them, and then arrivedcollected the views of all quarters, analysed them, weighed them, and then arrived

at the political model as we know it.  Such an outcome may not meet the wishes ofat the political model as we know it.  Such an outcome may not meet the wishes ofat the political model as we know it.  Such an outcome may not meet the wishes ofat the political model as we know it.  Such an outcome may not meet the wishes of

all.  Still, the Basic Law has enshrined features designed to maintain the prosperityall.  Still, the Basic Law has enshrined features designed to maintain the prosperityall.  Still, the Basic Law has enshrined features designed to maintain the prosperityall.  Still, the Basic Law has enshrined features designed to maintain the prosperity

of Hong Kong; besides it is the result of democratic consultation.  Should thisof Hong Kong; besides it is the result of democratic consultation.  Should thisof Hong Kong; besides it is the result of democratic consultation.  Should thisof Hong Kong; besides it is the result of democratic consultation.  Should this

Council cling to the OMELCO Consensus, the result would be inconsistency between theCouncil cling to the OMELCO Consensus, the result would be inconsistency between theCouncil cling to the OMELCO Consensus, the result would be inconsistency between theCouncil cling to the OMELCO Consensus, the result would be inconsistency between the

1995 Legislative Council and the first legislative assembly of the SAR, in other words,1995 Legislative Council and the first legislative assembly of the SAR, in other words,1995 Legislative Council and the first legislative assembly of the SAR, in other words,1995 Legislative Council and the first legislative assembly of the SAR, in other words,

the undoing of the entire process of consultation on the Basic Law.  Such a coursethe undoing of the entire process of consultation on the Basic Law.  Such a coursethe undoing of the entire process of consultation on the Basic Law.  Such a coursethe undoing of the entire process of consultation on the Basic Law.  Such a course

of action would violate the rules of the game and would lead to confrontation andof action would violate the rules of the game and would lead to confrontation andof action would violate the rules of the game and would lead to confrontation andof action would violate the rules of the game and would lead to confrontation and

social unrest.  In truth, it would be a course of action taken in disregard of thesocial unrest.  In truth, it would be a course of action taken in disregard of thesocial unrest.  In truth, it would be a course of action taken in disregard of thesocial unrest.  In truth, it would be a course of action taken in disregard of the

overall interests of Hong Kong as a society.overall interests of Hong Kong as a society.overall interests of Hong Kong as a society.overall interests of Hong Kong as a society.

There is another political reality for us to acknowledge.  It  is that the BasicThere is another political reality for us to acknowledge.  It  is that the BasicThere is another political reality for us to acknowledge.  It  is that the BasicThere is another political reality for us to acknowledge.  It  is that the Basic

Law was formally promulgated in 1990.  An appendix -- "Decision of the NationalLaw was formally promulgated in 1990.  An appendix -- "Decision of the NationalLaw was formally promulgated in 1990.  An appendix -- "Decision of the NationalLaw was formally promulgated in 1990.  An appendix -- "Decision of the National

People's Congress on the Method for the Formation of the First Government and thePeople's Congress on the Method for the Formation of the First Government and thePeople's Congress on the Method for the Formation of the First Government and thePeople's Congress on the Method for the Formation of the First Government and the

First Legislative Council for the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region" -- clearlyFirst Legislative Council for the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region" -- clearlyFirst Legislative Council for the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region" -- clearlyFirst Legislative Council for the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region" -- clearly



specifies how the first legislative assembly is to be constituted.  In addition, thespecifies how the first legislative assembly is to be constituted.  In addition, thespecifies how the first legislative assembly is to be constituted.  In addition, thespecifies how the first legislative assembly is to be constituted.  In addition, the

Chinese and the British Governments have agreed to use the "through train" conceptChinese and the British Governments have agreed to use the "through train" conceptChinese and the British Governments have agreed to use the "through train" conceptChinese and the British Governments have agreed to use the "through train" concept

for solving the problem of convergence between the 1995 Legislative Council and thefor solving the problem of convergence between the 1995 Legislative Council and thefor solving the problem of convergence between the 1995 Legislative Council and thefor solving the problem of convergence between the 1995 Legislative Council and the

first legislative assembly of the SAR.first legislative assembly of the SAR.first legislative assembly of the SAR.first legislative assembly of the SAR.

In consideration of the above, before we make any decision that  may In consideration of the above, before we make any decision that  may In consideration of the above, before we make any decision that  may In consideration of the above, before we make any decision that  may impact onimpact onimpact onimpact on

the constitution of the 1995 Legislative Council, including any decision about thethe constitution of the 1995 Legislative Council, including any decision about thethe constitution of the 1995 Legislative Council, including any decision about thethe constitution of the 1995 Legislative Council, including any decision about the

OMELCO Consensus, we must ask ourselves whether it will have a positive effect onOMELCO Consensus, we must ask ourselves whether it will have a positive effect onOMELCO Consensus, we must ask ourselves whether it will have a positive effect onOMELCO Consensus, we must ask ourselves whether it will have a positive effect on

smooth convergence.  The OMELCO Consensus clearly will not pass such a test.smooth convergence.  The OMELCO Consensus clearly will not pass such a test.smooth convergence.  The OMELCO Consensus clearly will not pass such a test.smooth convergence.  The OMELCO Consensus clearly will not pass such a test.

Undoubtedly, if the OMELCO Consensus is to be implemented, then the Basic Law itself,Undoubtedly, if the OMELCO Consensus is to be implemented, then the Basic Law itself,Undoubtedly, if the OMELCO Consensus is to be implemented, then the Basic Law itself,Undoubtedly, if the OMELCO Consensus is to be implemented, then the Basic Law itself,

as well as the above-mentioned decision of the National People's Congress (NPC), mustas well as the above-mentioned decision of the National People's Congress (NPC), mustas well as the above-mentioned decision of the National People's Congress (NPC), mustas well as the above-mentioned decision of the National People's Congress (NPC), must

be revised.be revised.be revised.be revised.

Mr Deputy President, some people have suggested revising the Basic Law orMr Deputy President, some people have suggested revising the Basic Law orMr Deputy President, some people have suggested revising the Basic Law orMr Deputy President, some people have suggested revising the Basic Law or revising revising revising revising

the NPC decision so as to speed up the democratic process and make the OMELCO Consensusthe NPC decision so as to speed up the democratic process and make the OMELCO Consensusthe NPC decision so as to speed up the democratic process and make the OMELCO Consensusthe NPC decision so as to speed up the democratic process and make the OMELCO Consensus

come true.  I consider this the doing of political opportunists.  LU Ping, Directorcome true.  I consider this the doing of political opportunists.  LU Ping, Directorcome true.  I consider this the doing of political opportunists.  LU Ping, Directorcome true.  I consider this the doing of political opportunists.  LU Ping, Director

of the Hong Kong and Macau Affairs Office of the State Council of China, has madeof the Hong Kong and Macau Affairs Office of the State Council of China, has madeof the Hong Kong and Macau Affairs Office of the State Council of China, has madeof the Hong Kong and Macau Affairs Office of the State Council of China, has made

it clear that the Basic Law absolutely cannot be revised before 1997.  Mr McGREGOR,it clear that the Basic Law absolutely cannot be revised before 1997.  Mr McGREGOR,it clear that the Basic Law absolutely cannot be revised before 1997.  Mr McGREGOR,it clear that the Basic Law absolutely cannot be revised before 1997.  Mr McGREGOR,

too, referred to this point a moment ago.  I believe that the Chinese side hastoo, referred to this point a moment ago.  I believe that the Chinese side hastoo, referred to this point a moment ago.  I believe that the Chinese side hastoo, referred to this point a moment ago.  I believe that the Chinese side has

expressed their position in the strongest terms.  Any attempt to have the Unitedexpressed their position in the strongest terms.  Any attempt to have the Unitedexpressed their position in the strongest terms.  Any attempt to have the Unitedexpressed their position in the strongest terms.  Any attempt to have the United

Kingdom put to China a proposal about additional directly elected Legislative CouncilKingdom put to China a proposal about additional directly elected Legislative CouncilKingdom put to China a proposal about additional directly elected Legislative CouncilKingdom put to China a proposal about additional directly elected Legislative Council

seats, and any hope, however forlorn, that the United Kingdom will influence or evenseats, and any hope, however forlorn, that the United Kingdom will influence or evenseats, and any hope, however forlorn, that the United Kingdom will influence or evenseats, and any hope, however forlorn, that the United Kingdom will influence or even

persuade China to revise the Basic Law is nothing but opportunism.  What else couldpersuade China to revise the Basic Law is nothing but opportunism.  What else couldpersuade China to revise the Basic Law is nothing but opportunism.  What else couldpersuade China to revise the Basic Law is nothing but opportunism.  What else could

it be?it be?it be?it be?

Mr Deputy President, from the legal point of view, the feasibility of the peopleMr Deputy President, from the legal point of view, the feasibility of the peopleMr Deputy President, from the legal point of view, the feasibility of the peopleMr Deputy President, from the legal point of view, the feasibility of the people

of Hong Kong moving an amendment to the Basic Law would be minimal.  According toof Hong Kong moving an amendment to the Basic Law would be minimal.  According toof Hong Kong moving an amendment to the Basic Law would be minimal.  According toof Hong Kong moving an amendment to the Basic Law would be minimal.  According to

Article 64 of the Constitution of China, any amendment to the Constitution (includingArticle 64 of the Constitution of China, any amendment to the Constitution (includingArticle 64 of the Constitution of China, any amendment to the Constitution (includingArticle 64 of the Constitution of China, any amendment to the Constitution (including

the Basic Law of course) must be proposed by China's NPC.  Only then can thethe Basic Law of course) must be proposed by China's NPC.  Only then can thethe Basic Law of course) must be proposed by China's NPC.  Only then can thethe Basic Law of course) must be proposed by China's NPC.  Only then can the

Constitution be amended.  At the moment, Hong Kong has only 18 deputies to the NPC.Constitution be amended.  At the moment, Hong Kong has only 18 deputies to the NPC.Constitution be amended.  At the moment, Hong Kong has only 18 deputies to the NPC.Constitution be amended.  At the moment, Hong Kong has only 18 deputies to the NPC.

This is a far cry from the required one-fifth of all deputies, or about 600 of them,This is a far cry from the required one-fifth of all deputies, or about 600 of them,This is a far cry from the required one-fifth of all deputies, or about 600 of them,This is a far cry from the required one-fifth of all deputies, or about 600 of them,

who must initiate the motion, and from the required two- thirds, or about 2 000who must initiate the motion, and from the required two- thirds, or about 2 000who must initiate the motion, and from the required two- thirds, or about 2 000who must initiate the motion, and from the required two- thirds, or about 2 000

deputies, who must support the motion.  Such being the political reality, to clingdeputies, who must support the motion.  Such being the political reality, to clingdeputies, who must support the motion.  Such being the political reality, to clingdeputies, who must support the motion.  Such being the political reality, to cling

to the OMELCO Consensus, which obstructs "through train" traffic, would really beto the OMELCO Consensus, which obstructs "through train" traffic, would really beto the OMELCO Consensus, which obstructs "through train" traffic, would really beto the OMELCO Consensus, which obstructs "through train" traffic, would really be

unwise.  Be that as it may, it is necessary to remove uncertainties that have adverseunwise.  Be that as it may, it is necessary to remove uncertainties that have adverseunwise.  Be that as it may, it is necessary to remove uncertainties that have adverseunwise.  Be that as it may, it is necessary to remove uncertainties that have adverse

effects on Hong Kong, to free the public from the obsessive "amendability" versuseffects on Hong Kong, to free the public from the obsessive "amendability" versuseffects on Hong Kong, to free the public from the obsessive "amendability" versuseffects on Hong Kong, to free the public from the obsessive "amendability" versus

"non-amendability" issue and to stop the opportunists from further fantasizing.  So"non-amendability" issue and to stop the opportunists from further fantasizing.  So"non-amendability" issue and to stop the opportunists from further fantasizing.  So"non-amendability" issue and to stop the opportunists from further fantasizing.  So

I think that the British Government should quickly hold consultation with the ChineseI think that the British Government should quickly hold consultation with the ChineseI think that the British Government should quickly hold consultation with the ChineseI think that the British Government should quickly hold consultation with the Chinese



Government on the 1995 elections and then let the public see the outcome clearly.Government on the 1995 elections and then let the public see the outcome clearly.Government on the 1995 elections and then let the public see the outcome clearly.Government on the 1995 elections and then let the public see the outcome clearly.

Mr Deputy President, when Mr  McGREGOR moved his motion, he failed to take HongMr Deputy President, when Mr  McGREGOR moved his motion, he failed to take HongMr Deputy President, when Mr  McGREGOR moved his motion, he failed to take HongMr Deputy President, when Mr  McGREGOR moved his motion, he failed to take Hong

Kong's economic needs or society's lifestyle preferences into consideration.Kong's economic needs or society's lifestyle preferences into consideration.Kong's economic needs or society's lifestyle preferences into consideration.Kong's economic needs or society's lifestyle preferences into consideration.

Speaking from the economic angle, investor confidence is built on known andSpeaking from the economic angle, investor confidence is built on known andSpeaking from the economic angle, investor confidence is built on known andSpeaking from the economic angle, investor confidence is built on known and

predictable situations.  Hong Kong's local and international investors are graduallypredictable situations.  Hong Kong's local and international investors are graduallypredictable situations.  Hong Kong's local and international investors are graduallypredictable situations.  Hong Kong's local and international investors are gradually

coming out from under the shadow cast by the June 4 incident.  They are actively andcoming out from under the shadow cast by the June 4 incident.  They are actively andcoming out from under the shadow cast by the June 4 incident.  They are actively andcoming out from under the shadow cast by the June 4 incident.  They are actively and

massively investing in the enormous market that is China.  Such a strong investormassively investing in the enormous market that is China.  Such a strong investormassively investing in the enormous market that is China.  Such a strong investormassively investing in the enormous market that is China.  Such a strong investor

sentiment is reflected by the present strength of Hong Kong's economic activity.  Ifsentiment is reflected by the present strength of Hong Kong's economic activity.  Ifsentiment is reflected by the present strength of Hong Kong's economic activity.  Ifsentiment is reflected by the present strength of Hong Kong's economic activity.  If

the 1995 Legislative Council election model should fail to converge with provisionsthe 1995 Legislative Council election model should fail to converge with provisionsthe 1995 Legislative Council election model should fail to converge with provisionsthe 1995 Legislative Council election model should fail to converge with provisions

of the Basic Law, that surely would constitute a political uncertainty, with hardlyof the Basic Law, that surely would constitute a political uncertainty, with hardlyof the Basic Law, that surely would constitute a political uncertainty, with hardlyof the Basic Law, that surely would constitute a political uncertainty, with hardly

avoidable effects on investor confidence and on investment strategy.  Those who haveavoidable effects on investor confidence and on investment strategy.  Those who haveavoidable effects on investor confidence and on investment strategy.  Those who haveavoidable effects on investor confidence and on investment strategy.  Those who have

already invested would feel alarmed and disturbed.  Those who are planning to investalready invested would feel alarmed and disturbed.  Those who are planning to investalready invested would feel alarmed and disturbed.  Those who are planning to investalready invested would feel alarmed and disturbed.  Those who are planning to invest

would hesitate.  The effects on Hong Kong's economic prosperity would be harmfulwould hesitate.  The effects on Hong Kong's economic prosperity would be harmfulwould hesitate.  The effects on Hong Kong's economic prosperity would be harmfulwould hesitate.  The effects on Hong Kong's economic prosperity would be harmful

indeed.indeed.indeed.indeed.

True, the democratization of Hong Kong's political system is a trend that cannotTrue, the democratization of Hong Kong's political system is a trend that cannotTrue, the democratization of Hong Kong's political system is a trend that cannotTrue, the democratization of Hong Kong's political system is a trend that cannot

be reversed.  However, political development that is too fast would disrupt economicbe reversed.  However, political development that is too fast would disrupt economicbe reversed.  However, political development that is too fast would disrupt economicbe reversed.  However, political development that is too fast would disrupt economic

operations and be bad for Hong Kong in the long run.  On the other hand, the degreeoperations and be bad for Hong Kong in the long run.  On the other hand, the degreeoperations and be bad for Hong Kong in the long run.  On the other hand, the degreeoperations and be bad for Hong Kong in the long run.  On the other hand, the degree

of mutual dependence between Hong Kong and China, particularly South China, has beenof mutual dependence between Hong Kong and China, particularly South China, has beenof mutual dependence between Hong Kong and China, particularly South China, has beenof mutual dependence between Hong Kong and China, particularly South China, has been

growing steadily in recent years.  Hong Kong must maintain a good co-operativegrowing steadily in recent years.  Hong Kong must maintain a good co-operativegrowing steadily in recent years.  Hong Kong must maintain a good co-operativegrowing steadily in recent years.  Hong Kong must maintain a good co-operative

relationship with China if economic co-operation between the two is to benefit.relationship with China if economic co-operation between the two is to benefit.relationship with China if economic co-operation between the two is to benefit.relationship with China if economic co-operation between the two is to benefit.

Confrontation on the political front between Hong Kong and China would inevitablyConfrontation on the political front between Hong Kong and China would inevitablyConfrontation on the political front between Hong Kong and China would inevitablyConfrontation on the political front between Hong Kong and China would inevitably

damage the economic co-operative relationship between them.  Therefore, OMELCO mustdamage the economic co-operative relationship between them.  Therefore, OMELCO mustdamage the economic co-operative relationship between them.  Therefore, OMELCO mustdamage the economic co-operative relationship between them.  Therefore, OMELCO must

think carefully.  Clinging stubbornly to the OMELCO Consensus would have negativethink carefully.  Clinging stubbornly to the OMELCO Consensus would have negativethink carefully.  Clinging stubbornly to the OMELCO Consensus would have negativethink carefully.  Clinging stubbornly to the OMELCO Consensus would have negative

effects on economic development in both China and Hong Kong.  This would be a higheffects on economic development in both China and Hong Kong.  This would be a higheffects on economic development in both China and Hong Kong.  This would be a higheffects on economic development in both China and Hong Kong.  This would be a high

price to pay, a price that indeed should not be lightly dismissed.price to pay, a price that indeed should not be lightly dismissed.price to pay, a price that indeed should not be lightly dismissed.price to pay, a price that indeed should not be lightly dismissed.

Finally, iFinally, iFinally, iFinally, if one analyses the matter from the angle of the well-being of societyf one analyses the matter from the angle of the well-being of societyf one analyses the matter from the angle of the well-being of societyf one analyses the matter from the angle of the well-being of society

and the people, one will see that the people, while seeking democracy, also understandand the people, one will see that the people, while seeking democracy, also understandand the people, one will see that the people, while seeking democracy, also understandand the people, one will see that the people, while seeking democracy, also understand

the importance of smooth transition.  In recent days, with all the proposals beingthe importance of smooth transition.  In recent days, with all the proposals beingthe importance of smooth transition.  In recent days, with all the proposals beingthe importance of smooth transition.  In recent days, with all the proposals being

made to revise the Basic Law and to speed up the democratization of the politicalmade to revise the Basic Law and to speed up the democratization of the politicalmade to revise the Basic Law and to speed up the democratization of the politicalmade to revise the Basic Law and to speed up the democratization of the political

system, I did not notice public opinion being positively in favour of them.  Mrsystem, I did not notice public opinion being positively in favour of them.  Mrsystem, I did not notice public opinion being positively in favour of them.  Mrsystem, I did not notice public opinion being positively in favour of them.  Mr

McGREGOR a moment ago cited the result of a survey conducted by a certain newspaperMcGREGOR a moment ago cited the result of a survey conducted by a certain newspaperMcGREGOR a moment ago cited the result of a survey conducted by a certain newspaperMcGREGOR a moment ago cited the result of a survey conducted by a certain newspaper

and used it to prove the point that the majority of the people are in favour of theand used it to prove the point that the majority of the people are in favour of theand used it to prove the point that the majority of the people are in favour of theand used it to prove the point that the majority of the people are in favour of the

OMELCO Consensus.  In my opinion, that is not necessarily the case.  Who were theOMELCO Consensus.  In my opinion, that is not necessarily the case.  Who were theOMELCO Consensus.  In my opinion, that is not necessarily the case.  Who were theOMELCO Consensus.  In my opinion, that is not necessarily the case.  Who were the

respondents in the survey?  Could they represent the six million people of Hong Kong?respondents in the survey?  Could they represent the six million people of Hong Kong?respondents in the survey?  Could they represent the six million people of Hong Kong?respondents in the survey?  Could they represent the six million people of Hong Kong?

What was the questionnaire like?  All these are debatable questions.  The result ofWhat was the questionnaire like?  All these are debatable questions.  The result ofWhat was the questionnaire like?  All these are debatable questions.  The result ofWhat was the questionnaire like?  All these are debatable questions.  The result of



the survey cannot be accepted as the general truth.  Although the people of Hong Kongthe survey cannot be accepted as the general truth.  Although the people of Hong Kongthe survey cannot be accepted as the general truth.  Although the people of Hong Kongthe survey cannot be accepted as the general truth.  Although the people of Hong Kong

may not be fully satisfied with the relevant provisions of the Basic Law, the Basicmay not be fully satisfied with the relevant provisions of the Basic Law, the Basicmay not be fully satisfied with the relevant provisions of the Basic Law, the Basicmay not be fully satisfied with the relevant provisions of the Basic Law, the Basic

Law nevertheless has provided a clear and certain blueprint for future politicalLaw nevertheless has provided a clear and certain blueprint for future politicalLaw nevertheless has provided a clear and certain blueprint for future politicalLaw nevertheless has provided a clear and certain blueprint for future political

development and is reassuring to the public.  If this Council should cling to thedevelopment and is reassuring to the public.  If this Council should cling to thedevelopment and is reassuring to the public.  If this Council should cling to thedevelopment and is reassuring to the public.  If this Council should cling to the

OMELCO Consensus, the result would be a disruption of public order, a resurgence ofOMELCO Consensus, the result would be a disruption of public order, a resurgence ofOMELCO Consensus, the result would be a disruption of public order, a resurgence ofOMELCO Consensus, the result would be a disruption of public order, a resurgence of

controversies and social unrest.  I believe that colleagues in this Council do notcontroversies and social unrest.  I believe that colleagues in this Council do notcontroversies and social unrest.  I believe that colleagues in this Council do notcontroversies and social unrest.  I believe that colleagues in this Council do not

want to see this happen.want to see this happen.want to see this happen.want to see this happen.

Mr Deputy President, I think that Hong Kong's political progress towards theMr Deputy President, I think that Hong Kong's political progress towards theMr Deputy President, I think that Hong Kong's political progress towards theMr Deputy President, I think that Hong Kong's political progress towards the

democratic goal deserves to be supported and encouraged.  However, in choosing whatdemocratic goal deserves to be supported and encouraged.  However, in choosing whatdemocratic goal deserves to be supported and encouraged.  However, in choosing whatdemocratic goal deserves to be supported and encouraged.  However, in choosing what

methods to use, one must not fail to consider such things as the social and politicalmethods to use, one must not fail to consider such things as the social and politicalmethods to use, one must not fail to consider such things as the social and politicalmethods to use, one must not fail to consider such things as the social and political

environment, the economic necessity and the well-being of the people.  Theenvironment, the economic necessity and the well-being of the people.  Theenvironment, the economic necessity and the well-being of the people.  Theenvironment, the economic necessity and the well-being of the people.  The

circumstances that now exist are on the whole quite different from those under whichcircumstances that now exist are on the whole quite different from those under whichcircumstances that now exist are on the whole quite different from those under whichcircumstances that now exist are on the whole quite different from those under which

the OMELCO Consensus was formulated.  The OMELCO Consensus is no longer applicable.the OMELCO Consensus was formulated.  The OMELCO Consensus is no longer applicable.the OMELCO Consensus was formulated.  The OMELCO Consensus is no longer applicable.the OMELCO Consensus was formulated.  The OMELCO Consensus is no longer applicable.

It should be replaced by ideas that are conducive to the realization of the "throughIt should be replaced by ideas that are conducive to the realization of the "throughIt should be replaced by ideas that are conducive to the realization of the "throughIt should be replaced by ideas that are conducive to the realization of the "through

train" concept and by plans that will help Hong Kong to make the transition smoothlytrain" concept and by plans that will help Hong Kong to make the transition smoothlytrain" concept and by plans that will help Hong Kong to make the transition smoothlytrain" concept and by plans that will help Hong Kong to make the transition smoothly

and that will have a stabilizing effect on the confidence of investors and the generaland that will have a stabilizing effect on the confidence of investors and the generaland that will have a stabilizing effect on the confidence of investors and the generaland that will have a stabilizing effect on the confidence of investors and the general

public.  Then, Hong Kong will be able to maintain its prosperity and stability.public.  Then, Hong Kong will be able to maintain its prosperity and stability.public.  Then, Hong Kong will be able to maintain its prosperity and stability.public.  Then, Hong Kong will be able to maintain its prosperity and stability.

Mr Deputy President, the principal direction the OMELCO Consensus set sights onMr Deputy President, the principal direction the OMELCO Consensus set sights onMr Deputy President, the principal direction the OMELCO Consensus set sights onMr Deputy President, the principal direction the OMELCO Consensus set sights on

is that Legislative Council seats should eventually be returned through popularis that Legislative Council seats should eventually be returned through popularis that Legislative Council seats should eventually be returned through popularis that Legislative Council seats should eventually be returned through popular

election.  The Basic Law accepts a similar final goal.  Therefore, the long-termelection.  The Basic Law accepts a similar final goal.  Therefore, the long-termelection.  The Basic Law accepts a similar final goal.  Therefore, the long-termelection.  The Basic Law accepts a similar final goal.  Therefore, the long-term

objectives of the two are consistent.  The difference is between rapid progress andobjectives of the two are consistent.  The difference is between rapid progress andobjectives of the two are consistent.  The difference is between rapid progress andobjectives of the two are consistent.  The difference is between rapid progress and

gradual progress, not between non-democracy and democracy.  The difference is onegradual progress, not between non-democracy and democracy.  The difference is onegradual progress, not between non-democracy and democracy.  The difference is onegradual progress, not between non-democracy and democracy.  The difference is one

over the question of speed and pace, not one over the question of whether or not thereover the question of speed and pace, not one over the question of whether or not thereover the question of speed and pace, not one over the question of whether or not thereover the question of speed and pace, not one over the question of whether or not there

will be a change in direction.  Legislative Council Members have a socialwill be a change in direction.  Legislative Council Members have a socialwill be a change in direction.  Legislative Council Members have a socialwill be a change in direction.  Legislative Council Members have a social

responsibility.  They should lead the public to follow a correct and practical course.responsibility.  They should lead the public to follow a correct and practical course.responsibility.  They should lead the public to follow a correct and practical course.responsibility.  They should lead the public to follow a correct and practical course.

But there are those who, knowing that one road is a dead end, continue to lead theBut there are those who, knowing that one road is a dead end, continue to lead theBut there are those who, knowing that one road is a dead end, continue to lead theBut there are those who, knowing that one road is a dead end, continue to lead the

public along it.  They euphemise this as "steadfastness" and "responsibility to thepublic along it.  They euphemise this as "steadfastness" and "responsibility to thepublic along it.  They euphemise this as "steadfastness" and "responsibility to thepublic along it.  They euphemise this as "steadfastness" and "responsibility to the

electorate." It is in fact a very irresponsible act.  There are also those who leadelectorate." It is in fact a very irresponsible act.  There are also those who leadelectorate." It is in fact a very irresponsible act.  There are also those who leadelectorate." It is in fact a very irresponsible act.  There are also those who lead

the public to follow a correct, realistic and practical course but who are accusedthe public to follow a correct, realistic and practical course but who are accusedthe public to follow a correct, realistic and practical course but who are accusedthe public to follow a correct, realistic and practical course but who are accused

of "changing course" and being "unprincipled." This is really quite absurd.  Facedof "changing course" and being "unprincipled." This is really quite absurd.  Facedof "changing course" and being "unprincipled." This is really quite absurd.  Facedof "changing course" and being "unprincipled." This is really quite absurd.  Faced

with such a blatantly unfounded accusation, I find it not only quite laughable butwith such a blatantly unfounded accusation, I find it not only quite laughable butwith such a blatantly unfounded accusation, I find it not only quite laughable butwith such a blatantly unfounded accusation, I find it not only quite laughable but

also quite regrettable.  In view of the above, I disagree with Mr McGREGOR's motion.also quite regrettable.  In view of the above, I disagree with Mr McGREGOR's motion.also quite regrettable.  In view of the above, I disagree with Mr McGREGOR's motion.also quite regrettable.  In view of the above, I disagree with Mr McGREGOR's motion.

I therefore put forth a motion for amendment, the substance of which is as set outI therefore put forth a motion for amendment, the substance of which is as set outI therefore put forth a motion for amendment, the substance of which is as set outI therefore put forth a motion for amendment, the substance of which is as set out

in the paper that I have circulated.in the paper that I have circulated.in the paper that I have circulated.in the paper that I have circulated.

Question on Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendment proposed.Question on Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendment proposed.Question on Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendment proposed.Question on Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendment proposed.



MR ALLEN LEE (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, most Hong Kong people long forMR ALLEN LEE (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, most Hong Kong people long forMR ALLEN LEE (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, most Hong Kong people long forMR ALLEN LEE (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, most Hong Kong people long for

democracy.  Many Hong Kong people are wary of the Chinese Communist Party becausedemocracy.  Many Hong Kong people are wary of the Chinese Communist Party becausedemocracy.  Many Hong Kong people are wary of the Chinese Communist Party becausedemocracy.  Many Hong Kong people are wary of the Chinese Communist Party because

of its performance after the founding of the People's Republic.  I believe that Iof its performance after the founding of the People's Republic.  I believe that Iof its performance after the founding of the People's Republic.  I believe that Iof its performance after the founding of the People's Republic.  I believe that I

am one of the very few Members of this Council who had lived under the communist regime.am one of the very few Members of this Council who had lived under the communist regime.am one of the very few Members of this Council who had lived under the communist regime.am one of the very few Members of this Council who had lived under the communist regime.

In my young days, I had been through "the movement against the three evils" and "theIn my young days, I had been through "the movement against the three evils" and "theIn my young days, I had been through "the movement against the three evils" and "theIn my young days, I had been through "the movement against the three evils" and "the

movement against the five evils".  I revisited China in 1978, before it announcedmovement against the five evils".  I revisited China in 1978, before it announcedmovement against the five evils".  I revisited China in 1978, before it announcedmovement against the five evils".  I revisited China in 1978, before it announced

its open door policy.  I saw how the Chinese people lived.  Being Chinese, I feltits open door policy.  I saw how the Chinese people lived.  Being Chinese, I feltits open door policy.  I saw how the Chinese people lived.  Being Chinese, I feltits open door policy.  I saw how the Chinese people lived.  Being Chinese, I felt

a pang of heart.  In May 1983, before the Sino-British talks on the future of Honga pang of heart.  In May 1983, before the Sino-British talks on the future of Honga pang of heart.  In May 1983, before the Sino-British talks on the future of Honga pang of heart.  In May 1983, before the Sino-British talks on the future of Hong

Kong began, I led a group of young achievers of the time to visit Beijing to conveyKong began, I led a group of young achievers of the time to visit Beijing to conveyKong began, I led a group of young achievers of the time to visit Beijing to conveyKong began, I led a group of young achievers of the time to visit Beijing to convey

the moods and sentiments of the people of Hong Kong.  Many among my colleagues herethe moods and sentiments of the people of Hong Kong.  Many among my colleagues herethe moods and sentiments of the people of Hong Kong.  Many among my colleagues herethe moods and sentiments of the people of Hong Kong.  Many among my colleagues here

in this Council were members of the group of young achievers.in this Council were members of the group of young achievers.in this Council were members of the group of young achievers.in this Council were members of the group of young achievers.

Hong Kong made amazing progress in the past 10 years.  Its future has becomeHong Kong made amazing progress in the past 10 years.  Its future has becomeHong Kong made amazing progress in the past 10 years.  Its future has becomeHong Kong made amazing progress in the past 10 years.  Its future has become

clearer.  Relations between Hong Kong and China have grown ever closer.  Many stormsclearer.  Relations between Hong Kong and China have grown ever closer.  Many stormsclearer.  Relations between Hong Kong and China have grown ever closer.  Many stormsclearer.  Relations between Hong Kong and China have grown ever closer.  Many storms

were weathered during those 10 years.  Hong Kong's political system, too, has becomewere weathered during those 10 years.  Hong Kong's political system, too, has becomewere weathered during those 10 years.  Hong Kong's political system, too, has becomewere weathered during those 10 years.  Hong Kong's political system, too, has become

steadily and gradually more democratic.steadily and gradually more democratic.steadily and gradually more democratic.steadily and gradually more democratic.

Today, this Council is re-enacting its 1989 debate on the OMELCO Consensus.  InToday, this Council is re-enacting its 1989 debate on the OMELCO Consensus.  InToday, this Council is re-enacting its 1989 debate on the OMELCO Consensus.  InToday, this Council is re-enacting its 1989 debate on the OMELCO Consensus.  In

fact, when this Council held a marathon debate on 28 February and 1 March 1990 onfact, when this Council held a marathon debate on 28 February and 1 March 1990 onfact, when this Council held a marathon debate on 28 February and 1 March 1990 onfact, when this Council held a marathon debate on 28 February and 1 March 1990 on

the OMELCO Consensus, the Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR and I simultaneously put forththe OMELCO Consensus, the Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR and I simultaneously put forththe OMELCO Consensus, the Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR and I simultaneously put forththe OMELCO Consensus, the Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR and I simultaneously put forth

our separate motions.  My motion was: "That this Council expresses disappointmentour separate motions.  My motion was: "That this Council expresses disappointmentour separate motions.  My motion was: "That this Council expresses disappointmentour separate motions.  My motion was: "That this Council expresses disappointment

that the OMELCO Consensus has not been adopted in the formulation of the futurethat the OMELCO Consensus has not been adopted in the formulation of the futurethat the OMELCO Consensus has not been adopted in the formulation of the futurethat the OMELCO Consensus has not been adopted in the formulation of the future

political model but urges the community, in the interest of Hong Kong, to be unitedpolitical model but urges the community, in the interest of Hong Kong, to be unitedpolitical model but urges the community, in the interest of Hong Kong, to be unitedpolitical model but urges the community, in the interest of Hong Kong, to be united

in its efforts to achieve a successful democratic system." My speech at the time wonin its efforts to achieve a successful democratic system." My speech at the time wonin its efforts to achieve a successful democratic system." My speech at the time wonin its efforts to achieve a successful democratic system." My speech at the time won

the support of colleagues in this Council.  As I recall that speech, my feelings todaythe support of colleagues in this Council.  As I recall that speech, my feelings todaythe support of colleagues in this Council.  As I recall that speech, my feelings todaythe support of colleagues in this Council.  As I recall that speech, my feelings today

are the same as they were then.  I think that we must establish a relationship ofare the same as they were then.  I think that we must establish a relationship ofare the same as they were then.  I think that we must establish a relationship ofare the same as they were then.  I think that we must establish a relationship of

mutual understanding and mutual trust with China and that each side should do itsmutual understanding and mutual trust with China and that each side should do itsmutual understanding and mutual trust with China and that each side should do itsmutual understanding and mutual trust with China and that each side should do its

respective best to try to narrow the gap between them.respective best to try to narrow the gap between them.respective best to try to narrow the gap between them.respective best to try to narrow the gap between them.

Many Members of this Council, including myself, never gave thought to thisMany Members of this Council, including myself, never gave thought to thisMany Members of this Council, including myself, never gave thought to thisMany Members of this Council, including myself, never gave thought to this

question:  If we, as Hong Kong's community leaders, fail to take a trusting attitudequestion:  If we, as Hong Kong's community leaders, fail to take a trusting attitudequestion:  If we, as Hong Kong's community leaders, fail to take a trusting attitudequestion:  If we, as Hong Kong's community leaders, fail to take a trusting attitude

towards China, how can we expect China to trust us?  If we think that erecting atowards China, how can we expect China to trust us?  If we think that erecting atowards China, how can we expect China to trust us?  If we think that erecting atowards China, how can we expect China to trust us?  If we think that erecting a

barrier will enable us to continue our present lifestyle, how will China react?  Webarrier will enable us to continue our present lifestyle, how will China react?  Webarrier will enable us to continue our present lifestyle, how will China react?  Webarrier will enable us to continue our present lifestyle, how will China react?  We

have failed to live up to the expectations of the people of Hong Kong.have failed to live up to the expectations of the people of Hong Kong.have failed to live up to the expectations of the people of Hong Kong.have failed to live up to the expectations of the people of Hong Kong.

Of course, I was very disappointed at the Basic Law's failure to adopt the OMOf course, I was very disappointed at the Basic Law's failure to adopt the OMOf course, I was very disappointed at the Basic Law's failure to adopt the OMOf course, I was very disappointed at the Basic Law's failure to adopt the OMELCOELCOELCOELCO



Consensus.  Although we did our best as required by our responsibilities and duties,Consensus.  Although we did our best as required by our responsibilities and duties,Consensus.  Although we did our best as required by our responsibilities and duties,Consensus.  Although we did our best as required by our responsibilities and duties,

still we could not control our own destiny in the end.  Some Legislative Councilstill we could not control our own destiny in the end.  Some Legislative Councilstill we could not control our own destiny in the end.  Some Legislative Councilstill we could not control our own destiny in the end.  Some Legislative Council

Members at the time thought that for OMELCO Members to give up the OMELCO ConsensusMembers at the time thought that for OMELCO Members to give up the OMELCO ConsensusMembers at the time thought that for OMELCO Members to give up the OMELCO ConsensusMembers at the time thought that for OMELCO Members to give up the OMELCO Consensus

was like abandoning the people of Hong Kong.  I feel that OMELCO Members alreadywas like abandoning the people of Hong Kong.  I feel that OMELCO Members alreadywas like abandoning the people of Hong Kong.  I feel that OMELCO Members alreadywas like abandoning the people of Hong Kong.  I feel that OMELCO Members already

discharged their duties towards the people of Hong Kong by arriving at the OMELCOdischarged their duties towards the people of Hong Kong by arriving at the OMELCOdischarged their duties towards the people of Hong Kong by arriving at the OMELCOdischarged their duties towards the people of Hong Kong by arriving at the OMELCO

Consensus as a formula for the future political model.  As we all know, we sent ourConsensus as a formula for the future political model.  As we all know, we sent ourConsensus as a formula for the future political model.  As we all know, we sent ourConsensus as a formula for the future political model.  As we all know, we sent our

report to the Basic Law Drafting Committee.  Baroness DUNN and I went to London toreport to the Basic Law Drafting Committee.  Baroness DUNN and I went to London toreport to the Basic Law Drafting Committee.  Baroness DUNN and I went to London toreport to the Basic Law Drafting Committee.  Baroness DUNN and I went to London to

call on the Foreign Office Minister, the Foreign Secretary and the Prime Ministercall on the Foreign Office Minister, the Foreign Secretary and the Prime Ministercall on the Foreign Office Minister, the Foreign Secretary and the Prime Ministercall on the Foreign Office Minister, the Foreign Secretary and the Prime Minister

and did our best to the OMELCO Consensus.  Towards the people of Hong Kong, too, weand did our best to the OMELCO Consensus.  Towards the people of Hong Kong, too, weand did our best to the OMELCO Consensus.  Towards the people of Hong Kong, too, weand did our best to the OMELCO Consensus.  Towards the people of Hong Kong, too, we

had made and carried out our commitments and discharged our duties.  As I said a momenthad made and carried out our commitments and discharged our duties.  As I said a momenthad made and carried out our commitments and discharged our duties.  As I said a momenthad made and carried out our commitments and discharged our duties.  As I said a moment

ago, we are not masters of our own destiny.  I am very much in agreement with whatago, we are not masters of our own destiny.  I am very much in agreement with whatago, we are not masters of our own destiny.  I am very much in agreement with whatago, we are not masters of our own destiny.  I am very much in agreement with what

the Honourable Elsie TU said a moment ago, namely, that we are not giving up, northe Honourable Elsie TU said a moment ago, namely, that we are not giving up, northe Honourable Elsie TU said a moment ago, namely, that we are not giving up, northe Honourable Elsie TU said a moment ago, namely, that we are not giving up, nor

have ever given up; we are merely facing the fact.  I feel that, if we do not facehave ever given up; we are merely facing the fact.  I feel that, if we do not facehave ever given up; we are merely facing the fact.  I feel that, if we do not facehave ever given up; we are merely facing the fact.  I feel that, if we do not face

this fact, we will be misleading the people of Hong Kong, leading them in a differentthis fact, we will be misleading the people of Hong Kong, leading them in a differentthis fact, we will be misleading the people of Hong Kong, leading them in a differentthis fact, we will be misleading the people of Hong Kong, leading them in a different

direction.direction.direction.direction.

Have we ever asked ourselves what our attitude towards China is?  If we wish ChinaHave we ever asked ourselves what our attitude towards China is?  If we wish ChinaHave we ever asked ourselves what our attitude towards China is?  If we wish ChinaHave we ever asked ourselves what our attitude towards China is?  If we wish China

to adopt a good attitude towards Hong Kong, we must handle Hong Kong's relations withto adopt a good attitude towards Hong Kong, we must handle Hong Kong's relations withto adopt a good attitude towards Hong Kong, we must handle Hong Kong's relations withto adopt a good attitude towards Hong Kong, we must handle Hong Kong's relations with

China with an attitude of mutual trust, mutual understanding and give-and-take.  IfChina with an attitude of mutual trust, mutual understanding and give-and-take.  IfChina with an attitude of mutual trust, mutual understanding and give-and-take.  IfChina with an attitude of mutual trust, mutual understanding and give-and-take.  If

we adopt an attitude of no trust, no understanding and no give-and-take towards China,we adopt an attitude of no trust, no understanding and no give-and-take towards China,we adopt an attitude of no trust, no understanding and no give-and-take towards China,we adopt an attitude of no trust, no understanding and no give-and-take towards China,

I believe that Chinese leaders will not try to know or understand us.  The resultI believe that Chinese leaders will not try to know or understand us.  The resultI believe that Chinese leaders will not try to know or understand us.  The resultI believe that Chinese leaders will not try to know or understand us.  The result

will be mutual suspicion and confrontation.  It will always be the people of Hongwill be mutual suspicion and confrontation.  It will always be the people of Hongwill be mutual suspicion and confrontation.  It will always be the people of Hongwill be mutual suspicion and confrontation.  It will always be the people of Hong

Kong who will lose out.Kong who will lose out.Kong who will lose out.Kong who will lose out.

Five more years and Hong Kong will become a special administrative region ofFive more years and Hong Kong will become a special administrative region ofFive more years and Hong Kong will become a special administrative region ofFive more years and Hong Kong will become a special administrative region of China. China. China. China.

Those Hong Kong people who do not trust China very probably will have left Hong Kong.Those Hong Kong people who do not trust China very probably will have left Hong Kong.Those Hong Kong people who do not trust China very probably will have left Hong Kong.Those Hong Kong people who do not trust China very probably will have left Hong Kong.

We must think for those Hong Kong people who do not wish or are unwilling to leaveWe must think for those Hong Kong people who do not wish or are unwilling to leaveWe must think for those Hong Kong people who do not wish or are unwilling to leaveWe must think for those Hong Kong people who do not wish or are unwilling to leave

Hong Kong.  What kind of China, what kind of Hong Kong would they like to see in theHong Kong.  What kind of China, what kind of Hong Kong would they like to see in theHong Kong.  What kind of China, what kind of Hong Kong would they like to see in theHong Kong.  What kind of China, what kind of Hong Kong would they like to see in the

future?  I hope that colleagues in this Council will visit different parts of Chinafuture?  I hope that colleagues in this Council will visit different parts of Chinafuture?  I hope that colleagues in this Council will visit different parts of Chinafuture?  I hope that colleagues in this Council will visit different parts of China

more often, exchange views with the people there and find out what their present viewsmore often, exchange views with the people there and find out what their present viewsmore often, exchange views with the people there and find out what their present viewsmore often, exchange views with the people there and find out what their present views

are about the future of China.are about the future of China.are about the future of China.are about the future of China.

I always believe in democratic politics.  I I always believe in democratic politics.  I I always believe in democratic politics.  I I always believe in democratic politics.  I think that the top priority at thethink that the top priority at thethink that the top priority at thethink that the top priority at the

moment is to achieve convergence in the political system, to ensure a smoothmoment is to achieve convergence in the political system, to ensure a smoothmoment is to achieve convergence in the political system, to ensure a smoothmoment is to achieve convergence in the political system, to ensure a smooth

transition and to see to the success of the "through train".  These are importanttransition and to see to the success of the "through train".  These are importanttransition and to see to the success of the "through train".  These are importanttransition and to see to the success of the "through train".  These are important

matters that are easy to talk about but not so easy to achieve.  We must be realisticmatters that are easy to talk about but not so easy to achieve.  We must be realisticmatters that are easy to talk about but not so easy to achieve.  We must be realisticmatters that are easy to talk about but not so easy to achieve.  We must be realistic

and establish good relations with China.  We must face the future in a positive way.and establish good relations with China.  We must face the future in a positive way.and establish good relations with China.  We must face the future in a positive way.and establish good relations with China.  We must face the future in a positive way.

We must do our work well.  We must not shirk our responsibility towards the peopleWe must do our work well.  We must not shirk our responsibility towards the peopleWe must do our work well.  We must not shirk our responsibility towards the peopleWe must do our work well.  We must not shirk our responsibility towards the people



of Hong Kong.  We must create a better tomorrow for Hong Kong.of Hong Kong.  We must create a better tomorrow for Hong Kong.of Hong Kong.  We must create a better tomorrow for Hong Kong.of Hong Kong.  We must create a better tomorrow for Hong Kong.

8.00 pm8.00 pm8.00 pm8.00 pm

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: It is now eight o'clock and under Standing Order 8(2) the CouncilDEPUTY PRESIDENT: It is now eight o'clock and under Standing Order 8(2) the CouncilDEPUTY PRESIDENT: It is now eight o'clock and under Standing Order 8(2) the CouncilDEPUTY PRESIDENT: It is now eight o'clock and under Standing Order 8(2) the Council

should adjourn.should adjourn.should adjourn.should adjourn.

CHIEF SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, with your consent, I move that Standing OrderCHIEF SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, with your consent, I move that Standing OrderCHIEF SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, with your consent, I move that Standing OrderCHIEF SECRETARY: Mr Deputy President, with your consent, I move that Standing Order

8(2) should be suspended so as to allow the Council's business this afternoon to be8(2) should be suspended so as to allow the Council's business this afternoon to be8(2) should be suspended so as to allow the Council's business this afternoon to be8(2) should be suspended so as to allow the Council's business this afternoon to be

concluded.concluded.concluded.concluded.

Question proposed, put and agreed to.Question proposed, put and agreed to.Question proposed, put and agreed to.Question proposed, put and agreed to.

MR STEPHEN CHEONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, as Hong Kong faces the prospectMR STEPHEN CHEONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, as Hong Kong faces the prospectMR STEPHEN CHEONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, as Hong Kong faces the prospectMR STEPHEN CHEONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, as Hong Kong faces the prospect

of transfer of sovereignty in 1997, what is our first wish?  My wish is that Hongof transfer of sovereignty in 1997, what is our first wish?  My wish is that Hongof transfer of sovereignty in 1997, what is our first wish?  My wish is that Hongof transfer of sovereignty in 1997, what is our first wish?  My wish is that Hong

Kong make the transition smoothly and safely and that the people of Hong Kong be ableKong make the transition smoothly and safely and that the people of Hong Kong be ableKong make the transition smoothly and safely and that the people of Hong Kong be ableKong make the transition smoothly and safely and that the people of Hong Kong be able

to rest assured that the stability, prosperity and free lifestyle such as they nowto rest assured that the stability, prosperity and free lifestyle such as they nowto rest assured that the stability, prosperity and free lifestyle such as they nowto rest assured that the stability, prosperity and free lifestyle such as they now

know will continue.  I believe that such a simple wish is shared by many people ofknow will continue.  I believe that such a simple wish is shared by many people ofknow will continue.  I believe that such a simple wish is shared by many people ofknow will continue.  I believe that such a simple wish is shared by many people of

Hong Kong and even by the Chinese and the British sides as they talk about the futureHong Kong and even by the Chinese and the British sides as they talk about the futureHong Kong and even by the Chinese and the British sides as they talk about the futureHong Kong and even by the Chinese and the British sides as they talk about the future

of Hong Kong.of Hong Kong.of Hong Kong.of Hong Kong.

"Smooth transition" -- this sounds very simple.  However, during the past few"Smooth transition" -- this sounds very simple.  However, during the past few"Smooth transition" -- this sounds very simple.  However, during the past few"Smooth transition" -- this sounds very simple.  However, during the past few

years, because of differences between the Chinese and the British Governments overyears, because of differences between the Chinese and the British Governments overyears, because of differences between the Chinese and the British Governments overyears, because of differences between the Chinese and the British Governments over

the affairs of Hong Kong and because of quarrels among local supporters of differentthe affairs of Hong Kong and because of quarrels among local supporters of differentthe affairs of Hong Kong and because of quarrels among local supporters of differentthe affairs of Hong Kong and because of quarrels among local supporters of different

political beliefs, "smooth transition" has become far from simple.  It has becomepolitical beliefs, "smooth transition" has become far from simple.  It has becomepolitical beliefs, "smooth transition" has become far from simple.  It has becomepolitical beliefs, "smooth transition" has become far from simple.  It has become

increasingly complex.  In the more complex social and political environment that hasincreasingly complex.  In the more complex social and political environment that hasincreasingly complex.  In the more complex social and political environment that hasincreasingly complex.  In the more complex social and political environment that has

presented itself, quarrels between governments or among politicians have set offpresented itself, quarrels between governments or among politicians have set offpresented itself, quarrels between governments or among politicians have set offpresented itself, quarrels between governments or among politicians have set off

waves of disquiet.  Coming under pressure and made to face an uncertain future arewaves of disquiet.  Coming under pressure and made to face an uncertain future arewaves of disquiet.  Coming under pressure and made to face an uncertain future arewaves of disquiet.  Coming under pressure and made to face an uncertain future are

the majority of the people of Hong Kong, the more than five million who take no partthe majority of the people of Hong Kong, the more than five million who take no partthe majority of the people of Hong Kong, the more than five million who take no partthe majority of the people of Hong Kong, the more than five million who take no part

in such quarrels.in such quarrels.in such quarrels.in such quarrels.

As Legislative Councillors responsible for making laws affecting the life of theAs Legislative Councillors responsible for making laws affecting the life of theAs Legislative Councillors responsible for making laws affecting the life of theAs Legislative Councillors responsible for making laws affecting the life of the

people, how can we reassure them about the 1997 transition?  Should we persuade them,people, how can we reassure them about the 1997 transition?  Should we persuade them,people, how can we reassure them about the 1997 transition?  Should we persuade them,people, how can we reassure them about the 1997 transition?  Should we persuade them,

with strong words and actions, to try to get used to social and political unrest,with strong words and actions, to try to get used to social and political unrest,with strong words and actions, to try to get used to social and political unrest,with strong words and actions, to try to get used to social and political unrest,

to living with the uncertainties?  Or should we try our best to remove theto living with the uncertainties?  Or should we try our best to remove theto living with the uncertainties?  Or should we try our best to remove theto living with the uncertainties?  Or should we try our best to remove the



uncertainties and let the wish for "smooth transition" come true?  I will do theuncertainties and let the wish for "smooth transition" come true?  I will do theuncertainties and let the wish for "smooth transition" come true?  I will do theuncertainties and let the wish for "smooth transition" come true?  I will do the

latter.latter.latter.latter.

Mr Deputy President, during the latter half of the transition period, a co-Mr Deputy President, during the latter half of the transition period, a co-Mr Deputy President, during the latter half of the transition period, a co-Mr Deputy President, during the latter half of the transition period, a co-

operative partnership is very important.  Such a relationship is indispensable notoperative partnership is very important.  Such a relationship is indispensable notoperative partnership is very important.  Such a relationship is indispensable notoperative partnership is very important.  Such a relationship is indispensable not

only between the Chinese and the British Governments and between the Chinese and theonly between the Chinese and the British Governments and between the Chinese and theonly between the Chinese and the British Governments and between the Chinese and theonly between the Chinese and the British Governments and between the Chinese and the

Hong Kong Governments, but also between the Government and the LegislativeHong Kong Governments, but also between the Government and the LegislativeHong Kong Governments, but also between the Government and the LegislativeHong Kong Governments, but also between the Government and the Legislative

Councillors and between the Government and the public.  A co-operative partnershipCouncillors and between the Government and the public.  A co-operative partnershipCouncillors and between the Government and the public.  A co-operative partnershipCouncillors and between the Government and the public.  A co-operative partnership

is based on mutual trust, mutual understanding and give-and-take; its basic spiritis based on mutual trust, mutual understanding and give-and-take; its basic spiritis based on mutual trust, mutual understanding and give-and-take; its basic spiritis based on mutual trust, mutual understanding and give-and-take; its basic spirit

is a constant dialogue.  It cannot be achieved through endless mutual suspicion,is a constant dialogue.  It cannot be achieved through endless mutual suspicion,is a constant dialogue.  It cannot be achieved through endless mutual suspicion,is a constant dialogue.  It cannot be achieved through endless mutual suspicion,

confrontation and recrimination.confrontation and recrimination.confrontation and recrimination.confrontation and recrimination.

Some peSome peSome peSome people think that mutual suspicion and recrimination will be followed byople think that mutual suspicion and recrimination will be followed byople think that mutual suspicion and recrimination will be followed byople think that mutual suspicion and recrimination will be followed by

enhanced mutual understanding.  I believe that mutual understanding has deepenedenhanced mutual understanding.  I believe that mutual understanding has deepenedenhanced mutual understanding.  I believe that mutual understanding has deepenedenhanced mutual understanding.  I believe that mutual understanding has deepened

after all this time and now is the time to establish a co-operative partnership.after all this time and now is the time to establish a co-operative partnership.after all this time and now is the time to establish a co-operative partnership.after all this time and now is the time to establish a co-operative partnership.

If there are people wIf there are people wIf there are people wIf there are people who think that partnership between China and the Unitedho think that partnership between China and the Unitedho think that partnership between China and the Unitedho think that partnership between China and the United

Kingdom, between China and Hong Kong, between the Government and LegislativeKingdom, between China and Hong Kong, between the Government and LegislativeKingdom, between China and Hong Kong, between the Government and LegislativeKingdom, between China and Hong Kong, between the Government and Legislative

Councillors and between the Government and the public can be established only whenCouncillors and between the Government and the public can be established only whenCouncillors and between the Government and the public can be established only whenCouncillors and between the Government and the public can be established only when

one side kow-tows to the other; if there are people who think like this, I considerone side kow-tows to the other; if there are people who think like this, I considerone side kow-tows to the other; if there are people who think like this, I considerone side kow-tows to the other; if there are people who think like this, I consider

their notion to be really stupid.  Such a notion is all the more questionable whentheir notion to be really stupid.  Such a notion is all the more questionable whentheir notion to be really stupid.  Such a notion is all the more questionable whentheir notion to be really stupid.  Such a notion is all the more questionable when

applied to the relationship between China and Hong Kong, as a partnership spiritapplied to the relationship between China and Hong Kong, as a partnership spiritapplied to the relationship between China and Hong Kong, as a partnership spiritapplied to the relationship between China and Hong Kong, as a partnership spirit

between them is important.  We should consider that there exist between China andbetween them is important.  We should consider that there exist between China andbetween them is important.  We should consider that there exist between China andbetween them is important.  We should consider that there exist between China and

Hong Kong all kinds of unbreakable ties dictated by social realities and the factsHong Kong all kinds of unbreakable ties dictated by social realities and the factsHong Kong all kinds of unbreakable ties dictated by social realities and the factsHong Kong all kinds of unbreakable ties dictated by social realities and the facts

of life, such as in the areas of law and order, illegal immigration and food and waterof life, such as in the areas of law and order, illegal immigration and food and waterof life, such as in the areas of law and order, illegal immigration and food and waterof life, such as in the areas of law and order, illegal immigration and food and water

supplies.  If China-Hong Kong relations should deteriorate until social stabilitysupplies.  If China-Hong Kong relations should deteriorate until social stabilitysupplies.  If China-Hong Kong relations should deteriorate until social stabilitysupplies.  If China-Hong Kong relations should deteriorate until social stability

and the supply of necessities of life are affected, then it is the people of Hongand the supply of necessities of life are affected, then it is the people of Hongand the supply of necessities of life are affected, then it is the people of Hongand the supply of necessities of life are affected, then it is the people of Hong

Kong who would suffer.  Therefore, we must do our best to maintain a partnershipKong who would suffer.  Therefore, we must do our best to maintain a partnershipKong who would suffer.  Therefore, we must do our best to maintain a partnershipKong who would suffer.  Therefore, we must do our best to maintain a partnership

spirit between China and Hong Kong, marked by sincere co-operation and the resolutionspirit between China and Hong Kong, marked by sincere co-operation and the resolutionspirit between China and Hong Kong, marked by sincere co-operation and the resolutionspirit between China and Hong Kong, marked by sincere co-operation and the resolution

of differences.of differences.of differences.of differences.

For many years, members of the public have had different views and preferencesFor many years, members of the public have had different views and preferencesFor many years, members of the public have had different views and preferencesFor many years, members of the public have had different views and preferences

with regard to the speed of Hong Kong's political development.  People's thinkingwith regard to the speed of Hong Kong's political development.  People's thinkingwith regard to the speed of Hong Kong's political development.  People's thinkingwith regard to the speed of Hong Kong's political development.  People's thinking

often matures on the basis of personal experience and as the social condition oroften matures on the basis of personal experience and as the social condition oroften matures on the basis of personal experience and as the social condition oroften matures on the basis of personal experience and as the social condition or

situation changes; they will not rigidly and blindly adhere to conventional codessituation changes; they will not rigidly and blindly adhere to conventional codessituation changes; they will not rigidly and blindly adhere to conventional codessituation changes; they will not rigidly and blindly adhere to conventional codes

of conduct; they will not turn their back on realities.  Where smooth transition isof conduct; they will not turn their back on realities.  Where smooth transition isof conduct; they will not turn their back on realities.  Where smooth transition isof conduct; they will not turn their back on realities.  Where smooth transition is

the overriding objective, continuity and stability in political development will havethe overriding objective, continuity and stability in political development will havethe overriding objective, continuity and stability in political development will havethe overriding objective, continuity and stability in political development will have

a far-reaching impact on people's livelihood.  This is where the Chinese and thea far-reaching impact on people's livelihood.  This is where the Chinese and thea far-reaching impact on people's livelihood.  This is where the Chinese and thea far-reaching impact on people's livelihood.  This is where the Chinese and the



British Governments and the Legislative Councillors must give assurances to theBritish Governments and the Legislative Councillors must give assurances to theBritish Governments and the Legislative Councillors must give assurances to theBritish Governments and the Legislative Councillors must give assurances to the

people of Hong Kong.people of Hong Kong.people of Hong Kong.people of Hong Kong.

Recently, local politicians and politicians from tRecently, local politicians and politicians from tRecently, local politicians and politicians from tRecently, local politicians and politicians from the United Kingdom have proposedhe United Kingdom have proposedhe United Kingdom have proposedhe United Kingdom have proposed

a revision of the Basic Law to speed up the democratization of the Legislative Council.a revision of the Basic Law to speed up the democratization of the Legislative Council.a revision of the Basic Law to speed up the democratization of the Legislative Council.a revision of the Basic Law to speed up the democratization of the Legislative Council.

I think that those who initiate such proposals must clearly explain to the peopleI think that those who initiate such proposals must clearly explain to the peopleI think that those who initiate such proposals must clearly explain to the peopleI think that those who initiate such proposals must clearly explain to the people

of Hong Kong what the potential risks of the proposals are.of Hong Kong what the potential risks of the proposals are.of Hong Kong what the potential risks of the proposals are.of Hong Kong what the potential risks of the proposals are.

The Basic Law was passed and promulgated by the National People's Congress ofThe Basic Law was passed and promulgated by the National People's Congress ofThe Basic Law was passed and promulgated by the National People's Congress ofThe Basic Law was passed and promulgated by the National People's Congress of

China in 1990.  The final model of the 1997 political system of Hong Kong was therebyChina in 1990.  The final model of the 1997 political system of Hong Kong was therebyChina in 1990.  The final model of the 1997 political system of Hong Kong was therebyChina in 1990.  The final model of the 1997 political system of Hong Kong was thereby

decided.  Because the 1995 Legislative Council will serve a transitional termdecided.  Because the 1995 Legislative Council will serve a transitional termdecided.  Because the 1995 Legislative Council will serve a transitional termdecided.  Because the 1995 Legislative Council will serve a transitional term

extending beyond 1997, political continuity and stability will depend on the 1995extending beyond 1997, political continuity and stability will depend on the 1995extending beyond 1997, political continuity and stability will depend on the 1995extending beyond 1997, political continuity and stability will depend on the 1995

Legislative Council elections.  The Chinese side has already made it clear that theLegislative Council elections.  The Chinese side has already made it clear that theLegislative Council elections.  The Chinese side has already made it clear that theLegislative Council elections.  The Chinese side has already made it clear that the

Basic Law cannot be revised before 1997.  If the British side should insist on actingBasic Law cannot be revised before 1997.  If the British side should insist on actingBasic Law cannot be revised before 1997.  If the British side should insist on actingBasic Law cannot be revised before 1997.  If the British side should insist on acting

unilaterally; if, as the Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR has proposed, there should be anunilaterally; if, as the Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR has proposed, there should be anunilaterally; if, as the Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR has proposed, there should be anunilaterally; if, as the Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR has proposed, there should be an

election plan that differs from the Basic Law on how the legislative assembly of theelection plan that differs from the Basic Law on how the legislative assembly of theelection plan that differs from the Basic Law on how the legislative assembly of theelection plan that differs from the Basic Law on how the legislative assembly of the

Special Administrative Region should be constituted in 1997, then I expect that socialSpecial Administrative Region should be constituted in 1997, then I expect that socialSpecial Administrative Region should be constituted in 1997, then I expect that socialSpecial Administrative Region should be constituted in 1997, then I expect that social

unrest would immediately ensue and would not wait until 1997.  Every day for the nextunrest would immediately ensue and would not wait until 1997.  Every day for the nextunrest would immediately ensue and would not wait until 1997.  Every day for the nextunrest would immediately ensue and would not wait until 1997.  Every day for the next

five years, people would be anticipating the consequences of a break in legislativefive years, people would be anticipating the consequences of a break in legislativefive years, people would be anticipating the consequences of a break in legislativefive years, people would be anticipating the consequences of a break in legislative

continuity in 1997.  Should this happen, how could there be smooth transition?continuity in 1997.  Should this happen, how could there be smooth transition?continuity in 1997.  Should this happen, how could there be smooth transition?continuity in 1997.  Should this happen, how could there be smooth transition?

Giving away the peaceful life of millions of people in exchange for a few directlyGiving away the peaceful life of millions of people in exchange for a few directlyGiving away the peaceful life of millions of people in exchange for a few directlyGiving away the peaceful life of millions of people in exchange for a few directly

elected Legislative Council seats -- would this be worthwhile?elected Legislative Council seats -- would this be worthwhile?elected Legislative Council seats -- would this be worthwhile?elected Legislative Council seats -- would this be worthwhile?

If we think that the Government can become more open and can increase the degreeIf we think that the Government can become more open and can increase the degreeIf we think that the Government can become more open and can increase the degreeIf we think that the Government can become more open and can increase the degree

of transparency of its decision-making process, are we also sure that adding severalof transparency of its decision-making process, are we also sure that adding severalof transparency of its decision-making process, are we also sure that adding severalof transparency of its decision-making process, are we also sure that adding several

directly elected Legislative Council seats in 1995 is the only way to arrive at suchdirectly elected Legislative Council seats in 1995 is the only way to arrive at suchdirectly elected Legislative Council seats in 1995 is the only way to arrive at suchdirectly elected Legislative Council seats in 1995 is the only way to arrive at such

a result?  In fact, I believe that, if we insist on the continuity of the legislaturea result?  In fact, I believe that, if we insist on the continuity of the legislaturea result?  In fact, I believe that, if we insist on the continuity of the legislaturea result?  In fact, I believe that, if we insist on the continuity of the legislature

and accordingly devise an electoral mode that can assure smooth transition, we stilland accordingly devise an electoral mode that can assure smooth transition, we stilland accordingly devise an electoral mode that can assure smooth transition, we stilland accordingly devise an electoral mode that can assure smooth transition, we still

will be able to make the Government more and more open.  All of us are communitywill be able to make the Government more and more open.  All of us are communitywill be able to make the Government more and more open.  All of us are communitywill be able to make the Government more and more open.  All of us are community

leaders with heavy responsibilities.  We must let the people know that, whileleaders with heavy responsibilities.  We must let the people know that, whileleaders with heavy responsibilities.  We must let the people know that, whileleaders with heavy responsibilities.  We must let the people know that, while

listening to their views, we will, drawing on our public service experience and havinglistening to their views, we will, drawing on our public service experience and havinglistening to their views, we will, drawing on our public service experience and havinglistening to their views, we will, drawing on our public service experience and having

regard to the overall situation, lead Hong Kong to make the smooth transition to 1997regard to the overall situation, lead Hong Kong to make the smooth transition to 1997regard to the overall situation, lead Hong Kong to make the smooth transition to 1997regard to the overall situation, lead Hong Kong to make the smooth transition to 1997

with flair and vision.  This will give the people of Hong Kong confidence in theirwith flair and vision.  This will give the people of Hong Kong confidence in theirwith flair and vision.  This will give the people of Hong Kong confidence in theirwith flair and vision.  This will give the people of Hong Kong confidence in their

future.  We also must let the public know that community leaders are not bull-hornsfuture.  We also must let the public know that community leaders are not bull-hornsfuture.  We also must let the public know that community leaders are not bull-hornsfuture.  We also must let the public know that community leaders are not bull-horns

or recording machines.  The public should learn and understand in depth the decisionsor recording machines.  The public should learn and understand in depth the decisionsor recording machines.  The public should learn and understand in depth the decisionsor recording machines.  The public should learn and understand in depth the decisions

made by the Government and Legislative Councillors after weighing the pros and cons.made by the Government and Legislative Councillors after weighing the pros and cons.made by the Government and Legislative Councillors after weighing the pros and cons.made by the Government and Legislative Councillors after weighing the pros and cons.

The Government and Legislative Councillors, for their part, have a duty to explainThe Government and Legislative Councillors, for their part, have a duty to explainThe Government and Legislative Councillors, for their part, have a duty to explainThe Government and Legislative Councillors, for their part, have a duty to explain

things clearly to the public.  If there is any person who considers only his own wishthings clearly to the public.  If there is any person who considers only his own wishthings clearly to the public.  If there is any person who considers only his own wishthings clearly to the public.  If there is any person who considers only his own wish



and who short-sightedly and deliberately polarizes social differences before theand who short-sightedly and deliberately polarizes social differences before theand who short-sightedly and deliberately polarizes social differences before theand who short-sightedly and deliberately polarizes social differences before the

public has a chance to see the entire picture and the consequences, that person ispublic has a chance to see the entire picture and the consequences, that person ispublic has a chance to see the entire picture and the consequences, that person ispublic has a chance to see the entire picture and the consequences, that person is

unfit to be a community leader.  Of course, it is also questionable whether such aunfit to be a community leader.  Of course, it is also questionable whether such aunfit to be a community leader.  Of course, it is also questionable whether such aunfit to be a community leader.  Of course, it is also questionable whether such a

person will be able to make the transition smooth for Hong Kong.  I think that aperson will be able to make the transition smooth for Hong Kong.  I think that aperson will be able to make the transition smooth for Hong Kong.  I think that aperson will be able to make the transition smooth for Hong Kong.  I think that a

co-operative partnership among different social strata should be encouraged so thatco-operative partnership among different social strata should be encouraged so thatco-operative partnership among different social strata should be encouraged so thatco-operative partnership among different social strata should be encouraged so that

all may learn to accommodate differences in order to achieve general consensus, learnall may learn to accommodate differences in order to achieve general consensus, learnall may learn to accommodate differences in order to achieve general consensus, learnall may learn to accommodate differences in order to achieve general consensus, learn

to be mutually courteous and respectful and learn to be mutually conciliatory andto be mutually courteous and respectful and learn to be mutually conciliatory andto be mutually courteous and respectful and learn to be mutually conciliatory andto be mutually courteous and respectful and learn to be mutually conciliatory and

understanding.  This way, public opinion will rally in an atmosphere of harmony, andunderstanding.  This way, public opinion will rally in an atmosphere of harmony, andunderstanding.  This way, public opinion will rally in an atmosphere of harmony, andunderstanding.  This way, public opinion will rally in an atmosphere of harmony, and

Legislative Councillors will be able to work together in mind and body to make theLegislative Councillors will be able to work together in mind and body to make theLegislative Councillors will be able to work together in mind and body to make theLegislative Councillors will be able to work together in mind and body to make the

Government more liberal and more open.Government more liberal and more open.Government more liberal and more open.Government more liberal and more open.

Mr Deputy President, I believe that, if such a partnership spirit, which shouldMr Deputy President, I believe that, if such a partnership spirit, which shouldMr Deputy President, I believe that, if such a partnership spirit, which shouldMr Deputy President, I believe that, if such a partnership spirit, which should

exist in Hong Kong internally, is extended to bilateral relations between China andexist in Hong Kong internally, is extended to bilateral relations between China andexist in Hong Kong internally, is extended to bilateral relations between China andexist in Hong Kong internally, is extended to bilateral relations between China and

the United Kingdom, that will mean that the British Government should quickly consultthe United Kingdom, that will mean that the British Government should quickly consultthe United Kingdom, that will mean that the British Government should quickly consultthe United Kingdom, that will mean that the British Government should quickly consult

with China about the 1995 Legislative Council elections with a view to making thewith China about the 1995 Legislative Council elections with a view to making thewith China about the 1995 Legislative Council elections with a view to making thewith China about the 1995 Legislative Council elections with a view to making the

transition smooth for Hong Kong.transition smooth for Hong Kong.transition smooth for Hong Kong.transition smooth for Hong Kong.

Mr DeputyMr DeputyMr DeputyMr Deputy President, since the Sino-British talks about Hong Kong's future, the President, since the Sino-British talks about Hong Kong's future, the President, since the Sino-British talks about Hong Kong's future, the President, since the Sino-British talks about Hong Kong's future, the

people of Hong Kong have been drifting for 10 years in a maelstrom of uncertainties.people of Hong Kong have been drifting for 10 years in a maelstrom of uncertainties.people of Hong Kong have been drifting for 10 years in a maelstrom of uncertainties.people of Hong Kong have been drifting for 10 years in a maelstrom of uncertainties.

If we are community leaders determined to serve the people of Hong Kong, if we reallyIf we are community leaders determined to serve the people of Hong Kong, if we reallyIf we are community leaders determined to serve the people of Hong Kong, if we reallyIf we are community leaders determined to serve the people of Hong Kong, if we really

mean to do so, should we not do our best to enable them to live in peace as they deserve?mean to do so, should we not do our best to enable them to live in peace as they deserve?mean to do so, should we not do our best to enable them to live in peace as they deserve?mean to do so, should we not do our best to enable them to live in peace as they deserve?

Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support  the Honourable NGAIMr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support  the Honourable NGAIMr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support  the Honourable NGAIMr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support  the Honourable NGAI

Shiu-kit's motion for amendment.Shiu-kit's motion for amendment.Shiu-kit's motion for amendment.Shiu-kit's motion for amendment.

MRS SELINA CHOW: Mr Deputy President, what was the OMELCO Consensus?MRS SELINA CHOW: Mr Deputy President, what was the OMELCO Consensus?MRS SELINA CHOW: Mr Deputy President, what was the OMELCO Consensus?MRS SELINA CHOW: Mr Deputy President, what was the OMELCO Consensus?

I remember it only too well.  It was indeed arrived at after the most lengthyI remember it only too well.  It was indeed arrived at after the most lengthyI remember it only too well.  It was indeed arrived at after the most lengthyI remember it only too well.  It was indeed arrived at after the most lengthy

discussion by our colleagues and came together before and after 4 June in 1989.  Itdiscussion by our colleagues and came together before and after 4 June in 1989.  Itdiscussion by our colleagues and came together before and after 4 June in 1989.  Itdiscussion by our colleagues and came together before and after 4 June in 1989.  It

did indeed reflect the spirit of caution, unity and compromise of our membership then.did indeed reflect the spirit of caution, unity and compromise of our membership then.did indeed reflect the spirit of caution, unity and compromise of our membership then.did indeed reflect the spirit of caution, unity and compromise of our membership then.

What made it special was that all the Members of this Council at that time decidedWhat made it special was that all the Members of this Council at that time decidedWhat made it special was that all the Members of this Council at that time decidedWhat made it special was that all the Members of this Council at that time decided

unanimously to agree, in spite of the fact that not each and everyone found it theunanimously to agree, in spite of the fact that not each and everyone found it theunanimously to agree, in spite of the fact that not each and everyone found it theunanimously to agree, in spite of the fact that not each and everyone found it the

most ideal.  No voting was necessary then.  We wanted to reach agreement.  Themost ideal.  No voting was necessary then.  We wanted to reach agreement.  Themost ideal.  No voting was necessary then.  We wanted to reach agreement.  Themost ideal.  No voting was necessary then.  We wanted to reach agreement.  The

primary purpose of the agreement was to send a clear message to both the British andprimary purpose of the agreement was to send a clear message to both the British andprimary purpose of the agreement was to send a clear message to both the British andprimary purpose of the agreement was to send a clear message to both the British and

the Chinese Governments before a decision was to be made on the political system thatthe Chinese Governments before a decision was to be made on the political system thatthe Chinese Governments before a decision was to be made on the political system thatthe Chinese Governments before a decision was to be made on the political system that

was to take Hong Kong towards and through 1997. That decision was made by bothwas to take Hong Kong towards and through 1997. That decision was made by bothwas to take Hong Kong towards and through 1997. That decision was made by bothwas to take Hong Kong towards and through 1997. That decision was made by both

governments at the beginning of 1990.governments at the beginning of 1990.governments at the beginning of 1990.governments at the beginning of 1990.



The British Government made its position clear via the Foreign Secretary MrThe British Government made its position clear via the Foreign Secretary MrThe British Government made its position clear via the Foreign Secretary MrThe British Government made its position clear via the Foreign Secretary Mr

Douglas HURD's statement in the House of Commons on 16 February 1990.  In it Mr HURDDouglas HURD's statement in the House of Commons on 16 February 1990.  In it Mr HURDDouglas HURD's statement in the House of Commons on 16 February 1990.  In it Mr HURDDouglas HURD's statement in the House of Commons on 16 February 1990.  In it Mr HURD

made clear the importance that was attached to a convergence of systems before andmade clear the importance that was attached to a convergence of systems before andmade clear the importance that was attached to a convergence of systems before andmade clear the importance that was attached to a convergence of systems before and

after 1997, and held out the hope that there might be the chance of increasing theafter 1997, and held out the hope that there might be the chance of increasing theafter 1997, and held out the hope that there might be the chance of increasing theafter 1997, and held out the hope that there might be the chance of increasing the

number of directly elected seats by Her Majesty's Government approaching the Chinesenumber of directly elected seats by Her Majesty's Government approaching the Chinesenumber of directly elected seats by Her Majesty's Government approaching the Chinesenumber of directly elected seats by Her Majesty's Government approaching the Chinese

Government some time in the future while ruling out unilateral action along this lineGovernment some time in the future while ruling out unilateral action along this lineGovernment some time in the future while ruling out unilateral action along this lineGovernment some time in the future while ruling out unilateral action along this line

as unrealistic.  His exact words at the time were:as unrealistic.  His exact words at the time were:as unrealistic.  His exact words at the time were:as unrealistic.  His exact words at the time were:

"Those who suggest that whatever we do now China would be obliged to accept in 1997"Those who suggest that whatever we do now China would be obliged to accept in 1997"Those who suggest that whatever we do now China would be obliged to accept in 1997"Those who suggest that whatever we do now China would be obliged to accept in 1997

are out of touch with reality.  The measures which we are introducing will preserveare out of touch with reality.  The measures which we are introducing will preserveare out of touch with reality.  The measures which we are introducing will preserveare out of touch with reality.  The measures which we are introducing will preserve

the concept of one country, two systems, which is the basis of Hong Kong's futurethe concept of one country, two systems, which is the basis of Hong Kong's futurethe concept of one country, two systems, which is the basis of Hong Kong's futurethe concept of one country, two systems, which is the basis of Hong Kong's future

success.  We shall continue to press the case for a faster pace of democratization."success.  We shall continue to press the case for a faster pace of democratization."success.  We shall continue to press the case for a faster pace of democratization."success.  We shall continue to press the case for a faster pace of democratization."

The Chinese Government promulgated the Basic Law in April 1990. The purpose ofThe Chinese Government promulgated the Basic Law in April 1990. The purpose ofThe Chinese Government promulgated the Basic Law in April 1990. The purpose ofThe Chinese Government promulgated the Basic Law in April 1990. The purpose of

the early promulgation was to present Hong Kong with certainty of what will happenthe early promulgation was to present Hong Kong with certainty of what will happenthe early promulgation was to present Hong Kong with certainty of what will happenthe early promulgation was to present Hong Kong with certainty of what will happen

to all systems that govern the running of Hong Kong, of which the constitutionalto all systems that govern the running of Hong Kong, of which the constitutionalto all systems that govern the running of Hong Kong, of which the constitutionalto all systems that govern the running of Hong Kong, of which the constitutional

arrangement is only but a part, in 1997 and beyond.arrangement is only but a part, in 1997 and beyond.arrangement is only but a part, in 1997 and beyond.arrangement is only but a part, in 1997 and beyond.

I believe very few people in Hong Kong would not support a faster pace of demoI believe very few people in Hong Kong would not support a faster pace of demoI believe very few people in Hong Kong would not support a faster pace of demoI believe very few people in Hong Kong would not support a faster pace of democracycracycracycracy

in the form of more directly elected seats in a shorter time frame than is presentlyin the form of more directly elected seats in a shorter time frame than is presentlyin the form of more directly elected seats in a shorter time frame than is presentlyin the form of more directly elected seats in a shorter time frame than is presently

set.  However, to lead Hong Kong into a campaign which not only has no chanceset.  However, to lead Hong Kong into a campaign which not only has no chanceset.  However, to lead Hong Kong into a campaign which not only has no chanceset.  However, to lead Hong Kong into a campaign which not only has no chance

whatsoever of winning but might in all probability backfire is at best foolhardy andwhatsoever of winning but might in all probability backfire is at best foolhardy andwhatsoever of winning but might in all probability backfire is at best foolhardy andwhatsoever of winning but might in all probability backfire is at best foolhardy and

at worst recklessly irresponsible.  For it is Hong Kong and no one else who has toat worst recklessly irresponsible.  For it is Hong Kong and no one else who has toat worst recklessly irresponsible.  For it is Hong Kong and no one else who has toat worst recklessly irresponsible.  For it is Hong Kong and no one else who has to

live with the consequences.  I am not sure whether the Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR'slive with the consequences.  I am not sure whether the Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR'slive with the consequences.  I am not sure whether the Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR'slive with the consequences.  I am not sure whether the Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR's

motion is meant to be such a campaign, but it certainly has that ring about it.  Formotion is meant to be such a campaign, but it certainly has that ring about it.  Formotion is meant to be such a campaign, but it certainly has that ring about it.  Formotion is meant to be such a campaign, but it certainly has that ring about it.  For

the sake of clarity and to assist Members to make their decision when the vote isthe sake of clarity and to assist Members to make their decision when the vote isthe sake of clarity and to assist Members to make their decision when the vote isthe sake of clarity and to assist Members to make their decision when the vote is

taken at the end of this debate, what is being called for by Mr Jimmy McGREGOR istaken at the end of this debate, what is being called for by Mr Jimmy McGREGOR istaken at the end of this debate, what is being called for by Mr Jimmy McGREGOR istaken at the end of this debate, what is being called for by Mr Jimmy McGREGOR is

not simply an increase in directly elected seats to not less than 30 in 1995 but alsonot simply an increase in directly elected seats to not less than 30 in 1995 but alsonot simply an increase in directly elected seats to not less than 30 in 1995 but alsonot simply an increase in directly elected seats to not less than 30 in 1995 but also

to 60 such seats in 1999 and 90 in 2003, thus constituting .....to 60 such seats in 1999 and 90 in 2003, thus constituting .....to 60 such seats in 1999 and 90 in 2003, thus constituting .....to 60 such seats in 1999 and 90 in 2003, thus constituting .....

MR JIMMY McGREGOR: I have a clarification and correction to make.MR JIMMY McGREGOR: I have a clarification and correction to make.MR JIMMY McGREGOR: I have a clarification and correction to make.MR JIMMY McGREGOR: I have a clarification and correction to make.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Do you wish to make a point of elucidation, please?DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Do you wish to make a point of elucidation, please?DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Do you wish to make a point of elucidation, please?DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Do you wish to make a point of elucidation, please?



MR JIMMY McGREGOR: Yes, Mr Deputy President.MR JIMMY McGREGOR: Yes, Mr Deputy President.MR JIMMY McGREGOR: Yes, Mr Deputy President.MR JIMMY McGREGOR: Yes, Mr Deputy President.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Are you prepared to give way, Mrs CHOW?DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Are you prepared to give way, Mrs CHOW?DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Are you prepared to give way, Mrs CHOW?DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Are you prepared to give way, Mrs CHOW?

MRS SELINA CHOW: Yes, Mr Deputy President.MRS SELINA CHOW: Yes, Mr Deputy President.MRS SELINA CHOW: Yes, Mr Deputy President.MRS SELINA CHOW: Yes, Mr Deputy President.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Yes, would you rise please, Mr McGREGOR?DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Yes, would you rise please, Mr McGREGOR?DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Yes, would you rise please, Mr McGREGOR?DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Yes, would you rise please, Mr McGREGOR?

MR JIMMY McGREGOR: I would like to say that what I have asked for is the pace ofMR JIMMY McGREGOR: I would like to say that what I have asked for is the pace ofMR JIMMY McGREGOR: I would like to say that what I have asked for is the pace ofMR JIMMY McGREGOR: I would like to say that what I have asked for is the pace of

democratic development for 1995; I have not asked that the OMELCO Consensus as a wholedemocratic development for 1995; I have not asked that the OMELCO Consensus as a wholedemocratic development for 1995; I have not asked that the OMELCO Consensus as a wholedemocratic development for 1995; I have not asked that the OMELCO Consensus as a whole

should not be maintained or adopted.  I think if you look at the motion, you willshould not be maintained or adopted.  I think if you look at the motion, you willshould not be maintained or adopted.  I think if you look at the motion, you willshould not be maintained or adopted.  I think if you look at the motion, you will

find that that is the case.find that that is the case.find that that is the case.find that that is the case.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: That is not strictly a point of elucidation requiring a reply byDEPUTY PRESIDENT: That is not strictly a point of elucidation requiring a reply byDEPUTY PRESIDENT: That is not strictly a point of elucidation requiring a reply byDEPUTY PRESIDENT: That is not strictly a point of elucidation requiring a reply by

Mrs CHOW.  Mrs CHOW, would you resume your speech?Mrs CHOW.  Mrs CHOW, would you resume your speech?Mrs CHOW.  Mrs CHOW, would you resume your speech?Mrs CHOW.  Mrs CHOW, would you resume your speech?

MRS SELINA CHOW: If I may just respond to Mr McGREGOR.  The motion asks for aMRS SELINA CHOW: If I may just respond to Mr McGREGOR.  The motion asks for aMRS SELINA CHOW: If I may just respond to Mr McGREGOR.  The motion asks for aMRS SELINA CHOW: If I may just respond to Mr McGREGOR.  The motion asks for a

reaffirmation of this Council's adherence to the proposed pace of democraticreaffirmation of this Council's adherence to the proposed pace of democraticreaffirmation of this Council's adherence to the proposed pace of democraticreaffirmation of this Council's adherence to the proposed pace of democratic

development in the Legislative Council set out in the 1989 OMELCO Consensus; and thatdevelopment in the Legislative Council set out in the 1989 OMELCO Consensus; and thatdevelopment in the Legislative Council set out in the 1989 OMELCO Consensus; and thatdevelopment in the Legislative Council set out in the 1989 OMELCO Consensus; and that

includes the pace of democratic development up to the year 2003.includes the pace of democratic development up to the year 2003.includes the pace of democratic development up to the year 2003.includes the pace of democratic development up to the year 2003.

..... thus constituting the entire legislature by direct election in that year. This..... thus constituting the entire legislature by direct election in that year. This..... thus constituting the entire legislature by direct election in that year. This..... thus constituting the entire legislature by direct election in that year. This

implies a total overhaul of the relevant sections in the Basic Law.  In other words,implies a total overhaul of the relevant sections in the Basic Law.  In other words,implies a total overhaul of the relevant sections in the Basic Law.  In other words,implies a total overhaul of the relevant sections in the Basic Law.  In other words,

the motion forces this issue on all of our Members without consideration of the likelythe motion forces this issue on all of our Members without consideration of the likelythe motion forces this issue on all of our Members without consideration of the likelythe motion forces this issue on all of our Members without consideration of the likely

consequences of such a stand on the part of this Council.  It chooses to ignore theconsequences of such a stand on the part of this Council.  It chooses to ignore theconsequences of such a stand on the part of this Council.  It chooses to ignore theconsequences of such a stand on the part of this Council.  It chooses to ignore the

existence of the Basic Law, the importance of establishing a basis for dialogueexistence of the Basic Law, the importance of establishing a basis for dialogueexistence of the Basic Law, the importance of establishing a basis for dialogueexistence of the Basic Law, the importance of establishing a basis for dialogue

between this Council and China in the interest of Hong Kong, and the aspiration ofbetween this Council and China in the interest of Hong Kong, and the aspiration ofbetween this Council and China in the interest of Hong Kong, and the aspiration ofbetween this Council and China in the interest of Hong Kong, and the aspiration of

our people for a smooth transition in this very crucial and critical stage of ourour people for a smooth transition in this very crucial and critical stage of ourour people for a smooth transition in this very crucial and critical stage of ourour people for a smooth transition in this very crucial and critical stage of our

history.  And it leaves unsaid what step should be taken if the request is not accepted.history.  And it leaves unsaid what step should be taken if the request is not accepted.history.  And it leaves unsaid what step should be taken if the request is not accepted.history.  And it leaves unsaid what step should be taken if the request is not accepted.

But I understand that Mr McGREGOR is advocating for unilateral action to proceed withBut I understand that Mr McGREGOR is advocating for unilateral action to proceed withBut I understand that Mr McGREGOR is advocating for unilateral action to proceed withBut I understand that Mr McGREGOR is advocating for unilateral action to proceed with

the 30 seats in 1995.  In other words, he is suggesting that Hong Kong should callthe 30 seats in 1995.  In other words, he is suggesting that Hong Kong should callthe 30 seats in 1995.  In other words, he is suggesting that Hong Kong should callthe 30 seats in 1995.  In other words, he is suggesting that Hong Kong should call

the bluff of the Chinese Government.  I just cannot believe this is what our communitythe bluff of the Chinese Government.  I just cannot believe this is what our communitythe bluff of the Chinese Government.  I just cannot believe this is what our communitythe bluff of the Chinese Government.  I just cannot believe this is what our community



wants.  I am convinced that whatever ambivalence that our people carry in their heartswants.  I am convinced that whatever ambivalence that our people carry in their heartswants.  I am convinced that whatever ambivalence that our people carry in their heartswants.  I am convinced that whatever ambivalence that our people carry in their hearts

towards China, we are sensible enough to realize that the only hope we have of seeingtowards China, we are sensible enough to realize that the only hope we have of seeingtowards China, we are sensible enough to realize that the only hope we have of seeingtowards China, we are sensible enough to realize that the only hope we have of seeing

the "one country two systems" in place is to work towards the building of bridgesthe "one country two systems" in place is to work towards the building of bridgesthe "one country two systems" in place is to work towards the building of bridgesthe "one country two systems" in place is to work towards the building of bridges

of good will and mutual respect between Hong Kong and China rather than barriers ofof good will and mutual respect between Hong Kong and China rather than barriers ofof good will and mutual respect between Hong Kong and China rather than barriers ofof good will and mutual respect between Hong Kong and China rather than barriers of

animosity and suspicion which would more likely invite intervention than prevent it.animosity and suspicion which would more likely invite intervention than prevent it.animosity and suspicion which would more likely invite intervention than prevent it.animosity and suspicion which would more likely invite intervention than prevent it.

I can well support what was the OMELCO Consensus, if we can all agree thaI can well support what was the OMELCO Consensus, if we can all agree thaI can well support what was the OMELCO Consensus, if we can all agree thaI can well support what was the OMELCO Consensus, if we can all agree that wet wet wet we

will only proceed to act with the consensus of the British and Chinese Governments.will only proceed to act with the consensus of the British and Chinese Governments.will only proceed to act with the consensus of the British and Chinese Governments.will only proceed to act with the consensus of the British and Chinese Governments.

I suspect such a prospect is remote given the wide spectrum of views held by colleaguesI suspect such a prospect is remote given the wide spectrum of views held by colleaguesI suspect such a prospect is remote given the wide spectrum of views held by colleaguesI suspect such a prospect is remote given the wide spectrum of views held by colleagues

here and the repeated public reiteration of her stance by China in the Basic Law.here and the repeated public reiteration of her stance by China in the Basic Law.here and the repeated public reiteration of her stance by China in the Basic Law.here and the repeated public reiteration of her stance by China in the Basic Law.

As far as this Council is concerned, the fact is, unlike the days when the OMELCOAs far as this Council is concerned, the fact is, unlike the days when the OMELCOAs far as this Council is concerned, the fact is, unlike the days when the OMELCOAs far as this Council is concerned, the fact is, unlike the days when the OMELCO

Consensus was adopted, nowadays the consensus style of politics has been replacedConsensus was adopted, nowadays the consensus style of politics has been replacedConsensus was adopted, nowadays the consensus style of politics has been replacedConsensus was adopted, nowadays the consensus style of politics has been replaced

by a very different mode which relies on confrontation, argument and voting ratherby a very different mode which relies on confrontation, argument and voting ratherby a very different mode which relies on confrontation, argument and voting ratherby a very different mode which relies on confrontation, argument and voting rather

than compromise and dialogue for the resolution of our differences and problems.  Itthan compromise and dialogue for the resolution of our differences and problems.  Itthan compromise and dialogue for the resolution of our differences and problems.  Itthan compromise and dialogue for the resolution of our differences and problems.  It

would be quite a senseless paradox if the OMELCO Consensus had to entrust its survivalwould be quite a senseless paradox if the OMELCO Consensus had to entrust its survivalwould be quite a senseless paradox if the OMELCO Consensus had to entrust its survivalwould be quite a senseless paradox if the OMELCO Consensus had to entrust its survival

on a vote which reflects the lack of consensus over it in this Council.on a vote which reflects the lack of consensus over it in this Council.on a vote which reflects the lack of consensus over it in this Council.on a vote which reflects the lack of consensus over it in this Council.

Mr Deputy PresMr Deputy PresMr Deputy PresMr Deputy President, I support Mr NGAI's amendment to the motion.ident, I support Mr NGAI's amendment to the motion.ident, I support Mr NGAI's amendment to the motion.ident, I support Mr NGAI's amendment to the motion.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Mr McGREGOR, under Standing Order 28(2) you may speak again, withDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Mr McGREGOR, under Standing Order 28(2) you may speak again, withDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Mr McGREGOR, under Standing Order 28(2) you may speak again, withDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Mr McGREGOR, under Standing Order 28(2) you may speak again, with

my permission, to explain some part of your speech which has been misunderstood butmy permission, to explain some part of your speech which has been misunderstood butmy permission, to explain some part of your speech which has been misunderstood butmy permission, to explain some part of your speech which has been misunderstood but

when speaking your shall not introduce new matter.  Do you wish to take advantagewhen speaking your shall not introduce new matter.  Do you wish to take advantagewhen speaking your shall not introduce new matter.  Do you wish to take advantagewhen speaking your shall not introduce new matter.  Do you wish to take advantage

of that Standing Order?of that Standing Order?of that Standing Order?of that Standing Order?

MR JIMMY McGREGOR: Thank you very much.  No, I do not.MR JIMMY McGREGOR: Thank you very much.  No, I do not.MR JIMMY McGREGOR: Thank you very much.  No, I do not.MR JIMMY McGREGOR: Thank you very much.  No, I do not.

MR HUI YIN-FAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, senior Members of this CouncilMR HUI YIN-FAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, senior Members of this CouncilMR HUI YIN-FAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, senior Members of this CouncilMR HUI YIN-FAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, senior Members of this Council

who had taken part in the formulation and endorsement of the OMELCO Consensus modelwho had taken part in the formulation and endorsement of the OMELCO Consensus modelwho had taken part in the formulation and endorsement of the OMELCO Consensus modelwho had taken part in the formulation and endorsement of the OMELCO Consensus model

on political reform should know very well that the consensus was arrived at afteron political reform should know very well that the consensus was arrived at afteron political reform should know very well that the consensus was arrived at afteron political reform should know very well that the consensus was arrived at after

lengthy public consultation, a lot of discussions and much give-and-take by Memberslengthy public consultation, a lot of discussions and much give-and-take by Memberslengthy public consultation, a lot of discussions and much give-and-take by Memberslengthy public consultation, a lot of discussions and much give-and-take by Members

of different political backgrounds or aspirations.  The model could be said to beof different political backgrounds or aspirations.  The model could be said to beof different political backgrounds or aspirations.  The model could be said to beof different political backgrounds or aspirations.  The model could be said to be

the most representative proposal for the development of political system at that time.the most representative proposal for the development of political system at that time.the most representative proposal for the development of political system at that time.the most representative proposal for the development of political system at that time.

Regrettably both the Chinese and British Governments looked upon the views of theRegrettably both the Chinese and British Governments looked upon the views of theRegrettably both the Chinese and British Governments looked upon the views of theRegrettably both the Chinese and British Governments looked upon the views of the

Hong Kong people merely as bargaining chips in their political negotiations and hadHong Kong people merely as bargaining chips in their political negotiations and hadHong Kong people merely as bargaining chips in their political negotiations and hadHong Kong people merely as bargaining chips in their political negotiations and had

never given them due respect.  This explains why the OMELCO Consensus model wasnever given them due respect.  This explains why the OMELCO Consensus model wasnever given them due respect.  This explains why the OMELCO Consensus model wasnever given them due respect.  This explains why the OMELCO Consensus model was



finally not included in the Basic Law.  And the Hong Kong Government, under thefinally not included in the Basic Law.  And the Hong Kong Government, under thefinally not included in the Basic Law.  And the Hong Kong Government, under thefinally not included in the Basic Law.  And the Hong Kong Government, under the

pressure from China and Britain, also gave up its fight for Hong Kong.  Neverthelesspressure from China and Britain, also gave up its fight for Hong Kong.  Neverthelesspressure from China and Britain, also gave up its fight for Hong Kong.  Neverthelesspressure from China and Britain, also gave up its fight for Hong Kong.  Nevertheless

the spirit of the model still has been with us; otherwise we will not have this debatethe spirit of the model still has been with us; otherwise we will not have this debatethe spirit of the model still has been with us; otherwise we will not have this debatethe spirit of the model still has been with us; otherwise we will not have this debate

here today.here today.here today.here today.

However, I am not speaking with the intention of reversing the verdict on theHowever, I am not speaking with the intention of reversing the verdict on theHowever, I am not speaking with the intention of reversing the verdict on theHowever, I am not speaking with the intention of reversing the verdict on the

OMELCO Consensus, but mainly conveying the worries of some Hong Kong people aboutOMELCO Consensus, but mainly conveying the worries of some Hong Kong people aboutOMELCO Consensus, but mainly conveying the worries of some Hong Kong people aboutOMELCO Consensus, but mainly conveying the worries of some Hong Kong people about

the current controversy over our political system.  The people of Hong Kong havethe current controversy over our political system.  The people of Hong Kong havethe current controversy over our political system.  The people of Hong Kong havethe current controversy over our political system.  The people of Hong Kong have

already learnt a painful lesson from the Sino-British negotiations on the future ofalready learnt a painful lesson from the Sino-British negotiations on the future ofalready learnt a painful lesson from the Sino-British negotiations on the future ofalready learnt a painful lesson from the Sino-British negotiations on the future of

Hong Kong and the formulation processes of the Basic Law and the Memorandum ofHong Kong and the formulation processes of the Basic Law and the Memorandum ofHong Kong and the formulation processes of the Basic Law and the Memorandum ofHong Kong and the formulation processes of the Basic Law and the Memorandum of

Understanding on the new airport, that whenever the occasion demands, their viewsUnderstanding on the new airport, that whenever the occasion demands, their viewsUnderstanding on the new airport, that whenever the occasion demands, their viewsUnderstanding on the new airport, that whenever the occasion demands, their views

will be discarded and their interests sacrificed readily by the Chinese and Britishwill be discarded and their interests sacrificed readily by the Chinese and Britishwill be discarded and their interests sacrificed readily by the Chinese and Britishwill be discarded and their interests sacrificed readily by the Chinese and British

Governments.  Therefore, the recent war of words broken out again between the twoGovernments.  Therefore, the recent war of words broken out again between the twoGovernments.  Therefore, the recent war of words broken out again between the twoGovernments.  Therefore, the recent war of words broken out again between the two

Governments on the development of Hong Kong's political system and the amendment ofGovernments on the development of Hong Kong's political system and the amendment ofGovernments on the development of Hong Kong's political system and the amendment ofGovernments on the development of Hong Kong's political system and the amendment of

the Basic Law has worried many people and prompted them to speculate on whether thethe Basic Law has worried many people and prompted them to speculate on whether thethe Basic Law has worried many people and prompted them to speculate on whether thethe Basic Law has worried many people and prompted them to speculate on whether the

interests of the Hong Kong people will again be sacrificed by the two Governmentsinterests of the Hong Kong people will again be sacrificed by the two Governmentsinterests of the Hong Kong people will again be sacrificed by the two Governmentsinterests of the Hong Kong people will again be sacrificed by the two Governments

in exchange for some political goals.in exchange for some political goals.in exchange for some political goals.in exchange for some political goals.

It is plain to everybody that the dispute was triggered off by the new MinisterIt is plain to everybody that the dispute was triggered off by the new MinisterIt is plain to everybody that the dispute was triggered off by the new MinisterIt is plain to everybody that the dispute was triggered off by the new Minister

of State with special responsibility for Hong Kong, Mr Alastair GOODLAD who statedof State with special responsibility for Hong Kong, Mr Alastair GOODLAD who statedof State with special responsibility for Hong Kong, Mr Alastair GOODLAD who statedof State with special responsibility for Hong Kong, Mr Alastair GOODLAD who stated

clearly in his first official visit to the territory that the Basic Law could beclearly in his first official visit to the territory that the Basic Law could beclearly in his first official visit to the territory that the Basic Law could beclearly in his first official visit to the territory that the Basic Law could be

amended to meet the need of having no less than 50% of the seats in this Council toamended to meet the need of having no less than 50% of the seats in this Council toamended to meet the need of having no less than 50% of the seats in this Council toamended to meet the need of having no less than 50% of the seats in this Council to

be returned through direct elections in 1995.  I think that the people of Hong Kongbe returned through direct elections in 1995.  I think that the people of Hong Kongbe returned through direct elections in 1995.  I think that the people of Hong Kongbe returned through direct elections in 1995.  I think that the people of Hong Kong

have every reason to doubt the sincerity of the British Government because it hashave every reason to doubt the sincerity of the British Government because it hashave every reason to doubt the sincerity of the British Government because it hashave every reason to doubt the sincerity of the British Government because it has

never taken the initiative to establish a democratic system for Hong Kong throughoutnever taken the initiative to establish a democratic system for Hong Kong throughoutnever taken the initiative to establish a democratic system for Hong Kong throughoutnever taken the initiative to establish a democratic system for Hong Kong throughout

its reign of the territory for over a century.  Had the Sino-British Joint Declarationits reign of the territory for over a century.  Had the Sino-British Joint Declarationits reign of the territory for over a century.  Had the Sino-British Joint Declarationits reign of the territory for over a century.  Had the Sino-British Joint Declaration

not stipulated that the sovereignty of Hong Kong shall be reverted to China in 1997,not stipulated that the sovereignty of Hong Kong shall be reverted to China in 1997,not stipulated that the sovereignty of Hong Kong shall be reverted to China in 1997,not stipulated that the sovereignty of Hong Kong shall be reverted to China in 1997,

thereby making it imperative for the British Government to foster pro-British forcesthereby making it imperative for the British Government to foster pro-British forcesthereby making it imperative for the British Government to foster pro-British forcesthereby making it imperative for the British Government to foster pro-British forces

by stepping up the establishment of a representative government as soon as possible,by stepping up the establishment of a representative government as soon as possible,by stepping up the establishment of a representative government as soon as possible,by stepping up the establishment of a representative government as soon as possible,

the pace of democratic development in the territory would have, I believe, been muchthe pace of democratic development in the territory would have, I believe, been muchthe pace of democratic development in the territory would have, I believe, been muchthe pace of democratic development in the territory would have, I believe, been much

slower.slower.slower.slower.

Mr Deputy President, irrespective of whether Mr GOODLAD has made these remarksMr Deputy President, irrespective of whether Mr GOODLAD has made these remarksMr Deputy President, irrespective of whether Mr GOODLAD has made these remarksMr Deputy President, irrespective of whether Mr GOODLAD has made these remarks

out of his sheer ignorance of China-Hong Kong affairs or with ulterior politicalout of his sheer ignorance of China-Hong Kong affairs or with ulterior politicalout of his sheer ignorance of China-Hong Kong affairs or with ulterior politicalout of his sheer ignorance of China-Hong Kong affairs or with ulterior political

motive, since he is a senior official responsible for Hong Kong affairs, the Britishmotive, since he is a senior official responsible for Hong Kong affairs, the Britishmotive, since he is a senior official responsible for Hong Kong affairs, the Britishmotive, since he is a senior official responsible for Hong Kong affairs, the British

Government should be held responsible for his remarks.  It is absolutelyGovernment should be held responsible for his remarks.  It is absolutelyGovernment should be held responsible for his remarks.  It is absolutelyGovernment should be held responsible for his remarks.  It is absolutely

inappropriate for him to use this kind of sweet talk to try to win over the peopleinappropriate for him to use this kind of sweet talk to try to win over the peopleinappropriate for him to use this kind of sweet talk to try to win over the peopleinappropriate for him to use this kind of sweet talk to try to win over the people

of Hong Kong.  I think what Hong Kong needs most now and in the next few years aheadof Hong Kong.  I think what Hong Kong needs most now and in the next few years aheadof Hong Kong.  I think what Hong Kong needs most now and in the next few years aheadof Hong Kong.  I think what Hong Kong needs most now and in the next few years ahead



is a stable society in which people may rebuild their confidence in the future, thusis a stable society in which people may rebuild their confidence in the future, thusis a stable society in which people may rebuild their confidence in the future, thusis a stable society in which people may rebuild their confidence in the future, thus

achieving a smooth transition in 1997.  Therefore, to save the territory from beingachieving a smooth transition in 1997.  Therefore, to save the territory from beingachieving a smooth transition in 1997.  Therefore, to save the territory from beingachieving a smooth transition in 1997.  Therefore, to save the territory from being

thrown again into a state of jitters and confusion spawned by meaningless politicalthrown again into a state of jitters and confusion spawned by meaningless politicalthrown again into a state of jitters and confusion spawned by meaningless politicalthrown again into a state of jitters and confusion spawned by meaningless political

controversies, the British Government must explain to the people of Hong Kong on whatcontroversies, the British Government must explain to the people of Hong Kong on whatcontroversies, the British Government must explain to the people of Hong Kong on whatcontroversies, the British Government must explain to the people of Hong Kong on what

grounds and conditions it is going to urge China for an amendment to the Basic Law.grounds and conditions it is going to urge China for an amendment to the Basic Law.grounds and conditions it is going to urge China for an amendment to the Basic Law.grounds and conditions it is going to urge China for an amendment to the Basic Law.

If this move were merely meant to curry favour with its domestic voters and withoutIf this move were merely meant to curry favour with its domestic voters and withoutIf this move were merely meant to curry favour with its domestic voters and withoutIf this move were merely meant to curry favour with its domestic voters and without

any specific plan of execution, I should venture to sound a warning to the Britishany specific plan of execution, I should venture to sound a warning to the Britishany specific plan of execution, I should venture to sound a warning to the Britishany specific plan of execution, I should venture to sound a warning to the British

Government that it must be prepared to face up to whatever serious consequences thatGovernment that it must be prepared to face up to whatever serious consequences thatGovernment that it must be prepared to face up to whatever serious consequences thatGovernment that it must be prepared to face up to whatever serious consequences that

would be brought about by stirring up Hong Kong people's fervent hope for democraticwould be brought about by stirring up Hong Kong people's fervent hope for democraticwould be brought about by stirring up Hong Kong people's fervent hope for democraticwould be brought about by stirring up Hong Kong people's fervent hope for democratic

development and then dashing it with its own hands.development and then dashing it with its own hands.development and then dashing it with its own hands.development and then dashing it with its own hands.

I must stress that the British Government should fully consult the Executive andI must stress that the British Government should fully consult the Executive andI must stress that the British Government should fully consult the Executive andI must stress that the British Government should fully consult the Executive and

Legislative Councils before making any decision so as to forestall another blunderLegislative Councils before making any decision so as to forestall another blunderLegislative Councils before making any decision so as to forestall another blunderLegislative Councils before making any decision so as to forestall another blunder

which may subject Hong Kong to another shock such as the Court of Final Appealwhich may subject Hong Kong to another shock such as the Court of Final Appealwhich may subject Hong Kong to another shock such as the Court of Final Appealwhich may subject Hong Kong to another shock such as the Court of Final Appeal

incident.incident.incident.incident.

As for the motive of our colleague, Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, in moving this motion,As for the motive of our colleague, Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, in moving this motion,As for the motive of our colleague, Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, in moving this motion,As for the motive of our colleague, Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, in moving this motion,

suspicion has long been cast from people outside this Chamber that it is all meantsuspicion has long been cast from people outside this Chamber that it is all meantsuspicion has long been cast from people outside this Chamber that it is all meantsuspicion has long been cast from people outside this Chamber that it is all meant

to test our colleagues' commitment to the OMELCO Consensus model on politicalto test our colleagues' commitment to the OMELCO Consensus model on politicalto test our colleagues' commitment to the OMELCO Consensus model on politicalto test our colleagues' commitment to the OMELCO Consensus model on political

development.  If this is the case, then I think our debate today will amount to nothingdevelopment.  If this is the case, then I think our debate today will amount to nothingdevelopment.  If this is the case, then I think our debate today will amount to nothingdevelopment.  If this is the case, then I think our debate today will amount to nothing

but meaningless and futile wrangling, which will do no good to our community as abut meaningless and futile wrangling, which will do no good to our community as abut meaningless and futile wrangling, which will do no good to our community as abut meaningless and futile wrangling, which will do no good to our community as a

whole.  In fact, whether one supports the motion or not does not indicate one'swhole.  In fact, whether one supports the motion or not does not indicate one'swhole.  In fact, whether one supports the motion or not does not indicate one'swhole.  In fact, whether one supports the motion or not does not indicate one's

attitude to the consensus model, but rather a reflection of whether Hong Kong peopleattitude to the consensus model, but rather a reflection of whether Hong Kong peopleattitude to the consensus model, but rather a reflection of whether Hong Kong peopleattitude to the consensus model, but rather a reflection of whether Hong Kong people

are willing to give up a stable environment which is beneficial to the community inare willing to give up a stable environment which is beneficial to the community inare willing to give up a stable environment which is beneficial to the community inare willing to give up a stable environment which is beneficial to the community in

pursuit of a hardly achievable political ideal.pursuit of a hardly achievable political ideal.pursuit of a hardly achievable political ideal.pursuit of a hardly achievable political ideal.

Mr DeputMr DeputMr DeputMr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the amendment motion.y President, with these remarks, I support the amendment motion.y President, with these remarks, I support the amendment motion.y President, with these remarks, I support the amendment motion.

MR MARTIN LEE (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the United Democrats of Hong KongMR MARTIN LEE (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the United Democrats of Hong KongMR MARTIN LEE (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the United Democrats of Hong KongMR MARTIN LEE (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the United Democrats of Hong Kong

continue to support the OMELCO Consensus model because we believe that only a bonacontinue to support the OMELCO Consensus model because we believe that only a bonacontinue to support the OMELCO Consensus model because we believe that only a bonacontinue to support the OMELCO Consensus model because we believe that only a bona

fide democratic political system can ensure "Hong Kong people ruling Hong Kong andfide democratic political system can ensure "Hong Kong people ruling Hong Kong andfide democratic political system can ensure "Hong Kong people ruling Hong Kong andfide democratic political system can ensure "Hong Kong people ruling Hong Kong and

a high degree of autonomy", as promised by the Sino-British Joint Declaration.  Wea high degree of autonomy", as promised by the Sino-British Joint Declaration.  Wea high degree of autonomy", as promised by the Sino-British Joint Declaration.  Wea high degree of autonomy", as promised by the Sino-British Joint Declaration.  We

insist that Hong Kong must have sufficient autonomous power to administer its internalinsist that Hong Kong must have sufficient autonomous power to administer its internalinsist that Hong Kong must have sufficient autonomous power to administer its internalinsist that Hong Kong must have sufficient autonomous power to administer its internal

affairs including its political development, with the exception of defense andaffairs including its political development, with the exception of defense andaffairs including its political development, with the exception of defense andaffairs including its political development, with the exception of defense and

foreign policy matters.  I would like to reiterate that this is the assurance thatforeign policy matters.  I would like to reiterate that this is the assurance thatforeign policy matters.  I would like to reiterate that this is the assurance thatforeign policy matters.  I would like to reiterate that this is the assurance that

the Sino-British Joint Declaration has agreed to give Hong Kong; it is history thatthe Sino-British Joint Declaration has agreed to give Hong Kong; it is history thatthe Sino-British Joint Declaration has agreed to give Hong Kong; it is history thatthe Sino-British Joint Declaration has agreed to give Hong Kong; it is history that

cannot be rewritten.cannot be rewritten.cannot be rewritten.cannot be rewritten.



What we theWhat we theWhat we theWhat we the people of Hong Kong would not like to see is that we should wait for people of Hong Kong would not like to see is that we should wait for people of Hong Kong would not like to see is that we should wait for people of Hong Kong would not like to see is that we should wait for

the Chinese Government or the British Government to make decisions for us and thenthe Chinese Government or the British Government to make decisions for us and thenthe Chinese Government or the British Government to make decisions for us and thenthe Chinese Government or the British Government to make decisions for us and then

tell us what they think we should have.  On the contrary, it is upon us to make ourtell us what they think we should have.  On the contrary, it is upon us to make ourtell us what they think we should have.  On the contrary, it is upon us to make ourtell us what they think we should have.  On the contrary, it is upon us to make our

requests known to the Chinese and the British governments and then to strive for theserequests known to the Chinese and the British governments and then to strive for theserequests known to the Chinese and the British governments and then to strive for theserequests known to the Chinese and the British governments and then to strive for these

requests to be met.  This being the case, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's motion for amendmentrequests to be met.  This being the case, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's motion for amendmentrequests to be met.  This being the case, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's motion for amendmentrequests to be met.  This being the case, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's motion for amendment

is still a passive one in that it expects others to make decisions for us.  This isis still a passive one in that it expects others to make decisions for us.  This isis still a passive one in that it expects others to make decisions for us.  This isis still a passive one in that it expects others to make decisions for us.  This is

indeed regrettable and saddening.  This kind of mentality reflecting those who cannotindeed regrettable and saddening.  This kind of mentality reflecting those who cannotindeed regrettable and saddening.  This kind of mentality reflecting those who cannotindeed regrettable and saddening.  This kind of mentality reflecting those who cannot

and dare not be masters in their own houses is indeed the worst trait among all colonialand dare not be masters in their own houses is indeed the worst trait among all colonialand dare not be masters in their own houses is indeed the worst trait among all colonialand dare not be masters in their own houses is indeed the worst trait among all colonial

traditions.traditions.traditions.traditions.

The OMELCO Consensus model was arrived at before the June 4 incident.  In theThe OMELCO Consensus model was arrived at before the June 4 incident.  In theThe OMELCO Consensus model was arrived at before the June 4 incident.  In theThe OMELCO Consensus model was arrived at before the June 4 incident.  In the

wake of that incident, the people of Hong Kong came to see clearly that the Chinesewake of that incident, the people of Hong Kong came to see clearly that the Chinesewake of that incident, the people of Hong Kong came to see clearly that the Chinesewake of that incident, the people of Hong Kong came to see clearly that the Chinese

Government had no slightest intention to bring about a truly democratic system.Government had no slightest intention to bring about a truly democratic system.Government had no slightest intention to bring about a truly democratic system.Government had no slightest intention to bring about a truly democratic system.

Still, they, as well as colleagues in this Council, continued to support the model.Still, they, as well as colleagues in this Council, continued to support the model.Still, they, as well as colleagues in this Council, continued to support the model.Still, they, as well as colleagues in this Council, continued to support the model.

The Basic Law was promulgated in Beijing on the morning of 4 April 1990.  On the sameThe Basic Law was promulgated in Beijing on the morning of 4 April 1990.  On the sameThe Basic Law was promulgated in Beijing on the morning of 4 April 1990.  On the sameThe Basic Law was promulgated in Beijing on the morning of 4 April 1990.  On the same

afternoon, this Council passed a motion urging the National People's Congress (NPC)afternoon, this Council passed a motion urging the National People's Congress (NPC)afternoon, this Council passed a motion urging the National People's Congress (NPC)afternoon, this Council passed a motion urging the National People's Congress (NPC)

of China to consider the OMELCO's views on the Basic Law (Draft) and to change relevantof China to consider the OMELCO's views on the Basic Law (Draft) and to change relevantof China to consider the OMELCO's views on the Basic Law (Draft) and to change relevantof China to consider the OMELCO's views on the Basic Law (Draft) and to change relevant

provisions in the Basic Law as promulgated.  The most important comment among themprovisions in the Basic Law as promulgated.  The most important comment among themprovisions in the Basic Law as promulgated.  The most important comment among themprovisions in the Basic Law as promulgated.  The most important comment among them

was the suggestion that at least half of the seats on the Legislative Council in 1995was the suggestion that at least half of the seats on the Legislative Council in 1995was the suggestion that at least half of the seats on the Legislative Council in 1995was the suggestion that at least half of the seats on the Legislative Council in 1995

should, in accordance with the principles of the OMELCO Consensus, be returned byshould, in accordance with the principles of the OMELCO Consensus, be returned byshould, in accordance with the principles of the OMELCO Consensus, be returned byshould, in accordance with the principles of the OMELCO Consensus, be returned by

direct election.direct election.direct election.direct election.

OOOOur unanimous position at the time was this: Though the Chinese Government hadur unanimous position at the time was this: Though the Chinese Government hadur unanimous position at the time was this: Though the Chinese Government hadur unanimous position at the time was this: Though the Chinese Government had

made it clear that the Basic Law could not be revised before 1997, still, we wouldmade it clear that the Basic Law could not be revised before 1997, still, we wouldmade it clear that the Basic Law could not be revised before 1997, still, we wouldmade it clear that the Basic Law could not be revised before 1997, still, we would

not abandon the OMELCO Consensus model.  I am really puzzled.  When the Chinesenot abandon the OMELCO Consensus model.  I am really puzzled.  When the Chinesenot abandon the OMELCO Consensus model.  I am really puzzled.  When the Chinesenot abandon the OMELCO Consensus model.  I am really puzzled.  When the Chinese

Government was undertaking large-scale suppression, we were able to stick out ourGovernment was undertaking large-scale suppression, we were able to stick out ourGovernment was undertaking large-scale suppression, we were able to stick out ourGovernment was undertaking large-scale suppression, we were able to stick out our

chests and say, "Here I come." Now that China is pushig on with economic reform, whychests and say, "Here I come." Now that China is pushig on with economic reform, whychests and say, "Here I come." Now that China is pushig on with economic reform, whychests and say, "Here I come." Now that China is pushig on with economic reform, why

is it that some of us would say, "Here I quit"?is it that some of us would say, "Here I quit"?is it that some of us would say, "Here I quit"?is it that some of us would say, "Here I quit"?

Mr Deputy President, from the legal point of view, theMr Deputy President, from the legal point of view, theMr Deputy President, from the legal point of view, theMr Deputy President, from the legal point of view, the Basic Law of course can Basic Law of course can Basic Law of course can Basic Law of course can

be revised.  The question is: Does the Chinese Government wish to change it and doesbe revised.  The question is: Does the Chinese Government wish to change it and doesbe revised.  The question is: Does the Chinese Government wish to change it and doesbe revised.  The question is: Does the Chinese Government wish to change it and does

it respect the wishes of the people of Hong Kong?  The provisions of the Basic Law,it respect the wishes of the people of Hong Kong?  The provisions of the Basic Law,it respect the wishes of the people of Hong Kong?  The provisions of the Basic Law,it respect the wishes of the people of Hong Kong?  The provisions of the Basic Law,

which has not yet come into effect, basically cannot legally restrain the NPC underwhich has not yet come into effect, basically cannot legally restrain the NPC underwhich has not yet come into effect, basically cannot legally restrain the NPC underwhich has not yet come into effect, basically cannot legally restrain the NPC under

the Chinese Constitution from changing any law.  In fact, if we wish to fight forthe Chinese Constitution from changing any law.  In fact, if we wish to fight forthe Chinese Constitution from changing any law.  In fact, if we wish to fight forthe Chinese Constitution from changing any law.  In fact, if we wish to fight for

real democracy, our most effective method is to stand firm and stick to principles.real democracy, our most effective method is to stand firm and stick to principles.real democracy, our most effective method is to stand firm and stick to principles.real democracy, our most effective method is to stand firm and stick to principles.

By the same token, if we give up or are fickle, only to trample on our own dignityBy the same token, if we give up or are fickle, only to trample on our own dignityBy the same token, if we give up or are fickle, only to trample on our own dignityBy the same token, if we give up or are fickle, only to trample on our own dignity

in order to gratify those in power, then we will betray the wishes of the people ofin order to gratify those in power, then we will betray the wishes of the people ofin order to gratify those in power, then we will betray the wishes of the people ofin order to gratify those in power, then we will betray the wishes of the people of



Hong Kong and fail to fulfill our inherent duties as Legislative Councillors.  AsHong Kong and fail to fulfill our inherent duties as Legislative Councillors.  AsHong Kong and fail to fulfill our inherent duties as Legislative Councillors.  AsHong Kong and fail to fulfill our inherent duties as Legislative Councillors.  As

a result, then of course, this will get us nowhere.a result, then of course, this will get us nowhere.a result, then of course, this will get us nowhere.a result, then of course, this will get us nowhere.

Mr Deputy President,Mr Deputy President,Mr Deputy President,Mr Deputy President, history cannot be falsified.  History moves ever forward, history cannot be falsified.  History moves ever forward, history cannot be falsified.  History moves ever forward, history cannot be falsified.  History moves ever forward,

never backward.  Those who were strongly opposed to the introduction of directnever backward.  Those who were strongly opposed to the introduction of directnever backward.  Those who were strongly opposed to the introduction of directnever backward.  Those who were strongly opposed to the introduction of direct

elections in 1988, as well as those who were opposed to true democracy, did returnelections in 1988, as well as those who were opposed to true democracy, did returnelections in 1988, as well as those who were opposed to true democracy, did returnelections in 1988, as well as those who were opposed to true democracy, did return

to the ranks of supporters of the popular will by showing support to the OMELCOto the ranks of supporters of the popular will by showing support to the OMELCOto the ranks of supporters of the popular will by showing support to the OMELCOto the ranks of supporters of the popular will by showing support to the OMELCO

Consensus model.  Today, even as the people of Hong Kong are unequivocally supportingConsensus model.  Today, even as the people of Hong Kong are unequivocally supportingConsensus model.  Today, even as the people of Hong Kong are unequivocally supportingConsensus model.  Today, even as the people of Hong Kong are unequivocally supporting

democracy and freedom, some of them are breaking the promises they have made anddemocracy and freedom, some of them are breaking the promises they have made anddemocracy and freedom, some of them are breaking the promises they have made anddemocracy and freedom, some of them are breaking the promises they have made and

betraying the trust they have earned.  Using the so-called realpolitik as an excuse,betraying the trust they have earned.  Using the so-called realpolitik as an excuse,betraying the trust they have earned.  Using the so-called realpolitik as an excuse,betraying the trust they have earned.  Using the so-called realpolitik as an excuse,

they try to hide their weakening knees.  Such inconstancy may win the acceptance ofthey try to hide their weakening knees.  Such inconstancy may win the acceptance ofthey try to hide their weakening knees.  Such inconstancy may win the acceptance ofthey try to hide their weakening knees.  Such inconstancy may win the acceptance of

those in power.  But it will be despised by the people of Hong Kong.  The chameleonthose in power.  But it will be despised by the people of Hong Kong.  The chameleonthose in power.  But it will be despised by the people of Hong Kong.  The chameleonthose in power.  But it will be despised by the people of Hong Kong.  The chameleon

is changing its colour today.  It will do the same tomorrow.  Before long, it willis changing its colour today.  It will do the same tomorrow.  Before long, it willis changing its colour today.  It will do the same tomorrow.  Before long, it willis changing its colour today.  It will do the same tomorrow.  Before long, it will

take on all kinds of hues.  What is the most saddening is that the democratic futuretake on all kinds of hues.  What is the most saddening is that the democratic futuretake on all kinds of hues.  What is the most saddening is that the democratic futuretake on all kinds of hues.  What is the most saddening is that the democratic future

of Hong Kong will very probably be held in the hands of these totally unrepresentativeof Hong Kong will very probably be held in the hands of these totally unrepresentativeof Hong Kong will very probably be held in the hands of these totally unrepresentativeof Hong Kong will very probably be held in the hands of these totally unrepresentative

chameleons.chameleons.chameleons.chameleons.

Mr Deputy President, these are my Mr Deputy President, these are my Mr Deputy President, these are my Mr Deputy President, these are my remarks.  The United Democrats will fullyremarks.  The United Democrats will fullyremarks.  The United Democrats will fullyremarks.  The United Democrats will fully

support Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's original motion and oppose Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendmentsupport Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's original motion and oppose Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendmentsupport Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's original motion and oppose Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendmentsupport Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's original motion and oppose Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendment

motion.motion.motion.motion.

MR PANG CHUN-HOI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the issue of additional directlyMR PANG CHUN-HOI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the issue of additional directlyMR PANG CHUN-HOI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the issue of additional directlyMR PANG CHUN-HOI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the issue of additional directly

elected seats in the 1995 Legislative Council elections and a further quickening ofelected seats in the 1995 Legislative Council elections and a further quickening ofelected seats in the 1995 Legislative Council elections and a further quickening ofelected seats in the 1995 Legislative Council elections and a further quickening of

the pace of democracy have given rise to controversies for no other than this reason:the pace of democracy have given rise to controversies for no other than this reason:the pace of democracy have given rise to controversies for no other than this reason:the pace of democracy have given rise to controversies for no other than this reason:

the OMELCO Consensus will be in conflict with the Basic Law and offend the Chinesethe OMELCO Consensus will be in conflict with the Basic Law and offend the Chinesethe OMELCO Consensus will be in conflict with the Basic Law and offend the Chinesethe OMELCO Consensus will be in conflict with the Basic Law and offend the Chinese

side, with adverse effects on smooth transition.  There is concern that this may leadside, with adverse effects on smooth transition.  There is concern that this may leadside, with adverse effects on smooth transition.  There is concern that this may leadside, with adverse effects on smooth transition.  There is concern that this may lead

to unrest in Hong Kong during the latter half of the transition period.  I believeto unrest in Hong Kong during the latter half of the transition period.  I believeto unrest in Hong Kong during the latter half of the transition period.  I believeto unrest in Hong Kong during the latter half of the transition period.  I believe

that nobody seated here is really opposed to additional directly elected seats, muchthat nobody seated here is really opposed to additional directly elected seats, muchthat nobody seated here is really opposed to additional directly elected seats, muchthat nobody seated here is really opposed to additional directly elected seats, much

less to democracy.less to democracy.less to democracy.less to democracy.

Let us think abouLet us think abouLet us think abouLet us think about it carefully.  Rules and regulations are made by people.t it carefully.  Rules and regulations are made by people.t it carefully.  Rules and regulations are made by people.t it carefully.  Rules and regulations are made by people.

Their purpose is to protect and improve the way people live.  But, as structuralTheir purpose is to protect and improve the way people live.  But, as structuralTheir purpose is to protect and improve the way people live.  But, as structuralTheir purpose is to protect and improve the way people live.  But, as structural

institutions, they should be revised or repealed wherever they are found not up toinstitutions, they should be revised or repealed wherever they are found not up toinstitutions, they should be revised or repealed wherever they are found not up toinstitutions, they should be revised or repealed wherever they are found not up to

expectation.  This is only natural.  There is no reason whatsoever why people mustexpectation.  This is only natural.  There is no reason whatsoever why people mustexpectation.  This is only natural.  There is no reason whatsoever why people mustexpectation.  This is only natural.  There is no reason whatsoever why people must

yield to, and live under, laws that are unsatisfactory.yield to, and live under, laws that are unsatisfactory.yield to, and live under, laws that are unsatisfactory.yield to, and live under, laws that are unsatisfactory.

Must the Basic Law be revised?  Is this a pressing issue?  I think, first of all,Must the Basic Law be revised?  Is this a pressing issue?  I think, first of all,Must the Basic Law be revised?  Is this a pressing issue?  I think, first of all,Must the Basic Law be revised?  Is this a pressing issue?  I think, first of all,



Hong Kong people's views should be sought.  We, on our part, should air our views.Hong Kong people's views should be sought.  We, on our part, should air our views.Hong Kong people's views should be sought.  We, on our part, should air our views.Hong Kong people's views should be sought.  We, on our part, should air our views.

Though the power to revise the Basic Law is vested in the National People's CongressThough the power to revise the Basic Law is vested in the National People's CongressThough the power to revise the Basic Law is vested in the National People's CongressThough the power to revise the Basic Law is vested in the National People's Congress

(NPC) of China, it should consult the people of Hong Kong before considering making(NPC) of China, it should consult the people of Hong Kong before considering making(NPC) of China, it should consult the people of Hong Kong before considering making(NPC) of China, it should consult the people of Hong Kong before considering making

an amendment.  It would do the Chinese Government no harm to listen.  Indeed, anan amendment.  It would do the Chinese Government no harm to listen.  Indeed, anan amendment.  It would do the Chinese Government no harm to listen.  Indeed, anan amendment.  It would do the Chinese Government no harm to listen.  Indeed, an

official rejection so soon is not called for.official rejection so soon is not called for.official rejection so soon is not called for.official rejection so soon is not called for.

If the Chinese Government is sincere about accepting Hong Kong's status quo afterIf the Chinese Government is sincere about accepting Hong Kong's status quo afterIf the Chinese Government is sincere about accepting Hong Kong's status quo afterIf the Chinese Government is sincere about accepting Hong Kong's status quo after

1997, then it should also recognize or even accept the fact that the people of Hong1997, then it should also recognize or even accept the fact that the people of Hong1997, then it should also recognize or even accept the fact that the people of Hong1997, then it should also recognize or even accept the fact that the people of Hong

Kong are energetic and not short of their own views.  This characteristic of the HongKong are energetic and not short of their own views.  This characteristic of the HongKong are energetic and not short of their own views.  This characteristic of the HongKong are energetic and not short of their own views.  This characteristic of the Hong

Kong people is one reason for the success of Hong Kong as a society.  It is also whatKong people is one reason for the success of Hong Kong as a society.  It is also whatKong people is one reason for the success of Hong Kong as a society.  It is also whatKong people is one reason for the success of Hong Kong as a society.  It is also what

makes Hong Kong such a lovely place to live in.  I hope that, in the future, beforemakes Hong Kong such a lovely place to live in.  I hope that, in the future, beforemakes Hong Kong such a lovely place to live in.  I hope that, in the future, beforemakes Hong Kong such a lovely place to live in.  I hope that, in the future, before

the Chinese Government begins considering the views of different quarters, it willthe Chinese Government begins considering the views of different quarters, it willthe Chinese Government begins considering the views of different quarters, it willthe Chinese Government begins considering the views of different quarters, it will

not rush to issue a categorical statement rejecting change, nor will it show thatnot rush to issue a categorical statement rejecting change, nor will it show thatnot rush to issue a categorical statement rejecting change, nor will it show thatnot rush to issue a categorical statement rejecting change, nor will it show that

it takes "offence" easily.  Communists regard the people as their master, whileit takes "offence" easily.  Communists regard the people as their master, whileit takes "offence" easily.  Communists regard the people as their master, whileit takes "offence" easily.  Communists regard the people as their master, while

capitalists propose to give full play to individual potential.  There is commoncapitalists propose to give full play to individual potential.  There is commoncapitalists propose to give full play to individual potential.  There is commoncapitalists propose to give full play to individual potential.  There is common

ground between the two.  Since both governments are working for the people, it wouldground between the two.  Since both governments are working for the people, it wouldground between the two.  Since both governments are working for the people, it wouldground between the two.  Since both governments are working for the people, it would

do them no harm to listen to the inner voices of the people of Hong Kong.  We shoulddo them no harm to listen to the inner voices of the people of Hong Kong.  We shoulddo them no harm to listen to the inner voices of the people of Hong Kong.  We shoulddo them no harm to listen to the inner voices of the people of Hong Kong.  We should

not begin with a consideration of what makes either government happy or unhappy.not begin with a consideration of what makes either government happy or unhappy.not begin with a consideration of what makes either government happy or unhappy.not begin with a consideration of what makes either government happy or unhappy.

Had the British Government intended to win more democracy for Hong Kong, it shouldHad the British Government intended to win more democracy for Hong Kong, it shouldHad the British Government intended to win more democracy for Hong Kong, it shouldHad the British Government intended to win more democracy for Hong Kong, it should

simply have done its utmost for the people of Hong Kong before the Basic Law was enacted.simply have done its utmost for the people of Hong Kong before the Basic Law was enacted.simply have done its utmost for the people of Hong Kong before the Basic Law was enacted.simply have done its utmost for the people of Hong Kong before the Basic Law was enacted.

The OMELCO Consensus model was already in existence then.  The British GovernmentThe OMELCO Consensus model was already in existence then.  The British GovernmentThe OMELCO Consensus model was already in existence then.  The British GovernmentThe OMELCO Consensus model was already in existence then.  The British Government

should already have known the wishes of the people of Hong Kong.  It should have usedshould already have known the wishes of the people of Hong Kong.  It should have usedshould already have known the wishes of the people of Hong Kong.  It should have usedshould already have known the wishes of the people of Hong Kong.  It should have used

the opportunity to argue strongly with the Chinese Government, all the more so becausethe opportunity to argue strongly with the Chinese Government, all the more so becausethe opportunity to argue strongly with the Chinese Government, all the more so becausethe opportunity to argue strongly with the Chinese Government, all the more so because

the OMELCO Consensus was a fairly conservative model.  Clearly, however, after thethe OMELCO Consensus was a fairly conservative model.  Clearly, however, after thethe OMELCO Consensus was a fairly conservative model.  Clearly, however, after thethe OMELCO Consensus was a fairly conservative model.  Clearly, however, after the

June 4 incident, the British Government failed to use the opportunity to do its utmostJune 4 incident, the British Government failed to use the opportunity to do its utmostJune 4 incident, the British Government failed to use the opportunity to do its utmostJune 4 incident, the British Government failed to use the opportunity to do its utmost

to help the people of Hong Kong to win real rights.  It comes to my knowledge thatto help the people of Hong Kong to win real rights.  It comes to my knowledge thatto help the people of Hong Kong to win real rights.  It comes to my knowledge thatto help the people of Hong Kong to win real rights.  It comes to my knowledge that

the British Government will consult with the Chinese Government before the end ofthe British Government will consult with the Chinese Government before the end ofthe British Government will consult with the Chinese Government before the end ofthe British Government will consult with the Chinese Government before the end of

this year about directly elected seats in the 1995 Legislative Council elections.this year about directly elected seats in the 1995 Legislative Council elections.this year about directly elected seats in the 1995 Legislative Council elections.this year about directly elected seats in the 1995 Legislative Council elections.

That may be the last chance.  The British Government should not let it slip again.That may be the last chance.  The British Government should not let it slip again.That may be the last chance.  The British Government should not let it slip again.That may be the last chance.  The British Government should not let it slip again.

However, where the sincerity of the British Government is concerned, we will believeHowever, where the sincerity of the British Government is concerned, we will believeHowever, where the sincerity of the British Government is concerned, we will believeHowever, where the sincerity of the British Government is concerned, we will believe

at only when we see that it has kept its promises.  I do not wish to see the issueat only when we see that it has kept its promises.  I do not wish to see the issueat only when we see that it has kept its promises.  I do not wish to see the issueat only when we see that it has kept its promises.  I do not wish to see the issue

of directly elected seats used as a bargaining chip in another round of Sino-Britishof directly elected seats used as a bargaining chip in another round of Sino-Britishof directly elected seats used as a bargaining chip in another round of Sino-Britishof directly elected seats used as a bargaining chip in another round of Sino-British

talks.talks.talks.talks.

Some people worry that an increase of more directlSome people worry that an increase of more directlSome people worry that an increase of more directlSome people worry that an increase of more directly elected seats will lead toy elected seats will lead toy elected seats will lead toy elected seats will lead to

political disorder in Hong Kong.  I personally consider this kind of worry to bepolitical disorder in Hong Kong.  I personally consider this kind of worry to bepolitical disorder in Hong Kong.  I personally consider this kind of worry to bepolitical disorder in Hong Kong.  I personally consider this kind of worry to be

unjustified.  Additional directly elected seats are but a catalyst for democracy.unjustified.  Additional directly elected seats are but a catalyst for democracy.unjustified.  Additional directly elected seats are but a catalyst for democracy.unjustified.  Additional directly elected seats are but a catalyst for democracy.



That different forces should emerge in a democratic society is a good thing, not aThat different forces should emerge in a democratic society is a good thing, not aThat different forces should emerge in a democratic society is a good thing, not aThat different forces should emerge in a democratic society is a good thing, not a

bad thing at all.  According to theory of physics, the interaction of different forcesbad thing at all.  According to theory of physics, the interaction of different forcesbad thing at all.  According to theory of physics, the interaction of different forcesbad thing at all.  According to theory of physics, the interaction of different forces

may result in "greater equilibrium."  It is indeed contradictory if one longs formay result in "greater equilibrium."  It is indeed contradictory if one longs formay result in "greater equilibrium."  It is indeed contradictory if one longs formay result in "greater equilibrium."  It is indeed contradictory if one longs for

democracy, but is afraid of it and cannot stand different arguments legally putdemocracy, but is afraid of it and cannot stand different arguments legally putdemocracy, but is afraid of it and cannot stand different arguments legally putdemocracy, but is afraid of it and cannot stand different arguments legally put

forward under a democratic system.  Some say: 1997 is approaching and time is runningforward under a democratic system.  Some say: 1997 is approaching and time is runningforward under a democratic system.  Some say: 1997 is approaching and time is runningforward under a democratic system.  Some say: 1997 is approaching and time is running

out, so no change should be made.  In fact, precisely because time is running out,out, so no change should be made.  In fact, precisely because time is running out,out, so no change should be made.  In fact, precisely because time is running out,out, so no change should be made.  In fact, precisely because time is running out,

the people of Hong Kong should participate in the political process more activelythe people of Hong Kong should participate in the political process more activelythe people of Hong Kong should participate in the political process more activelythe people of Hong Kong should participate in the political process more actively

and assume the responsibility of administering Hong Kong.  They should greet 1997and assume the responsibility of administering Hong Kong.  They should greet 1997and assume the responsibility of administering Hong Kong.  They should greet 1997and assume the responsibility of administering Hong Kong.  They should greet 1997

in this way and not entertain an escapist mentality.in this way and not entertain an escapist mentality.in this way and not entertain an escapist mentality.in this way and not entertain an escapist mentality.

The Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR has, of his own accord, made an eleventh hour changeThe Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR has, of his own accord, made an eleventh hour changeThe Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR has, of his own accord, made an eleventh hour changeThe Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR has, of his own accord, made an eleventh hour change

of the wording of his motion, substituting "requests the British Government and theof the wording of his motion, substituting "requests the British Government and theof the wording of his motion, substituting "requests the British Government and theof the wording of his motion, substituting "requests the British Government and the

Chinese Government to accept" for "requests the United Kingdom to seek China'sChinese Government to accept" for "requests the United Kingdom to seek China'sChinese Government to accept" for "requests the United Kingdom to seek China'sChinese Government to accept" for "requests the United Kingdom to seek China's

acceptance of." I find this extremely meaningful.  Today, Hong Kong's Legislativeacceptance of." I find this extremely meaningful.  Today, Hong Kong's Legislativeacceptance of." I find this extremely meaningful.  Today, Hong Kong's Legislativeacceptance of." I find this extremely meaningful.  Today, Hong Kong's Legislative

Councillors are using the occasion to make their wishes known both to the UnitedCouncillors are using the occasion to make their wishes known both to the UnitedCouncillors are using the occasion to make their wishes known both to the UnitedCouncillors are using the occasion to make their wishes known both to the United

Kingdom and China, the present and future sovereign states of Hong Kong respectively.Kingdom and China, the present and future sovereign states of Hong Kong respectively.Kingdom and China, the present and future sovereign states of Hong Kong respectively.Kingdom and China, the present and future sovereign states of Hong Kong respectively.

We do not intend to exert pressure on China by making use of British influence.  WeWe do not intend to exert pressure on China by making use of British influence.  WeWe do not intend to exert pressure on China by making use of British influence.  WeWe do not intend to exert pressure on China by making use of British influence.  We

know the situation and position of the people of Hong Kong, and we are rationallyknow the situation and position of the people of Hong Kong, and we are rationallyknow the situation and position of the people of Hong Kong, and we are rationallyknow the situation and position of the people of Hong Kong, and we are rationally

presenting our views to both China and the United Kingdom.presenting our views to both China and the United Kingdom.presenting our views to both China and the United Kingdom.presenting our views to both China and the United Kingdom.

Mr Deputy President, I support the Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR's motion.Mr Deputy President, I support the Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR's motion.Mr Deputy President, I support the Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR's motion.Mr Deputy President, I support the Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR's motion.

MR SZETO WAH (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the OMELCO Consensus on Hong Kong'sMR SZETO WAH (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the OMELCO Consensus on Hong Kong'sMR SZETO WAH (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the OMELCO Consensus on Hong Kong'sMR SZETO WAH (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the OMELCO Consensus on Hong Kong's

political development was arrived at on the eve of the June 4 incident.  It can bepolitical development was arrived at on the eve of the June 4 incident.  It can bepolitical development was arrived at on the eve of the June 4 incident.  It can bepolitical development was arrived at on the eve of the June 4 incident.  It can be

regarded as one of the products of the worldwide support for China's 1989 pro-regarded as one of the products of the worldwide support for China's 1989 pro-regarded as one of the products of the worldwide support for China's 1989 pro-regarded as one of the products of the worldwide support for China's 1989 pro-

democracy movement.  During the 31 May 1989 motion debate in this Council, I said,democracy movement.  During the 31 May 1989 motion debate in this Council, I said,democracy movement.  During the 31 May 1989 motion debate in this Council, I said,democracy movement.  During the 31 May 1989 motion debate in this Council, I said,

"The Beijing students' love of country and democracy is shaking heaven and earth and"The Beijing students' love of country and democracy is shaking heaven and earth and"The Beijing students' love of country and democracy is shaking heaven and earth and"The Beijing students' love of country and democracy is shaking heaven and earth and

moving the gods and spirits to tears." Blood is thicker than water.  The movementmoving the gods and spirits to tears." Blood is thicker than water.  The movementmoving the gods and spirits to tears." Blood is thicker than water.  The movementmoving the gods and spirits to tears." Blood is thicker than water.  The movement

aroused Chinese people all over the world to rally and form a grand army in support.aroused Chinese people all over the world to rally and form a grand army in support.aroused Chinese people all over the world to rally and form a grand army in support.aroused Chinese people all over the world to rally and form a grand army in support.

The people of Hong Kong, 98% of whom being Chinese, marched in the foremost ranksThe people of Hong Kong, 98% of whom being Chinese, marched in the foremost ranksThe people of Hong Kong, 98% of whom being Chinese, marched in the foremost ranksThe people of Hong Kong, 98% of whom being Chinese, marched in the foremost ranks

of this grand army.  For a month or so, in numbers often reaching a hundred thousandof this grand army.  For a month or so, in numbers often reaching a hundred thousandof this grand army.  For a month or so, in numbers often reaching a hundred thousandof this grand army.  For a month or so, in numbers often reaching a hundred thousand

or a million, they let their emotions run high while their actions were cool-headed,or a million, they let their emotions run high while their actions were cool-headed,or a million, they let their emotions run high while their actions were cool-headed,or a million, they let their emotions run high while their actions were cool-headed,

disciplined and peaceful.  This provided a full demonstration of what had always beendisciplined and peaceful.  This provided a full demonstration of what had always beendisciplined and peaceful.  This provided a full demonstration of what had always beendisciplined and peaceful.  This provided a full demonstration of what had always been

underestimated in them: their national sentiment, democratic awareness and highunderestimated in them: their national sentiment, democratic awareness and highunderestimated in them: their national sentiment, democratic awareness and highunderestimated in them: their national sentiment, democratic awareness and high

degree of rationality.  Who could continue to say, "They are a politically apatheticdegree of rationality.  Who could continue to say, "They are a politically apatheticdegree of rationality.  Who could continue to say, "They are a politically apatheticdegree of rationality.  Who could continue to say, "They are a politically apathetic

silent majority, a crowd that blindly asks for free lunches"?silent majority, a crowd that blindly asks for free lunches"?silent majority, a crowd that blindly asks for free lunches"?silent majority, a crowd that blindly asks for free lunches"?



About two years after the 1989 pro-democracy movement, that is, about a year orAbout two years after the 1989 pro-democracy movement, that is, about a year orAbout two years after the 1989 pro-democracy movement, that is, about a year orAbout two years after the 1989 pro-democracy movement, that is, about a year or

so ago, a colleague in this Council offered me a piece of advice: If you wish toso ago, a colleague in this Council offered me a piece of advice: If you wish toso ago, a colleague in this Council offered me a piece of advice: If you wish toso ago, a colleague in this Council offered me a piece of advice: If you wish to

continue "having a successful career" after 1997, you should disband the Hong Kongcontinue "having a successful career" after 1997, you should disband the Hong Kongcontinue "having a successful career" after 1997, you should disband the Hong Kongcontinue "having a successful career" after 1997, you should disband the Hong Kong

Alliance in Support of the Patriotic Democratic Movement in China.  He began byAlliance in Support of the Patriotic Democratic Movement in China.  He began byAlliance in Support of the Patriotic Democratic Movement in China.  He began byAlliance in Support of the Patriotic Democratic Movement in China.  He began by

telling me, "Somebody betted on the wrong horse in 1989." I answered, "I never gamble.telling me, "Somebody betted on the wrong horse in 1989." I answered, "I never gamble.telling me, "Somebody betted on the wrong horse in 1989." I answered, "I never gamble.telling me, "Somebody betted on the wrong horse in 1989." I answered, "I never gamble.

Some people may have betted on the wrong horse, but not me.  I bet my life on justiceSome people may have betted on the wrong horse, but not me.  I bet my life on justiceSome people may have betted on the wrong horse, but not me.  I bet my life on justiceSome people may have betted on the wrong horse, but not me.  I bet my life on justice

and democracy." Who, then, is the real opportunist?and democracy." Who, then, is the real opportunist?and democracy." Who, then, is the real opportunist?and democracy." Who, then, is the real opportunist?

Recently, somebody coined two terms: "long-term patriotism" and "short-termRecently, somebody coined two terms: "long-term patriotism" and "short-termRecently, somebody coined two terms: "long-term patriotism" and "short-termRecently, somebody coined two terms: "long-term patriotism" and "short-term

patriotism." He praised the former and disparaged the latter.  In fact, talking aboutpatriotism." He praised the former and disparaged the latter.  In fact, talking aboutpatriotism." He praised the former and disparaged the latter.  In fact, talking aboutpatriotism." He praised the former and disparaged the latter.  In fact, talking about

either "long-term" or "short term" reflects an investor mentality and a premeditationeither "long-term" or "short term" reflects an investor mentality and a premeditationeither "long-term" or "short term" reflects an investor mentality and a premeditationeither "long-term" or "short term" reflects an investor mentality and a premeditation

of gain.  The difference is only a matter of degree.  What is a true patriot like?of gain.  The difference is only a matter of degree.  What is a true patriot like?of gain.  The difference is only a matter of degree.  What is a true patriot like?of gain.  The difference is only a matter of degree.  What is a true patriot like?

LIN Zexu said, "I will live or die, whichever benefits the country regardless ofLIN Zexu said, "I will live or die, whichever benefits the country regardless ofLIN Zexu said, "I will live or die, whichever benefits the country regardless ofLIN Zexu said, "I will live or die, whichever benefits the country regardless of

whether it will bring me misfortune or blessing." What he meant was this: He wouldwhether it will bring me misfortune or blessing." What he meant was this: He wouldwhether it will bring me misfortune or blessing." What he meant was this: He wouldwhether it will bring me misfortune or blessing." What he meant was this: He would

not hesitate to give his life for the good of the country.  So how could he run awaynot hesitate to give his life for the good of the country.  So how could he run awaynot hesitate to give his life for the good of the country.  So how could he run awaynot hesitate to give his life for the good of the country.  So how could he run away

from personal misfortunes and court personal blessings where national interests werefrom personal misfortunes and court personal blessings where national interests werefrom personal misfortunes and court personal blessings where national interests werefrom personal misfortunes and court personal blessings where national interests were

at stake?  This is how a true patriot should be.at stake?  This is how a true patriot should be.at stake?  This is how a true patriot should be.at stake?  This is how a true patriot should be.

I expect that Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion will be defeated.  Still, his motionI expect that Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion will be defeated.  Still, his motionI expect that Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion will be defeated.  Still, his motionI expect that Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion will be defeated.  Still, his motion

is very meaningful.  It at least will let people see clearly who were the gamblersis very meaningful.  It at least will let people see clearly who were the gamblersis very meaningful.  It at least will let people see clearly who were the gamblersis very meaningful.  It at least will let people see clearly who were the gamblers

who betted on the wrong horse last time.  They are now changing their bets.  So whowho betted on the wrong horse last time.  They are now changing their bets.  So whowho betted on the wrong horse last time.  They are now changing their bets.  So whowho betted on the wrong horse last time.  They are now changing their bets.  So who

is the opportunist?is the opportunist?is the opportunist?is the opportunist?

Mr Deputy President, I support Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's original motion and opposeMr Deputy President, I support Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's original motion and opposeMr Deputy President, I support Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's original motion and opposeMr Deputy President, I support Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's original motion and oppose

Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amended motion.Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amended motion.Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amended motion.Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amended motion.

MR TAM YIU-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Basic Law, which decidesMR TAM YIU-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Basic Law, which decidesMR TAM YIU-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Basic Law, which decidesMR TAM YIU-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Basic Law, which decides

the direction and shape of Hong Kong's political development during the latter halfthe direction and shape of Hong Kong's political development during the latter halfthe direction and shape of Hong Kong's political development during the latter halfthe direction and shape of Hong Kong's political development during the latter half

of the transition period and beyond 1997, was promulgated more than two years ago.of the transition period and beyond 1997, was promulgated more than two years ago.of the transition period and beyond 1997, was promulgated more than two years ago.of the transition period and beyond 1997, was promulgated more than two years ago.

All the people of Hong Kong, from whatever walk of life, should now do their bestAll the people of Hong Kong, from whatever walk of life, should now do their bestAll the people of Hong Kong, from whatever walk of life, should now do their bestAll the people of Hong Kong, from whatever walk of life, should now do their best

to assure Hong Kong's smooth transition to 1997.  It would be very unwise for us toto assure Hong Kong's smooth transition to 1997.  It would be very unwise for us toto assure Hong Kong's smooth transition to 1997.  It would be very unwise for us toto assure Hong Kong's smooth transition to 1997.  It would be very unwise for us to

be still bickering over political issues at this time, even more unwise to bring upbe still bickering over political issues at this time, even more unwise to bring upbe still bickering over political issues at this time, even more unwise to bring upbe still bickering over political issues at this time, even more unwise to bring up

old issues.old issues.old issues.old issues.

Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion today aims at reaffirming the 1989 OMELCO ConsensusMr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion today aims at reaffirming the 1989 OMELCO ConsensusMr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion today aims at reaffirming the 1989 OMELCO ConsensusMr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion today aims at reaffirming the 1989 OMELCO Consensus



model.  I am perplexed.  The OMELCO Consensus model was made public in May 1989.  Atmodel.  I am perplexed.  The OMELCO Consensus model was made public in May 1989.  Atmodel.  I am perplexed.  The OMELCO Consensus model was made public in May 1989.  Atmodel.  I am perplexed.  The OMELCO Consensus model was made public in May 1989.  At

the time, the final draft of the Basic Law had not yet been available, and a publicthe time, the final draft of the Basic Law had not yet been available, and a publicthe time, the final draft of the Basic Law had not yet been available, and a publicthe time, the final draft of the Basic Law had not yet been available, and a public

consultation was still underway.  The OMELCO Consensus model was merely one body ofconsultation was still underway.  The OMELCO Consensus model was merely one body ofconsultation was still underway.  The OMELCO Consensus model was merely one body ofconsultation was still underway.  The OMELCO Consensus model was merely one body of

views among the numerous bodies of comments being made about that section of the Basicviews among the numerous bodies of comments being made about that section of the Basicviews among the numerous bodies of comments being made about that section of the Basicviews among the numerous bodies of comments being made about that section of the Basic

Law pertaining to the political system.  Why must a particular body of views on theLaw pertaining to the political system.  Why must a particular body of views on theLaw pertaining to the political system.  Why must a particular body of views on theLaw pertaining to the political system.  Why must a particular body of views on the

political system, made during the period of consultation on the Basic Law, bepolitical system, made during the period of consultation on the Basic Law, bepolitical system, made during the period of consultation on the Basic Law, bepolitical system, made during the period of consultation on the Basic Law, be

reaffirmed today, more than two years after the Basic Law was promulgated?reaffirmed today, more than two years after the Basic Law was promulgated?reaffirmed today, more than two years after the Basic Law was promulgated?reaffirmed today, more than two years after the Basic Law was promulgated?

As a member of the Basic Law Drafting Committee, I am well aware that people fromAs a member of the Basic Law Drafting Committee, I am well aware that people fromAs a member of the Basic Law Drafting Committee, I am well aware that people fromAs a member of the Basic Law Drafting Committee, I am well aware that people from

different sectors in Hong Kong have different ideas for the future development ofdifferent sectors in Hong Kong have different ideas for the future development ofdifferent sectors in Hong Kong have different ideas for the future development ofdifferent sectors in Hong Kong have different ideas for the future development of

Hong Kong's political and other institutions.  The text of the Basic Law was in factHong Kong's political and other institutions.  The text of the Basic Law was in factHong Kong's political and other institutions.  The text of the Basic Law was in factHong Kong's political and other institutions.  The text of the Basic Law was in fact

the result of an on-going process of compromise of different views.  During thethe result of an on-going process of compromise of different views.  During thethe result of an on-going process of compromise of different views.  During thethe result of an on-going process of compromise of different views.  During the

drafting of the Basic Law, many suggestions were received on the one section concerneddrafting of the Basic Law, many suggestions were received on the one section concerneddrafting of the Basic Law, many suggestions were received on the one section concerneddrafting of the Basic Law, many suggestions were received on the one section concerned

with political development, such as, the "89 model," the "190 model," the "38 model,"with political development, such as, the "89 model," the "190 model," the "38 model,"with political development, such as, the "89 model," the "190 model," the "38 model,"with political development, such as, the "89 model," the "190 model," the "38 model,"

the "Mainstream model," the "Four-Four-Two model," the "bicameral model" and thisthe "Mainstream model," the "Four-Four-Two model," the "bicameral model" and thisthe "Mainstream model," the "Four-Four-Two model," the "bicameral model" and thisthe "Mainstream model," the "Four-Four-Two model," the "bicameral model" and this

"OMELCO Consensus model." If we wish to reaffirm the OMELCO Consensus now for the"OMELCO Consensus model." If we wish to reaffirm the OMELCO Consensus now for the"OMELCO Consensus model." If we wish to reaffirm the OMELCO Consensus now for the"OMELCO Consensus model." If we wish to reaffirm the OMELCO Consensus now for the

reason that we are not satisfied with the Basic Law, will this signify that the otherreason that we are not satisfied with the Basic Law, will this signify that the otherreason that we are not satisfied with the Basic Law, will this signify that the otherreason that we are not satisfied with the Basic Law, will this signify that the other

proposals about the political system can also be reaffirmed?  If so, the differentproposals about the political system can also be reaffirmed?  If so, the differentproposals about the political system can also be reaffirmed?  If so, the differentproposals about the political system can also be reaffirmed?  If so, the different

ideas present in the community will have to go through once again the process ofideas present in the community will have to go through once again the process ofideas present in the community will have to go through once again the process ofideas present in the community will have to go through once again the process of

debates and give-and-take until a new compromise is reached concerning our futuredebates and give-and-take until a new compromise is reached concerning our futuredebates and give-and-take until a new compromise is reached concerning our futuredebates and give-and-take until a new compromise is reached concerning our future

political development.  While no one knows what the final outcome will be, such apolitical development.  While no one knows what the final outcome will be, such apolitical development.  While no one knows what the final outcome will be, such apolitical development.  While no one knows what the final outcome will be, such a

political debate may last for a few years, at the end of which 1997 will be just aroundpolitical debate may last for a few years, at the end of which 1997 will be just aroundpolitical debate may last for a few years, at the end of which 1997 will be just aroundpolitical debate may last for a few years, at the end of which 1997 will be just around

the corner.  During the latter half of the transition period, Hong Kong has many otherthe corner.  During the latter half of the transition period, Hong Kong has many otherthe corner.  During the latter half of the transition period, Hong Kong has many otherthe corner.  During the latter half of the transition period, Hong Kong has many other

problems which call for our attention and an answer.  For instance, problems likeproblems which call for our attention and an answer.  For instance, problems likeproblems which call for our attention and an answer.  For instance, problems likeproblems which call for our attention and an answer.  For instance, problems like

how to handle Sino-Hong Kong relations and how to safeguard people's livelihood.how to handle Sino-Hong Kong relations and how to safeguard people's livelihood.how to handle Sino-Hong Kong relations and how to safeguard people's livelihood.how to handle Sino-Hong Kong relations and how to safeguard people's livelihood.

Must we spend a lot of time and effort on the political debate at the expense of otherMust we spend a lot of time and effort on the political debate at the expense of otherMust we spend a lot of time and effort on the political debate at the expense of otherMust we spend a lot of time and effort on the political debate at the expense of other

important and more practical problems?important and more practical problems?important and more practical problems?important and more practical problems?

If at least half of the Legislative Council seats are to be returned by directIf at least half of the Legislative Council seats are to be returned by directIf at least half of the Legislative Council seats are to be returned by directIf at least half of the Legislative Council seats are to be returned by direct

election in 1995, then the Basic Law must be revised.  But it is unrealistic to expectelection in 1995, then the Basic Law must be revised.  But it is unrealistic to expectelection in 1995, then the Basic Law must be revised.  But it is unrealistic to expectelection in 1995, then the Basic Law must be revised.  But it is unrealistic to expect

this to happen before 1997.  Chapter VIII of the Basic Law states clearly that thethis to happen before 1997.  Chapter VIII of the Basic Law states clearly that thethis to happen before 1997.  Chapter VIII of the Basic Law states clearly that thethis to happen before 1997.  Chapter VIII of the Basic Law states clearly that the

power of amendment of the Basic Law shall be vested in the Standing Committee of thepower of amendment of the Basic Law shall be vested in the Standing Committee of thepower of amendment of the Basic Law shall be vested in the Standing Committee of thepower of amendment of the Basic Law shall be vested in the Standing Committee of the

National People's Congress (NPC) of China, the State Council and the future Hong KongNational People's Congress (NPC) of China, the State Council and the future Hong KongNational People's Congress (NPC) of China, the State Council and the future Hong KongNational People's Congress (NPC) of China, the State Council and the future Hong Kong

Special Administrative Region (SAR) government.  The conditions necessary forSpecial Administrative Region (SAR) government.  The conditions necessary forSpecial Administrative Region (SAR) government.  The conditions necessary forSpecial Administrative Region (SAR) government.  The conditions necessary for

revising the Basic Law do not exist at this time.  I must point out that the processrevising the Basic Law do not exist at this time.  I must point out that the processrevising the Basic Law do not exist at this time.  I must point out that the processrevising the Basic Law do not exist at this time.  I must point out that the process

of amendment of the Basic Law is different from that of other laws of China.  Thisof amendment of the Basic Law is different from that of other laws of China.  Thisof amendment of the Basic Law is different from that of other laws of China.  Thisof amendment of the Basic Law is different from that of other laws of China.  This

is so because the text of the Basic Law puts restraints on the amendment process,is so because the text of the Basic Law puts restraints on the amendment process,is so because the text of the Basic Law puts restraints on the amendment process,is so because the text of the Basic Law puts restraints on the amendment process,

the purpose being to prevent the Central Government from revising it at whim.  Articlethe purpose being to prevent the Central Government from revising it at whim.  Articlethe purpose being to prevent the Central Government from revising it at whim.  Articlethe purpose being to prevent the Central Government from revising it at whim.  Article



159 in Chapter VIII, for instance, states that, before a bill for amendment to the159 in Chapter VIII, for instance, states that, before a bill for amendment to the159 in Chapter VIII, for instance, states that, before a bill for amendment to the159 in Chapter VIII, for instance, states that, before a bill for amendment to the

Basic Law is put on the agenda of the NPC, a Committee for the Basic Law of the HKSARBasic Law is put on the agenda of the NPC, a Committee for the Basic Law of the HKSARBasic Law is put on the agenda of the NPC, a Committee for the Basic Law of the HKSARBasic Law is put on the agenda of the NPC, a Committee for the Basic Law of the HKSAR

composed of representatives of China and Hong Kong shall study it and submit its views.composed of representatives of China and Hong Kong shall study it and submit its views.composed of representatives of China and Hong Kong shall study it and submit its views.composed of representatives of China and Hong Kong shall study it and submit its views.

The SAR Government has not yet come into being at this time, and the Committee forThe SAR Government has not yet come into being at this time, and the Committee forThe SAR Government has not yet come into being at this time, and the Committee forThe SAR Government has not yet come into being at this time, and the Committee for

the Basic Law has yet been set up.  If the Basic Law is nevertheless revised now,the Basic Law has yet been set up.  If the Basic Law is nevertheless revised now,the Basic Law has yet been set up.  If the Basic Law is nevertheless revised now,the Basic Law has yet been set up.  If the Basic Law is nevertheless revised now,

a precedent will be set that enables the NPC to revise the Basic Law unilaterally.a precedent will be set that enables the NPC to revise the Basic Law unilaterally.a precedent will be set that enables the NPC to revise the Basic Law unilaterally.a precedent will be set that enables the NPC to revise the Basic Law unilaterally.

This will in effect nullify the Basic Law's built-in mechanisms of restraint againstThis will in effect nullify the Basic Law's built-in mechanisms of restraint againstThis will in effect nullify the Basic Law's built-in mechanisms of restraint againstThis will in effect nullify the Basic Law's built-in mechanisms of restraint against

Central Government action.Central Government action.Central Government action.Central Government action.

Though the BasicThough the BasicThough the BasicThough the Basic Law has set the tone for Hong Kong's political development from Law has set the tone for Hong Kong's political development from Law has set the tone for Hong Kong's political development from Law has set the tone for Hong Kong's political development from

1997 to 2007, there will be nothing much wrong with asking for a revision of the Basic1997 to 2007, there will be nothing much wrong with asking for a revision of the Basic1997 to 2007, there will be nothing much wrong with asking for a revision of the Basic1997 to 2007, there will be nothing much wrong with asking for a revision of the Basic

Law after 1997 if the revision is needed as a result of Hong Kong's social development.Law after 1997 if the revision is needed as a result of Hong Kong's social development.Law after 1997 if the revision is needed as a result of Hong Kong's social development.Law after 1997 if the revision is needed as a result of Hong Kong's social development.

At the present time, we really should not waste our effort by trying to do unrealisticAt the present time, we really should not waste our effort by trying to do unrealisticAt the present time, we really should not waste our effort by trying to do unrealisticAt the present time, we really should not waste our effort by trying to do unrealistic

things.things.things.things.

Mr Deputy President, for the above reasons, I oppose Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion.Mr Deputy President, for the above reasons, I oppose Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion.Mr Deputy President, for the above reasons, I oppose Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion.Mr Deputy President, for the above reasons, I oppose Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion.

As for Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendment motion, I wish to add one point to it, that is,As for Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendment motion, I wish to add one point to it, that is,As for Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendment motion, I wish to add one point to it, that is,As for Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendment motion, I wish to add one point to it, that is,

the political system before 1997 will only be able to make the transition smooth tothe political system before 1997 will only be able to make the transition smooth tothe political system before 1997 will only be able to make the transition smooth tothe political system before 1997 will only be able to make the transition smooth to

1997 if consideration is given to the need to converge with the Basic Law in our1997 if consideration is given to the need to converge with the Basic Law in our1997 if consideration is given to the need to converge with the Basic Law in our1997 if consideration is given to the need to converge with the Basic Law in our

handling of the 1995 elections and the composition of the Legislative Council.handling of the 1995 elections and the composition of the Legislative Council.handling of the 1995 elections and the composition of the Legislative Council.handling of the 1995 elections and the composition of the Legislative Council.

Mr Deputy PresidenMr Deputy PresidenMr Deputy PresidenMr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the amendment motion.t, with these remarks, I support the amendment motion.t, with these remarks, I support the amendment motion.t, with these remarks, I support the amendment motion.

MR ANDREW WONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I am speaking in support of MrMR ANDREW WONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I am speaking in support of MrMR ANDREW WONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I am speaking in support of MrMR ANDREW WONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I am speaking in support of Mr

Jimmy McGREGOR's motion.Jimmy McGREGOR's motion.Jimmy McGREGOR's motion.Jimmy McGREGOR's motion.

For many years, there have been arguments among different sectors of society aboutFor many years, there have been arguments among different sectors of society aboutFor many years, there have been arguments among different sectors of society aboutFor many years, there have been arguments among different sectors of society about

political development.  Not only is there no sign of their quieting down, but theypolitical development.  Not only is there no sign of their quieting down, but theypolitical development.  Not only is there no sign of their quieting down, but theypolitical development.  Not only is there no sign of their quieting down, but they

have escalated with the passage of time.  Parties and individuals wish to show thathave escalated with the passage of time.  Parties and individuals wish to show thathave escalated with the passage of time.  Parties and individuals wish to show thathave escalated with the passage of time.  Parties and individuals wish to show that

their views deserve support and are worth fighting for.  Inevitably, they have becometheir views deserve support and are worth fighting for.  Inevitably, they have becometheir views deserve support and are worth fighting for.  Inevitably, they have becometheir views deserve support and are worth fighting for.  Inevitably, they have become

more obdurate and emotionally involved.  They have stubbornly clung to their ownmore obdurate and emotionally involved.  They have stubbornly clung to their ownmore obdurate and emotionally involved.  They have stubbornly clung to their ownmore obdurate and emotionally involved.  They have stubbornly clung to their own

positions and wantonly attacked people with political views different from theirs.positions and wantonly attacked people with political views different from theirs.positions and wantonly attacked people with political views different from theirs.positions and wantonly attacked people with political views different from theirs.

They have come to a point when there is nothing to add.  And as a result, well-They have come to a point when there is nothing to add.  And as a result, well-They have come to a point when there is nothing to add.  And as a result, well-They have come to a point when there is nothing to add.  And as a result, well-

intentioned advice gradually gives way to abusive language.  Words are being usedintentioned advice gradually gives way to abusive language.  Words are being usedintentioned advice gradually gives way to abusive language.  Words are being usedintentioned advice gradually gives way to abusive language.  Words are being used

as weapons.  The atmosphere is reeking with a smell of gun-powder.  Bearing in mindas weapons.  The atmosphere is reeking with a smell of gun-powder.  Bearing in mindas weapons.  The atmosphere is reeking with a smell of gun-powder.  Bearing in mindas weapons.  The atmosphere is reeking with a smell of gun-powder.  Bearing in mind

that it is nothing but human nature, I must ask: Can people free themselves from theirthat it is nothing but human nature, I must ask: Can people free themselves from theirthat it is nothing but human nature, I must ask: Can people free themselves from theirthat it is nothing but human nature, I must ask: Can people free themselves from their

worst instincts?worst instincts?worst instincts?worst instincts?



This This This This Council is debating its own democratic development today.  To many, thisCouncil is debating its own democratic development today.  To many, thisCouncil is debating its own democratic development today.  To many, thisCouncil is debating its own democratic development today.  To many, this

topic is neither new nor interesting.  Still, I hope that everybody will approachtopic is neither new nor interesting.  Still, I hope that everybody will approachtopic is neither new nor interesting.  Still, I hope that everybody will approachtopic is neither new nor interesting.  Still, I hope that everybody will approach

the issue as rationally as possible.the issue as rationally as possible.the issue as rationally as possible.the issue as rationally as possible.

True, it is not easy for a person to talk rationally about an True, it is not easy for a person to talk rationally about an True, it is not easy for a person to talk rationally about an True, it is not easy for a person to talk rationally about an issue that affectsissue that affectsissue that affectsissue that affects

his interest or that has to do with his convictions.  Still, Mr Deputy President,his interest or that has to do with his convictions.  Still, Mr Deputy President,his interest or that has to do with his convictions.  Still, Mr Deputy President,his interest or that has to do with his convictions.  Still, Mr Deputy President,

it was with maximum self-denial and the most unselfish rationality and open-it was with maximum self-denial and the most unselfish rationality and open-it was with maximum self-denial and the most unselfish rationality and open-it was with maximum self-denial and the most unselfish rationality and open-

mindedness that OMELCO colleagues in 1989 arrived at the OMELCO Consensus modelmindedness that OMELCO colleagues in 1989 arrived at the OMELCO Consensus modelmindedness that OMELCO colleagues in 1989 arrived at the OMELCO Consensus modelmindedness that OMELCO colleagues in 1989 arrived at the OMELCO Consensus model

concerning the democratic structure of the Legislative Council.  During theconcerning the democratic structure of the Legislative Council.  During theconcerning the democratic structure of the Legislative Council.  During theconcerning the democratic structure of the Legislative Council.  During the

discussions then, there were heated arguments, but there were also scenes ofdiscussions then, there were heated arguments, but there were also scenes ofdiscussions then, there were heated arguments, but there were also scenes ofdiscussions then, there were heated arguments, but there were also scenes of

compromise.  All approached and discussed the issue in a spirit of sincere co-compromise.  All approached and discussed the issue in a spirit of sincere co-compromise.  All approached and discussed the issue in a spirit of sincere co-compromise.  All approached and discussed the issue in a spirit of sincere co-

operation.operation.operation.operation.

Somebody saSomebody saSomebody saSomebody said, "The time for consensus has passed." This is precisely the pointid, "The time for consensus has passed." This is precisely the pointid, "The time for consensus has passed." This is precisely the pointid, "The time for consensus has passed." This is precisely the point

of the debate today, is it not?  I think that the essence of consensus politics liesof the debate today, is it not?  I think that the essence of consensus politics liesof the debate today, is it not?  I think that the essence of consensus politics liesof the debate today, is it not?  I think that the essence of consensus politics lies

in a practical spirit of sincere co-operation and selflessness.  Here, may I wishin a practical spirit of sincere co-operation and selflessness.  Here, may I wishin a practical spirit of sincere co-operation and selflessness.  Here, may I wishin a practical spirit of sincere co-operation and selflessness.  Here, may I wish

an eternal life to consensus politics in this Council.  The Consensus modelan eternal life to consensus politics in this Council.  The Consensus modelan eternal life to consensus politics in this Council.  The Consensus modelan eternal life to consensus politics in this Council.  The Consensus model

formulated by the OMELCO in 1989 was in fact nothing more than the fruit of a processformulated by the OMELCO in 1989 was in fact nothing more than the fruit of a processformulated by the OMELCO in 1989 was in fact nothing more than the fruit of a processformulated by the OMELCO in 1989 was in fact nothing more than the fruit of a process

of consensus politics.of consensus politics.of consensus politics.of consensus politics.

When the 1989 OMELCO Consensus model was being formulated, Members adhered toWhen the 1989 OMELCO Consensus model was being formulated, Members adhered toWhen the 1989 OMELCO Consensus model was being formulated, Members adhered toWhen the 1989 OMELCO Consensus model was being formulated, Members adhered to

the theme that Hong Kong's political development should be introduced in an orderlythe theme that Hong Kong's political development should be introduced in an orderlythe theme that Hong Kong's political development should be introduced in an orderlythe theme that Hong Kong's political development should be introduced in an orderly

and gradual manner.  During the Legislative Council debate of 28 February 1990, Iand gradual manner.  During the Legislative Council debate of 28 February 1990, Iand gradual manner.  During the Legislative Council debate of 28 February 1990, Iand gradual manner.  During the Legislative Council debate of 28 February 1990, I

pointed out in my speech that the separate motions moved by Mr Allen LEE and Mr Jimmypointed out in my speech that the separate motions moved by Mr Allen LEE and Mr Jimmypointed out in my speech that the separate motions moved by Mr Allen LEE and Mr Jimmypointed out in my speech that the separate motions moved by Mr Allen LEE and Mr Jimmy

McGREGOR that day were the same in intent.  And we should abide firmly by the OMELCOMcGREGOR that day were the same in intent.  And we should abide firmly by the OMELCOMcGREGOR that day were the same in intent.  And we should abide firmly by the OMELCOMcGREGOR that day were the same in intent.  And we should abide firmly by the OMELCO

Consensus because it is an appropriate and proper model for our political reform.Consensus because it is an appropriate and proper model for our political reform.Consensus because it is an appropriate and proper model for our political reform.Consensus because it is an appropriate and proper model for our political reform.

Today, I still deeply believe that this model is an appropriate and proper model forToday, I still deeply believe that this model is an appropriate and proper model forToday, I still deeply believe that this model is an appropriate and proper model forToday, I still deeply believe that this model is an appropriate and proper model for

our political reform.  Though the plan was not accepted by the British Governmentour political reform.  Though the plan was not accepted by the British Governmentour political reform.  Though the plan was not accepted by the British Governmentour political reform.  Though the plan was not accepted by the British Government

at the time, still, after the draft of the Basic Law was finalized, British officials,at the time, still, after the draft of the Basic Law was finalized, British officials,at the time, still, after the draft of the Basic Law was finalized, British officials,at the time, still, after the draft of the Basic Law was finalized, British officials,

including Foreign Secretary Douglas HURD of course and also today's Prime Ministerincluding Foreign Secretary Douglas HURD of course and also today's Prime Ministerincluding Foreign Secretary Douglas HURD of course and also today's Prime Ministerincluding Foreign Secretary Douglas HURD of course and also today's Prime Minister

John MAJOR, said in public that the British side would consult with China aboutJohn MAJOR, said in public that the British side would consult with China aboutJohn MAJOR, said in public that the British side would consult with China aboutJohn MAJOR, said in public that the British side would consult with China about

arrangements for the 1995 elections in due course.  I do not know if those words canarrangements for the 1995 elections in due course.  I do not know if those words canarrangements for the 1995 elections in due course.  I do not know if those words canarrangements for the 1995 elections in due course.  I do not know if those words can

be regarded as a promise.  But they did give hope to those who supported the viewbe regarded as a promise.  But they did give hope to those who supported the viewbe regarded as a promise.  But they did give hope to those who supported the viewbe regarded as a promise.  But they did give hope to those who supported the view

that half of the seats in the 1995 Legislative Council elections should be returnedthat half of the seats in the 1995 Legislative Council elections should be returnedthat half of the seats in the 1995 Legislative Council elections should be returnedthat half of the seats in the 1995 Legislative Council elections should be returned

by direct election.by direct election.by direct election.by direct election.

This spark of hope broke into flame twice, first during Prime Minister JohnThis spark of hope broke into flame twice, first during Prime Minister JohnThis spark of hope broke into flame twice, first during Prime Minister JohnThis spark of hope broke into flame twice, first during Prime Minister John



MAJOR's visit to Hong Kong on 5 September 1991 and then during Minister of StateMAJOR's visit to Hong Kong on 5 September 1991 and then during Minister of StateMAJOR's visit to Hong Kong on 5 September 1991 and then during Minister of StateMAJOR's visit to Hong Kong on 5 September 1991 and then during Minister of State

Alistair GOODLAD's visit not so long ago.  The former said that the United KingdomAlistair GOODLAD's visit not so long ago.  The former said that the United KingdomAlistair GOODLAD's visit not so long ago.  The former said that the United KingdomAlistair GOODLAD's visit not so long ago.  The former said that the United Kingdom

would review the 1991 election result and consider the views of the popularly electedwould review the 1991 election result and consider the views of the popularly electedwould review the 1991 election result and consider the views of the popularly electedwould review the 1991 election result and consider the views of the popularly elected

Members of the new Legislative Council before making a decision.  The latter, beforeMembers of the new Legislative Council before making a decision.  The latter, beforeMembers of the new Legislative Council before making a decision.  The latter, beforeMembers of the new Legislative Council before making a decision.  The latter, before

leaving Hong Kong, went farther and said that the Basic Law could be revised.  Ileaving Hong Kong, went farther and said that the Basic Law could be revised.  Ileaving Hong Kong, went farther and said that the Basic Law could be revised.  Ileaving Hong Kong, went farther and said that the Basic Law could be revised.  I

personally think that, legally speaking, the Basic Law can indeed be revised.personally think that, legally speaking, the Basic Law can indeed be revised.personally think that, legally speaking, the Basic Law can indeed be revised.personally think that, legally speaking, the Basic Law can indeed be revised.

However, here I do not wish to go into great detail about this question.However, here I do not wish to go into great detail about this question.However, here I do not wish to go into great detail about this question.However, here I do not wish to go into great detail about this question.

The result of the 1991 elections is in front ofThe result of the 1991 elections is in front ofThe result of the 1991 elections is in front ofThe result of the 1991 elections is in front of us.  A request jointly signed us.  A request jointly signed us.  A request jointly signed us.  A request jointly signed

by Hong Kong's 18 directly elected Legislative Councillors (including our respectableby Hong Kong's 18 directly elected Legislative Councillors (including our respectableby Hong Kong's 18 directly elected Legislative Councillors (including our respectableby Hong Kong's 18 directly elected Legislative Councillors (including our respectable

colleague Mr NG Ming-yum, who passed away in the prime of his life the day beforecolleague Mr NG Ming-yum, who passed away in the prime of his life the day beforecolleague Mr NG Ming-yum, who passed away in the prime of his life the day beforecolleague Mr NG Ming-yum, who passed away in the prime of his life the day before

yesterday) has already been forwarded to the British Government.  So far, the Britishyesterday) has already been forwarded to the British Government.  So far, the Britishyesterday) has already been forwarded to the British Government.  So far, the Britishyesterday) has already been forwarded to the British Government.  So far, the British

side has told us nothing about their time-table for consultation with the Chineseside has told us nothing about their time-table for consultation with the Chineseside has told us nothing about their time-table for consultation with the Chineseside has told us nothing about their time-table for consultation with the Chinese

side concerning arrangements for the 1995 elections.side concerning arrangements for the 1995 elections.side concerning arrangements for the 1995 elections.side concerning arrangements for the 1995 elections.

I believe that it is common knowledge that all governments and parliaments,I believe that it is common knowledge that all governments and parliaments,I believe that it is common knowledge that all governments and parliaments,I believe that it is common knowledge that all governments and parliaments,

including the Chinese, British and Hong Kong governments, China's National People'sincluding the Chinese, British and Hong Kong governments, China's National People'sincluding the Chinese, British and Hong Kong governments, China's National People'sincluding the Chinese, British and Hong Kong governments, China's National People's

Congress, the British Parliament and Hong Kong's Executive and Legislative Councils,Congress, the British Parliament and Hong Kong's Executive and Legislative Councils,Congress, the British Parliament and Hong Kong's Executive and Legislative Councils,Congress, the British Parliament and Hong Kong's Executive and Legislative Councils,

when serving the public, are constrained by a principle, namely, "Where there is power,when serving the public, are constrained by a principle, namely, "Where there is power,when serving the public, are constrained by a principle, namely, "Where there is power,when serving the public, are constrained by a principle, namely, "Where there is power,

there must be responsibility." In other words, everybody in Hong Kong's Executivethere must be responsibility." In other words, everybody in Hong Kong's Executivethere must be responsibility." In other words, everybody in Hong Kong's Executivethere must be responsibility." In other words, everybody in Hong Kong's Executive

and Legislative Councils has a responsibility and must not shirk it.and Legislative Councils has a responsibility and must not shirk it.and Legislative Councils has a responsibility and must not shirk it.and Legislative Councils has a responsibility and must not shirk it.

At this stage, I think that it is our responsibility to request the BritishAt this stage, I think that it is our responsibility to request the BritishAt this stage, I think that it is our responsibility to request the BritishAt this stage, I think that it is our responsibility to request the British

Government and the Chinese Government to accept the proposal that there should beGovernment and the Chinese Government to accept the proposal that there should beGovernment and the Chinese Government to accept the proposal that there should beGovernment and the Chinese Government to accept the proposal that there should be

not less than half of the seats of the Legislative Council to be elected by universalnot less than half of the seats of the Legislative Council to be elected by universalnot less than half of the seats of the Legislative Council to be elected by universalnot less than half of the seats of the Legislative Council to be elected by universal

suffrage in 1995.  I even think that, to avoid delays and allow sufficient time forsuffrage in 1995.  I even think that, to avoid delays and allow sufficient time forsuffrage in 1995.  I even think that, to avoid delays and allow sufficient time forsuffrage in 1995.  I even think that, to avoid delays and allow sufficient time for

making election arrangements, the British and the Chinese governments should beginmaking election arrangements, the British and the Chinese governments should beginmaking election arrangements, the British and the Chinese governments should beginmaking election arrangements, the British and the Chinese governments should begin

and conclude the relevant talks before the end of this year.and conclude the relevant talks before the end of this year.and conclude the relevant talks before the end of this year.and conclude the relevant talks before the end of this year.

Ask yourselves.  How much time have the people of Hong Kong and colleagues inAsk yourselves.  How much time have the people of Hong Kong and colleagues inAsk yourselves.  How much time have the people of Hong Kong and colleagues inAsk yourselves.  How much time have the people of Hong Kong and colleagues in

this Council already spent on inconclusive debates on the political system?  I thinkthis Council already spent on inconclusive debates on the political system?  I thinkthis Council already spent on inconclusive debates on the political system?  I thinkthis Council already spent on inconclusive debates on the political system?  I think

that 1992 should be the time to make the decision.  Furthermore, if the inconclusivethat 1992 should be the time to make the decision.  Furthermore, if the inconclusivethat 1992 should be the time to make the decision.  Furthermore, if the inconclusivethat 1992 should be the time to make the decision.  Furthermore, if the inconclusive

debates and quarrels are allowed to drag on, the prospect of instability will onlydebates and quarrels are allowed to drag on, the prospect of instability will onlydebates and quarrels are allowed to drag on, the prospect of instability will onlydebates and quarrels are allowed to drag on, the prospect of instability will only

worry and disquiet the people of Hong Kong.  The Chinese and the British sides shouldworry and disquiet the people of Hong Kong.  The Chinese and the British sides shouldworry and disquiet the people of Hong Kong.  The Chinese and the British sides shouldworry and disquiet the people of Hong Kong.  The Chinese and the British sides should

calm down and sincerely hold thorough-going talks on Hong Kong's politicalcalm down and sincerely hold thorough-going talks on Hong Kong's politicalcalm down and sincerely hold thorough-going talks on Hong Kong's politicalcalm down and sincerely hold thorough-going talks on Hong Kong's political

development, bent on removing the suspicions that have long existed between the twodevelopment, bent on removing the suspicions that have long existed between the twodevelopment, bent on removing the suspicions that have long existed between the twodevelopment, bent on removing the suspicions that have long existed between the two

sides and among the people of Hong Kong.sides and among the people of Hong Kong.sides and among the people of Hong Kong.sides and among the people of Hong Kong.



I hope that the British Government will give usI hope that the British Government will give usI hope that the British Government will give usI hope that the British Government will give us an unequivocal and unmistakable an unequivocal and unmistakable an unequivocal and unmistakable an unequivocal and unmistakable

direct answer, thus letting the people of Hong Kong know what the responsibilitiesdirect answer, thus letting the people of Hong Kong know what the responsibilitiesdirect answer, thus letting the people of Hong Kong know what the responsibilitiesdirect answer, thus letting the people of Hong Kong know what the responsibilities

of the British Government are during the latter half of the transition period andof the British Government are during the latter half of the transition period andof the British Government are during the latter half of the transition period andof the British Government are during the latter half of the transition period and

how it proposes to honour all its commitments.how it proposes to honour all its commitments.how it proposes to honour all its commitments.how it proposes to honour all its commitments.

By the saBy the saBy the saBy the same token, as Legislative Councillors, we also have a responsibility.me token, as Legislative Councillors, we also have a responsibility.me token, as Legislative Councillors, we also have a responsibility.me token, as Legislative Councillors, we also have a responsibility.

We should bravely face the outcome of the Sino-British talks on the political systemWe should bravely face the outcome of the Sino-British talks on the political systemWe should bravely face the outcome of the Sino-British talks on the political systemWe should bravely face the outcome of the Sino-British talks on the political system

of Hong Kong and stop belabouring the issue any longer.  Whatever the outcome we mustof Hong Kong and stop belabouring the issue any longer.  Whatever the outcome we mustof Hong Kong and stop belabouring the issue any longer.  Whatever the outcome we mustof Hong Kong and stop belabouring the issue any longer.  Whatever the outcome we must

see to it that the 1995 Legislative Council elections are to be held smoothly, becausesee to it that the 1995 Legislative Council elections are to be held smoothly, becausesee to it that the 1995 Legislative Council elections are to be held smoothly, becausesee to it that the 1995 Legislative Council elections are to be held smoothly, because

that elections will have far-reaching repercussions on Hong Kong's stability,that elections will have far-reaching repercussions on Hong Kong's stability,that elections will have far-reaching repercussions on Hong Kong's stability,that elections will have far-reaching repercussions on Hong Kong's stability,

prosperity and confidence.prosperity and confidence.prosperity and confidence.prosperity and confidence.

I think that the aim of the separate motions of Mr Jimmy McGREGOR and Mr NGAII think that the aim of the separate motions of Mr Jimmy McGREGOR and Mr NGAII think that the aim of the separate motions of Mr Jimmy McGREGOR and Mr NGAII think that the aim of the separate motions of Mr Jimmy McGREGOR and Mr NGAI

Shiu-kit are roughly the same.  They both request the British Government to takeShiu-kit are roughly the same.  They both request the British Government to takeShiu-kit are roughly the same.  They both request the British Government to takeShiu-kit are roughly the same.  They both request the British Government to take

action to make things right for Hong Kong's political system.  The former is moreaction to make things right for Hong Kong's political system.  The former is moreaction to make things right for Hong Kong's political system.  The former is moreaction to make things right for Hong Kong's political system.  The former is more

specific in requesting the implementation of the OMELCO Consensus concerning thespecific in requesting the implementation of the OMELCO Consensus concerning thespecific in requesting the implementation of the OMELCO Consensus concerning thespecific in requesting the implementation of the OMELCO Consensus concerning the

political system.  The latter puts more emphasis on smooth transition.  In fact, ifpolitical system.  The latter puts more emphasis on smooth transition.  In fact, ifpolitical system.  The latter puts more emphasis on smooth transition.  In fact, ifpolitical system.  The latter puts more emphasis on smooth transition.  In fact, if

we compare today's motions and debate with the motions moved by Mr Allen LEE and Mrwe compare today's motions and debate with the motions moved by Mr Allen LEE and Mrwe compare today's motions and debate with the motions moved by Mr Allen LEE and Mrwe compare today's motions and debate with the motions moved by Mr Allen LEE and Mr

Jimmy McGREGOR and the subsequent debate in this Council on 28 February and 1 MarchJimmy McGREGOR and the subsequent debate in this Council on 28 February and 1 MarchJimmy McGREGOR and the subsequent debate in this Council on 28 February and 1 MarchJimmy McGREGOR and the subsequent debate in this Council on 28 February and 1 March

1990, we will find that we have indeed not made any headway in this matter but merely1990, we will find that we have indeed not made any headway in this matter but merely1990, we will find that we have indeed not made any headway in this matter but merely1990, we will find that we have indeed not made any headway in this matter but merely

engaged in word games and body language games.engaged in word games and body language games.engaged in word games and body language games.engaged in word games and body language games.

Mr Deputy President, during the latter half of the transition period we have toMr Deputy President, during the latter half of the transition period we have toMr Deputy President, during the latter half of the transition period we have toMr Deputy President, during the latter half of the transition period we have to

address many important issues.  We have to make proper arrangements for Hong Kong'saddress many important issues.  We have to make proper arrangements for Hong Kong'saddress many important issues.  We have to make proper arrangements for Hong Kong'saddress many important issues.  We have to make proper arrangements for Hong Kong's

future development and for smooth transition.  If the Chinese and British governmentsfuture development and for smooth transition.  If the Chinese and British governmentsfuture development and for smooth transition.  If the Chinese and British governmentsfuture development and for smooth transition.  If the Chinese and British governments

and Executive Council and Legislative Council Members are not frank and sincere inand Executive Council and Legislative Council Members are not frank and sincere inand Executive Council and Legislative Council Members are not frank and sincere inand Executive Council and Legislative Council Members are not frank and sincere in

dealing with the relevant problems, China and the United Kingdom and all of us indealing with the relevant problems, China and the United Kingdom and all of us indealing with the relevant problems, China and the United Kingdom and all of us indealing with the relevant problems, China and the United Kingdom and all of us in

the Executive Council and the Legislative Council should be held responsible for thethe Executive Council and the Legislative Council should be held responsible for thethe Executive Council and the Legislative Council should be held responsible for thethe Executive Council and the Legislative Council should be held responsible for the

consequence.  I dare to assume this responsibility.  I believe that everybodyconsequence.  I dare to assume this responsibility.  I believe that everybodyconsequence.  I dare to assume this responsibility.  I believe that everybodyconsequence.  I dare to assume this responsibility.  I believe that everybody

involved who holds sway, including of course my colleagues in the Executive Councilinvolved who holds sway, including of course my colleagues in the Executive Councilinvolved who holds sway, including of course my colleagues in the Executive Councilinvolved who holds sway, including of course my colleagues in the Executive Council

and the Legislative Council, will in fact be responsible for any harmful consequenceand the Legislative Council, will in fact be responsible for any harmful consequenceand the Legislative Council, will in fact be responsible for any harmful consequenceand the Legislative Council, will in fact be responsible for any harmful consequence

arising from any distrust or power struggle.arising from any distrust or power struggle.arising from any distrust or power struggle.arising from any distrust or power struggle.

Mr Deputy President, I am not an opportunist.  Nor do I wish to get involved inMr Deputy President, I am not an opportunist.  Nor do I wish to get involved inMr Deputy President, I am not an opportunist.  Nor do I wish to get involved inMr Deputy President, I am not an opportunist.  Nor do I wish to get involved in

confrontational politics.  I dare to assume responsibility.  I will calmly stateconfrontational politics.  I dare to assume responsibility.  I will calmly stateconfrontational politics.  I dare to assume responsibility.  I will calmly stateconfrontational politics.  I dare to assume responsibility.  I will calmly state

once more that, in my opinion, the OMELCO Consensus is correct and good for Hong Kong'sonce more that, in my opinion, the OMELCO Consensus is correct and good for Hong Kong'sonce more that, in my opinion, the OMELCO Consensus is correct and good for Hong Kong'sonce more that, in my opinion, the OMELCO Consensus is correct and good for Hong Kong's



long-term stability and prosperity.long-term stability and prosperity.long-term stability and prosperity.long-term stability and prosperity.

Mr Deputy President, I support Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion.Mr Deputy President, I support Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion.Mr Deputy President, I support Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion.Mr Deputy President, I support Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion.

MR LAU WONG-FAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, during a debate three weeks ago,MR LAU WONG-FAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, during a debate three weeks ago,MR LAU WONG-FAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, during a debate three weeks ago,MR LAU WONG-FAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, during a debate three weeks ago,

I gave the name of "adventurist romanticism" to a proposal to get rid at once of allI gave the name of "adventurist romanticism" to a proposal to get rid at once of allI gave the name of "adventurist romanticism" to a proposal to get rid at once of allI gave the name of "adventurist romanticism" to a proposal to get rid at once of all

appointed members and ex-officio members of the district boards, the Urban Councilappointed members and ex-officio members of the district boards, the Urban Councilappointed members and ex-officio members of the district boards, the Urban Councilappointed members and ex-officio members of the district boards, the Urban Council

and the Regional Council.  I intend to use this term again as I try to discuss theand the Regional Council.  I intend to use this term again as I try to discuss theand the Regional Council.  I intend to use this term again as I try to discuss theand the Regional Council.  I intend to use this term again as I try to discuss the

topic of the present debate.topic of the present debate.topic of the present debate.topic of the present debate.

I do not pretend to preach in front of my distinguished colleagues who are fullI do not pretend to preach in front of my distinguished colleagues who are fullI do not pretend to preach in front of my distinguished colleagues who are fullI do not pretend to preach in front of my distinguished colleagues who are full

of Chinese and Western learning.  Nevertheless, based on my more than 20 years'of Chinese and Western learning.  Nevertheless, based on my more than 20 years'of Chinese and Western learning.  Nevertheless, based on my more than 20 years'of Chinese and Western learning.  Nevertheless, based on my more than 20 years'

experience of participation in public affairs, I must say that I am deeply aware ofexperience of participation in public affairs, I must say that I am deeply aware ofexperience of participation in public affairs, I must say that I am deeply aware ofexperience of participation in public affairs, I must say that I am deeply aware of

the importance for politicians to be circumspect and pragmatic.  The reason is inthe importance for politicians to be circumspect and pragmatic.  The reason is inthe importance for politicians to be circumspect and pragmatic.  The reason is inthe importance for politicians to be circumspect and pragmatic.  The reason is in

fact quite simple.  Our words and decisions can affect government actions and thefact quite simple.  Our words and decisions can affect government actions and thefact quite simple.  Our words and decisions can affect government actions and thefact quite simple.  Our words and decisions can affect government actions and the

well-being of the general public.  We are like locomotive drivers.  If the driverwell-being of the general public.  We are like locomotive drivers.  If the driverwell-being of the general public.  We are like locomotive drivers.  If the driverwell-being of the general public.  We are like locomotive drivers.  If the driver

is careless, the train will be derailed.  Then, not only will the driver himself comeis careless, the train will be derailed.  Then, not only will the driver himself comeis careless, the train will be derailed.  Then, not only will the driver himself comeis careless, the train will be derailed.  Then, not only will the driver himself come

to grief, but the innocent passengers, too, will pay a painfully heavy price for histo grief, but the innocent passengers, too, will pay a painfully heavy price for histo grief, but the innocent passengers, too, will pay a painfully heavy price for histo grief, but the innocent passengers, too, will pay a painfully heavy price for his

doing.  I think that romantic feelings and the spirit of adventure should be leftdoing.  I think that romantic feelings and the spirit of adventure should be leftdoing.  I think that romantic feelings and the spirit of adventure should be leftdoing.  I think that romantic feelings and the spirit of adventure should be left

to people such as artists, acrobats and race-car drivers.  Whether they succeed orto people such as artists, acrobats and race-car drivers.  Whether they succeed orto people such as artists, acrobats and race-car drivers.  Whether they succeed orto people such as artists, acrobats and race-car drivers.  Whether they succeed or

fail, they themselves bear the consequences.  The interests of the general publicfail, they themselves bear the consequences.  The interests of the general publicfail, they themselves bear the consequences.  The interests of the general publicfail, they themselves bear the consequences.  The interests of the general public

are not at stake.  By contrast, politicians have heavy responsibilities and must notare not at stake.  By contrast, politicians have heavy responsibilities and must notare not at stake.  By contrast, politicians have heavy responsibilities and must notare not at stake.  By contrast, politicians have heavy responsibilities and must not

act in disregard of consequences.act in disregard of consequences.act in disregard of consequences.act in disregard of consequences.

I do not intend to comment here on the merits or demerits of the OMELCO Consensus.I do not intend to comment here on the merits or demerits of the OMELCO Consensus.I do not intend to comment here on the merits or demerits of the OMELCO Consensus.I do not intend to comment here on the merits or demerits of the OMELCO Consensus.

If I were to do so, I would also have to compare the OMELCO Consensus with the proposalsIf I were to do so, I would also have to compare the OMELCO Consensus with the proposalsIf I were to do so, I would also have to compare the OMELCO Consensus with the proposalsIf I were to do so, I would also have to compare the OMELCO Consensus with the proposals

of other social groups.  Then, we would be back to the situation before theof other social groups.  Then, we would be back to the situation before theof other social groups.  Then, we would be back to the situation before theof other social groups.  Then, we would be back to the situation before the

promulgation of the Basic Law, when a hundred schools of thought were contendingpromulgation of the Basic Law, when a hundred schools of thought were contendingpromulgation of the Basic Law, when a hundred schools of thought were contendingpromulgation of the Basic Law, when a hundred schools of thought were contending

endlessly and inconclusively.  What I wish to talk about is this question: What isendlessly and inconclusively.  What I wish to talk about is this question: What isendlessly and inconclusively.  What I wish to talk about is this question: What isendlessly and inconclusively.  What I wish to talk about is this question: What is

the practical point of reviving the OMELCO Consensus?  When the OMELCO made itsthe practical point of reviving the OMELCO Consensus?  When the OMELCO made itsthe practical point of reviving the OMELCO Consensus?  When the OMELCO made itsthe practical point of reviving the OMELCO Consensus?  When the OMELCO made its

comments on the political system in 1989, that was opportune.  The Basic Law was thencomments on the political system in 1989, that was opportune.  The Basic Law was thencomments on the political system in 1989, that was opportune.  The Basic Law was thencomments on the political system in 1989, that was opportune.  The Basic Law was then

being drafted.  Not only the OMELCO but any individual or group could make comments.being drafted.  Not only the OMELCO but any individual or group could make comments.being drafted.  Not only the OMELCO but any individual or group could make comments.being drafted.  Not only the OMELCO but any individual or group could make comments.

Of course, those comments were made in order that they might be considered or in theOf course, those comments were made in order that they might be considered or in theOf course, those comments were made in order that they might be considered or in theOf course, those comments were made in order that they might be considered or in the

hope that they would be adopted.  They were purposeful comments.hope that they would be adopted.  They were purposeful comments.hope that they would be adopted.  They were purposeful comments.hope that they would be adopted.  They were purposeful comments.

The times have changed.  The Basic Law has been promulgated.  The ChineseThe times have changed.  The Basic Law has been promulgated.  The ChineseThe times have changed.  The Basic Law has been promulgated.  The ChineseThe times have changed.  The Basic Law has been promulgated.  The Chinese

Government has said again and again that the Basic Law cannot be revised before 1997.Government has said again and again that the Basic Law cannot be revised before 1997.Government has said again and again that the Basic Law cannot be revised before 1997.Government has said again and again that the Basic Law cannot be revised before 1997.



This being so, I feel that reviving the OMELCO Consensus and requesting China andThis being so, I feel that reviving the OMELCO Consensus and requesting China andThis being so, I feel that reviving the OMELCO Consensus and requesting China andThis being so, I feel that reviving the OMELCO Consensus and requesting China and

the United Kingdom to increase directly elected seats in the 1995 Legislative Councilthe United Kingdom to increase directly elected seats in the 1995 Legislative Councilthe United Kingdom to increase directly elected seats in the 1995 Legislative Councilthe United Kingdom to increase directly elected seats in the 1995 Legislative Council

cannot be the doing of the pragmatic or the circumspect.  Nor would such doing leadcannot be the doing of the pragmatic or the circumspect.  Nor would such doing leadcannot be the doing of the pragmatic or the circumspect.  Nor would such doing leadcannot be the doing of the pragmatic or the circumspect.  Nor would such doing lead

to any positive or useful result.  If we persist, if we continue to talk endlessly,to any positive or useful result.  If we persist, if we continue to talk endlessly,to any positive or useful result.  If we persist, if we continue to talk endlessly,to any positive or useful result.  If we persist, if we continue to talk endlessly,

we will be like a love-sick man who cannot accept the fact that his sweetheart haswe will be like a love-sick man who cannot accept the fact that his sweetheart haswe will be like a love-sick man who cannot accept the fact that his sweetheart haswe will be like a love-sick man who cannot accept the fact that his sweetheart has

finally chosen and married somebody else.  He continues his courtship; he continuesfinally chosen and married somebody else.  He continues his courtship; he continuesfinally chosen and married somebody else.  He continues his courtship; he continuesfinally chosen and married somebody else.  He continues his courtship; he continues

to send love letters.  He tries to do what he knows is impossible.  There may beto send love letters.  He tries to do what he knows is impossible.  There may beto send love letters.  He tries to do what he knows is impossible.  There may beto send love letters.  He tries to do what he knows is impossible.  There may be

romance in being stubborn and nostalgic.  But no good will come of it for any party.romance in being stubborn and nostalgic.  But no good will come of it for any party.romance in being stubborn and nostalgic.  But no good will come of it for any party.romance in being stubborn and nostalgic.  But no good will come of it for any party.

Looking at it from another angle, such stuLooking at it from another angle, such stuLooking at it from another angle, such stuLooking at it from another angle, such stubbornness may be risky.  It was withbbornness may be risky.  It was withbbornness may be risky.  It was withbbornness may be risky.  It was with

great difficulty that we weathered through the days of trying trilateral relationsgreat difficulty that we weathered through the days of trying trilateral relationsgreat difficulty that we weathered through the days of trying trilateral relationsgreat difficulty that we weathered through the days of trying trilateral relations

between China, the United Kingdom and Hong Kong.  To ask at this time for a revisionbetween China, the United Kingdom and Hong Kong.  To ask at this time for a revisionbetween China, the United Kingdom and Hong Kong.  To ask at this time for a revisionbetween China, the United Kingdom and Hong Kong.  To ask at this time for a revision

of the Basic Law to increase directly elected seats in the 1995 Legislative Councilof the Basic Law to increase directly elected seats in the 1995 Legislative Councilof the Basic Law to increase directly elected seats in the 1995 Legislative Councilof the Basic Law to increase directly elected seats in the 1995 Legislative Council

runs the risk of leading the public to entertain unrealistic expectations.  It alsoruns the risk of leading the public to entertain unrealistic expectations.  It alsoruns the risk of leading the public to entertain unrealistic expectations.  It alsoruns the risk of leading the public to entertain unrealistic expectations.  It also

runs the risk of letting China-United Kingdom-Hong Kong relations deteriorate andruns the risk of letting China-United Kingdom-Hong Kong relations deteriorate andruns the risk of letting China-United Kingdom-Hong Kong relations deteriorate andruns the risk of letting China-United Kingdom-Hong Kong relations deteriorate and

clouding the future of Hong Kong with uncertainties again.  I think that taking suchclouding the future of Hong Kong with uncertainties again.  I think that taking suchclouding the future of Hong Kong with uncertainties again.  I think that taking suchclouding the future of Hong Kong with uncertainties again.  I think that taking such

risks without a chance of success is neither worthwhile nor wise.risks without a chance of success is neither worthwhile nor wise.risks without a chance of success is neither worthwhile nor wise.risks without a chance of success is neither worthwhile nor wise.

Mr Deputy President, I think that it is meaningless to become entangled inMr Deputy President, I think that it is meaningless to become entangled inMr Deputy President, I think that it is meaningless to become entangled inMr Deputy President, I think that it is meaningless to become entangled in

arguments about whether the Basic Law can be revised before 1997.  China has alreadyarguments about whether the Basic Law can be revised before 1997.  China has alreadyarguments about whether the Basic Law can be revised before 1997.  China has alreadyarguments about whether the Basic Law can be revised before 1997.  China has already

taken a clear public position, which is that the chance of revising the Basic Lawtaken a clear public position, which is that the chance of revising the Basic Lawtaken a clear public position, which is that the chance of revising the Basic Lawtaken a clear public position, which is that the chance of revising the Basic Law

before 1997 is basically nil.  Even if the text of the Basic Law may not meet thebefore 1997 is basically nil.  Even if the text of the Basic Law may not meet thebefore 1997 is basically nil.  Even if the text of the Basic Law may not meet thebefore 1997 is basically nil.  Even if the text of the Basic Law may not meet the

wishes of all, what is the big hurry of those who seek to revise it?wishes of all, what is the big hurry of those who seek to revise it?wishes of all, what is the big hurry of those who seek to revise it?wishes of all, what is the big hurry of those who seek to revise it?

The text of the BasicThe text of the BasicThe text of the BasicThe text of the Basic Law was drafted after a long period of consultation and Law was drafted after a long period of consultation and Law was drafted after a long period of consultation and Law was drafted after a long period of consultation and

after careful consideration of the views of all sectors of society.  It was a productafter careful consideration of the views of all sectors of society.  It was a productafter careful consideration of the views of all sectors of society.  It was a productafter careful consideration of the views of all sectors of society.  It was a product

of accommodation and compromise.  Before it comes into force, there is no way to beof accommodation and compromise.  Before it comes into force, there is no way to beof accommodation and compromise.  Before it comes into force, there is no way to beof accommodation and compromise.  Before it comes into force, there is no way to be

sure that there is anything "wrong" with it.  To talk lightly about revision at thissure that there is anything "wrong" with it.  To talk lightly about revision at thissure that there is anything "wrong" with it.  To talk lightly about revision at thissure that there is anything "wrong" with it.  To talk lightly about revision at this

time is totally lacking in factual basis and totally unconvincing.time is totally lacking in factual basis and totally unconvincing.time is totally lacking in factual basis and totally unconvincing.time is totally lacking in factual basis and totally unconvincing.

It must be realized that the Basic Law contains many provisions which areIt must be realized that the Basic Law contains many provisions which areIt must be realized that the Basic Law contains many provisions which areIt must be realized that the Basic Law contains many provisions which are

important for the protection of Hong Kong.  Promulgated as an integral document, theimportant for the protection of Hong Kong.  Promulgated as an integral document, theimportant for the protection of Hong Kong.  Promulgated as an integral document, theimportant for the protection of Hong Kong.  Promulgated as an integral document, the

Basic Law has made the future of Hong Kong clear, and a clear future is preciselyBasic Law has made the future of Hong Kong clear, and a clear future is preciselyBasic Law has made the future of Hong Kong clear, and a clear future is preciselyBasic Law has made the future of Hong Kong clear, and a clear future is precisely

the key to the maintenance of confidence.  If provisions are revised before the Basicthe key to the maintenance of confidence.  If provisions are revised before the Basicthe key to the maintenance of confidence.  If provisions are revised before the Basicthe key to the maintenance of confidence.  If provisions are revised before the Basic

Law comes into effect, then, in the wake of this precedent, I believe, a successionLaw comes into effect, then, in the wake of this precedent, I believe, a successionLaw comes into effect, then, in the wake of this precedent, I believe, a successionLaw comes into effect, then, in the wake of this precedent, I believe, a succession

of voices will be heard, asking for revisions.  This will make it difficult for theof voices will be heard, asking for revisions.  This will make it difficult for theof voices will be heard, asking for revisions.  This will make it difficult for theof voices will be heard, asking for revisions.  This will make it difficult for the

Basic Law to remain authoritative and stable.  A situation of confusion andBasic Law to remain authoritative and stable.  A situation of confusion andBasic Law to remain authoritative and stable.  A situation of confusion andBasic Law to remain authoritative and stable.  A situation of confusion and

uncertainty will then ensue in Hong Kong.  I believe that nobody will deny theuncertainty will then ensue in Hong Kong.  I believe that nobody will deny theuncertainty will then ensue in Hong Kong.  I believe that nobody will deny theuncertainty will then ensue in Hong Kong.  I believe that nobody will deny the



importance of the "through train" concept and smooth transition for Hong Kong.  Toimportance of the "through train" concept and smooth transition for Hong Kong.  Toimportance of the "through train" concept and smooth transition for Hong Kong.  Toimportance of the "through train" concept and smooth transition for Hong Kong.  To

achieve such an objective, we must have convergence with the Basic Law.  If thisachieve such an objective, we must have convergence with the Basic Law.  If thisachieve such an objective, we must have convergence with the Basic Law.  If thisachieve such an objective, we must have convergence with the Basic Law.  If this

important reality is ignored, if one tries to find a way around it, I am afraid thatimportant reality is ignored, if one tries to find a way around it, I am afraid thatimportant reality is ignored, if one tries to find a way around it, I am afraid thatimportant reality is ignored, if one tries to find a way around it, I am afraid that

the consequences will probably be catastrophic indeed.the consequences will probably be catastrophic indeed.the consequences will probably be catastrophic indeed.the consequences will probably be catastrophic indeed.

Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Honourable NGAI Shiu-Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Honourable NGAI Shiu-Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Honourable NGAI Shiu-Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Honourable NGAI Shiu-

kit's motion for amendment.kit's motion for amendment.kit's motion for amendment.kit's motion for amendment.

MR MARTIN BARROW: Mr Deputy President, it goes without saying that every Member ofMR MARTIN BARROW: Mr Deputy President, it goes without saying that every Member ofMR MARTIN BARROW: Mr Deputy President, it goes without saying that every Member ofMR MARTIN BARROW: Mr Deputy President, it goes without saying that every Member of

this Council has a common aim: it is to secure the best possible future for the peoplethis Council has a common aim: it is to secure the best possible future for the peoplethis Council has a common aim: it is to secure the best possible future for the peoplethis Council has a common aim: it is to secure the best possible future for the people

of Hong Kong.  We are at one in believing that this can be achieved by pursuing theof Hong Kong.  We are at one in believing that this can be achieved by pursuing theof Hong Kong.  We are at one in believing that this can be achieved by pursuing theof Hong Kong.  We are at one in believing that this can be achieved by pursuing the

prosperity and stability of this territory.  However, we are not at one as to theprosperity and stability of this territory.  However, we are not at one as to theprosperity and stability of this territory.  However, we are not at one as to theprosperity and stability of this territory.  However, we are not at one as to the

means.means.means.means.

We nWe nWe nWe never lost sight of that aim even at a low point in 1989.  The combinationever lost sight of that aim even at a low point in 1989.  The combinationever lost sight of that aim even at a low point in 1989.  The combinationever lost sight of that aim even at a low point in 1989.  The combination

of the remarkable resilience which is the dominant characteristic of Hong Kong people,of the remarkable resilience which is the dominant characteristic of Hong Kong people,of the remarkable resilience which is the dominant characteristic of Hong Kong people,of the remarkable resilience which is the dominant characteristic of Hong Kong people,

the leadership of Lord WILSON and his colleagues in the Government and the enthusiasmthe leadership of Lord WILSON and his colleagues in the Government and the enthusiasmthe leadership of Lord WILSON and his colleagues in the Government and the enthusiasmthe leadership of Lord WILSON and his colleagues in the Government and the enthusiasm

of Hong Kong's entrepreneurs took us through the trough to a level of self-confidenceof Hong Kong's entrepreneurs took us through the trough to a level of self-confidenceof Hong Kong's entrepreneurs took us through the trough to a level of self-confidenceof Hong Kong's entrepreneurs took us through the trough to a level of self-confidence

now which would have seemed unimaginable in 1989.now which would have seemed unimaginable in 1989.now which would have seemed unimaginable in 1989.now which would have seemed unimaginable in 1989.

The Basic LawThe Basic LawThe Basic LawThe Basic Law

The 1989 OMELCO Consensus was put to the British Government and later the BasicThe 1989 OMELCO Consensus was put to the British Government and later the BasicThe 1989 OMELCO Consensus was put to the British Government and later the BasicThe 1989 OMELCO Consensus was put to the British Government and later the Basic

Law allowed for 20 directly elected seats in 1997 to take effect in 1995.  AlthoughLaw allowed for 20 directly elected seats in 1997 to take effect in 1995.  AlthoughLaw allowed for 20 directly elected seats in 1997 to take effect in 1995.  AlthoughLaw allowed for 20 directly elected seats in 1997 to take effect in 1995.  Although

I sympathize with the Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR's wish to achieve a faster pace ofI sympathize with the Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR's wish to achieve a faster pace ofI sympathize with the Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR's wish to achieve a faster pace ofI sympathize with the Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR's wish to achieve a faster pace of

democratization, can a protracted negotiation with China on amendments to the Basicdemocratization, can a protracted negotiation with China on amendments to the Basicdemocratization, can a protracted negotiation with China on amendments to the Basicdemocratization, can a protracted negotiation with China on amendments to the Basic

Law really be in the interest of the people of Hong Kong?  Might we not be openingLaw really be in the interest of the people of Hong Kong?  Might we not be openingLaw really be in the interest of the people of Hong Kong?  Might we not be openingLaw really be in the interest of the people of Hong Kong?  Might we not be opening

a pandora's box which in turn could tempt others to make further changes to the Basica pandora's box which in turn could tempt others to make further changes to the Basica pandora's box which in turn could tempt others to make further changes to the Basica pandora's box which in turn could tempt others to make further changes to the Basic

Law which would not be in our interest. Politics, Mr Deputy President, is the artLaw which would not be in our interest. Politics, Mr Deputy President, is the artLaw which would not be in our interest. Politics, Mr Deputy President, is the artLaw which would not be in our interest. Politics, Mr Deputy President, is the art

of the possible.  Let us be realistic.  The British Government is committed to raiseof the possible.  Let us be realistic.  The British Government is committed to raiseof the possible.  Let us be realistic.  The British Government is committed to raiseof the possible.  Let us be realistic.  The British Government is committed to raise

the issue.  We should encourage them to do so as soon as practical.  However the mainthe issue.  We should encourage them to do so as soon as practical.  However the mainthe issue.  We should encourage them to do so as soon as practical.  However the mainthe issue.  We should encourage them to do so as soon as practical.  However the main

points of discussion will probably relate to all the other unresolved and complicatedpoints of discussion will probably relate to all the other unresolved and complicatedpoints of discussion will probably relate to all the other unresolved and complicatedpoints of discussion will probably relate to all the other unresolved and complicated

issues of the 1995 elections.issues of the 1995 elections.issues of the 1995 elections.issues of the 1995 elections.

The need for a smooth transition and for certaintyThe need for a smooth transition and for certaintyThe need for a smooth transition and for certaintyThe need for a smooth transition and for certainty

Mr NGAI's amended motion calls for the achievement of a smooth transition; andMr NGAI's amended motion calls for the achievement of a smooth transition; andMr NGAI's amended motion calls for the achievement of a smooth transition; andMr NGAI's amended motion calls for the achievement of a smooth transition; and



I agree that certainty and continuity must remain the overriding objectives.I agree that certainty and continuity must remain the overriding objectives.I agree that certainty and continuity must remain the overriding objectives.I agree that certainty and continuity must remain the overriding objectives.

Some will ask how an appointed Member can speak on behaSome will ask how an appointed Member can speak on behaSome will ask how an appointed Member can speak on behaSome will ask how an appointed Member can speak on behalf of the people of Honglf of the people of Honglf of the people of Honglf of the people of Hong

Kong.  I accept the legitimacy of the directly elected Members of this Council but,Kong.  I accept the legitimacy of the directly elected Members of this Council but,Kong.  I accept the legitimacy of the directly elected Members of this Council but,Kong.  I accept the legitimacy of the directly elected Members of this Council but,

as I have already said, we have a common aim.  Let us remember however that 80% ofas I have already said, we have a common aim.  Let us remember however that 80% ofas I have already said, we have a common aim.  Let us remember however that 80% ofas I have already said, we have a common aim.  Let us remember however that 80% of

eligible voters did not participate in the 1991 election.  Those who did vote wereeligible voters did not participate in the 1991 election.  Those who did vote wereeligible voters did not participate in the 1991 election.  Those who did vote wereeligible voters did not participate in the 1991 election.  Those who did vote were

not electing a government.  They were electing representatives.  There may be manynot electing a government.  They were electing representatives.  There may be manynot electing a government.  They were electing representatives.  There may be manynot electing a government.  They were electing representatives.  There may be many

reasons for this large and silent majority but I believe it shows a sense of pragmatismreasons for this large and silent majority but I believe it shows a sense of pragmatismreasons for this large and silent majority but I believe it shows a sense of pragmatismreasons for this large and silent majority but I believe it shows a sense of pragmatism

which cannot be overlooked.which cannot be overlooked.which cannot be overlooked.which cannot be overlooked.

A protracted debate at this time, boA protracted debate at this time, boA protracted debate at this time, boA protracted debate at this time, both within Hong Kong and with China, will reviveth within Hong Kong and with China, will reviveth within Hong Kong and with China, will reviveth within Hong Kong and with China, will revive

the uncertainties which existed in the 1980s and will distract us from other issues,the uncertainties which existed in the 1980s and will distract us from other issues,the uncertainties which existed in the 1980s and will distract us from other issues,the uncertainties which existed in the 1980s and will distract us from other issues,

such as the strengthening of the administration of Hong Kong and concentrating onsuch as the strengthening of the administration of Hong Kong and concentrating onsuch as the strengthening of the administration of Hong Kong and concentrating onsuch as the strengthening of the administration of Hong Kong and concentrating on

the economic agenda.the economic agenda.the economic agenda.the economic agenda.

Other issuesOther issuesOther issuesOther issues

One One One One of my key concerns is that both the Hong Kong and British Governments mayof my key concerns is that both the Hong Kong and British Governments mayof my key concerns is that both the Hong Kong and British Governments mayof my key concerns is that both the Hong Kong and British Governments may

be diverted into treating this issue as No. 1 priority.be diverted into treating this issue as No. 1 priority.be diverted into treating this issue as No. 1 priority.be diverted into treating this issue as No. 1 priority.

There remains a very large agenda for the work of the Joint Liaison Group beforeThere remains a very large agenda for the work of the Joint Liaison Group beforeThere remains a very large agenda for the work of the Joint Liaison Group beforeThere remains a very large agenda for the work of the Joint Liaison Group before

1997.  Furthermore we cannot now predict the other issues which may come up in 19931997.  Furthermore we cannot now predict the other issues which may come up in 19931997.  Furthermore we cannot now predict the other issues which may come up in 19931997.  Furthermore we cannot now predict the other issues which may come up in 1993

or 1994 -- issues which may need a united stand by Members of this Council, as wellor 1994 -- issues which may need a united stand by Members of this Council, as wellor 1994 -- issues which may need a united stand by Members of this Council, as wellor 1994 -- issues which may need a united stand by Members of this Council, as well

as the Hong Kong and British Governments and ones on which there can be no questionas the Hong Kong and British Governments and ones on which there can be no questionas the Hong Kong and British Governments and ones on which there can be no questionas the Hong Kong and British Governments and ones on which there can be no question

of kowtowing.of kowtowing.of kowtowing.of kowtowing.

Outcome of the 1991 electionsOutcome of the 1991 electionsOutcome of the 1991 electionsOutcome of the 1991 elections

No one has attempted to define whether or not last September's elections wereNo one has attempted to define whether or not last September's elections wereNo one has attempted to define whether or not last September's elections wereNo one has attempted to define whether or not last September's elections were

"successful".  Despite the low turnout I think they were, although I would like to"successful".  Despite the low turnout I think they were, although I would like to"successful".  Despite the low turnout I think they were, although I would like to"successful".  Despite the low turnout I think they were, although I would like to

have seen more emphasis on substance rather than form during Legislative Councilhave seen more emphasis on substance rather than form during Legislative Councilhave seen more emphasis on substance rather than form during Legislative Councilhave seen more emphasis on substance rather than form during Legislative Council

proceedings since those elections.  The political environment has been more livelyproceedings since those elections.  The political environment has been more livelyproceedings since those elections.  The political environment has been more livelyproceedings since those elections.  The political environment has been more lively

and the growing accountability of civil servants is welcome.  But those electionsand the growing accountability of civil servants is welcome.  But those electionsand the growing accountability of civil servants is welcome.  But those electionsand the growing accountability of civil servants is welcome.  But those elections

were not elections to elect a government.  They were elections of representativeswere not elections to elect a government.  They were elections of representativeswere not elections to elect a government.  They were elections of representativeswere not elections to elect a government.  They were elections of representatives

to a council with somewhat limited powers in relation to an executive-led government.to a council with somewhat limited powers in relation to an executive-led government.to a council with somewhat limited powers in relation to an executive-led government.to a council with somewhat limited powers in relation to an executive-led government.

Hong Kong will remain first and foremost such a government.  In saying this, I amHong Kong will remain first and foremost such a government.  In saying this, I amHong Kong will remain first and foremost such a government.  In saying this, I amHong Kong will remain first and foremost such a government.  In saying this, I am

not for one moment belittling this Council's essential role of checking and balancing.not for one moment belittling this Council's essential role of checking and balancing.not for one moment belittling this Council's essential role of checking and balancing.not for one moment belittling this Council's essential role of checking and balancing.

Furthermore, increasing the number of directly elected seats is not the only way ofFurthermore, increasing the number of directly elected seats is not the only way ofFurthermore, increasing the number of directly elected seats is not the only way ofFurthermore, increasing the number of directly elected seats is not the only way of



developing democracy and ensuring open, accountable government.developing democracy and ensuring open, accountable government.developing democracy and ensuring open, accountable government.developing democracy and ensuring open, accountable government.

ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion

In conclusion we must not lose sight of what makes Hong Kong tick, about whatIn conclusion we must not lose sight of what makes Hong Kong tick, about whatIn conclusion we must not lose sight of what makes Hong Kong tick, about whatIn conclusion we must not lose sight of what makes Hong Kong tick, about what

has brought prosperity to the people of Hong Kong.  The commitment to economichas brought prosperity to the people of Hong Kong.  The commitment to economichas brought prosperity to the people of Hong Kong.  The commitment to economichas brought prosperity to the people of Hong Kong.  The commitment to economic

prosperity and a government policy of minimum intervention is fundamental.  If itprosperity and a government policy of minimum intervention is fundamental.  If itprosperity and a government policy of minimum intervention is fundamental.  If itprosperity and a government policy of minimum intervention is fundamental.  If it

was believed that a faster pace of democracy would result in calls for a more activistwas believed that a faster pace of democracy would result in calls for a more activistwas believed that a faster pace of democracy would result in calls for a more activistwas believed that a faster pace of democracy would result in calls for a more activist

government, for more intervention and inevitably, in my view, less progress, thengovernment, for more intervention and inevitably, in my view, less progress, thengovernment, for more intervention and inevitably, in my view, less progress, thengovernment, for more intervention and inevitably, in my view, less progress, then

some might oppose it anyway.  It would be ironic indeed if Hong Kong's superlativesome might oppose it anyway.  It would be ironic indeed if Hong Kong's superlativesome might oppose it anyway.  It would be ironic indeed if Hong Kong's superlativesome might oppose it anyway.  It would be ironic indeed if Hong Kong's superlative

free enterprise system, which has brought the people of Hong Kong so much prosperity,free enterprise system, which has brought the people of Hong Kong so much prosperity,free enterprise system, which has brought the people of Hong Kong so much prosperity,free enterprise system, which has brought the people of Hong Kong so much prosperity,

were to be eroded not by fears about 1997 -- fears which I believe are unjustifiedwere to be eroded not by fears about 1997 -- fears which I believe are unjustifiedwere to be eroded not by fears about 1997 -- fears which I believe are unjustifiedwere to be eroded not by fears about 1997 -- fears which I believe are unjustified

-- but by the insidious growth of the nanny state. I hope the campaigners for more-- but by the insidious growth of the nanny state. I hope the campaigners for more-- but by the insidious growth of the nanny state. I hope the campaigners for more-- but by the insidious growth of the nanny state. I hope the campaigners for more

democracy appreciate the inherent risks of this.democracy appreciate the inherent risks of this.democracy appreciate the inherent risks of this.democracy appreciate the inherent risks of this.

Our future will be dominated by our economic links with the Mainland.  Hence theOur future will be dominated by our economic links with the Mainland.  Hence theOur future will be dominated by our economic links with the Mainland.  Hence theOur future will be dominated by our economic links with the Mainland.  Hence the

importance of our airport and port projects in support of Hong Kong's role as theimportance of our airport and port projects in support of Hong Kong's role as theimportance of our airport and port projects in support of Hong Kong's role as theimportance of our airport and port projects in support of Hong Kong's role as the

service centre of southern China. Instead of distracting the people of Hong Kong fromservice centre of southern China. Instead of distracting the people of Hong Kong fromservice centre of southern China. Instead of distracting the people of Hong Kong fromservice centre of southern China. Instead of distracting the people of Hong Kong from

the economic agenda and raising false expectations, we as Members of this Councilthe economic agenda and raising false expectations, we as Members of this Councilthe economic agenda and raising false expectations, we as Members of this Councilthe economic agenda and raising false expectations, we as Members of this Council

should present the community with this vision of Hong Kong's future, as the engineshould present the community with this vision of Hong Kong's future, as the engineshould present the community with this vision of Hong Kong's future, as the engineshould present the community with this vision of Hong Kong's future, as the engine

room for growth in southern China and may be the whole of China. This is the bestroom for growth in southern China and may be the whole of China. This is the bestroom for growth in southern China and may be the whole of China. This is the bestroom for growth in southern China and may be the whole of China. This is the best

way of achieving prosperity and stability for our peopleway of achieving prosperity and stability for our peopleway of achieving prosperity and stability for our peopleway of achieving prosperity and stability for our people

Mr Deputy President, I support Mr NGAI's amendedMr Deputy President, I support Mr NGAI's amendedMr Deputy President, I support Mr NGAI's amendedMr Deputy President, I support Mr NGAI's amended motion. motion. motion. motion.

DR LEONG CHE-HUNG: Mr Deputy President, two years ago, in this very Council, I calledDR LEONG CHE-HUNG: Mr Deputy President, two years ago, in this very Council, I calledDR LEONG CHE-HUNG: Mr Deputy President, two years ago, in this very Council, I calledDR LEONG CHE-HUNG: Mr Deputy President, two years ago, in this very Council, I called

on honourable colleagues to show conviction for what we stand for.  I said then, "Buton honourable colleagues to show conviction for what we stand for.  I said then, "Buton honourable colleagues to show conviction for what we stand for.  I said then, "Buton honourable colleagues to show conviction for what we stand for.  I said then, "But

the people of Hong Kong must stand firm.  OMELCO must take a lead and keep her ground.the people of Hong Kong must stand firm.  OMELCO must take a lead and keep her ground.the people of Hong Kong must stand firm.  OMELCO must take a lead and keep her ground.the people of Hong Kong must stand firm.  OMELCO must take a lead and keep her ground.

We must show the people of Hong Kong our determination in our drive for democracy.We must show the people of Hong Kong our determination in our drive for democracy.We must show the people of Hong Kong our determination in our drive for democracy.We must show the people of Hong Kong our determination in our drive for democracy.

We must be firm on our stand and never to impart the feeling that we are giving inWe must be firm on our stand and never to impart the feeling that we are giving inWe must be firm on our stand and never to impart the feeling that we are giving inWe must be firm on our stand and never to impart the feeling that we are giving in

with a gentle push of a finger."with a gentle push of a finger."with a gentle push of a finger."with a gentle push of a finger."

Two years, Mr Deputy President, have noTwo years, Mr Deputy President, have noTwo years, Mr Deputy President, have noTwo years, Mr Deputy President, have now elapsed.w elapsed.w elapsed.w elapsed.

The chorus of solidarity which once filled this Chamber has now ended on a quietThe chorus of solidarity which once filled this Chamber has now ended on a quietThe chorus of solidarity which once filled this Chamber has now ended on a quietThe chorus of solidarity which once filled this Chamber has now ended on a quiet

note.note.note.note.



I cannot but ask myself if it is that nobody talks about principles in politicsI cannot but ask myself if it is that nobody talks about principles in politicsI cannot but ask myself if it is that nobody talks about principles in politicsI cannot but ask myself if it is that nobody talks about principles in politics

this day and age?  Is compromising on principles the order of the day?this day and age?  Is compromising on principles the order of the day?this day and age?  Is compromising on principles the order of the day?this day and age?  Is compromising on principles the order of the day?

OOOOn moving his motion, two years ago, that this Council expressed itsn moving his motion, two years ago, that this Council expressed itsn moving his motion, two years ago, that this Council expressed itsn moving his motion, two years ago, that this Council expressed its

disappointment that the consensus had not been adopted as the future political model,disappointment that the consensus had not been adopted as the future political model,disappointment that the consensus had not been adopted as the future political model,disappointment that the consensus had not been adopted as the future political model,

my honourable colleague Mr Allen LEE said then, and I quote, "In the case of the pacemy honourable colleague Mr Allen LEE said then, and I quote, "In the case of the pacemy honourable colleague Mr Allen LEE said then, and I quote, "In the case of the pacemy honourable colleague Mr Allen LEE said then, and I quote, "In the case of the pace

of democracy, we have failed the Hong Kong people."of democracy, we have failed the Hong Kong people."of democracy, we have failed the Hong Kong people."of democracy, we have failed the Hong Kong people."

He added that he personally believed in democracy, and that Hong Kong peopleHe added that he personally believed in democracy, and that Hong Kong peopleHe added that he personally believed in democracy, and that Hong Kong peopleHe added that he personally believed in democracy, and that Hong Kong people

should have the right to choose their leaders.  He also urged the community, in theshould have the right to choose their leaders.  He also urged the community, in theshould have the right to choose their leaders.  He also urged the community, in theshould have the right to choose their leaders.  He also urged the community, in the

interest of Hong Kong, to unite in their efforts to achieve a successful democraticinterest of Hong Kong, to unite in their efforts to achieve a successful democraticinterest of Hong Kong, to unite in their efforts to achieve a successful democraticinterest of Hong Kong, to unite in their efforts to achieve a successful democratic

system.system.system.system.

He still spoke with vividness, Mr Deputy President, but the wine of the consensusHe still spoke with vividness, Mr Deputy President, but the wine of the consensusHe still spoke with vividness, Mr Deputy President, but the wine of the consensusHe still spoke with vividness, Mr Deputy President, but the wine of the consensus

has turned sour.  Today, we can hardly see within this four walls that honourablehas turned sour.  Today, we can hardly see within this four walls that honourablehas turned sour.  Today, we can hardly see within this four walls that honourablehas turned sour.  Today, we can hardly see within this four walls that honourable

colleagues are still standing squarely behind the proposal they once supported.colleagues are still standing squarely behind the proposal they once supported.colleagues are still standing squarely behind the proposal they once supported.colleagues are still standing squarely behind the proposal they once supported.

Lord WILLOUGHBY DE BROKE, in the motion debate on "Hong Kong and South China"Lord WILLOUGHBY DE BROKE, in the motion debate on "Hong Kong and South China"Lord WILLOUGHBY DE BROKE, in the motion debate on "Hong Kong and South China"Lord WILLOUGHBY DE BROKE, in the motion debate on "Hong Kong and South China"

in the House of Lords last week, had rightly pointed out, and I quote, "I argue thatin the House of Lords last week, had rightly pointed out, and I quote, "I argue thatin the House of Lords last week, had rightly pointed out, and I quote, "I argue thatin the House of Lords last week, had rightly pointed out, and I quote, "I argue that

the right conditions for financial success are precisely those of open government,the right conditions for financial success are precisely those of open government,the right conditions for financial success are precisely those of open government,the right conditions for financial success are precisely those of open government,

open administration and an effective judiciary.  All those will be best served byopen administration and an effective judiciary.  All those will be best served byopen administration and an effective judiciary.  All those will be best served byopen administration and an effective judiciary.  All those will be best served by

a truly representative government."a truly representative government."a truly representative government."a truly representative government."

Mr Deputy President, I support his argument.Mr Deputy President, I support his argument.Mr Deputy President, I support his argument.Mr Deputy President, I support his argument.

I also share with him the view that Hong Kong can demonstrate to China tI also share with him the view that Hong Kong can demonstrate to China tI also share with him the view that Hong Kong can demonstrate to China tI also share with him the view that Hong Kong can demonstrate to China that anhat anhat anhat an

open and representative government is the most effective guarantee of stability, aopen and representative government is the most effective guarantee of stability, aopen and representative government is the most effective guarantee of stability, aopen and representative government is the most effective guarantee of stability, a

factor business needs to succeed.factor business needs to succeed.factor business needs to succeed.factor business needs to succeed.

Democracy is not a poison pill.Democracy is not a poison pill.Democracy is not a poison pill.Democracy is not a poison pill.

By expediting the pace of democracy in Hong Kong, we do not mean to keep ChinaBy expediting the pace of democracy in Hong Kong, we do not mean to keep ChinaBy expediting the pace of democracy in Hong Kong, we do not mean to keep ChinaBy expediting the pace of democracy in Hong Kong, we do not mean to keep China

at arm's length.  Nor are we trying to embarrass China by prolonging British influence.at arm's length.  Nor are we trying to embarrass China by prolonging British influence.at arm's length.  Nor are we trying to embarrass China by prolonging British influence.at arm's length.  Nor are we trying to embarrass China by prolonging British influence.

We want it because it will smooth our transition and ease the minds of the very peopleWe want it because it will smooth our transition and ease the minds of the very peopleWe want it because it will smooth our transition and ease the minds of the very peopleWe want it because it will smooth our transition and ease the minds of the very people

who call Hong Kong their home.who call Hong Kong their home.who call Hong Kong their home.who call Hong Kong their home.

Cynics may see, Mr Deputy President, with scepticism as to why tCynics may see, Mr Deputy President, with scepticism as to why tCynics may see, Mr Deputy President, with scepticism as to why tCynics may see, Mr Deputy President, with scepticism as to why the OMELCOhe OMELCOhe OMELCOhe OMELCO

Consensus is brought up again at this particular political juncture. The reason isConsensus is brought up again at this particular political juncture. The reason isConsensus is brought up again at this particular political juncture. The reason isConsensus is brought up again at this particular political juncture. The reason is



simple.  Truth stands the test of time.  I see it timely to reiterate our call nowsimple.  Truth stands the test of time.  I see it timely to reiterate our call nowsimple.  Truth stands the test of time.  I see it timely to reiterate our call nowsimple.  Truth stands the test of time.  I see it timely to reiterate our call now

as the Government is at an advanced stage in its review of the election arrangementsas the Government is at an advanced stage in its review of the election arrangementsas the Government is at an advanced stage in its review of the election arrangementsas the Government is at an advanced stage in its review of the election arrangements

for 1995 and that Britain has expressed her sincerity to allow more directly electedfor 1995 and that Britain has expressed her sincerity to allow more directly electedfor 1995 and that Britain has expressed her sincerity to allow more directly electedfor 1995 and that Britain has expressed her sincerity to allow more directly elected

seats in the Legislative Council.seats in the Legislative Council.seats in the Legislative Council.seats in the Legislative Council.

Some may say the consensus is the outcome of a hectic search by Hong Kong peopleSome may say the consensus is the outcome of a hectic search by Hong Kong peopleSome may say the consensus is the outcome of a hectic search by Hong Kong peopleSome may say the consensus is the outcome of a hectic search by Hong Kong people

for political protection after the Tiananmen incident.  I refute this claim.  Thefor political protection after the Tiananmen incident.  I refute this claim.  Thefor political protection after the Tiananmen incident.  I refute this claim.  Thefor political protection after the Tiananmen incident.  I refute this claim.  The

OMELCO Consensus should never be taken as a signal of lack of confidence in China.OMELCO Consensus should never be taken as a signal of lack of confidence in China.OMELCO Consensus should never be taken as a signal of lack of confidence in China.OMELCO Consensus should never be taken as a signal of lack of confidence in China.

It should instead be treated as one of the many models for guiding the pace of democracyIt should instead be treated as one of the many models for guiding the pace of democracyIt should instead be treated as one of the many models for guiding the pace of democracyIt should instead be treated as one of the many models for guiding the pace of democracy

that the Hong Kong people have yearned for, well before 4 June 1989.that the Hong Kong people have yearned for, well before 4 June 1989.that the Hong Kong people have yearned for, well before 4 June 1989.that the Hong Kong people have yearned for, well before 4 June 1989.

One example is a survey conducted by the Hong Kong Medical Association in 1987.One example is a survey conducted by the Hong Kong Medical Association in 1987.One example is a survey conducted by the Hong Kong Medical Association in 1987.One example is a survey conducted by the Hong Kong Medical Association in 1987.

For the Legislative Council Session beginning 1988, doctors expressed agreement toFor the Legislative Council Session beginning 1988, doctors expressed agreement toFor the Legislative Council Session beginning 1988, doctors expressed agreement toFor the Legislative Council Session beginning 1988, doctors expressed agreement to

having at least a quarter of the seats returned through direct election.  Three yearshaving at least a quarter of the seats returned through direct election.  Three yearshaving at least a quarter of the seats returned through direct election.  Three yearshaving at least a quarter of the seats returned through direct election.  Three years

on from 1989, over 60% of those interviewed by a poll conducted last week on behalfon from 1989, over 60% of those interviewed by a poll conducted last week on behalfon from 1989, over 60% of those interviewed by a poll conducted last week on behalfon from 1989, over 60% of those interviewed by a poll conducted last week on behalf

of the South China Morning Post again reaffirmed public support of the OMELCOof the South China Morning Post again reaffirmed public support of the OMELCOof the South China Morning Post again reaffirmed public support of the OMELCOof the South China Morning Post again reaffirmed public support of the OMELCO

Consensus.  This will, surprisingly, be what the Honourable NGAI Shiu-kit denounces.Consensus.  This will, surprisingly, be what the Honourable NGAI Shiu-kit denounces.Consensus.  This will, surprisingly, be what the Honourable NGAI Shiu-kit denounces.Consensus.  This will, surprisingly, be what the Honourable NGAI Shiu-kit denounces.

A smooth transition is an oft-told and overplayed phrase used by all of the threeA smooth transition is an oft-told and overplayed phrase used by all of the threeA smooth transition is an oft-told and overplayed phrase used by all of the threeA smooth transition is an oft-told and overplayed phrase used by all of the three

parties, China, the United Kingdom and Hong Kong.  But those who wear the phraseparties, China, the United Kingdom and Hong Kong.  But those who wear the phraseparties, China, the United Kingdom and Hong Kong.  But those who wear the phraseparties, China, the United Kingdom and Hong Kong.  But those who wear the phrase

seldom go deeper to analyse what a smooth transition really means to the people ofseldom go deeper to analyse what a smooth transition really means to the people ofseldom go deeper to analyse what a smooth transition really means to the people ofseldom go deeper to analyse what a smooth transition really means to the people of

Hong Kong.Hong Kong.Hong Kong.Hong Kong.

It is a general impression that a mandatory political timetable enshrined in theIt is a general impression that a mandatory political timetable enshrined in theIt is a general impression that a mandatory political timetable enshrined in theIt is a general impression that a mandatory political timetable enshrined in the

Basic Law will ensure a smooth transition.  Is that true? And if so, how deep is thatBasic Law will ensure a smooth transition.  Is that true? And if so, how deep is thatBasic Law will ensure a smooth transition.  Is that true? And if so, how deep is thatBasic Law will ensure a smooth transition.  Is that true? And if so, how deep is that

truth?truth?truth?truth?

Hong Kong people are not happy.  Nobody can deny that many do not likHong Kong people are not happy.  Nobody can deny that many do not likHong Kong people are not happy.  Nobody can deny that many do not likHong Kong people are not happy.  Nobody can deny that many do not like thee thee thee the

arrangements.  But they will not speak up.  China knows the feeling well.  That isarrangements.  But they will not speak up.  China knows the feeling well.  That isarrangements.  But they will not speak up.  China knows the feeling well.  That isarrangements.  But they will not speak up.  China knows the feeling well.  That is

why there is such sensitivity even at the slightest derailment.  The possible openingwhy there is such sensitivity even at the slightest derailment.  The possible openingwhy there is such sensitivity even at the slightest derailment.  The possible openingwhy there is such sensitivity even at the slightest derailment.  The possible opening

of a flood-gate is what she fears.of a flood-gate is what she fears.of a flood-gate is what she fears.of a flood-gate is what she fears.

For the sake of a superficial smooth transitFor the sake of a superficial smooth transitFor the sake of a superficial smooth transitFor the sake of a superficial smooth transition, China plans to carry on boardion, China plans to carry on boardion, China plans to carry on boardion, China plans to carry on board

the "through train" hundreds of thousands of frustrated minds. Their frustrationsthe "through train" hundreds of thousands of frustrated minds. Their frustrationsthe "through train" hundreds of thousands of frustrated minds. Their frustrationsthe "through train" hundreds of thousands of frustrated minds. Their frustrations

are currently brushed under a convenient carpet.  But they are and will be stillare currently brushed under a convenient carpet.  But they are and will be stillare currently brushed under a convenient carpet.  But they are and will be stillare currently brushed under a convenient carpet.  But they are and will be still

there.there.there.there.

Let us not forget Hong Kong is a city brimming wiLet us not forget Hong Kong is a city brimming wiLet us not forget Hong Kong is a city brimming wiLet us not forget Hong Kong is a city brimming with intelligence. This juniorth intelligence. This juniorth intelligence. This juniorth intelligence. This junior



partner of China is a place of grey matter and fine judgments, difficult to manipulate.partner of China is a place of grey matter and fine judgments, difficult to manipulate.partner of China is a place of grey matter and fine judgments, difficult to manipulate.partner of China is a place of grey matter and fine judgments, difficult to manipulate.

To ease their minds, a quickened democratic timetable should be in place.  ThisTo ease their minds, a quickened democratic timetable should be in place.  ThisTo ease their minds, a quickened democratic timetable should be in place.  ThisTo ease their minds, a quickened democratic timetable should be in place.  This

is the only kind of smooth transition that we should go after.is the only kind of smooth transition that we should go after.is the only kind of smooth transition that we should go after.is the only kind of smooth transition that we should go after.

What is it with Her Majesty's Government?  The first step towards aWhat is it with Her Majesty's Government?  The first step towards aWhat is it with Her Majesty's Government?  The first step towards aWhat is it with Her Majesty's Government?  The first step towards a

representative government in Hong Kong began in 1982.  Why is it that as we approachrepresentative government in Hong Kong began in 1982.  Why is it that as we approachrepresentative government in Hong Kong began in 1982.  Why is it that as we approachrepresentative government in Hong Kong began in 1982.  Why is it that as we approach

1997 the brakes have been slammed on.  It defies common sense why a fully elected1997 the brakes have been slammed on.  It defies common sense why a fully elected1997 the brakes have been slammed on.  It defies common sense why a fully elected1997 the brakes have been slammed on.  It defies common sense why a fully elected

government like the Her Majesty's Government, hailed as the mother of democracy, wouldgovernment like the Her Majesty's Government, hailed as the mother of democracy, wouldgovernment like the Her Majesty's Government, hailed as the mother of democracy, wouldgovernment like the Her Majesty's Government, hailed as the mother of democracy, would

not stand up for its last colony.not stand up for its last colony.not stand up for its last colony.not stand up for its last colony.

Our quest for acceptance of the OMELCO Consensus is a modest one, a very slowOur quest for acceptance of the OMELCO Consensus is a modest one, a very slowOur quest for acceptance of the OMELCO Consensus is a modest one, a very slowOur quest for acceptance of the OMELCO Consensus is a modest one, a very slow

pace by British standard.  It is no good for Her Majesty's Government ministers topace by British standard.  It is no good for Her Majesty's Government ministers topace by British standard.  It is no good for Her Majesty's Government ministers topace by British standard.  It is no good for Her Majesty's Government ministers to

pledge, repeatedly, that they would like to see a faster pace, unless they translatepledge, repeatedly, that they would like to see a faster pace, unless they translatepledge, repeatedly, that they would like to see a faster pace, unless they translatepledge, repeatedly, that they would like to see a faster pace, unless they translate

this into positive actions.  It is time that Her Majesty's Government reveals to Hongthis into positive actions.  It is time that Her Majesty's Government reveals to Hongthis into positive actions.  It is time that Her Majesty's Government reveals to Hongthis into positive actions.  It is time that Her Majesty's Government reveals to Hong

Kong people its choice of speed and the reasons why.Kong people its choice of speed and the reasons why.Kong people its choice of speed and the reasons why.Kong people its choice of speed and the reasons why.

Time and again Time and again Time and again Time and again we hear China and the United Kingdom assure us of their commitmentwe hear China and the United Kingdom assure us of their commitmentwe hear China and the United Kingdom assure us of their commitmentwe hear China and the United Kingdom assure us of their commitment

to Hong Kong.  Their commitment is surely not to some abstract political catchwordsto Hong Kong.  Their commitment is surely not to some abstract political catchwordsto Hong Kong.  Their commitment is surely not to some abstract political catchwordsto Hong Kong.  Their commitment is surely not to some abstract political catchwords

such as prosperity and stability.  Their commitment should be to the people that livesuch as prosperity and stability.  Their commitment should be to the people that livesuch as prosperity and stability.  Their commitment should be to the people that livesuch as prosperity and stability.  Their commitment should be to the people that live

in this place.in this place.in this place.in this place.

ThThThThis commitment can only be realized if the principles of justice and human rightsis commitment can only be realized if the principles of justice and human rightsis commitment can only be realized if the principles of justice and human rightsis commitment can only be realized if the principles of justice and human rights

can be attained.  This cannot be done without greater democracy that should continuecan be attained.  This cannot be done without greater democracy that should continuecan be attained.  This cannot be done without greater democracy that should continuecan be attained.  This cannot be done without greater democracy that should continue

without interruption after the transfer of sovereignty.without interruption after the transfer of sovereignty.without interruption after the transfer of sovereignty.without interruption after the transfer of sovereignty.

Mr Deputy President, political dMr Deputy President, political dMr Deputy President, political dMr Deputy President, political development and economic success go together.evelopment and economic success go together.evelopment and economic success go together.evelopment and economic success go together.

The lack of one cripples the other.The lack of one cripples the other.The lack of one cripples the other.The lack of one cripples the other.

Nobody wants to rock the boat.  Only those who are afraid of challenges accuseNobody wants to rock the boat.  Only those who are afraid of challenges accuseNobody wants to rock the boat.  Only those who are afraid of challenges accuseNobody wants to rock the boat.  Only those who are afraid of challenges accuse

others of rocking the boat.  So the  theme of those who oppose Mr McGREGOR's motionothers of rocking the boat.  So the  theme of those who oppose Mr McGREGOR's motionothers of rocking the boat.  So the  theme of those who oppose Mr McGREGOR's motionothers of rocking the boat.  So the  theme of those who oppose Mr McGREGOR's motion

has repeatedly called for partnership with China and the need for "� ".  Yet I amhas repeatedly called for partnership with China and the need for "� ".  Yet I amhas repeatedly called for partnership with China and the need for "� ".  Yet I amhas repeatedly called for partnership with China and the need for "� ".  Yet I am

given the impression to understand that this partnership is a partnership where Honggiven the impression to understand that this partnership is a partnership where Honggiven the impression to understand that this partnership is a partnership where Honggiven the impression to understand that this partnership is a partnership where Hong

Kong will have to continuously give in and the "� " will come from Hong Kong, andKong will have to continuously give in and the "� " will come from Hong Kong, andKong will have to continuously give in and the "� " will come from Hong Kong, andKong will have to continuously give in and the "� " will come from Hong Kong, and

Hong Kong alone.Hong Kong alone.Hong Kong alone.Hong Kong alone.



I was saddened to hear, in the House of Lords debate last week, that even BaronessI was saddened to hear, in the House of Lords debate last week, that even BaronessI was saddened to hear, in the House of Lords debate last week, that even BaronessI was saddened to hear, in the House of Lords debate last week, that even Baroness

DUNN described having more directly elected seats as "unwise", and talked of it asDUNN described having more directly elected seats as "unwise", and talked of it asDUNN described having more directly elected seats as "unwise", and talked of it asDUNN described having more directly elected seats as "unwise", and talked of it as

"reviving uncertainty, tension and discord in our community.""reviving uncertainty, tension and discord in our community.""reviving uncertainty, tension and discord in our community.""reviving uncertainty, tension and discord in our community."

Where has our daring spWhere has our daring spWhere has our daring spWhere has our daring spirit to meet challenges gone to?irit to meet challenges gone to?irit to meet challenges gone to?irit to meet challenges gone to?

Mr Deputy President, it is of course difficult to bring together a parent andMr Deputy President, it is of course difficult to bring together a parent andMr Deputy President, it is of course difficult to bring together a parent andMr Deputy President, it is of course difficult to bring together a parent and

a child who, politically, developed so differently.  But if China and the Uniteda child who, politically, developed so differently.  But if China and the Uniteda child who, politically, developed so differently.  But if China and the Uniteda child who, politically, developed so differently.  But if China and the United

Kingdom are genuinely concerned about the interest of Hong Kong people, they shouldKingdom are genuinely concerned about the interest of Hong Kong people, they shouldKingdom are genuinely concerned about the interest of Hong Kong people, they shouldKingdom are genuinely concerned about the interest of Hong Kong people, they should

consider what we feel and develop a system to ease our minds.consider what we feel and develop a system to ease our minds.consider what we feel and develop a system to ease our minds.consider what we feel and develop a system to ease our minds.

Mr Deputy President, we need fresh winds to blow away the cobwebs that clog ourMr Deputy President, we need fresh winds to blow away the cobwebs that clog ourMr Deputy President, we need fresh winds to blow away the cobwebs that clog ourMr Deputy President, we need fresh winds to blow away the cobwebs that clog our

way to greater democracy, which is much needed for a prosperous and stable Hong Kong.way to greater democracy, which is much needed for a prosperous and stable Hong Kong.way to greater democracy, which is much needed for a prosperous and stable Hong Kong.way to greater democracy, which is much needed for a prosperous and stable Hong Kong.

Let the winds come jointly from China and Hong Kong.Let the winds come jointly from China and Hong Kong.Let the winds come jointly from China and Hong Kong.Let the winds come jointly from China and Hong Kong.

The future belongs to those with motivation to strive for something better.  WithThe future belongs to those with motivation to strive for something better.  WithThe future belongs to those with motivation to strive for something better.  WithThe future belongs to those with motivation to strive for something better.  With

these remarks, Mr Deputy President, I support Mr McGREGOR's motion.these remarks, Mr Deputy President, I support Mr McGREGOR's motion.these remarks, Mr Deputy President, I support Mr McGREGOR's motion.these remarks, Mr Deputy President, I support Mr McGREGOR's motion.

MRS ELSIE TU: Mr Deputy President, Tiananmen Square was a human tragedy that upsetMRS ELSIE TU: Mr Deputy President, Tiananmen Square was a human tragedy that upsetMRS ELSIE TU: Mr Deputy President, Tiananmen Square was a human tragedy that upsetMRS ELSIE TU: Mr Deputy President, Tiananmen Square was a human tragedy that upset

some of China's best friends and gave ammunition to its worst enemies.  It hassome of China's best friends and gave ammunition to its worst enemies.  It hassome of China's best friends and gave ammunition to its worst enemies.  It hassome of China's best friends and gave ammunition to its worst enemies.  It has

certainly polarized political views in Hong Kong, and left many like myself in acertainly polarized political views in Hong Kong, and left many like myself in acertainly polarized political views in Hong Kong, and left many like myself in acertainly polarized political views in Hong Kong, and left many like myself in a

dilemma.  Somehow or other we have to face that dilemma and try to regain perspective.dilemma.  Somehow or other we have to face that dilemma and try to regain perspective.dilemma.  Somehow or other we have to face that dilemma and try to regain perspective.dilemma.  Somehow or other we have to face that dilemma and try to regain perspective.

Of course most people everywhere want a democratic system, though the termOf course most people everywhere want a democratic system, though the termOf course most people everywhere want a democratic system, though the termOf course most people everywhere want a democratic system, though the term

democracy has been greatly abused.  The great mistake in Hong Kong was that so fewdemocracy has been greatly abused.  The great mistake in Hong Kong was that so fewdemocracy has been greatly abused.  The great mistake in Hong Kong was that so fewdemocracy has been greatly abused.  The great mistake in Hong Kong was that so few

of today's dedicated democrats even gave a thought to democracy under the colonialof today's dedicated democrats even gave a thought to democracy under the colonialof today's dedicated democrats even gave a thought to democracy under the colonialof today's dedicated democrats even gave a thought to democracy under the colonial

system.  That is the weakness of their present case, and China is not slow to pointsystem.  That is the weakness of their present case, and China is not slow to pointsystem.  That is the weakness of their present case, and China is not slow to pointsystem.  That is the weakness of their present case, and China is not slow to point

that out.  Also failure to introduce democracy during its one and half centuries ofthat out.  Also failure to introduce democracy during its one and half centuries ofthat out.  Also failure to introduce democracy during its one and half centuries ofthat out.  Also failure to introduce democracy during its one and half centuries of

rule is an indictment on the British Government when it now makes tongue-in-cheekrule is an indictment on the British Government when it now makes tongue-in-cheekrule is an indictment on the British Government when it now makes tongue-in-cheekrule is an indictment on the British Government when it now makes tongue-in-cheek

promises to try to increase the number of elected seats.promises to try to increase the number of elected seats.promises to try to increase the number of elected seats.promises to try to increase the number of elected seats.

It has been argued that the British colonial system was a benevolent bureaucracy,It has been argued that the British colonial system was a benevolent bureaucracy,It has been argued that the British colonial system was a benevolent bureaucracy,It has been argued that the British colonial system was a benevolent bureaucracy,

and therefore acceptable.  No undemocratic system is acceptable because it carriesand therefore acceptable.  No undemocratic system is acceptable because it carriesand therefore acceptable.  No undemocratic system is acceptable because it carriesand therefore acceptable.  No undemocratic system is acceptable because it carries

no guarantee that it will continue to be benevolent.  In fact, I have spent my lifeno guarantee that it will continue to be benevolent.  In fact, I have spent my lifeno guarantee that it will continue to be benevolent.  In fact, I have spent my lifeno guarantee that it will continue to be benevolent.  In fact, I have spent my life

here struggling for those who gained little or nothing from colonial benevolence,here struggling for those who gained little or nothing from colonial benevolence,here struggling for those who gained little or nothing from colonial benevolence,here struggling for those who gained little or nothing from colonial benevolence,

which was directed towards the privileged.which was directed towards the privileged.which was directed towards the privileged.which was directed towards the privileged.

So, like many who support democracy for its true meaning and not for personSo, like many who support democracy for its true meaning and not for personSo, like many who support democracy for its true meaning and not for personSo, like many who support democracy for its true meaning and not for personalalalal



motives, I find myself in a dilemma.  What I seek is a peaceful and stable futuremotives, I find myself in a dilemma.  What I seek is a peaceful and stable futuremotives, I find myself in a dilemma.  What I seek is a peaceful and stable futuremotives, I find myself in a dilemma.  What I seek is a peaceful and stable future

for Hong Kong, so that the people can get on with their lives and not be rocked byfor Hong Kong, so that the people can get on with their lives and not be rocked byfor Hong Kong, so that the people can get on with their lives and not be rocked byfor Hong Kong, so that the people can get on with their lives and not be rocked by

the violent political struggles that have ended up in misery in many parts of thethe violent political struggles that have ended up in misery in many parts of thethe violent political struggles that have ended up in misery in many parts of thethe violent political struggles that have ended up in misery in many parts of the

world, such as Burma, Palestine, Panama, and Yugoslavia, to mention only a few.  Oneworld, such as Burma, Palestine, Panama, and Yugoslavia, to mention only a few.  Oneworld, such as Burma, Palestine, Panama, and Yugoslavia, to mention only a few.  Oneworld, such as Burma, Palestine, Panama, and Yugoslavia, to mention only a few.  One

has only to study this century's history to see that the soundest democracies havehas only to study this century's history to see that the soundest democracies havehas only to study this century's history to see that the soundest democracies havehas only to study this century's history to see that the soundest democracies have

grown up by peaceful, progressive means, while sudden revolutions have merelygrown up by peaceful, progressive means, while sudden revolutions have merelygrown up by peaceful, progressive means, while sudden revolutions have merelygrown up by peaceful, progressive means, while sudden revolutions have merely

replaced one dictatorship by another, and the people have not benefitted.replaced one dictatorship by another, and the people have not benefitted.replaced one dictatorship by another, and the people have not benefitted.replaced one dictatorship by another, and the people have not benefitted.

My own fear now is that by continuing to insist on a quicker pace of democracyMy own fear now is that by continuing to insist on a quicker pace of democracyMy own fear now is that by continuing to insist on a quicker pace of democracyMy own fear now is that by continuing to insist on a quicker pace of democracy

when we all know that China will not change the Basic Law at this stage will onlywhen we all know that China will not change the Basic Law at this stage will onlywhen we all know that China will not change the Basic Law at this stage will onlywhen we all know that China will not change the Basic Law at this stage will only

stir up the idealism of the younger generation who genuinely believe that they arestir up the idealism of the younger generation who genuinely believe that they arestir up the idealism of the younger generation who genuinely believe that they arestir up the idealism of the younger generation who genuinely believe that they are

fighting for high principles, when in fact they may only be damaging their own livesfighting for high principles, when in fact they may only be damaging their own livesfighting for high principles, when in fact they may only be damaging their own livesfighting for high principles, when in fact they may only be damaging their own lives

for an ideal that may later lead to disillusionment.  I love the innocent enthusiasmfor an ideal that may later lead to disillusionment.  I love the innocent enthusiasmfor an ideal that may later lead to disillusionment.  I love the innocent enthusiasmfor an ideal that may later lead to disillusionment.  I love the innocent enthusiasm

of young people, but I am also fearful that they may be stirred up to the point whenof young people, but I am also fearful that they may be stirred up to the point whenof young people, but I am also fearful that they may be stirred up to the point whenof young people, but I am also fearful that they may be stirred up to the point when

they may damage themselves and others.they may damage themselves and others.they may damage themselves and others.they may damage themselves and others.

Mr Deputy President, if I had any hope that Britain intends to seek more electedMr Deputy President, if I had any hope that Britain intends to seek more electedMr Deputy President, if I had any hope that Britain intends to seek more electedMr Deputy President, if I had any hope that Britain intends to seek more elected

seats and that China is likely to concede, I would certainly support this motion.seats and that China is likely to concede, I would certainly support this motion.seats and that China is likely to concede, I would certainly support this motion.seats and that China is likely to concede, I would certainly support this motion.

But since I am sure that neither case is likely to happen, I think we can do moreBut since I am sure that neither case is likely to happen, I think we can do moreBut since I am sure that neither case is likely to happen, I think we can do moreBut since I am sure that neither case is likely to happen, I think we can do more

damage than good by encouraging confrontation with China.  We could end up with lessdamage than good by encouraging confrontation with China.  We could end up with lessdamage than good by encouraging confrontation with China.  We could end up with lessdamage than good by encouraging confrontation with China.  We could end up with less

rather than more than has been offered.rather than more than has been offered.rather than more than has been offered.rather than more than has been offered.

MR CHIM PUI-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Honourable JimmyMR CHIM PUI-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Honourable JimmyMR CHIM PUI-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Honourable JimmyMR CHIM PUI-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the Honourable Jimmy

McGREGOR's motion and the Honourable NGAI Shiu-kit's motion for amendment today canMcGREGOR's motion and the Honourable NGAI Shiu-kit's motion for amendment today canMcGREGOR's motion and the Honourable NGAI Shiu-kit's motion for amendment today canMcGREGOR's motion and the Honourable NGAI Shiu-kit's motion for amendment today can

be described as representing the two major mainstream views of the Legislative Councilbe described as representing the two major mainstream views of the Legislative Councilbe described as representing the two major mainstream views of the Legislative Councilbe described as representing the two major mainstream views of the Legislative Council

at the present time.  Hong Kong's Legislative Councillors, one can say, are notat the present time.  Hong Kong's Legislative Councillors, one can say, are notat the present time.  Hong Kong's Legislative Councillors, one can say, are notat the present time.  Hong Kong's Legislative Councillors, one can say, are not

qualified to be called politicians.  They deserve only to be called "politicalqualified to be called politicians.  They deserve only to be called "politicalqualified to be called politicians.  They deserve only to be called "politicalqualified to be called politicians.  They deserve only to be called "political

participants".  We come from different organizations and different social strata.participants".  We come from different organizations and different social strata.participants".  We come from different organizations and different social strata.participants".  We come from different organizations and different social strata.

We have different backgrounds, different aspirations, different responsibilities andWe have different backgrounds, different aspirations, different responsibilities andWe have different backgrounds, different aspirations, different responsibilities andWe have different backgrounds, different aspirations, different responsibilities and

different objectives.  But we can say one thing: We have a common will and a commondifferent objectives.  But we can say one thing: We have a common will and a commondifferent objectives.  But we can say one thing: We have a common will and a commondifferent objectives.  But we can say one thing: We have a common will and a common

responsibility.  It is to make Hong Kong's transition to 1997 smooth.  I say thisresponsibility.  It is to make Hong Kong's transition to 1997 smooth.  I say thisresponsibility.  It is to make Hong Kong's transition to 1997 smooth.  I say thisresponsibility.  It is to make Hong Kong's transition to 1997 smooth.  I say this

to Hong Kong's Legislative Councillors and self-styled politicians: I hope that youto Hong Kong's Legislative Councillors and self-styled politicians: I hope that youto Hong Kong's Legislative Councillors and self-styled politicians: I hope that youto Hong Kong's Legislative Councillors and self-styled politicians: I hope that you

will not mislead your supporters or play games with your constituents.  No matterwill not mislead your supporters or play games with your constituents.  No matterwill not mislead your supporters or play games with your constituents.  No matterwill not mislead your supporters or play games with your constituents.  No matter

whether we are elected by the people or by functional constituencies or appointedwhether we are elected by the people or by functional constituencies or appointedwhether we are elected by the people or by functional constituencies or appointedwhether we are elected by the people or by functional constituencies or appointed

by the Government, I hope that we will do some really meaningful things for all, soby the Government, I hope that we will do some really meaningful things for all, soby the Government, I hope that we will do some really meaningful things for all, soby the Government, I hope that we will do some really meaningful things for all, so

that Hong Kong may, thanks to our effort, become more prosperous in a stablethat Hong Kong may, thanks to our effort, become more prosperous in a stablethat Hong Kong may, thanks to our effort, become more prosperous in a stablethat Hong Kong may, thanks to our effort, become more prosperous in a stable

environment and aspire to democracy in an ambience of freedom.  The fact is that itenvironment and aspire to democracy in an ambience of freedom.  The fact is that itenvironment and aspire to democracy in an ambience of freedom.  The fact is that itenvironment and aspire to democracy in an ambience of freedom.  The fact is that it



has already been put down clearly in writing how the 1995 Legislative Council is tohas already been put down clearly in writing how the 1995 Legislative Council is tohas already been put down clearly in writing how the 1995 Legislative Council is tohas already been put down clearly in writing how the 1995 Legislative Council is to

be constituted and how many members it is to have.  What is more, it is very clearlybe constituted and how many members it is to have.  What is more, it is very clearlybe constituted and how many members it is to have.  What is more, it is very clearlybe constituted and how many members it is to have.  What is more, it is very clearly

written in the Basic Law how members are to be returned to the first-term, second-termwritten in the Basic Law how members are to be returned to the first-term, second-termwritten in the Basic Law how members are to be returned to the first-term, second-termwritten in the Basic Law how members are to be returned to the first-term, second-term

and in the third-term legislature in 1997, 1999 and 2003 respectively.  The Basicand in the third-term legislature in 1997, 1999 and 2003 respectively.  The Basicand in the third-term legislature in 1997, 1999 and 2003 respectively.  The Basicand in the third-term legislature in 1997, 1999 and 2003 respectively.  The Basic

Law is no divine book, but it is at least clear that we cannot use the Basic Law toLaw is no divine book, but it is at least clear that we cannot use the Basic Law toLaw is no divine book, but it is at least clear that we cannot use the Basic Law toLaw is no divine book, but it is at least clear that we cannot use the Basic Law to

contradict the Basic Law.  When the Basic Law is useful, it is "the Basic Law." Whencontradict the Basic Law.  When the Basic Law is useful, it is "the Basic Law." Whencontradict the Basic Law.  When the Basic Law is useful, it is "the Basic Law." Whencontradict the Basic Law.  When the Basic Law is useful, it is "the Basic Law." When

it is not useful, it becomes "Andrew WONG." I say so because the Honourable Andrewit is not useful, it becomes "Andrew WONG." I say so because the Honourable Andrewit is not useful, it becomes "Andrew WONG." I say so because the Honourable Andrewit is not useful, it becomes "Andrew WONG." I say so because the Honourable Andrew

WONG is one of the Legislative Councillors who are most familiar with the revisionWONG is one of the Legislative Councillors who are most familiar with the revisionWONG is one of the Legislative Councillors who are most familiar with the revisionWONG is one of the Legislative Councillors who are most familiar with the revision

of law.of law.of law.of law.

Mr Deputy President, acting in good conscience, I am once more emphasizing oneMr Deputy President, acting in good conscience, I am once more emphasizing oneMr Deputy President, acting in good conscience, I am once more emphasizing oneMr Deputy President, acting in good conscience, I am once more emphasizing one

point.  It is that, after 1997, Hong Kong will not be independent but will revertpoint.  It is that, after 1997, Hong Kong will not be independent but will revertpoint.  It is that, after 1997, Hong Kong will not be independent but will revertpoint.  It is that, after 1997, Hong Kong will not be independent but will revert

to China and become a Special Administrative Region of China.  The Chinese Government,to China and become a Special Administrative Region of China.  The Chinese Government,to China and become a Special Administrative Region of China.  The Chinese Government,to China and become a Special Administrative Region of China.  The Chinese Government,

under a promise it has made, will let the people of Hong Kong administer Hong Kong.under a promise it has made, will let the people of Hong Kong administer Hong Kong.under a promise it has made, will let the people of Hong Kong administer Hong Kong.under a promise it has made, will let the people of Hong Kong administer Hong Kong.

Some politicians are continuing to close their eyes and ignore their conscience.Some politicians are continuing to close their eyes and ignore their conscience.Some politicians are continuing to close their eyes and ignore their conscience.Some politicians are continuing to close their eyes and ignore their conscience.

With every word they utter, they declare that they are fighting to win democracy forWith every word they utter, they declare that they are fighting to win democracy forWith every word they utter, they declare that they are fighting to win democracy forWith every word they utter, they declare that they are fighting to win democracy for

Hong Kong.  They ignore the realities.  They are not fighting for Hong Kong'sHong Kong.  They ignore the realities.  They are not fighting for Hong Kong'sHong Kong.  They ignore the realities.  They are not fighting for Hong Kong'sHong Kong.  They ignore the realities.  They are not fighting for Hong Kong's

interests.  They are simply treating the people of Hong Kong as uninformed fools.interests.  They are simply treating the people of Hong Kong as uninformed fools.interests.  They are simply treating the people of Hong Kong as uninformed fools.interests.  They are simply treating the people of Hong Kong as uninformed fools.

Citizens of Hong Kong, are you really uninformed fools?  I think that the Government'sCitizens of Hong Kong, are you really uninformed fools?  I think that the Government'sCitizens of Hong Kong, are you really uninformed fools?  I think that the Government'sCitizens of Hong Kong, are you really uninformed fools?  I think that the Government's

top priority at this time is to set up and organize an Election Committee which willtop priority at this time is to set up and organize an Election Committee which willtop priority at this time is to set up and organize an Election Committee which willtop priority at this time is to set up and organize an Election Committee which will

return 10 members to the 1995 Legislative Council.  This will be the most practicalreturn 10 members to the 1995 Legislative Council.  This will be the most practicalreturn 10 members to the 1995 Legislative Council.  This will be the most practicalreturn 10 members to the 1995 Legislative Council.  This will be the most practical

thing to do.thing to do.thing to do.thing to do.

Mr Deputy PresidentMr Deputy PresidentMr Deputy PresidentMr Deputy President, I so make my submission., I so make my submission., I so make my submission., I so make my submission.

MR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I and the Association forMR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I and the Association forMR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I and the Association forMR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I and the Association for

Democracy and People's Livelihood (ADPL) held repeated discussions that year withDemocracy and People's Livelihood (ADPL) held repeated discussions that year withDemocracy and People's Livelihood (ADPL) held repeated discussions that year withDemocracy and People's Livelihood (ADPL) held repeated discussions that year with

190 civic groups.  Through mutual understanding and accommodation, we arrived at a190 civic groups.  Through mutual understanding and accommodation, we arrived at a190 civic groups.  Through mutual understanding and accommodation, we arrived at a190 civic groups.  Through mutual understanding and accommodation, we arrived at a

proposal that not less than half of the seats in the 1997 legislature should beproposal that not less than half of the seats in the 1997 legislature should beproposal that not less than half of the seats in the 1997 legislature should beproposal that not less than half of the seats in the 1997 legislature should be

returned by direct election.  (This is the "Proposal of 190.") It set the directionreturned by direct election.  (This is the "Proposal of 190.") It set the directionreturned by direct election.  (This is the "Proposal of 190.") It set the directionreturned by direct election.  (This is the "Proposal of 190.") It set the direction

for civic groups in their fight for democracy.  At the present time, we still considerfor civic groups in their fight for democracy.  At the present time, we still considerfor civic groups in their fight for democracy.  At the present time, we still considerfor civic groups in their fight for democracy.  At the present time, we still consider

that to be a rational, correct and reasonable goal.  The Honourable Jimmy McGREGORthat to be a rational, correct and reasonable goal.  The Honourable Jimmy McGREGORthat to be a rational, correct and reasonable goal.  The Honourable Jimmy McGREGORthat to be a rational, correct and reasonable goal.  The Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR

now proposes that the Chinese and the British Governments be urged to accept a proposalnow proposes that the Chinese and the British Governments be urged to accept a proposalnow proposes that the Chinese and the British Governments be urged to accept a proposalnow proposes that the Chinese and the British Governments be urged to accept a proposal

that not less than half of the seats in the 1995 Legislative Council should be electedthat not less than half of the seats in the 1995 Legislative Council should be electedthat not less than half of the seats in the 1995 Legislative Council should be electedthat not less than half of the seats in the 1995 Legislative Council should be elected

by universal suffrage.  I, together with the APDPL, am very much in favour of thisby universal suffrage.  I, together with the APDPL, am very much in favour of thisby universal suffrage.  I, together with the APDPL, am very much in favour of thisby universal suffrage.  I, together with the APDPL, am very much in favour of this

proposal, the reason being that we feel it to be within the framework of the Proposalproposal, the reason being that we feel it to be within the framework of the Proposalproposal, the reason being that we feel it to be within the framework of the Proposalproposal, the reason being that we feel it to be within the framework of the Proposal

of 190.  However, I would like to go farther and stress that, in striving for aof 190.  However, I would like to go farther and stress that, in striving for aof 190.  However, I would like to go farther and stress that, in striving for aof 190.  However, I would like to go farther and stress that, in striving for a



democratic political system, the most important thing is to rely on our own effort,democratic political system, the most important thing is to rely on our own effort,democratic political system, the most important thing is to rely on our own effort,democratic political system, the most important thing is to rely on our own effort,

the effort of the people of Hong Kong.the effort of the people of Hong Kong.the effort of the people of Hong Kong.the effort of the people of Hong Kong.

I, together with the ADPL, always maintain that all Legislative Council seatsI, together with the ADPL, always maintain that all Legislative Council seatsI, together with the ADPL, always maintain that all Legislative Council seatsI, together with the ADPL, always maintain that all Legislative Council seats

and the Chief Executive should be elected by direct election.  We understand thatand the Chief Executive should be elected by direct election.  We understand thatand the Chief Executive should be elected by direct election.  We understand thatand the Chief Executive should be elected by direct election.  We understand that

direct election does not at all represent full democracy and that citizens' democraticdirect election does not at all represent full democracy and that citizens' democraticdirect election does not at all represent full democracy and that citizens' democraticdirect election does not at all represent full democracy and that citizens' democratic

habits and open-minded attitude towards, and respect for, different views are alsohabits and open-minded attitude towards, and respect for, different views are alsohabits and open-minded attitude towards, and respect for, different views are alsohabits and open-minded attitude towards, and respect for, different views are also

quite important.  Still, a fact that cannot be denied is that a system of directquite important.  Still, a fact that cannot be denied is that a system of directquite important.  Still, a fact that cannot be denied is that a system of directquite important.  Still, a fact that cannot be denied is that a system of direct

election will allow voters to unseat at the next election those who are now in power.election will allow voters to unseat at the next election those who are now in power.election will allow voters to unseat at the next election those who are now in power.election will allow voters to unseat at the next election those who are now in power.

Because of this, Legislative Councillors will, when deliberating on issues, giveBecause of this, Legislative Councillors will, when deliberating on issues, giveBecause of this, Legislative Councillors will, when deliberating on issues, giveBecause of this, Legislative Councillors will, when deliberating on issues, give

serious consideration to the interests of their constituents and represent theirserious consideration to the interests of their constituents and represent theirserious consideration to the interests of their constituents and represent theirserious consideration to the interests of their constituents and represent their

wishes.  Direct election does not assure the election of the best candidate.  Butwishes.  Direct election does not assure the election of the best candidate.  Butwishes.  Direct election does not assure the election of the best candidate.  Butwishes.  Direct election does not assure the election of the best candidate.  But

it does offer a chance to unseat those who ignore the people and act as dictators.it does offer a chance to unseat those who ignore the people and act as dictators.it does offer a chance to unseat those who ignore the people and act as dictators.it does offer a chance to unseat those who ignore the people and act as dictators.

In view of the above principle, which does not need to be debatIn view of the above principle, which does not need to be debatIn view of the above principle, which does not need to be debatIn view of the above principle, which does not need to be debated at length, weed at length, weed at length, weed at length, we

maintain that the Legislative Council should have more and more directly elected seatsmaintain that the Legislative Council should have more and more directly elected seatsmaintain that the Legislative Council should have more and more directly elected seatsmaintain that the Legislative Council should have more and more directly elected seats

until eventually all seats are returned by direct election.until eventually all seats are returned by direct election.until eventually all seats are returned by direct election.until eventually all seats are returned by direct election.

What deserves even more attention is this: Recently, in Hong Kong's fight forWhat deserves even more attention is this: Recently, in Hong Kong's fight forWhat deserves even more attention is this: Recently, in Hong Kong's fight forWhat deserves even more attention is this: Recently, in Hong Kong's fight for

a faster pace in democratic development, the British Government has taken on a morea faster pace in democratic development, the British Government has taken on a morea faster pace in democratic development, the British Government has taken on a morea faster pace in democratic development, the British Government has taken on a more

active role.  The people of Hong Kong should welcome this.  However, we must notactive role.  The people of Hong Kong should welcome this.  However, we must notactive role.  The people of Hong Kong should welcome this.  However, we must notactive role.  The people of Hong Kong should welcome this.  However, we must not

overlook the fact that the British Government has very often ignored the people ofoverlook the fact that the British Government has very often ignored the people ofoverlook the fact that the British Government has very often ignored the people ofoverlook the fact that the British Government has very often ignored the people of

Hong Kong and that its views and interests do not always correspond with those ofHong Kong and that its views and interests do not always correspond with those ofHong Kong and that its views and interests do not always correspond with those ofHong Kong and that its views and interests do not always correspond with those of

the people of Hong Kong.  Indeed, the people of Hong Kong must not rely solely onthe people of Hong Kong.  Indeed, the people of Hong Kong must not rely solely onthe people of Hong Kong.  Indeed, the people of Hong Kong must not rely solely onthe people of Hong Kong.  Indeed, the people of Hong Kong must not rely solely on

the effort of the British Government.  They should rely on their own effort.the effort of the British Government.  They should rely on their own effort.the effort of the British Government.  They should rely on their own effort.the effort of the British Government.  They should rely on their own effort.

Another point of even more cruciaAnother point of even more cruciaAnother point of even more cruciaAnother point of even more crucial significance is that it is basically for al significance is that it is basically for al significance is that it is basically for al significance is that it is basically for a

community itself to strive to bring into existence its own democratic system ofcommunity itself to strive to bring into existence its own democratic system ofcommunity itself to strive to bring into existence its own democratic system ofcommunity itself to strive to bring into existence its own democratic system of

government.  In the course of this effort, community members will have opportunitiesgovernment.  In the course of this effort, community members will have opportunitiesgovernment.  In the course of this effort, community members will have opportunitiesgovernment.  In the course of this effort, community members will have opportunities

to learn to make decisions as to their own way of life and to learn to respect oneto learn to make decisions as to their own way of life and to learn to respect oneto learn to make decisions as to their own way of life and to learn to respect oneto learn to make decisions as to their own way of life and to learn to respect one

another's wishes and come to a compromise.  Thus, the spirit of democracy will beanother's wishes and come to a compromise.  Thus, the spirit of democracy will beanother's wishes and come to a compromise.  Thus, the spirit of democracy will beanother's wishes and come to a compromise.  Thus, the spirit of democracy will be

given effect to in real life.  I think that the people of Hong Kong know Hong Konggiven effect to in real life.  I think that the people of Hong Kong know Hong Konggiven effect to in real life.  I think that the people of Hong Kong know Hong Konggiven effect to in real life.  I think that the people of Hong Kong know Hong Kong

best.  They, and not the Chinese or the British Government, know best how life inbest.  They, and not the Chinese or the British Government, know best how life inbest.  They, and not the Chinese or the British Government, know best how life inbest.  They, and not the Chinese or the British Government, know best how life in

Hong Kong would become.  Therefore, we should not wait for China and the UnitedHong Kong would become.  Therefore, we should not wait for China and the UnitedHong Kong would become.  Therefore, we should not wait for China and the UnitedHong Kong would become.  Therefore, we should not wait for China and the United

Kingdom to "grant" us democracy.  We must take the initiative in making our wishesKingdom to "grant" us democracy.  We must take the initiative in making our wishesKingdom to "grant" us democracy.  We must take the initiative in making our wishesKingdom to "grant" us democracy.  We must take the initiative in making our wishes

known to China and the United Kingdom until we succeed.known to China and the United Kingdom until we succeed.known to China and the United Kingdom until we succeed.known to China and the United Kingdom until we succeed.

HoweverHoweverHoweverHowever, certain public comments indicate that there are reservations about the, certain public comments indicate that there are reservations about the, certain public comments indicate that there are reservations about the, certain public comments indicate that there are reservations about the



direct election of half of the 1995 Legislative Council seats.  Such reservationsdirect election of half of the 1995 Legislative Council seats.  Such reservationsdirect election of half of the 1995 Legislative Council seats.  Such reservationsdirect election of half of the 1995 Legislative Council seats.  Such reservations

are mainly due to concern that this may not converge with the Basic Law or that itare mainly due to concern that this may not converge with the Basic Law or that itare mainly due to concern that this may not converge with the Basic Law or that itare mainly due to concern that this may not converge with the Basic Law or that it

excessively speeds up the so-called "transition".excessively speeds up the so-called "transition".excessively speeds up the so-called "transition".excessively speeds up the so-called "transition".

However, concerning convergence with the Basic Law, the problem, technicallyHowever, concerning convergence with the Basic Law, the problem, technicallyHowever, concerning convergence with the Basic Law, the problem, technicallyHowever, concerning convergence with the Basic Law, the problem, technically

speaking, can be solved if the Chinese and the British Governments are willing tospeaking, can be solved if the Chinese and the British Governments are willing tospeaking, can be solved if the Chinese and the British Governments are willing tospeaking, can be solved if the Chinese and the British Governments are willing to

heed the wishes of the people of Hong Kong.  I will give an example.  The problemheed the wishes of the people of Hong Kong.  I will give an example.  The problemheed the wishes of the people of Hong Kong.  I will give an example.  The problemheed the wishes of the people of Hong Kong.  I will give an example.  The problem

may be tackled by means of an "elector" system.  This so-called "elector" system meansmay be tackled by means of an "elector" system.  This so-called "elector" system meansmay be tackled by means of an "elector" system.  This so-called "elector" system meansmay be tackled by means of an "elector" system.  This so-called "elector" system means

having the seats on an Election Committee returned by universal suffrage fromhaving the seats on an Election Committee returned by universal suffrage fromhaving the seats on an Election Committee returned by universal suffrage fromhaving the seats on an Election Committee returned by universal suffrage from

different geographical constituencies.  Candidates running for seats on the Electiondifferent geographical constituencies.  Candidates running for seats on the Electiondifferent geographical constituencies.  Candidates running for seats on the Electiondifferent geographical constituencies.  Candidates running for seats on the Election

Committee must announce in advance which Legislative Council candidates they support.Committee must announce in advance which Legislative Council candidates they support.Committee must announce in advance which Legislative Council candidates they support.Committee must announce in advance which Legislative Council candidates they support.

After a particular candidate is elected to the Election Committee, he votes for theAfter a particular candidate is elected to the Election Committee, he votes for theAfter a particular candidate is elected to the Election Committee, he votes for theAfter a particular candidate is elected to the Election Committee, he votes for the

Legislative Council candidate that he has openly supported.  The 10 LegislativeLegislative Council candidate that he has openly supported.  The 10 LegislativeLegislative Council candidate that he has openly supported.  The 10 LegislativeLegislative Council candidate that he has openly supported.  The 10 Legislative

Council candidates who win the most votes in this way then become LegislativeCouncil candidates who win the most votes in this way then become LegislativeCouncil candidates who win the most votes in this way then become LegislativeCouncil candidates who win the most votes in this way then become Legislative

Councillors.  Such a method of direct election would not be in violation at all ofCouncillors.  Such a method of direct election would not be in violation at all ofCouncillors.  Such a method of direct election would not be in violation at all ofCouncillors.  Such a method of direct election would not be in violation at all of

the spirit or principle of democracy.  Another method would be to let the Nationalthe spirit or principle of democracy.  Another method would be to let the Nationalthe spirit or principle of democracy.  Another method would be to let the Nationalthe spirit or principle of democracy.  Another method would be to let the National

People's Congress (NPC) of China revise the April 1990 decision of the Third SessionPeople's Congress (NPC) of China revise the April 1990 decision of the Third SessionPeople's Congress (NPC) of China revise the April 1990 decision of the Third SessionPeople's Congress (NPC) of China revise the April 1990 decision of the Third Session

of the Seventh NPC concerning the method of constitution of the first government andof the Seventh NPC concerning the method of constitution of the first government andof the Seventh NPC concerning the method of constitution of the first government andof the Seventh NPC concerning the method of constitution of the first government and

legislature of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR) in order to increaselegislature of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR) in order to increaselegislature of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR) in order to increaselegislature of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR) in order to increase

the number of directly elected seats in the first legislature of the SAR to 30, whichthe number of directly elected seats in the first legislature of the SAR to 30, whichthe number of directly elected seats in the first legislature of the SAR to 30, whichthe number of directly elected seats in the first legislature of the SAR to 30, which

would equal half of all the seats.  After the government of the SAR is set up in 1997,would equal half of all the seats.  After the government of the SAR is set up in 1997,would equal half of all the seats.  After the government of the SAR is set up in 1997,would equal half of all the seats.  After the government of the SAR is set up in 1997,

it would, in accordance with the provisions of the Basic Law, amend the section ofit would, in accordance with the provisions of the Basic Law, amend the section ofit would, in accordance with the provisions of the Basic Law, amend the section ofit would, in accordance with the provisions of the Basic Law, amend the section of

the Basic Law relating to the constitution of the second-term and third-termthe Basic Law relating to the constitution of the second-term and third-termthe Basic Law relating to the constitution of the second-term and third-termthe Basic Law relating to the constitution of the second-term and third-term

legislatures.legislatures.legislatures.legislatures.

I emphasize that the proposal to increase directly elected Legislative CouncilI emphasize that the proposal to increase directly elected Legislative CouncilI emphasize that the proposal to increase directly elected Legislative CouncilI emphasize that the proposal to increase directly elected Legislative Council

seats is based on the popular will as reflected by the OMELCO Consensus, by theseats is based on the popular will as reflected by the OMELCO Consensus, by theseats is based on the popular will as reflected by the OMELCO Consensus, by theseats is based on the popular will as reflected by the OMELCO Consensus, by the

Proposal of 190 and by a recent survey conducted by the South China Morning Post.Proposal of 190 and by a recent survey conducted by the South China Morning Post.Proposal of 190 and by a recent survey conducted by the South China Morning Post.Proposal of 190 and by a recent survey conducted by the South China Morning Post.

If the Chinese Government has doubts, it can have recourse to a referendum in HongIf the Chinese Government has doubts, it can have recourse to a referendum in HongIf the Chinese Government has doubts, it can have recourse to a referendum in HongIf the Chinese Government has doubts, it can have recourse to a referendum in Hong

Kong or to a public opinion poll conducted scientifically.Kong or to a public opinion poll conducted scientifically.Kong or to a public opinion poll conducted scientifically.Kong or to a public opinion poll conducted scientifically.

It is feared that a faster pace of deIt is feared that a faster pace of deIt is feared that a faster pace of deIt is feared that a faster pace of democracy may affect investors' confidencemocracy may affect investors' confidencemocracy may affect investors' confidencemocracy may affect investors' confidence

and that democratically elected Legislative Councillors may generously hand out freeand that democratically elected Legislative Councillors may generously hand out freeand that democratically elected Legislative Councillors may generously hand out freeand that democratically elected Legislative Councillors may generously hand out free

lunches in the form of social welfare benefits.  Such fears are actually not welllunches in the form of social welfare benefits.  Such fears are actually not welllunches in the form of social welfare benefits.  Such fears are actually not welllunches in the form of social welfare benefits.  Such fears are actually not well

founded.  Firstly, I feel that these fears are played up in some of the argumentsfounded.  Firstly, I feel that these fears are played up in some of the argumentsfounded.  Firstly, I feel that these fears are played up in some of the argumentsfounded.  Firstly, I feel that these fears are played up in some of the arguments

by people with vested interests to protect or by people in power wishing to maintainby people with vested interests to protect or by people in power wishing to maintainby people with vested interests to protect or by people in power wishing to maintainby people with vested interests to protect or by people in power wishing to maintain

their hold on power.  Secondly, look at the economically developed Western countries.their hold on power.  Secondly, look at the economically developed Western countries.their hold on power.  Secondly, look at the economically developed Western countries.their hold on power.  Secondly, look at the economically developed Western countries.

Which one of them does not elect legislators or the president directly by universalWhich one of them does not elect legislators or the president directly by universalWhich one of them does not elect legislators or the president directly by universalWhich one of them does not elect legislators or the president directly by universal



suffrage?  Let me tell Members this: The facts show that the fears in question aresuffrage?  Let me tell Members this: The facts show that the fears in question aresuffrage?  Let me tell Members this: The facts show that the fears in question aresuffrage?  Let me tell Members this: The facts show that the fears in question are

counter-arguments that do not make sense but seek to pin accusatory labels on others.counter-arguments that do not make sense but seek to pin accusatory labels on others.counter-arguments that do not make sense but seek to pin accusatory labels on others.counter-arguments that do not make sense but seek to pin accusatory labels on others.

Among the elected Prime Ministers, Presidents and Premiers of countries like theAmong the elected Prime Ministers, Presidents and Premiers of countries like theAmong the elected Prime Ministers, Presidents and Premiers of countries like theAmong the elected Prime Ministers, Presidents and Premiers of countries like the

United Kingdom, the United States, France and Germany today, none is a "free lunchUnited Kingdom, the United States, France and Germany today, none is a "free lunchUnited Kingdom, the United States, France and Germany today, none is a "free lunchUnited Kingdom, the United States, France and Germany today, none is a "free lunch

advocate" or an economic leftist.  Why have they been elected, and not the socialistsadvocate" or an economic leftist.  Why have they been elected, and not the socialistsadvocate" or an economic leftist.  Why have they been elected, and not the socialistsadvocate" or an economic leftist.  Why have they been elected, and not the socialists

or the free lunch advocates?  Therefore, to say that democrats are free lunchor the free lunch advocates?  Therefore, to say that democrats are free lunchor the free lunch advocates?  Therefore, to say that democrats are free lunchor the free lunch advocates?  Therefore, to say that democrats are free lunch

advocates makes no sense and is label bandying tactic.advocates makes no sense and is label bandying tactic.advocates makes no sense and is label bandying tactic.advocates makes no sense and is label bandying tactic.

Finally, I call on the people of Hong Kong and on colleagues in this Council toFinally, I call on the people of Hong Kong and on colleagues in this Council toFinally, I call on the people of Hong Kong and on colleagues in this Council toFinally, I call on the people of Hong Kong and on colleagues in this Council to

take active steps to secure a faster pace of democracy from the Chinese Government.take active steps to secure a faster pace of democracy from the Chinese Government.take active steps to secure a faster pace of democracy from the Chinese Government.take active steps to secure a faster pace of democracy from the Chinese Government.

As for the Chinese Government, it should respond positively to the wishes of the peopleAs for the Chinese Government, it should respond positively to the wishes of the peopleAs for the Chinese Government, it should respond positively to the wishes of the peopleAs for the Chinese Government, it should respond positively to the wishes of the people

of Hong Kong and make arrangements for increasing directly elected Legislativeof Hong Kong and make arrangements for increasing directly elected Legislativeof Hong Kong and make arrangements for increasing directly elected Legislativeof Hong Kong and make arrangements for increasing directly elected Legislative

Council seats.  On the basis of the above presentation, I support Mr Jimmy McGREGOR'sCouncil seats.  On the basis of the above presentation, I support Mr Jimmy McGREGOR'sCouncil seats.  On the basis of the above presentation, I support Mr Jimmy McGREGOR'sCouncil seats.  On the basis of the above presentation, I support Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's

motion.motion.motion.motion.

MR SIMON IP: Mr Deputy President, this debate is about the future pace of democraticMR SIMON IP: Mr Deputy President, this debate is about the future pace of democraticMR SIMON IP: Mr Deputy President, this debate is about the future pace of democraticMR SIMON IP: Mr Deputy President, this debate is about the future pace of democratic

development in Hong Kong.  Unfortunately, it has another dimension, that of relationsdevelopment in Hong Kong.  Unfortunately, it has another dimension, that of relationsdevelopment in Hong Kong.  Unfortunately, it has another dimension, that of relationsdevelopment in Hong Kong.  Unfortunately, it has another dimension, that of relations

with China.  Legislative Councillors who vote one way or the other may be seen aswith China.  Legislative Councillors who vote one way or the other may be seen aswith China.  Legislative Councillors who vote one way or the other may be seen aswith China.  Legislative Councillors who vote one way or the other may be seen as

either pro-China and anti-democracy or anti-China and pro-democracy, but such aeither pro-China and anti-democracy or anti-China and pro-democracy, but such aeither pro-China and anti-democracy or anti-China and pro-democracy, but such aeither pro-China and anti-democracy or anti-China and pro-democracy, but such a

differentiation is superficial and unfair.  Being pro-China and pro-democracy aredifferentiation is superficial and unfair.  Being pro-China and pro-democracy aredifferentiation is superficial and unfair.  Being pro-China and pro-democracy aredifferentiation is superficial and unfair.  Being pro-China and pro-democracy are

not mutually exclusive.  It is quite possible to be both.not mutually exclusive.  It is quite possible to be both.not mutually exclusive.  It is quite possible to be both.not mutually exclusive.  It is quite possible to be both.

Hong Kong people have every right to discussHong Kong people have every right to discussHong Kong people have every right to discussHong Kong people have every right to discuss their political future in open forum their political future in open forum their political future in open forum their political future in open forum

and seek changes which satisfy their political aspirations in order to realize a highand seek changes which satisfy their political aspirations in order to realize a highand seek changes which satisfy their political aspirations in order to realize a highand seek changes which satisfy their political aspirations in order to realize a high

degree of autonomy without being labelled as either pro-China or anti-China.degree of autonomy without being labelled as either pro-China or anti-China.degree of autonomy without being labelled as either pro-China or anti-China.degree of autonomy without being labelled as either pro-China or anti-China.

Mr McGREGOR's motion seeks reaffirmation of the OMELCMr McGREGOR's motion seeks reaffirmation of the OMELCMr McGREGOR's motion seeks reaffirmation of the OMELCMr McGREGOR's motion seeks reaffirmation of the OMELCO Consensus of 1989.  AsO Consensus of 1989.  AsO Consensus of 1989.  AsO Consensus of 1989.  As

a member of the public, I supported the consensus then and in theory I still supporta member of the public, I supported the consensus then and in theory I still supporta member of the public, I supported the consensus then and in theory I still supporta member of the public, I supported the consensus then and in theory I still support

it now.  But it is now clear that for different reasons, that consensus no longerit now.  But it is now clear that for different reasons, that consensus no longerit now.  But it is now clear that for different reasons, that consensus no longerit now.  But it is now clear that for different reasons, that consensus no longer

exists.  Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendment is proof of that.  Further, in view of China'sexists.  Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendment is proof of that.  Further, in view of China'sexists.  Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendment is proof of that.  Further, in view of China'sexists.  Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendment is proof of that.  Further, in view of China's

strong reaction to statements made by British officials, it has become, in my opinion,strong reaction to statements made by British officials, it has become, in my opinion,strong reaction to statements made by British officials, it has become, in my opinion,strong reaction to statements made by British officials, it has become, in my opinion,

unrealistic to think that there are any prospects of China agreeing to increase theunrealistic to think that there are any prospects of China agreeing to increase theunrealistic to think that there are any prospects of China agreeing to increase theunrealistic to think that there are any prospects of China agreeing to increase the

number of directly elected seats from 20 to 30 in 1995.  I do not think that unilateralnumber of directly elected seats from 20 to 30 in 1995.  I do not think that unilateralnumber of directly elected seats from 20 to 30 in 1995.  I do not think that unilateralnumber of directly elected seats from 20 to 30 in 1995.  I do not think that unilateral

action by the British Government is an option worthy of the slightest consideration.action by the British Government is an option worthy of the slightest consideration.action by the British Government is an option worthy of the slightest consideration.action by the British Government is an option worthy of the slightest consideration.

There must be bilateral accord if we are to have more directly elected seats.There must be bilateral accord if we are to have more directly elected seats.There must be bilateral accord if we are to have more directly elected seats.There must be bilateral accord if we are to have more directly elected seats.

The number of directly elected seats in 1995 is merely one issue. The number of directly elected seats in 1995 is merely one issue. The number of directly elected seats in 1995 is merely one issue. The number of directly elected seats in 1995 is merely one issue. There are manyThere are manyThere are manyThere are many



other equally important issues which include, for example, the composition andother equally important issues which include, for example, the composition andother equally important issues which include, for example, the composition andother equally important issues which include, for example, the composition and

structure of the Election Committee and how to determine which constituencies maystructure of the Election Committee and how to determine which constituencies maystructure of the Election Committee and how to determine which constituencies maystructure of the Election Committee and how to determine which constituencies may

be occupied by legislators who have a right of abode overseas.  These are mattersbe occupied by legislators who have a right of abode overseas.  These are mattersbe occupied by legislators who have a right of abode overseas.  These are mattersbe occupied by legislators who have a right of abode overseas.  These are matters

that will need goodwill and ingenuity to resolve speedily.that will need goodwill and ingenuity to resolve speedily.that will need goodwill and ingenuity to resolve speedily.that will need goodwill and ingenuity to resolve speedily.

While I do not doubt the sincerity of the British Government when it said it wouldWhile I do not doubt the sincerity of the British Government when it said it wouldWhile I do not doubt the sincerity of the British Government when it said it wouldWhile I do not doubt the sincerity of the British Government when it said it would

discuss with China the issue of more directly elected seats in 1995, the prospectsdiscuss with China the issue of more directly elected seats in 1995, the prospectsdiscuss with China the issue of more directly elected seats in 1995, the prospectsdiscuss with China the issue of more directly elected seats in 1995, the prospects

of success are not bright.  However, when the package of proposals is being negotiated,of success are not bright.  However, when the package of proposals is being negotiated,of success are not bright.  However, when the package of proposals is being negotiated,of success are not bright.  However, when the package of proposals is being negotiated,

there may be some room for manoeuvre. I do not believe we should at this stage tiethere may be some room for manoeuvre. I do not believe we should at this stage tiethere may be some room for manoeuvre. I do not believe we should at this stage tiethere may be some room for manoeuvre. I do not believe we should at this stage tie

the hands of the negotiators by insisting upon 10 additional seats in 1995.  I believethe hands of the negotiators by insisting upon 10 additional seats in 1995.  I believethe hands of the negotiators by insisting upon 10 additional seats in 1995.  I believethe hands of the negotiators by insisting upon 10 additional seats in 1995.  I believe

we should give the British negotiators the flexibility to advance the democratic causewe should give the British negotiators the flexibility to advance the democratic causewe should give the British negotiators the flexibility to advance the democratic causewe should give the British negotiators the flexibility to advance the democratic cause

when all the relevant issues have been identified, the priorities have been set andwhen all the relevant issues have been identified, the priorities have been set andwhen all the relevant issues have been identified, the priorities have been set andwhen all the relevant issues have been identified, the priorities have been set and

the relative value and importance of those issues have been determined.  This wouldthe relative value and importance of those issues have been determined.  This wouldthe relative value and importance of those issues have been determined.  This wouldthe relative value and importance of those issues have been determined.  This would

not preclude the British side seeking more seats, even up to 10 additional seats,not preclude the British side seeking more seats, even up to 10 additional seats,not preclude the British side seeking more seats, even up to 10 additional seats,not preclude the British side seeking more seats, even up to 10 additional seats,

if in all the circumstances it would be appropriate to do so.  To put them into aif in all the circumstances it would be appropriate to do so.  To put them into aif in all the circumstances it would be appropriate to do so.  To put them into aif in all the circumstances it would be appropriate to do so.  To put them into a

strait jacket now may be counter productive and may obstruct the early resolutionstrait jacket now may be counter productive and may obstruct the early resolutionstrait jacket now may be counter productive and may obstruct the early resolutionstrait jacket now may be counter productive and may obstruct the early resolution

of other equally important issues.of other equally important issues.of other equally important issues.of other equally important issues.

Mr Deputy President, for these reasons and with reluctance, I shall vote againstMr Deputy President, for these reasons and with reluctance, I shall vote againstMr Deputy President, for these reasons and with reluctance, I shall vote againstMr Deputy President, for these reasons and with reluctance, I shall vote against

Mr McGREGOR's motion and support Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendment which allows greaterMr McGREGOR's motion and support Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendment which allows greaterMr McGREGOR's motion and support Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendment which allows greaterMr McGREGOR's motion and support Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendment which allows greater

flexibility without excluding the possibility of negotiations for more seats in 1995.flexibility without excluding the possibility of negotiations for more seats in 1995.flexibility without excluding the possibility of negotiations for more seats in 1995.flexibility without excluding the possibility of negotiations for more seats in 1995.

DR CONRAD LAM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, some say that the LegislativeDR CONRAD LAM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, some say that the LegislativeDR CONRAD LAM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, some say that the LegislativeDR CONRAD LAM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, some say that the Legislative

Council Chamber is a solemn place inside which even a street fighter like theCouncil Chamber is a solemn place inside which even a street fighter like theCouncil Chamber is a solemn place inside which even a street fighter like theCouncil Chamber is a solemn place inside which even a street fighter like the

Honourable LAU Chin-shek has to wear a neck-tie.  However, at meetings in this veryHonourable LAU Chin-shek has to wear a neck-tie.  However, at meetings in this veryHonourable LAU Chin-shek has to wear a neck-tie.  However, at meetings in this veryHonourable LAU Chin-shek has to wear a neck-tie.  However, at meetings in this very

chamber, it appears that breach of faith, fence sitting, self-contradiction and thechamber, it appears that breach of faith, fence sitting, self-contradiction and thechamber, it appears that breach of faith, fence sitting, self-contradiction and thechamber, it appears that breach of faith, fence sitting, self-contradiction and the

use of power to overwhelm reason have become the norm.  They are seen so often thatuse of power to overwhelm reason have become the norm.  They are seen so often thatuse of power to overwhelm reason have become the norm.  They are seen so often thatuse of power to overwhelm reason have become the norm.  They are seen so often that

they have lost the ability to shock.  Here, reason is once more being laid to rest.they have lost the ability to shock.  Here, reason is once more being laid to rest.they have lost the ability to shock.  Here, reason is once more being laid to rest.they have lost the ability to shock.  Here, reason is once more being laid to rest.

This Council has almost become a cemetery for reason and a place where principlesThis Council has almost become a cemetery for reason and a place where principlesThis Council has almost become a cemetery for reason and a place where principlesThis Council has almost become a cemetery for reason and a place where principles

are wantonly bought and sold.are wantonly bought and sold.are wantonly bought and sold.are wantonly bought and sold.

Under the baton of their masters, Councillors fell over one another to pass theUnder the baton of their masters, Councillors fell over one another to pass theUnder the baton of their masters, Councillors fell over one another to pass theUnder the baton of their masters, Councillors fell over one another to pass the

Public Order Bill to the indignation of the public.  Under the baton of the samePublic Order Bill to the indignation of the public.  Under the baton of the samePublic Order Bill to the indignation of the public.  Under the baton of the samePublic Order Bill to the indignation of the public.  Under the baton of the same

masters, they then again fell over one another to repeal the self-same section ofmasters, they then again fell over one another to repeal the self-same section ofmasters, they then again fell over one another to repeal the self-same section ofmasters, they then again fell over one another to repeal the self-same section of

the Public Order Ordinance they had passed.  Now, under the baton of new masters,the Public Order Ordinance they had passed.  Now, under the baton of new masters,the Public Order Ordinance they had passed.  Now, under the baton of new masters,the Public Order Ordinance they had passed.  Now, under the baton of new masters,

they are unabashedly vying to reject the OMELCO Consensus, which came into beingthey are unabashedly vying to reject the OMELCO Consensus, which came into beingthey are unabashedly vying to reject the OMELCO Consensus, which came into beingthey are unabashedly vying to reject the OMELCO Consensus, which came into being

around the time of the 4 June 1989 incident, to which the sacrifice of countlessaround the time of the 4 June 1989 incident, to which the sacrifice of countlessaround the time of the 4 June 1989 incident, to which the sacrifice of countlessaround the time of the 4 June 1989 incident, to which the sacrifice of countless



Chinese compatriots contributed and which they themselves energetically promoted.Chinese compatriots contributed and which they themselves energetically promoted.Chinese compatriots contributed and which they themselves energetically promoted.Chinese compatriots contributed and which they themselves energetically promoted.

BO Yang was right to ask, "Chinese people, what is the curse you live under?"BO Yang was right to ask, "Chinese people, what is the curse you live under?"BO Yang was right to ask, "Chinese people, what is the curse you live under?"BO Yang was right to ask, "Chinese people, what is the curse you live under?"

The fact is that ChineThe fact is that ChineThe fact is that ChineThe fact is that Chinese people's usual insensitivity to "truth and falsehood"se people's usual insensitivity to "truth and falsehood"se people's usual insensitivity to "truth and falsehood"se people's usual insensitivity to "truth and falsehood"

and "right and wrong" has long been noticed by many scholars and proven by theirand "right and wrong" has long been noticed by many scholars and proven by theirand "right and wrong" has long been noticed by many scholars and proven by theirand "right and wrong" has long been noticed by many scholars and proven by their

studies.  Lucian RYE, professor of political science in the Massachusetts Institutestudies.  Lucian RYE, professor of political science in the Massachusetts Institutestudies.  Lucian RYE, professor of political science in the Massachusetts Institutestudies.  Lucian RYE, professor of political science in the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology; his disciple Paul HINIKER; Lawrence KOLHBERG, founder of the "theoryof Technology; his disciple Paul HINIKER; Lawrence KOLHBERG, founder of the "theoryof Technology; his disciple Paul HINIKER; Lawrence KOLHBERG, founder of the "theoryof Technology; his disciple Paul HINIKER; Lawrence KOLHBERG, founder of the "theory

of six stages of ethics" and the contemporary top scholar on ethics and psychology;of six stages of ethics" and the contemporary top scholar on ethics and psychology;of six stages of ethics" and the contemporary top scholar on ethics and psychology;of six stages of ethics" and the contemporary top scholar on ethics and psychology;

and grand master John SNAREY, who teaches in Harvard University with KOLHBERG -- theseand grand master John SNAREY, who teaches in Harvard University with KOLHBERG -- theseand grand master John SNAREY, who teaches in Harvard University with KOLHBERG -- theseand grand master John SNAREY, who teaches in Harvard University with KOLHBERG -- these

scholars have all probed the question of Chinese people's ethical standards, usingscholars have all probed the question of Chinese people's ethical standards, usingscholars have all probed the question of Chinese people's ethical standards, usingscholars have all probed the question of Chinese people's ethical standards, using

different approaches.  They have all found that Chinese people's ethical standardsdifferent approaches.  They have all found that Chinese people's ethical standardsdifferent approaches.  They have all found that Chinese people's ethical standardsdifferent approaches.  They have all found that Chinese people's ethical standards

are not high at all.  Separate studies by KOLHBERG and SNAREY show that the normalare not high at all.  Separate studies by KOLHBERG and SNAREY show that the normalare not high at all.  Separate studies by KOLHBERG and SNAREY show that the normalare not high at all.  Separate studies by KOLHBERG and SNAREY show that the normal

Chinese, even after receiving university education, attain only the third or fourthChinese, even after receiving university education, attain only the third or fourthChinese, even after receiving university education, attain only the third or fourthChinese, even after receiving university education, attain only the third or fourth

stage of ethics.  The third stage describes a person who is a good boy or a good girlstage of ethics.  The third stage describes a person who is a good boy or a good girlstage of ethics.  The third stage describes a person who is a good boy or a good girlstage of ethics.  The third stage describes a person who is a good boy or a good girl

and who tries to please others in order to win their approval.  The fourth stageand who tries to please others in order to win their approval.  The fourth stageand who tries to please others in order to win their approval.  The fourth stageand who tries to please others in order to win their approval.  The fourth stage

describes a person who is law-abiding, who respects authority, who supports thedescribes a person who is law-abiding, who respects authority, who supports thedescribes a person who is law-abiding, who respects authority, who supports thedescribes a person who is law-abiding, who respects authority, who supports the

establishment and who -- this must be mentioned -- is willing to keep his promises.establishment and who -- this must be mentioned -- is willing to keep his promises.establishment and who -- this must be mentioned -- is willing to keep his promises.establishment and who -- this must be mentioned -- is willing to keep his promises.

Though many people would rather not know, it is clear that certain tack-changingThough many people would rather not know, it is clear that certain tack-changingThough many people would rather not know, it is clear that certain tack-changingThough many people would rather not know, it is clear that certain tack-changing

Councillors have not yet attained even the fourth stage.  To be sure, they are moreCouncillors have not yet attained even the fourth stage.  To be sure, they are moreCouncillors have not yet attained even the fourth stage.  To be sure, they are moreCouncillors have not yet attained even the fourth stage.  To be sure, they are more

than adequate in supporting the establishment.  As for political scientists Lucianthan adequate in supporting the establishment.  As for political scientists Lucianthan adequate in supporting the establishment.  As for political scientists Lucianthan adequate in supporting the establishment.  As for political scientists Lucian

RYE and Paul HINIKER, they have observed that Chinese people, for various social andRYE and Paul HINIKER, they have observed that Chinese people, for various social andRYE and Paul HINIKER, they have observed that Chinese people, for various social andRYE and Paul HINIKER, they have observed that Chinese people, for various social and

cultural reasons, often have a high tolerance for totally contradictory thoughts.cultural reasons, often have a high tolerance for totally contradictory thoughts.cultural reasons, often have a high tolerance for totally contradictory thoughts.cultural reasons, often have a high tolerance for totally contradictory thoughts.

Therefore, Chinese people are generally good at changing tack when the wind changes.Therefore, Chinese people are generally good at changing tack when the wind changes.Therefore, Chinese people are generally good at changing tack when the wind changes.Therefore, Chinese people are generally good at changing tack when the wind changes.

Some of them do not find it difficult or painful to adjust to sudden changes or evenSome of them do not find it difficult or painful to adjust to sudden changes or evenSome of them do not find it difficult or painful to adjust to sudden changes or evenSome of them do not find it difficult or painful to adjust to sudden changes or even

to betray their masters, their personal principles or their conscience.  I myself,to betray their masters, their personal principles or their conscience.  I myself,to betray their masters, their personal principles or their conscience.  I myself,to betray their masters, their personal principles or their conscience.  I myself,

being a Chinese, naturally find such studies hard to accept.  However, it seems that,being a Chinese, naturally find such studies hard to accept.  However, it seems that,being a Chinese, naturally find such studies hard to accept.  However, it seems that,being a Chinese, naturally find such studies hard to accept.  However, it seems that,

over the years, many Councillors' behaviour in this Council has provided indisputableover the years, many Councillors' behaviour in this Council has provided indisputableover the years, many Councillors' behaviour in this Council has provided indisputableover the years, many Councillors' behaviour in this Council has provided indisputable

proof for the findings of those studies.proof for the findings of those studies.proof for the findings of those studies.proof for the findings of those studies.

We call ourselves "thWe call ourselves "thWe call ourselves "thWe call ourselves "the heir of the dragon." It is a pity that the dragon is alreadye heir of the dragon." It is a pity that the dragon is alreadye heir of the dragon." It is a pity that the dragon is alreadye heir of the dragon." It is a pity that the dragon is already

extinct.  Only chameleons still exist.  These chameleons are reproducing apace toextinct.  Only chameleons still exist.  These chameleons are reproducing apace toextinct.  Only chameleons still exist.  These chameleons are reproducing apace toextinct.  Only chameleons still exist.  These chameleons are reproducing apace to

greet the advent of a dictatorial system.  They are real opportunists who allegedlygreet the advent of a dictatorial system.  They are real opportunists who allegedlygreet the advent of a dictatorial system.  They are real opportunists who allegedlygreet the advent of a dictatorial system.  They are real opportunists who allegedly

would face the realities lest they should get hurt badly.  Many traitorous highwould face the realities lest they should get hurt badly.  Many traitorous highwould face the realities lest they should get hurt badly.  Many traitorous highwould face the realities lest they should get hurt badly.  Many traitorous high

officials existed in Chinese history.  So did many heroic men.  History will judgeofficials existed in Chinese history.  So did many heroic men.  History will judgeofficials existed in Chinese history.  So did many heroic men.  History will judgeofficials existed in Chinese history.  So did many heroic men.  History will judge

who in the Legislative Council today are guilty of obstructing the democraticwho in the Legislative Council today are guilty of obstructing the democraticwho in the Legislative Council today are guilty of obstructing the democraticwho in the Legislative Council today are guilty of obstructing the democratic

development of the Chinese people.  The voting record later on will bear testimonydevelopment of the Chinese people.  The voting record later on will bear testimonydevelopment of the Chinese people.  The voting record later on will bear testimonydevelopment of the Chinese people.  The voting record later on will bear testimony

to this.to this.to this.to this.



Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Honourable JimmyMr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Honourable JimmyMr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Honourable JimmyMr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the Honourable Jimmy

McGREGOR's motion.McGREGOR's motion.McGREGOR's motion.McGREGOR's motion.

MISS EMILY LAU (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, my position with regard to theMISS EMILY LAU (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, my position with regard to theMISS EMILY LAU (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, my position with regard to theMISS EMILY LAU (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, my position with regard to the

democratization of Hong Kong's political system is quite clear-cut.  I support totaldemocratization of Hong Kong's political system is quite clear-cut.  I support totaldemocratization of Hong Kong's political system is quite clear-cut.  I support totaldemocratization of Hong Kong's political system is quite clear-cut.  I support total

democratization, that is, hundred percent democratization.  I said so in Hong Kong.democratization, that is, hundred percent democratization.  I said so in Hong Kong.democratization, that is, hundred percent democratization.  I said so in Hong Kong.democratization, that is, hundred percent democratization.  I said so in Hong Kong.

I said so when I visited the United Kingdom.  Also, during the election campaign lastI said so when I visited the United Kingdom.  Also, during the election campaign lastI said so when I visited the United Kingdom.  Also, during the election campaign lastI said so when I visited the United Kingdom.  Also, during the election campaign last

year, I never cheated the voters.  I told them that I hoped that Hong Kong wouldyear, I never cheated the voters.  I told them that I hoped that Hong Kong wouldyear, I never cheated the voters.  I told them that I hoped that Hong Kong wouldyear, I never cheated the voters.  I told them that I hoped that Hong Kong would

implement full-scale direct election and that I believed that Hong Kong was perfectlyimplement full-scale direct election and that I believed that Hong Kong was perfectlyimplement full-scale direct election and that I believed that Hong Kong was perfectlyimplement full-scale direct election and that I believed that Hong Kong was perfectly

able to cope with hundred percent direct election.  I believe that my election victoryable to cope with hundred percent direct election.  I believe that my election victoryable to cope with hundred percent direct election.  I believe that my election victoryable to cope with hundred percent direct election.  I believe that my election victory

last year is proof to many people that the people of Hong Kong are very supportivelast year is proof to many people that the people of Hong Kong are very supportivelast year is proof to many people that the people of Hong Kong are very supportivelast year is proof to many people that the people of Hong Kong are very supportive

of the democratization of the political system.  I am even more deeply aware thatof the democratization of the political system.  I am even more deeply aware thatof the democratization of the political system.  I am even more deeply aware thatof the democratization of the political system.  I am even more deeply aware that

none voted for me in the hope that I would compromise their political rights.  Nobodynone voted for me in the hope that I would compromise their political rights.  Nobodynone voted for me in the hope that I would compromise their political rights.  Nobodynone voted for me in the hope that I would compromise their political rights.  Nobody

told me, "Emily LAU, please compromise our political rights.  We do not need thosetold me, "Emily LAU, please compromise our political rights.  We do not need thosetold me, "Emily LAU, please compromise our political rights.  We do not need thosetold me, "Emily LAU, please compromise our political rights.  We do not need those

things.  Please do so for the sake of smooth transition." Mr Deputy President, sincethings.  Please do so for the sake of smooth transition." Mr Deputy President, sincethings.  Please do so for the sake of smooth transition." Mr Deputy President, sincethings.  Please do so for the sake of smooth transition." Mr Deputy President, since

we first had direct election, I have held 15 consultative meetings with the residentswe first had direct election, I have held 15 consultative meetings with the residentswe first had direct election, I have held 15 consultative meetings with the residentswe first had direct election, I have held 15 consultative meetings with the residents

in my geographical constituency.  None of them said that to me.  They all hope thatin my geographical constituency.  None of them said that to me.  They all hope thatin my geographical constituency.  None of them said that to me.  They all hope thatin my geographical constituency.  None of them said that to me.  They all hope that

Hong Kong will continue to enjoy democracy and freedom and will even enjoy totalHong Kong will continue to enjoy democracy and freedom and will even enjoy totalHong Kong will continue to enjoy democracy and freedom and will even enjoy totalHong Kong will continue to enjoy democracy and freedom and will even enjoy total

democracy.  I hope that the British Government will hear this loud and clear.democracy.  I hope that the British Government will hear this loud and clear.democracy.  I hope that the British Government will hear this loud and clear.democracy.  I hope that the British Government will hear this loud and clear.

A moment ago, several Councillors mentioned a recA moment ago, several Councillors mentioned a recA moment ago, several Councillors mentioned a recA moment ago, several Councillors mentioned a recent public opinion poll.  Ient public opinion poll.  Ient public opinion poll.  Ient public opinion poll.  I

believe that many colleagues have seen reports about it and that the Government, too,believe that many colleagues have seen reports about it and that the Government, too,believe that many colleagues have seen reports about it and that the Government, too,believe that many colleagues have seen reports about it and that the Government, too,

knows well about it.  Mr Deputy President, the fact is that, over the past few years,knows well about it.  Mr Deputy President, the fact is that, over the past few years,knows well about it.  Mr Deputy President, the fact is that, over the past few years,knows well about it.  Mr Deputy President, the fact is that, over the past few years,

public opinion polls have clearly shown that the vast majority of the respondentspublic opinion polls have clearly shown that the vast majority of the respondentspublic opinion polls have clearly shown that the vast majority of the respondentspublic opinion polls have clearly shown that the vast majority of the respondents

support a faster pace of democratization.  Of course, there was that one publicsupport a faster pace of democratization.  Of course, there was that one publicsupport a faster pace of democratization.  Of course, there was that one publicsupport a faster pace of democratization.  Of course, there was that one public

opinion poll which showed something different.  I mean the public opinion poll thatopinion poll which showed something different.  I mean the public opinion poll thatopinion poll which showed something different.  I mean the public opinion poll thatopinion poll which showed something different.  I mean the public opinion poll that

the Government conducted in 1987.  The finding of that poll was that only 15% of thethe Government conducted in 1987.  The finding of that poll was that only 15% of thethe Government conducted in 1987.  The finding of that poll was that only 15% of thethe Government conducted in 1987.  The finding of that poll was that only 15% of the

people supported the holding of direct election in 1988.  But, of course, thepeople supported the holding of direct election in 1988.  But, of course, thepeople supported the holding of direct election in 1988.  But, of course, thepeople supported the holding of direct election in 1988.  But, of course, the

Government is no longer mentioning that public opinion poll, after it was condemnedGovernment is no longer mentioning that public opinion poll, after it was condemnedGovernment is no longer mentioning that public opinion poll, after it was condemnedGovernment is no longer mentioning that public opinion poll, after it was condemned

by the whole world as a distortion of the popular will.by the whole world as a distortion of the popular will.by the whole world as a distortion of the popular will.by the whole world as a distortion of the popular will.

Though public opiThough public opiThough public opiThough public opinion polls clearly show what the wishes of the people of Hongnion polls clearly show what the wishes of the people of Hongnion polls clearly show what the wishes of the people of Hongnion polls clearly show what the wishes of the people of Hong

Kong are, many colleagues say (and I believe) that the Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR'sKong are, many colleagues say (and I believe) that the Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR'sKong are, many colleagues say (and I believe) that the Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR'sKong are, many colleagues say (and I believe) that the Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR's

motion is sure to founder.  Why?  I believe the British Government should bearmotion is sure to founder.  Why?  I believe the British Government should bearmotion is sure to founder.  Why?  I believe the British Government should bearmotion is sure to founder.  Why?  I believe the British Government should bear

responsibility for this.  I am very glad that an official from the British Foreignresponsibility for this.  I am very glad that an official from the British Foreignresponsibility for this.  I am very glad that an official from the British Foreignresponsibility for this.  I am very glad that an official from the British Foreign

Office is here today to listen to our views.  I hope that he will take all our viewsOffice is here today to listen to our views.  I hope that he will take all our viewsOffice is here today to listen to our views.  I hope that he will take all our viewsOffice is here today to listen to our views.  I hope that he will take all our views

back to the United Kingdom so that Prime Minister John MAJOR may consider them atback to the United Kingdom so that Prime Minister John MAJOR may consider them atback to the United Kingdom so that Prime Minister John MAJOR may consider them atback to the United Kingdom so that Prime Minister John MAJOR may consider them at



his leisure.  The British Government should be held absolutely responsible for suchhis leisure.  The British Government should be held absolutely responsible for suchhis leisure.  The British Government should be held absolutely responsible for suchhis leisure.  The British Government should be held absolutely responsible for such

strange happenings in Hong Kong.strange happenings in Hong Kong.strange happenings in Hong Kong.strange happenings in Hong Kong.

Mr Deputy President, apart from the strange happenings in this Council, I feelMr Deputy President, apart from the strange happenings in this Council, I feelMr Deputy President, apart from the strange happenings in this Council, I feelMr Deputy President, apart from the strange happenings in this Council, I feel

that there are also strange happenings in the media.  We know that the people of Hongthat there are also strange happenings in the media.  We know that the people of Hongthat there are also strange happenings in the media.  We know that the people of Hongthat there are also strange happenings in the media.  We know that the people of Hong

Kong are very supportive of democratization.  Yet, if we read newspaper reports andKong are very supportive of democratization.  Yet, if we read newspaper reports andKong are very supportive of democratization.  Yet, if we read newspaper reports andKong are very supportive of democratization.  Yet, if we read newspaper reports and

editorials, we will surely be surprised by what we read; we will feel as if we wereeditorials, we will surely be surprised by what we read; we will feel as if we wereeditorials, we will surely be surprised by what we read; we will feel as if we wereeditorials, we will surely be surprised by what we read; we will feel as if we were

living in a different society.  Why is it that editorials and reports do not reflectliving in a different society.  Why is it that editorials and reports do not reflectliving in a different society.  Why is it that editorials and reports do not reflectliving in a different society.  Why is it that editorials and reports do not reflect

people's views?  The editorials even call on readers to stop arguing and stop makingpeople's views?  The editorials even call on readers to stop arguing and stop makingpeople's views?  The editorials even call on readers to stop arguing and stop makingpeople's views?  The editorials even call on readers to stop arguing and stop making

trouble and tell readers that they must come to a compromise with the Chinesetrouble and tell readers that they must come to a compromise with the Chinesetrouble and tell readers that they must come to a compromise with the Chinesetrouble and tell readers that they must come to a compromise with the Chinese

Government.  What kind of a world are we living in?  But I know that the BritishGovernment.  What kind of a world are we living in?  But I know that the BritishGovernment.  What kind of a world are we living in?  But I know that the BritishGovernment.  What kind of a world are we living in?  But I know that the British

Government should be held responsible for this.  The United Kingdom has ruled HongGovernment should be held responsible for this.  The United Kingdom has ruled HongGovernment should be held responsible for this.  The United Kingdom has ruled HongGovernment should be held responsible for this.  The United Kingdom has ruled Hong

Kong for 150 years, with the result that Hong Kong does not have democracy.  SinceKong for 150 years, with the result that Hong Kong does not have democracy.  SinceKong for 150 years, with the result that Hong Kong does not have democracy.  SinceKong for 150 years, with the result that Hong Kong does not have democracy.  Since

1984, when the British Government signed the Sino-British Joint Declaration with the1984, when the British Government signed the Sino-British Joint Declaration with the1984, when the British Government signed the Sino-British Joint Declaration with the1984, when the British Government signed the Sino-British Joint Declaration with the

Chinese Government without the participation of the people of Hong Kong, we have seenChinese Government without the participation of the people of Hong Kong, we have seenChinese Government without the participation of the people of Hong Kong, we have seenChinese Government without the participation of the people of Hong Kong, we have seen

this happen: the United Kingdom has been retreating from the commitments it made inthis happen: the United Kingdom has been retreating from the commitments it made inthis happen: the United Kingdom has been retreating from the commitments it made inthis happen: the United Kingdom has been retreating from the commitments it made in

the Sino-British Joint Declaration.  On 16 February 1990, the THATCHER Governmentthe Sino-British Joint Declaration.  On 16 February 1990, the THATCHER Governmentthe Sino-British Joint Declaration.  On 16 February 1990, the THATCHER Governmentthe Sino-British Joint Declaration.  On 16 February 1990, the THATCHER Government

announced in Parliament that there would be only 18 directly elected seats in theannounced in Parliament that there would be only 18 directly elected seats in theannounced in Parliament that there would be only 18 directly elected seats in theannounced in Parliament that there would be only 18 directly elected seats in the

1991 Legislative Council.  The OMELCO Consensus was thus rejected.  I believe that1991 Legislative Council.  The OMELCO Consensus was thus rejected.  I believe that1991 Legislative Council.  The OMELCO Consensus was thus rejected.  I believe that1991 Legislative Council.  The OMELCO Consensus was thus rejected.  I believe that

this at the time infuriated the Members of the Executive and Legislative Councilsthis at the time infuriated the Members of the Executive and Legislative Councilsthis at the time infuriated the Members of the Executive and Legislative Councilsthis at the time infuriated the Members of the Executive and Legislative Councils

as well as the general public of Hong Kong.  I hope that Prime Minister John MAJOR'sas well as the general public of Hong Kong.  I hope that Prime Minister John MAJOR'sas well as the general public of Hong Kong.  I hope that Prime Minister John MAJOR'sas well as the general public of Hong Kong.  I hope that Prime Minister John MAJOR's

Government will show political and moral courage and win rights for the people ofGovernment will show political and moral courage and win rights for the people ofGovernment will show political and moral courage and win rights for the people ofGovernment will show political and moral courage and win rights for the people of

Hong Kong from the Chinese Government.Hong Kong from the Chinese Government.Hong Kong from the Chinese Government.Hong Kong from the Chinese Government.

The Honourable NGAI Shiu-kit says that Hong Kong needs smooth transition.  I,The Honourable NGAI Shiu-kit says that Hong Kong needs smooth transition.  I,The Honourable NGAI Shiu-kit says that Hong Kong needs smooth transition.  I,The Honourable NGAI Shiu-kit says that Hong Kong needs smooth transition.  I,

of course, have nothing against that.  However, if smooth transition means that weof course, have nothing against that.  However, if smooth transition means that weof course, have nothing against that.  However, if smooth transition means that weof course, have nothing against that.  However, if smooth transition means that we

will be under the Chinese Government's control in other aspects, that we will havewill be under the Chinese Government's control in other aspects, that we will havewill be under the Chinese Government's control in other aspects, that we will havewill be under the Chinese Government's control in other aspects, that we will have

to do without an increased measure of democracy and that we will have to do withoutto do without an increased measure of democracy and that we will have to do withoutto do without an increased measure of democracy and that we will have to do withoutto do without an increased measure of democracy and that we will have to do without

a high degree of autonomy, then, Mr Deputy President, I cannot accept it.  I believea high degree of autonomy, then, Mr Deputy President, I cannot accept it.  I believea high degree of autonomy, then, Mr Deputy President, I cannot accept it.  I believea high degree of autonomy, then, Mr Deputy President, I cannot accept it.  I believe

that many people of Hong Kong do not want it and would not accept it.  However, Mrthat many people of Hong Kong do not want it and would not accept it.  However, Mrthat many people of Hong Kong do not want it and would not accept it.  However, Mrthat many people of Hong Kong do not want it and would not accept it.  However, Mr

Deputy President, we also know that many people in Hong Kong cannot emigrate.  TheyDeputy President, we also know that many people in Hong Kong cannot emigrate.  TheyDeputy President, we also know that many people in Hong Kong cannot emigrate.  TheyDeputy President, we also know that many people in Hong Kong cannot emigrate.  They

are very afraid of the communist regime but they cannot leave.  So they dare not airare very afraid of the communist regime but they cannot leave.  So they dare not airare very afraid of the communist regime but they cannot leave.  So they dare not airare very afraid of the communist regime but they cannot leave.  So they dare not air

their views.  I hope that the popularly elected Councillors will reflect their viewstheir views.  I hope that the popularly elected Councillors will reflect their viewstheir views.  I hope that the popularly elected Councillors will reflect their viewstheir views.  I hope that the popularly elected Councillors will reflect their views

in the Legislative Council and let them know that we will never compromise theirin the Legislative Council and let them know that we will never compromise theirin the Legislative Council and let them know that we will never compromise theirin the Legislative Council and let them know that we will never compromise their

democracy and freedom.democracy and freedom.democracy and freedom.democracy and freedom.

HowHowHowHowever, I am very supportive of one comment made by Mr NGAI Shiu-kit.  He saidever, I am very supportive of one comment made by Mr NGAI Shiu-kit.  He saidever, I am very supportive of one comment made by Mr NGAI Shiu-kit.  He saidever, I am very supportive of one comment made by Mr NGAI Shiu-kit.  He said

that we could not decide the future of the people of Hong Kong; they should decidethat we could not decide the future of the people of Hong Kong; they should decidethat we could not decide the future of the people of Hong Kong; they should decidethat we could not decide the future of the people of Hong Kong; they should decide



it for themselves.  The British Government may tell us later, "We really do not knowit for themselves.  The British Government may tell us later, "We really do not knowit for themselves.  The British Government may tell us later, "We really do not knowit for themselves.  The British Government may tell us later, "We really do not know

what you want.  One person says one thing; another person, another." Because of ourwhat you want.  One person says one thing; another person, another." Because of ourwhat you want.  One person says one thing; another person, another." Because of ourwhat you want.  One person says one thing; another person, another." Because of our

differences in 1987, the idea of holding direct election in 1988 was rejected.  Idifferences in 1987, the idea of holding direct election in 1988 was rejected.  Idifferences in 1987, the idea of holding direct election in 1988 was rejected.  Idifferences in 1987, the idea of holding direct election in 1988 was rejected.  I

hope that the British Government will not play the same trick again.  This is whyhope that the British Government will not play the same trick again.  This is whyhope that the British Government will not play the same trick again.  This is whyhope that the British Government will not play the same trick again.  This is why

I support Mr NGAI's comment that the people of Hong Kong should decide their own future.I support Mr NGAI's comment that the people of Hong Kong should decide their own future.I support Mr NGAI's comment that the people of Hong Kong should decide their own future.I support Mr NGAI's comment that the people of Hong Kong should decide their own future.

The British Government should make ready to hold a referendum in Hong Kong to decideThe British Government should make ready to hold a referendum in Hong Kong to decideThe British Government should make ready to hold a referendum in Hong Kong to decideThe British Government should make ready to hold a referendum in Hong Kong to decide

whether or not the pace of democratization of the political system should be speededwhether or not the pace of democratization of the political system should be speededwhether or not the pace of democratization of the political system should be speededwhether or not the pace of democratization of the political system should be speeded

up.  Then, in a vein of rationality and moral rectitude, it can start talks with theup.  Then, in a vein of rationality and moral rectitude, it can start talks with theup.  Then, in a vein of rationality and moral rectitude, it can start talks with theup.  Then, in a vein of rationality and moral rectitude, it can start talks with the

Chinese Government.Chinese Government.Chinese Government.Chinese Government.

Mr Deputy President, I believe that this Council's debate today will once moreMr Deputy President, I believe that this Council's debate today will once moreMr Deputy President, I believe that this Council's debate today will once moreMr Deputy President, I believe that this Council's debate today will once more

sharpen the vision of the people of Hong Kong (and I believe that they are in factsharpen the vision of the people of Hong Kong (and I believe that they are in factsharpen the vision of the people of Hong Kong (and I believe that they are in factsharpen the vision of the people of Hong Kong (and I believe that they are in fact

politically already quite mature) so that they may discern who are fighting for theirpolitically already quite mature) so that they may discern who are fighting for theirpolitically already quite mature) so that they may discern who are fighting for theirpolitically already quite mature) so that they may discern who are fighting for their

democratic and free future and who are paving the way for personal political anddemocratic and free future and who are paving the way for personal political anddemocratic and free future and who are paving the way for personal political anddemocratic and free future and who are paving the way for personal political and

commercial interests.  I believe that the people of Hong Kong can definitely tell.commercial interests.  I believe that the people of Hong Kong can definitely tell.commercial interests.  I believe that the people of Hong Kong can definitely tell.commercial interests.  I believe that the people of Hong Kong can definitely tell.

Mr DepMr DepMr DepMr Deputy President, I so make my submission.uty President, I so make my submission.uty President, I so make my submission.uty President, I so make my submission.

MR LEE WING-TAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, today I had to run some errandsMR LEE WING-TAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, today I had to run some errandsMR LEE WING-TAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, today I had to run some errandsMR LEE WING-TAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, today I had to run some errands

for the late Mr NG Ming-yum's funeral.  Originally, I did not intend to make a speech.for the late Mr NG Ming-yum's funeral.  Originally, I did not intend to make a speech.for the late Mr NG Ming-yum's funeral.  Originally, I did not intend to make a speech.for the late Mr NG Ming-yum's funeral.  Originally, I did not intend to make a speech.

However, after listening to colleagues' speeches on the political system, I feel IHowever, after listening to colleagues' speeches on the political system, I feel IHowever, after listening to colleagues' speeches on the political system, I feel IHowever, after listening to colleagues' speeches on the political system, I feel I

must speak my mind.must speak my mind.must speak my mind.must speak my mind.

A moment ago, some colleagues said that our relations with China must be basedA moment ago, some colleagues said that our relations with China must be basedA moment ago, some colleagues said that our relations with China must be basedA moment ago, some colleagues said that our relations with China must be based

on mutual trust, mutual understanding and accommodation.  This principle is right.on mutual trust, mutual understanding and accommodation.  This principle is right.on mutual trust, mutual understanding and accommodation.  This principle is right.on mutual trust, mutual understanding and accommodation.  This principle is right.

However, for a person in power, a national leader or a responsible person of aHowever, for a person in power, a national leader or a responsible person of aHowever, for a person in power, a national leader or a responsible person of aHowever, for a person in power, a national leader or a responsible person of a

government, the need is to ask himself first whether he trusts the people and thegovernment, the need is to ask himself first whether he trusts the people and thegovernment, the need is to ask himself first whether he trusts the people and thegovernment, the need is to ask himself first whether he trusts the people and the

citizenry.  If a person in power or a leader does not trust the citizenry, the people,citizenry.  If a person in power or a leader does not trust the citizenry, the people,citizenry.  If a person in power or a leader does not trust the citizenry, the people,citizenry.  If a person in power or a leader does not trust the citizenry, the people,

how then can the people trust him?how then can the people trust him?how then can the people trust him?how then can the people trust him?

The people of Hong Kong have, through various public opinion polls over the pastThe people of Hong Kong have, through various public opinion polls over the pastThe people of Hong Kong have, through various public opinion polls over the pastThe people of Hong Kong have, through various public opinion polls over the past

few years, made their wishes known in great detail.  However, what I have seen isfew years, made their wishes known in great detail.  However, what I have seen isfew years, made their wishes known in great detail.  However, what I have seen isfew years, made their wishes known in great detail.  However, what I have seen is

that the Chinese Government has continuously ignored these public opinion polls orthat the Chinese Government has continuously ignored these public opinion polls orthat the Chinese Government has continuously ignored these public opinion polls orthat the Chinese Government has continuously ignored these public opinion polls or

has even attacked them instead of accepting them.  This being the case, how can thehas even attacked them instead of accepting them.  This being the case, how can thehas even attacked them instead of accepting them.  This being the case, how can thehas even attacked them instead of accepting them.  This being the case, how can the

people of Hong Kong trust the Chinese Government?people of Hong Kong trust the Chinese Government?people of Hong Kong trust the Chinese Government?people of Hong Kong trust the Chinese Government?

Mr Deputy President, we talk about mutual understanding and accommodation.  InMr Deputy President, we talk about mutual understanding and accommodation.  InMr Deputy President, we talk about mutual understanding and accommodation.  InMr Deputy President, we talk about mutual understanding and accommodation.  In



fact, I consider, and I believe, that the OMELCO Consensus is already the productfact, I consider, and I believe, that the OMELCO Consensus is already the productfact, I consider, and I believe, that the OMELCO Consensus is already the productfact, I consider, and I believe, that the OMELCO Consensus is already the product

of mutual understanding and accommodation among the people of Hong Kong, people whoof mutual understanding and accommodation among the people of Hong Kong, people whoof mutual understanding and accommodation among the people of Hong Kong, people whoof mutual understanding and accommodation among the people of Hong Kong, people who

belong to different political groups and are of different political persuasions.  Whybelong to different political groups and are of different political persuasions.  Whybelong to different political groups and are of different political persuasions.  Whybelong to different political groups and are of different political persuasions.  Why

then has the Chinese Government not accepted this product of mutual understandingthen has the Chinese Government not accepted this product of mutual understandingthen has the Chinese Government not accepted this product of mutual understandingthen has the Chinese Government not accepted this product of mutual understanding

and accommodation?and accommodation?and accommodation?and accommodation?

A moment ago, arguing against Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit said that itA moment ago, arguing against Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit said that itA moment ago, arguing against Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit said that itA moment ago, arguing against Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit said that it

was not for Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, but for the citizenry at large, to decide whether thewas not for Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, but for the citizenry at large, to decide whether thewas not for Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, but for the citizenry at large, to decide whether thewas not for Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, but for the citizenry at large, to decide whether the

motion for amendment was meaningful.  I think that this point was very well taken.motion for amendment was meaningful.  I think that this point was very well taken.motion for amendment was meaningful.  I think that this point was very well taken.motion for amendment was meaningful.  I think that this point was very well taken.

However, Mr NGAI went on to say that, in his opinion, a number of aspects about HongHowever, Mr NGAI went on to say that, in his opinion, a number of aspects about HongHowever, Mr NGAI went on to say that, in his opinion, a number of aspects about HongHowever, Mr NGAI went on to say that, in his opinion, a number of aspects about Hong

Kong's public opinion polls were suspicious and required clarification.  Here, IKong's public opinion polls were suspicious and required clarification.  Here, IKong's public opinion polls were suspicious and required clarification.  Here, IKong's public opinion polls were suspicious and required clarification.  Here, I

would like to make an open request to the South China Morning Post to disclosewould like to make an open request to the South China Morning Post to disclosewould like to make an open request to the South China Morning Post to disclosewould like to make an open request to the South China Morning Post to disclose

information relating to the scientific methods used and the number of respondentsinformation relating to the scientific methods used and the number of respondentsinformation relating to the scientific methods used and the number of respondentsinformation relating to the scientific methods used and the number of respondents

surveyed in the public opinion polls published today and on various previous occasions.surveyed in the public opinion polls published today and on various previous occasions.surveyed in the public opinion polls published today and on various previous occasions.surveyed in the public opinion polls published today and on various previous occasions.

This will let Mr NGAI know that the public opinion polls are scientifically conductedThis will let Mr NGAI know that the public opinion polls are scientifically conductedThis will let Mr NGAI know that the public opinion polls are scientifically conductedThis will let Mr NGAI know that the public opinion polls are scientifically conducted

and credible.and credible.and credible.and credible.

In fact, I feel that the distrust of public opinion polls is but an excuse toIn fact, I feel that the distrust of public opinion polls is but an excuse toIn fact, I feel that the distrust of public opinion polls is but an excuse toIn fact, I feel that the distrust of public opinion polls is but an excuse to

hold onto power or to reject the wishes of the people.  In fact, after a public opinionhold onto power or to reject the wishes of the people.  In fact, after a public opinionhold onto power or to reject the wishes of the people.  In fact, after a public opinionhold onto power or to reject the wishes of the people.  In fact, after a public opinion

poll has clearly shown the wishes of the citizenry, if the powers that be find thatpoll has clearly shown the wishes of the citizenry, if the powers that be find thatpoll has clearly shown the wishes of the citizenry, if the powers that be find thatpoll has clearly shown the wishes of the citizenry, if the powers that be find that

they have no ground for opposing these wishes, they will tend to say that they doubtthey have no ground for opposing these wishes, they will tend to say that they doubtthey have no ground for opposing these wishes, they will tend to say that they doubtthey have no ground for opposing these wishes, they will tend to say that they doubt

that the poll is scientific.that the poll is scientific.that the poll is scientific.that the poll is scientific.

I think that, if we all agree that the wishes of the people are important factorsI think that, if we all agree that the wishes of the people are important factorsI think that, if we all agree that the wishes of the people are important factorsI think that, if we all agree that the wishes of the people are important factors

for us to consider in making decisions on political development, if there is suchfor us to consider in making decisions on political development, if there is suchfor us to consider in making decisions on political development, if there is suchfor us to consider in making decisions on political development, if there is such

a consensus, then we can find an independent assessment body to conduct a full-scalea consensus, then we can find an independent assessment body to conduct a full-scalea consensus, then we can find an independent assessment body to conduct a full-scalea consensus, then we can find an independent assessment body to conduct a full-scale

and scientific public opinion poll to reflect the wishes of the citizenry.  Of course,and scientific public opinion poll to reflect the wishes of the citizenry.  Of course,and scientific public opinion poll to reflect the wishes of the citizenry.  Of course,and scientific public opinion poll to reflect the wishes of the citizenry.  Of course,

it must be agreed that, if this is done, the finding will be accepted even by thoseit must be agreed that, if this is done, the finding will be accepted even by thoseit must be agreed that, if this is done, the finding will be accepted even by thoseit must be agreed that, if this is done, the finding will be accepted even by those

whose views do not agree with the finding.  On such a basis, we will have a generallywhose views do not agree with the finding.  On such a basis, we will have a generallywhose views do not agree with the finding.  On such a basis, we will have a generallywhose views do not agree with the finding.  On such a basis, we will have a generally

accepted indicator of, and a common ground for determining, what the people want.accepted indicator of, and a common ground for determining, what the people want.accepted indicator of, and a common ground for determining, what the people want.accepted indicator of, and a common ground for determining, what the people want.

A colleague said a whiA colleague said a whiA colleague said a whiA colleague said a while ago that we had already been through a consultationle ago that we had already been through a consultationle ago that we had already been through a consultationle ago that we had already been through a consultation

exercise and that to restart the exercise would give rise again to political debates,exercise and that to restart the exercise would give rise again to political debates,exercise and that to restart the exercise would give rise again to political debates,exercise and that to restart the exercise would give rise again to political debates,

send the local economy reeling and even cause unnecessary controversies to re-emerge.send the local economy reeling and even cause unnecessary controversies to re-emerge.send the local economy reeling and even cause unnecessary controversies to re-emerge.send the local economy reeling and even cause unnecessary controversies to re-emerge.

As a matter of fact, it is not up to us to choose; it is for the citizenry to choose.As a matter of fact, it is not up to us to choose; it is for the citizenry to choose.As a matter of fact, it is not up to us to choose; it is for the citizenry to choose.As a matter of fact, it is not up to us to choose; it is for the citizenry to choose.

It is for them to consider whether the development of the political system is moreIt is for them to consider whether the development of the political system is moreIt is for them to consider whether the development of the political system is moreIt is for them to consider whether the development of the political system is more

important than other matters.  If they feel that political development is moreimportant than other matters.  If they feel that political development is moreimportant than other matters.  If they feel that political development is moreimportant than other matters.  If they feel that political development is more

important and that political debates therefrom arising are acceptable, why can weimportant and that political debates therefrom arising are acceptable, why can weimportant and that political debates therefrom arising are acceptable, why can weimportant and that political debates therefrom arising are acceptable, why can we



not reopen the debate?  Why do we not believe that the citizens' choice is correct?not reopen the debate?  Why do we not believe that the citizens' choice is correct?not reopen the debate?  Why do we not believe that the citizens' choice is correct?not reopen the debate?  Why do we not believe that the citizens' choice is correct?

Another colleague said a moment ago that, according to LU Ping, the Basic LawAnother colleague said a moment ago that, according to LU Ping, the Basic LawAnother colleague said a moment ago that, according to LU Ping, the Basic LawAnother colleague said a moment ago that, according to LU Ping, the Basic Law

will not be revised.  Many Chinese leaders have expressed similar views.  However,will not be revised.  Many Chinese leaders have expressed similar views.  However,will not be revised.  Many Chinese leaders have expressed similar views.  However,will not be revised.  Many Chinese leaders have expressed similar views.  However,

I personally think that we do not live by leaders' orders or words.  We live by ourI personally think that we do not live by leaders' orders or words.  We live by ourI personally think that we do not live by leaders' orders or words.  We live by ourI personally think that we do not live by leaders' orders or words.  We live by our

own ideals and our own conscience; our objective is the well-being of the people.own ideals and our own conscience; our objective is the well-being of the people.own ideals and our own conscience; our objective is the well-being of the people.own ideals and our own conscience; our objective is the well-being of the people.

We should not let leaders or other influential people show us or decide how we shouldWe should not let leaders or other influential people show us or decide how we shouldWe should not let leaders or other influential people show us or decide how we shouldWe should not let leaders or other influential people show us or decide how we should

behave and live.  We must fight for what we feel is right.  We must speak up to tellbehave and live.  We must fight for what we feel is right.  We must speak up to tellbehave and live.  We must fight for what we feel is right.  We must speak up to tellbehave and live.  We must fight for what we feel is right.  We must speak up to tell

what is wrong.what is wrong.what is wrong.what is wrong.

I would like to respond to one final point.  Some people feel that furtherI would like to respond to one final point.  Some people feel that furtherI would like to respond to one final point.  Some people feel that furtherI would like to respond to one final point.  Some people feel that further

argument about the political system will take Hong Kong into a situation where theargument about the political system will take Hong Kong into a situation where theargument about the political system will take Hong Kong into a situation where theargument about the political system will take Hong Kong into a situation where the

future will become very difficult to predict.  In fact, if we look around us, we willfuture will become very difficult to predict.  In fact, if we look around us, we willfuture will become very difficult to predict.  In fact, if we look around us, we willfuture will become very difficult to predict.  In fact, if we look around us, we will

find that only a democratic political system can confer social stability and makefind that only a democratic political system can confer social stability and makefind that only a democratic political system can confer social stability and makefind that only a democratic political system can confer social stability and make

the future more predictable.  Let us look at the Third World, at how the investmentthe future more predictable.  Let us look at the Third World, at how the investmentthe future more predictable.  Let us look at the Third World, at how the investmentthe future more predictable.  Let us look at the Third World, at how the investment

scene changes there under dictatorial governments.  Let us look at Thailand and somescene changes there under dictatorial governments.  Let us look at Thailand and somescene changes there under dictatorial governments.  Let us look at Thailand and somescene changes there under dictatorial governments.  Let us look at Thailand and some

other Southeast Asian countries.  Until a fully democratic political system came intoother Southeast Asian countries.  Until a fully democratic political system came intoother Southeast Asian countries.  Until a fully democratic political system came intoother Southeast Asian countries.  Until a fully democratic political system came into

being there, political upheavals and military coups had been frequent.  Why?  Whybeing there, political upheavals and military coups had been frequent.  Why?  Whybeing there, political upheavals and military coups had been frequent.  Why?  Whybeing there, political upheavals and military coups had been frequent.  Why?  Why

do we not see similar things happen in Western democratic countries?  Democracydo we not see similar things happen in Western democratic countries?  Democracydo we not see similar things happen in Western democratic countries?  Democracydo we not see similar things happen in Western democratic countries?  Democracy

affords precisely the protection that enables investors to invest in a future thataffords precisely the protection that enables investors to invest in a future thataffords precisely the protection that enables investors to invest in a future thataffords precisely the protection that enables investors to invest in a future that

is known.is known.is known.is known.

Mr Deputy President, I feel that many colleagues'Mr Deputy President, I feel that many colleagues'Mr Deputy President, I feel that many colleagues'Mr Deputy President, I feel that many colleagues' speeches today are merely speeches today are merely speeches today are merely speeches today are merely

excuses for slowing down political development.  Mr Deputy President, I feel that,excuses for slowing down political development.  Mr Deputy President, I feel that,excuses for slowing down political development.  Mr Deputy President, I feel that,excuses for slowing down political development.  Mr Deputy President, I feel that,

over this issue, the strength of the people of Hong Kong is important.  This is whyover this issue, the strength of the people of Hong Kong is important.  This is whyover this issue, the strength of the people of Hong Kong is important.  This is whyover this issue, the strength of the people of Hong Kong is important.  This is why

I hope that more citizens will air their views, continue to support the OMELCOI hope that more citizens will air their views, continue to support the OMELCOI hope that more citizens will air their views, continue to support the OMELCOI hope that more citizens will air their views, continue to support the OMELCO

Consensus and continue to support a more democratic system.Consensus and continue to support a more democratic system.Consensus and continue to support a more democratic system.Consensus and continue to support a more democratic system.

Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion.

MR ERIC LI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, since the introduction of directlyMR ERIC LI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, since the introduction of directlyMR ERIC LI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, since the introduction of directlyMR ERIC LI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, since the introduction of directly

elected Legislative Council seats last year, many people have pointed out that theelected Legislative Council seats last year, many people have pointed out that theelected Legislative Council seats last year, many people have pointed out that theelected Legislative Council seats last year, many people have pointed out that the

era for consensus politics in Hong Kong has passed.  The OMELCO Consensus can beera for consensus politics in Hong Kong has passed.  The OMELCO Consensus can beera for consensus politics in Hong Kong has passed.  The OMELCO Consensus can beera for consensus politics in Hong Kong has passed.  The OMELCO Consensus can be

called a "masterpiece" of that era.  Though the OMELCO Consensus at one time had acalled a "masterpiece" of that era.  Though the OMELCO Consensus at one time had acalled a "masterpiece" of that era.  Though the OMELCO Consensus at one time had acalled a "masterpiece" of that era.  Though the OMELCO Consensus at one time had a

historic mission to fulfill and merited a positive evaluation, to have it revivedhistoric mission to fulfill and merited a positive evaluation, to have it revivedhistoric mission to fulfill and merited a positive evaluation, to have it revivedhistoric mission to fulfill and merited a positive evaluation, to have it revived

now would be out of place and out of time.now would be out of place and out of time.now would be out of place and out of time.now would be out of place and out of time.



What the people of Hong Kong must face, but cannot get used to, is the changingWhat the people of Hong Kong must face, but cannot get used to, is the changingWhat the people of Hong Kong must face, but cannot get used to, is the changingWhat the people of Hong Kong must face, but cannot get used to, is the changing

diplomatic gimmicks of the Chinese and the British Governments.  We find ourselvesdiplomatic gimmicks of the Chinese and the British Governments.  We find ourselvesdiplomatic gimmicks of the Chinese and the British Governments.  We find ourselvesdiplomatic gimmicks of the Chinese and the British Governments.  We find ourselves

restrained.  Hong Kong's party politics has just gotten off the ground.  Each partyrestrained.  Hong Kong's party politics has just gotten off the ground.  Each partyrestrained.  Hong Kong's party politics has just gotten off the ground.  Each partyrestrained.  Hong Kong's party politics has just gotten off the ground.  Each party

wishes to project a distinctive image of its platform and the interests it represents.wishes to project a distinctive image of its platform and the interests it represents.wishes to project a distinctive image of its platform and the interests it represents.wishes to project a distinctive image of its platform and the interests it represents.

Political parties often cling stubbornly to their respective positions and refusePolitical parties often cling stubbornly to their respective positions and refusePolitical parties often cling stubbornly to their respective positions and refusePolitical parties often cling stubbornly to their respective positions and refuse

to yield to one another.  The people of Hong Kong feel that Hong Kong's politics isto yield to one another.  The people of Hong Kong feel that Hong Kong's politics isto yield to one another.  The people of Hong Kong feel that Hong Kong's politics isto yield to one another.  The people of Hong Kong feel that Hong Kong's politics is

fragmented and chaotic.  Although this is a necessary phase in the development offragmented and chaotic.  Although this is a necessary phase in the development offragmented and chaotic.  Although this is a necessary phase in the development offragmented and chaotic.  Although this is a necessary phase in the development of

democratic politics, yet the people of Hong Kong, faced with the "external worries"democratic politics, yet the people of Hong Kong, faced with the "external worries"democratic politics, yet the people of Hong Kong, faced with the "external worries"democratic politics, yet the people of Hong Kong, faced with the "external worries"

and "internal problems" as they are, hope that this "metamorphic phase" will be asand "internal problems" as they are, hope that this "metamorphic phase" will be asand "internal problems" as they are, hope that this "metamorphic phase" will be asand "internal problems" as they are, hope that this "metamorphic phase" will be as

short as possible.  When politics develops faster into a more mature phase, I hopeshort as possible.  When politics develops faster into a more mature phase, I hopeshort as possible.  When politics develops faster into a more mature phase, I hopeshort as possible.  When politics develops faster into a more mature phase, I hope

that Legislative Councillors will, in addition to establishing their own distinctivethat Legislative Councillors will, in addition to establishing their own distinctivethat Legislative Councillors will, in addition to establishing their own distinctivethat Legislative Councillors will, in addition to establishing their own distinctive

positions, strengthen consultation with one another and take care of the many matterspositions, strengthen consultation with one another and take care of the many matterspositions, strengthen consultation with one another and take care of the many matterspositions, strengthen consultation with one another and take care of the many matters

that are of "mutual interest", particularly in the area of external affairs wherethat are of "mutual interest", particularly in the area of external affairs wherethat are of "mutual interest", particularly in the area of external affairs wherethat are of "mutual interest", particularly in the area of external affairs where

they should display concerted purpose and effort.  Then, people will sense thethey should display concerted purpose and effort.  Then, people will sense thethey should display concerted purpose and effort.  Then, people will sense thethey should display concerted purpose and effort.  Then, people will sense the

solidarity of this Council and take this Council as a force to be reckoned with.solidarity of this Council and take this Council as a force to be reckoned with.solidarity of this Council and take this Council as a force to be reckoned with.solidarity of this Council and take this Council as a force to be reckoned with.

Nothing short of this will benefit Hong Kong.Nothing short of this will benefit Hong Kong.Nothing short of this will benefit Hong Kong.Nothing short of this will benefit Hong Kong.

The Basic Law is the solemn result of vigorous consultation between China andThe Basic Law is the solemn result of vigorous consultation between China andThe Basic Law is the solemn result of vigorous consultation between China andThe Basic Law is the solemn result of vigorous consultation between China and

the United Kingdom.  Though I think that the people of Hong Kong have not changedthe United Kingdom.  Though I think that the people of Hong Kong have not changedthe United Kingdom.  Though I think that the people of Hong Kong have not changedthe United Kingdom.  Though I think that the people of Hong Kong have not changed

their minds about supporting the OMELCO Consensus, I still respect the Basic Law astheir minds about supporting the OMELCO Consensus, I still respect the Basic Law astheir minds about supporting the OMELCO Consensus, I still respect the Basic Law astheir minds about supporting the OMELCO Consensus, I still respect the Basic Law as

I would any final result of full consultation.  Nor will I favour any unjustifiedI would any final result of full consultation.  Nor will I favour any unjustifiedI would any final result of full consultation.  Nor will I favour any unjustifiedI would any final result of full consultation.  Nor will I favour any unjustified

proposal to revise it.  In fact, the Legislative Council, in suddenly andproposal to revise it.  In fact, the Legislative Council, in suddenly andproposal to revise it.  In fact, the Legislative Council, in suddenly andproposal to revise it.  In fact, the Legislative Council, in suddenly and

"unilaterally" making a high profile move to lodge an"appeal" at this time, is walking"unilaterally" making a high profile move to lodge an"appeal" at this time, is walking"unilaterally" making a high profile move to lodge an"appeal" at this time, is walking"unilaterally" making a high profile move to lodge an"appeal" at this time, is walking

into a British trap and such a move will easily become a bargaining chip for use ininto a British trap and such a move will easily become a bargaining chip for use ininto a British trap and such a move will easily become a bargaining chip for use ininto a British trap and such a move will easily become a bargaining chip for use in

the airport talks.  This will have no positive effect at all on relations with China.the airport talks.  This will have no positive effect at all on relations with China.the airport talks.  This will have no positive effect at all on relations with China.the airport talks.  This will have no positive effect at all on relations with China.

It will only invite charges of "breach of faith," deepen the contradiction andIt will only invite charges of "breach of faith," deepen the contradiction andIt will only invite charges of "breach of faith," deepen the contradiction andIt will only invite charges of "breach of faith," deepen the contradiction and

misunderstanding between China and Hong Kong and make the people of Hong Kong feelmisunderstanding between China and Hong Kong and make the people of Hong Kong feelmisunderstanding between China and Hong Kong and make the people of Hong Kong feelmisunderstanding between China and Hong Kong and make the people of Hong Kong feel

more troubled.  I think that the people of Hong Kong should control their impulse.more troubled.  I think that the people of Hong Kong should control their impulse.more troubled.  I think that the people of Hong Kong should control their impulse.more troubled.  I think that the people of Hong Kong should control their impulse.

This is not because I am afraid of brute power but because, in the final analysis,This is not because I am afraid of brute power but because, in the final analysis,This is not because I am afraid of brute power but because, in the final analysis,This is not because I am afraid of brute power but because, in the final analysis,

we must find a more effective policy, a policy that is better for the long-termwe must find a more effective policy, a policy that is better for the long-termwe must find a more effective policy, a policy that is better for the long-termwe must find a more effective policy, a policy that is better for the long-term

development of Hong Kong's democratic political system.development of Hong Kong's democratic political system.development of Hong Kong's democratic political system.development of Hong Kong's democratic political system.

I think that, whenever a request isI think that, whenever a request isI think that, whenever a request isI think that, whenever a request is made to China to revise the Basic Law, there made to China to revise the Basic Law, there made to China to revise the Basic Law, there made to China to revise the Basic Law, there

should be "new arguments, new facts or new circumstances". We cannot blame China forshould be "new arguments, new facts or new circumstances". We cannot blame China forshould be "new arguments, new facts or new circumstances". We cannot blame China forshould be "new arguments, new facts or new circumstances". We cannot blame China for

not heeding us if we merely "harp on an old tune". The consistent Chinese positionnot heeding us if we merely "harp on an old tune". The consistent Chinese positionnot heeding us if we merely "harp on an old tune". The consistent Chinese positionnot heeding us if we merely "harp on an old tune". The consistent Chinese position

is that Hong Kong does not have an adequate foundation for a democratic politicalis that Hong Kong does not have an adequate foundation for a democratic politicalis that Hong Kong does not have an adequate foundation for a democratic politicalis that Hong Kong does not have an adequate foundation for a democratic political

system since the directly elected Legislative Councillors won very small numbers ofsystem since the directly elected Legislative Councillors won very small numbers ofsystem since the directly elected Legislative Councillors won very small numbers ofsystem since the directly elected Legislative Councillors won very small numbers of

votes.  This "reality" must be changed.  Broadening democratic representation is thevotes.  This "reality" must be changed.  Broadening democratic representation is thevotes.  This "reality" must be changed.  Broadening democratic representation is thevotes.  This "reality" must be changed.  Broadening democratic representation is the



best justification for proposing a faster pace of democratic politics to China.best justification for proposing a faster pace of democratic politics to China.best justification for proposing a faster pace of democratic politics to China.best justification for proposing a faster pace of democratic politics to China.

In 1988, that is, before the OMELCO Consensus was reached, I took the lead inIn 1988, that is, before the OMELCO Consensus was reached, I took the lead inIn 1988, that is, before the OMELCO Consensus was reached, I took the lead inIn 1988, that is, before the OMELCO Consensus was reached, I took the lead in

proposing changes to Articles 45 and 67 in the first draft of the Basic Law.  Iproposing changes to Articles 45 and 67 in the first draft of the Basic Law.  Iproposing changes to Articles 45 and 67 in the first draft of the Basic Law.  Iproposing changes to Articles 45 and 67 in the first draft of the Basic Law.  I

proposed adding a provision to make universal suffrage the final objective ofproposed adding a provision to make universal suffrage the final objective ofproposed adding a provision to make universal suffrage the final objective ofproposed adding a provision to make universal suffrage the final objective of

political development, to increase the popularly elected Legislative Council seatspolitical development, to increase the popularly elected Legislative Council seatspolitical development, to increase the popularly elected Legislative Council seatspolitical development, to increase the popularly elected Legislative Council seats

gradually and to regard a 50% voter turn-out rate as the "trigger point" for full-scalegradually and to regard a 50% voter turn-out rate as the "trigger point" for full-scalegradually and to regard a 50% voter turn-out rate as the "trigger point" for full-scalegradually and to regard a 50% voter turn-out rate as the "trigger point" for full-scale

universal suffrage.  These proposals were later incorporated into the "Proposal ofuniversal suffrage.  These proposals were later incorporated into the "Proposal ofuniversal suffrage.  These proposals were later incorporated into the "Proposal ofuniversal suffrage.  These proposals were later incorporated into the "Proposal of

89." Everybody knows what happened subsequently.  Articles 45 and 68 of the Basic89." Everybody knows what happened subsequently.  Articles 45 and 68 of the Basic89." Everybody knows what happened subsequently.  Articles 45 and 68 of the Basic89." Everybody knows what happened subsequently.  Articles 45 and 68 of the Basic

Law now provide additionally that the Chief Executive and all members of theLaw now provide additionally that the Chief Executive and all members of theLaw now provide additionally that the Chief Executive and all members of theLaw now provide additionally that the Chief Executive and all members of the

legislature will eventually be returned by universal suffrage.  As for my proposalslegislature will eventually be returned by universal suffrage.  As for my proposalslegislature will eventually be returned by universal suffrage.  As for my proposalslegislature will eventually be returned by universal suffrage.  As for my proposals

about a "trigger point" and about gradually increasing popularly elected Legislativeabout a "trigger point" and about gradually increasing popularly elected Legislativeabout a "trigger point" and about gradually increasing popularly elected Legislativeabout a "trigger point" and about gradually increasing popularly elected Legislative

Council seats, they have evolved into the present "time-table" for politicalCouncil seats, they have evolved into the present "time-table" for politicalCouncil seats, they have evolved into the present "time-table" for politicalCouncil seats, they have evolved into the present "time-table" for political

development.  Under the political time-table concept, when this "final objective"development.  Under the political time-table concept, when this "final objective"development.  Under the political time-table concept, when this "final objective"development.  Under the political time-table concept, when this "final objective"

of the Basic Law is to be attained will depend on the "realities" in the Specialof the Basic Law is to be attained will depend on the "realities" in the Specialof the Basic Law is to be attained will depend on the "realities" in the Specialof the Basic Law is to be attained will depend on the "realities" in the Special

Administrative Region.Administrative Region.Administrative Region.Administrative Region.

In fact, the design of the "trigger point" is unique.  There is no contradictionIn fact, the design of the "trigger point" is unique.  There is no contradictionIn fact, the design of the "trigger point" is unique.  There is no contradictionIn fact, the design of the "trigger point" is unique.  There is no contradiction

between it and the political development time-table.  It is an extra insurance.  Itbetween it and the political development time-table.  It is an extra insurance.  Itbetween it and the political development time-table.  It is an extra insurance.  Itbetween it and the political development time-table.  It is an extra insurance.  It

provides a way to expedite the political time-table.  It also shows the people ofprovides a way to expedite the political time-table.  It also shows the people ofprovides a way to expedite the political time-table.  It also shows the people ofprovides a way to expedite the political time-table.  It also shows the people of

Hong Kong a clear goal that is objective and attainable.  It at the same time hasHong Kong a clear goal that is objective and attainable.  It at the same time hasHong Kong a clear goal that is objective and attainable.  It at the same time hasHong Kong a clear goal that is objective and attainable.  It at the same time has

the effect of a referendum.  It is easy to implement and can be implemented withoutthe effect of a referendum.  It is easy to implement and can be implemented withoutthe effect of a referendum.  It is easy to implement and can be implemented withoutthe effect of a referendum.  It is easy to implement and can be implemented without

additional manpower or material resources.additional manpower or material resources.additional manpower or material resources.additional manpower or material resources.

In reviving this "trigger point" concept, my point is not to hang onto a personalIn reviving this "trigger point" concept, my point is not to hang onto a personalIn reviving this "trigger point" concept, my point is not to hang onto a personalIn reviving this "trigger point" concept, my point is not to hang onto a personal

principle.  It is that, being the original designer of the concept, I felt, and stillprinciple.  It is that, being the original designer of the concept, I felt, and stillprinciple.  It is that, being the original designer of the concept, I felt, and stillprinciple.  It is that, being the original designer of the concept, I felt, and still

do, great pity for its passing.  The people of Hong Kong at the time did not havedo, great pity for its passing.  The people of Hong Kong at the time did not havedo, great pity for its passing.  The people of Hong Kong at the time did not havedo, great pity for its passing.  The people of Hong Kong at the time did not have

a spirit of "self-respect and self-trust." Later, when the emphasis was on thea spirit of "self-respect and self-trust." Later, when the emphasis was on thea spirit of "self-respect and self-trust." Later, when the emphasis was on thea spirit of "self-respect and self-trust." Later, when the emphasis was on the

overriding objective of smooth transition, they gave up their fight to have a "triggeroverriding objective of smooth transition, they gave up their fight to have a "triggeroverriding objective of smooth transition, they gave up their fight to have a "triggeroverriding objective of smooth transition, they gave up their fight to have a "trigger

point" provision incorporated into the Basic Law.  They let slip the opportunity forpoint" provision incorporated into the Basic Law.  They let slip the opportunity forpoint" provision incorporated into the Basic Law.  They let slip the opportunity forpoint" provision incorporated into the Basic Law.  They let slip the opportunity for

attaining universal suffrage sooner.  The result has been that we are having no endattaining universal suffrage sooner.  The result has been that we are having no endattaining universal suffrage sooner.  The result has been that we are having no endattaining universal suffrage sooner.  The result has been that we are having no end

of a row over the pace of political development.  Although the "trigger point" conceptof a row over the pace of political development.  Although the "trigger point" conceptof a row over the pace of political development.  Although the "trigger point" conceptof a row over the pace of political development.  Although the "trigger point" concept

has become history, the spirit behind it is still worth taking reference from.has become history, the spirit behind it is still worth taking reference from.has become history, the spirit behind it is still worth taking reference from.has become history, the spirit behind it is still worth taking reference from.

The development of a democratic political system should not be an empty shell.The development of a democratic political system should not be an empty shell.The development of a democratic political system should not be an empty shell.The development of a democratic political system should not be an empty shell.

The proper way to fight for it is for the citizenry to take direct action to makeThe proper way to fight for it is for the citizenry to take direct action to makeThe proper way to fight for it is for the citizenry to take direct action to makeThe proper way to fight for it is for the citizenry to take direct action to make

their wishes known.  If they wish to be the masters of their own house, if they wishtheir wishes known.  If they wish to be the masters of their own house, if they wishtheir wishes known.  If they wish to be the masters of their own house, if they wishtheir wishes known.  If they wish to be the masters of their own house, if they wish

to create a positive "reality" for representative government, they should go out andto create a positive "reality" for representative government, they should go out andto create a positive "reality" for representative government, they should go out andto create a positive "reality" for representative government, they should go out and



take part in voting.  If we then propose "full-scale universal suffrage" to China,take part in voting.  If we then propose "full-scale universal suffrage" to China,take part in voting.  If we then propose "full-scale universal suffrage" to China,take part in voting.  If we then propose "full-scale universal suffrage" to China,

the Chinese side will have no justification for rejecting our proposal.  I think thatthe Chinese side will have no justification for rejecting our proposal.  I think thatthe Chinese side will have no justification for rejecting our proposal.  I think thatthe Chinese side will have no justification for rejecting our proposal.  I think that

this will be more effective than forcing the British to bargain with China on halfthis will be more effective than forcing the British to bargain with China on halfthis will be more effective than forcing the British to bargain with China on halfthis will be more effective than forcing the British to bargain with China on half

of the people of Hong Kong.of the people of Hong Kong.of the people of Hong Kong.of the people of Hong Kong.

The Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR's motion today asks Councillors to take a position.The Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR's motion today asks Councillors to take a position.The Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR's motion today asks Councillors to take a position.The Honourable Jimmy McGREGOR's motion today asks Councillors to take a position.

I think that such a course of action is of no help to the long-term development ofI think that such a course of action is of no help to the long-term development ofI think that such a course of action is of no help to the long-term development ofI think that such a course of action is of no help to the long-term development of

a democratic political system.  I hope that this Council, while indulging ina democratic political system.  I hope that this Council, while indulging ina democratic political system.  I hope that this Council, while indulging ina democratic political system.  I hope that this Council, while indulging in

high-sounding talks, will not forget that politicians who will administer Hong Konghigh-sounding talks, will not forget that politicians who will administer Hong Konghigh-sounding talks, will not forget that politicians who will administer Hong Konghigh-sounding talks, will not forget that politicians who will administer Hong Kong

must have both "guts" and "ideas." Preferably, we will not have one group of peoplemust have both "guts" and "ideas." Preferably, we will not have one group of peoplemust have both "guts" and "ideas." Preferably, we will not have one group of peoplemust have both "guts" and "ideas." Preferably, we will not have one group of people

who have the "guts" and another group who have the "ideas." What is even more necessarywho have the "guts" and another group who have the "ideas." What is even more necessarywho have the "guts" and another group who have the "ideas." What is even more necessarywho have the "guts" and another group who have the "ideas." What is even more necessary

is sincerity in consultation.  Nothing short of this will finally give votersis sincerity in consultation.  Nothing short of this will finally give votersis sincerity in consultation.  Nothing short of this will finally give votersis sincerity in consultation.  Nothing short of this will finally give voters

confidence in the real outcome of political development.  There is a saying aboutconfidence in the real outcome of political development.  There is a saying aboutconfidence in the real outcome of political development.  There is a saying aboutconfidence in the real outcome of political development.  There is a saying about

"trying to do what is known to be impossible." If such a principle were to be the"trying to do what is known to be impossible." If such a principle were to be the"trying to do what is known to be impossible." If such a principle were to be the"trying to do what is known to be impossible." If such a principle were to be the

yardstick with which to measure the soundness of one's political judgment, then, noyardstick with which to measure the soundness of one's political judgment, then, noyardstick with which to measure the soundness of one's political judgment, then, noyardstick with which to measure the soundness of one's political judgment, then, no

matter how much sincerity there might be, the effect would be the same as the effectmatter how much sincerity there might be, the effect would be the same as the effectmatter how much sincerity there might be, the effect would be the same as the effectmatter how much sincerity there might be, the effect would be the same as the effect

of "the emperor's new clothes." There would be some routine praise for a time.  Inof "the emperor's new clothes." There would be some routine praise for a time.  Inof "the emperor's new clothes." There would be some routine praise for a time.  Inof "the emperor's new clothes." There would be some routine praise for a time.  In

the end, however, voters would be bound to realize the emptiness of it.  From athe end, however, voters would be bound to realize the emptiness of it.  From athe end, however, voters would be bound to realize the emptiness of it.  From athe end, however, voters would be bound to realize the emptiness of it.  From a

pragmatic angle, I do not approve of "struggle" as a means of fighting for something.pragmatic angle, I do not approve of "struggle" as a means of fighting for something.pragmatic angle, I do not approve of "struggle" as a means of fighting for something.pragmatic angle, I do not approve of "struggle" as a means of fighting for something.

I hope that Hong Kong's politicians will display more verve and dynamism in makingI hope that Hong Kong's politicians will display more verve and dynamism in makingI hope that Hong Kong's politicians will display more verve and dynamism in makingI hope that Hong Kong's politicians will display more verve and dynamism in making

suggestions that are more far-sighted than the present motion.suggestions that are more far-sighted than the present motion.suggestions that are more far-sighted than the present motion.suggestions that are more far-sighted than the present motion.

This Council should not force the British side to do what it will be difficultThis Council should not force the British side to do what it will be difficultThis Council should not force the British side to do what it will be difficultThis Council should not force the British side to do what it will be difficult

for them to do, that is to say, to create a democratic environment for Hong Kong.for them to do, that is to say, to create a democratic environment for Hong Kong.for them to do, that is to say, to create a democratic environment for Hong Kong.for them to do, that is to say, to create a democratic environment for Hong Kong.

But this does not mean that we should give up.  The people of Hong Kong should proceedBut this does not mean that we should give up.  The people of Hong Kong should proceedBut this does not mean that we should give up.  The people of Hong Kong should proceedBut this does not mean that we should give up.  The people of Hong Kong should proceed

in the spirit of "self-trust and self-respect." They should regard full-scalein the spirit of "self-trust and self-respect." They should regard full-scalein the spirit of "self-trust and self-respect." They should regard full-scalein the spirit of "self-trust and self-respect." They should regard full-scale

universal suffrage as their long-term objective.  They should urge the Governmentuniversal suffrage as their long-term objective.  They should urge the Governmentuniversal suffrage as their long-term objective.  They should urge the Governmentuniversal suffrage as their long-term objective.  They should urge the Government

to strengthen civic education and to do their best to speed up voter registration.to strengthen civic education and to do their best to speed up voter registration.to strengthen civic education and to do their best to speed up voter registration.to strengthen civic education and to do their best to speed up voter registration.

In civic education, importance should be attached to teaching knowledge aboutIn civic education, importance should be attached to teaching knowledge aboutIn civic education, importance should be attached to teaching knowledge aboutIn civic education, importance should be attached to teaching knowledge about

contemporary China.  This will dilute the Hong Kong people's attitude ofcontemporary China.  This will dilute the Hong Kong people's attitude ofcontemporary China.  This will dilute the Hong Kong people's attitude ofcontemporary China.  This will dilute the Hong Kong people's attitude of

confrontation towards China.  Hong Kong and China differ in their understanding ofconfrontation towards China.  Hong Kong and China differ in their understanding ofconfrontation towards China.  Hong Kong and China differ in their understanding ofconfrontation towards China.  Hong Kong and China differ in their understanding of

the representative nature of universal suffrage.  The truth, where it does exist,the representative nature of universal suffrage.  The truth, where it does exist,the representative nature of universal suffrage.  The truth, where it does exist,the representative nature of universal suffrage.  The truth, where it does exist,

cannot be made clear in a hurry.  If the people of Hong Kong really take the actualcannot be made clear in a hurry.  If the people of Hong Kong really take the actualcannot be made clear in a hurry.  If the people of Hong Kong really take the actualcannot be made clear in a hurry.  If the people of Hong Kong really take the actual

step of registering themselves as voters and then going out to vote by way ofstep of registering themselves as voters and then going out to vote by way ofstep of registering themselves as voters and then going out to vote by way ofstep of registering themselves as voters and then going out to vote by way of

expressing their wishes, that then will be conducive to peace and to the removal ofexpressing their wishes, that then will be conducive to peace and to the removal ofexpressing their wishes, that then will be conducive to peace and to the removal ofexpressing their wishes, that then will be conducive to peace and to the removal of

the "cause of friction" between China and Hong Kong.the "cause of friction" between China and Hong Kong.the "cause of friction" between China and Hong Kong.the "cause of friction" between China and Hong Kong.

Mr Deputy PresiMr Deputy PresiMr Deputy PresiMr Deputy President, I so make my submission.dent, I so make my submission.dent, I so make my submission.dent, I so make my submission.



MR FRED LI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I really feel quite sad that we shouldMR FRED LI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I really feel quite sad that we shouldMR FRED LI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I really feel quite sad that we shouldMR FRED LI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I really feel quite sad that we should

still be debating today on, and trying to attain, the direct election of not lessstill be debating today on, and trying to attain, the direct election of not lessstill be debating today on, and trying to attain, the direct election of not lessstill be debating today on, and trying to attain, the direct election of not less

than half of the 1995 Legislative seats.  What I mean is that I am sad because thethan half of the 1995 Legislative seats.  What I mean is that I am sad because thethan half of the 1995 Legislative seats.  What I mean is that I am sad because thethan half of the 1995 Legislative seats.  What I mean is that I am sad because the

people of Hong Kong long ago, during the discussion of the further development ofpeople of Hong Kong long ago, during the discussion of the further development ofpeople of Hong Kong long ago, during the discussion of the further development ofpeople of Hong Kong long ago, during the discussion of the further development of

representative government and during discussions when the Basic Law was being drafted,representative government and during discussions when the Basic Law was being drafted,representative government and during discussions when the Basic Law was being drafted,representative government and during discussions when the Basic Law was being drafted,

already made strong representations in the hope of speeding up the democratizationalready made strong representations in the hope of speeding up the democratizationalready made strong representations in the hope of speeding up the democratizationalready made strong representations in the hope of speeding up the democratization

of Hong Kong's political system.  I remember that several hundred thousand Hong Kongof Hong Kong's political system.  I remember that several hundred thousand Hong Kongof Hong Kong's political system.  I remember that several hundred thousand Hong Kongof Hong Kong's political system.  I remember that several hundred thousand Hong Kong

people signed a petition in 1987, asking for the introduction of directly electedpeople signed a petition in 1987, asking for the introduction of directly electedpeople signed a petition in 1987, asking for the introduction of directly electedpeople signed a petition in 1987, asking for the introduction of directly elected

Legislative Council seats in 1988.  Regrettably, the Chinese and the BritishLegislative Council seats in 1988.  Regrettably, the Chinese and the BritishLegislative Council seats in 1988.  Regrettably, the Chinese and the BritishLegislative Council seats in 1988.  Regrettably, the Chinese and the British

Governments, as well as the Hong Kong Government, ignored this wish of the Hong KongGovernments, as well as the Hong Kong Government, ignored this wish of the Hong KongGovernments, as well as the Hong Kong Government, ignored this wish of the Hong KongGovernments, as well as the Hong Kong Government, ignored this wish of the Hong Kong

people.  It was not until three years later, in 1991, that directly electedpeople.  It was not until three years later, in 1991, that directly electedpeople.  It was not until three years later, in 1991, that directly electedpeople.  It was not until three years later, in 1991, that directly elected

Legislative Council seats were introduced.Legislative Council seats were introduced.Legislative Council seats were introduced.Legislative Council seats were introduced.

I do not propose to talk today about I do not propose to talk today about I do not propose to talk today about I do not propose to talk today about the advantages of direct election.  Ithe advantages of direct election.  Ithe advantages of direct election.  Ithe advantages of direct election.  I

remember that Meeting Point long ago, at the signing of the Sino-British Jointremember that Meeting Point long ago, at the signing of the Sino-British Jointremember that Meeting Point long ago, at the signing of the Sino-British Jointremember that Meeting Point long ago, at the signing of the Sino-British Joint

Declaration in 1984, expressed support for the spirit of the Joint Declaration andDeclaration in 1984, expressed support for the spirit of the Joint Declaration andDeclaration in 1984, expressed support for the spirit of the Joint Declaration andDeclaration in 1984, expressed support for the spirit of the Joint Declaration and

requested that Hong Kong's political process be opened up step by step until allrequested that Hong Kong's political process be opened up step by step until allrequested that Hong Kong's political process be opened up step by step until allrequested that Hong Kong's political process be opened up step by step until all

Legislative Council seats were to be returned by direct election in 1997.  ThisLegislative Council seats were to be returned by direct election in 1997.  ThisLegislative Council seats were to be returned by direct election in 1997.  ThisLegislative Council seats were to be returned by direct election in 1997.  This

request was not accepted in the ensuing years.  What happened instead was that,request was not accepted in the ensuing years.  What happened instead was that,request was not accepted in the ensuing years.  What happened instead was that,request was not accepted in the ensuing years.  What happened instead was that,

following the suppression of China's pro-democracy movement in 1989, the tone offollowing the suppression of China's pro-democracy movement in 1989, the tone offollowing the suppression of China's pro-democracy movement in 1989, the tone offollowing the suppression of China's pro-democracy movement in 1989, the tone of

discussion on political development in Hong Kong became even more conservative.  Atdiscussion on political development in Hong Kong became even more conservative.  Atdiscussion on political development in Hong Kong became even more conservative.  Atdiscussion on political development in Hong Kong became even more conservative.  At

the time, Meeting Point put forth a comprehensive proposal for Hong Kong's futurethe time, Meeting Point put forth a comprehensive proposal for Hong Kong's futurethe time, Meeting Point put forth a comprehensive proposal for Hong Kong's futurethe time, Meeting Point put forth a comprehensive proposal for Hong Kong's future

political development, requesting that half of the 1991 Legislative Council seatspolitical development, requesting that half of the 1991 Legislative Council seatspolitical development, requesting that half of the 1991 Legislative Council seatspolitical development, requesting that half of the 1991 Legislative Council seats

be returned by direct election, and that the proportion rise to two-thirds in thebe returned by direct election, and that the proportion rise to two-thirds in thebe returned by direct election, and that the proportion rise to two-thirds in thebe returned by direct election, and that the proportion rise to two-thirds in the

1995 Legislative Council.  At the time, we considered that to be the basic request.1995 Legislative Council.  At the time, we considered that to be the basic request.1995 Legislative Council.  At the time, we considered that to be the basic request.1995 Legislative Council.  At the time, we considered that to be the basic request.

The Basic Law of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR) was promulgatedThe Basic Law of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR) was promulgatedThe Basic Law of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR) was promulgatedThe Basic Law of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR) was promulgated

in April 1990.  The particular article of that law relating to the political systemin April 1990.  The particular article of that law relating to the political systemin April 1990.  The particular article of that law relating to the political systemin April 1990.  The particular article of that law relating to the political system

was a great disappointment to us.  It was quite conservative.  Only one-third of thewas a great disappointment to us.  It was quite conservative.  Only one-third of thewas a great disappointment to us.  It was quite conservative.  Only one-third of thewas a great disappointment to us.  It was quite conservative.  Only one-third of the

seats in the first legislature of the SAR were to be returned by direct election.seats in the first legislature of the SAR were to be returned by direct election.seats in the first legislature of the SAR were to be returned by direct election.seats in the first legislature of the SAR were to be returned by direct election.

Only in the year 2003, two legislatures later, would half of the seats be returnedOnly in the year 2003, two legislatures later, would half of the seats be returnedOnly in the year 2003, two legislatures later, would half of the seats be returnedOnly in the year 2003, two legislatures later, would half of the seats be returned

by direct election.  This was clearly contrary to the wishes of the people of Hongby direct election.  This was clearly contrary to the wishes of the people of Hongby direct election.  This was clearly contrary to the wishes of the people of Hongby direct election.  This was clearly contrary to the wishes of the people of Hong

Kong.  Meeting Point and other democratic groups said at the time that they couldKong.  Meeting Point and other democratic groups said at the time that they couldKong.  Meeting Point and other democratic groups said at the time that they couldKong.  Meeting Point and other democratic groups said at the time that they could

not accept this kind of arrangement provided under the Basic Law.  If we were allegednot accept this kind of arrangement provided under the Basic Law.  If we were allegednot accept this kind of arrangement provided under the Basic Law.  If we were allegednot accept this kind of arrangement provided under the Basic Law.  If we were alleged

to be opportunists, that would have been belied by the fact that our position hasto be opportunists, that would have been belied by the fact that our position hasto be opportunists, that would have been belied by the fact that our position hasto be opportunists, that would have been belied by the fact that our position has

never changed since April 1990.  That position continues to represent the ideal thatnever changed since April 1990.  That position continues to represent the ideal thatnever changed since April 1990.  That position continues to represent the ideal thatnever changed since April 1990.  That position continues to represent the ideal that

we are fighting for.  I feel that we are not opportunists at all.  Instead, we wonderwe are fighting for.  I feel that we are not opportunists at all.  Instead, we wonderwe are fighting for.  I feel that we are not opportunists at all.  Instead, we wonderwe are fighting for.  I feel that we are not opportunists at all.  Instead, we wonder



if those Honourable Members who promised to fight for the OMELCO Consensus for theif those Honourable Members who promised to fight for the OMELCO Consensus for theif those Honourable Members who promised to fight for the OMELCO Consensus for theif those Honourable Members who promised to fight for the OMELCO Consensus for the

sake of the people of Hong Kong are not opportunists.  They are now very ready tosake of the people of Hong Kong are not opportunists.  They are now very ready tosake of the people of Hong Kong are not opportunists.  They are now very ready tosake of the people of Hong Kong are not opportunists.  They are now very ready to

accept compromises.  The supreme irony is that the Councillors who formulated theaccept compromises.  The supreme irony is that the Councillors who formulated theaccept compromises.  The supreme irony is that the Councillors who formulated theaccept compromises.  The supreme irony is that the Councillors who formulated the

OMELCO Consensus in the first place have now given up, so that it has devolved onOMELCO Consensus in the first place have now given up, so that it has devolved onOMELCO Consensus in the first place have now given up, so that it has devolved onOMELCO Consensus in the first place have now given up, so that it has devolved on

us to support the very OMELCO Consensus that we at the time could not even discussus to support the very OMELCO Consensus that we at the time could not even discussus to support the very OMELCO Consensus that we at the time could not even discussus to support the very OMELCO Consensus that we at the time could not even discuss

because we were not then qualified to sit on this Council.because we were not then qualified to sit on this Council.because we were not then qualified to sit on this Council.because we were not then qualified to sit on this Council.

Strange are the happenings in this world.  We think that the smooth transitionStrange are the happenings in this world.  We think that the smooth transitionStrange are the happenings in this world.  We think that the smooth transitionStrange are the happenings in this world.  We think that the smooth transition

of the political system from before 1997 to after 1997 is quite important.  We cannotof the political system from before 1997 to after 1997 is quite important.  We cannotof the political system from before 1997 to after 1997 is quite important.  We cannotof the political system from before 1997 to after 1997 is quite important.  We cannot

deny this at all.  But this does not mean that we wish to have convergence for thedeny this at all.  But this does not mean that we wish to have convergence for thedeny this at all.  But this does not mean that we wish to have convergence for thedeny this at all.  But this does not mean that we wish to have convergence for the

sake of convergence.  What we wish today is that the Chinese and British Governmentssake of convergence.  What we wish today is that the Chinese and British Governmentssake of convergence.  What we wish today is that the Chinese and British Governmentssake of convergence.  What we wish today is that the Chinese and British Governments

respect the wishes of the people of Hong Kong.  We should not ignore the public opinionrespect the wishes of the people of Hong Kong.  We should not ignore the public opinionrespect the wishes of the people of Hong Kong.  We should not ignore the public opinionrespect the wishes of the people of Hong Kong.  We should not ignore the public opinion

polls and attack them as wishful thinking.  I would like to refute the argumentpolls and attack them as wishful thinking.  I would like to refute the argumentpolls and attack them as wishful thinking.  I would like to refute the argumentpolls and attack them as wishful thinking.  I would like to refute the argument

advanced by the Honourable Martin BARROW (who unfortunately is not here now).  Headvanced by the Honourable Martin BARROW (who unfortunately is not here now).  Headvanced by the Honourable Martin BARROW (who unfortunately is not here now).  Headvanced by the Honourable Martin BARROW (who unfortunately is not here now).  He

said that the 1991 voter turn-out rate was very low.  Does he know that, since Hongsaid that the 1991 voter turn-out rate was very low.  Does he know that, since Hongsaid that the 1991 voter turn-out rate was very low.  Does he know that, since Hongsaid that the 1991 voter turn-out rate was very low.  Does he know that, since Hong

Kong first held direct election in 1982, the voter turn-out rate at the 1991Kong first held direct election in 1982, the voter turn-out rate at the 1991Kong first held direct election in 1982, the voter turn-out rate at the 1991Kong first held direct election in 1982, the voter turn-out rate at the 1991

Legislative Council election, at 39%, has been the highest?  Nor should he forgetLegislative Council election, at 39%, has been the highest?  Nor should he forgetLegislative Council election, at 39%, has been the highest?  Nor should he forgetLegislative Council election, at 39%, has been the highest?  Nor should he forget

that three Legislative Council elections were held that year.  Three elections a yearthat three Legislative Council elections were held that year.  Three elections a yearthat three Legislative Council elections were held that year.  Three elections a yearthat three Legislative Council elections were held that year.  Three elections a year

are more than the citizens can take.  I feel that a voter turn-out rate of 39% atare more than the citizens can take.  I feel that a voter turn-out rate of 39% atare more than the citizens can take.  I feel that a voter turn-out rate of 39% atare more than the citizens can take.  I feel that a voter turn-out rate of 39% at

the last election was quite a good show.  It may be said that many people did notthe last election was quite a good show.  It may be said that many people did notthe last election was quite a good show.  It may be said that many people did notthe last election was quite a good show.  It may be said that many people did not

vote or did not register as voters.  49% of those eligible did not register.  It mayvote or did not register as voters.  49% of those eligible did not register.  It mayvote or did not register as voters.  49% of those eligible did not register.  It mayvote or did not register as voters.  49% of those eligible did not register.  It may

be asked: What about the wishes of this silent majority?  I would like to ask allbe asked: What about the wishes of this silent majority?  I would like to ask allbe asked: What about the wishes of this silent majority?  I would like to ask allbe asked: What about the wishes of this silent majority?  I would like to ask all

of you: Can we represent them?  If we cannot, then I hope that Mr BARROW will supportof you: Can we represent them?  If we cannot, then I hope that Mr BARROW will supportof you: Can we represent them?  If we cannot, then I hope that Mr BARROW will supportof you: Can we represent them?  If we cannot, then I hope that Mr BARROW will support

the Honourable Emily LAU's suggestion; that is to say, would it not be better to holdthe Honourable Emily LAU's suggestion; that is to say, would it not be better to holdthe Honourable Emily LAU's suggestion; that is to say, would it not be better to holdthe Honourable Emily LAU's suggestion; that is to say, would it not be better to hold

a referendum?  Then there would be no further need to conduct the kinds of publica referendum?  Then there would be no further need to conduct the kinds of publica referendum?  Then there would be no further need to conduct the kinds of publica referendum?  Then there would be no further need to conduct the kinds of public

opinion polls that have come under attack.  Directly letting two or three millionopinion polls that have come under attack.  Directly letting two or three millionopinion polls that have come under attack.  Directly letting two or three millionopinion polls that have come under attack.  Directly letting two or three million

people in Hong Kong decide together on the question of 1995 Legislative Council seatspeople in Hong Kong decide together on the question of 1995 Legislative Council seatspeople in Hong Kong decide together on the question of 1995 Legislative Council seatspeople in Hong Kong decide together on the question of 1995 Legislative Council seats

would be the best way.  It would also obviate the need to discuss such issues as thewould be the best way.  It would also obviate the need to discuss such issues as thewould be the best way.  It would also obviate the need to discuss such issues as thewould be the best way.  It would also obviate the need to discuss such issues as the

silent majority or the voter turn-out rate.silent majority or the voter turn-out rate.silent majority or the voter turn-out rate.silent majority or the voter turn-out rate.

Mr Deputy President, with Legislative Council colleagues Mr TIK Chi-yuen and MrMr Deputy President, with Legislative Council colleagues Mr TIK Chi-yuen and MrMr Deputy President, with Legislative Council colleagues Mr TIK Chi-yuen and MrMr Deputy President, with Legislative Council colleagues Mr TIK Chi-yuen and Mr

WONG Wai-yin, who are members of Meeting Point, I fully support the Honourable JimmyWONG Wai-yin, who are members of Meeting Point, I fully support the Honourable JimmyWONG Wai-yin, who are members of Meeting Point, I fully support the Honourable JimmyWONG Wai-yin, who are members of Meeting Point, I fully support the Honourable Jimmy

McGREGOR's original motion.McGREGOR's original motion.McGREGOR's original motion.McGREGOR's original motion.

PROF FELICE LIEH MAK: Mr Deputy President, the controversy surrounding this issuePROF FELICE LIEH MAK: Mr Deputy President, the controversy surrounding this issuePROF FELICE LIEH MAK: Mr Deputy President, the controversy surrounding this issuePROF FELICE LIEH MAK: Mr Deputy President, the controversy surrounding this issue

has obscured reality.  We are not choosing or rejecting democracy today; we arehas obscured reality.  We are not choosing or rejecting democracy today; we arehas obscured reality.  We are not choosing or rejecting democracy today; we arehas obscured reality.  We are not choosing or rejecting democracy today; we are

determining the proper pace and implementation of governmental reform through directdetermining the proper pace and implementation of governmental reform through directdetermining the proper pace and implementation of governmental reform through directdetermining the proper pace and implementation of governmental reform through direct



elections. Unfortunately, the emotions of this debate have led some of us to acceptelections. Unfortunately, the emotions of this debate have led some of us to acceptelections. Unfortunately, the emotions of this debate have led some of us to acceptelections. Unfortunately, the emotions of this debate have led some of us to accept

untested assumptions as self-evident truths.  Will 30 directly elected Members inuntested assumptions as self-evident truths.  Will 30 directly elected Members inuntested assumptions as self-evident truths.  Will 30 directly elected Members inuntested assumptions as self-evident truths.  Will 30 directly elected Members in

1995 be a better safeguard of our rights and freedoms than 20? What we truly seek1995 be a better safeguard of our rights and freedoms than 20? What we truly seek1995 be a better safeguard of our rights and freedoms than 20? What we truly seek1995 be a better safeguard of our rights and freedoms than 20? What we truly seek

is good government, a system that cannot be created overnight and rushed forwardis good government, a system that cannot be created overnight and rushed forwardis good government, a system that cannot be created overnight and rushed forwardis good government, a system that cannot be created overnight and rushed forward

without careful consideration.without careful consideration.without careful consideration.without careful consideration.

Direct elections are an effective check on the potential abuses of the Government.Direct elections are an effective check on the potential abuses of the Government.Direct elections are an effective check on the potential abuses of the Government.Direct elections are an effective check on the potential abuses of the Government.

But there are other means of accomplishing this objective. Members elected byBut there are other means of accomplishing this objective. Members elected byBut there are other means of accomplishing this objective. Members elected byBut there are other means of accomplishing this objective. Members elected by

functional constituencies are also effective in this capacity -- witness Mr Jimmyfunctional constituencies are also effective in this capacity -- witness Mr Jimmyfunctional constituencies are also effective in this capacity -- witness Mr Jimmyfunctional constituencies are also effective in this capacity -- witness Mr Jimmy

McGREGOR.  Let us not equate the system of representational democracy with theMcGREGOR.  Let us not equate the system of representational democracy with theMcGREGOR.  Let us not equate the system of representational democracy with theMcGREGOR.  Let us not equate the system of representational democracy with the

preservation of human rights and freedom, for one does not necessarily follow frompreservation of human rights and freedom, for one does not necessarily follow frompreservation of human rights and freedom, for one does not necessarily follow frompreservation of human rights and freedom, for one does not necessarily follow from

the other.  There are many historical precedents demonstrating the precarious naturethe other.  There are many historical precedents demonstrating the precarious naturethe other.  There are many historical precedents demonstrating the precarious naturethe other.  There are many historical precedents demonstrating the precarious nature

of a newly formed democracy.  Born and raised in the Philippines, I can assert withoutof a newly formed democracy.  Born and raised in the Philippines, I can assert withoutof a newly formed democracy.  Born and raised in the Philippines, I can assert withoutof a newly formed democracy.  Born and raised in the Philippines, I can assert without

reservation that democracy does not guarantee equality or freedom but contributesreservation that democracy does not guarantee equality or freedom but contributesreservation that democracy does not guarantee equality or freedom but contributesreservation that democracy does not guarantee equality or freedom but contributes

to instability and abusive government.  The democracy trap is that a failed democracyto instability and abusive government.  The democracy trap is that a failed democracyto instability and abusive government.  The democracy trap is that a failed democracyto instability and abusive government.  The democracy trap is that a failed democracy

leads to a dictatorship.leads to a dictatorship.leads to a dictatorship.leads to a dictatorship.

A working democracy requires a long process of development, as evidenced in theA working democracy requires a long process of development, as evidenced in theA working democracy requires a long process of development, as evidenced in theA working democracy requires a long process of development, as evidenced in the

United States who underwent a civil war, and Spain who underwent several tumultuousUnited States who underwent a civil war, and Spain who underwent several tumultuousUnited States who underwent a civil war, and Spain who underwent several tumultuousUnited States who underwent a civil war, and Spain who underwent several tumultuous

years.  We achieved our freedom in Hong Kong through the institution of a free marketyears.  We achieved our freedom in Hong Kong through the institution of a free marketyears.  We achieved our freedom in Hong Kong through the institution of a free marketyears.  We achieved our freedom in Hong Kong through the institution of a free market

economy, not a democratic government.  Democracy gives us an equal vote to elect oureconomy, not a democratic government.  Democracy gives us an equal vote to elect oureconomy, not a democratic government.  Democracy gives us an equal vote to elect oureconomy, not a democratic government.  Democracy gives us an equal vote to elect our

Government, but capitalism provides us with the equal opportunity to improveGovernment, but capitalism provides us with the equal opportunity to improveGovernment, but capitalism provides us with the equal opportunity to improveGovernment, but capitalism provides us with the equal opportunity to improve

ourselves and better secure our future.  Is it wise to unravel the Basic Law for 10ourselves and better secure our future.  Is it wise to unravel the Basic Law for 10ourselves and better secure our future.  Is it wise to unravel the Basic Law for 10ourselves and better secure our future.  Is it wise to unravel the Basic Law for 10

seats?  Our future constitution is our greatest safeguard against future uncertainty.seats?  Our future constitution is our greatest safeguard against future uncertainty.seats?  Our future constitution is our greatest safeguard against future uncertainty.seats?  Our future constitution is our greatest safeguard against future uncertainty.

Would we have the National People's Congress rewrite this section of it withoutWould we have the National People's Congress rewrite this section of it withoutWould we have the National People's Congress rewrite this section of it withoutWould we have the National People's Congress rewrite this section of it without

adhering to stated procedures?  Consider the dangerous precedent this action wouldadhering to stated procedures?  Consider the dangerous precedent this action wouldadhering to stated procedures?  Consider the dangerous precedent this action wouldadhering to stated procedures?  Consider the dangerous precedent this action would

set, especially for those gripped in the fear of China.  This fashionable practiceset, especially for those gripped in the fear of China.  This fashionable practiceset, especially for those gripped in the fear of China.  This fashionable practiceset, especially for those gripped in the fear of China.  This fashionable practice

of confrontation with China is a perverse and self-destructive form of behaviour.of confrontation with China is a perverse and self-destructive form of behaviour.of confrontation with China is a perverse and self-destructive form of behaviour.of confrontation with China is a perverse and self-destructive form of behaviour.

We are building a mutually beneficial relationship with China in promoting economicWe are building a mutually beneficial relationship with China in promoting economicWe are building a mutually beneficial relationship with China in promoting economicWe are building a mutually beneficial relationship with China in promoting economic

growth and fighting crime.  It is time to confront our anxieties.  Where does thegrowth and fighting crime.  It is time to confront our anxieties.  Where does thegrowth and fighting crime.  It is time to confront our anxieties.  Where does thegrowth and fighting crime.  It is time to confront our anxieties.  Where does the

danger lie -- in China or in our fear of them?danger lie -- in China or in our fear of them?danger lie -- in China or in our fear of them?danger lie -- in China or in our fear of them?

I would like to suggest some alternative means of accomplishing the goals thatI would like to suggest some alternative means of accomplishing the goals thatI would like to suggest some alternative means of accomplishing the goals thatI would like to suggest some alternative means of accomplishing the goals that

10 more seats would presumably achieve: the preservation of our rights and freedom.10 more seats would presumably achieve: the preservation of our rights and freedom.10 more seats would presumably achieve: the preservation of our rights and freedom.10 more seats would presumably achieve: the preservation of our rights and freedom.

We of the Co-operative Resources Centre believe that in maintaining our freedom andWe of the Co-operative Resources Centre believe that in maintaining our freedom andWe of the Co-operative Resources Centre believe that in maintaining our freedom andWe of the Co-operative Resources Centre believe that in maintaining our freedom and

autonomy we can realize it without 10 more directly elected seats in 1995.  We believeautonomy we can realize it without 10 more directly elected seats in 1995.  We believeautonomy we can realize it without 10 more directly elected seats in 1995.  We believeautonomy we can realize it without 10 more directly elected seats in 1995.  We believe

in the freedom of choice and the equality of opportunity that form the basis of ourin the freedom of choice and the equality of opportunity that form the basis of ourin the freedom of choice and the equality of opportunity that form the basis of ourin the freedom of choice and the equality of opportunity that form the basis of our

economy.  Our free market system must be allowed to flourish without governmenteconomy.  Our free market system must be allowed to flourish without governmenteconomy.  Our free market system must be allowed to flourish without governmenteconomy.  Our free market system must be allowed to flourish without government



intervention.  Law and order must be maintained in the streets.  Corruption must beintervention.  Law and order must be maintained in the streets.  Corruption must beintervention.  Law and order must be maintained in the streets.  Corruption must beintervention.  Law and order must be maintained in the streets.  Corruption must be

weeded out of our Government.  The Government must step forward and become the partnerweeded out of our Government.  The Government must step forward and become the partnerweeded out of our Government.  The Government must step forward and become the partnerweeded out of our Government.  The Government must step forward and become the partner

of the people.  This entails a greater devolution of civil service power, especiallyof the people.  This entails a greater devolution of civil service power, especiallyof the people.  This entails a greater devolution of civil service power, especiallyof the people.  This entails a greater devolution of civil service power, especially

in policy formulation and financial control.  Technology should also be exploitedin policy formulation and financial control.  Technology should also be exploitedin policy formulation and financial control.  Technology should also be exploitedin policy formulation and financial control.  Technology should also be exploited

to increase public awareness, disseminate important information, and collectto increase public awareness, disseminate important information, and collectto increase public awareness, disseminate important information, and collectto increase public awareness, disseminate important information, and collect

feedback on policy measures.  For example, the implementation of an improvedfeedback on policy measures.  For example, the implementation of an improvedfeedback on policy measures.  For example, the implementation of an improvedfeedback on policy measures.  For example, the implementation of an improved

consultation mechanism through television, radio and regularly scheduled publicconsultation mechanism through television, radio and regularly scheduled publicconsultation mechanism through television, radio and regularly scheduled publicconsultation mechanism through television, radio and regularly scheduled public

meetings throughout the territory would keep the public better informed and providemeetings throughout the territory would keep the public better informed and providemeetings throughout the territory would keep the public better informed and providemeetings throughout the territory would keep the public better informed and provide

avenues for people to express their opinions.  Setting the precedents for governmentavenues for people to express their opinions.  Setting the precedents for governmentavenues for people to express their opinions.  Setting the precedents for governmentavenues for people to express their opinions.  Setting the precedents for government

accountability, transparency and territory-wide consultation will more effectivelyaccountability, transparency and territory-wide consultation will more effectivelyaccountability, transparency and territory-wide consultation will more effectivelyaccountability, transparency and territory-wide consultation will more effectively

safeguard our liberties and communicate public opinion, as far as we are concerned,safeguard our liberties and communicate public opinion, as far as we are concerned,safeguard our liberties and communicate public opinion, as far as we are concerned,safeguard our liberties and communicate public opinion, as far as we are concerned,

in the near future -- a partial democracy.in the near future -- a partial democracy.in the near future -- a partial democracy.in the near future -- a partial democracy.

The Government must eradicate its paternalistic tendencies and treat and respectThe Government must eradicate its paternalistic tendencies and treat and respectThe Government must eradicate its paternalistic tendencies and treat and respectThe Government must eradicate its paternalistic tendencies and treat and respect

the people as consumers of government services.  We must sell our policies andthe people as consumers of government services.  We must sell our policies andthe people as consumers of government services.  We must sell our policies andthe people as consumers of government services.  We must sell our policies and

programmes to the people, not force them down their throats.  Consensus serves theprogrammes to the people, not force them down their throats.  Consensus serves theprogrammes to the people, not force them down their throats.  Consensus serves theprogrammes to the people, not force them down their throats.  Consensus serves the

community better than confrontation and polarization.  Establishing strong bonds ofcommunity better than confrontation and polarization.  Establishing strong bonds ofcommunity better than confrontation and polarization.  Establishing strong bonds ofcommunity better than confrontation and polarization.  Establishing strong bonds of

communication with the people will ensure better government without beingcommunication with the people will ensure better government without beingcommunication with the people will ensure better government without beingcommunication with the people will ensure better government without being

unnecessarily divisive.unnecessarily divisive.unnecessarily divisive.unnecessarily divisive.

With these remarks, Mr Deputy President, I support the Honourable NGAI Shiu-With these remarks, Mr Deputy President, I support the Honourable NGAI Shiu-With these remarks, Mr Deputy President, I support the Honourable NGAI Shiu-With these remarks, Mr Deputy President, I support the Honourable NGAI Shiu-

kit's amendment.kit's amendment.kit's amendment.kit's amendment.

DR PHILIP WONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the year 1997 is drawing closeDR PHILIP WONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the year 1997 is drawing closeDR PHILIP WONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the year 1997 is drawing closeDR PHILIP WONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the year 1997 is drawing close

and Hong Kong is about to revert to China.  To ensure our stability, prosperity andand Hong Kong is about to revert to China.  To ensure our stability, prosperity andand Hong Kong is about to revert to China.  To ensure our stability, prosperity andand Hong Kong is about to revert to China.  To ensure our stability, prosperity and

smooth transition, Hong Kong's political development in the next five years, whichsmooth transition, Hong Kong's political development in the next five years, whichsmooth transition, Hong Kong's political development in the next five years, whichsmooth transition, Hong Kong's political development in the next five years, which

covers the issue of directly elected seats and the composition of the Legislativecovers the issue of directly elected seats and the composition of the Legislativecovers the issue of directly elected seats and the composition of the Legislativecovers the issue of directly elected seats and the composition of the Legislative

Council in 1995, must converge with the Basic Law.  To revive a proposal that wasCouncil in 1995, must converge with the Basic Law.  To revive a proposal that wasCouncil in 1995, must converge with the Basic Law.  To revive a proposal that wasCouncil in 1995, must converge with the Basic Law.  To revive a proposal that was

considered before the promulgation of the Basic Law, thus to try to revise the Basicconsidered before the promulgation of the Basic Law, thus to try to revise the Basicconsidered before the promulgation of the Basic Law, thus to try to revise the Basicconsidered before the promulgation of the Basic Law, thus to try to revise the Basic

Law, is impractical indeed.Law, is impractical indeed.Law, is impractical indeed.Law, is impractical indeed.

Members may recall that, when the Basic Law was being drafted, some people inMembers may recall that, when the Basic Law was being drafted, some people inMembers may recall that, when the Basic Law was being drafted, some people inMembers may recall that, when the Basic Law was being drafted, some people in

Hong Kong expressed their worry that China might revise the Basic Law before resumingHong Kong expressed their worry that China might revise the Basic Law before resumingHong Kong expressed their worry that China might revise the Basic Law before resumingHong Kong expressed their worry that China might revise the Basic Law before resuming

sovereignty or that it might, after resuming sovereignty, revise laws made by thesovereignty or that it might, after resuming sovereignty, revise laws made by thesovereignty or that it might, after resuming sovereignty, revise laws made by thesovereignty or that it might, after resuming sovereignty, revise laws made by the

Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR), thus affecting the confidence of theHong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR), thus affecting the confidence of theHong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR), thus affecting the confidence of theHong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR), thus affecting the confidence of the



people of Hong Kong and that of foreign investors.  Among the colleagues seated herepeople of Hong Kong and that of foreign investors.  Among the colleagues seated herepeople of Hong Kong and that of foreign investors.  Among the colleagues seated herepeople of Hong Kong and that of foreign investors.  Among the colleagues seated here

today, some at the time exerted pressure on the Chinese Government by playing thetoday, some at the time exerted pressure on the Chinese Government by playing thetoday, some at the time exerted pressure on the Chinese Government by playing thetoday, some at the time exerted pressure on the Chinese Government by playing the

"public opinion card".  They asked for the laying down of a rigid legal procedure"public opinion card".  They asked for the laying down of a rigid legal procedure"public opinion card".  They asked for the laying down of a rigid legal procedure"public opinion card".  They asked for the laying down of a rigid legal procedure

to make sure that China would keep its promises and to forestall such unilateralto make sure that China would keep its promises and to forestall such unilateralto make sure that China would keep its promises and to forestall such unilateralto make sure that China would keep its promises and to forestall such unilateral

revision.  To maintain the integrity and supreme authority of the Basic Law, Articlerevision.  To maintain the integrity and supreme authority of the Basic Law, Articlerevision.  To maintain the integrity and supreme authority of the Basic Law, Articlerevision.  To maintain the integrity and supreme authority of the Basic Law, Article

159 of the Basic Law as promulgated in 1990 provides that, though the National People's159 of the Basic Law as promulgated in 1990 provides that, though the National People's159 of the Basic Law as promulgated in 1990 provides that, though the National People's159 of the Basic Law as promulgated in 1990 provides that, though the National People's

Congress (NPC) of China may revise the Basic Law, if a motion for amendment is toCongress (NPC) of China may revise the Basic Law, if a motion for amendment is toCongress (NPC) of China may revise the Basic Law, if a motion for amendment is toCongress (NPC) of China may revise the Basic Law, if a motion for amendment is to

be put officially on the agenda, it must be moved by the Hong Kong SAR, and then itbe put officially on the agenda, it must be moved by the Hong Kong SAR, and then itbe put officially on the agenda, it must be moved by the Hong Kong SAR, and then itbe put officially on the agenda, it must be moved by the Hong Kong SAR, and then it

must "negotiate four hurdles": be consented by a two-thirds majority of the Hong Kongmust "negotiate four hurdles": be consented by a two-thirds majority of the Hong Kongmust "negotiate four hurdles": be consented by a two-thirds majority of the Hong Kongmust "negotiate four hurdles": be consented by a two-thirds majority of the Hong Kong

SAR's deputies to the NPC, two-thirds of all the members of the legislature and theSAR's deputies to the NPC, two-thirds of all the members of the legislature and theSAR's deputies to the NPC, two-thirds of all the members of the legislature and theSAR's deputies to the NPC, two-thirds of all the members of the legislature and the

Chief Executive of the Hong Kong SAR and be studied and commented upon by the CommitteeChief Executive of the Hong Kong SAR and be studied and commented upon by the CommitteeChief Executive of the Hong Kong SAR and be studied and commented upon by the CommitteeChief Executive of the Hong Kong SAR and be studied and commented upon by the Committee

for the Basic Law of the HK SAR.  Only then can a motion for amendment be moved.  Forfor the Basic Law of the HK SAR.  Only then can a motion for amendment be moved.  Forfor the Basic Law of the HK SAR.  Only then can a motion for amendment be moved.  Forfor the Basic Law of the HK SAR.  Only then can a motion for amendment be moved.  For

this reason, it is totally impossible for the NPC to revise the Basic Law before 1997.this reason, it is totally impossible for the NPC to revise the Basic Law before 1997.this reason, it is totally impossible for the NPC to revise the Basic Law before 1997.this reason, it is totally impossible for the NPC to revise the Basic Law before 1997.

Even after 1997, the NPC may not revise the laws made by the Hong Kong SAR; it canEven after 1997, the NPC may not revise the laws made by the Hong Kong SAR; it canEven after 1997, the NPC may not revise the laws made by the Hong Kong SAR; it canEven after 1997, the NPC may not revise the laws made by the Hong Kong SAR; it can

only take them or leave them.  Article 17 of the Basic Law provides that laws enactedonly take them or leave them.  Article 17 of the Basic Law provides that laws enactedonly take them or leave them.  Article 17 of the Basic Law provides that laws enactedonly take them or leave them.  Article 17 of the Basic Law provides that laws enacted

by the legislature of the Hong Kong SAR must be reported to the Standing Committeeby the legislature of the Hong Kong SAR must be reported to the Standing Committeeby the legislature of the Hong Kong SAR must be reported to the Standing Committeeby the legislature of the Hong Kong SAR must be reported to the Standing Committee

of the NPC for record.  The reporting for record shall not affect the entry into forceof the NPC for record.  The reporting for record shall not affect the entry into forceof the NPC for record.  The reporting for record shall not affect the entry into forceof the NPC for record.  The reporting for record shall not affect the entry into force

of such laws.  If the Standing Committee of the NPC, after consulting the Hong Kongof such laws.  If the Standing Committee of the NPC, after consulting the Hong Kongof such laws.  If the Standing Committee of the NPC, after consulting the Hong Kongof such laws.  If the Standing Committee of the NPC, after consulting the Hong Kong

SAR's Basic Law Committee, considers that any law enacted by the Hong Kong SAR'sSAR's Basic Law Committee, considers that any law enacted by the Hong Kong SAR'sSAR's Basic Law Committee, considers that any law enacted by the Hong Kong SAR'sSAR's Basic Law Committee, considers that any law enacted by the Hong Kong SAR's

legislature is not in conformity with the provisions of the Basic Law, it may returnlegislature is not in conformity with the provisions of the Basic Law, it may returnlegislature is not in conformity with the provisions of the Basic Law, it may returnlegislature is not in conformity with the provisions of the Basic Law, it may return

the law in question but shall not amend it.the law in question but shall not amend it.the law in question but shall not amend it.the law in question but shall not amend it.

Very clearly, the laying down of such rigid restrictions on any amendment of theVery clearly, the laying down of such rigid restrictions on any amendment of theVery clearly, the laying down of such rigid restrictions on any amendment of theVery clearly, the laying down of such rigid restrictions on any amendment of the

Basic Law or future laws of Hong Kong showed that the Chinese Government absolutelyBasic Law or future laws of Hong Kong showed that the Chinese Government absolutelyBasic Law or future laws of Hong Kong showed that the Chinese Government absolutelyBasic Law or future laws of Hong Kong showed that the Chinese Government absolutely

would not make a revision lightly.  The people of Hong Kong and internationalwould not make a revision lightly.  The people of Hong Kong and internationalwould not make a revision lightly.  The people of Hong Kong and internationalwould not make a revision lightly.  The people of Hong Kong and international

investors could rest completely assured.  However, I now hear voices quite differentinvestors could rest completely assured.  However, I now hear voices quite differentinvestors could rest completely assured.  However, I now hear voices quite differentinvestors could rest completely assured.  However, I now hear voices quite different

from the voices I heard then.  Some people are now saying that, there is no problemfrom the voices I heard then.  Some people are now saying that, there is no problemfrom the voices I heard then.  Some people are now saying that, there is no problemfrom the voices I heard then.  Some people are now saying that, there is no problem

whatsoever to revise the Basic Law before 1997.  Revision sounds so easy!  Thesewhatsoever to revise the Basic Law before 1997.  Revision sounds so easy!  Thesewhatsoever to revise the Basic Law before 1997.  Revision sounds so easy!  Thesewhatsoever to revise the Basic Law before 1997.  Revision sounds so easy!  These

self-interested people try to resort to such dubious argument in a bid to put pressureself-interested people try to resort to such dubious argument in a bid to put pressureself-interested people try to resort to such dubious argument in a bid to put pressureself-interested people try to resort to such dubious argument in a bid to put pressure

on the Chinese Government.  If the Basic Law should be revised before 1997 as theyon the Chinese Government.  If the Basic Law should be revised before 1997 as theyon the Chinese Government.  If the Basic Law should be revised before 1997 as theyon the Chinese Government.  If the Basic Law should be revised before 1997 as they

say it can, then we would have a precedent which does more bad than good.  Since somesay it can, then we would have a precedent which does more bad than good.  Since somesay it can, then we would have a precedent which does more bad than good.  Since somesay it can, then we would have a precedent which does more bad than good.  Since some

people could ask for the number of directly elected seats in the 1995 Legislativepeople could ask for the number of directly elected seats in the 1995 Legislativepeople could ask for the number of directly elected seats in the 1995 Legislativepeople could ask for the number of directly elected seats in the 1995 Legislative

Council to be increased, others surely could ask the Chinese Government to reduceCouncil to be increased, others surely could ask the Chinese Government to reduceCouncil to be increased, others surely could ask the Chinese Government to reduceCouncil to be increased, others surely could ask the Chinese Government to reduce

that selfsame number or to postpone the increase or to cancel it.  One may also arguethat selfsame number or to postpone the increase or to cancel it.  One may also arguethat selfsame number or to postpone the increase or to cancel it.  One may also arguethat selfsame number or to postpone the increase or to cancel it.  One may also argue

that since the method of electing the legislature could be changed, the method ofthat since the method of electing the legislature could be changed, the method ofthat since the method of electing the legislature could be changed, the method ofthat since the method of electing the legislature could be changed, the method of

electing the Chief Executive would also have to change.  Also, the other provisions,electing the Chief Executive would also have to change.  Also, the other provisions,electing the Chief Executive would also have to change.  Also, the other provisions,electing the Chief Executive would also have to change.  Also, the other provisions,

such as those concerning the Hong Kong SAR's administrative, legislative and judicialsuch as those concerning the Hong Kong SAR's administrative, legislative and judicialsuch as those concerning the Hong Kong SAR's administrative, legislative and judicialsuch as those concerning the Hong Kong SAR's administrative, legislative and judicial

powers and concerning the freedom of the people of Hong Kong, could all be changedpowers and concerning the freedom of the people of Hong Kong, could all be changedpowers and concerning the freedom of the people of Hong Kong, could all be changedpowers and concerning the freedom of the people of Hong Kong, could all be changed



as well. The various political groups which put forth proposals then, as well as theas well. The various political groups which put forth proposals then, as well as theas well. The various political groups which put forth proposals then, as well as theas well. The various political groups which put forth proposals then, as well as the

various new political groups, would surely fall over each other to ask for amendmentsvarious new political groups, would surely fall over each other to ask for amendmentsvarious new political groups, would surely fall over each other to ask for amendmentsvarious new political groups, would surely fall over each other to ask for amendments

to the Basic Law.  Then, well before the arrival of 1997, the Basic Law would probablyto the Basic Law.  Then, well before the arrival of 1997, the Basic Law would probablyto the Basic Law.  Then, well before the arrival of 1997, the Basic Law would probablyto the Basic Law.  Then, well before the arrival of 1997, the Basic Law would probably

have turned into a worthless document or a kindergarten colouring book which can behave turned into a worthless document or a kindergarten colouring book which can behave turned into a worthless document or a kindergarten colouring book which can behave turned into a worthless document or a kindergarten colouring book which can be

smeared in any way one likes.  Should such things happen, how could the people insmeared in any way one likes.  Should such things happen, how could the people insmeared in any way one likes.  Should such things happen, how could the people insmeared in any way one likes.  Should such things happen, how could the people in

Hong Kong feel confident?  How could foreign investors rest assured?Hong Kong feel confident?  How could foreign investors rest assured?Hong Kong feel confident?  How could foreign investors rest assured?Hong Kong feel confident?  How could foreign investors rest assured?

Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I oppose Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I oppose Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I oppose Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I oppose Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion.

DR YEUNG SUM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the issue of additional directlyDR YEUNG SUM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the issue of additional directlyDR YEUNG SUM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the issue of additional directlyDR YEUNG SUM (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, the issue of additional directly

elected seats in the 1995 Legislative Council has recently been the talk of the town.elected seats in the 1995 Legislative Council has recently been the talk of the town.elected seats in the 1995 Legislative Council has recently been the talk of the town.elected seats in the 1995 Legislative Council has recently been the talk of the town.

However, the discussions have shown signs of confusion and running off the track.However, the discussions have shown signs of confusion and running off the track.However, the discussions have shown signs of confusion and running off the track.However, the discussions have shown signs of confusion and running off the track.

SSSSome people are using big words and making ominous charges in the context ofome people are using big words and making ominous charges in the context ofome people are using big words and making ominous charges in the context ofome people are using big words and making ominous charges in the context of

describing the fight over the political system.  Talking of this fight and the futuredescribing the fight over the political system.  Talking of this fight and the futuredescribing the fight over the political system.  Talking of this fight and the futuredescribing the fight over the political system.  Talking of this fight and the future

of Hong Kong in the same breath, they are of the opinion that the two issues areof Hong Kong in the same breath, they are of the opinion that the two issues areof Hong Kong in the same breath, they are of the opinion that the two issues areof Hong Kong in the same breath, they are of the opinion that the two issues are

mutually exclusive.  Some people disparage democracy as the second request of themutually exclusive.  Some people disparage democracy as the second request of themutually exclusive.  Some people disparage democracy as the second request of themutually exclusive.  Some people disparage democracy as the second request of the

people of Hong Kong, and view it not as important as freedom and prosperity.  At thepeople of Hong Kong, and view it not as important as freedom and prosperity.  At thepeople of Hong Kong, and view it not as important as freedom and prosperity.  At thepeople of Hong Kong, and view it not as important as freedom and prosperity.  At the

same time, they regard the proposal to increase the number of directly electedsame time, they regard the proposal to increase the number of directly electedsame time, they regard the proposal to increase the number of directly electedsame time, they regard the proposal to increase the number of directly elected

Legislative Council seats to half of the total as a trivial proposal, one that makesLegislative Council seats to half of the total as a trivial proposal, one that makesLegislative Council seats to half of the total as a trivial proposal, one that makesLegislative Council seats to half of the total as a trivial proposal, one that makes

no difference one way or the other.  Some people deliberately paint a very dim pictureno difference one way or the other.  Some people deliberately paint a very dim pictureno difference one way or the other.  Some people deliberately paint a very dim pictureno difference one way or the other.  Some people deliberately paint a very dim picture

of the future of democratization and hope to persuade others to face the "reality"of the future of democratization and hope to persuade others to face the "reality"of the future of democratization and hope to persuade others to face the "reality"of the future of democratization and hope to persuade others to face the "reality"

and be resigned to their fate.  All such views in fact take their cue primarily fromand be resigned to their fate.  All such views in fact take their cue primarily fromand be resigned to their fate.  All such views in fact take their cue primarily fromand be resigned to their fate.  All such views in fact take their cue primarily from

the words of the Chinese Government.  They disregard the Hong Kong people's wish forthe words of the Chinese Government.  They disregard the Hong Kong people's wish forthe words of the Chinese Government.  They disregard the Hong Kong people's wish forthe words of the Chinese Government.  They disregard the Hong Kong people's wish for

democracy and autonomy.  Nor do they contain proposals on how favourable conditionsdemocracy and autonomy.  Nor do they contain proposals on how favourable conditionsdemocracy and autonomy.  Nor do they contain proposals on how favourable conditionsdemocracy and autonomy.  Nor do they contain proposals on how favourable conditions

may be created for "Hong Kong people ruling Hong Kong" or for "a high degree ofmay be created for "Hong Kong people ruling Hong Kong" or for "a high degree ofmay be created for "Hong Kong people ruling Hong Kong" or for "a high degree ofmay be created for "Hong Kong people ruling Hong Kong" or for "a high degree of

autonomy."autonomy."autonomy."autonomy."

Today, I wish to submit solemnly that, if Hong Kong is to enjoy a high degreeToday, I wish to submit solemnly that, if Hong Kong is to enjoy a high degreeToday, I wish to submit solemnly that, if Hong Kong is to enjoy a high degreeToday, I wish to submit solemnly that, if Hong Kong is to enjoy a high degree

of autonomy and run by its own people, then the spirit and principles of "Hong Kongof autonomy and run by its own people, then the spirit and principles of "Hong Kongof autonomy and run by its own people, then the spirit and principles of "Hong Kongof autonomy and run by its own people, then the spirit and principles of "Hong Kong

people ruling Hong Kong" must be put into practice.  To do so, I think, we shouldpeople ruling Hong Kong" must be put into practice.  To do so, I think, we shouldpeople ruling Hong Kong" must be put into practice.  To do so, I think, we shouldpeople ruling Hong Kong" must be put into practice.  To do so, I think, we should

take the following three points into consideration:take the following three points into consideration:take the following three points into consideration:take the following three points into consideration:

(1)(1)(1)(1) Adhere firmly to the principles of democracy, human rights, freedom and theAdhere firmly to the principles of democracy, human rights, freedom and theAdhere firmly to the principles of democracy, human rights, freedom and theAdhere firmly to the principles of democracy, human rights, freedom and the

rule of law.rule of law.rule of law.rule of law.

(2)(2)(2)(2) Persevere in creating favourable conditions for Persevere in creating favourable conditions for Persevere in creating favourable conditions for Persevere in creating favourable conditions for implementing theseimplementing theseimplementing theseimplementing these



principles and to prepare for the future.principles and to prepare for the future.principles and to prepare for the future.principles and to prepare for the future.

(3)(3)(3)(3) Have confidence in the people of Hong Kong and promote social solidarity amongHave confidence in the people of Hong Kong and promote social solidarity amongHave confidence in the people of Hong Kong and promote social solidarity amongHave confidence in the people of Hong Kong and promote social solidarity among

them.them.them.them.

Mr Deputy President, quite clearly, the democratization of the political systemMr Deputy President, quite clearly, the democratization of the political systemMr Deputy President, quite clearly, the democratization of the political systemMr Deputy President, quite clearly, the democratization of the political system

has a critical bearing on whether or not Hong Kong will truly be ruled by Hong Konghas a critical bearing on whether or not Hong Kong will truly be ruled by Hong Konghas a critical bearing on whether or not Hong Kong will truly be ruled by Hong Konghas a critical bearing on whether or not Hong Kong will truly be ruled by Hong Kong

people and on whether or not there will be a high degree of autonomy for Hong Kong.people and on whether or not there will be a high degree of autonomy for Hong Kong.people and on whether or not there will be a high degree of autonomy for Hong Kong.people and on whether or not there will be a high degree of autonomy for Hong Kong.

It is also the bed-rock on which human rights and freedom will be protected andIt is also the bed-rock on which human rights and freedom will be protected andIt is also the bed-rock on which human rights and freedom will be protected andIt is also the bed-rock on which human rights and freedom will be protected and

economic development will be enhanced.  Anybody truly concerned about the future ofeconomic development will be enhanced.  Anybody truly concerned about the future ofeconomic development will be enhanced.  Anybody truly concerned about the future ofeconomic development will be enhanced.  Anybody truly concerned about the future of

Hong Kong will do his best to promote the development of Hong Kong's political systemHong Kong will do his best to promote the development of Hong Kong's political systemHong Kong will do his best to promote the development of Hong Kong's political systemHong Kong will do his best to promote the development of Hong Kong's political system

and not obstruct it in all sorts of ways.and not obstruct it in all sorts of ways.and not obstruct it in all sorts of ways.and not obstruct it in all sorts of ways.

Also, political development is essentially an internal matter for Hong Also, political development is essentially an internal matter for Hong Also, political development is essentially an internal matter for Hong Also, political development is essentially an internal matter for Hong Kong.  AllKong.  AllKong.  AllKong.  All

issues related to political development, including the pace of democratization andissues related to political development, including the pace of democratization andissues related to political development, including the pace of democratization andissues related to political development, including the pace of democratization and

the distribution of representative seats, should be resolved on the basis of thethe distribution of representative seats, should be resolved on the basis of thethe distribution of representative seats, should be resolved on the basis of thethe distribution of representative seats, should be resolved on the basis of the

wishes of the people of Hong Kong.  The reason is that only the people living in thiswishes of the people of Hong Kong.  The reason is that only the people living in thiswishes of the people of Hong Kong.  The reason is that only the people living in thiswishes of the people of Hong Kong.  The reason is that only the people living in this

community have the right and duty to decide its future political system.  Only thosecommunity have the right and duty to decide its future political system.  Only thosecommunity have the right and duty to decide its future political system.  Only thosecommunity have the right and duty to decide its future political system.  Only those

calling Hong Kong home know what kind of system will be the most efficacious for them.calling Hong Kong home know what kind of system will be the most efficacious for them.calling Hong Kong home know what kind of system will be the most efficacious for them.calling Hong Kong home know what kind of system will be the most efficacious for them.

Mr Deputy President, during a visit to the United Kingdom, I told BritishMr Deputy President, during a visit to the United Kingdom, I told BritishMr Deputy President, during a visit to the United Kingdom, I told BritishMr Deputy President, during a visit to the United Kingdom, I told British

politicians that the concept of "Hong Kong people ruling Hong Kong" hinged on thepoliticians that the concept of "Hong Kong people ruling Hong Kong" hinged on thepoliticians that the concept of "Hong Kong people ruling Hong Kong" hinged on thepoliticians that the concept of "Hong Kong people ruling Hong Kong" hinged on the

development of democracy; that the colonial history was about to end but many of thedevelopment of democracy; that the colonial history was about to end but many of thedevelopment of democracy; that the colonial history was about to end but many of thedevelopment of democracy; that the colonial history was about to end but many of the

people of Hong Kong would continue to live there; and that the people of Hong Kong,people of Hong Kong would continue to live there; and that the people of Hong Kong,people of Hong Kong would continue to live there; and that the people of Hong Kong,people of Hong Kong would continue to live there; and that the people of Hong Kong,

facing the future, had become more united and had even become organized.  I addedfacing the future, had become more united and had even become organized.  I addedfacing the future, had become more united and had even become organized.  I addedfacing the future, had become more united and had even become organized.  I added

that it was high time the British Government returned the democratic rights whichthat it was high time the British Government returned the democratic rights whichthat it was high time the British Government returned the democratic rights whichthat it was high time the British Government returned the democratic rights which

had long been owed to the Hong Kong people; the people of Hong Kong should be givenhad long been owed to the Hong Kong people; the people of Hong Kong should be givenhad long been owed to the Hong Kong people; the people of Hong Kong should be givenhad long been owed to the Hong Kong people; the people of Hong Kong should be given

a chance to create conditions for a high degree of autonomy in the future.  I alsoa chance to create conditions for a high degree of autonomy in the future.  I alsoa chance to create conditions for a high degree of autonomy in the future.  I alsoa chance to create conditions for a high degree of autonomy in the future.  I also

told them that we were afraid neither of brute power nor of the future, so the Britishtold them that we were afraid neither of brute power nor of the future, so the Britishtold them that we were afraid neither of brute power nor of the future, so the Britishtold them that we were afraid neither of brute power nor of the future, so the British

did not have to worry for us.  Unfortunately, I never had a chance to tell the Chinesedid not have to worry for us.  Unfortunately, I never had a chance to tell the Chinesedid not have to worry for us.  Unfortunately, I never had a chance to tell the Chinesedid not have to worry for us.  Unfortunately, I never had a chance to tell the Chinese

Government, "We are not afraid of brute power.  We will fight to win democracy forGovernment, "We are not afraid of brute power.  We will fight to win democracy forGovernment, "We are not afraid of brute power.  We will fight to win democracy forGovernment, "We are not afraid of brute power.  We will fight to win democracy for

Hong Kong."Hong Kong."Hong Kong."Hong Kong."

The United Democrats of Hong Kong always think that the Chinese and the BritishThe United Democrats of Hong Kong always think that the Chinese and the BritishThe United Democrats of Hong Kong always think that the Chinese and the BritishThe United Democrats of Hong Kong always think that the Chinese and the British

Governments should frame the democratic political system on the strength of the wishesGovernments should frame the democratic political system on the strength of the wishesGovernments should frame the democratic political system on the strength of the wishesGovernments should frame the democratic political system on the strength of the wishes

of the people of Hong Kong.  Very regrettably, however, what we now see is that theof the people of Hong Kong.  Very regrettably, however, what we now see is that theof the people of Hong Kong.  Very regrettably, however, what we now see is that theof the people of Hong Kong.  Very regrettably, however, what we now see is that the

authorities are not fully respecting public opinion in Hong Kong.  Three days ago,authorities are not fully respecting public opinion in Hong Kong.  Three days ago,authorities are not fully respecting public opinion in Hong Kong.  Three days ago,authorities are not fully respecting public opinion in Hong Kong.  Three days ago,

an English-language newspaper in Hong Kong published the findings of a survey on thean English-language newspaper in Hong Kong published the findings of a survey on thean English-language newspaper in Hong Kong published the findings of a survey on thean English-language newspaper in Hong Kong published the findings of a survey on the



political system.  Over 65% of the 490 respondents think that Hong Kong shouldpolitical system.  Over 65% of the 490 respondents think that Hong Kong shouldpolitical system.  Over 65% of the 490 respondents think that Hong Kong shouldpolitical system.  Over 65% of the 490 respondents think that Hong Kong should

introduce a larger measure of democracy even if this would offend China.  At the sameintroduce a larger measure of democracy even if this would offend China.  At the sameintroduce a larger measure of democracy even if this would offend China.  At the sameintroduce a larger measure of democracy even if this would offend China.  At the same

time, nearly 65% of the respondents say more specifically that this Council shouldtime, nearly 65% of the respondents say more specifically that this Council shouldtime, nearly 65% of the respondents say more specifically that this Council shouldtime, nearly 65% of the respondents say more specifically that this Council should

reaffirm its support for the OMELCO Consensus of 1989.  Whoever says that democracyreaffirm its support for the OMELCO Consensus of 1989.  Whoever says that democracyreaffirm its support for the OMELCO Consensus of 1989.  Whoever says that democracyreaffirm its support for the OMELCO Consensus of 1989.  Whoever says that democracy

is something taken lightly in the minds of the people of Hong Kong is distorting theis something taken lightly in the minds of the people of Hong Kong is distorting theis something taken lightly in the minds of the people of Hong Kong is distorting theis something taken lightly in the minds of the people of Hong Kong is distorting the

popular will.  Whoever says that the OMELCO Consensus is out of date and should notpopular will.  Whoever says that the OMELCO Consensus is out of date and should notpopular will.  Whoever says that the OMELCO Consensus is out of date and should notpopular will.  Whoever says that the OMELCO Consensus is out of date and should not

be revived is an enemy of the people.  Here, I offer a piece of advice to those who,be revived is an enemy of the people.  Here, I offer a piece of advice to those who,be revived is an enemy of the people.  Here, I offer a piece of advice to those who,be revived is an enemy of the people.  Here, I offer a piece of advice to those who,

because they have vested interests or because they are afraid to offend those in power,because they have vested interests or because they are afraid to offend those in power,because they have vested interests or because they are afraid to offend those in power,because they have vested interests or because they are afraid to offend those in power,

are trying in all sorts of ways to obstruct the proposal to increase directly electedare trying in all sorts of ways to obstruct the proposal to increase directly electedare trying in all sorts of ways to obstruct the proposal to increase directly electedare trying in all sorts of ways to obstruct the proposal to increase directly elected

seats on the 1995 Legislative Council.  I call on you, from now on, to stop playingseats on the 1995 Legislative Council.  I call on you, from now on, to stop playingseats on the 1995 Legislative Council.  I call on you, from now on, to stop playingseats on the 1995 Legislative Council.  I call on you, from now on, to stop playing

public opinion games and to withdraw your various excuses.public opinion games and to withdraw your various excuses.public opinion games and to withdraw your various excuses.public opinion games and to withdraw your various excuses.

At the same time, I respectfully ask the Chinese and the British Governments toAt the same time, I respectfully ask the Chinese and the British Governments toAt the same time, I respectfully ask the Chinese and the British Governments toAt the same time, I respectfully ask the Chinese and the British Governments to

listen to the voices of the people of Hong Kong, to show their sincerity, to respectlisten to the voices of the people of Hong Kong, to show their sincerity, to respectlisten to the voices of the people of Hong Kong, to show their sincerity, to respectlisten to the voices of the people of Hong Kong, to show their sincerity, to respect

the wishes of the people of Hong Kong and to let Hong Kong increase the number ofthe wishes of the people of Hong Kong and to let Hong Kong increase the number ofthe wishes of the people of Hong Kong and to let Hong Kong increase the number ofthe wishes of the people of Hong Kong and to let Hong Kong increase the number of

directly elected seats on the 1995 Legislative Council to half of the total.directly elected seats on the 1995 Legislative Council to half of the total.directly elected seats on the 1995 Legislative Council to half of the total.directly elected seats on the 1995 Legislative Council to half of the total.

Finally, I would like to comment on the concepts of the so-cFinally, I would like to comment on the concepts of the so-cFinally, I would like to comment on the concepts of the so-cFinally, I would like to comment on the concepts of the so-called "smoothalled "smoothalled "smoothalled "smooth

transition" and "through train" as advanced by so many Members.  I wish to make atransition" and "through train" as advanced by so many Members.  I wish to make atransition" and "through train" as advanced by so many Members.  I wish to make atransition" and "through train" as advanced by so many Members.  I wish to make a

three-point response:three-point response:three-point response:three-point response:

(1)(1)(1)(1) You encourage us to abandon our principles because principles are empty andYou encourage us to abandon our principles because principles are empty andYou encourage us to abandon our principles because principles are empty andYou encourage us to abandon our principles because principles are empty and

unrealistic.unrealistic.unrealistic.unrealistic.

(2)(2)(2)(2) You tell us not to challenge brute poYou tell us not to challenge brute poYou tell us not to challenge brute poYou tell us not to challenge brute power because this will offend those inwer because this will offend those inwer because this will offend those inwer because this will offend those in

power.  For this reason, we have to kowtow to them.power.  For this reason, we have to kowtow to them.power.  For this reason, we have to kowtow to them.power.  For this reason, we have to kowtow to them.

(3)(3)(3)(3) You advise us to trust China because China will then trust us.  This remindsYou advise us to trust China because China will then trust us.  This remindsYou advise us to trust China because China will then trust us.  This remindsYou advise us to trust China because China will then trust us.  This reminds

me of the words of a famous Chinese writer: "Writers suffer from a case of bitterme of the words of a famous Chinese writer: "Writers suffer from a case of bitterme of the words of a famous Chinese writer: "Writers suffer from a case of bitterme of the words of a famous Chinese writer: "Writers suffer from a case of bitter

love for the Chinese Communist Party."love for the Chinese Communist Party."love for the Chinese Communist Party."love for the Chinese Communist Party."

It is plain to us all that the Basic Law's section pertaining to the politicalIt is plain to us all that the Basic Law's section pertaining to the politicalIt is plain to us all that the Basic Law's section pertaining to the politicalIt is plain to us all that the Basic Law's section pertaining to the political

system is very conservative.  All the 18 directly elected Legislative Councillorssystem is very conservative.  All the 18 directly elected Legislative Councillorssystem is very conservative.  All the 18 directly elected Legislative Councillorssystem is very conservative.  All the 18 directly elected Legislative Councillors

have won the election because their political platforms fully championed thehave won the election because their political platforms fully championed thehave won the election because their political platforms fully championed thehave won the election because their political platforms fully championed the

democratization of Hong Kong's political system.  Very clearly, the people of Hongdemocratization of Hong Kong's political system.  Very clearly, the people of Hongdemocratization of Hong Kong's political system.  Very clearly, the people of Hongdemocratization of Hong Kong's political system.  Very clearly, the people of Hong

Kong expect Legislative Councillors to adhere firmly to principles, to fight and winKong expect Legislative Councillors to adhere firmly to principles, to fight and winKong expect Legislative Councillors to adhere firmly to principles, to fight and winKong expect Legislative Councillors to adhere firmly to principles, to fight and win

the respect of the Chinese and the British Governments for Hong Kong's popular willthe respect of the Chinese and the British Governments for Hong Kong's popular willthe respect of the Chinese and the British Governments for Hong Kong's popular willthe respect of the Chinese and the British Governments for Hong Kong's popular will

and to turn a democratic political system into a reality.  Very regrettably, manyand to turn a democratic political system into a reality.  Very regrettably, manyand to turn a democratic political system into a reality.  Very regrettably, manyand to turn a democratic political system into a reality.  Very regrettably, many



Members change course as the direction of the wind changes; they bend with the wind.Members change course as the direction of the wind changes; they bend with the wind.Members change course as the direction of the wind changes; they bend with the wind.Members change course as the direction of the wind changes; they bend with the wind.

How can the people of Hong Kong trust them?  The people of Hong Kong expect MembersHow can the people of Hong Kong trust them?  The people of Hong Kong expect MembersHow can the people of Hong Kong trust them?  The people of Hong Kong expect MembersHow can the people of Hong Kong trust them?  The people of Hong Kong expect Members

to protect human rights, freedom and the rule of law and to improve their qualityto protect human rights, freedom and the rule of law and to improve their qualityto protect human rights, freedom and the rule of law and to improve their qualityto protect human rights, freedom and the rule of law and to improve their quality

of life.  Even more, they expect Members to stand firm in the face of difficulty andof life.  Even more, they expect Members to stand firm in the face of difficulty andof life.  Even more, they expect Members to stand firm in the face of difficulty andof life.  Even more, they expect Members to stand firm in the face of difficulty and

be able to tell the people of Hong Kong that they have done their best even if theirbe able to tell the people of Hong Kong that they have done their best even if theirbe able to tell the people of Hong Kong that they have done their best even if theirbe able to tell the people of Hong Kong that they have done their best even if their

fight fails.  It is to be regretted if Members in the end are to tell them that theyfight fails.  It is to be regretted if Members in the end are to tell them that theyfight fails.  It is to be regretted if Members in the end are to tell them that theyfight fails.  It is to be regretted if Members in the end are to tell them that they

should take the overall situation into consideration and give way accordingly.  Theyshould take the overall situation into consideration and give way accordingly.  Theyshould take the overall situation into consideration and give way accordingly.  Theyshould take the overall situation into consideration and give way accordingly.  They

wish the people of Hong Kong to kowtow to brute power.  How can a person with suchwish the people of Hong Kong to kowtow to brute power.  How can a person with suchwish the people of Hong Kong to kowtow to brute power.  How can a person with suchwish the people of Hong Kong to kowtow to brute power.  How can a person with such

kind of political views fight for a high degree of autonomy for Hong Kong?  Recently,kind of political views fight for a high degree of autonomy for Hong Kong?  Recently,kind of political views fight for a high degree of autonomy for Hong Kong?  Recently,kind of political views fight for a high degree of autonomy for Hong Kong?  Recently,

Baroness DUNN said, "For the British Government to put a request to the ChineseBaroness DUNN said, "For the British Government to put a request to the ChineseBaroness DUNN said, "For the British Government to put a request to the ChineseBaroness DUNN said, "For the British Government to put a request to the Chinese

Government, asking for democracy -- that, too, will be improper." Putting a requestGovernment, asking for democracy -- that, too, will be improper." Putting a requestGovernment, asking for democracy -- that, too, will be improper." Putting a requestGovernment, asking for democracy -- that, too, will be improper." Putting a request

is not tantamount to getting what is requested.  But now we are advised not even tois not tantamount to getting what is requested.  But now we are advised not even tois not tantamount to getting what is requested.  But now we are advised not even tois not tantamount to getting what is requested.  But now we are advised not even to

make a request.  Do we have to behave like puppets, to be silent citizens?make a request.  Do we have to behave like puppets, to be silent citizens?make a request.  Do we have to behave like puppets, to be silent citizens?make a request.  Do we have to behave like puppets, to be silent citizens?

Finally, Mr Deputy President, my late friend NG Ming-yum who was a lifetimeFinally, Mr Deputy President, my late friend NG Ming-yum who was a lifetimeFinally, Mr Deputy President, my late friend NG Ming-yum who was a lifetimeFinally, Mr Deputy President, my late friend NG Ming-yum who was a lifetime

democracy fighter had championed the cause until his death.  We of the Uniteddemocracy fighter had championed the cause until his death.  We of the Uniteddemocracy fighter had championed the cause until his death.  We of the Uniteddemocracy fighter had championed the cause until his death.  We of the United

Democrats of Hong Kong will inherit such a spirit and fight for democracy and improveDemocrats of Hong Kong will inherit such a spirit and fight for democracy and improveDemocrats of Hong Kong will inherit such a spirit and fight for democracy and improveDemocrats of Hong Kong will inherit such a spirit and fight for democracy and improve

the quality of life of the people.  We will struggle to the end to win democracy for,the quality of life of the people.  We will struggle to the end to win democracy for,the quality of life of the people.  We will struggle to the end to win democracy for,the quality of life of the people.  We will struggle to the end to win democracy for,

and safeguard the human rights of, the people of Hong Kong.and safeguard the human rights of, the people of Hong Kong.and safeguard the human rights of, the people of Hong Kong.and safeguard the human rights of, the people of Hong Kong.

Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion.Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion.

MR HOWARD YOUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, first of all, I very much agreeMR HOWARD YOUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, first of all, I very much agreeMR HOWARD YOUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, first of all, I very much agreeMR HOWARD YOUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, first of all, I very much agree

with one thing said by Dr YEUNG Sum a moment ago: In debating the issue of democracywith one thing said by Dr YEUNG Sum a moment ago: In debating the issue of democracywith one thing said by Dr YEUNG Sum a moment ago: In debating the issue of democracywith one thing said by Dr YEUNG Sum a moment ago: In debating the issue of democracy

today, many have used increasingly big words and made increasingly ominous charges.today, many have used increasingly big words and made increasingly ominous charges.today, many have used increasingly big words and made increasingly ominous charges.today, many have used increasingly big words and made increasingly ominous charges.

A moment ago, some people were called "chameleons" and described as taking ordersA moment ago, some people were called "chameleons" and described as taking ordersA moment ago, some people were called "chameleons" and described as taking ordersA moment ago, some people were called "chameleons" and described as taking orders

from masters and changing tack.  I feel that this, too, is an example of using bigfrom masters and changing tack.  I feel that this, too, is an example of using bigfrom masters and changing tack.  I feel that this, too, is an example of using bigfrom masters and changing tack.  I feel that this, too, is an example of using big

words and making ominous accusations.  On the other hand, I do not agree withwords and making ominous accusations.  On the other hand, I do not agree withwords and making ominous accusations.  On the other hand, I do not agree withwords and making ominous accusations.  On the other hand, I do not agree with

something else said by Dr YEUNG Sum a moment ago: If one does not fight for universalsomething else said by Dr YEUNG Sum a moment ago: If one does not fight for universalsomething else said by Dr YEUNG Sum a moment ago: If one does not fight for universalsomething else said by Dr YEUNG Sum a moment ago: If one does not fight for universal

suffrage, if one does not fight for the OMELCO Consensus, one is an enemy of the people.suffrage, if one does not fight for the OMELCO Consensus, one is an enemy of the people.suffrage, if one does not fight for the OMELCO Consensus, one is an enemy of the people.suffrage, if one does not fight for the OMELCO Consensus, one is an enemy of the people.

I absolutely cannot agree with this.I absolutely cannot agree with this.I absolutely cannot agree with this.I absolutely cannot agree with this.

I strongly believe that democracy by way of Hong Kong eventually having aI strongly believe that democracy by way of Hong Kong eventually having aI strongly believe that democracy by way of Hong Kong eventually having aI strongly believe that democracy by way of Hong Kong eventually having a

legislature with all seats returned by direct election is everybody's ideal goal.legislature with all seats returned by direct election is everybody's ideal goal.legislature with all seats returned by direct election is everybody's ideal goal.legislature with all seats returned by direct election is everybody's ideal goal.

It is a goal that everybody is highly confident can be attained.  The Basic Law, too,It is a goal that everybody is highly confident can be attained.  The Basic Law, too,It is a goal that everybody is highly confident can be attained.  The Basic Law, too,It is a goal that everybody is highly confident can be attained.  The Basic Law, too,

mentions the direct election of all seats in the legislature as a long-term objective.mentions the direct election of all seats in the legislature as a long-term objective.mentions the direct election of all seats in the legislature as a long-term objective.mentions the direct election of all seats in the legislature as a long-term objective.

I do not approve of today's discussion of the OMELCO Consensus.  This is not becauseI do not approve of today's discussion of the OMELCO Consensus.  This is not becauseI do not approve of today's discussion of the OMELCO Consensus.  This is not becauseI do not approve of today's discussion of the OMELCO Consensus.  This is not because



I was not a member of the OMELCO at the time but because I had a different view evenI was not a member of the OMELCO at the time but because I had a different view evenI was not a member of the OMELCO at the time but because I had a different view evenI was not a member of the OMELCO at the time but because I had a different view even

then about this issue.  If it is a question of changing tack, then I admit that Ithen about this issue.  If it is a question of changing tack, then I admit that Ithen about this issue.  If it is a question of changing tack, then I admit that Ithen about this issue.  If it is a question of changing tack, then I admit that I

have changed tack.  Before there was the OMELCO Consensus, before the Basic Law washave changed tack.  Before there was the OMELCO Consensus, before the Basic Law washave changed tack.  Before there was the OMELCO Consensus, before the Basic Law washave changed tack.  Before there was the OMELCO Consensus, before the Basic Law was

enacted, I had been in favour of a "bicameral legislature".  Then the Basic Lawenacted, I had been in favour of a "bicameral legislature".  Then the Basic Lawenacted, I had been in favour of a "bicameral legislature".  Then the Basic Lawenacted, I had been in favour of a "bicameral legislature".  Then the Basic Law

rejected that proposal.  So I felt that I might as well withdraw my proposal and acceptrejected that proposal.  So I felt that I might as well withdraw my proposal and acceptrejected that proposal.  So I felt that I might as well withdraw my proposal and acceptrejected that proposal.  So I felt that I might as well withdraw my proposal and accept

the Basic Law's provisions instead.the Basic Law's provisions instead.the Basic Law's provisions instead.the Basic Law's provisions instead.

What we are debating today in fact is the matter of 10 seats in the 1995 LegislativeWhat we are debating today in fact is the matter of 10 seats in the 1995 LegislativeWhat we are debating today in fact is the matter of 10 seats in the 1995 LegislativeWhat we are debating today in fact is the matter of 10 seats in the 1995 Legislative

Council.  I feel that this is a question of time.  Will the number be reached in 1995,Council.  I feel that this is a question of time.  Will the number be reached in 1995,Council.  I feel that this is a question of time.  Will the number be reached in 1995,Council.  I feel that this is a question of time.  Will the number be reached in 1995,

in 1997 or in the year 2003?  I feel that a day will sooner or later come when morein 1997 or in the year 2003?  I feel that a day will sooner or later come when morein 1997 or in the year 2003?  I feel that a day will sooner or later come when morein 1997 or in the year 2003?  I feel that a day will sooner or later come when more

than half of the Legislative Council seats will be returned by direct election.than half of the Legislative Council seats will be returned by direct election.than half of the Legislative Council seats will be returned by direct election.than half of the Legislative Council seats will be returned by direct election.

As thAs thAs thAs the debate began, the Honourable Allen LEE said that he was probably one ofe debate began, the Honourable Allen LEE said that he was probably one ofe debate began, the Honourable Allen LEE said that he was probably one ofe debate began, the Honourable Allen LEE said that he was probably one of

the few OMELCO members who had lived under communist rule.  I would like to respondthe few OMELCO members who had lived under communist rule.  I would like to respondthe few OMELCO members who had lived under communist rule.  I would like to respondthe few OMELCO members who had lived under communist rule.  I would like to respond

that I am one of a few OMELCO members who in recent time, specifically around thethat I am one of a few OMELCO members who in recent time, specifically around thethat I am one of a few OMELCO members who in recent time, specifically around thethat I am one of a few OMELCO members who in recent time, specifically around the

time of the June 4 incident, worked in China as representatives sent there by Hongtime of the June 4 incident, worked in China as representatives sent there by Hongtime of the June 4 incident, worked in China as representatives sent there by Hongtime of the June 4 incident, worked in China as representatives sent there by Hong

Kong companies.  I therefore had an opportunity to observe some aspects of China'sKong companies.  I therefore had an opportunity to observe some aspects of China'sKong companies.  I therefore had an opportunity to observe some aspects of China'sKong companies.  I therefore had an opportunity to observe some aspects of China's

social and political ethos. I see no sign now that China intends to withhold fullsocial and political ethos. I see no sign now that China intends to withhold fullsocial and political ethos. I see no sign now that China intends to withhold fullsocial and political ethos. I see no sign now that China intends to withhold full

democracy from the people of Hong Kong.  However, I feel that, if we wish to understanddemocracy from the people of Hong Kong.  However, I feel that, if we wish to understanddemocracy from the people of Hong Kong.  However, I feel that, if we wish to understanddemocracy from the people of Hong Kong.  However, I feel that, if we wish to understand

China, we must not only look at China but also consider how China looks at Hong Kong.China, we must not only look at China but also consider how China looks at Hong Kong.China, we must not only look at China but also consider how China looks at Hong Kong.China, we must not only look at China but also consider how China looks at Hong Kong.

What economic and political role will Hong Kong play in China as a whole during theWhat economic and political role will Hong Kong play in China as a whole during theWhat economic and political role will Hong Kong play in China as a whole during theWhat economic and political role will Hong Kong play in China as a whole during the

next century, especially during the first half of the next century?  I feel that,next century, especially during the first half of the next century?  I feel that,next century, especially during the first half of the next century?  I feel that,next century, especially during the first half of the next century?  I feel that,

if we consider this question, we will find that a greater or lesser degree of democracyif we consider this question, we will find that a greater or lesser degree of democracyif we consider this question, we will find that a greater or lesser degree of democracyif we consider this question, we will find that a greater or lesser degree of democracy

for Hong Kong is not a matter of concern to China.  China's concern would be thefor Hong Kong is not a matter of concern to China.  China's concern would be thefor Hong Kong is not a matter of concern to China.  China's concern would be thefor Hong Kong is not a matter of concern to China.  China's concern would be the

emergence of problems threatening Hong Kong's smooth transition.  Problems of thisemergence of problems threatening Hong Kong's smooth transition.  Problems of thisemergence of problems threatening Hong Kong's smooth transition.  Problems of thisemergence of problems threatening Hong Kong's smooth transition.  Problems of this

sort would be bad for Hong Kong and also bad for China.  Therefore, I feel that theresort would be bad for Hong Kong and also bad for China.  Therefore, I feel that theresort would be bad for Hong Kong and also bad for China.  Therefore, I feel that theresort would be bad for Hong Kong and also bad for China.  Therefore, I feel that there

is really not much sense in our having no end of a debate today about the OMELCOis really not much sense in our having no end of a debate today about the OMELCOis really not much sense in our having no end of a debate today about the OMELCOis really not much sense in our having no end of a debate today about the OMELCO

Consensus, which is already out of date.  Times have changed.  The objectiveConsensus, which is already out of date.  Times have changed.  The objectiveConsensus, which is already out of date.  Times have changed.  The objectiveConsensus, which is already out of date.  Times have changed.  The objective

circumstances have changed.  There was no Basic Law before.  There is a Basic Lawcircumstances have changed.  There was no Basic Law before.  There is a Basic Lawcircumstances have changed.  There was no Basic Law before.  There is a Basic Lawcircumstances have changed.  There was no Basic Law before.  There is a Basic Law

now.  Some people's views about the OMELCO Consensus have also changed.  Is it fairnow.  Some people's views about the OMELCO Consensus have also changed.  Is it fairnow.  Some people's views about the OMELCO Consensus have also changed.  Is it fairnow.  Some people's views about the OMELCO Consensus have also changed.  Is it fair

for us to say that they have changed tack or for us to call them chameleons?  As afor us to say that they have changed tack or for us to call them chameleons?  As afor us to say that they have changed tack or for us to call them chameleons?  As afor us to say that they have changed tack or for us to call them chameleons?  As a

matter of fact, many Councillors say that they have confidence in Hong Kong's futurematter of fact, many Councillors say that they have confidence in Hong Kong's futurematter of fact, many Councillors say that they have confidence in Hong Kong's futurematter of fact, many Councillors say that they have confidence in Hong Kong's future

or in the long-term future of China.  How can we prove such confidence if we set aor in the long-term future of China.  How can we prove such confidence if we set aor in the long-term future of China.  How can we prove such confidence if we set aor in the long-term future of China.  How can we prove such confidence if we set a

deadline for everything at 1995 or 1997?  Mr Deputy President, I think that we shoulddeadline for everything at 1995 or 1997?  Mr Deputy President, I think that we shoulddeadline for everything at 1995 or 1997?  Mr Deputy President, I think that we shoulddeadline for everything at 1995 or 1997?  Mr Deputy President, I think that we should

support Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's motion today.  In other words, our emphasis should be onsupport Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's motion today.  In other words, our emphasis should be onsupport Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's motion today.  In other words, our emphasis should be onsupport Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's motion today.  In other words, our emphasis should be on

smooth transition.  I believe that, if the transition to 1997 is smooth, then Hongsmooth transition.  I believe that, if the transition to 1997 is smooth, then Hongsmooth transition.  I believe that, if the transition to 1997 is smooth, then Hongsmooth transition.  I believe that, if the transition to 1997 is smooth, then Hong

Kong will be able to see the direct election of not only half but all of the seatsKong will be able to see the direct election of not only half but all of the seatsKong will be able to see the direct election of not only half but all of the seatsKong will be able to see the direct election of not only half but all of the seats

of the legislature!of the legislature!of the legislature!of the legislature!



MR JIMMY McGREGOR: Mr Deputy President, thank you for allowing this debate to runMR JIMMY McGREGOR: Mr Deputy President, thank you for allowing this debate to runMR JIMMY McGREGOR: Mr Deputy President, thank you for allowing this debate to runMR JIMMY McGREGOR: Mr Deputy President, thank you for allowing this debate to run

its course.  It is very good of you to do so.its course.  It is very good of you to do so.its course.  It is very good of you to do so.its course.  It is very good of you to do so.

I am grateful to the Councillors who have spoken today for making their viI am grateful to the Councillors who have spoken today for making their viI am grateful to the Councillors who have spoken today for making their viI am grateful to the Councillors who have spoken today for making their viewsewsewsews

on democracy so clear.  The issue of course is fundamental to our further developmenton democracy so clear.  The issue of course is fundamental to our further developmenton democracy so clear.  The issue of course is fundamental to our further developmenton democracy so clear.  The issue of course is fundamental to our further development

as one of the world's most successful examples of an international city with Chineseas one of the world's most successful examples of an international city with Chineseas one of the world's most successful examples of an international city with Chineseas one of the world's most successful examples of an international city with Chinese

characteristics, and particularly as a place which enjoys a full range of humancharacteristics, and particularly as a place which enjoys a full range of humancharacteristics, and particularly as a place which enjoys a full range of humancharacteristics, and particularly as a place which enjoys a full range of human

rights.rights.rights.rights.

I will be saddened if my motion is not carried.  I believe that by voting it down,I will be saddened if my motion is not carried.  I believe that by voting it down,I will be saddened if my motion is not carried.  I believe that by voting it down,I will be saddened if my motion is not carried.  I believe that by voting it down,

this Council will damage the cause of democratic reform in Hong Kong.  The Councilthis Council will damage the cause of democratic reform in Hong Kong.  The Councilthis Council will damage the cause of democratic reform in Hong Kong.  The Councilthis Council will damage the cause of democratic reform in Hong Kong.  The Council

should not vote against the expressed wishes of the people of Hong Kong.  Fellowshould not vote against the expressed wishes of the people of Hong Kong.  Fellowshould not vote against the expressed wishes of the people of Hong Kong.  Fellowshould not vote against the expressed wishes of the people of Hong Kong.  Fellow

Councillors, you will have failed the people of Hong Kong at a time when they needCouncillors, you will have failed the people of Hong Kong at a time when they needCouncillors, you will have failed the people of Hong Kong at a time when they needCouncillors, you will have failed the people of Hong Kong at a time when they need

you most if you vote down this motion.  Those Councillors who have been directlyyou most if you vote down this motion.  Those Councillors who have been directlyyou most if you vote down this motion.  Those Councillors who have been directlyyou most if you vote down this motion.  Those Councillors who have been directly

elected by the people of Hong Kong have almost unanimously spoken in favour of myelected by the people of Hong Kong have almost unanimously spoken in favour of myelected by the people of Hong Kong have almost unanimously spoken in favour of myelected by the people of Hong Kong have almost unanimously spoken in favour of my

motion, therefore in favour of greater democracy.  Those Councillors who have nomotion, therefore in favour of greater democracy.  Those Councillors who have nomotion, therefore in favour of greater democracy.  Those Councillors who have nomotion, therefore in favour of greater democracy.  Those Councillors who have no

mandate from anyone and simply represent themselves have spoken against my motionmandate from anyone and simply represent themselves have spoken against my motionmandate from anyone and simply represent themselves have spoken against my motionmandate from anyone and simply represent themselves have spoken against my motion

and therefore, in my view, against democracy.and therefore, in my view, against democracy.and therefore, in my view, against democracy.and therefore, in my view, against democracy.

I also want to say that pro-democracy does not mean antI also want to say that pro-democracy does not mean antI also want to say that pro-democracy does not mean antI also want to say that pro-democracy does not mean anti-China.  I hope thei-China.  I hope thei-China.  I hope thei-China.  I hope the

British Government will understand who speak for the people and who have a mandateBritish Government will understand who speak for the people and who have a mandateBritish Government will understand who speak for the people and who have a mandateBritish Government will understand who speak for the people and who have a mandate

to do so.  The proposal that there should be 30 directly elected seats in 1995 isto do so.  The proposal that there should be 30 directly elected seats in 1995 isto do so.  The proposal that there should be 30 directly elected seats in 1995 isto do so.  The proposal that there should be 30 directly elected seats in 1995 is

surely an extremely modest objective.  The appointed Members, most if not all of whom,surely an extremely modest objective.  The appointed Members, most if not all of whom,surely an extremely modest objective.  The appointed Members, most if not all of whom,surely an extremely modest objective.  The appointed Members, most if not all of whom,

will disappear from this Council in 1995, should not succeed in thwarting the willwill disappear from this Council in 1995, should not succeed in thwarting the willwill disappear from this Council in 1995, should not succeed in thwarting the willwill disappear from this Council in 1995, should not succeed in thwarting the will

of the people of Hong Kong so clearly expressed in recent surveys.  If this happensof the people of Hong Kong so clearly expressed in recent surveys.  If this happensof the people of Hong Kong so clearly expressed in recent surveys.  If this happensof the people of Hong Kong so clearly expressed in recent surveys.  If this happens

I can only say it will be a matter of regret which many of us will share.I can only say it will be a matter of regret which many of us will share.I can only say it will be a matter of regret which many of us will share.I can only say it will be a matter of regret which many of us will share.

I urge all Councillors to vote for the rate of democratic progress in this CouncilI urge all Councillors to vote for the rate of democratic progress in this CouncilI urge all Councillors to vote for the rate of democratic progress in this CouncilI urge all Councillors to vote for the rate of democratic progress in this Council

supported by my motion.  Thank you, Mr Deputy President.supported by my motion.  Thank you, Mr Deputy President.supported by my motion.  Thank you, Mr Deputy President.supported by my motion.  Thank you, Mr Deputy President.

SECRETARY FOR CONSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, it has always been theSECRETARY FOR CONSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, it has always been theSECRETARY FOR CONSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, it has always been theSECRETARY FOR CONSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS: Mr Deputy President, it has always been the

Hong Kong Government's and Her Majesty's Government's wish to see a steady progressHong Kong Government's and Her Majesty's Government's wish to see a steady progressHong Kong Government's and Her Majesty's Government's wish to see a steady progressHong Kong Government's and Her Majesty's Government's wish to see a steady progress

towards a greater degree of democracy in Hong Kong, on a basis that can be sustainedtowards a greater degree of democracy in Hong Kong, on a basis that can be sustainedtowards a greater degree of democracy in Hong Kong, on a basis that can be sustainedtowards a greater degree of democracy in Hong Kong, on a basis that can be sustained

after the transfer of sovereignty in 1997.  In response to the expressed desires ofafter the transfer of sovereignty in 1997.  In response to the expressed desires ofafter the transfer of sovereignty in 1997.  In response to the expressed desires ofafter the transfer of sovereignty in 1997.  In response to the expressed desires of

the Hong Kong community for a more rapid rate of progress in this regard, Her Majesty'sthe Hong Kong community for a more rapid rate of progress in this regard, Her Majesty'sthe Hong Kong community for a more rapid rate of progress in this regard, Her Majesty'sthe Hong Kong community for a more rapid rate of progress in this regard, Her Majesty's



Government decided in early 1990, after discussion with the Chinese Government, toGovernment decided in early 1990, after discussion with the Chinese Government, toGovernment decided in early 1990, after discussion with the Chinese Government, toGovernment decided in early 1990, after discussion with the Chinese Government, to

increase the number of directly elected seats in this Council from 10 to 18 in 1991,increase the number of directly elected seats in this Council from 10 to 18 in 1991,increase the number of directly elected seats in this Council from 10 to 18 in 1991,increase the number of directly elected seats in this Council from 10 to 18 in 1991,

and to not below 20 in 1995.  At the time of announcement of this decision inand to not below 20 in 1995.  At the time of announcement of this decision inand to not below 20 in 1995.  At the time of announcement of this decision inand to not below 20 in 1995.  At the time of announcement of this decision in

Parliament, the Secretary of State, Mr Douglas HURD said:Parliament, the Secretary of State, Mr Douglas HURD said:Parliament, the Secretary of State, Mr Douglas HURD said:Parliament, the Secretary of State, Mr Douglas HURD said:

"We wish to establish in Hong Kong, before 1997, a system of government which includes"We wish to establish in Hong Kong, before 1997, a system of government which includes"We wish to establish in Hong Kong, before 1997, a system of government which includes"We wish to establish in Hong Kong, before 1997, a system of government which includes

from the outset a substantial element of democracy and which can endure and furtherfrom the outset a substantial element of democracy and which can endure and furtherfrom the outset a substantial element of democracy and which can endure and furtherfrom the outset a substantial element of democracy and which can endure and further

develop after 1997."develop after 1997."develop after 1997."develop after 1997."

He also said:He also said:He also said:He also said:

"We shall continue to press the case for a faster pace of democratization.""We shall continue to press the case for a faster pace of democratization.""We shall continue to press the case for a faster pace of democratization.""We shall continue to press the case for a faster pace of democratization."

Her Majesty's Government's commitment to raise with the Chinese Government beforeHer Majesty's Government's commitment to raise with the Chinese Government beforeHer Majesty's Government's commitment to raise with the Chinese Government beforeHer Majesty's Government's commitment to raise with the Chinese Government before

the 1995 elections the pace of democratic development in Hong Kong has since beenthe 1995 elections the pace of democratic development in Hong Kong has since beenthe 1995 elections the pace of democratic development in Hong Kong has since beenthe 1995 elections the pace of democratic development in Hong Kong has since been

reaffirmed by ministers when they visited the territory in April and in Septemberreaffirmed by ministers when they visited the territory in April and in Septemberreaffirmed by ministers when they visited the territory in April and in Septemberreaffirmed by ministers when they visited the territory in April and in September

1990, and also by the Prime Minister during his visit here in September last year.1990, and also by the Prime Minister during his visit here in September last year.1990, and also by the Prime Minister during his visit here in September last year.1990, and also by the Prime Minister during his visit here in September last year.

Members speaking in this debate have expresseMembers speaking in this debate have expresseMembers speaking in this debate have expresseMembers speaking in this debate have expressed different views on the pace ofd different views on the pace ofd different views on the pace ofd different views on the pace of

democratic development in the years ahead.  These views will of course be fullydemocratic development in the years ahead.  These views will of course be fullydemocratic development in the years ahead.  These views will of course be fullydemocratic development in the years ahead.  These views will of course be fully

reflected to Her Majesty's Government.reflected to Her Majesty's Government.reflected to Her Majesty's Government.reflected to Her Majesty's Government.

On the question of timing for discussion with the Chinese Government, theOn the question of timing for discussion with the Chinese Government, theOn the question of timing for discussion with the Chinese Government, theOn the question of timing for discussion with the Chinese Government, the

Secretary of State stated in Parliament as early as February this year that this willSecretary of State stated in Parliament as early as February this year that this willSecretary of State stated in Parliament as early as February this year that this willSecretary of State stated in Parliament as early as February this year that this will

need to take place when the time is right.  The new Governor of Hong Kong will alsoneed to take place when the time is right.  The new Governor of Hong Kong will alsoneed to take place when the time is right.  The new Governor of Hong Kong will alsoneed to take place when the time is right.  The new Governor of Hong Kong will also

want to consider this important matter in detail, and in this regard I think I canwant to consider this important matter in detail, and in this regard I think I canwant to consider this important matter in detail, and in this regard I think I canwant to consider this important matter in detail, and in this regard I think I can

do no better than repeating again the Secretary of State's words in Parliament earlierdo no better than repeating again the Secretary of State's words in Parliament earlierdo no better than repeating again the Secretary of State's words in Parliament earlierdo no better than repeating again the Secretary of State's words in Parliament earlier

this month:this month:this month:this month:

"I do not think that the new Governor will want to rush to conclusions on these matters"I do not think that the new Governor will want to rush to conclusions on these matters"I do not think that the new Governor will want to rush to conclusions on these matters"I do not think that the new Governor will want to rush to conclusions on these matters

as soon as he takes over.  He would be wise to want, I am sure that he will want,as soon as he takes over.  He would be wise to want, I am sure that he will want,as soon as he takes over.  He would be wise to want, I am sure that he will want,as soon as he takes over.  He would be wise to want, I am sure that he will want,

to consult widely after his arrival, to weigh up all the factors and then to put histo consult widely after his arrival, to weigh up all the factors and then to put histo consult widely after his arrival, to weigh up all the factors and then to put histo consult widely after his arrival, to weigh up all the factors and then to put his

advice to us.  That will take time.  I would not expect conclusions on the kind ofadvice to us.  That will take time.  I would not expect conclusions on the kind ofadvice to us.  That will take time.  I would not expect conclusions on the kind ofadvice to us.  That will take time.  I would not expect conclusions on the kind of

matters that my Right Honourable friend mentioned to emerge until the autumn at thematters that my Right Honourable friend mentioned to emerge until the autumn at thematters that my Right Honourable friend mentioned to emerge until the autumn at thematters that my Right Honourable friend mentioned to emerge until the autumn at the

earliest. On the specific point concerning the 1995 Legislative Council elections,earliest. On the specific point concerning the 1995 Legislative Council elections,earliest. On the specific point concerning the 1995 Legislative Council elections,earliest. On the specific point concerning the 1995 Legislative Council elections,

we have said that we shall be discussing those elections with the Chinese side, withwe have said that we shall be discussing those elections with the Chinese side, withwe have said that we shall be discussing those elections with the Chinese side, withwe have said that we shall be discussing those elections with the Chinese side, with

the aim of ensuring as much continuity as possible. Decisions on electoralthe aim of ensuring as much continuity as possible. Decisions on electoralthe aim of ensuring as much continuity as possible. Decisions on electoralthe aim of ensuring as much continuity as possible. Decisions on electoral

arrangements will need to take account of such discussions.  They are, I think, somearrangements will need to take account of such discussions.  They are, I think, somearrangements will need to take account of such discussions.  They are, I think, somearrangements will need to take account of such discussions.  They are, I think, some



way off."way off."way off."way off."

Mr Deputy President, the Administration believes that there is no need to rushMr Deputy President, the Administration believes that there is no need to rushMr Deputy President, the Administration believes that there is no need to rushMr Deputy President, the Administration believes that there is no need to rush

into a conclusion on this important matter.  The ex-officio Members of this Councilinto a conclusion on this important matter.  The ex-officio Members of this Councilinto a conclusion on this important matter.  The ex-officio Members of this Councilinto a conclusion on this important matter.  The ex-officio Members of this Council

will therefore abstain from voting on Mr McGREGOR's motion or on Mr NGAI Shiu-kit'swill therefore abstain from voting on Mr McGREGOR's motion or on Mr NGAI Shiu-kit'swill therefore abstain from voting on Mr McGREGOR's motion or on Mr NGAI Shiu-kit'swill therefore abstain from voting on Mr McGREGOR's motion or on Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's

amendment today.amendment today.amendment today.amendment today.

Question on Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendment put.Question on Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendment put.Question on Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendment put.Question on Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendment put.

Voice votes takenVoice votes takenVoice votes takenVoice votes taken

THE DEPUTY PRESIDENT said he thought the noes had it.THE DEPUTY PRESIDENT said he thought the noes had it.THE DEPUTY PRESIDENT said he thought the noes had it.THE DEPUTY PRESIDENT said he thought the noes had it.

Mr NGAI Shiu-kit and Mr Steven POON claimed a division.Mr NGAI Shiu-kit and Mr Steven POON claimed a division.Mr NGAI Shiu-kit and Mr Steven POON claimed a division.Mr NGAI Shiu-kit and Mr Steven POON claimed a division.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Council will proceed to a division. The division bell will ringDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Council will proceed to a division. The division bell will ringDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Council will proceed to a division. The division bell will ringDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Council will proceed to a division. The division bell will ring

for three minutes and the division will be held immediately afterwards.for three minutes and the division will be held immediately afterwards.for three minutes and the division will be held immediately afterwards.for three minutes and the division will be held immediately afterwards.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Would Members now please proceed to vote and I will check withDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Would Members now please proceed to vote and I will check withDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Would Members now please proceed to vote and I will check withDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Would Members now please proceed to vote and I will check with

Members before the results are displayed.Members before the results are displayed.Members before the results are displayed.Members before the results are displayed.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Do Members have any queries?  Yes, Mr CHEONG.DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Do Members have any queries?  Yes, Mr CHEONG.DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Do Members have any queries?  Yes, Mr CHEONG.DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Do Members have any queries?  Yes, Mr CHEONG.

MR STEPHEN CHEONG: Mr Deputy President, I should like to ask if we are in favour ofMR STEPHEN CHEONG: Mr Deputy President, I should like to ask if we are in favour ofMR STEPHEN CHEONG: Mr Deputy President, I should like to ask if we are in favour ofMR STEPHEN CHEONG: Mr Deputy President, I should like to ask if we are in favour of

Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendment we should vote yes; if we are not in favour of hisMr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendment we should vote yes; if we are not in favour of hisMr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendment we should vote yes; if we are not in favour of hisMr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendment we should vote yes; if we are not in favour of his

amendment we should vote no?amendment we should vote no?amendment we should vote no?amendment we should vote no?

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: That is correct, Mr CHEONG.DEPUTY PRESIDENT: That is correct, Mr CHEONG.DEPUTY PRESIDENT: That is correct, Mr CHEONG.DEPUTY PRESIDENT: That is correct, Mr CHEONG.

MR STEPHEN CHEONG: Thank you, Mr Deputy President.MR STEPHEN CHEONG: Thank you, Mr Deputy President.MR STEPHEN CHEONG: Thank you, Mr Deputy President.MR STEPHEN CHEONG: Thank you, Mr Deputy President.



DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Are Members content with the way they voted?  The results will nowDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Are Members content with the way they voted?  The results will nowDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Are Members content with the way they voted?  The results will nowDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Are Members content with the way they voted?  The results will now

be displayed.be displayed.be displayed.be displayed.

Mr Allen LEE, Mr Stephen CHEONG, Mrs Selina CHOW, Mr HUI Yin-fat, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit,Mr Allen LEE, Mr Stephen CHEONG, Mrs Selina CHOW, Mr HUI Yin-fat, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit,Mr Allen LEE, Mr Stephen CHEONG, Mrs Selina CHOW, Mr HUI Yin-fat, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit,Mr Allen LEE, Mr Stephen CHEONG, Mrs Selina CHOW, Mr HUI Yin-fat, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit,

Mr TAM Yiu-chung, Mr LAU Wong-fat, Mr Edward HO, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Mr Martin BARROW,Mr TAM Yiu-chung, Mr LAU Wong-fat, Mr Edward HO, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Mr Martin BARROW,Mr TAM Yiu-chung, Mr LAU Wong-fat, Mr Edward HO, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Mr Martin BARROW,Mr TAM Yiu-chung, Mr LAU Wong-fat, Mr Edward HO, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Mr Martin BARROW,

Mrs Miriam LAU, Mr LAU Wah-sum, Mr Peter WONG, Mr Vincent CHENG, Mr Moses CHENG, MrMrs Miriam LAU, Mr LAU Wah-sum, Mr Peter WONG, Mr Vincent CHENG, Mr Moses CHENG, MrMrs Miriam LAU, Mr LAU Wah-sum, Mr Peter WONG, Mr Vincent CHENG, Mr Moses CHENG, MrMrs Miriam LAU, Mr LAU Wah-sum, Mr Peter WONG, Mr Vincent CHENG, Mr Moses CHENG, Mr

CHIM Pui-chung, Mr Simon IP, Dr LAM Kui-chun, Mr Gilbert LEUNG, Prof Felice LIEH MAK,CHIM Pui-chung, Mr Simon IP, Dr LAM Kui-chun, Mr Gilbert LEUNG, Prof Felice LIEH MAK,CHIM Pui-chung, Mr Simon IP, Dr LAM Kui-chun, Mr Gilbert LEUNG, Prof Felice LIEH MAK,CHIM Pui-chung, Mr Simon IP, Dr LAM Kui-chun, Mr Gilbert LEUNG, Prof Felice LIEH MAK,

Mr Steven POON, Mr Henry TANG, Dr Philip WONG and Mr Howard YOUNG voted for theMr Steven POON, Mr Henry TANG, Dr Philip WONG and Mr Howard YOUNG voted for theMr Steven POON, Mr Henry TANG, Dr Philip WONG and Mr Howard YOUNG voted for theMr Steven POON, Mr Henry TANG, Dr Philip WONG and Mr Howard YOUNG voted for the

amendment.amendment.amendment.amendment.

Mr Martin LEE, Mr PANG Chun-hoi, Mr SZETO Wah, Mr Andrew WONG, Dr LEONG Che-hung,Mr Martin LEE, Mr PANG Chun-hoi, Mr SZETO Wah, Mr Andrew WONG, Dr LEONG Che-hung,Mr Martin LEE, Mr PANG Chun-hoi, Mr SZETO Wah, Mr Andrew WONG, Dr LEONG Che-hung,Mr Martin LEE, Mr PANG Chun-hoi, Mr SZETO Wah, Mr Andrew WONG, Dr LEONG Che-hung,

Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, Mr Albert CHAN, Mr CHEUNG Man-kwong, Rev FUNG Chi-wood, MrMr Jimmy McGREGOR, Mr Albert CHAN, Mr CHEUNG Man-kwong, Rev FUNG Chi-wood, MrMr Jimmy McGREGOR, Mr Albert CHAN, Mr CHEUNG Man-kwong, Rev FUNG Chi-wood, MrMr Jimmy McGREGOR, Mr Albert CHAN, Mr CHEUNG Man-kwong, Rev FUNG Chi-wood, Mr

Frederick FUNG, Mr Michael HO, Dr HUANG Chen-ya, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek,Frederick FUNG, Mr Michael HO, Dr HUANG Chen-ya, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek,Frederick FUNG, Mr Michael HO, Dr HUANG Chen-ya, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek,Frederick FUNG, Mr Michael HO, Dr HUANG Chen-ya, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek,

Miss Emily LAU, Mr LEE Wing-tat, Mr Fred LI, Mr MAN Sai-cheong, Mr TIK Chi-yuen, MrMiss Emily LAU, Mr LEE Wing-tat, Mr Fred LI, Mr MAN Sai-cheong, Mr TIK Chi-yuen, MrMiss Emily LAU, Mr LEE Wing-tat, Mr Fred LI, Mr MAN Sai-cheong, Mr TIK Chi-yuen, MrMiss Emily LAU, Mr LEE Wing-tat, Mr Fred LI, Mr MAN Sai-cheong, Mr TIK Chi-yuen, Mr

James TO, Dr YEUNG Sum and Mr WONG Wai-yin voted against the amendment.James TO, Dr YEUNG Sum and Mr WONG Wai-yin voted against the amendment.James TO, Dr YEUNG Sum and Mr WONG Wai-yin voted against the amendment.James TO, Dr YEUNG Sum and Mr WONG Wai-yin voted against the amendment.

The Chief Secretary, the Attorney General, the Financial Secretary, Mr David LI, MrsThe Chief Secretary, the Attorney General, the Financial Secretary, Mr David LI, MrsThe Chief Secretary, the Attorney General, the Financial Secretary, Mr David LI, MrsThe Chief Secretary, the Attorney General, the Financial Secretary, Mr David LI, Mrs

Elsie TU, Prof Edward CHEN, Mr Marvin CHEUNG and Mr Eric LI abstained.Elsie TU, Prof Edward CHEN, Mr Marvin CHEUNG and Mr Eric LI abstained.Elsie TU, Prof Edward CHEN, Mr Marvin CHEUNG and Mr Eric LI abstained.Elsie TU, Prof Edward CHEN, Mr Marvin CHEUNG and Mr Eric LI abstained.

THE DEPUTY PRESIDENT announced that there were 24 votes in favour of the amendmentTHE DEPUTY PRESIDENT announced that there were 24 votes in favour of the amendmentTHE DEPUTY PRESIDENT announced that there were 24 votes in favour of the amendmentTHE DEPUTY PRESIDENT announced that there were 24 votes in favour of the amendment

and 22 votes against it.  He therefore declared that Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendmentand 22 votes against it.  He therefore declared that Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendmentand 22 votes against it.  He therefore declared that Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendmentand 22 votes against it.  He therefore declared that Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendment

was approved.was approved.was approved.was approved.

MR JIMMY McGREGOR: Mr Deputy President, I thank all Councillors for giving us theMR JIMMY McGREGOR: Mr Deputy President, I thank all Councillors for giving us theMR JIMMY McGREGOR: Mr Deputy President, I thank all Councillors for giving us theMR JIMMY McGREGOR: Mr Deputy President, I thank all Councillors for giving us the

benefit of their wisdom.  I think the vote is extremely close. It seems to me thatbenefit of their wisdom.  I think the vote is extremely close. It seems to me thatbenefit of their wisdom.  I think the vote is extremely close. It seems to me thatbenefit of their wisdom.  I think the vote is extremely close. It seems to me that

the British Government will be in something of a quandary if it wishes to decide,the British Government will be in something of a quandary if it wishes to decide,the British Government will be in something of a quandary if it wishes to decide,the British Government will be in something of a quandary if it wishes to decide,

on the basis of this vote, which way the British Government itself should go.  I hopeon the basis of this vote, which way the British Government itself should go.  I hopeon the basis of this vote, which way the British Government itself should go.  I hopeon the basis of this vote, which way the British Government itself should go.  I hope

very much that the British Government will take account of the vote in itself and,very much that the British Government will take account of the vote in itself and,very much that the British Government will take account of the vote in itself and,very much that the British Government will take account of the vote in itself and,

secondly, of the views of Members which have been expressed here today and tonight.secondly, of the views of Members which have been expressed here today and tonight.secondly, of the views of Members which have been expressed here today and tonight.secondly, of the views of Members which have been expressed here today and tonight.

I believe that the cause of democracy in Hong Kong is very strong.  I believeI believe that the cause of democracy in Hong Kong is very strong.  I believeI believe that the cause of democracy in Hong Kong is very strong.  I believeI believe that the cause of democracy in Hong Kong is very strong.  I believe



that the people of Hong Kong deeply desire an increased rate of democracy and thatthat the people of Hong Kong deeply desire an increased rate of democracy and thatthat the people of Hong Kong deeply desire an increased rate of democracy and thatthat the people of Hong Kong deeply desire an increased rate of democracy and that

is why I put the motion forward.  I believe also it is reasonable for the Britishis why I put the motion forward.  I believe also it is reasonable for the Britishis why I put the motion forward.  I believe also it is reasonable for the Britishis why I put the motion forward.  I believe also it is reasonable for the British

Government to be made aware at this point in time of the feeling of all of theGovernment to be made aware at this point in time of the feeling of all of theGovernment to be made aware at this point in time of the feeling of all of theGovernment to be made aware at this point in time of the feeling of all of the

Councillors as to whether or not an increased pace of democracy is acceptable orCouncillors as to whether or not an increased pace of democracy is acceptable orCouncillors as to whether or not an increased pace of democracy is acceptable orCouncillors as to whether or not an increased pace of democracy is acceptable or

whether the dangers are too great.  We have seen a very clear division among Members.whether the dangers are too great.  We have seen a very clear division among Members.whether the dangers are too great.  We have seen a very clear division among Members.whether the dangers are too great.  We have seen a very clear division among Members.

I am sure that Members have spoken sincerely on the basis of their convictions andI am sure that Members have spoken sincerely on the basis of their convictions andI am sure that Members have spoken sincerely on the basis of their convictions andI am sure that Members have spoken sincerely on the basis of their convictions and

I hope very much that the British Government will understand that there has been aI hope very much that the British Government will understand that there has been aI hope very much that the British Government will understand that there has been aI hope very much that the British Government will understand that there has been a

division but that we all will continue to work together for the improvement of thedivision but that we all will continue to work together for the improvement of thedivision but that we all will continue to work together for the improvement of thedivision but that we all will continue to work together for the improvement of the

Hong Kong system.Hong Kong system.Hong Kong system.Hong Kong system.

Thank you very much, Mr Deputy President.Thank you very much, Mr Deputy President.Thank you very much, Mr Deputy President.Thank you very much, Mr Deputy President.

Question on Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion as amended by Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendmentQuestion on Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion as amended by Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendmentQuestion on Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion as amended by Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendmentQuestion on Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion as amended by Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendment

put.put.put.put.

Voice votes takenVoice votes takenVoice votes takenVoice votes taken

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Council will proceed to a division. The division bell will ringDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Council will proceed to a division. The division bell will ringDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Council will proceed to a division. The division bell will ringDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Council will proceed to a division. The division bell will ring

for three minutes.for three minutes.for three minutes.for three minutes.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Would Members now please proceed to vote on the amended motion?DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Would Members now please proceed to vote on the amended motion?DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Would Members now please proceed to vote on the amended motion?DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Would Members now please proceed to vote on the amended motion?

I would check with Members before the results are displayed.I would check with Members before the results are displayed.I would check with Members before the results are displayed.I would check with Members before the results are displayed.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Do Members have any queries. The results will now be displayed.DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Do Members have any queries. The results will now be displayed.DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Do Members have any queries. The results will now be displayed.DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Do Members have any queries. The results will now be displayed.

Mr Allen LEE, Mr Stephen CHEONG, Mrs Selina CHOW, Mr HUI Yin-fat, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit,Mr Allen LEE, Mr Stephen CHEONG, Mrs Selina CHOW, Mr HUI Yin-fat, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit,Mr Allen LEE, Mr Stephen CHEONG, Mrs Selina CHOW, Mr HUI Yin-fat, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit,Mr Allen LEE, Mr Stephen CHEONG, Mrs Selina CHOW, Mr HUI Yin-fat, Mr NGAI Shiu-kit,

Mr TAM Yiu-chung, Mr LAU Wong-fat, Mr Edward HO, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Mr Martin BARROW,Mr TAM Yiu-chung, Mr LAU Wong-fat, Mr Edward HO, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Mr Martin BARROW,Mr TAM Yiu-chung, Mr LAU Wong-fat, Mr Edward HO, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Mr Martin BARROW,Mr TAM Yiu-chung, Mr LAU Wong-fat, Mr Edward HO, Mr Ronald ARCULLI, Mr Martin BARROW,

Mrs Miriam LAU, Mr LAU Wah-sum, Mr Peter WONG, Mr Vincent CHENG, Mr Moses CHENG, MrMrs Miriam LAU, Mr LAU Wah-sum, Mr Peter WONG, Mr Vincent CHENG, Mr Moses CHENG, MrMrs Miriam LAU, Mr LAU Wah-sum, Mr Peter WONG, Mr Vincent CHENG, Mr Moses CHENG, MrMrs Miriam LAU, Mr LAU Wah-sum, Mr Peter WONG, Mr Vincent CHENG, Mr Moses CHENG, Mr

Marvin CHEUNG, Mr CHIM Pui-chung, Mr Simon IP, Dr LAM Kui-chun, Mr Gilbert LEUNG,Marvin CHEUNG, Mr CHIM Pui-chung, Mr Simon IP, Dr LAM Kui-chun, Mr Gilbert LEUNG,Marvin CHEUNG, Mr CHIM Pui-chung, Mr Simon IP, Dr LAM Kui-chun, Mr Gilbert LEUNG,Marvin CHEUNG, Mr CHIM Pui-chung, Mr Simon IP, Dr LAM Kui-chun, Mr Gilbert LEUNG,

Prof Felice LIEH MAK, Mr Steven POON, Mr Henry TANG, Dr Philip WONG and Mr HowardProf Felice LIEH MAK, Mr Steven POON, Mr Henry TANG, Dr Philip WONG and Mr HowardProf Felice LIEH MAK, Mr Steven POON, Mr Henry TANG, Dr Philip WONG and Mr HowardProf Felice LIEH MAK, Mr Steven POON, Mr Henry TANG, Dr Philip WONG and Mr Howard

YOUNG voted for the amended motion.YOUNG voted for the amended motion.YOUNG voted for the amended motion.YOUNG voted for the amended motion.

Mr Martin LEE, Mr PANG Chun-hoi, Mr SZETO Wah, Mr Andrew WONG, Dr LEONG Che-hung,Mr Martin LEE, Mr PANG Chun-hoi, Mr SZETO Wah, Mr Andrew WONG, Dr LEONG Che-hung,Mr Martin LEE, Mr PANG Chun-hoi, Mr SZETO Wah, Mr Andrew WONG, Dr LEONG Che-hung,Mr Martin LEE, Mr PANG Chun-hoi, Mr SZETO Wah, Mr Andrew WONG, Dr LEONG Che-hung,

Mr Jimmy McGREGOR, Mr Albert CHAN, Mr CHEUNG Man-kwong, Rev FUNG Chi-wood, MrMr Jimmy McGREGOR, Mr Albert CHAN, Mr CHEUNG Man-kwong, Rev FUNG Chi-wood, MrMr Jimmy McGREGOR, Mr Albert CHAN, Mr CHEUNG Man-kwong, Rev FUNG Chi-wood, MrMr Jimmy McGREGOR, Mr Albert CHAN, Mr CHEUNG Man-kwong, Rev FUNG Chi-wood, Mr



Frederick FUNG, Mr Michael HO, Dr HUANG Chen-ya, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek,Frederick FUNG, Mr Michael HO, Dr HUANG Chen-ya, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek,Frederick FUNG, Mr Michael HO, Dr HUANG Chen-ya, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek,Frederick FUNG, Mr Michael HO, Dr HUANG Chen-ya, Dr Conrad LAM, Mr LAU Chin-shek,

Miss Emily LAU, Mr LEE Wing-tat, Mr Eric LI, Mr Fred LI, Mr MAN Sai-cheong, Mr TIKMiss Emily LAU, Mr LEE Wing-tat, Mr Eric LI, Mr Fred LI, Mr MAN Sai-cheong, Mr TIKMiss Emily LAU, Mr LEE Wing-tat, Mr Eric LI, Mr Fred LI, Mr MAN Sai-cheong, Mr TIKMiss Emily LAU, Mr LEE Wing-tat, Mr Eric LI, Mr Fred LI, Mr MAN Sai-cheong, Mr TIK

Chi-yuen, Mr James TO, Dr YEUNG Sum and Mr WONG Wai-yin voted against the amendedChi-yuen, Mr James TO, Dr YEUNG Sum and Mr WONG Wai-yin voted against the amendedChi-yuen, Mr James TO, Dr YEUNG Sum and Mr WONG Wai-yin voted against the amendedChi-yuen, Mr James TO, Dr YEUNG Sum and Mr WONG Wai-yin voted against the amended

motion.motion.motion.motion.

The Chief Secretary, the Attorney General, the Financial Secretary, Mr David LI, MrsThe Chief Secretary, the Attorney General, the Financial Secretary, Mr David LI, MrsThe Chief Secretary, the Attorney General, the Financial Secretary, Mr David LI, MrsThe Chief Secretary, the Attorney General, the Financial Secretary, Mr David LI, Mrs

Elsie TU and Prof Edward CHEN abstained.Elsie TU and Prof Edward CHEN abstained.Elsie TU and Prof Edward CHEN abstained.Elsie TU and Prof Edward CHEN abstained.

THE DEPUTY PRESIDENT announced that there were 25 votes for the amended motion andTHE DEPUTY PRESIDENT announced that there were 25 votes for the amended motion andTHE DEPUTY PRESIDENT announced that there were 25 votes for the amended motion andTHE DEPUTY PRESIDENT announced that there were 25 votes for the amended motion and

23 votes against it.  He therefore declared that Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion as amended23 votes against it.  He therefore declared that Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion as amended23 votes against it.  He therefore declared that Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion as amended23 votes against it.  He therefore declared that Mr Jimmy McGREGOR's motion as amended

by Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendment was carried.by Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendment was carried.by Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendment was carried.by Mr NGAI Shiu-kit's amendment was carried.

REDEVELOPMENT OF PRIVATE BUILDINGSREDEVELOPMENT OF PRIVATE BUILDINGSREDEVELOPMENT OF PRIVATE BUILDINGSREDEVELOPMENT OF PRIVATE BUILDINGS

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order please.  We now proceed to the second motion on the OrderDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order please.  We now proceed to the second motion on the OrderDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order please.  We now proceed to the second motion on the OrderDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order please.  We now proceed to the second motion on the Order

Paper.  We have taken substantial time for the first motion debate and that wasPaper.  We have taken substantial time for the first motion debate and that wasPaper.  We have taken substantial time for the first motion debate and that wasPaper.  We have taken substantial time for the first motion debate and that was

necessary.  But I would ask Members who are down to speak in the second motion debatenecessary.  But I would ask Members who are down to speak in the second motion debatenecessary.  But I would ask Members who are down to speak in the second motion debatenecessary.  But I would ask Members who are down to speak in the second motion debate

to bear the lateness of the hour in mind and to try to make their speeches as shortto bear the lateness of the hour in mind and to try to make their speeches as shortto bear the lateness of the hour in mind and to try to make their speeches as shortto bear the lateness of the hour in mind and to try to make their speeches as short

as circumstances would allow.as circumstances would allow.as circumstances would allow.as circumstances would allow.

MR JAMES TO moved the following motion:MR JAMES TO moved the following motion:MR JAMES TO moved the following motion:MR JAMES TO moved the following motion:

"That this Council urges the Government to set up a special working group to carry"That this Council urges the Government to set up a special working group to carry"That this Council urges the Government to set up a special working group to carry"That this Council urges the Government to set up a special working group to carry

out a comprehensive review on matters concerning the acquisition of buildings byout a comprehensive review on matters concerning the acquisition of buildings byout a comprehensive review on matters concerning the acquisition of buildings byout a comprehensive review on matters concerning the acquisition of buildings by

private developers for redevelopment purposes and to formulate policies in respectprivate developers for redevelopment purposes and to formulate policies in respectprivate developers for redevelopment purposes and to formulate policies in respectprivate developers for redevelopment purposes and to formulate policies in respect

of redevelopment procedures, compensation for and rehousing of tenants, andof redevelopment procedures, compensation for and rehousing of tenants, andof redevelopment procedures, compensation for and rehousing of tenants, andof redevelopment procedures, compensation for and rehousing of tenants, and

redevelopment impact assessment (including the impact on the community and theredevelopment impact assessment (including the impact on the community and theredevelopment impact assessment (including the impact on the community and theredevelopment impact assessment (including the impact on the community and the

environment), so as to protect the interests of the affected citizens."environment), so as to protect the interests of the affected citizens."environment), so as to protect the interests of the affected citizens."environment), so as to protect the interests of the affected citizens."

MR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I move the motion standing in myMR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I move the motion standing in myMR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I move the motion standing in myMR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I move the motion standing in my

name on the order paper.name on the order paper.name on the order paper.name on the order paper.



The United Nations Economic and Social Council and the European Committee forThe United Nations Economic and Social Council and the European Committee forThe United Nations Economic and Social Council and the European Committee forThe United Nations Economic and Social Council and the European Committee for

the Protection of Human Rights and Basic Freedom have defined the housing right asthe Protection of Human Rights and Basic Freedom have defined the housing right asthe Protection of Human Rights and Basic Freedom have defined the housing right asthe Protection of Human Rights and Basic Freedom have defined the housing right as

the right of freedom from eviction; it is in accordance with this definition thatthe right of freedom from eviction; it is in accordance with this definition thatthe right of freedom from eviction; it is in accordance with this definition thatthe right of freedom from eviction; it is in accordance with this definition that

mandatory removal of citizens is regarded as a violation of personal freedom and rightmandatory removal of citizens is regarded as a violation of personal freedom and rightmandatory removal of citizens is regarded as a violation of personal freedom and rightmandatory removal of citizens is regarded as a violation of personal freedom and right

to privacy.  Under the existing clearance and urban renewal policy, quasi-officialto privacy.  Under the existing clearance and urban renewal policy, quasi-officialto privacy.  Under the existing clearance and urban renewal policy, quasi-officialto privacy.  Under the existing clearance and urban renewal policy, quasi-official

bodies such as the Land Development Corporation, the Housing Authority and the Housingbodies such as the Land Development Corporation, the Housing Authority and the Housingbodies such as the Land Development Corporation, the Housing Authority and the Housingbodies such as the Land Development Corporation, the Housing Authority and the Housing

Society have provisions for compensation and rehousing affected residents.  PrivateSociety have provisions for compensation and rehousing affected residents.  PrivateSociety have provisions for compensation and rehousing affected residents.  PrivateSociety have provisions for compensation and rehousing affected residents.  Private

developers are singularly exempted from the responsibility of rehousing affecteddevelopers are singularly exempted from the responsibility of rehousing affecteddevelopers are singularly exempted from the responsibility of rehousing affecteddevelopers are singularly exempted from the responsibility of rehousing affected

residents in the process of demolishing old buildings.  They are only required toresidents in the process of demolishing old buildings.  They are only required toresidents in the process of demolishing old buildings.  They are only required toresidents in the process of demolishing old buildings.  They are only required to

provide a cash compensation twice the rateable value of 1983, and it is an ex gratiaprovide a cash compensation twice the rateable value of 1983, and it is an ex gratiaprovide a cash compensation twice the rateable value of 1983, and it is an ex gratiaprovide a cash compensation twice the rateable value of 1983, and it is an ex gratia

compensation, legally speaking, in the sense that it is based on moral obligation.compensation, legally speaking, in the sense that it is based on moral obligation.compensation, legally speaking, in the sense that it is based on moral obligation.compensation, legally speaking, in the sense that it is based on moral obligation.

It can be seen that the Government takes a couldn't-care-less attitude towards theIt can be seen that the Government takes a couldn't-care-less attitude towards theIt can be seen that the Government takes a couldn't-care-less attitude towards theIt can be seen that the Government takes a couldn't-care-less attitude towards the

impact of private redevelopment on the affected residents, regardless of theirimpact of private redevelopment on the affected residents, regardless of theirimpact of private redevelopment on the affected residents, regardless of theirimpact of private redevelopment on the affected residents, regardless of their

plight.plight.plight.plight.

According to the Government and information gathered by private organizations,According to the Government and information gathered by private organizations,According to the Government and information gathered by private organizations,According to the Government and information gathered by private organizations,

the private developers have a very vital and active role to play in terms of clearancethe private developers have a very vital and active role to play in terms of clearancethe private developers have a very vital and active role to play in terms of clearancethe private developers have a very vital and active role to play in terms of clearance

and urban renewal.  Statistics from the Building Ordinance Office indicate that theand urban renewal.  Statistics from the Building Ordinance Office indicate that theand urban renewal.  Statistics from the Building Ordinance Office indicate that theand urban renewal.  Statistics from the Building Ordinance Office indicate that the

buildings involved have risen from 131 in 1984 to 697 in 1991; it is on this basisbuildings involved have risen from 131 in 1984 to 697 in 1991; it is on this basisbuildings involved have risen from 131 in 1984 to 697 in 1991; it is on this basisbuildings involved have risen from 131 in 1984 to 697 in 1991; it is on this basis

that over the next ten years, more than 44 000 flats are estimated to be affectedthat over the next ten years, more than 44 000 flats are estimated to be affectedthat over the next ten years, more than 44 000 flats are estimated to be affectedthat over the next ten years, more than 44 000 flats are estimated to be affected

by private redevelopment and the number of people involved would be well over 760by private redevelopment and the number of people involved would be well over 760by private redevelopment and the number of people involved would be well over 760by private redevelopment and the number of people involved would be well over 760

000.000.000.000.

I am sure colleagues would notice the many low-income elderly protesters whenI am sure colleagues would notice the many low-income elderly protesters whenI am sure colleagues would notice the many low-income elderly protesters whenI am sure colleagues would notice the many low-income elderly protesters when

they entered the Legislative Council Building this afternoon; they are the residentsthey entered the Legislative Council Building this afternoon; they are the residentsthey entered the Legislative Council Building this afternoon; they are the residentsthey entered the Legislative Council Building this afternoon; they are the residents

affected by private redevelopment.  Here, I wish to remind colleagues that there areaffected by private redevelopment.  Here, I wish to remind colleagues that there areaffected by private redevelopment.  Here, I wish to remind colleagues that there areaffected by private redevelopment.  Here, I wish to remind colleagues that there are

many more, even older and more destitute people who are similarly affected and theymany more, even older and more destitute people who are similarly affected and theymany more, even older and more destitute people who are similarly affected and theymany more, even older and more destitute people who are similarly affected and they

are protesting in the different quarters of our society.are protesting in the different quarters of our society.are protesting in the different quarters of our society.are protesting in the different quarters of our society.

Who are these most deeply affected people?  From Who are these most deeply affected people?  From Who are these most deeply affected people?  From Who are these most deeply affected people?  From media reports and from my ownmedia reports and from my ownmedia reports and from my ownmedia reports and from my own

personal contacts, I understand that they come from the lowest stratum of society.personal contacts, I understand that they come from the lowest stratum of society.personal contacts, I understand that they come from the lowest stratum of society.personal contacts, I understand that they come from the lowest stratum of society.

Many of them came by themselves to Hong Kong illegally 30 or 40 years ago and haveMany of them came by themselves to Hong Kong illegally 30 or 40 years ago and haveMany of them came by themselves to Hong Kong illegally 30 or 40 years ago and haveMany of them came by themselves to Hong Kong illegally 30 or 40 years ago and have

been quietly toiling here since then, engaging in hard, monotonous and tedious jobs.been quietly toiling here since then, engaging in hard, monotonous and tedious jobs.been quietly toiling here since then, engaging in hard, monotonous and tedious jobs.been quietly toiling here since then, engaging in hard, monotonous and tedious jobs.

For example, they worked as coolies, factory and restaurant workers, making ends meetFor example, they worked as coolies, factory and restaurant workers, making ends meetFor example, they worked as coolies, factory and restaurant workers, making ends meetFor example, they worked as coolies, factory and restaurant workers, making ends meet

with their meagre incomes.  Some of them even contracted diseases and are unable towith their meagre incomes.  Some of them even contracted diseases and are unable towith their meagre incomes.  Some of them even contracted diseases and are unable towith their meagre incomes.  Some of them even contracted diseases and are unable to

work as a result of their poor working conditions, and have to live on publicwork as a result of their poor working conditions, and have to live on publicwork as a result of their poor working conditions, and have to live on publicwork as a result of their poor working conditions, and have to live on public



assistance.  Indeed, job opportunities have also been seriously eroded with the hugeassistance.  Indeed, job opportunities have also been seriously eroded with the hugeassistance.  Indeed, job opportunities have also been seriously eroded with the hugeassistance.  Indeed, job opportunities have also been seriously eroded with the huge

influx of foreign workers. They do not have any collective bargaining power, underinflux of foreign workers. They do not have any collective bargaining power, underinflux of foreign workers. They do not have any collective bargaining power, underinflux of foreign workers. They do not have any collective bargaining power, under

these circumstances.  They have been forced all along to live in abject poverty andthese circumstances.  They have been forced all along to live in abject poverty andthese circumstances.  They have been forced all along to live in abject poverty andthese circumstances.  They have been forced all along to live in abject poverty and

they have to suffer in silence.  Over the past decades, a small cubicle of 40 to  50they have to suffer in silence.  Over the past decades, a small cubicle of 40 to  50they have to suffer in silence.  Over the past decades, a small cubicle of 40 to  50they have to suffer in silence.  Over the past decades, a small cubicle of 40 to  50

sq ft, sometimes a badly ventilated cockloft or caged bedspace, in an old tenementsq ft, sometimes a badly ventilated cockloft or caged bedspace, in an old tenementsq ft, sometimes a badly ventilated cockloft or caged bedspace, in an old tenementsq ft, sometimes a badly ventilated cockloft or caged bedspace, in an old tenement

building, may have been home and castle to these people.  However, Members shouldbuilding, may have been home and castle to these people.  However, Members shouldbuilding, may have been home and castle to these people.  However, Members shouldbuilding, may have been home and castle to these people.  However, Members should

bear in mind that the Government is considering wholesale rent relaxation, thebear in mind that the Government is considering wholesale rent relaxation, thebear in mind that the Government is considering wholesale rent relaxation, thebear in mind that the Government is considering wholesale rent relaxation, the

consequence of which would be that these last castles of theirs would face demolitionconsequence of which would be that these last castles of theirs would face demolitionconsequence of which would be that these last castles of theirs would face demolitionconsequence of which would be that these last castles of theirs would face demolition

very soon.  These people have never protested against their unreasonable and inhumanevery soon.  These people have never protested against their unreasonable and inhumanevery soon.  These people have never protested against their unreasonable and inhumanevery soon.  These people have never protested against their unreasonable and inhumane

living conditions; they have put up with the injustice in silence, the traditionalliving conditions; they have put up with the injustice in silence, the traditionalliving conditions; they have put up with the injustice in silence, the traditionalliving conditions; they have put up with the injustice in silence, the traditional

Chinese way.  Today, they can no longer put up with these predicaments and come outChinese way.  Today, they can no longer put up with these predicaments and come outChinese way.  Today, they can no longer put up with these predicaments and come outChinese way.  Today, they can no longer put up with these predicaments and come out

to stage their protest before you, Councillors, because their dwelling places forto stage their protest before you, Councillors, because their dwelling places forto stage their protest before you, Councillors, because their dwelling places forto stage their protest before you, Councillors, because their dwelling places for

over ten years, for decades in some cases, are to be demolished and without reasonableover ten years, for decades in some cases, are to be demolished and without reasonableover ten years, for decades in some cases, are to be demolished and without reasonableover ten years, for decades in some cases, are to be demolished and without reasonable

rehousing and compensation, they have been made victims of the Metroplan; they haverehousing and compensation, they have been made victims of the Metroplan; they haverehousing and compensation, they have been made victims of the Metroplan; they haverehousing and compensation, they have been made victims of the Metroplan; they have

lost their only protection, a place to live.  Meanwhile, the support network whichlost their only protection, a place to live.  Meanwhile, the support network whichlost their only protection, a place to live.  Meanwhile, the support network whichlost their only protection, a place to live.  Meanwhile, the support network which

has been built in the original district over the years, which is to say all theirhas been built in the original district over the years, which is to say all theirhas been built in the original district over the years, which is to say all theirhas been built in the original district over the years, which is to say all their

friends, jobs and accustomed ways of life, will disappear as they are forced to movefriends, jobs and accustomed ways of life, will disappear as they are forced to movefriends, jobs and accustomed ways of life, will disappear as they are forced to movefriends, jobs and accustomed ways of life, will disappear as they are forced to move

to remote places, as a result of the "reasonable rehousing" by the Government.  Ito remote places, as a result of the "reasonable rehousing" by the Government.  Ito remote places, as a result of the "reasonable rehousing" by the Government.  Ito remote places, as a result of the "reasonable rehousing" by the Government.  I

would like to ask if anyone in this Chamber has any idea of what this impact mightwould like to ask if anyone in this Chamber has any idea of what this impact mightwould like to ask if anyone in this Chamber has any idea of what this impact mightwould like to ask if anyone in this Chamber has any idea of what this impact might

be when they are forced to leave their familiar neighbourhood.  Let me give you anbe when they are forced to leave their familiar neighbourhood.  Let me give you anbe when they are forced to leave their familiar neighbourhood.  Let me give you anbe when they are forced to leave their familiar neighbourhood.  Let me give you an

example.  At some of the cheap eating joints in Temple Street, it is still possibleexample.  At some of the cheap eating joints in Temple Street, it is still possibleexample.  At some of the cheap eating joints in Temple Street, it is still possibleexample.  At some of the cheap eating joints in Temple Street, it is still possible

for you to enjoy a dish of food for the price of $3.5.  These low income residentsfor you to enjoy a dish of food for the price of $3.5.  These low income residentsfor you to enjoy a dish of food for the price of $3.5.  These low income residentsfor you to enjoy a dish of food for the price of $3.5.  These low income residents

have managed to get by with a dish like that, and a bowl of rice plus some soy sauce,have managed to get by with a dish like that, and a bowl of rice plus some soy sauce,have managed to get by with a dish like that, and a bowl of rice plus some soy sauce,have managed to get by with a dish like that, and a bowl of rice plus some soy sauce,

for lunch and dinner.  I think you can figure out that there is no way they can survivefor lunch and dinner.  I think you can figure out that there is no way they can survivefor lunch and dinner.  I think you can figure out that there is no way they can survivefor lunch and dinner.  I think you can figure out that there is no way they can survive

should they be moved to a remote district, or an area where living costs are high.should they be moved to a remote district, or an area where living costs are high.should they be moved to a remote district, or an area where living costs are high.should they be moved to a remote district, or an area where living costs are high.

It is in this connection that I can say here that these people definitely need moreIt is in this connection that I can say here that these people definitely need moreIt is in this connection that I can say here that these people definitely need moreIt is in this connection that I can say here that these people definitely need more

than a roof over their head, that they need also a familiar neighbourhood which willthan a roof over their head, that they need also a familiar neighbourhood which willthan a roof over their head, that they need also a familiar neighbourhood which willthan a roof over their head, that they need also a familiar neighbourhood which will

give them spiritual and personal support.give them spiritual and personal support.give them spiritual and personal support.give them spiritual and personal support.

Maybe I can tell a story of my personal experience.  An old tenement buildingMaybe I can tell a story of my personal experience.  An old tenement buildingMaybe I can tell a story of my personal experience.  An old tenement buildingMaybe I can tell a story of my personal experience.  An old tenement building

in Mongkok which has been scheduled for demolition has an area of around 400 sq ftin Mongkok which has been scheduled for demolition has an area of around 400 sq ftin Mongkok which has been scheduled for demolition has an area of around 400 sq ftin Mongkok which has been scheduled for demolition has an area of around 400 sq ft

-- home to 11 tenant parties, each sharing an area of around 40 sq ft.  It offers-- home to 11 tenant parties, each sharing an area of around 40 sq ft.  It offers-- home to 11 tenant parties, each sharing an area of around 40 sq ft.  It offers-- home to 11 tenant parties, each sharing an area of around 40 sq ft.  It offers

two kinds of accommodation, namely cubicle and bedspace.  Living conditions andtwo kinds of accommodation, namely cubicle and bedspace.  Living conditions andtwo kinds of accommodation, namely cubicle and bedspace.  Living conditions andtwo kinds of accommodation, namely cubicle and bedspace.  Living conditions and

facilities are extremely poor.  In the cockloft the dweller has no turning room withfacilities are extremely poor.  In the cockloft the dweller has no turning room withfacilities are extremely poor.  In the cockloft the dweller has no turning room withfacilities are extremely poor.  In the cockloft the dweller has no turning room with

the limited space already taken up by luggage and clothes.  It is for this reasonthe limited space already taken up by luggage and clothes.  It is for this reasonthe limited space already taken up by luggage and clothes.  It is for this reasonthe limited space already taken up by luggage and clothes.  It is for this reason

that people climb to their beds to sleep immediately after a day's work and get upthat people climb to their beds to sleep immediately after a day's work and get upthat people climb to their beds to sleep immediately after a day's work and get upthat people climb to their beds to sleep immediately after a day's work and get up



for work again in the next morning.  The present clearance exercise which is supposedfor work again in the next morning.  The present clearance exercise which is supposedfor work again in the next morning.  The present clearance exercise which is supposedfor work again in the next morning.  The present clearance exercise which is supposed

to improve their poor living environment will ironically, as some dwellers tell me,to improve their poor living environment will ironically, as some dwellers tell me,to improve their poor living environment will ironically, as some dwellers tell me,to improve their poor living environment will ironically, as some dwellers tell me,

pay them off with a cash compensation twice their rent, which in the worst case, amountpay them off with a cash compensation twice their rent, which in the worst case, amountpay them off with a cash compensation twice their rent, which in the worst case, amountpay them off with a cash compensation twice their rent, which in the worst case, amount

to no more than $350, with the largest payout not exceeding a mere $460.  When askedto no more than $350, with the largest payout not exceeding a mere $460.  When askedto no more than $350, with the largest payout not exceeding a mere $460.  When askedto no more than $350, with the largest payout not exceeding a mere $460.  When asked

about their feelings about the compensation deal, one old tenant in his fifties whoabout their feelings about the compensation deal, one old tenant in his fifties whoabout their feelings about the compensation deal, one old tenant in his fifties whoabout their feelings about the compensation deal, one old tenant in his fifties who

suffers from asthma tells me that his greatest embarrassment is that he does not havesuffers from asthma tells me that his greatest embarrassment is that he does not havesuffers from asthma tells me that his greatest embarrassment is that he does not havesuffers from asthma tells me that his greatest embarrassment is that he does not have

the courage to jump off his building.  They posed two questions to me as I was aboutthe courage to jump off his building.  They posed two questions to me as I was aboutthe courage to jump off his building.  They posed two questions to me as I was aboutthe courage to jump off his building.  They posed two questions to me as I was about

to leave.  Where can one find a place to live with $400 or so, and how long can oneto leave.  Where can one find a place to live with $400 or so, and how long can oneto leave.  Where can one find a place to live with $400 or so, and how long can oneto leave.  Where can one find a place to live with $400 or so, and how long can one

live there, even if such a place is fortunately found with the money?  Having workedlive there, even if such a place is fortunately found with the money?  Having workedlive there, even if such a place is fortunately found with the money?  Having workedlive there, even if such a place is fortunately found with the money?  Having worked

for a lifetime, why is it that one still has to face the plight of not being ablefor a lifetime, why is it that one still has to face the plight of not being ablefor a lifetime, why is it that one still has to face the plight of not being ablefor a lifetime, why is it that one still has to face the plight of not being able

to have even a cockloft for home?to have even a cockloft for home?to have even a cockloft for home?to have even a cockloft for home?

What is wrong with our society?  Are we really defenWhat is wrong with our society?  Are we really defenWhat is wrong with our society?  Are we really defenWhat is wrong with our society?  Are we really defending the public interest ording the public interest ording the public interest ording the public interest or

are we only widening the gap between the rich and the poor?  Why is it that privateare we only widening the gap between the rich and the poor?  Why is it that privateare we only widening the gap between the rich and the poor?  Why is it that privateare we only widening the gap between the rich and the poor?  Why is it that private

developers can so easily get away with the social problems which they have createddevelopers can so easily get away with the social problems which they have createddevelopers can so easily get away with the social problems which they have createddevelopers can so easily get away with the social problems which they have created

in the process of acquisition of buildings for redevelopment?in the process of acquisition of buildings for redevelopment?in the process of acquisition of buildings for redevelopment?in the process of acquisition of buildings for redevelopment?

Maybe we can look at this issue from the following three perspectives.Maybe we can look at this issue from the following three perspectives.Maybe we can look at this issue from the following three perspectives.Maybe we can look at this issue from the following three perspectives.

1.1.1.1. Redevelopment ProcedureRedevelopment ProcedureRedevelopment ProcedureRedevelopment Procedure

In accordance with existing legislation, upon the developer's acquisition of theIn accordance with existing legislation, upon the developer's acquisition of theIn accordance with existing legislation, upon the developer's acquisition of theIn accordance with existing legislation, upon the developer's acquisition of the

ownership right of the building, the proprietor who is unable to reach an agreementownership right of the building, the proprietor who is unable to reach an agreementownership right of the building, the proprietor who is unable to reach an agreementownership right of the building, the proprietor who is unable to reach an agreement

with the tenants may apply to the Court for acquisition and the tenants will thenwith the tenants may apply to the Court for acquisition and the tenants will thenwith the tenants may apply to the Court for acquisition and the tenants will thenwith the tenants may apply to the Court for acquisition and the tenants will then

have to comply with the ruling of the Court and move out by the date as decided byhave to comply with the ruling of the Court and move out by the date as decided byhave to comply with the ruling of the Court and move out by the date as decided byhave to comply with the ruling of the Court and move out by the date as decided by

the Court.  The proprietor need only satisfy three conditions for acquisition, namely,the Court.  The proprietor need only satisfy three conditions for acquisition, namely,the Court.  The proprietor need only satisfy three conditions for acquisition, namely,the Court.  The proprietor need only satisfy three conditions for acquisition, namely,

that the move is made in keeping with the public interest, that more flats would bethat the move is made in keeping with the public interest, that more flats would bethat the move is made in keeping with the public interest, that more flats would bethat the move is made in keeping with the public interest, that more flats would be

created and the living environment improved as a result of the redevelopment, andcreated and the living environment improved as a result of the redevelopment, andcreated and the living environment improved as a result of the redevelopment, andcreated and the living environment improved as a result of the redevelopment, and

that the maintenance cost is higher than the cost of redevelopment.  The second andthat the maintenance cost is higher than the cost of redevelopment.  The second andthat the maintenance cost is higher than the cost of redevelopment.  The second andthat the maintenance cost is higher than the cost of redevelopment.  The second and

third conditions are so loose that they do not merit as conditions at all.  One alsothird conditions are so loose that they do not merit as conditions at all.  One alsothird conditions are so loose that they do not merit as conditions at all.  One alsothird conditions are so loose that they do not merit as conditions at all.  One also

wonders whether it makes business sense at all if redevelopment will not automaticallywonders whether it makes business sense at all if redevelopment will not automaticallywonders whether it makes business sense at all if redevelopment will not automaticallywonders whether it makes business sense at all if redevelopment will not automatically

result in the fulfilment of these two conditions.  These conditions are completelyresult in the fulfilment of these two conditions.  These conditions are completelyresult in the fulfilment of these two conditions.  These conditions are completelyresult in the fulfilment of these two conditions.  These conditions are completely

superfluous.  Regarding the first condition, it is of course vitally important thatsuperfluous.  Regarding the first condition, it is of course vitally important thatsuperfluous.  Regarding the first condition, it is of course vitally important thatsuperfluous.  Regarding the first condition, it is of course vitally important that

the public interest is served and indeed the legal intent is to balance the structuralthe public interest is served and indeed the legal intent is to balance the structuralthe public interest is served and indeed the legal intent is to balance the structuralthe public interest is served and indeed the legal intent is to balance the structural

relationship which exists between the affected party and the private ownership ofrelationship which exists between the affected party and the private ownership ofrelationship which exists between the affected party and the private ownership ofrelationship which exists between the affected party and the private ownership of

property; this is also the essence of rent control.  However, the legal intent isproperty; this is also the essence of rent control.  However, the legal intent isproperty; this is also the essence of rent control.  However, the legal intent isproperty; this is also the essence of rent control.  However, the legal intent is

not in evidence where the social problems created by private redevelopment arenot in evidence where the social problems created by private redevelopment arenot in evidence where the social problems created by private redevelopment arenot in evidence where the social problems created by private redevelopment are

concerned.concerned.concerned.concerned.



In reality, the rights of the tenant are not considered at all in the wholeIn reality, the rights of the tenant are not considered at all in the wholeIn reality, the rights of the tenant are not considered at all in the wholeIn reality, the rights of the tenant are not considered at all in the whole

redevelopment process, including the right to know and seek redress.  The Unitedredevelopment process, including the right to know and seek redress.  The Unitedredevelopment process, including the right to know and seek redress.  The Unitedredevelopment process, including the right to know and seek redress.  The United

Democrats believe that the Government should consider drawing up legislation toDemocrats believe that the Government should consider drawing up legislation toDemocrats believe that the Government should consider drawing up legislation toDemocrats believe that the Government should consider drawing up legislation to

require that, in the process of redeveloping an old building, the private developerrequire that, in the process of redeveloping an old building, the private developerrequire that, in the process of redeveloping an old building, the private developerrequire that, in the process of redeveloping an old building, the private developer

should give notice, for example a year or more in advance, such that the tenants mayshould give notice, for example a year or more in advance, such that the tenants mayshould give notice, for example a year or more in advance, such that the tenants mayshould give notice, for example a year or more in advance, such that the tenants may

be able to find alternative accommodation and re-organize their lives to adapt tobe able to find alternative accommodation and re-organize their lives to adapt tobe able to find alternative accommodation and re-organize their lives to adapt tobe able to find alternative accommodation and re-organize their lives to adapt to

the changes.  Existing legislation has similar provision for the proprietor to givethe changes.  Existing legislation has similar provision for the proprietor to givethe changes.  Existing legislation has similar provision for the proprietor to givethe changes.  Existing legislation has similar provision for the proprietor to give

a half year notice to his or her affected commercial tenants.a half year notice to his or her affected commercial tenants.a half year notice to his or her affected commercial tenants.a half year notice to his or her affected commercial tenants.

Furthermore, Members will surely notice, even if only taking a cursory look atFurthermore, Members will surely notice, even if only taking a cursory look atFurthermore, Members will surely notice, even if only taking a cursory look atFurthermore, Members will surely notice, even if only taking a cursory look at

recent media reports, that illegal methods have been used in evicting tenants.  Theserecent media reports, that illegal methods have been used in evicting tenants.  Theserecent media reports, that illegal methods have been used in evicting tenants.  Theserecent media reports, that illegal methods have been used in evicting tenants.  These

include threats and actual violence; electricity is cut and sometimes strong glueinclude threats and actual violence; electricity is cut and sometimes strong glueinclude threats and actual violence; electricity is cut and sometimes strong glueinclude threats and actual violence; electricity is cut and sometimes strong glue

is used to block the keyholes.  Sometimes, hostile young bullies are arranged to moveis used to block the keyholes.  Sometimes, hostile young bullies are arranged to moveis used to block the keyholes.  Sometimes, hostile young bullies are arranged to moveis used to block the keyholes.  Sometimes, hostile young bullies are arranged to move

in to live with the original tenants in order to create inconvenience or otherwisein to live with the original tenants in order to create inconvenience or otherwisein to live with the original tenants in order to create inconvenience or otherwisein to live with the original tenants in order to create inconvenience or otherwise

intimidate the tenants so that they will be coerced to leave "voluntarily".  Indeed,intimidate the tenants so that they will be coerced to leave "voluntarily".  Indeed,intimidate the tenants so that they will be coerced to leave "voluntarily".  Indeed,intimidate the tenants so that they will be coerced to leave "voluntarily".  Indeed,

the existing Landlords and Tenants (Consolidation) Ordinance already specifies thatthe existing Landlords and Tenants (Consolidation) Ordinance already specifies thatthe existing Landlords and Tenants (Consolidation) Ordinance already specifies thatthe existing Landlords and Tenants (Consolidation) Ordinance already specifies that

the tenant's signed agreement to move out has also to bear the signature of thethe tenant's signed agreement to move out has also to bear the signature of thethe tenant's signed agreement to move out has also to bear the signature of thethe tenant's signed agreement to move out has also to bear the signature of the

Director of Rating and Valuation to the effect that he is satisfied that the tenantDirector of Rating and Valuation to the effect that he is satisfied that the tenantDirector of Rating and Valuation to the effect that he is satisfied that the tenantDirector of Rating and Valuation to the effect that he is satisfied that the tenant

has decided to leave voluntarily and is not doing so under threat or pressure.  Ithas decided to leave voluntarily and is not doing so under threat or pressure.  Ithas decided to leave voluntarily and is not doing so under threat or pressure.  Ithas decided to leave voluntarily and is not doing so under threat or pressure.  It

is unfortunate that this well-intentioned ordinance actually cannot help much andis unfortunate that this well-intentioned ordinance actually cannot help much andis unfortunate that this well-intentioned ordinance actually cannot help much andis unfortunate that this well-intentioned ordinance actually cannot help much and

ends up with tenants continuing to be evicted under intimidation and pressure.ends up with tenants continuing to be evicted under intimidation and pressure.ends up with tenants continuing to be evicted under intimidation and pressure.ends up with tenants continuing to be evicted under intimidation and pressure.

Tenants have not received any protection in the face of the proliferation ofTenants have not received any protection in the face of the proliferation ofTenants have not received any protection in the face of the proliferation ofTenants have not received any protection in the face of the proliferation of

"innovative" illegal tactics.  In addition, while Section 70B of the Landlords and"innovative" illegal tactics.  In addition, while Section 70B of the Landlords and"innovative" illegal tactics.  In addition, while Section 70B of the Landlords and"innovative" illegal tactics.  In addition, while Section 70B of the Landlords and

Tenants (Consolidation) Ordinance provides that tenants may seek redress if they areTenants (Consolidation) Ordinance provides that tenants may seek redress if they areTenants (Consolidation) Ordinance provides that tenants may seek redress if they areTenants (Consolidation) Ordinance provides that tenants may seek redress if they are

confronted with intimidation and threats, it is unfortunate that the police tend toconfronted with intimidation and threats, it is unfortunate that the police tend toconfronted with intimidation and threats, it is unfortunate that the police tend toconfronted with intimidation and threats, it is unfortunate that the police tend to

mistake them as civil rather than criminal cases and the tenants are unable to securemistake them as civil rather than criminal cases and the tenants are unable to securemistake them as civil rather than criminal cases and the tenants are unable to securemistake them as civil rather than criminal cases and the tenants are unable to secure

the police assistance after all.  In this connection, the clauses which are designedthe police assistance after all.  In this connection, the clauses which are designedthe police assistance after all.  In this connection, the clauses which are designedthe police assistance after all.  In this connection, the clauses which are designed

for the protection of tenants are no better than dead letters of law.  It is up tofor the protection of tenants are no better than dead letters of law.  It is up tofor the protection of tenants are no better than dead letters of law.  It is up tofor the protection of tenants are no better than dead letters of law.  It is up to

the authorities concerned to review the whole process of redevelopment and the policethe authorities concerned to review the whole process of redevelopment and the policethe authorities concerned to review the whole process of redevelopment and the policethe authorities concerned to review the whole process of redevelopment and the police

should also step up public education and inspection to make sure that tenants areshould also step up public education and inspection to make sure that tenants areshould also step up public education and inspection to make sure that tenants areshould also step up public education and inspection to make sure that tenants are

not subject to nuisance and intimidation.not subject to nuisance and intimidation.not subject to nuisance and intimidation.not subject to nuisance and intimidation.

2.2.2.2. Rehousing and CompensationRehousing and CompensationRehousing and CompensationRehousing and Compensation

Hong Kong practises capitalism and upholds the principles of free enterprise.Hong Kong practises capitalism and upholds the principles of free enterprise.Hong Kong practises capitalism and upholds the principles of free enterprise.Hong Kong practises capitalism and upholds the principles of free enterprise.

In this connection, when I say that private developers should undertake rehousingIn this connection, when I say that private developers should undertake rehousingIn this connection, when I say that private developers should undertake rehousingIn this connection, when I say that private developers should undertake rehousing

and compensation commitments, some people will regard this as a violation of theand compensation commitments, some people will regard this as a violation of theand compensation commitments, some people will regard this as a violation of theand compensation commitments, some people will regard this as a violation of the



principle of private ownership of property.principle of private ownership of property.principle of private ownership of property.principle of private ownership of property.

But I wish to make it very clear here that the issue of rehousing and compensationBut I wish to make it very clear here that the issue of rehousing and compensationBut I wish to make it very clear here that the issue of rehousing and compensationBut I wish to make it very clear here that the issue of rehousing and compensation

is not raised specifically with the profits of the private developers in mind; rather,is not raised specifically with the profits of the private developers in mind; rather,is not raised specifically with the profits of the private developers in mind; rather,is not raised specifically with the profits of the private developers in mind; rather,

it is up to us to address the great impact which private redevelopment has on theit is up to us to address the great impact which private redevelopment has on theit is up to us to address the great impact which private redevelopment has on theit is up to us to address the great impact which private redevelopment has on the

community, and the tenants in particular.community, and the tenants in particular.community, and the tenants in particular.community, and the tenants in particular.

The chaos created by demolition will develop into social problems.  The cleareesThe chaos created by demolition will develop into social problems.  The cleareesThe chaos created by demolition will develop into social problems.  The cleareesThe chaos created by demolition will develop into social problems.  The clearees

will become homeless and end up sleeping rough.  Such social cost should not be bornewill become homeless and end up sleeping rough.  Such social cost should not be bornewill become homeless and end up sleeping rough.  Such social cost should not be bornewill become homeless and end up sleeping rough.  Such social cost should not be borne

entirely by the Government as a provider of welfare and compassionate arrangements.entirely by the Government as a provider of welfare and compassionate arrangements.entirely by the Government as a provider of welfare and compassionate arrangements.entirely by the Government as a provider of welfare and compassionate arrangements.

We can all imagine that the growing ranks of old tenement building dwellers will createWe can all imagine that the growing ranks of old tenement building dwellers will createWe can all imagine that the growing ranks of old tenement building dwellers will createWe can all imagine that the growing ranks of old tenement building dwellers will create

a great demand for public housing as they are unable to obtain reasonable rehousinga great demand for public housing as they are unable to obtain reasonable rehousinga great demand for public housing as they are unable to obtain reasonable rehousinga great demand for public housing as they are unable to obtain reasonable rehousing

and compensation.  To meet this demand the Housing Authority can only resort toand compensation.  To meet this demand the Housing Authority can only resort toand compensation.  To meet this demand the Housing Authority can only resort toand compensation.  To meet this demand the Housing Authority can only resort to

raising revenue from the people.  It may even adopt a policy of requiring the betterraising revenue from the people.  It may even adopt a policy of requiring the betterraising revenue from the people.  It may even adopt a policy of requiring the betterraising revenue from the people.  It may even adopt a policy of requiring the better

off tenants to pay three or four times the public rent.off tenants to pay three or four times the public rent.off tenants to pay three or four times the public rent.off tenants to pay three or four times the public rent.

The rapidly increasing demand for public housing will result in longer waitingThe rapidly increasing demand for public housing will result in longer waitingThe rapidly increasing demand for public housing will result in longer waitingThe rapidly increasing demand for public housing will result in longer waiting

time.  And the public will become confrontational in the face of the long wait.  Thistime.  And the public will become confrontational in the face of the long wait.  Thistime.  And the public will become confrontational in the face of the long wait.  Thistime.  And the public will become confrontational in the face of the long wait.  This

will create social disquiet while private developers can turn a blind eye to thiswill create social disquiet while private developers can turn a blind eye to thiswill create social disquiet while private developers can turn a blind eye to thiswill create social disquiet while private developers can turn a blind eye to this

and continue to shirk their social responsibility.  It is not fair to the communityand continue to shirk their social responsibility.  It is not fair to the communityand continue to shirk their social responsibility.  It is not fair to the communityand continue to shirk their social responsibility.  It is not fair to the community

as a whole.  The private developers should share the social cost in terms of absorbingas a whole.  The private developers should share the social cost in terms of absorbingas a whole.  The private developers should share the social cost in terms of absorbingas a whole.  The private developers should share the social cost in terms of absorbing

it into the cost of redevelopment.it into the cost of redevelopment.it into the cost of redevelopment.it into the cost of redevelopment.

Given that most of the on-going redevGiven that most of the on-going redevGiven that most of the on-going redevGiven that most of the on-going redevelopment projects are of a limited scale,elopment projects are of a limited scale,elopment projects are of a limited scale,elopment projects are of a limited scale,

involving the acquisition of several flats, it may not be practicable to make itinvolving the acquisition of several flats, it may not be practicable to make itinvolving the acquisition of several flats, it may not be practicable to make itinvolving the acquisition of several flats, it may not be practicable to make it

obligatory for the developers to rehouse the affected tenants.  But the Unitedobligatory for the developers to rehouse the affected tenants.  But the Unitedobligatory for the developers to rehouse the affected tenants.  But the Unitedobligatory for the developers to rehouse the affected tenants.  But the United

Democrats take the view that the private developers should at least pay for the costDemocrats take the view that the private developers should at least pay for the costDemocrats take the view that the private developers should at least pay for the costDemocrats take the view that the private developers should at least pay for the cost

of rehousing.  Alternatively, the Housing Authority or the Housing Society mayof rehousing.  Alternatively, the Housing Authority or the Housing Society mayof rehousing.  Alternatively, the Housing Authority or the Housing Society mayof rehousing.  Alternatively, the Housing Authority or the Housing Society may

undertake the building of public housing to rehouse the eligible tenants.  But oneundertake the building of public housing to rehouse the eligible tenants.  But oneundertake the building of public housing to rehouse the eligible tenants.  But oneundertake the building of public housing to rehouse the eligible tenants.  But one

thing which we cannot forget is that the existing eligibility criteria for publicthing which we cannot forget is that the existing eligibility criteria for publicthing which we cannot forget is that the existing eligibility criteria for publicthing which we cannot forget is that the existing eligibility criteria for public

housing should be reviewed.housing should be reviewed.housing should be reviewed.housing should be reviewed.

The method of paying the Housing Authority or the Housing Society may be workedThe method of paying the Housing Authority or the Housing Society may be workedThe method of paying the Housing Authority or the Housing Society may be workedThe method of paying the Housing Authority or the Housing Society may be worked

out on the basis of the average building cost per person of rental public housingout on the basis of the average building cost per person of rental public housingout on the basis of the average building cost per person of rental public housingout on the basis of the average building cost per person of rental public housing

at the existing level of quality; for example, the building cost of seven sq m mayat the existing level of quality; for example, the building cost of seven sq m mayat the existing level of quality; for example, the building cost of seven sq m mayat the existing level of quality; for example, the building cost of seven sq m may

be used as a basis of estimation.  The greater the number of people affected, thebe used as a basis of estimation.  The greater the number of people affected, thebe used as a basis of estimation.  The greater the number of people affected, thebe used as a basis of estimation.  The greater the number of people affected, the

more the developers will be required to pay for rehousing them.more the developers will be required to pay for rehousing them.more the developers will be required to pay for rehousing them.more the developers will be required to pay for rehousing them.



As regards tenants who are not eligible for public rehousing, the HousAs regards tenants who are not eligible for public rehousing, the HousAs regards tenants who are not eligible for public rehousing, the HousAs regards tenants who are not eligible for public rehousing, the Housinginginging

Authority or the Housing Society should consider constructing buildings for the lowerAuthority or the Housing Society should consider constructing buildings for the lowerAuthority or the Housing Society should consider constructing buildings for the lowerAuthority or the Housing Society should consider constructing buildings for the lower

sandwich class to meet the needs of people whose incomes exceed the limits set forsandwich class to meet the needs of people whose incomes exceed the limits set forsandwich class to meet the needs of people whose incomes exceed the limits set forsandwich class to meet the needs of people whose incomes exceed the limits set for

applicants for public housing.applicants for public housing.applicants for public housing.applicants for public housing.

The advantage of leaving the job to the public secThe advantage of leaving the job to the public secThe advantage of leaving the job to the public secThe advantage of leaving the job to the public sector, instead of the privatetor, instead of the privatetor, instead of the privatetor, instead of the private

developers, to provide rehousing is that the public will receive better protection.developers, to provide rehousing is that the public will receive better protection.developers, to provide rehousing is that the public will receive better protection.developers, to provide rehousing is that the public will receive better protection.

Greater cost effectiveness will be achieved with one institution undertakingGreater cost effectiveness will be achieved with one institution undertakingGreater cost effectiveness will be achieved with one institution undertakingGreater cost effectiveness will be achieved with one institution undertaking

rehousing than leaving it to the individual small scale developers.rehousing than leaving it to the individual small scale developers.rehousing than leaving it to the individual small scale developers.rehousing than leaving it to the individual small scale developers.

But insofar as large scale rehousing projects are concerned, the United DemocratsBut insofar as large scale rehousing projects are concerned, the United DemocratsBut insofar as large scale rehousing projects are concerned, the United DemocratsBut insofar as large scale rehousing projects are concerned, the United Democrats

are not opposed to the developers taking it upon themselves to rehouse the tenants,are not opposed to the developers taking it upon themselves to rehouse the tenants,are not opposed to the developers taking it upon themselves to rehouse the tenants,are not opposed to the developers taking it upon themselves to rehouse the tenants,

if they are capable of building the rehousing units.  The only condition is that theif they are capable of building the rehousing units.  The only condition is that theif they are capable of building the rehousing units.  The only condition is that theif they are capable of building the rehousing units.  The only condition is that the

rehousing units must meet the assured standards of quality and rent levels must berehousing units must meet the assured standards of quality and rent levels must berehousing units must meet the assured standards of quality and rent levels must berehousing units must meet the assured standards of quality and rent levels must be

reasonable.  And the tenants must be rehoused in their original districts.reasonable.  And the tenants must be rehoused in their original districts.reasonable.  And the tenants must be rehoused in their original districts.reasonable.  And the tenants must be rehoused in their original districts.

While the Government is encouraging urban renewal it must also complement theWhile the Government is encouraging urban renewal it must also complement theWhile the Government is encouraging urban renewal it must also complement theWhile the Government is encouraging urban renewal it must also complement the

effort by marking reclaimed land for integrated development and building a suitableeffort by marking reclaimed land for integrated development and building a suitableeffort by marking reclaimed land for integrated development and building a suitableeffort by marking reclaimed land for integrated development and building a suitable

proportion of public housing to meet the needs of affected tenants.  This is in orderproportion of public housing to meet the needs of affected tenants.  This is in orderproportion of public housing to meet the needs of affected tenants.  This is in orderproportion of public housing to meet the needs of affected tenants.  This is in order

to avert the scenario of affected tenants being forced to move to remote areas asto avert the scenario of affected tenants being forced to move to remote areas asto avert the scenario of affected tenants being forced to move to remote areas asto avert the scenario of affected tenants being forced to move to remote areas as

reluctant pioneers.reluctant pioneers.reluctant pioneers.reluctant pioneers.

AAAApart from the issue of rehousing, the level of compensation has been set at suchpart from the issue of rehousing, the level of compensation has been set at suchpart from the issue of rehousing, the level of compensation has been set at suchpart from the issue of rehousing, the level of compensation has been set at such

a low level that the tenants are not able to find alternative inexpensivea low level that the tenants are not able to find alternative inexpensivea low level that the tenants are not able to find alternative inexpensivea low level that the tenants are not able to find alternative inexpensive

accommodation in the same district.  They are forced to turn to the property marketaccommodation in the same district.  They are forced to turn to the property marketaccommodation in the same district.  They are forced to turn to the property marketaccommodation in the same district.  They are forced to turn to the property market

and indeed they cannot survive there.  The United Democrats believe that theand indeed they cannot survive there.  The United Democrats believe that theand indeed they cannot survive there.  The United Democrats believe that theand indeed they cannot survive there.  The United Democrats believe that the

compensation should be set at a level such that the tenants will be able to pay forcompensation should be set at a level such that the tenants will be able to pay forcompensation should be set at a level such that the tenants will be able to pay forcompensation should be set at a level such that the tenants will be able to pay for

alternative accommodation of comparable size for at least over a year; or at leastalternative accommodation of comparable size for at least over a year; or at leastalternative accommodation of comparable size for at least over a year; or at leastalternative accommodation of comparable size for at least over a year; or at least

twice rateable value of 1991.twice rateable value of 1991.twice rateable value of 1991.twice rateable value of 1991.

3.3.3.3. Assessment of Redevelopment ImpactAssessment of Redevelopment ImpactAssessment of Redevelopment ImpactAssessment of Redevelopment Impact

At present, town planning is only focused on geographical planning, which is toAt present, town planning is only focused on geographical planning, which is toAt present, town planning is only focused on geographical planning, which is toAt present, town planning is only focused on geographical planning, which is to

say that to decide the level of community facilities and the number of schools insay that to decide the level of community facilities and the number of schools insay that to decide the level of community facilities and the number of schools insay that to decide the level of community facilities and the number of schools in

accordance with the size of district population.  But no assessment has been madeaccordance with the size of district population.  But no assessment has been madeaccordance with the size of district population.  But no assessment has been madeaccordance with the size of district population.  But no assessment has been made

of the social, environmental and cultural impacts on the original tenants which comeof the social, environmental and cultural impacts on the original tenants which comeof the social, environmental and cultural impacts on the original tenants which comeof the social, environmental and cultural impacts on the original tenants which come

with the redevelopment.  It is for this reason that the United Democrats believe thatwith the redevelopment.  It is for this reason that the United Democrats believe thatwith the redevelopment.  It is for this reason that the United Democrats believe thatwith the redevelopment.  It is for this reason that the United Democrats believe that

the Government should take these redevelopment impacts into account so that the poorthe Government should take these redevelopment impacts into account so that the poorthe Government should take these redevelopment impacts into account so that the poorthe Government should take these redevelopment impacts into account so that the poor



and old residents will not be resettled in even poorer districts.  The rose gardenand old residents will not be resettled in even poorer districts.  The rose gardenand old residents will not be resettled in even poorer districts.  The rose gardenand old residents will not be resettled in even poorer districts.  The rose garden

which takes shape with redevelopment should not belong exclusively to the people whowhich takes shape with redevelopment should not belong exclusively to the people whowhich takes shape with redevelopment should not belong exclusively to the people whowhich takes shape with redevelopment should not belong exclusively to the people who

can afford the high rent; our society should not be divided into a rich circle andcan afford the high rent; our society should not be divided into a rich circle andcan afford the high rent; our society should not be divided into a rich circle andcan afford the high rent; our society should not be divided into a rich circle and

surrounding slums.  What real benefits would such grotesque development bring to us?surrounding slums.  What real benefits would such grotesque development bring to us?surrounding slums.  What real benefits would such grotesque development bring to us?surrounding slums.  What real benefits would such grotesque development bring to us?

ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion

If we take a comprehensive look at the residents affected by redevelopment weIf we take a comprehensive look at the residents affected by redevelopment weIf we take a comprehensive look at the residents affected by redevelopment weIf we take a comprehensive look at the residents affected by redevelopment we

will find among them, elderly singletons, lower sandwich classes (households whosewill find among them, elderly singletons, lower sandwich classes (households whosewill find among them, elderly singletons, lower sandwich classes (households whosewill find among them, elderly singletons, lower sandwich classes (households whose

size and gross incomes exceed the limits set by the Housing Department but who aresize and gross incomes exceed the limits set by the Housing Department but who aresize and gross incomes exceed the limits set by the Housing Department but who aresize and gross incomes exceed the limits set by the Housing Department but who are

not able to afford to either rent or buy private sector flats), people who are onnot able to afford to either rent or buy private sector flats), people who are onnot able to afford to either rent or buy private sector flats), people who are onnot able to afford to either rent or buy private sector flats), people who are on

the waiting list for public housing and new immigrant families.  It can be seen impactthe waiting list for public housing and new immigrant families.  It can be seen impactthe waiting list for public housing and new immigrant families.  It can be seen impactthe waiting list for public housing and new immigrant families.  It can be seen impact

of redevelopment is considerable on residents of old tenement buildings, particularlyof redevelopment is considerable on residents of old tenement buildings, particularlyof redevelopment is considerable on residents of old tenement buildings, particularlyof redevelopment is considerable on residents of old tenement buildings, particularly

those with little economic means.  As responsible Councillors and responsiblethose with little economic means.  As responsible Councillors and responsiblethose with little economic means.  As responsible Councillors and responsiblethose with little economic means.  As responsible Councillors and responsible

Government, we should not turn a deaf ear to their pleas.Government, we should not turn a deaf ear to their pleas.Government, we should not turn a deaf ear to their pleas.Government, we should not turn a deaf ear to their pleas.

I wouldI wouldI wouldI would like to draw Councillors' attention to the fact that Hong Kong, though like to draw Councillors' attention to the fact that Hong Kong, though like to draw Councillors' attention to the fact that Hong Kong, though like to draw Councillors' attention to the fact that Hong Kong, though

a major economic hub, owes its present achievement in no small measure to this groupa major economic hub, owes its present achievement in no small measure to this groupa major economic hub, owes its present achievement in no small measure to this groupa major economic hub, owes its present achievement in no small measure to this group

of hardworking people who have quietly contributed so much, sometimes by a whole lifeof hardworking people who have quietly contributed so much, sometimes by a whole lifeof hardworking people who have quietly contributed so much, sometimes by a whole lifeof hardworking people who have quietly contributed so much, sometimes by a whole life

time of toil, to our economic prosperity.  How can we dismiss this respectable grouptime of toil, to our economic prosperity.  How can we dismiss this respectable grouptime of toil, to our economic prosperity.  How can we dismiss this respectable grouptime of toil, to our economic prosperity.  How can we dismiss this respectable group

to the extent of not caring whether they live or die?  We must know that the higherto the extent of not caring whether they live or die?  We must know that the higherto the extent of not caring whether they live or die?  We must know that the higherto the extent of not caring whether they live or die?  We must know that the higher

the pressure exerted, the greater the resistance and that will bring no benefits tothe pressure exerted, the greater the resistance and that will bring no benefits tothe pressure exerted, the greater the resistance and that will bring no benefits tothe pressure exerted, the greater the resistance and that will bring no benefits to

anyone in Hong Kong.  The present situation is certainly not desirable so I earnestlyanyone in Hong Kong.  The present situation is certainly not desirable so I earnestlyanyone in Hong Kong.  The present situation is certainly not desirable so I earnestlyanyone in Hong Kong.  The present situation is certainly not desirable so I earnestly

ask Members to lend support to my motion to urge the Government to set up a specialask Members to lend support to my motion to urge the Government to set up a specialask Members to lend support to my motion to urge the Government to set up a specialask Members to lend support to my motion to urge the Government to set up a special

working group to carry out a comprehensively review on matters concerning theworking group to carry out a comprehensively review on matters concerning theworking group to carry out a comprehensively review on matters concerning theworking group to carry out a comprehensively review on matters concerning the

acquisition of buildings by private developers.acquisition of buildings by private developers.acquisition of buildings by private developers.acquisition of buildings by private developers.

Question on the motion proposed.Question on the motion proposed.Question on the motion proposed.Question on the motion proposed.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Mr Ronald ARCULLI has given notice to move an amendment to the motion.DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Mr Ronald ARCULLI has given notice to move an amendment to the motion.DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Mr Ronald ARCULLI has given notice to move an amendment to the motion.DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Mr Ronald ARCULLI has given notice to move an amendment to the motion.

His amendment has been printed in the Order Paper and circulated to Members.  IHis amendment has been printed in the Order Paper and circulated to Members.  IHis amendment has been printed in the Order Paper and circulated to Members.  IHis amendment has been printed in the Order Paper and circulated to Members.  I

propose to call on him to speak and to move his amendment now so that Members maypropose to call on him to speak and to move his amendment now so that Members maypropose to call on him to speak and to move his amendment now so that Members maypropose to call on him to speak and to move his amendment now so that Members may

debate the motion and the amendment together.debate the motion and the amendment together.debate the motion and the amendment together.debate the motion and the amendment together.

MR RONALD ARCULLI moved the following amendment to Mr James TO's motion:MR RONALD ARCULLI moved the following amendment to Mr James TO's motion:MR RONALD ARCULLI moved the following amendment to Mr James TO's motion:MR RONALD ARCULLI moved the following amendment to Mr James TO's motion:



"To delete all the words after "That this Council urges the Government to" and to"To delete all the words after "That this Council urges the Government to" and to"To delete all the words after "That this Council urges the Government to" and to"To delete all the words after "That this Council urges the Government to" and to

substitute for the words deleted the following:substitute for the words deleted the following:substitute for the words deleted the following:substitute for the words deleted the following:

"re-examine the existing policy as regards compensation and re-housing of tenants"re-examine the existing policy as regards compensation and re-housing of tenants"re-examine the existing policy as regards compensation and re-housing of tenants"re-examine the existing policy as regards compensation and re-housing of tenants

in connection with the redevelopment of old or dilapidated or underdevelopedin connection with the redevelopment of old or dilapidated or underdevelopedin connection with the redevelopment of old or dilapidated or underdevelopedin connection with the redevelopment of old or dilapidated or underdeveloped

buildings particularly those in the urban areas, taking into account all relevantbuildings particularly those in the urban areas, taking into account all relevantbuildings particularly those in the urban areas, taking into account all relevantbuildings particularly those in the urban areas, taking into account all relevant

factors including the impact of such redevelopment on the community and thefactors including the impact of such redevelopment on the community and thefactors including the impact of such redevelopment on the community and thefactors including the impact of such redevelopment on the community and the

environment."environment."environment."environment."

If the Council approved the amendment, the following is the amended motion.If the Council approved the amendment, the following is the amended motion.If the Council approved the amendment, the following is the amended motion.If the Council approved the amendment, the following is the amended motion.

"That this Council urges the Government to re-examine the existing policy as regards"That this Council urges the Government to re-examine the existing policy as regards"That this Council urges the Government to re-examine the existing policy as regards"That this Council urges the Government to re-examine the existing policy as regards

compensation and rehousing of tenants in connection with the redevelopment of oldcompensation and rehousing of tenants in connection with the redevelopment of oldcompensation and rehousing of tenants in connection with the redevelopment of oldcompensation and rehousing of tenants in connection with the redevelopment of old

or dilapidated or underdeveloped buildings particularly those in the urban areas,or dilapidated or underdeveloped buildings particularly those in the urban areas,or dilapidated or underdeveloped buildings particularly those in the urban areas,or dilapidated or underdeveloped buildings particularly those in the urban areas,

taking into account all relevant factors including the impact of such redevelopmenttaking into account all relevant factors including the impact of such redevelopmenttaking into account all relevant factors including the impact of such redevelopmenttaking into account all relevant factors including the impact of such redevelopment

on the community and the environment."on the community and the environment."on the community and the environment."on the community and the environment."

MR RONALD ARCULLI: Mr Deputy President, firstly, I would like to congratulate theMR RONALD ARCULLI: Mr Deputy President, firstly, I would like to congratulate theMR RONALD ARCULLI: Mr Deputy President, firstly, I would like to congratulate theMR RONALD ARCULLI: Mr Deputy President, firstly, I would like to congratulate the

Honourable James TO for doing a Chinese version of Mr McGREGOR.  I have not been ableHonourable James TO for doing a Chinese version of Mr McGREGOR.  I have not been ableHonourable James TO for doing a Chinese version of Mr McGREGOR.  I have not been ableHonourable James TO for doing a Chinese version of Mr McGREGOR.  I have not been able

to follow too much of his speech, simply because of the speed at which he went.  Butto follow too much of his speech, simply because of the speed at which he went.  Butto follow too much of his speech, simply because of the speed at which he went.  Butto follow too much of his speech, simply because of the speed at which he went.  But

I now rise really to speak on the amendment proposed by me to the motion moved byI now rise really to speak on the amendment proposed by me to the motion moved byI now rise really to speak on the amendment proposed by me to the motion moved byI now rise really to speak on the amendment proposed by me to the motion moved by

the Honourable James TO.  I propose to deal with the more important points that makethe Honourable James TO.  I propose to deal with the more important points that makethe Honourable James TO.  I propose to deal with the more important points that makethe Honourable James TO.  I propose to deal with the more important points that make

his motion either inaccurate or not as clear as it might be.his motion either inaccurate or not as clear as it might be.his motion either inaccurate or not as clear as it might be.his motion either inaccurate or not as clear as it might be.

The motion, as worded, asked Members to deal with the issues set out on the basisThe motion, as worded, asked Members to deal with the issues set out on the basisThe motion, as worded, asked Members to deal with the issues set out on the basisThe motion, as worded, asked Members to deal with the issues set out on the basis

that no policy has been set by the Government in this connection, and that there arethat no policy has been set by the Government in this connection, and that there arethat no policy has been set by the Government in this connection, and that there arethat no policy has been set by the Government in this connection, and that there are

no laws providing for the redevelopment of buildings, or indeed the payment ofno laws providing for the redevelopment of buildings, or indeed the payment ofno laws providing for the redevelopment of buildings, or indeed the payment ofno laws providing for the redevelopment of buildings, or indeed the payment of

compensation.  Clearly, that is not so. We have the Landlord and Tenantcompensation.  Clearly, that is not so. We have the Landlord and Tenantcompensation.  Clearly, that is not so. We have the Landlord and Tenantcompensation.  Clearly, that is not so. We have the Landlord and Tenant

(Consolidation) Ordinance, the Town Planning Ordinance, and other relevant laws(Consolidation) Ordinance, the Town Planning Ordinance, and other relevant laws(Consolidation) Ordinance, the Town Planning Ordinance, and other relevant laws(Consolidation) Ordinance, the Town Planning Ordinance, and other relevant laws

implemented by authorities like the Environmental Protection Department, Buildingsimplemented by authorities like the Environmental Protection Department, Buildingsimplemented by authorities like the Environmental Protection Department, Buildingsimplemented by authorities like the Environmental Protection Department, Buildings

and Lands Department and so forth.  The Landlord and Tenant Ordinance sets out theand Lands Department and so forth.  The Landlord and Tenant Ordinance sets out theand Lands Department and so forth.  The Landlord and Tenant Ordinance sets out theand Lands Department and so forth.  The Landlord and Tenant Ordinance sets out the

protection given to tenants or subtenants as well as the level of compensation theyprotection given to tenants or subtenants as well as the level of compensation theyprotection given to tenants or subtenants as well as the level of compensation theyprotection given to tenants or subtenants as well as the level of compensation they

may get in the event of the Tribunal permitting redevelopment.may get in the event of the Tribunal permitting redevelopment.may get in the event of the Tribunal permitting redevelopment.may get in the event of the Tribunal permitting redevelopment.

As to premises govAs to premises govAs to premises govAs to premises governed by Part 2 of the Ordinance, the compensation is set aterned by Part 2 of the Ordinance, the compensation is set aterned by Part 2 of the Ordinance, the compensation is set aterned by Part 2 of the Ordinance, the compensation is set at

twice the 1983 rateable value plus reasonable removal expenses. But as Members aretwice the 1983 rateable value plus reasonable removal expenses. But as Members aretwice the 1983 rateable value plus reasonable removal expenses. But as Members aretwice the 1983 rateable value plus reasonable removal expenses. But as Members are

aware, there is a Bill currently before this Council to amend that by increasing theaware, there is a Bill currently before this Council to amend that by increasing theaware, there is a Bill currently before this Council to amend that by increasing theaware, there is a Bill currently before this Council to amend that by increasing the

existing statutory compensation to 1.3 times the current rateable value.  The sameexisting statutory compensation to 1.3 times the current rateable value.  The sameexisting statutory compensation to 1.3 times the current rateable value.  The sameexisting statutory compensation to 1.3 times the current rateable value.  The same

increase is proposed for Part 4 premises.  Part 2 premises are those in respect ofincrease is proposed for Part 4 premises.  Part 2 premises are those in respect ofincrease is proposed for Part 4 premises.  Part 2 premises are those in respect ofincrease is proposed for Part 4 premises.  Part 2 premises are those in respect of



which occupation permits were issued between 16 August 1945 and 19 June 1981.  Thewhich occupation permits were issued between 16 August 1945 and 19 June 1981.  Thewhich occupation permits were issued between 16 August 1945 and 19 June 1981.  Thewhich occupation permits were issued between 16 August 1945 and 19 June 1981.  The

Ordinance also sets out the legal process that the landlord will have to go throughOrdinance also sets out the legal process that the landlord will have to go throughOrdinance also sets out the legal process that the landlord will have to go throughOrdinance also sets out the legal process that the landlord will have to go through

before he is allowed to redevelop, and the Honourable James TO has referred to thisbefore he is allowed to redevelop, and the Honourable James TO has referred to thisbefore he is allowed to redevelop, and the Honourable James TO has referred to thisbefore he is allowed to redevelop, and the Honourable James TO has referred to this

although he has quite inexplicably described it as nonsense, other than the publicalthough he has quite inexplicably described it as nonsense, other than the publicalthough he has quite inexplicably described it as nonsense, other than the publicalthough he has quite inexplicably described it as nonsense, other than the public

interest test.interest test.interest test.interest test.

Apart from compensatioApart from compensatioApart from compensatioApart from compensation, plans of the new building will have to be lodged andn, plans of the new building will have to be lodged andn, plans of the new building will have to be lodged andn, plans of the new building will have to be lodged and

dates for commencement and indeed completion are normally ordered as well.dates for commencement and indeed completion are normally ordered as well.dates for commencement and indeed completion are normally ordered as well.dates for commencement and indeed completion are normally ordered as well.

The redevelopment will also have to comply with any gazetted draft outline orThe redevelopment will also have to comply with any gazetted draft outline orThe redevelopment will also have to comply with any gazetted draft outline orThe redevelopment will also have to comply with any gazetted draft outline or

approved outline zoning plans.  As an aside, I know of a case where a propertyapproved outline zoning plans.  As an aside, I know of a case where a propertyapproved outline zoning plans.  As an aside, I know of a case where a propertyapproved outline zoning plans.  As an aside, I know of a case where a property

developer handled one subtenant so patiently and sensitively that it took over a yeardeveloper handled one subtenant so patiently and sensitively that it took over a yeardeveloper handled one subtenant so patiently and sensitively that it took over a yeardeveloper handled one subtenant so patiently and sensitively that it took over a year

to obtain vacant possession -- from the initiation of the negotiations to the orderto obtain vacant possession -- from the initiation of the negotiations to the orderto obtain vacant possession -- from the initiation of the negotiations to the orderto obtain vacant possession -- from the initiation of the negotiations to the order

for possession by the Lands Tribunal and ultimately vacant possession.for possession by the Lands Tribunal and ultimately vacant possession.for possession by the Lands Tribunal and ultimately vacant possession.for possession by the Lands Tribunal and ultimately vacant possession.

The motion also calls for, and I quote:The motion also calls for, and I quote:The motion also calls for, and I quote:The motion also calls for, and I quote:

"A comprehensive review on the matters concerning the acquisition of buildings by"A comprehensive review on the matters concerning the acquisition of buildings by"A comprehensive review on the matters concerning the acquisition of buildings by"A comprehensive review on the matters concerning the acquisition of buildings by

private developers for redevelopment purposes."private developers for redevelopment purposes."private developers for redevelopment purposes."private developers for redevelopment purposes."

I simply do not understand what this means or is intended to refer to.  I cannotI simply do not understand what this means or is intended to refer to.  I cannotI simply do not understand what this means or is intended to refer to.  I cannotI simply do not understand what this means or is intended to refer to.  I cannot

believe that the Honourable James TO can be suggesting that the acquisition ofbelieve that the Honourable James TO can be suggesting that the acquisition ofbelieve that the Honourable James TO can be suggesting that the acquisition ofbelieve that the Honourable James TO can be suggesting that the acquisition of

buildings needs a comprehensive review.  Nor can he be suggesting that the Governmentbuildings needs a comprehensive review.  Nor can he be suggesting that the Governmentbuildings needs a comprehensive review.  Nor can he be suggesting that the Governmentbuildings needs a comprehensive review.  Nor can he be suggesting that the Government

should intervene or bring in legislative means to control or regulate the acquisitionshould intervene or bring in legislative means to control or regulate the acquisitionshould intervene or bring in legislative means to control or regulate the acquisitionshould intervene or bring in legislative means to control or regulate the acquisition

of property.  Any control is likely either to affect the ability of the owner to sellof property.  Any control is likely either to affect the ability of the owner to sellof property.  Any control is likely either to affect the ability of the owner to sellof property.  Any control is likely either to affect the ability of the owner to sell

his property, or even the value of it.  Is this what the Honourable James TO is seeking?his property, or even the value of it.  Is this what the Honourable James TO is seeking?his property, or even the value of it.  Is this what the Honourable James TO is seeking?his property, or even the value of it.  Is this what the Honourable James TO is seeking?

Having heard him, I am really none the wiser.Having heard him, I am really none the wiser.Having heard him, I am really none the wiser.Having heard him, I am really none the wiser.

As regards the specAs regards the specAs regards the specAs regards the special working group that he has proposed, my reservation isial working group that he has proposed, my reservation isial working group that he has proposed, my reservation isial working group that he has proposed, my reservation is

simply this.  I mean do we really need to tell the Government how to go aboutsimply this.  I mean do we really need to tell the Government how to go aboutsimply this.  I mean do we really need to tell the Government how to go aboutsimply this.  I mean do we really need to tell the Government how to go about

re-examining its current policies?  What I fear is that the Government may form are-examining its current policies?  What I fear is that the Government may form are-examining its current policies?  What I fear is that the Government may form are-examining its current policies?  What I fear is that the Government may form a

group to prepare a paper to see if it is necessary or desirable to form a specialgroup to prepare a paper to see if it is necessary or desirable to form a specialgroup to prepare a paper to see if it is necessary or desirable to form a specialgroup to prepare a paper to see if it is necessary or desirable to form a special

working group.  I believe that if there are matters that require re-examination, theworking group.  I believe that if there are matters that require re-examination, theworking group.  I believe that if there are matters that require re-examination, theworking group.  I believe that if there are matters that require re-examination, the

best thing to do is to get on with it.best thing to do is to get on with it.best thing to do is to get on with it.best thing to do is to get on with it.

Mr Deputy President, I believe there really are two main issues.  The first isMr Deputy President, I believe there really are two main issues.  The first isMr Deputy President, I believe there really are two main issues.  The first isMr Deputy President, I believe there really are two main issues.  The first is

compensation and the second is rehousing.  I believe we should concentrate on thesecompensation and the second is rehousing.  I believe we should concentrate on thesecompensation and the second is rehousing.  I believe we should concentrate on thesecompensation and the second is rehousing.  I believe we should concentrate on these

two main issues which are sufficiently complex on their own without being furthertwo main issues which are sufficiently complex on their own without being furthertwo main issues which are sufficiently complex on their own without being furthertwo main issues which are sufficiently complex on their own without being further

complicated by matters such as redevelopment procedures and so forth.complicated by matters such as redevelopment procedures and so forth.complicated by matters such as redevelopment procedures and so forth.complicated by matters such as redevelopment procedures and so forth.



I believe that my amendmenI believe that my amendmenI believe that my amendmenI believe that my amendment to the motion addresses the main issues and commendt to the motion addresses the main issues and commendt to the motion addresses the main issues and commendt to the motion addresses the main issues and commend

it to Members.it to Members.it to Members.it to Members.

Mr Deputy President, having dealt with my amendment, I would like to say a fewMr Deputy President, having dealt with my amendment, I would like to say a fewMr Deputy President, having dealt with my amendment, I would like to say a fewMr Deputy President, having dealt with my amendment, I would like to say a few

words on this somewhat vexed topic.  The first question I believe we should askwords on this somewhat vexed topic.  The first question I believe we should askwords on this somewhat vexed topic.  The first question I believe we should askwords on this somewhat vexed topic.  The first question I believe we should ask

ourselves is this: Do we want our older dilapidated and perhaps underdevelopedourselves is this: Do we want our older dilapidated and perhaps underdevelopedourselves is this: Do we want our older dilapidated and perhaps underdevelopedourselves is this: Do we want our older dilapidated and perhaps underdeveloped

buildings redeveloped so as to provide modern and comfortable new homes and to helpbuildings redeveloped so as to provide modern and comfortable new homes and to helpbuildings redeveloped so as to provide modern and comfortable new homes and to helpbuildings redeveloped so as to provide modern and comfortable new homes and to help

release some of the pressures on the demand for more housing for our community?  Itrelease some of the pressures on the demand for more housing for our community?  Itrelease some of the pressures on the demand for more housing for our community?  Itrelease some of the pressures on the demand for more housing for our community?  It

seems to me that the answer is plainly in the affirmative.  So far, I have not heardseems to me that the answer is plainly in the affirmative.  So far, I have not heardseems to me that the answer is plainly in the affirmative.  So far, I have not heardseems to me that the answer is plainly in the affirmative.  So far, I have not heard

any suggestion to the contrary.  We as a community must see the advantages ofany suggestion to the contrary.  We as a community must see the advantages ofany suggestion to the contrary.  We as a community must see the advantages ofany suggestion to the contrary.  We as a community must see the advantages of

redeveloping run-down and perhaps even more so buildings in an unhealthy environment.redeveloping run-down and perhaps even more so buildings in an unhealthy environment.redeveloping run-down and perhaps even more so buildings in an unhealthy environment.redeveloping run-down and perhaps even more so buildings in an unhealthy environment.

The difficulty is that if we do nothing it is socially irresponsible and thusThe difficulty is that if we do nothing it is socially irresponsible and thusThe difficulty is that if we do nothing it is socially irresponsible and thusThe difficulty is that if we do nothing it is socially irresponsible and thus

unacceptable, and yet if conditions are so tough that they make redevelopment of suchunacceptable, and yet if conditions are so tough that they make redevelopment of suchunacceptable, and yet if conditions are so tough that they make redevelopment of suchunacceptable, and yet if conditions are so tough that they make redevelopment of such

dreadful buildings commercially unattractive, it will result in far fewer and perhapsdreadful buildings commercially unattractive, it will result in far fewer and perhapsdreadful buildings commercially unattractive, it will result in far fewer and perhapsdreadful buildings commercially unattractive, it will result in far fewer and perhaps

even no redevelopment.even no redevelopment.even no redevelopment.even no redevelopment.

May I remind my colleaMay I remind my colleaMay I remind my colleaMay I remind my colleagues that despite what we are currently experiencing ingues that despite what we are currently experiencing ingues that despite what we are currently experiencing ingues that despite what we are currently experiencing in

Hong Kong, property development is not a risk free business.  Indeed, are our memoriesHong Kong, property development is not a risk free business.  Indeed, are our memoriesHong Kong, property development is not a risk free business.  Indeed, are our memoriesHong Kong, property development is not a risk free business.  Indeed, are our memories

so short that we have forgotten that between 1983 and 1985, or indeed in 1987 or 1989,so short that we have forgotten that between 1983 and 1985, or indeed in 1987 or 1989,so short that we have forgotten that between 1983 and 1985, or indeed in 1987 or 1989,so short that we have forgotten that between 1983 and 1985, or indeed in 1987 or 1989,

the price of property was at an all time low?  For that matter, do we need to lookthe price of property was at an all time low?  For that matter, do we need to lookthe price of property was at an all time low?  For that matter, do we need to lookthe price of property was at an all time low?  For that matter, do we need to look

any further than to look at the difficulties of the world renowned company Olympiaany further than to look at the difficulties of the world renowned company Olympiaany further than to look at the difficulties of the world renowned company Olympiaany further than to look at the difficulties of the world renowned company Olympia

& York?  Members can also look at the property markets in North America, Europe, the& York?  Members can also look at the property markets in North America, Europe, the& York?  Members can also look at the property markets in North America, Europe, the& York?  Members can also look at the property markets in North America, Europe, the

United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand but to name a few.  It is so easy to pointUnited Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand but to name a few.  It is so easy to pointUnited Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand but to name a few.  It is so easy to pointUnited Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand but to name a few.  It is so easy to point

the finger at the Government, or indeed at the property industry.  Pointing a finger,the finger at the Government, or indeed at the property industry.  Pointing a finger,the finger at the Government, or indeed at the property industry.  Pointing a finger,the finger at the Government, or indeed at the property industry.  Pointing a finger,

Mr Deputy President, does not produce solutions -- certainly not to the issues ofMr Deputy President, does not produce solutions -- certainly not to the issues ofMr Deputy President, does not produce solutions -- certainly not to the issues ofMr Deputy President, does not produce solutions -- certainly not to the issues of

compensation and rehousing.compensation and rehousing.compensation and rehousing.compensation and rehousing.

Mr DMr DMr DMr Deputy President, I should now like to say a few words on rehousing.  Theeputy President, I should now like to say a few words on rehousing.  Theeputy President, I should now like to say a few words on rehousing.  Theeputy President, I should now like to say a few words on rehousing.  The

current government policy is quite clear:  those who have to vacate their premisescurrent government policy is quite clear:  those who have to vacate their premisescurrent government policy is quite clear:  those who have to vacate their premisescurrent government policy is quite clear:  those who have to vacate their premises

as a result of private redevelopment are not given public housing unless they areas a result of private redevelopment are not given public housing unless they areas a result of private redevelopment are not given public housing unless they areas a result of private redevelopment are not given public housing unless they are

genuinely homeless or they qualify for immediate compassionate rehousing asgenuinely homeless or they qualify for immediate compassionate rehousing asgenuinely homeless or they qualify for immediate compassionate rehousing asgenuinely homeless or they qualify for immediate compassionate rehousing as

recommended by the Social Welfare Department.  There is also help given to the elderly,recommended by the Social Welfare Department.  There is also help given to the elderly,recommended by the Social Welfare Department.  There is also help given to the elderly,recommended by the Social Welfare Department.  There is also help given to the elderly,

as well as those who have registered on the General Waiting List and come under theas well as those who have registered on the General Waiting List and come under theas well as those who have registered on the General Waiting List and come under theas well as those who have registered on the General Waiting List and come under the

Anticipatory Rehousing Scheme.  I need not remind Members of the demand and waitingAnticipatory Rehousing Scheme.  I need not remind Members of the demand and waitingAnticipatory Rehousing Scheme.  I need not remind Members of the demand and waitingAnticipatory Rehousing Scheme.  I need not remind Members of the demand and waiting

time for public housing.time for public housing.time for public housing.time for public housing.

If the Government can be prevailed upon to enlarge the different categories orIf the Government can be prevailed upon to enlarge the different categories orIf the Government can be prevailed upon to enlarge the different categories orIf the Government can be prevailed upon to enlarge the different categories or



ease the qualifications, how do we provide for the extra demand?  Not so long agoease the qualifications, how do we provide for the extra demand?  Not so long agoease the qualifications, how do we provide for the extra demand?  Not so long agoease the qualifications, how do we provide for the extra demand?  Not so long ago

we pressed the Government for a special scheme for the "sandwich class".  We havewe pressed the Government for a special scheme for the "sandwich class".  We havewe pressed the Government for a special scheme for the "sandwich class".  We havewe pressed the Government for a special scheme for the "sandwich class".  We have

yet to receive an answer from the Government on this matter.  Are we saying now thatyet to receive an answer from the Government on this matter.  Are we saying now thatyet to receive an answer from the Government on this matter.  Are we saying now thatyet to receive an answer from the Government on this matter.  Are we saying now that

we should defer the scheme before it even gets off the ground?  Unlike those in thewe should defer the scheme before it even gets off the ground?  Unlike those in thewe should defer the scheme before it even gets off the ground?  Unlike those in thewe should defer the scheme before it even gets off the ground?  Unlike those in the

"sandwich class", tenants in Part 2 buildings are given a measure of protection.  It"sandwich class", tenants in Part 2 buildings are given a measure of protection.  It"sandwich class", tenants in Part 2 buildings are given a measure of protection.  It"sandwich class", tenants in Part 2 buildings are given a measure of protection.  It

is said that they are seeking reasonable protection or compensation.  The difficultyis said that they are seeking reasonable protection or compensation.  The difficultyis said that they are seeking reasonable protection or compensation.  The difficultyis said that they are seeking reasonable protection or compensation.  The difficulty

is always: what is reasonable, and when does it become unreasonable?  The mostis always: what is reasonable, and when does it become unreasonable?  The mostis always: what is reasonable, and when does it become unreasonable?  The mostis always: what is reasonable, and when does it become unreasonable?  The most

difficult aspect of rehousing is that those seeking rehousing generally want to bedifficult aspect of rehousing is that those seeking rehousing generally want to bedifficult aspect of rehousing is that those seeking rehousing generally want to bedifficult aspect of rehousing is that those seeking rehousing generally want to be

in the same district and in premises of equivalent size or perhaps even of equivalentin the same district and in premises of equivalent size or perhaps even of equivalentin the same district and in premises of equivalent size or perhaps even of equivalentin the same district and in premises of equivalent size or perhaps even of equivalent

standard, although I doubt whether they really mean this as far as redevelopment ofstandard, although I doubt whether they really mean this as far as redevelopment ofstandard, although I doubt whether they really mean this as far as redevelopment ofstandard, although I doubt whether they really mean this as far as redevelopment of

older buildings is concerned.  These older buildings are generally quite denselyolder buildings is concerned.  These older buildings are generally quite denselyolder buildings is concerned.  These older buildings are generally quite denselyolder buildings is concerned.  These older buildings are generally quite densely

populated which poses an extra problem as to where to find adequate accommodationpopulated which poses an extra problem as to where to find adequate accommodationpopulated which poses an extra problem as to where to find adequate accommodationpopulated which poses an extra problem as to where to find adequate accommodation

in urban areas to cater for the demand?in urban areas to cater for the demand?in urban areas to cater for the demand?in urban areas to cater for the demand?

I shall now deal briefly with the other main issue and that is compensation.I shall now deal briefly with the other main issue and that is compensation.I shall now deal briefly with the other main issue and that is compensation.I shall now deal briefly with the other main issue and that is compensation.

According to the Rating and Valuation Department, payment of cash compensation overAccording to the Rating and Valuation Department, payment of cash compensation overAccording to the Rating and Valuation Department, payment of cash compensation overAccording to the Rating and Valuation Department, payment of cash compensation over

the past 12 months averaged 1.3 times the current rateable value where consent ordersthe past 12 months averaged 1.3 times the current rateable value where consent ordersthe past 12 months averaged 1.3 times the current rateable value where consent ordersthe past 12 months averaged 1.3 times the current rateable value where consent orders

were made by the Tribunal, but were only 0.65 times the current rateable value wherewere made by the Tribunal, but were only 0.65 times the current rateable value wherewere made by the Tribunal, but were only 0.65 times the current rateable value wherewere made by the Tribunal, but were only 0.65 times the current rateable value where

the award was made by the Tribunal.  However, where vacant possession was obtainedthe award was made by the Tribunal.  However, where vacant possession was obtainedthe award was made by the Tribunal.  However, where vacant possession was obtainedthe award was made by the Tribunal.  However, where vacant possession was obtained

by agreement between the landlord and tenant without resorting to legal proceedings,by agreement between the landlord and tenant without resorting to legal proceedings,by agreement between the landlord and tenant without resorting to legal proceedings,by agreement between the landlord and tenant without resorting to legal proceedings,

the average was almost 1.7 times the current rateable value. This illustrates quitethe average was almost 1.7 times the current rateable value. This illustrates quitethe average was almost 1.7 times the current rateable value. This illustrates quitethe average was almost 1.7 times the current rateable value. This illustrates quite

clearly that the market has a way of finding its own level and commercial and otherclearly that the market has a way of finding its own level and commercial and otherclearly that the market has a way of finding its own level and commercial and otherclearly that the market has a way of finding its own level and commercial and other

practical considerations come into play even though the statutory requirement is muchpractical considerations come into play even though the statutory requirement is muchpractical considerations come into play even though the statutory requirement is muchpractical considerations come into play even though the statutory requirement is much

lower.  We must, in my respectful view, resist the temptation to change this balance,lower.  We must, in my respectful view, resist the temptation to change this balance,lower.  We must, in my respectful view, resist the temptation to change this balance,lower.  We must, in my respectful view, resist the temptation to change this balance,

however much we may be tempted to do so.  I believe that the proposed amendment tohowever much we may be tempted to do so.  I believe that the proposed amendment tohowever much we may be tempted to do so.  I believe that the proposed amendment tohowever much we may be tempted to do so.  I believe that the proposed amendment to

the Landlord and Tenant Ordinance increasing the compensation to 1.3 times the currentthe Landlord and Tenant Ordinance increasing the compensation to 1.3 times the currentthe Landlord and Tenant Ordinance increasing the compensation to 1.3 times the currentthe Landlord and Tenant Ordinance increasing the compensation to 1.3 times the current

rateable value is within the right range.rateable value is within the right range.rateable value is within the right range.rateable value is within the right range.

Mr  Deputy  President,   views  have  also  bMr  Deputy  President,   views  have  also  bMr  Deputy  President,   views  have  also  bMr  Deputy  President,   views  have  also  been  expressed  that  some   40een  expressed  that  some   40een  expressed  that  some   40een  expressed  that  some   40

000 flats housing about 0.75 million persons might be affected.  I have tried, without000 flats housing about 0.75 million persons might be affected.  I have tried, without000 flats housing about 0.75 million persons might be affected.  I have tried, without000 flats housing about 0.75 million persons might be affected.  I have tried, without

success, to see whether this is correct.  It may be that there are some   40 000 flatssuccess, to see whether this is correct.  It may be that there are some   40 000 flatssuccess, to see whether this is correct.  It may be that there are some   40 000 flatssuccess, to see whether this is correct.  It may be that there are some   40 000 flats

that are governed by Part 2, but that does not mean that they are all ripe forthat are governed by Part 2, but that does not mean that they are all ripe forthat are governed by Part 2, but that does not mean that they are all ripe forthat are governed by Part 2, but that does not mean that they are all ripe for

redevelopment.  In view of this, I believe that we must try and assess the size ofredevelopment.  In view of this, I believe that we must try and assess the size ofredevelopment.  In view of this, I believe that we must try and assess the size ofredevelopment.  In view of this, I believe that we must try and assess the size of

the problem, for it is only then that a reasonable approach can be taken to see what,the problem, for it is only then that a reasonable approach can be taken to see what,the problem, for it is only then that a reasonable approach can be taken to see what,the problem, for it is only then that a reasonable approach can be taken to see what,

if anything, can or needs to be done.if anything, can or needs to be done.if anything, can or needs to be done.if anything, can or needs to be done.

For this, amongst For this, amongst For this, amongst For this, amongst other reasons, I do favour that the Government should re-examineother reasons, I do favour that the Government should re-examineother reasons, I do favour that the Government should re-examineother reasons, I do favour that the Government should re-examine

its current policies.  The Real Estate Developers Association of Hong Kong do notits current policies.  The Real Estate Developers Association of Hong Kong do notits current policies.  The Real Estate Developers Association of Hong Kong do notits current policies.  The Real Estate Developers Association of Hong Kong do not



pretend to have all the answers and I would certainly be prepared to do my part inpretend to have all the answers and I would certainly be prepared to do my part inpretend to have all the answers and I would certainly be prepared to do my part inpretend to have all the answers and I would certainly be prepared to do my part in

this process.  We have always had useful dialogue with the Administration and I seethis process.  We have always had useful dialogue with the Administration and I seethis process.  We have always had useful dialogue with the Administration and I seethis process.  We have always had useful dialogue with the Administration and I see

no reason why we cannot in respect of this difficult and complex issue.no reason why we cannot in respect of this difficult and complex issue.no reason why we cannot in respect of this difficult and complex issue.no reason why we cannot in respect of this difficult and complex issue.

Question on Mr Ronald ARCULLI's amendment proposed.Question on Mr Ronald ARCULLI's amendment proposed.Question on Mr Ronald ARCULLI's amendment proposed.Question on Mr Ronald ARCULLI's amendment proposed.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Before I call on the next speaker, it is now six minutes past elevenDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Before I call on the next speaker, it is now six minutes past elevenDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Before I call on the next speaker, it is now six minutes past elevenDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Before I call on the next speaker, it is now six minutes past eleven

and at midnight we technically and in fact conclude this present sitting.  I do notand at midnight we technically and in fact conclude this present sitting.  I do notand at midnight we technically and in fact conclude this present sitting.  I do notand at midnight we technically and in fact conclude this present sitting.  I do not

have power to extend the sitting to the following day; such is a power not delegatedhave power to extend the sitting to the following day; such is a power not delegatedhave power to extend the sitting to the following day; such is a power not delegatedhave power to extend the sitting to the following day; such is a power not delegated

to me under the powers of delegation.  The result is that I will be compelled toto me under the powers of delegation.  The result is that I will be compelled toto me under the powers of delegation.  The result is that I will be compelled toto me under the powers of delegation.  The result is that I will be compelled to

adjourn the unfinished business from midnight to the next sitting.  And I will doadjourn the unfinished business from midnight to the next sitting.  And I will doadjourn the unfinished business from midnight to the next sitting.  And I will doadjourn the unfinished business from midnight to the next sitting.  And I will do

that unless Members are able to conclude their speeches and vote on the motion beforethat unless Members are able to conclude their speeches and vote on the motion beforethat unless Members are able to conclude their speeches and vote on the motion beforethat unless Members are able to conclude their speeches and vote on the motion before

midnight.  But I do not wish to put any undue strain on Members.  If we do not finishmidnight.  But I do not wish to put any undue strain on Members.  If we do not finishmidnight.  But I do not wish to put any undue strain on Members.  If we do not finishmidnight.  But I do not wish to put any undue strain on Members.  If we do not finish

by midnight I shall simply have to adjourn this debate as unfinished business to theby midnight I shall simply have to adjourn this debate as unfinished business to theby midnight I shall simply have to adjourn this debate as unfinished business to theby midnight I shall simply have to adjourn this debate as unfinished business to the

next published sitting.next published sitting.next published sitting.next published sitting.

MR HUI YIN-FAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, urban renewal is a majorMR HUI YIN-FAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, urban renewal is a majorMR HUI YIN-FAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, urban renewal is a majorMR HUI YIN-FAT (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, urban renewal is a major

investment by the Government to improve the living conditions of residents and itinvestment by the Government to improve the living conditions of residents and itinvestment by the Government to improve the living conditions of residents and itinvestment by the Government to improve the living conditions of residents and it

is in this regard that support and co-operation should be lent to all the residentsis in this regard that support and co-operation should be lent to all the residentsis in this regard that support and co-operation should be lent to all the residentsis in this regard that support and co-operation should be lent to all the residents

who are affected by redevelopment.  Indeed, the legislative intent of all legislationwho are affected by redevelopment.  Indeed, the legislative intent of all legislationwho are affected by redevelopment.  Indeed, the legislative intent of all legislationwho are affected by redevelopment.  Indeed, the legislative intent of all legislation

governing the compulsory acquisition of buildings is to protect the Government orgoverning the compulsory acquisition of buildings is to protect the Government orgoverning the compulsory acquisition of buildings is to protect the Government orgoverning the compulsory acquisition of buildings is to protect the Government or

the private developers (including the Land Development Corporation) so thatthe private developers (including the Land Development Corporation) so thatthe private developers (including the Land Development Corporation) so thatthe private developers (including the Land Development Corporation) so that

acquisition can eventually succeed and redevelopment go ahead.  However, given thatacquisition can eventually succeed and redevelopment go ahead.  However, given thatacquisition can eventually succeed and redevelopment go ahead.  However, given thatacquisition can eventually succeed and redevelopment go ahead.  However, given that

the method of calculating compensation is already outdated, that residents have nothe method of calculating compensation is already outdated, that residents have nothe method of calculating compensation is already outdated, that residents have nothe method of calculating compensation is already outdated, that residents have no

right to participate in the redevelopment, countless residents have been unjustlyright to participate in the redevelopment, countless residents have been unjustlyright to participate in the redevelopment, countless residents have been unjustlyright to participate in the redevelopment, countless residents have been unjustly

treated and their right as residents compromised.  In a word, the living conditionstreated and their right as residents compromised.  In a word, the living conditionstreated and their right as residents compromised.  In a word, the living conditionstreated and their right as residents compromised.  In a word, the living conditions

of the original tenants can actually deteriorate as a result of urban renewal whichof the original tenants can actually deteriorate as a result of urban renewal whichof the original tenants can actually deteriorate as a result of urban renewal whichof the original tenants can actually deteriorate as a result of urban renewal which

proceeds in strict accordance with the law.  I regret that the Government is not ableproceeds in strict accordance with the law.  I regret that the Government is not ableproceeds in strict accordance with the law.  I regret that the Government is not ableproceeds in strict accordance with the law.  I regret that the Government is not able

even now to close the legal loopholes.  The result is that redevelopment projectseven now to close the legal loopholes.  The result is that redevelopment projectseven now to close the legal loopholes.  The result is that redevelopment projectseven now to close the legal loopholes.  The result is that redevelopment projects

which should be beneficial to the community as a whole have degenerated into publicwhich should be beneficial to the community as a whole have degenerated into publicwhich should be beneficial to the community as a whole have degenerated into publicwhich should be beneficial to the community as a whole have degenerated into public

nuisances, causing confrontation and resentment.nuisances, causing confrontation and resentment.nuisances, causing confrontation and resentment.nuisances, causing confrontation and resentment.

Presently, in addition to the Government and the Land Development Corporation,Presently, in addition to the Government and the Land Development Corporation,Presently, in addition to the Government and the Land Development Corporation,Presently, in addition to the Government and the Land Development Corporation,

a number of private developers are also engaged in urban renewal projects.  Althougha number of private developers are also engaged in urban renewal projects.  Althougha number of private developers are also engaged in urban renewal projects.  Althougha number of private developers are also engaged in urban renewal projects.  Although

in the process of compulsory acquisition by the Government and the Land Developmentin the process of compulsory acquisition by the Government and the Land Developmentin the process of compulsory acquisition by the Government and the Land Developmentin the process of compulsory acquisition by the Government and the Land Development

Corporation, individual owners and tenants have protested against the unfair methodCorporation, individual owners and tenants have protested against the unfair methodCorporation, individual owners and tenants have protested against the unfair methodCorporation, individual owners and tenants have protested against the unfair method



of compensation calculation, there is at least an identifiable target for complaintof compensation calculation, there is at least an identifiable target for complaintof compensation calculation, there is at least an identifiable target for complaintof compensation calculation, there is at least an identifiable target for complaint

and a given avenue whereby redress can be sought and rehousing obtained from theand a given avenue whereby redress can be sought and rehousing obtained from theand a given avenue whereby redress can be sought and rehousing obtained from theand a given avenue whereby redress can be sought and rehousing obtained from the

authorities concerned.  However, insofar as the private developers are concerned whoauthorities concerned.  However, insofar as the private developers are concerned whoauthorities concerned.  However, insofar as the private developers are concerned whoauthorities concerned.  However, insofar as the private developers are concerned who

have the absolute right of acquisition and redevelopment, the existing laws fail tohave the absolute right of acquisition and redevelopment, the existing laws fail tohave the absolute right of acquisition and redevelopment, the existing laws fail tohave the absolute right of acquisition and redevelopment, the existing laws fail to

provide any adequate protection to the affected residents at all.  They have noprovide any adequate protection to the affected residents at all.  They have noprovide any adequate protection to the affected residents at all.  They have noprovide any adequate protection to the affected residents at all.  They have no

department to take their complaint to and they are made victims of the public interest.department to take their complaint to and they are made victims of the public interest.department to take their complaint to and they are made victims of the public interest.department to take their complaint to and they are made victims of the public interest.

In this regard, I am concerned about the residents affected by privateIn this regard, I am concerned about the residents affected by privateIn this regard, I am concerned about the residents affected by privateIn this regard, I am concerned about the residents affected by private

redevelopment, and the bedspace dwellers earning meagre wages among them inredevelopment, and the bedspace dwellers earning meagre wages among them inredevelopment, and the bedspace dwellers earning meagre wages among them inredevelopment, and the bedspace dwellers earning meagre wages among them in

particular.  According to information made available to me by frontline socialparticular.  According to information made available to me by frontline socialparticular.  According to information made available to me by frontline socialparticular.  According to information made available to me by frontline social

workers who are engaged in community development, many such bedspace dwellers areworkers who are engaged in community development, many such bedspace dwellers areworkers who are engaged in community development, many such bedspace dwellers areworkers who are engaged in community development, many such bedspace dwellers are

not able to obtain reasonable compensation and rehousing and, given their meagrenot able to obtain reasonable compensation and rehousing and, given their meagrenot able to obtain reasonable compensation and rehousing and, given their meagrenot able to obtain reasonable compensation and rehousing and, given their meagre

income, helplessness and the plight of imminent eviction, they are forced to settleincome, helplessness and the plight of imminent eviction, they are forced to settleincome, helplessness and the plight of imminent eviction, they are forced to settleincome, helplessness and the plight of imminent eviction, they are forced to settle

for even less living space, reducing their bedspace from three feet by six to twofor even less living space, reducing their bedspace from three feet by six to twofor even less living space, reducing their bedspace from three feet by six to twofor even less living space, reducing their bedspace from three feet by six to two

feet by five, with the result that they are not able even to stretch their legs.  Somefeet by five, with the result that they are not able even to stretch their legs.  Somefeet by five, with the result that they are not able even to stretch their legs.  Somefeet by five, with the result that they are not able even to stretch their legs.  Some

of them are even reduced to becoming street sleepers.  It can be seen hence that urbanof them are even reduced to becoming street sleepers.  It can be seen hence that urbanof them are even reduced to becoming street sleepers.  It can be seen hence that urbanof them are even reduced to becoming street sleepers.  It can be seen hence that urban

renewal has not only failed to improve the living conditions of the residents; itrenewal has not only failed to improve the living conditions of the residents; itrenewal has not only failed to improve the living conditions of the residents; itrenewal has not only failed to improve the living conditions of the residents; it

has even created more street sleepers, adding to the cost to the Government ofhas even created more street sleepers, adding to the cost to the Government ofhas even created more street sleepers, adding to the cost to the Government ofhas even created more street sleepers, adding to the cost to the Government of

providing for them.  Put in another way, that the Government actually subsidizes theproviding for them.  Put in another way, that the Government actually subsidizes theproviding for them.  Put in another way, that the Government actually subsidizes theproviding for them.  Put in another way, that the Government actually subsidizes the

greedy developers with public funds is a fact which the public cannot accept.greedy developers with public funds is a fact which the public cannot accept.greedy developers with public funds is a fact which the public cannot accept.greedy developers with public funds is a fact which the public cannot accept.

Mr Deputy President, let me reiterate that the right to accommodation is a basicMr Deputy President, let me reiterate that the right to accommodation is a basicMr Deputy President, let me reiterate that the right to accommodation is a basicMr Deputy President, let me reiterate that the right to accommodation is a basic

human right and the Government has the responsibility of taking care of the housinghuman right and the Government has the responsibility of taking care of the housinghuman right and the Government has the responsibility of taking care of the housinghuman right and the Government has the responsibility of taking care of the housing

need of low income people; it cannot stand aloof from the exploitation by the privateneed of low income people; it cannot stand aloof from the exploitation by the privateneed of low income people; it cannot stand aloof from the exploitation by the privateneed of low income people; it cannot stand aloof from the exploitation by the private

developers on the pretext that it has not enough resources, or that it is a matterdevelopers on the pretext that it has not enough resources, or that it is a matterdevelopers on the pretext that it has not enough resources, or that it is a matterdevelopers on the pretext that it has not enough resources, or that it is a matter

for the private sector to sort itself out.  I believe that the Government shouldfor the private sector to sort itself out.  I believe that the Government shouldfor the private sector to sort itself out.  I believe that the Government shouldfor the private sector to sort itself out.  I believe that the Government should

expeditiously consider the adoption of the following solutions.expeditiously consider the adoption of the following solutions.expeditiously consider the adoption of the following solutions.expeditiously consider the adoption of the following solutions.

(i)(i)(i)(i) Since private developers are able to acquire huge profits from redevelopment,Since private developers are able to acquire huge profits from redevelopment,Since private developers are able to acquire huge profits from redevelopment,Since private developers are able to acquire huge profits from redevelopment,

the Government should legislate to require that in the process of redevelopment ofthe Government should legislate to require that in the process of redevelopment ofthe Government should legislate to require that in the process of redevelopment ofthe Government should legislate to require that in the process of redevelopment of

a certain lot the developer shall pay a fund proportional to the size of thea certain lot the developer shall pay a fund proportional to the size of thea certain lot the developer shall pay a fund proportional to the size of thea certain lot the developer shall pay a fund proportional to the size of the

redevelopment; the fund will be co-ordinated and managed by the Government for theredevelopment; the fund will be co-ordinated and managed by the Government for theredevelopment; the fund will be co-ordinated and managed by the Government for theredevelopment; the fund will be co-ordinated and managed by the Government for the

purpose of providing permanent homes for the affected residents.  Indeed, privatepurpose of providing permanent homes for the affected residents.  Indeed, privatepurpose of providing permanent homes for the affected residents.  Indeed, privatepurpose of providing permanent homes for the affected residents.  Indeed, private

developers should shoulder the responsibility; otherwise, the Government shoulddevelopers should shoulder the responsibility; otherwise, the Government shoulddevelopers should shoulder the responsibility; otherwise, the Government shoulddevelopers should shoulder the responsibility; otherwise, the Government should

amend the laws to enable the individual owners and tenants to have full and reasonableamend the laws to enable the individual owners and tenants to have full and reasonableamend the laws to enable the individual owners and tenants to have full and reasonableamend the laws to enable the individual owners and tenants to have full and reasonable

protection in terms of compensation and their right to participate in theprotection in terms of compensation and their right to participate in theprotection in terms of compensation and their right to participate in theprotection in terms of compensation and their right to participate in the

redevelopment.redevelopment.redevelopment.redevelopment.



(ii)(ii)(ii)(ii) An independent urban renewal authority should be set up to take chargeAn independent urban renewal authority should be set up to take chargeAn independent urban renewal authority should be set up to take chargeAn independent urban renewal authority should be set up to take charge

of all urban renewal projects, including the equitable distribution of land amongof all urban renewal projects, including the equitable distribution of land amongof all urban renewal projects, including the equitable distribution of land amongof all urban renewal projects, including the equitable distribution of land among

the Housing Authority, the Land Development Corporation and private developers.the Housing Authority, the Land Development Corporation and private developers.the Housing Authority, the Land Development Corporation and private developers.the Housing Authority, the Land Development Corporation and private developers.

Details of compensation and rehousing should be laid down and complaints should beDetails of compensation and rehousing should be laid down and complaints should beDetails of compensation and rehousing should be laid down and complaints should beDetails of compensation and rehousing should be laid down and complaints should be

received by this authority.received by this authority.received by this authority.received by this authority.

(iii)(iii)(iii)(iii) Given that the bedspace dwellers actually live in similar conditions asGiven that the bedspace dwellers actually live in similar conditions asGiven that the bedspace dwellers actually live in similar conditions asGiven that the bedspace dwellers actually live in similar conditions as

"cage dwellers", and that only the latter have the benefit of government care, it"cage dwellers", and that only the latter have the benefit of government care, it"cage dwellers", and that only the latter have the benefit of government care, it"cage dwellers", and that only the latter have the benefit of government care, it

is suggested that the definition of "cage dweller" be expanded to include these pooris suggested that the definition of "cage dweller" be expanded to include these pooris suggested that the definition of "cage dweller" be expanded to include these pooris suggested that the definition of "cage dweller" be expanded to include these poor

residents who have nowhere to turn to for help so that they will receive basic careresidents who have nowhere to turn to for help so that they will receive basic careresidents who have nowhere to turn to for help so that they will receive basic careresidents who have nowhere to turn to for help so that they will receive basic care

from the Government.from the Government.from the Government.from the Government.

Mr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support thMr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support thMr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support thMr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the motion standing in thee motion standing in thee motion standing in thee motion standing in the

name of Mr James TO.name of Mr James TO.name of Mr James TO.name of Mr James TO.

MR PANG CHUN-HOI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, in the process of privateMR PANG CHUN-HOI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, in the process of privateMR PANG CHUN-HOI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, in the process of privateMR PANG CHUN-HOI (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, in the process of private

redevelopment of old buildings, it is the tenants who are subject to the greatestredevelopment of old buildings, it is the tenants who are subject to the greatestredevelopment of old buildings, it is the tenants who are subject to the greatestredevelopment of old buildings, it is the tenants who are subject to the greatest

disruption of life and they are the ones who are the most deeply affected.  The ownerdisruption of life and they are the ones who are the most deeply affected.  The ownerdisruption of life and they are the ones who are the most deeply affected.  The ownerdisruption of life and they are the ones who are the most deeply affected.  The owner

has only to provide proof that he meets the conditions that the public interest willhas only to provide proof that he meets the conditions that the public interest willhas only to provide proof that he meets the conditions that the public interest willhas only to provide proof that he meets the conditions that the public interest will

be served, that redevelopment will increase the provision of flats and improve thebe served, that redevelopment will increase the provision of flats and improve thebe served, that redevelopment will increase the provision of flats and improve thebe served, that redevelopment will increase the provision of flats and improve the

living environment, and that the maintenance cost is higher than the rebuilding cost.living environment, and that the maintenance cost is higher than the rebuilding cost.living environment, and that the maintenance cost is higher than the rebuilding cost.living environment, and that the maintenance cost is higher than the rebuilding cost.

He will then be able to enjoy protection and proceed with the clearance andHe will then be able to enjoy protection and proceed with the clearance andHe will then be able to enjoy protection and proceed with the clearance andHe will then be able to enjoy protection and proceed with the clearance and

redevelopment; he can apply to the Court for possession of the building.redevelopment; he can apply to the Court for possession of the building.redevelopment; he can apply to the Court for possession of the building.redevelopment; he can apply to the Court for possession of the building.

Will the tenants be able to benefit from the provisions regarding Will the tenants be able to benefit from the provisions regarding Will the tenants be able to benefit from the provisions regarding Will the tenants be able to benefit from the provisions regarding the publicthe publicthe publicthe public

interest and improvement of the living environment?  The answer is clearly no.  Ininterest and improvement of the living environment?  The answer is clearly no.  Ininterest and improvement of the living environment?  The answer is clearly no.  Ininterest and improvement of the living environment?  The answer is clearly no.  In

addition to those who will accept arrangement by the Social Welfare Department andaddition to those who will accept arrangement by the Social Welfare Department andaddition to those who will accept arrangement by the Social Welfare Department andaddition to those who will accept arrangement by the Social Welfare Department and

the Housing Department, many of the tenants are lower class people who have to fendthe Housing Department, many of the tenants are lower class people who have to fendthe Housing Department, many of the tenants are lower class people who have to fendthe Housing Department, many of the tenants are lower class people who have to fend

for themselves.  They include new immigrant families who have been here for less thanfor themselves.  They include new immigrant families who have been here for less thanfor themselves.  They include new immigrant families who have been here for less thanfor themselves.  They include new immigrant families who have been here for less than

seven years; some of them are singletons who do not qualify for public housing, andseven years; some of them are singletons who do not qualify for public housing, andseven years; some of them are singletons who do not qualify for public housing, andseven years; some of them are singletons who do not qualify for public housing, and

there are even sandwich class among them.there are even sandwich class among them.there are even sandwich class among them.there are even sandwich class among them.

Insofar as these people are concernedInsofar as these people are concernedInsofar as these people are concernedInsofar as these people are concerned, the consequence of clearance is that they, the consequence of clearance is that they, the consequence of clearance is that they, the consequence of clearance is that they

will not be able to benefit at all and have to continue to move on.  For the sakewill not be able to benefit at all and have to continue to move on.  For the sakewill not be able to benefit at all and have to continue to move on.  For the sakewill not be able to benefit at all and have to continue to move on.  For the sake

of work and social support, they will have to find another place to rent in the originalof work and social support, they will have to find another place to rent in the originalof work and social support, they will have to find another place to rent in the originalof work and social support, they will have to find another place to rent in the original

district; for those who are living in a caged bedspace, they have only the means todistrict; for those who are living in a caged bedspace, they have only the means todistrict; for those who are living in a caged bedspace, they have only the means todistrict; for those who are living in a caged bedspace, they have only the means to

find the same kind of accommodation and for those who cannot even afford the rentfind the same kind of accommodation and for those who cannot even afford the rentfind the same kind of accommodation and for those who cannot even afford the rentfind the same kind of accommodation and for those who cannot even afford the rent



of a caged bedspace, they will have to end up as street sleepers.of a caged bedspace, they will have to end up as street sleepers.of a caged bedspace, they will have to end up as street sleepers.of a caged bedspace, they will have to end up as street sleepers.

Housing in the Hong Kong context is not a question which involvHousing in the Hong Kong context is not a question which involvHousing in the Hong Kong context is not a question which involvHousing in the Hong Kong context is not a question which involves professionales professionales professionales professional

knowledge or expertise.  The man in the street has bitter, first-hand experience ofknowledge or expertise.  The man in the street has bitter, first-hand experience ofknowledge or expertise.  The man in the street has bitter, first-hand experience ofknowledge or expertise.  The man in the street has bitter, first-hand experience of

what the problem is like, and the cost which the average family has to bear in orderwhat the problem is like, and the cost which the average family has to bear in orderwhat the problem is like, and the cost which the average family has to bear in orderwhat the problem is like, and the cost which the average family has to bear in order

to solve it.  As ordinary people, we can understand the problem faced by this groupto solve it.  As ordinary people, we can understand the problem faced by this groupto solve it.  As ordinary people, we can understand the problem faced by this groupto solve it.  As ordinary people, we can understand the problem faced by this group

of people who are not only unable to benefit from redevelopment projects but who haveof people who are not only unable to benefit from redevelopment projects but who haveof people who are not only unable to benefit from redevelopment projects but who haveof people who are not only unable to benefit from redevelopment projects but who have

actually been made victims of the so-called environmental improvement.  These peopleactually been made victims of the so-called environmental improvement.  These peopleactually been made victims of the so-called environmental improvement.  These peopleactually been made victims of the so-called environmental improvement.  These people

should be able to enjoy any piece of land in Hong Kong, just like you and me; theyshould be able to enjoy any piece of land in Hong Kong, just like you and me; theyshould be able to enjoy any piece of land in Hong Kong, just like you and me; theyshould be able to enjoy any piece of land in Hong Kong, just like you and me; they

deserve a place to live.deserve a place to live.deserve a place to live.deserve a place to live.

Since the issue we are looking at involves the housing problem, the GovernmentSince the issue we are looking at involves the housing problem, the GovernmentSince the issue we are looking at involves the housing problem, the GovernmentSince the issue we are looking at involves the housing problem, the Government

has the obligation to help to solve it while at the same time regarding it as parthas the obligation to help to solve it while at the same time regarding it as parthas the obligation to help to solve it while at the same time regarding it as parthas the obligation to help to solve it while at the same time regarding it as part

of the housing strategy such that the whole will come under wider review.  Rehousingof the housing strategy such that the whole will come under wider review.  Rehousingof the housing strategy such that the whole will come under wider review.  Rehousingof the housing strategy such that the whole will come under wider review.  Rehousing

problems which will result from the entire Metroplan, not just those caused by privateproblems which will result from the entire Metroplan, not just those caused by privateproblems which will result from the entire Metroplan, not just those caused by privateproblems which will result from the entire Metroplan, not just those caused by private

development, should be studied centrally and solved separately, each according todevelopment, should be studied centrally and solved separately, each according todevelopment, should be studied centrally and solved separately, each according todevelopment, should be studied centrally and solved separately, each according to

their own circumstances.  The issue of compensation and rehousing should be solvedtheir own circumstances.  The issue of compensation and rehousing should be solvedtheir own circumstances.  The issue of compensation and rehousing should be solvedtheir own circumstances.  The issue of compensation and rehousing should be solved

expeditiously with the presentation of a compensation package.  In this connection,expeditiously with the presentation of a compensation package.  In this connection,expeditiously with the presentation of a compensation package.  In this connection,expeditiously with the presentation of a compensation package.  In this connection,

there is an urgent need at this point in time for the setting up of an ad hoc groupthere is an urgent need at this point in time for the setting up of an ad hoc groupthere is an urgent need at this point in time for the setting up of an ad hoc groupthere is an urgent need at this point in time for the setting up of an ad hoc group

to address this issue.to address this issue.to address this issue.to address this issue.

Mr Deputy President, with these remarkMr Deputy President, with these remarkMr Deputy President, with these remarkMr Deputy President, with these remarks, I support the original motion.s, I support the original motion.s, I support the original motion.s, I support the original motion.

MR TAM YIU-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, urban renewal is an inevitableMR TAM YIU-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, urban renewal is an inevitableMR TAM YIU-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, urban renewal is an inevitableMR TAM YIU-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, urban renewal is an inevitable

trend in keeping with the urban development of Hong Kong.  The building of the newtrend in keeping with the urban development of Hong Kong.  The building of the newtrend in keeping with the urban development of Hong Kong.  The building of the newtrend in keeping with the urban development of Hong Kong.  The building of the new

airport, and the launching of the Metroplan in particular, have expedited the speedairport, and the launching of the Metroplan in particular, have expedited the speedairport, and the launching of the Metroplan in particular, have expedited the speedairport, and the launching of the Metroplan in particular, have expedited the speed

and widened the extent of urban renewal.  In the face of the ever increasing numberand widened the extent of urban renewal.  In the face of the ever increasing numberand widened the extent of urban renewal.  In the face of the ever increasing numberand widened the extent of urban renewal.  In the face of the ever increasing number

of redevelopment projects, it is up to the Government, in the formulation of itsof redevelopment projects, it is up to the Government, in the formulation of itsof redevelopment projects, it is up to the Government, in the formulation of itsof redevelopment projects, it is up to the Government, in the formulation of its

related polices, to properly deal with the multi-faceted issue of the distributionrelated polices, to properly deal with the multi-faceted issue of the distributionrelated polices, to properly deal with the multi-faceted issue of the distributionrelated polices, to properly deal with the multi-faceted issue of the distribution

of benefits brought about directly or indirectly by redevelopment, in addition toof benefits brought about directly or indirectly by redevelopment, in addition toof benefits brought about directly or indirectly by redevelopment, in addition toof benefits brought about directly or indirectly by redevelopment, in addition to

considering factors such as environmental improvement and economic benefits fromconsidering factors such as environmental improvement and economic benefits fromconsidering factors such as environmental improvement and economic benefits fromconsidering factors such as environmental improvement and economic benefits from

redevelopment.  However, one gets the impression, looking at the various problemsredevelopment.  However, one gets the impression, looking at the various problemsredevelopment.  However, one gets the impression, looking at the various problemsredevelopment.  However, one gets the impression, looking at the various problems

which have arisen from the redevelopment projects, that the Government is playingwhich have arisen from the redevelopment projects, that the Government is playingwhich have arisen from the redevelopment projects, that the Government is playingwhich have arisen from the redevelopment projects, that the Government is playing

an unjust role, that it has taken the side of the developers such that the housingan unjust role, that it has taken the side of the developers such that the housingan unjust role, that it has taken the side of the developers such that the housingan unjust role, that it has taken the side of the developers such that the housing

right of the individual owners and tenants is unreasonably compromised.  Privateright of the individual owners and tenants is unreasonably compromised.  Privateright of the individual owners and tenants is unreasonably compromised.  Privateright of the individual owners and tenants is unreasonably compromised.  Private

redevelopment projects are a particular case in point.  Given that the Governmentredevelopment projects are a particular case in point.  Given that the Governmentredevelopment projects are a particular case in point.  Given that the Governmentredevelopment projects are a particular case in point.  Given that the Government

has not formulated any policy or measure to protect the housing right of tenants,has not formulated any policy or measure to protect the housing right of tenants,has not formulated any policy or measure to protect the housing right of tenants,has not formulated any policy or measure to protect the housing right of tenants,



they have frequently been victimized as a result of urban renewal.  They are not onlythey have frequently been victimized as a result of urban renewal.  They are not onlythey have frequently been victimized as a result of urban renewal.  They are not onlythey have frequently been victimized as a result of urban renewal.  They are not only

unable to benefit from the environmental improvement resulting from the redevelopment;unable to benefit from the environmental improvement resulting from the redevelopment;unable to benefit from the environmental improvement resulting from the redevelopment;unable to benefit from the environmental improvement resulting from the redevelopment;

they have indeed been forced to live in conditions which are even worse than before.they have indeed been forced to live in conditions which are even worse than before.they have indeed been forced to live in conditions which are even worse than before.they have indeed been forced to live in conditions which are even worse than before.

This scenario is of course deplorable; it is also a departure from the original purposeThis scenario is of course deplorable; it is also a departure from the original purposeThis scenario is of course deplorable; it is also a departure from the original purposeThis scenario is of course deplorable; it is also a departure from the original purpose

of urban renewal.of urban renewal.of urban renewal.of urban renewal.

At present, urban renewal mostly involves pre-war buildings.  A large percentageAt present, urban renewal mostly involves pre-war buildings.  A large percentageAt present, urban renewal mostly involves pre-war buildings.  A large percentageAt present, urban renewal mostly involves pre-war buildings.  A large percentage

of tenants living in such buildings are from the lowest stratum of society and theyof tenants living in such buildings are from the lowest stratum of society and theyof tenants living in such buildings are from the lowest stratum of society and theyof tenants living in such buildings are from the lowest stratum of society and they

are the most helpless.  They are not covered by the protection net of public housingare the most helpless.  They are not covered by the protection net of public housingare the most helpless.  They are not covered by the protection net of public housingare the most helpless.  They are not covered by the protection net of public housing

due to the many loopholes of the public housing policy.  The pre-war buildings havedue to the many loopholes of the public housing policy.  The pre-war buildings havedue to the many loopholes of the public housing policy.  The pre-war buildings havedue to the many loopholes of the public housing policy.  The pre-war buildings have

to a certain extent served the purpose of compensating for such loopholes andto a certain extent served the purpose of compensating for such loopholes andto a certain extent served the purpose of compensating for such loopholes andto a certain extent served the purpose of compensating for such loopholes and

providing some form of accommodation for these people.  The living conditions areproviding some form of accommodation for these people.  The living conditions areproviding some form of accommodation for these people.  The living conditions areproviding some form of accommodation for these people.  The living conditions are

admittedly deplorable, but these people have at least a roof over their head.admittedly deplorable, but these people have at least a roof over their head.admittedly deplorable, but these people have at least a roof over their head.admittedly deplorable, but these people have at least a roof over their head.

Unfortunately, the demolition of old buildings has been a severe blow in terms ofUnfortunately, the demolition of old buildings has been a severe blow in terms ofUnfortunately, the demolition of old buildings has been a severe blow in terms ofUnfortunately, the demolition of old buildings has been a severe blow in terms of

creating a new housing problem to them.  If the Government was not able to implementcreating a new housing problem to them.  If the Government was not able to implementcreating a new housing problem to them.  If the Government was not able to implementcreating a new housing problem to them.  If the Government was not able to implement

policy to protect the housing right of these destitute households, they would bepolicy to protect the housing right of these destitute households, they would bepolicy to protect the housing right of these destitute households, they would bepolicy to protect the housing right of these destitute households, they would be

thrown on the streets.  I believe that the Government should deal with the matterthrown on the streets.  I believe that the Government should deal with the matterthrown on the streets.  I believe that the Government should deal with the matterthrown on the streets.  I believe that the Government should deal with the matter

urgently along the following lines.urgently along the following lines.urgently along the following lines.urgently along the following lines.

(1)(1)(1)(1) Detailed statistics should be compiled of the residents aDetailed statistics should be compiled of the residents aDetailed statistics should be compiled of the residents aDetailed statistics should be compiled of the residents affected byffected byffected byffected by

redevelopment.  At present, for lack of comprehensive data regarding the residentsredevelopment.  At present, for lack of comprehensive data regarding the residentsredevelopment.  At present, for lack of comprehensive data regarding the residentsredevelopment.  At present, for lack of comprehensive data regarding the residents

who will be affected by urban renewal, there is no way to accurately assess the impactwho will be affected by urban renewal, there is no way to accurately assess the impactwho will be affected by urban renewal, there is no way to accurately assess the impactwho will be affected by urban renewal, there is no way to accurately assess the impact

of urban renewal and the exact number of households who will require assistance.  Inof urban renewal and the exact number of households who will require assistance.  Inof urban renewal and the exact number of households who will require assistance.  Inof urban renewal and the exact number of households who will require assistance.  In

this connection, the Government should carry out a careful survey of the income andthis connection, the Government should carry out a careful survey of the income andthis connection, the Government should carry out a careful survey of the income andthis connection, the Government should carry out a careful survey of the income and

age groupings, family structure and living conditions of the residents in the oldage groupings, family structure and living conditions of the residents in the oldage groupings, family structure and living conditions of the residents in the oldage groupings, family structure and living conditions of the residents in the old

districts, in order that a further assessment can be made of the impact ofdistricts, in order that a further assessment can be made of the impact ofdistricts, in order that a further assessment can be made of the impact ofdistricts, in order that a further assessment can be made of the impact of

redevelopment projects.redevelopment projects.redevelopment projects.redevelopment projects.

(2)(2)(2)(2) An interdepartmental ad hoc group should be set up to deal with disputesAn interdepartmental ad hoc group should be set up to deal with disputesAn interdepartmental ad hoc group should be set up to deal with disputesAn interdepartmental ad hoc group should be set up to deal with disputes

arising from redevelopment.  At present, residents affected by redevelopment havearising from redevelopment.  At present, residents affected by redevelopment havearising from redevelopment.  At present, residents affected by redevelopment havearising from redevelopment.  At present, residents affected by redevelopment have

no department to address their complaint to because there is no government departmentno department to address their complaint to because there is no government departmentno department to address their complaint to because there is no government departmentno department to address their complaint to because there is no government department

which is fully in charge of dealing with their problems.  The result is that thewhich is fully in charge of dealing with their problems.  The result is that thewhich is fully in charge of dealing with their problems.  The result is that thewhich is fully in charge of dealing with their problems.  The result is that the

departments keep passing the buck around and the victimized tenants are literallydepartments keep passing the buck around and the victimized tenants are literallydepartments keep passing the buck around and the victimized tenants are literallydepartments keep passing the buck around and the victimized tenants are literally

kicked from one department to the next.  It is for this reason that ankicked from one department to the next.  It is for this reason that ankicked from one department to the next.  It is for this reason that ankicked from one department to the next.  It is for this reason that an

interdepartmental ad hoc group with executive powers should be set up to take fullinterdepartmental ad hoc group with executive powers should be set up to take fullinterdepartmental ad hoc group with executive powers should be set up to take fullinterdepartmental ad hoc group with executive powers should be set up to take full

charge of the complaints lodged by the residents affected, seeking to help them withcharge of the complaints lodged by the residents affected, seeking to help them withcharge of the complaints lodged by the residents affected, seeking to help them withcharge of the complaints lodged by the residents affected, seeking to help them with

their problems as a matter of urgency.their problems as a matter of urgency.their problems as a matter of urgency.their problems as a matter of urgency.



(3)(3)(3)(3) It is up to the developers to assume the responsibilityIt is up to the developers to assume the responsibilityIt is up to the developers to assume the responsibilityIt is up to the developers to assume the responsibility of helping the of helping the of helping the of helping the

destitute tenants.  I believe in principle that the rehousing of affected tenantsdestitute tenants.  I believe in principle that the rehousing of affected tenantsdestitute tenants.  I believe in principle that the rehousing of affected tenantsdestitute tenants.  I believe in principle that the rehousing of affected tenants

should not be made the responsibility of the Government.  For if the Governmentshould not be made the responsibility of the Government.  For if the Governmentshould not be made the responsibility of the Government.  For if the Governmentshould not be made the responsibility of the Government.  For if the Government

assumes that responsibility, then it would be tantamount to asking the taxpayers toassumes that responsibility, then it would be tantamount to asking the taxpayers toassumes that responsibility, then it would be tantamount to asking the taxpayers toassumes that responsibility, then it would be tantamount to asking the taxpayers to

subsidize the redevelopment projects of the developers.  However, the Government hassubsidize the redevelopment projects of the developers.  However, the Government hassubsidize the redevelopment projects of the developers.  However, the Government hassubsidize the redevelopment projects of the developers.  However, the Government has

the responsibility of asking the developers to assume their responsibility ofthe responsibility of asking the developers to assume their responsibility ofthe responsibility of asking the developers to assume their responsibility ofthe responsibility of asking the developers to assume their responsibility of

rehousing the tenants.  It is indeed very unreasonable that the developers are ablerehousing the tenants.  It is indeed very unreasonable that the developers are ablerehousing the tenants.  It is indeed very unreasonable that the developers are ablerehousing the tenants.  It is indeed very unreasonable that the developers are able

to make profits which are many times the cost of redevelopment while the compensationto make profits which are many times the cost of redevelopment while the compensationto make profits which are many times the cost of redevelopment while the compensationto make profits which are many times the cost of redevelopment while the compensation

to which the residents are entitled is set at no more than twice the rateable valueto which the residents are entitled is set at no more than twice the rateable valueto which the residents are entitled is set at no more than twice the rateable valueto which the residents are entitled is set at no more than twice the rateable value

of 1983.  It is in this context that the raising of the amount of compensation andof 1983.  It is in this context that the raising of the amount of compensation andof 1983.  It is in this context that the raising of the amount of compensation andof 1983.  It is in this context that the raising of the amount of compensation and

the request that the developers assume the responsibility of rehousing the affectedthe request that the developers assume the responsibility of rehousing the affectedthe request that the developers assume the responsibility of rehousing the affectedthe request that the developers assume the responsibility of rehousing the affected

tenants as part of the conditions for permission to go ahead with the redevelopmenttenants as part of the conditions for permission to go ahead with the redevelopmenttenants as part of the conditions for permission to go ahead with the redevelopmenttenants as part of the conditions for permission to go ahead with the redevelopment

project is a fairer and more workable way of solving the problem.  I hope theproject is a fairer and more workable way of solving the problem.  I hope theproject is a fairer and more workable way of solving the problem.  I hope theproject is a fairer and more workable way of solving the problem.  I hope the

Government will take this suggestion into its prudent consideration.Government will take this suggestion into its prudent consideration.Government will take this suggestion into its prudent consideration.Government will take this suggestion into its prudent consideration.

Mr Deputy President, indeed, the problems which have arisen from redevelopmentMr Deputy President, indeed, the problems which have arisen from redevelopmentMr Deputy President, indeed, the problems which have arisen from redevelopmentMr Deputy President, indeed, the problems which have arisen from redevelopment

involve not just private developers.  At noon today, outside the Council Chamber,involve not just private developers.  At noon today, outside the Council Chamber,involve not just private developers.  At noon today, outside the Council Chamber,involve not just private developers.  At noon today, outside the Council Chamber,

there is another group of residents affected by the redevelopment project at sixthere is another group of residents affected by the redevelopment project at sixthere is another group of residents affected by the redevelopment project at sixthere is another group of residents affected by the redevelopment project at six

streets in Tokwawan; they are protesting the unreasonable tactics used against themstreets in Tokwawan; they are protesting the unreasonable tactics used against themstreets in Tokwawan; they are protesting the unreasonable tactics used against themstreets in Tokwawan; they are protesting the unreasonable tactics used against them

by the Housing Authority.  Indeed, the acquisition of the buildings at the six streetsby the Housing Authority.  Indeed, the acquisition of the buildings at the six streetsby the Housing Authority.  Indeed, the acquisition of the buildings at the six streetsby the Housing Authority.  Indeed, the acquisition of the buildings at the six streets

is a clear reflection of the fact that even statutory bodies like the Housing Authorityis a clear reflection of the fact that even statutory bodies like the Housing Authorityis a clear reflection of the fact that even statutory bodies like the Housing Authorityis a clear reflection of the fact that even statutory bodies like the Housing Authority

exhibit a tendency of greed.  The Crown Land Resumption Ordinance is frequently andexhibit a tendency of greed.  The Crown Land Resumption Ordinance is frequently andexhibit a tendency of greed.  The Crown Land Resumption Ordinance is frequently andexhibit a tendency of greed.  The Crown Land Resumption Ordinance is frequently and

insensitively invoked to intimidate the individual owners; if the Housing Authorityinsensitively invoked to intimidate the individual owners; if the Housing Authorityinsensitively invoked to intimidate the individual owners; if the Housing Authorityinsensitively invoked to intimidate the individual owners; if the Housing Authority

could not adequately take care of the interests of residents, what could be expectedcould not adequately take care of the interests of residents, what could be expectedcould not adequately take care of the interests of residents, what could be expectedcould not adequately take care of the interests of residents, what could be expected

of the private developers?  In this regard, the Government should not stand aloofof the private developers?  In this regard, the Government should not stand aloofof the private developers?  In this regard, the Government should not stand aloofof the private developers?  In this regard, the Government should not stand aloof

when the tenants' housing right in the process of redevelopment is being compromised.when the tenants' housing right in the process of redevelopment is being compromised.when the tenants' housing right in the process of redevelopment is being compromised.when the tenants' housing right in the process of redevelopment is being compromised.

Measures should be formulated to realistically protect the housing right of tenants.Measures should be formulated to realistically protect the housing right of tenants.Measures should be formulated to realistically protect the housing right of tenants.Measures should be formulated to realistically protect the housing right of tenants.

Mr Deputy President, while I support the motion of Mr James TO, I would also thinkMr Deputy President, while I support the motion of Mr James TO, I would also thinkMr Deputy President, while I support the motion of Mr James TO, I would also thinkMr Deputy President, while I support the motion of Mr James TO, I would also think

that the amendment proposed by Mr Ronald ARCULLI to it does not mark any departurethat the amendment proposed by Mr Ronald ARCULLI to it does not mark any departurethat the amendment proposed by Mr Ronald ARCULLI to it does not mark any departurethat the amendment proposed by Mr Ronald ARCULLI to it does not mark any departure

from the principles involved, and that the amendment actually covers the cases whichfrom the principles involved, and that the amendment actually covers the cases whichfrom the principles involved, and that the amendment actually covers the cases whichfrom the principles involved, and that the amendment actually covers the cases which

are similar in nature to the Tokwawan six streets incident.  I would not thereforeare similar in nature to the Tokwawan six streets incident.  I would not thereforeare similar in nature to the Tokwawan six streets incident.  I would not thereforeare similar in nature to the Tokwawan six streets incident.  I would not therefore

oppose the amendment motion as such.oppose the amendment motion as such.oppose the amendment motion as such.oppose the amendment motion as such.

MR EDWARD HO: Mr Deputy President, on the face of it, Mr James TO's motion urgingMR EDWARD HO: Mr Deputy President, on the face of it, Mr James TO's motion urgingMR EDWARD HO: Mr Deputy President, on the face of it, Mr James TO's motion urgingMR EDWARD HO: Mr Deputy President, on the face of it, Mr James TO's motion urging

the Government to set up a special working group to carry out a comprehensive reviewthe Government to set up a special working group to carry out a comprehensive reviewthe Government to set up a special working group to carry out a comprehensive reviewthe Government to set up a special working group to carry out a comprehensive review

on matters concerning the acquisition of buildings by private developers foron matters concerning the acquisition of buildings by private developers foron matters concerning the acquisition of buildings by private developers foron matters concerning the acquisition of buildings by private developers for



redevelopment purposes and to formulate policies in respect of redevelopmentredevelopment purposes and to formulate policies in respect of redevelopmentredevelopment purposes and to formulate policies in respect of redevelopmentredevelopment purposes and to formulate policies in respect of redevelopment

procedures is worthy of support.  My reservation regarding his motion is that, likeprocedures is worthy of support.  My reservation regarding his motion is that, likeprocedures is worthy of support.  My reservation regarding his motion is that, likeprocedures is worthy of support.  My reservation regarding his motion is that, like

many motions put forward for debate in this Council recently, it lacks focus, andmany motions put forward for debate in this Council recently, it lacks focus, andmany motions put forward for debate in this Council recently, it lacks focus, andmany motions put forward for debate in this Council recently, it lacks focus, and

if such a motion is passed, then the fact would be that yet another of the many specialif such a motion is passed, then the fact would be that yet another of the many specialif such a motion is passed, then the fact would be that yet another of the many specialif such a motion is passed, then the fact would be that yet another of the many special

working groups will be formed to carry out another comprehensive review on one ofworking groups will be formed to carry out another comprehensive review on one ofworking groups will be formed to carry out another comprehensive review on one ofworking groups will be formed to carry out another comprehensive review on one of

the many matters concerning the community, when it is much more effective to definethe many matters concerning the community, when it is much more effective to definethe many matters concerning the community, when it is much more effective to definethe many matters concerning the community, when it is much more effective to define

the problems, if any, and to address them in the most expeditious manner.the problems, if any, and to address them in the most expeditious manner.the problems, if any, and to address them in the most expeditious manner.the problems, if any, and to address them in the most expeditious manner.

In addition, Mr TO's motion implies that there iIn addition, Mr TO's motion implies that there iIn addition, Mr TO's motion implies that there iIn addition, Mr TO's motion implies that there is no policy in respect ofs no policy in respect ofs no policy in respect ofs no policy in respect of

redevelopment procedures as he urges the Government to "formulate policies", whichredevelopment procedures as he urges the Government to "formulate policies", whichredevelopment procedures as he urges the Government to "formulate policies", whichredevelopment procedures as he urges the Government to "formulate policies", which

is not correct.  There are relevant policies and procedures embodied in the Landlordis not correct.  There are relevant policies and procedures embodied in the Landlordis not correct.  There are relevant policies and procedures embodied in the Landlordis not correct.  There are relevant policies and procedures embodied in the Landlord

and Tenant (Consolidation) Ordinance, the Housing Ordinance, the Land Developmentand Tenant (Consolidation) Ordinance, the Housing Ordinance, the Land Developmentand Tenant (Consolidation) Ordinance, the Housing Ordinance, the Land Developmentand Tenant (Consolidation) Ordinance, the Housing Ordinance, the Land Development

Corporation Ordinance, the Town Planning Ordinance, to name a few.  Mr ARCULLI'sCorporation Ordinance, the Town Planning Ordinance, to name a few.  Mr ARCULLI'sCorporation Ordinance, the Town Planning Ordinance, to name a few.  Mr ARCULLI'sCorporation Ordinance, the Town Planning Ordinance, to name a few.  Mr ARCULLI's

wording is to re-examine the existing policy; thus his amendment does not rule outwording is to re-examine the existing policy; thus his amendment does not rule outwording is to re-examine the existing policy; thus his amendment does not rule outwording is to re-examine the existing policy; thus his amendment does not rule out

the review as has been suggested.  Such periodic reviews are beneficial and it canthe review as has been suggested.  Such periodic reviews are beneficial and it canthe review as has been suggested.  Such periodic reviews are beneficial and it canthe review as has been suggested.  Such periodic reviews are beneficial and it can

be said that they have been taking place, examples of which are the current Landlordbe said that they have been taking place, examples of which are the current Landlordbe said that they have been taking place, examples of which are the current Landlordbe said that they have been taking place, examples of which are the current Landlord

and Tenant (Consolidation) (Amendment) Bill 1992 now being considered by this Council,and Tenant (Consolidation) (Amendment) Bill 1992 now being considered by this Council,and Tenant (Consolidation) (Amendment) Bill 1992 now being considered by this Council,and Tenant (Consolidation) (Amendment) Bill 1992 now being considered by this Council,

one of the recommendations of which is to increase the level of statutory compensation;one of the recommendations of which is to increase the level of statutory compensation;one of the recommendations of which is to increase the level of statutory compensation;one of the recommendations of which is to increase the level of statutory compensation;

and the review of the Town Planning Ordinance is another example.and the review of the Town Planning Ordinance is another example.and the review of the Town Planning Ordinance is another example.and the review of the Town Planning Ordinance is another example.

I assume from Mr TO's motion that he is concerned only with redevelopment carriedI assume from Mr TO's motion that he is concerned only with redevelopment carriedI assume from Mr TO's motion that he is concerned only with redevelopment carriedI assume from Mr TO's motion that he is concerned only with redevelopment carried

out by private developers.  As we all know, redevelopment is not undertaken just byout by private developers.  As we all know, redevelopment is not undertaken just byout by private developers.  As we all know, redevelopment is not undertaken just byout by private developers.  As we all know, redevelopment is not undertaken just by

private developers but also by government statutory organizations such as the Housingprivate developers but also by government statutory organizations such as the Housingprivate developers but also by government statutory organizations such as the Housingprivate developers but also by government statutory organizations such as the Housing

Authority, the Land Development Corporation as well as other non-profit makingAuthority, the Land Development Corporation as well as other non-profit makingAuthority, the Land Development Corporation as well as other non-profit makingAuthority, the Land Development Corporation as well as other non-profit making

organizations such as the Hong Kong Housing Society.  Depending on which agency isorganizations such as the Hong Kong Housing Society.  Depending on which agency isorganizations such as the Hong Kong Housing Society.  Depending on which agency isorganizations such as the Hong Kong Housing Society.  Depending on which agency is

responsible for redevelopment, the purpose of redevelopment is either to maximizeresponsible for redevelopment, the purpose of redevelopment is either to maximizeresponsible for redevelopment, the purpose of redevelopment is either to maximizeresponsible for redevelopment, the purpose of redevelopment is either to maximize

the development potential of a given site or for the purpose of urban renewal.the development potential of a given site or for the purpose of urban renewal.the development potential of a given site or for the purpose of urban renewal.the development potential of a given site or for the purpose of urban renewal.

In the case of private developers, maximization of development potential toIn the case of private developers, maximization of development potential toIn the case of private developers, maximization of development potential toIn the case of private developers, maximization of development potential to

enhance profit is a natural incentive for redevelopment although as a result of suchenhance profit is a natural incentive for redevelopment although as a result of suchenhance profit is a natural incentive for redevelopment although as a result of suchenhance profit is a natural incentive for redevelopment although as a result of such

redevelopment, urban renewal does take place and general physical environment canredevelopment, urban renewal does take place and general physical environment canredevelopment, urban renewal does take place and general physical environment canredevelopment, urban renewal does take place and general physical environment can

be improved.  It can be safely assumed that most of the redevelopment would be forbe improved.  It can be safely assumed that most of the redevelopment would be forbe improved.  It can be safely assumed that most of the redevelopment would be forbe improved.  It can be safely assumed that most of the redevelopment would be for

properties defined in Part I and Part II of the Landlord and Tenant (Consolidation)properties defined in Part I and Part II of the Landlord and Tenant (Consolidation)properties defined in Part I and Part II of the Landlord and Tenant (Consolidation)properties defined in Part I and Part II of the Landlord and Tenant (Consolidation)

Ordinance, that is, buildings built before 17 August 1945 and buildings built betweenOrdinance, that is, buildings built before 17 August 1945 and buildings built betweenOrdinance, that is, buildings built before 17 August 1945 and buildings built betweenOrdinance, that is, buildings built before 17 August 1945 and buildings built between

that date and 19 June 1981.  For most of the pre-war and the immediate post-warthat date and 19 June 1981.  For most of the pre-war and the immediate post-warthat date and 19 June 1981.  For most of the pre-war and the immediate post-warthat date and 19 June 1981.  For most of the pre-war and the immediate post-war

buildings, they would be in such a state of disrepair that they are now due forbuildings, they would be in such a state of disrepair that they are now due forbuildings, they would be in such a state of disrepair that they are now due forbuildings, they would be in such a state of disrepair that they are now due for

redevelopment.  Owing to either inadequate construction standards or inadequateredevelopment.  Owing to either inadequate construction standards or inadequateredevelopment.  Owing to either inadequate construction standards or inadequateredevelopment.  Owing to either inadequate construction standards or inadequate

maintenance even the more recent developments in the early 1970s can also be in suchmaintenance even the more recent developments in the early 1970s can also be in suchmaintenance even the more recent developments in the early 1970s can also be in suchmaintenance even the more recent developments in the early 1970s can also be in such



a state that they are due for redevelopment in the not too distant future.  In addition,a state that they are due for redevelopment in the not too distant future.  In addition,a state that they are due for redevelopment in the not too distant future.  In addition,a state that they are due for redevelopment in the not too distant future.  In addition,

there are densely populated districts in the urban area which would requirethere are densely populated districts in the urban area which would requirethere are densely populated districts in the urban area which would requirethere are densely populated districts in the urban area which would require

larger-scale redevelopment to improve the general environment and to provide forlarger-scale redevelopment to improve the general environment and to provide forlarger-scale redevelopment to improve the general environment and to provide forlarger-scale redevelopment to improve the general environment and to provide for

necessary community facilities, open space and so on.necessary community facilities, open space and so on.necessary community facilities, open space and so on.necessary community facilities, open space and so on.

For theseFor theseFor theseFor these reasons, it is important that we must not remove all incentives for reasons, it is important that we must not remove all incentives for reasons, it is important that we must not remove all incentives for reasons, it is important that we must not remove all incentives for

private developers to carry out redevelopment of the older properties.  We haveprivate developers to carry out redevelopment of the older properties.  We haveprivate developers to carry out redevelopment of the older properties.  We haveprivate developers to carry out redevelopment of the older properties.  We have

recently seen that even the Government's initiative to carry out urban renewal throughrecently seen that even the Government's initiative to carry out urban renewal throughrecently seen that even the Government's initiative to carry out urban renewal throughrecently seen that even the Government's initiative to carry out urban renewal through

the Land Development Corporation has received enormous objections, delays andthe Land Development Corporation has received enormous objections, delays andthe Land Development Corporation has received enormous objections, delays andthe Land Development Corporation has received enormous objections, delays and

obstacles.  I am sure that Members of this Council would agree with me that we shouldobstacles.  I am sure that Members of this Council would agree with me that we shouldobstacles.  I am sure that Members of this Council would agree with me that we shouldobstacles.  I am sure that Members of this Council would agree with me that we should

not be content that it is difficult for improvements to be made to our urbannot be content that it is difficult for improvements to be made to our urbannot be content that it is difficult for improvements to be made to our urbannot be content that it is difficult for improvements to be made to our urban

environment.  I thus support Mr ARCULLI's amendment which focuses upon theenvironment.  I thus support Mr ARCULLI's amendment which focuses upon theenvironment.  I thus support Mr ARCULLI's amendment which focuses upon theenvironment.  I thus support Mr ARCULLI's amendment which focuses upon the

redevelopment of old or dilapidated or underdeveloped buildings.redevelopment of old or dilapidated or underdeveloped buildings.redevelopment of old or dilapidated or underdeveloped buildings.redevelopment of old or dilapidated or underdeveloped buildings.

Time does not permit me to go into details on the various aspects that have beenTime does not permit me to go into details on the various aspects that have beenTime does not permit me to go into details on the various aspects that have beenTime does not permit me to go into details on the various aspects that have been

raised regarding compensation levels, provision for rehousing and the impact on theraised regarding compensation levels, provision for rehousing and the impact on theraised regarding compensation levels, provision for rehousing and the impact on theraised regarding compensation levels, provision for rehousing and the impact on the

community and the environment.  I note however that all of these are contained incommunity and the environment.  I note however that all of these are contained incommunity and the environment.  I note however that all of these are contained incommunity and the environment.  I note however that all of these are contained in

existing policies and I support Mr ARCULLI's amended motion to re-examine theseexisting policies and I support Mr ARCULLI's amended motion to re-examine theseexisting policies and I support Mr ARCULLI's amended motion to re-examine theseexisting policies and I support Mr ARCULLI's amended motion to re-examine these

policies so that there is a balance of providing incentive for redevelopment as wellpolicies so that there is a balance of providing incentive for redevelopment as wellpolicies so that there is a balance of providing incentive for redevelopment as wellpolicies so that there is a balance of providing incentive for redevelopment as well

as achieving fairness and reasonable protection to those who will be adverselyas achieving fairness and reasonable protection to those who will be adverselyas achieving fairness and reasonable protection to those who will be adverselyas achieving fairness and reasonable protection to those who will be adversely

affected by such redevelopment.affected by such redevelopment.affected by such redevelopment.affected by such redevelopment.

With these remarks, Mr Deputy President, I support Mr Ronald ARCULLI's amendedWith these remarks, Mr Deputy President, I support Mr Ronald ARCULLI's amendedWith these remarks, Mr Deputy President, I support Mr Ronald ARCULLI's amendedWith these remarks, Mr Deputy President, I support Mr Ronald ARCULLI's amended

motion.motion.motion.motion.

MR ALBERT CHAN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, government urban renewal actuallyMR ALBERT CHAN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, government urban renewal actuallyMR ALBERT CHAN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, government urban renewal actuallyMR ALBERT CHAN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, government urban renewal actually

dates back to the period between 1884 and 1905 when a slum clearance project wasdates back to the period between 1884 and 1905 when a slum clearance project wasdates back to the period between 1884 and 1905 when a slum clearance project wasdates back to the period between 1884 and 1905 when a slum clearance project was

launched at locations from Victoria Peak to Lower Laskar Row and Kau Yu Fong.  Therelaunched at locations from Victoria Peak to Lower Laskar Row and Kau Yu Fong.  Therelaunched at locations from Victoria Peak to Lower Laskar Row and Kau Yu Fong.  Therelaunched at locations from Victoria Peak to Lower Laskar Row and Kau Yu Fong.  There

was a pilot rebuilding plan in the 1960s and in the 1970s; there were the conceptswas a pilot rebuilding plan in the 1960s and in the 1970s; there were the conceptswas a pilot rebuilding plan in the 1960s and in the 1970s; there were the conceptswas a pilot rebuilding plan in the 1960s and in the 1970s; there were the concepts

of an environmental improvement area and an integrated development area.  In 1974,of an environmental improvement area and an integrated development area.  In 1974,of an environmental improvement area and an integrated development area.  In 1974,of an environmental improvement area and an integrated development area.  In 1974,

the Executive Council also gave its endorsement, and financial support, to an urbanthe Executive Council also gave its endorsement, and financial support, to an urbanthe Executive Council also gave its endorsement, and financial support, to an urbanthe Executive Council also gave its endorsement, and financial support, to an urban

renewal plan proposed by the Housing Society.renewal plan proposed by the Housing Society.renewal plan proposed by the Housing Society.renewal plan proposed by the Housing Society.

The basicThe basicThe basicThe basic purposes of urban renewal are to make improvement to the community purposes of urban renewal are to make improvement to the community purposes of urban renewal are to make improvement to the community purposes of urban renewal are to make improvement to the community

facilities, upgrade the building quality, control land use, improve transportfacilities, upgrade the building quality, control land use, improve transportfacilities, upgrade the building quality, control land use, improve transportfacilities, upgrade the building quality, control land use, improve transport

services, and most importantly, improve the quality of life for the residents of theservices, and most importantly, improve the quality of life for the residents of theservices, and most importantly, improve the quality of life for the residents of theservices, and most importantly, improve the quality of life for the residents of the

old districts.  Residents affected by redevelopment are usually people who have beenold districts.  Residents affected by redevelopment are usually people who have beenold districts.  Residents affected by redevelopment are usually people who have beenold districts.  Residents affected by redevelopment are usually people who have been



around in the districts for 30 to 40 years.  They have lived there for a considerablearound in the districts for 30 to 40 years.  They have lived there for a considerablearound in the districts for 30 to 40 years.  They have lived there for a considerablearound in the districts for 30 to 40 years.  They have lived there for a considerable

period of time and have made different degrees of contribution towards the developmentperiod of time and have made different degrees of contribution towards the developmentperiod of time and have made different degrees of contribution towards the developmentperiod of time and have made different degrees of contribution towards the development

of the districts.  However, in many of the present redevelopment projects, the rightsof the districts.  However, in many of the present redevelopment projects, the rightsof the districts.  However, in many of the present redevelopment projects, the rightsof the districts.  However, in many of the present redevelopment projects, the rights

of these old folks are not respected; it sometimes happens that they are deprivedof these old folks are not respected; it sometimes happens that they are deprivedof these old folks are not respected; it sometimes happens that they are deprivedof these old folks are not respected; it sometimes happens that they are deprived

even of their housing right.  Poor tenants are often forced to move to districts whicheven of their housing right.  Poor tenants are often forced to move to districts whicheven of their housing right.  Poor tenants are often forced to move to districts whicheven of their housing right.  Poor tenants are often forced to move to districts which

offer conditions even worse than before and some of them have even been forced tooffer conditions even worse than before and some of them have even been forced tooffer conditions even worse than before and some of them have even been forced tooffer conditions even worse than before and some of them have even been forced to

become street sleepers.become street sleepers.become street sleepers.become street sleepers.

Mr Deputy President, I will use the example of a redevelopment project in TsuenMr Deputy President, I will use the example of a redevelopment project in TsuenMr Deputy President, I will use the example of a redevelopment project in TsuenMr Deputy President, I will use the example of a redevelopment project in Tsuen

Wan to zero in on the right of the affected residents to know and to participate.Wan to zero in on the right of the affected residents to know and to participate.Wan to zero in on the right of the affected residents to know and to participate.Wan to zero in on the right of the affected residents to know and to participate.

Tsuen WaTsuen WaTsuen WaTsuen Wan has presently three pieces of land marked by the Government forn has presently three pieces of land marked by the Government forn has presently three pieces of land marked by the Government forn has presently three pieces of land marked by the Government for

integrated development.  Such planning provides new opportunities for landintegrated development.  Such planning provides new opportunities for landintegrated development.  Such planning provides new opportunities for landintegrated development.  Such planning provides new opportunities for land

development and attracts the Land Development Corporation and the Housing Societydevelopment and attracts the Land Development Corporation and the Housing Societydevelopment and attracts the Land Development Corporation and the Housing Societydevelopment and attracts the Land Development Corporation and the Housing Society

to engage in redevelopment projects.  But there is no monitoring or control as regardsto engage in redevelopment projects.  But there is no monitoring or control as regardsto engage in redevelopment projects.  But there is no monitoring or control as regardsto engage in redevelopment projects.  But there is no monitoring or control as regards

the dissemination of information pertaining to clearance and redevelopment.  Thethe dissemination of information pertaining to clearance and redevelopment.  Thethe dissemination of information pertaining to clearance and redevelopment.  Thethe dissemination of information pertaining to clearance and redevelopment.  The

result is great confusion and misinformation.result is great confusion and misinformation.result is great confusion and misinformation.result is great confusion and misinformation.

The first issue relates to the period of notice for clearance and redevelThe first issue relates to the period of notice for clearance and redevelThe first issue relates to the period of notice for clearance and redevelThe first issue relates to the period of notice for clearance and redevelopment.opment.opment.opment.

Since there is no specific requirement and planning governing the period of noticeSince there is no specific requirement and planning governing the period of noticeSince there is no specific requirement and planning governing the period of noticeSince there is no specific requirement and planning governing the period of notice

for clearance and redevelopment, many affected residents are unable to make properfor clearance and redevelopment, many affected residents are unable to make properfor clearance and redevelopment, many affected residents are unable to make properfor clearance and redevelopment, many affected residents are unable to make proper

preparation beforehand; they have to decide to move out very quickly when notice ispreparation beforehand; they have to decide to move out very quickly when notice ispreparation beforehand; they have to decide to move out very quickly when notice ispreparation beforehand; they have to decide to move out very quickly when notice is

eventually served on them.  Meanwhile, many residents who are affected byeventually served on them.  Meanwhile, many residents who are affected byeventually served on them.  Meanwhile, many residents who are affected byeventually served on them.  Meanwhile, many residents who are affected by

redevelopment have to live in uncertainty and be subject to the jitters for a longredevelopment have to live in uncertainty and be subject to the jitters for a longredevelopment have to live in uncertainty and be subject to the jitters for a longredevelopment have to live in uncertainty and be subject to the jitters for a long

period of time, all of which add to the hardship and mental stress.period of time, all of which add to the hardship and mental stress.period of time, all of which add to the hardship and mental stress.period of time, all of which add to the hardship and mental stress.

Also, there are people on Also, there are people on Also, there are people on Also, there are people on the wrong side of the law who, before the officialthe wrong side of the law who, before the officialthe wrong side of the law who, before the officialthe wrong side of the law who, before the official

announcement of clearance and removal, will deliberately spread rumours around forannouncement of clearance and removal, will deliberately spread rumours around forannouncement of clearance and removal, will deliberately spread rumours around forannouncement of clearance and removal, will deliberately spread rumours around for

their own profit.  Affected residents who are constantly exposed to such rumours willtheir own profit.  Affected residents who are constantly exposed to such rumours willtheir own profit.  Affected residents who are constantly exposed to such rumours willtheir own profit.  Affected residents who are constantly exposed to such rumours will

take their decisions regarding redevelopment or removal based directly on thesetake their decisions regarding redevelopment or removal based directly on thesetake their decisions regarding redevelopment or removal based directly on thesetake their decisions regarding redevelopment or removal based directly on these

rumours; the result is that their rights and interests are compromised to varyingrumours; the result is that their rights and interests are compromised to varyingrumours; the result is that their rights and interests are compromised to varyingrumours; the result is that their rights and interests are compromised to varying

degrees.  For example, some people will let on that the developer will pay out a lowdegrees.  For example, some people will let on that the developer will pay out a lowdegrees.  For example, some people will let on that the developer will pay out a lowdegrees.  For example, some people will let on that the developer will pay out a low

compensation to enable another group of people to buy up the premises released bycompensation to enable another group of people to buy up the premises released bycompensation to enable another group of people to buy up the premises released bycompensation to enable another group of people to buy up the premises released by

the owners.the owners.the owners.the owners.

Meanwhile, given the hasty announcement of land resumption and purchase offer,Meanwhile, given the hasty announcement of land resumption and purchase offer,Meanwhile, given the hasty announcement of land resumption and purchase offer,Meanwhile, given the hasty announcement of land resumption and purchase offer,

and the proliferation of incorrect information, the interests of the residents areand the proliferation of incorrect information, the interests of the residents areand the proliferation of incorrect information, the interests of the residents areand the proliferation of incorrect information, the interests of the residents are

seriously compromised.  At present, different institutions, such as the Landseriously compromised.  At present, different institutions, such as the Landseriously compromised.  At present, different institutions, such as the Landseriously compromised.  At present, different institutions, such as the Land



Development Corporation, the Housing Society and the private developers, followDevelopment Corporation, the Housing Society and the private developers, followDevelopment Corporation, the Housing Society and the private developers, followDevelopment Corporation, the Housing Society and the private developers, follow

different procedures of acquisition and compensation, resulting in great confusion.different procedures of acquisition and compensation, resulting in great confusion.different procedures of acquisition and compensation, resulting in great confusion.different procedures of acquisition and compensation, resulting in great confusion.

Even insofar as the same institution is concerned, the Housing Society, for example,Even insofar as the same institution is concerned, the Housing Society, for example,Even insofar as the same institution is concerned, the Housing Society, for example,Even insofar as the same institution is concerned, the Housing Society, for example,

different sets of criteria exist in matters of acquisition and compensation fordifferent sets of criteria exist in matters of acquisition and compensation fordifferent sets of criteria exist in matters of acquisition and compensation fordifferent sets of criteria exist in matters of acquisition and compensation for

different kinds of buildings.  For example, tenants of Four Seasons Estate and Bodifferent kinds of buildings.  For example, tenants of Four Seasons Estate and Bodifferent kinds of buildings.  For example, tenants of Four Seasons Estate and Bodifferent kinds of buildings.  For example, tenants of Four Seasons Estate and Bo

Shek Estate managed by the Housing Society in Tsuen Wan have the opportunity duringShek Estate managed by the Housing Society in Tsuen Wan have the opportunity duringShek Estate managed by the Housing Society in Tsuen Wan have the opportunity duringShek Estate managed by the Housing Society in Tsuen Wan have the opportunity during

the clearance of moving to other housing estates under the Housing Society, orthe clearance of moving to other housing estates under the Housing Society, orthe clearance of moving to other housing estates under the Housing Society, orthe clearance of moving to other housing estates under the Housing Society, or

purchasing newly completed Housing Society flats at 70% of going prices.  However,purchasing newly completed Housing Society flats at 70% of going prices.  However,purchasing newly completed Housing Society flats at 70% of going prices.  However,purchasing newly completed Housing Society flats at 70% of going prices.  However,

such arrangements do not exist for owners and tenants of private buildings which aresuch arrangements do not exist for owners and tenants of private buildings which aresuch arrangements do not exist for owners and tenants of private buildings which aresuch arrangements do not exist for owners and tenants of private buildings which are

marked for redevelopment in which the Housing Society also participates.  Suchmarked for redevelopment in which the Housing Society also participates.  Suchmarked for redevelopment in which the Housing Society also participates.  Suchmarked for redevelopment in which the Housing Society also participates.  Such

inconsistency in terms of the procedure and method of acquisition has made itinconsistency in terms of the procedure and method of acquisition has made itinconsistency in terms of the procedure and method of acquisition has made itinconsistency in terms of the procedure and method of acquisition has made it

difficult for residents to adjust and resulted in strong resentment against thedifficult for residents to adjust and resulted in strong resentment against thedifficult for residents to adjust and resulted in strong resentment against thedifficult for residents to adjust and resulted in strong resentment against the

Housing Society.  Insofar as acquisition by private developers is concerned, thereHousing Society.  Insofar as acquisition by private developers is concerned, thereHousing Society.  Insofar as acquisition by private developers is concerned, thereHousing Society.  Insofar as acquisition by private developers is concerned, there

is no rehousing policy to speak of; purchase of the property from owners and requestis no rehousing policy to speak of; purchase of the property from owners and requestis no rehousing policy to speak of; purchase of the property from owners and requestis no rehousing policy to speak of; purchase of the property from owners and request

for removal of tenants are matters to be settled entirely by private negotiation amongfor removal of tenants are matters to be settled entirely by private negotiation amongfor removal of tenants are matters to be settled entirely by private negotiation amongfor removal of tenants are matters to be settled entirely by private negotiation among

the developer, the owners and the tenants involved.  In the process of negotiation,the developer, the owners and the tenants involved.  In the process of negotiation,the developer, the owners and the tenants involved.  In the process of negotiation,the developer, the owners and the tenants involved.  In the process of negotiation,

the party who has the more information, usually the developer, will have the upperthe party who has the more information, usually the developer, will have the upperthe party who has the more information, usually the developer, will have the upperthe party who has the more information, usually the developer, will have the upper

hand and it is not fair to the other parties.  Problems of other sorts will arisehand and it is not fair to the other parties.  Problems of other sorts will arisehand and it is not fair to the other parties.  Problems of other sorts will arisehand and it is not fair to the other parties.  Problems of other sorts will arise

to plague the affected residents, under these circumstances.  It is for this reasonto plague the affected residents, under these circumstances.  It is for this reasonto plague the affected residents, under these circumstances.  It is for this reasonto plague the affected residents, under these circumstances.  It is for this reason

that the Government should devise a system and a method which will protect the rightsthat the Government should devise a system and a method which will protect the rightsthat the Government should devise a system and a method which will protect the rightsthat the Government should devise a system and a method which will protect the rights

of the affected owners and tenants.of the affected owners and tenants.of the affected owners and tenants.of the affected owners and tenants.

Mr Deputy President, given the various kinds of problems which ariMr Deputy President, given the various kinds of problems which ariMr Deputy President, given the various kinds of problems which ariMr Deputy President, given the various kinds of problems which arise from these from these from these from the

redevelopment of old buildings, I would not only support the motion of Mr James TO,redevelopment of old buildings, I would not only support the motion of Mr James TO,redevelopment of old buildings, I would not only support the motion of Mr James TO,redevelopment of old buildings, I would not only support the motion of Mr James TO,

but also request that different forms of liaison groups be set up by the Governmentbut also request that different forms of liaison groups be set up by the Governmentbut also request that different forms of liaison groups be set up by the Governmentbut also request that different forms of liaison groups be set up by the Government

in districts or buildings marked for redevelopment, with membership drawn from thein districts or buildings marked for redevelopment, with membership drawn from thein districts or buildings marked for redevelopment, with membership drawn from thein districts or buildings marked for redevelopment, with membership drawn from the

shop tenants, owners, tenants and developers involved in the redevelopment project,shop tenants, owners, tenants and developers involved in the redevelopment project,shop tenants, owners, tenants and developers involved in the redevelopment project,shop tenants, owners, tenants and developers involved in the redevelopment project,

and also from district board members.  Such liaison groups can meet regularly toand also from district board members.  Such liaison groups can meet regularly toand also from district board members.  Such liaison groups can meet regularly toand also from district board members.  Such liaison groups can meet regularly to

discuss and communicate ideas on the redevelopment arrangements, in order to makediscuss and communicate ideas on the redevelopment arrangements, in order to makediscuss and communicate ideas on the redevelopment arrangements, in order to makediscuss and communicate ideas on the redevelopment arrangements, in order to make

sure that the rights and interests of individual owners and tenants are protected.sure that the rights and interests of individual owners and tenants are protected.sure that the rights and interests of individual owners and tenants are protected.sure that the rights and interests of individual owners and tenants are protected.

Mr Deputy President, Mr Ronald ARCULLI has earlier on frequently made the pointMr Deputy President, Mr Ronald ARCULLI has earlier on frequently made the pointMr Deputy President, Mr Ronald ARCULLI has earlier on frequently made the pointMr Deputy President, Mr Ronald ARCULLI has earlier on frequently made the point

that he does not understand the motion of Mr James TO.  I believe his failure tothat he does not understand the motion of Mr James TO.  I believe his failure tothat he does not understand the motion of Mr James TO.  I believe his failure tothat he does not understand the motion of Mr James TO.  I believe his failure to

understand is no different from the failure of the average developer to understandunderstand is no different from the failure of the average developer to understandunderstand is no different from the failure of the average developer to understandunderstand is no different from the failure of the average developer to understand

the plight of the lower classes.  Mr ARCULLI represents the interests of developers;the plight of the lower classes.  Mr ARCULLI represents the interests of developers;the plight of the lower classes.  Mr ARCULLI represents the interests of developers;the plight of the lower classes.  Mr ARCULLI represents the interests of developers;

Mr James TO represents the interests of the lower classes living in Sham Shui Po.Mr James TO represents the interests of the lower classes living in Sham Shui Po.Mr James TO represents the interests of the lower classes living in Sham Shui Po.Mr James TO represents the interests of the lower classes living in Sham Shui Po.

I believe it is a problem of communication and it reflects the fact that the problemsI believe it is a problem of communication and it reflects the fact that the problemsI believe it is a problem of communication and it reflects the fact that the problemsI believe it is a problem of communication and it reflects the fact that the problems

are there.  As a Councillor who comes from the grassroots, I fully understand theare there.  As a Councillor who comes from the grassroots, I fully understand theare there.  As a Councillor who comes from the grassroots, I fully understand theare there.  As a Councillor who comes from the grassroots, I fully understand the



spirit and principle of Mr TO's motion.  I will therefore lend my full support tospirit and principle of Mr TO's motion.  I will therefore lend my full support tospirit and principle of Mr TO's motion.  I will therefore lend my full support tospirit and principle of Mr TO's motion.  I will therefore lend my full support to

his motion.his motion.his motion.his motion.

MR CHIM PUI-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I am confused as much by MrMR CHIM PUI-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I am confused as much by MrMR CHIM PUI-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I am confused as much by MrMR CHIM PUI-CHUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, I am confused as much by Mr

James TO's original motion as by Mr Ronald ARCULLI's amendment motion.James TO's original motion as by Mr Ronald ARCULLI's amendment motion.James TO's original motion as by Mr Ronald ARCULLI's amendment motion.James TO's original motion as by Mr Ronald ARCULLI's amendment motion.

Mr TO's motion only mentions private developers.  Hong Kong owes its presentMr TO's motion only mentions private developers.  Hong Kong owes its presentMr TO's motion only mentions private developers.  Hong Kong owes its presentMr TO's motion only mentions private developers.  Hong Kong owes its present

achievement to the hard work of its people, the objective conditions in China, theachievement to the hard work of its people, the objective conditions in China, theachievement to the hard work of its people, the objective conditions in China, theachievement to the hard work of its people, the objective conditions in China, the

complementing commercial interests of various parts of the world, and not least, thecomplementing commercial interests of various parts of the world, and not least, thecomplementing commercial interests of various parts of the world, and not least, thecomplementing commercial interests of various parts of the world, and not least, the

principle of free enterprise and minimal intervention.  We need only study theprinciple of free enterprise and minimal intervention.  We need only study theprinciple of free enterprise and minimal intervention.  We need only study theprinciple of free enterprise and minimal intervention.  We need only study the

changes taking place in the property market and the securities market of Singaporechanges taking place in the property market and the securities market of Singaporechanges taking place in the property market and the securities market of Singaporechanges taking place in the property market and the securities market of Singapore

to appreciate this valuable principle of free enterprise and minimal intervention.to appreciate this valuable principle of free enterprise and minimal intervention.to appreciate this valuable principle of free enterprise and minimal intervention.to appreciate this valuable principle of free enterprise and minimal intervention.

I believe that private developers of Hong Kong have the strength to realize theirI believe that private developers of Hong Kong have the strength to realize theirI believe that private developers of Hong Kong have the strength to realize theirI believe that private developers of Hong Kong have the strength to realize their

potential on their own.  They enjoy no government subsidy; they do not have thepotential on their own.  They enjoy no government subsidy; they do not have thepotential on their own.  They enjoy no government subsidy; they do not have thepotential on their own.  They enjoy no government subsidy; they do not have the

privilege accorded to the Land Development Corporation; they have to pay tax; theirprivilege accorded to the Land Development Corporation; they have to pay tax; theirprivilege accorded to the Land Development Corporation; they have to pay tax; theirprivilege accorded to the Land Development Corporation; they have to pay tax; their

decisions to purchase property are based entirely on business considerations; theydecisions to purchase property are based entirely on business considerations; theydecisions to purchase property are based entirely on business considerations; theydecisions to purchase property are based entirely on business considerations; they

have to abide by the laws and regulations of Hong Kong; also, no deal can be struckhave to abide by the laws and regulations of Hong Kong; also, no deal can be struckhave to abide by the laws and regulations of Hong Kong; also, no deal can be struckhave to abide by the laws and regulations of Hong Kong; also, no deal can be struck

without the agreement of the owners and tenants concerned.  There is no need for thewithout the agreement of the owners and tenants concerned.  There is no need for thewithout the agreement of the owners and tenants concerned.  There is no need for thewithout the agreement of the owners and tenants concerned.  There is no need for the

Government to intervene in private transactions; indeed it does not have the powerGovernment to intervene in private transactions; indeed it does not have the powerGovernment to intervene in private transactions; indeed it does not have the powerGovernment to intervene in private transactions; indeed it does not have the power

to do so, for any such move will affect the future development of the Hong Kong'sto do so, for any such move will affect the future development of the Hong Kong'sto do so, for any such move will affect the future development of the Hong Kong'sto do so, for any such move will affect the future development of the Hong Kong's

property market.  If property development is hindered, then Hong Kong will stagnate,property market.  If property development is hindered, then Hong Kong will stagnate,property market.  If property development is hindered, then Hong Kong will stagnate,property market.  If property development is hindered, then Hong Kong will stagnate,

and this is a point which I think Mr Ronald ARCULLI has failed to make clear.and this is a point which I think Mr Ronald ARCULLI has failed to make clear.and this is a point which I think Mr Ronald ARCULLI has failed to make clear.and this is a point which I think Mr Ronald ARCULLI has failed to make clear.

I would like to take this opportunity to voice my objection to the CroI would like to take this opportunity to voice my objection to the CroI would like to take this opportunity to voice my objection to the CroI would like to take this opportunity to voice my objection to the Crown Landswn Landswn Landswn Lands

Resumption Ordinance (Cap 124).  It is based on the principle that the GovernmentResumption Ordinance (Cap 124).  It is based on the principle that the GovernmentResumption Ordinance (Cap 124).  It is based on the principle that the GovernmentResumption Ordinance (Cap 124).  It is based on the principle that the Government

may resume private land for a public purpose in the interest of the public.  Themay resume private land for a public purpose in the interest of the public.  Themay resume private land for a public purpose in the interest of the public.  Themay resume private land for a public purpose in the interest of the public.  The

definition of "public purpose" mainly consists of the following.definition of "public purpose" mainly consists of the following.definition of "public purpose" mainly consists of the following.definition of "public purpose" mainly consists of the following.

(1)(1)(1)(1) The property The property The property The property in question violates the principle of public health and as suchin question violates the principle of public health and as suchin question violates the principle of public health and as suchin question violates the principle of public health and as such

is not suitable for habitation;is not suitable for habitation;is not suitable for habitation;is not suitable for habitation;

(2)(2)(2)(2) The property in question hinders redevelopment in its vicinity;The property in question hinders redevelopment in its vicinity;The property in question hinders redevelopment in its vicinity;The property in question hinders redevelopment in its vicinity;

(3)(3)(3)(3) Resumption of the property in question is required for war purposes;Resumption of the property in question is required for war purposes;Resumption of the property in question is required for war purposes;Resumption of the property in question is required for war purposes;

(4)(4)(4)(4) The GoverThe GoverThe GoverThe Governor in Council takes the view that the property in question neednor in Council takes the view that the property in question neednor in Council takes the view that the property in question neednor in Council takes the view that the property in question need

to be resumed for a public purpose.to be resumed for a public purpose.to be resumed for a public purpose.to be resumed for a public purpose.



I am extremely sceptical about the fourth condition which effectively providesI am extremely sceptical about the fourth condition which effectively providesI am extremely sceptical about the fourth condition which effectively providesI am extremely sceptical about the fourth condition which effectively provides

the Governor in Council with absolute power to resume property on the pretext of usingthe Governor in Council with absolute power to resume property on the pretext of usingthe Governor in Council with absolute power to resume property on the pretext of usingthe Governor in Council with absolute power to resume property on the pretext of using

its land site for a public purpose.  It is so absolute that it makes the first, secondits land site for a public purpose.  It is so absolute that it makes the first, secondits land site for a public purpose.  It is so absolute that it makes the first, secondits land site for a public purpose.  It is so absolute that it makes the first, second

and third conditions superfluous.  I think this is basically in contravention of theand third conditions superfluous.  I think this is basically in contravention of theand third conditions superfluous.  I think this is basically in contravention of theand third conditions superfluous.  I think this is basically in contravention of the

right to own private property, and human rights generally.  If a governmentright to own private property, and human rights generally.  If a governmentright to own private property, and human rights generally.  If a governmentright to own private property, and human rights generally.  If a government

department feels that the first three conditions are not adequate, then it is quitedepartment feels that the first three conditions are not adequate, then it is quitedepartment feels that the first three conditions are not adequate, then it is quitedepartment feels that the first three conditions are not adequate, then it is quite

free to make amendments so that its requirements are met.  The fourth condition isfree to make amendments so that its requirements are met.  The fourth condition isfree to make amendments so that its requirements are met.  The fourth condition isfree to make amendments so that its requirements are met.  The fourth condition is

most inconsistent with the spirit of democracy.most inconsistent with the spirit of democracy.most inconsistent with the spirit of democracy.most inconsistent with the spirit of democracy.

Mr Deputy President, the continuedMr Deputy President, the continuedMr Deputy President, the continuedMr Deputy President, the continued adherence to the fourth condition in Cap. 124 adherence to the fourth condition in Cap. 124 adherence to the fourth condition in Cap. 124 adherence to the fourth condition in Cap. 124

is indeed a great shame on us, under the present circumstances of Hong Kong.  Theis indeed a great shame on us, under the present circumstances of Hong Kong.  Theis indeed a great shame on us, under the present circumstances of Hong Kong.  Theis indeed a great shame on us, under the present circumstances of Hong Kong.  The

recent case of land resumption in Tsuen Wan is basically an instance of flouting therecent case of land resumption in Tsuen Wan is basically an instance of flouting therecent case of land resumption in Tsuen Wan is basically an instance of flouting therecent case of land resumption in Tsuen Wan is basically an instance of flouting the

law, and the government departments concerned should take responsibility for this.law, and the government departments concerned should take responsibility for this.law, and the government departments concerned should take responsibility for this.law, and the government departments concerned should take responsibility for this.

Mr James TO should aim his shot at the Government instead of at private developers.Mr James TO should aim his shot at the Government instead of at private developers.Mr James TO should aim his shot at the Government instead of at private developers.Mr James TO should aim his shot at the Government instead of at private developers.

I believe that the original and the amendment motions would pale intoI believe that the original and the amendment motions would pale intoI believe that the original and the amendment motions would pale intoI believe that the original and the amendment motions would pale into

insignificance when compared with the Crown Lands Resumption Ordinance (Cap. 124).insignificance when compared with the Crown Lands Resumption Ordinance (Cap. 124).insignificance when compared with the Crown Lands Resumption Ordinance (Cap. 124).insignificance when compared with the Crown Lands Resumption Ordinance (Cap. 124).

Mr Deputy President, I so make my submission.Mr Deputy President, I so make my submission.Mr Deputy President, I so make my submission.Mr Deputy President, I so make my submission.

MR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President and colleagues, since theMR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President and colleagues, since theMR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President and colleagues, since theMR FREDERICK FUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President and colleagues, since the

announcement of the Metroplan, the Government has been making a show of its grandannouncement of the Metroplan, the Government has been making a show of its grandannouncement of the Metroplan, the Government has been making a show of its grandannouncement of the Metroplan, the Government has been making a show of its grand

ambition and its determined effort to create a beautiful city. The Government alreadyambition and its determined effort to create a beautiful city. The Government alreadyambition and its determined effort to create a beautiful city. The Government alreadyambition and its determined effort to create a beautiful city. The Government already

basically has a set of legislation to monitor the implementation of the Metroplanbasically has a set of legislation to monitor the implementation of the Metroplanbasically has a set of legislation to monitor the implementation of the Metroplanbasically has a set of legislation to monitor the implementation of the Metroplan

and its related development projects.  And the Housing Authority, which is aand its related development projects.  And the Housing Authority, which is aand its related development projects.  And the Housing Authority, which is aand its related development projects.  And the Housing Authority, which is a

non-government body, has also a set of guidelines to implement its estatenon-government body, has also a set of guidelines to implement its estatenon-government body, has also a set of guidelines to implement its estatenon-government body, has also a set of guidelines to implement its estate

redevelopment work.  It is unfortunate, however, that there exist no comprehensiveredevelopment work.  It is unfortunate, however, that there exist no comprehensiveredevelopment work.  It is unfortunate, however, that there exist no comprehensiveredevelopment work.  It is unfortunate, however, that there exist no comprehensive

legal guidelines governing the redevelopment projects carried out by privatelegal guidelines governing the redevelopment projects carried out by privatelegal guidelines governing the redevelopment projects carried out by privatelegal guidelines governing the redevelopment projects carried out by private

developers; there is nothing to monitor its implementation and protect the interestsdevelopers; there is nothing to monitor its implementation and protect the interestsdevelopers; there is nothing to monitor its implementation and protect the interestsdevelopers; there is nothing to monitor its implementation and protect the interests

of the affected residents.  Given the continued upward spiral of property prices andof the affected residents.  Given the continued upward spiral of property prices andof the affected residents.  Given the continued upward spiral of property prices andof the affected residents.  Given the continued upward spiral of property prices and

the limited supply of urban land, private developers are very keenly engaged inthe limited supply of urban land, private developers are very keenly engaged inthe limited supply of urban land, private developers are very keenly engaged inthe limited supply of urban land, private developers are very keenly engaged in

redevelopment projects.  Over the years, much of the civil strife and conflict hasredevelopment projects.  Over the years, much of the civil strife and conflict hasredevelopment projects.  Over the years, much of the civil strife and conflict hasredevelopment projects.  Over the years, much of the civil strife and conflict has

been linked to this issue.  In this regard, I think that we need to urgently explorebeen linked to this issue.  In this regard, I think that we need to urgently explorebeen linked to this issue.  In this regard, I think that we need to urgently explorebeen linked to this issue.  In this regard, I think that we need to urgently explore

this issue now and our review should be oriented towards identifying ways and meansthis issue now and our review should be oriented towards identifying ways and meansthis issue now and our review should be oriented towards identifying ways and meansthis issue now and our review should be oriented towards identifying ways and means

to protect the interests of the residents affected.to protect the interests of the residents affected.to protect the interests of the residents affected.to protect the interests of the residents affected.



The exisThe exisThe exisThe existing Landlord and Tenant (Consolidation) Ordinance provides that theting Landlord and Tenant (Consolidation) Ordinance provides that theting Landlord and Tenant (Consolidation) Ordinance provides that theting Landlord and Tenant (Consolidation) Ordinance provides that the

developer should give compensation to tenants which amounts to twice the rateabledeveloper should give compensation to tenants which amounts to twice the rateabledeveloper should give compensation to tenants which amounts to twice the rateabledeveloper should give compensation to tenants which amounts to twice the rateable

rental value of 1983.  Residents who are affected by the redevelopment of privaterental value of 1983.  Residents who are affected by the redevelopment of privaterental value of 1983.  Residents who are affected by the redevelopment of privaterental value of 1983.  Residents who are affected by the redevelopment of private

tenement buildings are mostly very low income earners living from hand to mouth andtenement buildings are mostly very low income earners living from hand to mouth andtenement buildings are mostly very low income earners living from hand to mouth andtenement buildings are mostly very low income earners living from hand to mouth and

belonging to the lowest stratum of society.  Unable to afford high rent, they havebelonging to the lowest stratum of society.  Unable to afford high rent, they havebelonging to the lowest stratum of society.  Unable to afford high rent, they havebelonging to the lowest stratum of society.  Unable to afford high rent, they have

no other alternatives but to live in very cramped and deplorable accommodation whichno other alternatives but to live in very cramped and deplorable accommodation whichno other alternatives but to live in very cramped and deplorable accommodation whichno other alternatives but to live in very cramped and deplorable accommodation which

offers the advantage of cheap rent.  The reason why they continue to stay there isoffers the advantage of cheap rent.  The reason why they continue to stay there isoffers the advantage of cheap rent.  The reason why they continue to stay there isoffers the advantage of cheap rent.  The reason why they continue to stay there is

that it is easier to get work and they do not wish to leave a neighbourhood and socialthat it is easier to get work and they do not wish to leave a neighbourhood and socialthat it is easier to get work and they do not wish to leave a neighbourhood and socialthat it is easier to get work and they do not wish to leave a neighbourhood and social

network with which they have closely integrated over the decades.  The doublenetwork with which they have closely integrated over the decades.  The doublenetwork with which they have closely integrated over the decades.  The doublenetwork with which they have closely integrated over the decades.  The double

rateable rental value at 1983 level amounts to very little compensation in real terms;rateable rental value at 1983 level amounts to very little compensation in real terms;rateable rental value at 1983 level amounts to very little compensation in real terms;rateable rental value at 1983 level amounts to very little compensation in real terms;

it is completely out of step with the going market prices and hardly enough to enableit is completely out of step with the going market prices and hardly enough to enableit is completely out of step with the going market prices and hardly enough to enableit is completely out of step with the going market prices and hardly enough to enable

the tenants to solve their housing problem, given the rapidly soaring property andthe tenants to solve their housing problem, given the rapidly soaring property andthe tenants to solve their housing problem, given the rapidly soaring property andthe tenants to solve their housing problem, given the rapidly soaring property and

rental prices in recent years.rental prices in recent years.rental prices in recent years.rental prices in recent years.

MaMaMaMany affected residents have been forced to move on to accommodation which offersny affected residents have been forced to move on to accommodation which offersny affected residents have been forced to move on to accommodation which offersny affected residents have been forced to move on to accommodation which offers

even worse conditions than before; some have even become homeless street sleepers.even worse conditions than before; some have even become homeless street sleepers.even worse conditions than before; some have even become homeless street sleepers.even worse conditions than before; some have even become homeless street sleepers.

Although the Housing Department will arrange for homeless people to live in temporaryAlthough the Housing Department will arrange for homeless people to live in temporaryAlthough the Housing Department will arrange for homeless people to live in temporaryAlthough the Housing Department will arrange for homeless people to live in temporary

housing areas (THAs) in the New Territories, these residents rarely accept such offerhousing areas (THAs) in the New Territories, these residents rarely accept such offerhousing areas (THAs) in the New Territories, these residents rarely accept such offerhousing areas (THAs) in the New Territories, these residents rarely accept such offer

given the fact that the THAs are remotely located and too far away from their socialgiven the fact that the THAs are remotely located and too far away from their socialgiven the fact that the THAs are remotely located and too far away from their socialgiven the fact that the THAs are remotely located and too far away from their social

network.network.network.network.

Some of the residents may of course qualify for public housing on compassionateSome of the residents may of course qualify for public housing on compassionateSome of the residents may of course qualify for public housing on compassionateSome of the residents may of course qualify for public housing on compassionate

grounds, but the eligibility criteria are rather harsh for only the extremely oldgrounds, but the eligibility criteria are rather harsh for only the extremely oldgrounds, but the eligibility criteria are rather harsh for only the extremely oldgrounds, but the eligibility criteria are rather harsh for only the extremely old

and frail are considered eligible.  New immigrants who have been in Hong Kong forand frail are considered eligible.  New immigrants who have been in Hong Kong forand frail are considered eligible.  New immigrants who have been in Hong Kong forand frail are considered eligible.  New immigrants who have been in Hong Kong for

less than seven years are excluded from the waiting list for public housingless than seven years are excluded from the waiting list for public housingless than seven years are excluded from the waiting list for public housingless than seven years are excluded from the waiting list for public housing

altogether.altogether.altogether.altogether.

ThThThThere is yet another category of affected residents who still have certain workingere is yet another category of affected residents who still have certain workingere is yet another category of affected residents who still have certain workingere is yet another category of affected residents who still have certain working

ability to earn a modest income but they are not entitled to public assistance.  Inability to earn a modest income but they are not entitled to public assistance.  Inability to earn a modest income but they are not entitled to public assistance.  Inability to earn a modest income but they are not entitled to public assistance.  In

fact, they are unable to solve their housing problems either with their modest incomes,fact, they are unable to solve their housing problems either with their modest incomes,fact, they are unable to solve their housing problems either with their modest incomes,fact, they are unable to solve their housing problems either with their modest incomes,

following the redevelopment of their old residential building.  They too will fallfollowing the redevelopment of their old residential building.  They too will fallfollowing the redevelopment of their old residential building.  They too will fallfollowing the redevelopment of their old residential building.  They too will fall

victims to redevelopment and have to cut corners to tide over their economicvictims to redevelopment and have to cut corners to tide over their economicvictims to redevelopment and have to cut corners to tide over their economicvictims to redevelopment and have to cut corners to tide over their economic

difficulty.difficulty.difficulty.difficulty.

Given the lack of a comprehensive policy at this point in time, and the absenceGiven the lack of a comprehensive policy at this point in time, and the absenceGiven the lack of a comprehensive policy at this point in time, and the absenceGiven the lack of a comprehensive policy at this point in time, and the absence

of a government department which is responsible for the co-ordination of the variousof a government department which is responsible for the co-ordination of the variousof a government department which is responsible for the co-ordination of the variousof a government department which is responsible for the co-ordination of the various

services, affected residents are unable to seek help from the right governmentservices, affected residents are unable to seek help from the right governmentservices, affected residents are unable to seek help from the right governmentservices, affected residents are unable to seek help from the right government

departments immediately.  The abundant grey areas which exist among departments meandepartments immediately.  The abundant grey areas which exist among departments meandepartments immediately.  The abundant grey areas which exist among departments meandepartments immediately.  The abundant grey areas which exist among departments mean



that residents have to go from one department to the next without actually gettingthat residents have to go from one department to the next without actually gettingthat residents have to go from one department to the next without actually gettingthat residents have to go from one department to the next without actually getting

anywhere.anywhere.anywhere.anywhere.

Bearing in mind the low prescribed compensation, tenants are understandablyBearing in mind the low prescribed compensation, tenants are understandablyBearing in mind the low prescribed compensation, tenants are understandablyBearing in mind the low prescribed compensation, tenants are understandably

reluctant to move out.  With no institution serving as an arbitrator and co-ordinator,reluctant to move out.  With no institution serving as an arbitrator and co-ordinator,reluctant to move out.  With no institution serving as an arbitrator and co-ordinator,reluctant to move out.  With no institution serving as an arbitrator and co-ordinator,

developers eager to take possession would resort to illegal tactics to acquiredevelopers eager to take possession would resort to illegal tactics to acquiredevelopers eager to take possession would resort to illegal tactics to acquiredevelopers eager to take possession would resort to illegal tactics to acquire

property.  They include the cutting off of water and electricity supply; intimidationproperty.  They include the cutting off of water and electricity supply; intimidationproperty.  They include the cutting off of water and electricity supply; intimidationproperty.  They include the cutting off of water and electricity supply; intimidation

is also employed to in some cases, including arson and the release of snakes intois also employed to in some cases, including arson and the release of snakes intois also employed to in some cases, including arson and the release of snakes intois also employed to in some cases, including arson and the release of snakes into

the flats, among other evil deeds.  The residents see their rights violated and theythe flats, among other evil deeds.  The residents see their rights violated and theythe flats, among other evil deeds.  The residents see their rights violated and theythe flats, among other evil deeds.  The residents see their rights violated and they

are unable to negotiate with the developers on an equal footing.are unable to negotiate with the developers on an equal footing.are unable to negotiate with the developers on an equal footing.are unable to negotiate with the developers on an equal footing.

In the face of their housing problem and the scare tactics used to make them giveIn the face of their housing problem and the scare tactics used to make them giveIn the face of their housing problem and the scare tactics used to make them giveIn the face of their housing problem and the scare tactics used to make them give

way, the residents are expected to turn to petitioning, bringing their plight to theway, the residents are expected to turn to petitioning, bringing their plight to theway, the residents are expected to turn to petitioning, bringing their plight to theway, the residents are expected to turn to petitioning, bringing their plight to the

concerned authorities' attention, and holding mass rallies, all of which willconcerned authorities' attention, and holding mass rallies, all of which willconcerned authorities' attention, and holding mass rallies, all of which willconcerned authorities' attention, and holding mass rallies, all of which will

undermine our social stability and development.undermine our social stability and development.undermine our social stability and development.undermine our social stability and development.

The above situation will prolong the whole process of redevelopment, to theThe above situation will prolong the whole process of redevelopment, to theThe above situation will prolong the whole process of redevelopment, to theThe above situation will prolong the whole process of redevelopment, to the

detriment of any speedy improvement of the over-crowded and deplorable livingdetriment of any speedy improvement of the over-crowded and deplorable livingdetriment of any speedy improvement of the over-crowded and deplorable livingdetriment of any speedy improvement of the over-crowded and deplorable living

conditions in the urban areas.  Meanwhile, it will unsettle the law-abiding ownersconditions in the urban areas.  Meanwhile, it will unsettle the law-abiding ownersconditions in the urban areas.  Meanwhile, it will unsettle the law-abiding ownersconditions in the urban areas.  Meanwhile, it will unsettle the law-abiding owners

and developers, making it difficult for them to keep to original budget and impossibleand developers, making it difficult for them to keep to original budget and impossibleand developers, making it difficult for them to keep to original budget and impossibleand developers, making it difficult for them to keep to original budget and impossible

for them to obtain anticipated return.for them to obtain anticipated return.for them to obtain anticipated return.for them to obtain anticipated return.

Given that private developers will be the main beneficiary of the redevelopmentGiven that private developers will be the main beneficiary of the redevelopmentGiven that private developers will be the main beneficiary of the redevelopmentGiven that private developers will be the main beneficiary of the redevelopment

projects, and urban renewal itself contributes to the overall social development,projects, and urban renewal itself contributes to the overall social development,projects, and urban renewal itself contributes to the overall social development,projects, and urban renewal itself contributes to the overall social development,

it is up to the Government to urge the private developers to assume the responsibilityit is up to the Government to urge the private developers to assume the responsibilityit is up to the Government to urge the private developers to assume the responsibilityit is up to the Government to urge the private developers to assume the responsibility

of properly rehousing the affected tenants in order to prevent them from beingof properly rehousing the affected tenants in order to prevent them from beingof properly rehousing the affected tenants in order to prevent them from beingof properly rehousing the affected tenants in order to prevent them from being

rendered homeless and suffering a decline in living standard as victims ofrendered homeless and suffering a decline in living standard as victims ofrendered homeless and suffering a decline in living standard as victims ofrendered homeless and suffering a decline in living standard as victims of

redevelopment.redevelopment.redevelopment.redevelopment.

The Government may consider drawing up legislation to require in thThe Government may consider drawing up legislation to require in thThe Government may consider drawing up legislation to require in thThe Government may consider drawing up legislation to require in theeee

redevelopment project that developers must lay down in advance and seriouslyredevelopment project that developers must lay down in advance and seriouslyredevelopment project that developers must lay down in advance and seriouslyredevelopment project that developers must lay down in advance and seriously

implement measures to rehouse tenants, such as by offering them concessionary ratesimplement measures to rehouse tenants, such as by offering them concessionary ratesimplement measures to rehouse tenants, such as by offering them concessionary ratesimplement measures to rehouse tenants, such as by offering them concessionary rates

in the purchase of new flats or favourable leasing terms to those who opt to rent.in the purchase of new flats or favourable leasing terms to those who opt to rent.in the purchase of new flats or favourable leasing terms to those who opt to rent.in the purchase of new flats or favourable leasing terms to those who opt to rent.

Such requirement can be made compulsory such that failure to comply with it may resultSuch requirement can be made compulsory such that failure to comply with it may resultSuch requirement can be made compulsory such that failure to comply with it may resultSuch requirement can be made compulsory such that failure to comply with it may result

in permission not being granted for redevelopment or a penalty being imposed.in permission not being granted for redevelopment or a penalty being imposed.in permission not being granted for redevelopment or a penalty being imposed.in permission not being granted for redevelopment or a penalty being imposed.

The Government may also consider the introduction of a tax or the setting up ofThe Government may also consider the introduction of a tax or the setting up ofThe Government may also consider the introduction of a tax or the setting up ofThe Government may also consider the introduction of a tax or the setting up of

a fund so that the private developers will be made to pay for the cost of rehousinga fund so that the private developers will be made to pay for the cost of rehousinga fund so that the private developers will be made to pay for the cost of rehousinga fund so that the private developers will be made to pay for the cost of rehousing



the affected residents and managing their housing estates, without the need to usethe affected residents and managing their housing estates, without the need to usethe affected residents and managing their housing estates, without the need to usethe affected residents and managing their housing estates, without the need to use

public funds.public funds.public funds.public funds.

The existing Landlord and Tenant (Consolidation) Ordinance only provides thatThe existing Landlord and Tenant (Consolidation) Ordinance only provides thatThe existing Landlord and Tenant (Consolidation) Ordinance only provides thatThe existing Landlord and Tenant (Consolidation) Ordinance only provides that

the developer has to pay the tenants a compensation amounting to twice the rateablethe developer has to pay the tenants a compensation amounting to twice the rateablethe developer has to pay the tenants a compensation amounting to twice the rateablethe developer has to pay the tenants a compensation amounting to twice the rateable

value of 1983.  Meanwhile, the Court will, in deciding whether the owner may takevalue of 1983.  Meanwhile, the Court will, in deciding whether the owner may takevalue of 1983.  Meanwhile, the Court will, in deciding whether the owner may takevalue of 1983.  Meanwhile, the Court will, in deciding whether the owner may take

possession of the building for redevelopment, only have to take into considerationpossession of the building for redevelopment, only have to take into considerationpossession of the building for redevelopment, only have to take into considerationpossession of the building for redevelopment, only have to take into consideration

whether the redevelopment will bring benefits to the community as a whole; it is morewhether the redevelopment will bring benefits to the community as a whole; it is morewhether the redevelopment will bring benefits to the community as a whole; it is morewhether the redevelopment will bring benefits to the community as a whole; it is more

biased toward the protection of owners.  Meanwhile, there is no one governmentbiased toward the protection of owners.  Meanwhile, there is no one governmentbiased toward the protection of owners.  Meanwhile, there is no one governmentbiased toward the protection of owners.  Meanwhile, there is no one government

department which takes charge of the co-ordination and reconciliation of the problemsdepartment which takes charge of the co-ordination and reconciliation of the problemsdepartment which takes charge of the co-ordination and reconciliation of the problemsdepartment which takes charge of the co-ordination and reconciliation of the problems

arising from redevelopment.  There is therefore an urgent need at this point in timearising from redevelopment.  There is therefore an urgent need at this point in timearising from redevelopment.  There is therefore an urgent need at this point in timearising from redevelopment.  There is therefore an urgent need at this point in time

to set up a special working group to review and formulate a policy regarding theto set up a special working group to review and formulate a policy regarding theto set up a special working group to review and formulate a policy regarding theto set up a special working group to review and formulate a policy regarding the

redevelopment of private tenement buildings.  I propose that membership of the groupredevelopment of private tenement buildings.  I propose that membership of the groupredevelopment of private tenement buildings.  I propose that membership of the groupredevelopment of private tenement buildings.  I propose that membership of the group

should be drawn from all walks of life who are affected by redevelopment.  Its termsshould be drawn from all walks of life who are affected by redevelopment.  Its termsshould be drawn from all walks of life who are affected by redevelopment.  Its termsshould be drawn from all walks of life who are affected by redevelopment.  Its terms

of reference should consist of the following.of reference should consist of the following.of reference should consist of the following.of reference should consist of the following.

(a)(a)(a)(a) Conducting a comprehensive review of the existing policy in respect of theConducting a comprehensive review of the existing policy in respect of theConducting a comprehensive review of the existing policy in respect of theConducting a comprehensive review of the existing policy in respect of the

redevelopment of private tenement buildings;redevelopment of private tenement buildings;redevelopment of private tenement buildings;redevelopment of private tenement buildings;

(b)(b)(b)(b) Assessing the role whicAssessing the role whicAssessing the role whicAssessing the role which should be played by the Government in theh should be played by the Government in theh should be played by the Government in theh should be played by the Government in the

redevelopment of private tenement buildings, for example, as a middle man to protectredevelopment of private tenement buildings, for example, as a middle man to protectredevelopment of private tenement buildings, for example, as a middle man to protectredevelopment of private tenement buildings, for example, as a middle man to protect

the interests of the victimized party;the interests of the victimized party;the interests of the victimized party;the interests of the victimized party;

(c)(c)(c)(c) Determining the responsibilities of private developers in terms of rehousingDetermining the responsibilities of private developers in terms of rehousingDetermining the responsibilities of private developers in terms of rehousingDetermining the responsibilities of private developers in terms of rehousing

tenants; studying the feasibility of introducing corresponding legislation andtenants; studying the feasibility of introducing corresponding legislation andtenants; studying the feasibility of introducing corresponding legislation andtenants; studying the feasibility of introducing corresponding legislation and

setting up a fund;setting up a fund;setting up a fund;setting up a fund;

(d)(d)(d)(d) Delineating the roles played by the various departments in respect ofDelineating the roles played by the various departments in respect ofDelineating the roles played by the various departments in respect ofDelineating the roles played by the various departments in respect of

handling complaints and arbitration involving redevelopment, and formulatinghandling complaints and arbitration involving redevelopment, and formulatinghandling complaints and arbitration involving redevelopment, and formulatinghandling complaints and arbitration involving redevelopment, and formulating

implementation details;implementation details;implementation details;implementation details;

(e)(e)(e)(e) Studying whether there is a need for the setting up of a co-ordinatingStudying whether there is a need for the setting up of a co-ordinatingStudying whether there is a need for the setting up of a co-ordinatingStudying whether there is a need for the setting up of a co-ordinating

authority to take charge of the redevelopment work and if so, what its terms ofauthority to take charge of the redevelopment work and if so, what its terms ofauthority to take charge of the redevelopment work and if so, what its terms ofauthority to take charge of the redevelopment work and if so, what its terms of

reference should be.reference should be.reference should be.reference should be.

I insist that the prime objectives of the policy in question sI insist that the prime objectives of the policy in question sI insist that the prime objectives of the policy in question sI insist that the prime objectives of the policy in question should be such thathould be such thathould be such thathould be such that

the interests of tenants should not be compromised as a result of redevelopment, thatthe interests of tenants should not be compromised as a result of redevelopment, thatthe interests of tenants should not be compromised as a result of redevelopment, thatthe interests of tenants should not be compromised as a result of redevelopment, that

tenants should not be deprived of their housing right, and that they should not betenants should not be deprived of their housing right, and that they should not betenants should not be deprived of their housing right, and that they should not betenants should not be deprived of their housing right, and that they should not be



victimized for the sake of social development.  It is on this basis that I supportvictimized for the sake of social development.  It is on this basis that I supportvictimized for the sake of social development.  It is on this basis that I supportvictimized for the sake of social development.  It is on this basis that I support

the original motion of Mr James TO.the original motion of Mr James TO.the original motion of Mr James TO.the original motion of Mr James TO.

DR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, because of the time constraint,DR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, because of the time constraint,DR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, because of the time constraint,DR HUANG CHEN-YA (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, because of the time constraint,

I would only make two points.  Firstly, I hope that the authorities concerned willI would only make two points.  Firstly, I hope that the authorities concerned willI would only make two points.  Firstly, I hope that the authorities concerned willI would only make two points.  Firstly, I hope that the authorities concerned will

address the issue of tenants being forced to move out by undesirable elements.  Casesaddress the issue of tenants being forced to move out by undesirable elements.  Casesaddress the issue of tenants being forced to move out by undesirable elements.  Casesaddress the issue of tenants being forced to move out by undesirable elements.  Cases

of intimidation which have come to light from time to time include the cutting offof intimidation which have come to light from time to time include the cutting offof intimidation which have come to light from time to time include the cutting offof intimidation which have come to light from time to time include the cutting off

of electricity supply, vandalism on the grille gates; the blocking of keyholes byof electricity supply, vandalism on the grille gates; the blocking of keyholes byof electricity supply, vandalism on the grille gates; the blocking of keyholes byof electricity supply, vandalism on the grille gates; the blocking of keyholes by

strong glue and so on.  It would create some sort of deterrent effect on thesestrong glue and so on.  It would create some sort of deterrent effect on thesestrong glue and so on.  It would create some sort of deterrent effect on thesestrong glue and so on.  It would create some sort of deterrent effect on these

law-breakers if the police, upon receiving reports, would take immediate andlaw-breakers if the police, upon receiving reports, would take immediate andlaw-breakers if the police, upon receiving reports, would take immediate andlaw-breakers if the police, upon receiving reports, would take immediate and

effective action to deal with them.  It is unfortunate, however, that the police moreeffective action to deal with them.  It is unfortunate, however, that the police moreeffective action to deal with them.  It is unfortunate, however, that the police moreeffective action to deal with them.  It is unfortunate, however, that the police more

often than not show no interest in these reported cases.  On 27 May, I asked theoften than not show no interest in these reported cases.  On 27 May, I asked theoften than not show no interest in these reported cases.  On 27 May, I asked theoften than not show no interest in these reported cases.  On 27 May, I asked the

Secretary for Security how many cases of intimidated eviction from private tenementSecretary for Security how many cases of intimidated eviction from private tenementSecretary for Security how many cases of intimidated eviction from private tenementSecretary for Security how many cases of intimidated eviction from private tenement

buildings were received over the past year; the reply I received at the time was thatbuildings were received over the past year; the reply I received at the time was thatbuildings were received over the past year; the reply I received at the time was thatbuildings were received over the past year; the reply I received at the time was that

the Government did not know because no special category was created for this sortthe Government did not know because no special category was created for this sortthe Government did not know because no special category was created for this sortthe Government did not know because no special category was created for this sort

of crime.  The question is whether no such crimes exist just because they have notof crime.  The question is whether no such crimes exist just because they have notof crime.  The question is whether no such crimes exist just because they have notof crime.  The question is whether no such crimes exist just because they have not

been put in a special category.  Such crimes exist, of course; the Government hasbeen put in a special category.  Such crimes exist, of course; the Government hasbeen put in a special category.  Such crimes exist, of course; the Government hasbeen put in a special category.  Such crimes exist, of course; the Government has

only come up with an excuse for playing dumb, for shirking responsibility, and foronly come up with an excuse for playing dumb, for shirking responsibility, and foronly come up with an excuse for playing dumb, for shirking responsibility, and foronly come up with an excuse for playing dumb, for shirking responsibility, and for

not protecting its citizens.  It is for this reason that the most urgent task at thisnot protecting its citizens.  It is for this reason that the most urgent task at thisnot protecting its citizens.  It is for this reason that the most urgent task at thisnot protecting its citizens.  It is for this reason that the most urgent task at this

point in time is the setting up of a channel of complaint so that each case can bepoint in time is the setting up of a channel of complaint so that each case can bepoint in time is the setting up of a channel of complaint so that each case can bepoint in time is the setting up of a channel of complaint so that each case can be

dealt with seriously.dealt with seriously.dealt with seriously.dealt with seriously.

Secondly, I would like to talk about the issue Secondly, I would like to talk about the issue Secondly, I would like to talk about the issue Secondly, I would like to talk about the issue of compensation.  Upon being forcedof compensation.  Upon being forcedof compensation.  Upon being forcedof compensation.  Upon being forced

out of their accommodation as a result of redevelopment, the tenants have very oftenout of their accommodation as a result of redevelopment, the tenants have very oftenout of their accommodation as a result of redevelopment, the tenants have very oftenout of their accommodation as a result of redevelopment, the tenants have very often

to pay the high market rent.  They will face immediate economic hardship since oldto pay the high market rent.  They will face immediate economic hardship since oldto pay the high market rent.  They will face immediate economic hardship since oldto pay the high market rent.  They will face immediate economic hardship since old

tenement building residents are mostly low income earners.tenement building residents are mostly low income earners.tenement building residents are mostly low income earners.tenement building residents are mostly low income earners.

The United Democrats believe that while it is important to encourage the privateThe United Democrats believe that while it is important to encourage the privateThe United Democrats believe that while it is important to encourage the privateThe United Democrats believe that while it is important to encourage the private

developers to engage in urban renewal projects it is equally important that thedevelopers to engage in urban renewal projects it is equally important that thedevelopers to engage in urban renewal projects it is equally important that thedevelopers to engage in urban renewal projects it is equally important that the

housing right of the tenants should be protected.  In this regard, the tenants shouldhousing right of the tenants should be protected.  In this regard, the tenants shouldhousing right of the tenants should be protected.  In this regard, the tenants shouldhousing right of the tenants should be protected.  In this regard, the tenants should

be entitled to a more reasonable compensation which, we believe, should be such asbe entitled to a more reasonable compensation which, we believe, should be such asbe entitled to a more reasonable compensation which, we believe, should be such asbe entitled to a more reasonable compensation which, we believe, should be such as

to enable them to pay for alternative accommodation of comparable size and qualityto enable them to pay for alternative accommodation of comparable size and qualityto enable them to pay for alternative accommodation of comparable size and qualityto enable them to pay for alternative accommodation of comparable size and quality

in the same district for at least a year, that is, twice the current rateable rentalin the same district for at least a year, that is, twice the current rateable rentalin the same district for at least a year, that is, twice the current rateable rentalin the same district for at least a year, that is, twice the current rateable rental

value.value.value.value.

Mr Deputy President, some Members have spoken against their own conscience onMr Deputy President, some Members have spoken against their own conscience onMr Deputy President, some Members have spoken against their own conscience onMr Deputy President, some Members have spoken against their own conscience on

the issue of democracy in our earlier debate tonight with the result that the amendmentthe issue of democracy in our earlier debate tonight with the result that the amendmentthe issue of democracy in our earlier debate tonight with the result that the amendmentthe issue of democracy in our earlier debate tonight with the result that the amendment



motion has been carried which runs counter to public aspirations.  I hope we are ablemotion has been carried which runs counter to public aspirations.  I hope we are ablemotion has been carried which runs counter to public aspirations.  I hope we are ablemotion has been carried which runs counter to public aspirations.  I hope we are able

to carry another motion tonight, which can really live up to public aspirations.  Itto carry another motion tonight, which can really live up to public aspirations.  Itto carry another motion tonight, which can really live up to public aspirations.  Itto carry another motion tonight, which can really live up to public aspirations.  It

is unfortunate that Mr Ronald ARCULLI's amendment motion does not fall into thisis unfortunate that Mr Ronald ARCULLI's amendment motion does not fall into thisis unfortunate that Mr Ronald ARCULLI's amendment motion does not fall into thisis unfortunate that Mr Ronald ARCULLI's amendment motion does not fall into this

category.  I cannot see any trace of care and sympathy for the poor in his speech,category.  I cannot see any trace of care and sympathy for the poor in his speech,category.  I cannot see any trace of care and sympathy for the poor in his speech,category.  I cannot see any trace of care and sympathy for the poor in his speech,

or indeed in the speeches of his supporters.  Under these circumstances, I can onlyor indeed in the speeches of his supporters.  Under these circumstances, I can onlyor indeed in the speeches of his supporters.  Under these circumstances, I can onlyor indeed in the speeches of his supporters.  Under these circumstances, I can only

lend my support to Mr James TO's motion.lend my support to Mr James TO's motion.lend my support to Mr James TO's motion.lend my support to Mr James TO's motion.

MR GILBERT LEUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, it is a well-known fact thatMR GILBERT LEUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, it is a well-known fact thatMR GILBERT LEUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, it is a well-known fact thatMR GILBERT LEUNG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, it is a well-known fact that

land is a scarce resource in Hong Kong.  Presently, of the       35 000 newlyland is a scarce resource in Hong Kong.  Presently, of the       35 000 newlyland is a scarce resource in Hong Kong.  Presently, of the       35 000 newlyland is a scarce resource in Hong Kong.  Presently, of the       35 000 newly

completed flats coming on to the property market each year, 50% of them have beencompleted flats coming on to the property market each year, 50% of them have beencompleted flats coming on to the property market each year, 50% of them have beencompleted flats coming on to the property market each year, 50% of them have been

built on redeveloped land.  We can anticipate that, as the Metroplan gets underwaybuilt on redeveloped land.  We can anticipate that, as the Metroplan gets underwaybuilt on redeveloped land.  We can anticipate that, as the Metroplan gets underwaybuilt on redeveloped land.  We can anticipate that, as the Metroplan gets underway

and as urban renewal by the Land Development Corporation gets into full gear, thereand as urban renewal by the Land Development Corporation gets into full gear, thereand as urban renewal by the Land Development Corporation gets into full gear, thereand as urban renewal by the Land Development Corporation gets into full gear, there

will be more and more old tenement buildings marked for redevelopment.will be more and more old tenement buildings marked for redevelopment.will be more and more old tenement buildings marked for redevelopment.will be more and more old tenement buildings marked for redevelopment.

I agree in principle with the spirit of the original motion.  But the scope ofI agree in principle with the spirit of the original motion.  But the scope ofI agree in principle with the spirit of the original motion.  But the scope ofI agree in principle with the spirit of the original motion.  But the scope of

review mentioned has already been covered by the relevant legislation.  For example,review mentioned has already been covered by the relevant legislation.  For example,review mentioned has already been covered by the relevant legislation.  For example,review mentioned has already been covered by the relevant legislation.  For example,

the Landlord and Tenant (Consolidation) Ordinance already lays down the procedurethe Landlord and Tenant (Consolidation) Ordinance already lays down the procedurethe Landlord and Tenant (Consolidation) Ordinance already lays down the procedurethe Landlord and Tenant (Consolidation) Ordinance already lays down the procedure

for recovery of possession of property and the quantum of compensation; the Townfor recovery of possession of property and the quantum of compensation; the Townfor recovery of possession of property and the quantum of compensation; the Townfor recovery of possession of property and the quantum of compensation; the Town

Planning Ordinance lays down land use and community facilities to be provided.  InPlanning Ordinance lays down land use and community facilities to be provided.  InPlanning Ordinance lays down land use and community facilities to be provided.  InPlanning Ordinance lays down land use and community facilities to be provided.  In

this regard, it is indeed debatable whether there is still a need to set up an adthis regard, it is indeed debatable whether there is still a need to set up an adthis regard, it is indeed debatable whether there is still a need to set up an adthis regard, it is indeed debatable whether there is still a need to set up an ad

hoc group to examine the relevant policy.hoc group to examine the relevant policy.hoc group to examine the relevant policy.hoc group to examine the relevant policy.

Bearing in mind the old Chinese saying that distant water is no good for puttingBearing in mind the old Chinese saying that distant water is no good for puttingBearing in mind the old Chinese saying that distant water is no good for puttingBearing in mind the old Chinese saying that distant water is no good for putting

out a fire which is raging close by, my Co-operative Resources Centre (CRC) colleaguesout a fire which is raging close by, my Co-operative Resources Centre (CRC) colleaguesout a fire which is raging close by, my Co-operative Resources Centre (CRC) colleaguesout a fire which is raging close by, my Co-operative Resources Centre (CRC) colleagues

and I would think that, insofar as the tenants faced with the problems of redevelopmentand I would think that, insofar as the tenants faced with the problems of redevelopmentand I would think that, insofar as the tenants faced with the problems of redevelopmentand I would think that, insofar as the tenants faced with the problems of redevelopment

are concerned, amendment of the existing legislation would be a far more direct andare concerned, amendment of the existing legislation would be a far more direct andare concerned, amendment of the existing legislation would be a far more direct andare concerned, amendment of the existing legislation would be a far more direct and

helpful way to pursue than the setting up of an ad hoc group to slowly review thehelpful way to pursue than the setting up of an ad hoc group to slowly review thehelpful way to pursue than the setting up of an ad hoc group to slowly review thehelpful way to pursue than the setting up of an ad hoc group to slowly review the

issue.issue.issue.issue.

To the residents affected by redevelopment, compensation and rehousing are theTo the residents affected by redevelopment, compensation and rehousing are theTo the residents affected by redevelopment, compensation and rehousing are theTo the residents affected by redevelopment, compensation and rehousing are the

most immediate problems confronting them and these can indeed be resolved or mitigatedmost immediate problems confronting them and these can indeed be resolved or mitigatedmost immediate problems confronting them and these can indeed be resolved or mitigatedmost immediate problems confronting them and these can indeed be resolved or mitigated

through amending the Landlord and Tenant (Consolidation) Ordinance and the existingthrough amending the Landlord and Tenant (Consolidation) Ordinance and the existingthrough amending the Landlord and Tenant (Consolidation) Ordinance and the existingthrough amending the Landlord and Tenant (Consolidation) Ordinance and the existing

policy governing rehousing.policy governing rehousing.policy governing rehousing.policy governing rehousing.

Minimum compensationMinimum compensationMinimum compensationMinimum compensation

The amount of compensation payable regarding the redevelopment of old tenementThe amount of compensation payable regarding the redevelopment of old tenementThe amount of compensation payable regarding the redevelopment of old tenementThe amount of compensation payable regarding the redevelopment of old tenement



buildings is already laid down in the Landlord and Tenant (Consolidation) Ordinance.buildings is already laid down in the Landlord and Tenant (Consolidation) Ordinance.buildings is already laid down in the Landlord and Tenant (Consolidation) Ordinance.buildings is already laid down in the Landlord and Tenant (Consolidation) Ordinance.

According to data provided by the Rating and Valuation Department, since 1984, inAccording to data provided by the Rating and Valuation Department, since 1984, inAccording to data provided by the Rating and Valuation Department, since 1984, inAccording to data provided by the Rating and Valuation Department, since 1984, in

90% of the cases involving demolition, the actual amount of compensation paid out90% of the cases involving demolition, the actual amount of compensation paid out90% of the cases involving demolition, the actual amount of compensation paid out90% of the cases involving demolition, the actual amount of compensation paid out

by the private developers to tenants has been several times higher than that requiredby the private developers to tenants has been several times higher than that requiredby the private developers to tenants has been several times higher than that requiredby the private developers to tenants has been several times higher than that required

by law.  Indeed, the Government is in the process of reviewing whether or not toby law.  Indeed, the Government is in the process of reviewing whether or not toby law.  Indeed, the Government is in the process of reviewing whether or not toby law.  Indeed, the Government is in the process of reviewing whether or not to

increase the compensation to 1.3 times of the current rateable value.increase the compensation to 1.3 times of the current rateable value.increase the compensation to 1.3 times of the current rateable value.increase the compensation to 1.3 times of the current rateable value.

However, my CRC colleagues and I fully understand that some of the residents ofHowever, my CRC colleagues and I fully understand that some of the residents ofHowever, my CRC colleagues and I fully understand that some of the residents ofHowever, my CRC colleagues and I fully understand that some of the residents of

the old tenement buildings are low income earners.  In the case of a building withthe old tenement buildings are low income earners.  In the case of a building withthe old tenement buildings are low income earners.  In the case of a building withthe old tenement buildings are low income earners.  In the case of a building with

a high living density, particularly when we talk about the tenants living in cramped,a high living density, particularly when we talk about the tenants living in cramped,a high living density, particularly when we talk about the tenants living in cramped,a high living density, particularly when we talk about the tenants living in cramped,

caged bedspaces, if the present law governing compensation is followed to the letter,caged bedspaces, if the present law governing compensation is followed to the letter,caged bedspaces, if the present law governing compensation is followed to the letter,caged bedspaces, if the present law governing compensation is followed to the letter,

or even if compensation is calculated according to the new government proposal, whator even if compensation is calculated according to the new government proposal, whator even if compensation is calculated according to the new government proposal, whator even if compensation is calculated according to the new government proposal, what

these tenants will manage to get in the way of compensation at the end of the daythese tenants will manage to get in the way of compensation at the end of the daythese tenants will manage to get in the way of compensation at the end of the daythese tenants will manage to get in the way of compensation at the end of the day

would be still very small and it would not suffice to tide them over after all.  Inwould be still very small and it would not suffice to tide them over after all.  Inwould be still very small and it would not suffice to tide them over after all.  Inwould be still very small and it would not suffice to tide them over after all.  In

this regard, we would suggest that the Government set a minimum compensation ratethis regard, we would suggest that the Government set a minimum compensation ratethis regard, we would suggest that the Government set a minimum compensation ratethis regard, we would suggest that the Government set a minimum compensation rate

so that the needy will receive better protection.so that the needy will receive better protection.so that the needy will receive better protection.so that the needy will receive better protection.

Increased rehousing commitmentIncreased rehousing commitmentIncreased rehousing commitmentIncreased rehousing commitment

On the issue of rehousing, I think that the Government should increase itsOn the issue of rehousing, I think that the Government should increase itsOn the issue of rehousing, I think that the Government should increase itsOn the issue of rehousing, I think that the Government should increase its

commitment as far as it is within its ability to do so.  The reason is that if thecommitment as far as it is within its ability to do so.  The reason is that if thecommitment as far as it is within its ability to do so.  The reason is that if thecommitment as far as it is within its ability to do so.  The reason is that if the

affected residents are not appropriately rehoused, it will give rise to other socialaffected residents are not appropriately rehoused, it will give rise to other socialaffected residents are not appropriately rehoused, it will give rise to other socialaffected residents are not appropriately rehoused, it will give rise to other social

problems, such as the problem of street sleepers.  Such social responsibility shouldproblems, such as the problem of street sleepers.  Such social responsibility shouldproblems, such as the problem of street sleepers.  Such social responsibility shouldproblems, such as the problem of street sleepers.  Such social responsibility should

not be shouldered by private developers and, indeed, the small developers simply donot be shouldered by private developers and, indeed, the small developers simply donot be shouldered by private developers and, indeed, the small developers simply donot be shouldered by private developers and, indeed, the small developers simply do

not have the means to assume such social responsibility.not have the means to assume such social responsibility.not have the means to assume such social responsibility.not have the means to assume such social responsibility.

Conversely, if we force developers to assume this rehousing responsibility, itConversely, if we force developers to assume this rehousing responsibility, itConversely, if we force developers to assume this rehousing responsibility, itConversely, if we force developers to assume this rehousing responsibility, it

will add to the cost of redevelopment and reduce the chance of redevelopmentwill add to the cost of redevelopment and reduce the chance of redevelopmentwill add to the cost of redevelopment and reduce the chance of redevelopmentwill add to the cost of redevelopment and reduce the chance of redevelopment

altogether.  It may actually turn out that no one will show any enthusiasm foraltogether.  It may actually turn out that no one will show any enthusiasm foraltogether.  It may actually turn out that no one will show any enthusiasm foraltogether.  It may actually turn out that no one will show any enthusiasm for

redevelopment except the big corporations, and there will be no way of improving theredevelopment except the big corporations, and there will be no way of improving theredevelopment except the big corporations, and there will be no way of improving theredevelopment except the big corporations, and there will be no way of improving the

poor environment in the old districts.  The monopoly of the property market by thepoor environment in the old districts.  The monopoly of the property market by thepoor environment in the old districts.  The monopoly of the property market by thepoor environment in the old districts.  The monopoly of the property market by the

big players will result in the escalation of prices.  This is not only against thebig players will result in the escalation of prices.  This is not only against thebig players will result in the escalation of prices.  This is not only against thebig players will result in the escalation of prices.  This is not only against the

principle of a free market, but the man in the street will be victimized as a result.principle of a free market, but the man in the street will be victimized as a result.principle of a free market, but the man in the street will be victimized as a result.principle of a free market, but the man in the street will be victimized as a result.

In any case, when I say that the Government should increase its rehousingIn any case, when I say that the Government should increase its rehousingIn any case, when I say that the Government should increase its rehousingIn any case, when I say that the Government should increase its rehousing

commitment, I am not hoping that the Government will rehouse each and every affectedcommitment, I am not hoping that the Government will rehouse each and every affectedcommitment, I am not hoping that the Government will rehouse each and every affectedcommitment, I am not hoping that the Government will rehouse each and every affected

person as part of an open-ended commitment.  I am actually hoping that the Governmentperson as part of an open-ended commitment.  I am actually hoping that the Governmentperson as part of an open-ended commitment.  I am actually hoping that the Governmentperson as part of an open-ended commitment.  I am actually hoping that the Government

will, on the basis of its present rehousing policy, relax the eligibility criteria.will, on the basis of its present rehousing policy, relax the eligibility criteria.will, on the basis of its present rehousing policy, relax the eligibility criteria.will, on the basis of its present rehousing policy, relax the eligibility criteria.



The Social Welfare Department has at present a compassionate rehousing scheme whichThe Social Welfare Department has at present a compassionate rehousing scheme whichThe Social Welfare Department has at present a compassionate rehousing scheme whichThe Social Welfare Department has at present a compassionate rehousing scheme which

is mainly geared towards providing care for the old and frail, the disabled and theis mainly geared towards providing care for the old and frail, the disabled and theis mainly geared towards providing care for the old and frail, the disabled and theis mainly geared towards providing care for the old and frail, the disabled and the

economically disadvantaged, such that they will be able to solve their immediate andeconomically disadvantaged, such that they will be able to solve their immediate andeconomically disadvantaged, such that they will be able to solve their immediate andeconomically disadvantaged, such that they will be able to solve their immediate and

long-term housing needs.  The Government can review this policy with a view tolong-term housing needs.  The Government can review this policy with a view tolong-term housing needs.  The Government can review this policy with a view tolong-term housing needs.  The Government can review this policy with a view to

relaxing the criteria governing age, income and health condition of applicants, suchrelaxing the criteria governing age, income and health condition of applicants, suchrelaxing the criteria governing age, income and health condition of applicants, suchrelaxing the criteria governing age, income and health condition of applicants, such

that some of the residents affected by redevelopment projects will be included.that some of the residents affected by redevelopment projects will be included.that some of the residents affected by redevelopment projects will be included.that some of the residents affected by redevelopment projects will be included.

I believe that this may be a way of enabling people, wI believe that this may be a way of enabling people, wI believe that this may be a way of enabling people, wI believe that this may be a way of enabling people, who have economic difficultiesho have economic difficultiesho have economic difficultiesho have economic difficulties

but who otherwise will not qualify for proper rehousing, to be rehoused.  It is alsobut who otherwise will not qualify for proper rehousing, to be rehoused.  It is alsobut who otherwise will not qualify for proper rehousing, to be rehoused.  It is alsobut who otherwise will not qualify for proper rehousing, to be rehoused.  It is also

an effective way of preventing the economically better off from enjoying more thanan effective way of preventing the economically better off from enjoying more thanan effective way of preventing the economically better off from enjoying more thanan effective way of preventing the economically better off from enjoying more than

their fair share of social resources, jumping the queue for public housing, as ittheir fair share of social resources, jumping the queue for public housing, as ittheir fair share of social resources, jumping the queue for public housing, as ittheir fair share of social resources, jumping the queue for public housing, as it

were.  Otherwise, it will be too unfair to people who have to bear the high rent andwere.  Otherwise, it will be too unfair to people who have to bear the high rent andwere.  Otherwise, it will be too unfair to people who have to bear the high rent andwere.  Otherwise, it will be too unfair to people who have to bear the high rent and

wait an unduly long time for their turn for public housing allocation.wait an unduly long time for their turn for public housing allocation.wait an unduly long time for their turn for public housing allocation.wait an unduly long time for their turn for public housing allocation.

Mr Deputy President, I so make my submission.Mr Deputy President, I so make my submission.Mr Deputy President, I so make my submission.Mr Deputy President, I so make my submission.

MR MAN SAI-CHEONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, because of the time constraint,MR MAN SAI-CHEONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, because of the time constraint,MR MAN SAI-CHEONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, because of the time constraint,MR MAN SAI-CHEONG (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, because of the time constraint,

I will not read out my prepared speech .  I would like only to supplement two pointsI will not read out my prepared speech .  I would like only to supplement two pointsI will not read out my prepared speech .  I would like only to supplement two pointsI will not read out my prepared speech .  I would like only to supplement two points

for which the United Democrats stand.  We feel that the plight of tenants faced withfor which the United Democrats stand.  We feel that the plight of tenants faced withfor which the United Democrats stand.  We feel that the plight of tenants faced withfor which the United Democrats stand.  We feel that the plight of tenants faced with

the redevelopment of their tenement buildings is an issue which is very worthy ofthe redevelopment of their tenement buildings is an issue which is very worthy ofthe redevelopment of their tenement buildings is an issue which is very worthy ofthe redevelopment of their tenement buildings is an issue which is very worthy of

our concern.  Under the present policy, because we do not have a government departmentour concern.  Under the present policy, because we do not have a government departmentour concern.  Under the present policy, because we do not have a government departmentour concern.  Under the present policy, because we do not have a government department

to co-ordinate the rehousing of residents affected by redevelopment, I would hopeto co-ordinate the rehousing of residents affected by redevelopment, I would hopeto co-ordinate the rehousing of residents affected by redevelopment, I would hopeto co-ordinate the rehousing of residents affected by redevelopment, I would hope

that every one of us will lend support to the request contained in the motion,that every one of us will lend support to the request contained in the motion,that every one of us will lend support to the request contained in the motion,that every one of us will lend support to the request contained in the motion,

particularly insofar as it relates to the elderly, single persons, and people whoparticularly insofar as it relates to the elderly, single persons, and people whoparticularly insofar as it relates to the elderly, single persons, and people whoparticularly insofar as it relates to the elderly, single persons, and people who

do not qualify for public housing, and new immigrant families too, for they form thedo not qualify for public housing, and new immigrant families too, for they form thedo not qualify for public housing, and new immigrant families too, for they form thedo not qualify for public housing, and new immigrant families too, for they form the

lowest stratum of our sandwich classes and should merit particular concern on thatlowest stratum of our sandwich classes and should merit particular concern on thatlowest stratum of our sandwich classes and should merit particular concern on thatlowest stratum of our sandwich classes and should merit particular concern on that

ground.ground.ground.ground.

Besides, on the question of caged bedspace apartments, the old tenement buildingsBesides, on the question of caged bedspace apartments, the old tenement buildingsBesides, on the question of caged bedspace apartments, the old tenement buildingsBesides, on the question of caged bedspace apartments, the old tenement buildings

which are involved in redevelopment projects are usually those which have many sub-letwhich are involved in redevelopment projects are usually those which have many sub-letwhich are involved in redevelopment projects are usually those which have many sub-letwhich are involved in redevelopment projects are usually those which have many sub-let

units, and therefore a high living density.  I hope that the Government will includeunits, and therefore a high living density.  I hope that the Government will includeunits, and therefore a high living density.  I hope that the Government will includeunits, and therefore a high living density.  I hope that the Government will include

the "caged dwellers" in its rehousing programme and I hope that it will be able tothe "caged dwellers" in its rehousing programme and I hope that it will be able tothe "caged dwellers" in its rehousing programme and I hope that it will be able tothe "caged dwellers" in its rehousing programme and I hope that it will be able to

keep its word.  According to the data provided by the City and New Territorieskeep its word.  According to the data provided by the City and New Territorieskeep its word.  According to the data provided by the City and New Territorieskeep its word.  According to the data provided by the City and New Territories

Administration, there are over 180 apartments which provide caged bedspaces.Administration, there are over 180 apartments which provide caged bedspaces.Administration, there are over 180 apartments which provide caged bedspaces.Administration, there are over 180 apartments which provide caged bedspaces.

Admittedly, the Government also agrees that the living density is indeed high in theseAdmittedly, the Government also agrees that the living density is indeed high in theseAdmittedly, the Government also agrees that the living density is indeed high in theseAdmittedly, the Government also agrees that the living density is indeed high in these

places.  It is unfortunate, however, that the reduction of 4 000 "caged dwellers"places.  It is unfortunate, however, that the reduction of 4 000 "caged dwellers"places.  It is unfortunate, however, that the reduction of 4 000 "caged dwellers"places.  It is unfortunate, however, that the reduction of 4 000 "caged dwellers"

to 2 000 is still an all too slow exercise.to 2 000 is still an all too slow exercise.to 2 000 is still an all too slow exercise.to 2 000 is still an all too slow exercise.



LastlyLastlyLastlyLastly, I would like to add that the "caged dwellers" are faced with a serious, I would like to add that the "caged dwellers" are faced with a serious, I would like to add that the "caged dwellers" are faced with a serious, I would like to add that the "caged dwellers" are faced with a serious

housing problem in the process of private redevelopment; it is the Government'shousing problem in the process of private redevelopment; it is the Government'shousing problem in the process of private redevelopment; it is the Government'shousing problem in the process of private redevelopment; it is the Government's

responsibility to assist them in improving their living conditions as a matter ofresponsibility to assist them in improving their living conditions as a matter ofresponsibility to assist them in improving their living conditions as a matter ofresponsibility to assist them in improving their living conditions as a matter of

priority.  The Government should include the "caged dwellers" in the category forpriority.  The Government should include the "caged dwellers" in the category forpriority.  The Government should include the "caged dwellers" in the category forpriority.  The Government should include the "caged dwellers" in the category for

compassionate rehousing to enable more of them to enjoy the benefit of public housingcompassionate rehousing to enable more of them to enjoy the benefit of public housingcompassionate rehousing to enable more of them to enjoy the benefit of public housingcompassionate rehousing to enable more of them to enjoy the benefit of public housing

on compassionate grounds, and to alleviate their difficult plight and their variouson compassionate grounds, and to alleviate their difficult plight and their variouson compassionate grounds, and to alleviate their difficult plight and their variouson compassionate grounds, and to alleviate their difficult plight and their various

living and housing problems.living and housing problems.living and housing problems.living and housing problems.

With these remarks, I support the motion of Mr James TO.With these remarks, I support the motion of Mr James TO.With these remarks, I support the motion of Mr James TO.With these remarks, I support the motion of Mr James TO.

MR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, because of the time constraint,MR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, because of the time constraint,MR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, because of the time constraint,MR WONG WAI-YIN (in Cantonese): Mr Deputy President, because of the time constraint,

I will not read out my prepared speech; I would like only to request that the GovernmentI will not read out my prepared speech; I would like only to request that the GovernmentI will not read out my prepared speech; I would like only to request that the GovernmentI will not read out my prepared speech; I would like only to request that the Government

address the issue of rehousing.address the issue of rehousing.address the issue of rehousing.address the issue of rehousing.

Many Members have just now made special mention of low income households and theMany Members have just now made special mention of low income households and theMany Members have just now made special mention of low income households and theMany Members have just now made special mention of low income households and the

households consisting of old people.  According to existing rehousing measures, mosthouseholds consisting of old people.  According to existing rehousing measures, mosthouseholds consisting of old people.  According to existing rehousing measures, mosthouseholds consisting of old people.  According to existing rehousing measures, most

of the applicants are actually after compassionate rehousing and they usually endof the applicants are actually after compassionate rehousing and they usually endof the applicants are actually after compassionate rehousing and they usually endof the applicants are actually after compassionate rehousing and they usually end

up being allocated to temporary housing in the remote areas of New Territories.up being allocated to temporary housing in the remote areas of New Territories.up being allocated to temporary housing in the remote areas of New Territories.up being allocated to temporary housing in the remote areas of New Territories.

Despite the rapid development of new towns, the provision of job opportunities isDespite the rapid development of new towns, the provision of job opportunities isDespite the rapid development of new towns, the provision of job opportunities isDespite the rapid development of new towns, the provision of job opportunities is

not adequate.  Many residents who have moved to the New Territories have to make thenot adequate.  Many residents who have moved to the New Territories have to make thenot adequate.  Many residents who have moved to the New Territories have to make thenot adequate.  Many residents who have moved to the New Territories have to make the

long journey back to the urban areas to go to work; they have to bear the daily journeylong journey back to the urban areas to go to work; they have to bear the daily journeylong journey back to the urban areas to go to work; they have to bear the daily journeylong journey back to the urban areas to go to work; they have to bear the daily journey

time of not less than three hours, let alone the cost of travelling which comes totime of not less than three hours, let alone the cost of travelling which comes totime of not less than three hours, let alone the cost of travelling which comes totime of not less than three hours, let alone the cost of travelling which comes to

several hundred dollars per month.  That is a very heavy burden to the low incomeseveral hundred dollars per month.  That is a very heavy burden to the low incomeseveral hundred dollars per month.  That is a very heavy burden to the low incomeseveral hundred dollars per month.  That is a very heavy burden to the low income

families.  Even if they can afford the market rent for urban residential premises,families.  Even if they can afford the market rent for urban residential premises,families.  Even if they can afford the market rent for urban residential premises,families.  Even if they can afford the market rent for urban residential premises,

reluctant as they are to move to the New Territories, they would have to settle forreluctant as they are to move to the New Territories, they would have to settle forreluctant as they are to move to the New Territories, they would have to settle forreluctant as they are to move to the New Territories, they would have to settle for

old flats which offer even less attractive conditions than their present dwellingold flats which offer even less attractive conditions than their present dwellingold flats which offer even less attractive conditions than their present dwellingold flats which offer even less attractive conditions than their present dwelling

places.  Another problem which may arise from this scenario is that, when theseplaces.  Another problem which may arise from this scenario is that, when theseplaces.  Another problem which may arise from this scenario is that, when theseplaces.  Another problem which may arise from this scenario is that, when these

residents who refuse to move to temporary housing are unable to afford the urban rent,residents who refuse to move to temporary housing are unable to afford the urban rent,residents who refuse to move to temporary housing are unable to afford the urban rent,residents who refuse to move to temporary housing are unable to afford the urban rent,

then they would only end up becoming street sleepers.then they would only end up becoming street sleepers.then they would only end up becoming street sleepers.then they would only end up becoming street sleepers.

Indeed, as the Metroplan gets underway, asIndeed, as the Metroplan gets underway, asIndeed, as the Metroplan gets underway, asIndeed, as the Metroplan gets underway, as urban renewal picks up speed, it will urban renewal picks up speed, it will urban renewal picks up speed, it will urban renewal picks up speed, it will

have far-reaching impact on residents of the old districts.  In this regard, for thehave far-reaching impact on residents of the old districts.  In this regard, for thehave far-reaching impact on residents of the old districts.  In this regard, for thehave far-reaching impact on residents of the old districts.  In this regard, for the

sake of providing opportunities to enable citizens to meet their housing needs insake of providing opportunities to enable citizens to meet their housing needs insake of providing opportunities to enable citizens to meet their housing needs insake of providing opportunities to enable citizens to meet their housing needs in

accordance with their economic means and personal choice, Meeting Point have twoaccordance with their economic means and personal choice, Meeting Point have twoaccordance with their economic means and personal choice, Meeting Point have twoaccordance with their economic means and personal choice, Meeting Point have two

suggestions as follows.suggestions as follows.suggestions as follows.suggestions as follows.



(1)(1)(1)(1) Meeting Point consider that the urban renewal part of the Metroplan shouldMeeting Point consider that the urban renewal part of the Metroplan shouldMeeting Point consider that the urban renewal part of the Metroplan shouldMeeting Point consider that the urban renewal part of the Metroplan should

strengthen the participation of all those involved.  In the overall town planningstrengthen the participation of all those involved.  In the overall town planningstrengthen the participation of all those involved.  In the overall town planningstrengthen the participation of all those involved.  In the overall town planning

process, the Government should introduce the element of social planning to assessprocess, the Government should introduce the element of social planning to assessprocess, the Government should introduce the element of social planning to assessprocess, the Government should introduce the element of social planning to assess

the impact of redevelopment on the living environment of the original residents.the impact of redevelopment on the living environment of the original residents.the impact of redevelopment on the living environment of the original residents.the impact of redevelopment on the living environment of the original residents.

(2)(2)(2)(2) The Government should set up a working group to review existing policyThe Government should set up a working group to review existing policyThe Government should set up a working group to review existing policyThe Government should set up a working group to review existing policy

loopholes and formulate a policy which will rehouse the affected residents,loopholes and formulate a policy which will rehouse the affected residents,loopholes and formulate a policy which will rehouse the affected residents,loopholes and formulate a policy which will rehouse the affected residents,

particularly low-income single persons, households and elderly people.particularly low-income single persons, households and elderly people.particularly low-income single persons, households and elderly people.particularly low-income single persons, households and elderly people.

As a matter of fact, the Government takes the view too that in the process ofAs a matter of fact, the Government takes the view too that in the process ofAs a matter of fact, the Government takes the view too that in the process ofAs a matter of fact, the Government takes the view too that in the process of

redevelopment the private developer is responsible for finding alternativeredevelopment the private developer is responsible for finding alternativeredevelopment the private developer is responsible for finding alternativeredevelopment the private developer is responsible for finding alternative

accommodation for the affected residents.  In this regard, the Government shouldaccommodation for the affected residents.  In this regard, the Government shouldaccommodation for the affected residents.  In this regard, the Government shouldaccommodation for the affected residents.  In this regard, the Government should

amend the relevant legislation governing redevelopment to affirm the principle thatamend the relevant legislation governing redevelopment to affirm the principle thatamend the relevant legislation governing redevelopment to affirm the principle thatamend the relevant legislation governing redevelopment to affirm the principle that

developers should make commitment to rehouse those affected.developers should make commitment to rehouse those affected.developers should make commitment to rehouse those affected.developers should make commitment to rehouse those affected.

Mr Deputy President, with these remaMr Deputy President, with these remaMr Deputy President, with these remaMr Deputy President, with these remarks, and also on behalf of Mr Fred LI andrks, and also on behalf of Mr Fred LI andrks, and also on behalf of Mr Fred LI andrks, and also on behalf of Mr Fred LI and

Mr TIK Chi-yuen, I support Mr James TO's motion.Mr TIK Chi-yuen, I support Mr James TO's motion.Mr TIK Chi-yuen, I support Mr James TO's motion.Mr TIK Chi-yuen, I support Mr James TO's motion.

MR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Because of the time constraint, I will be very brief.MR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Because of the time constraint, I will be very brief.MR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Because of the time constraint, I will be very brief.MR JAMES TO (in Cantonese): Because of the time constraint, I will be very brief.

I like to thank members for speaking to my motion, whether they support it or not,I like to thank members for speaking to my motion, whether they support it or not,I like to thank members for speaking to my motion, whether they support it or not,I like to thank members for speaking to my motion, whether they support it or not,

because the views expressed have served the purpose of deepening the discussion.because the views expressed have served the purpose of deepening the discussion.because the views expressed have served the purpose of deepening the discussion.because the views expressed have served the purpose of deepening the discussion.

However, I would also like Members to look at my motion carefully.  It does notHowever, I would also like Members to look at my motion carefully.  It does notHowever, I would also like Members to look at my motion carefully.  It does notHowever, I would also like Members to look at my motion carefully.  It does not

say that there is no policy at this point in time; it urges that the present policysay that there is no policy at this point in time; it urges that the present policysay that there is no policy at this point in time; it urges that the present policysay that there is no policy at this point in time; it urges that the present policy

be reviewed to protect the interests of residents.  That is why the last clause inbe reviewed to protect the interests of residents.  That is why the last clause inbe reviewed to protect the interests of residents.  That is why the last clause inbe reviewed to protect the interests of residents.  That is why the last clause in

my motion carries the most weight.  Meanwhile, Mr Ronald ARCULLI's motion has mademy motion carries the most weight.  Meanwhile, Mr Ronald ARCULLI's motion has mademy motion carries the most weight.  Meanwhile, Mr Ronald ARCULLI's motion has mademy motion carries the most weight.  Meanwhile, Mr Ronald ARCULLI's motion has made

no mention of any criteria which are applicable to the protection of residents'no mention of any criteria which are applicable to the protection of residents'no mention of any criteria which are applicable to the protection of residents'no mention of any criteria which are applicable to the protection of residents'

interests.interests.interests.interests.

A sA sA sA special working group which I proposed has the advantage of beingpecial working group which I proposed has the advantage of beingpecial working group which I proposed has the advantage of beingpecial working group which I proposed has the advantage of being

interdepartmental, involving the police, the Housing Authority and so on.  I thinkinterdepartmental, involving the police, the Housing Authority and so on.  I thinkinterdepartmental, involving the police, the Housing Authority and so on.  I thinkinterdepartmental, involving the police, the Housing Authority and so on.  I think

it is very important for their powers to be clearly defined and a priorities listit is very important for their powers to be clearly defined and a priorities listit is very important for their powers to be clearly defined and a priorities listit is very important for their powers to be clearly defined and a priorities list

to be worked out.to be worked out.to be worked out.to be worked out.

Apart Apart Apart Apart from touching on rehousing and compensation, my motion also takes care offrom touching on rehousing and compensation, my motion also takes care offrom touching on rehousing and compensation, my motion also takes care offrom touching on rehousing and compensation, my motion also takes care of

the procedure of redevelopment, including the issue of triad infiltration, which manythe procedure of redevelopment, including the issue of triad infiltration, which manythe procedure of redevelopment, including the issue of triad infiltration, which manythe procedure of redevelopment, including the issue of triad infiltration, which many

Members have expressed concern just now, for the sake of protecting the rights andMembers have expressed concern just now, for the sake of protecting the rights andMembers have expressed concern just now, for the sake of protecting the rights andMembers have expressed concern just now, for the sake of protecting the rights and



interests of residents.interests of residents.interests of residents.interests of residents.

I wish to thank members for their speeches.  I hope they can support my motion.I wish to thank members for their speeches.  I hope they can support my motion.I wish to thank members for their speeches.  I hope they can support my motion.I wish to thank members for their speeches.  I hope they can support my motion.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Secretary for Planning, Environment and Lands, I fear the midnightDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Secretary for Planning, Environment and Lands, I fear the midnightDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Secretary for Planning, Environment and Lands, I fear the midnightDEPUTY PRESIDENT: Secretary for Planning, Environment and Lands, I fear the midnight

deadline is something that I cannot waive under Standing Orders.  Do you wish to speakdeadline is something that I cannot waive under Standing Orders.  Do you wish to speakdeadline is something that I cannot waive under Standing Orders.  Do you wish to speakdeadline is something that I cannot waive under Standing Orders.  Do you wish to speak

now or at the resumed hearing?now or at the resumed hearing?now or at the resumed hearing?now or at the resumed hearing?

SECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President, thank you.SECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President, thank you.SECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President, thank you.SECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: Mr Deputy President, thank you.

Although I am SPEL, I am not able to produce a magic wand to change the timing.  IfAlthough I am SPEL, I am not able to produce a magic wand to change the timing.  IfAlthough I am SPEL, I am not able to produce a magic wand to change the timing.  IfAlthough I am SPEL, I am not able to produce a magic wand to change the timing.  If

it is possible to complete the debate this evening, I am prepared to forgo myit is possible to complete the debate this evening, I am prepared to forgo myit is possible to complete the debate this evening, I am prepared to forgo myit is possible to complete the debate this evening, I am prepared to forgo my

opportunity to speak; if it is not possible then I would like to have the opportunityopportunity to speak; if it is not possible then I would like to have the opportunityopportunity to speak; if it is not possible then I would like to have the opportunityopportunity to speak; if it is not possible then I would like to have the opportunity

to speak at a resumed session.to speak at a resumed session.to speak at a resumed session.to speak at a resumed session.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: I think it is really a question for you, Secretary, whether youDEPUTY PRESIDENT: I think it is really a question for you, Secretary, whether youDEPUTY PRESIDENT: I think it is really a question for you, Secretary, whether youDEPUTY PRESIDENT: I think it is really a question for you, Secretary, whether you

feel you would wish to speak.  If you did, then I think we would have to adjourn thisfeel you would wish to speak.  If you did, then I think we would have to adjourn thisfeel you would wish to speak.  If you did, then I think we would have to adjourn thisfeel you would wish to speak.  If you did, then I think we would have to adjourn this

as unfinished business to the next sitting which will be next Wednesday.  We haveas unfinished business to the next sitting which will be next Wednesday.  We haveas unfinished business to the next sitting which will be next Wednesday.  We haveas unfinished business to the next sitting which will be next Wednesday.  We have

just about enough time to take a vote but I would not wish to deprive you of the chancejust about enough time to take a vote but I would not wish to deprive you of the chancejust about enough time to take a vote but I would not wish to deprive you of the chancejust about enough time to take a vote but I would not wish to deprive you of the chance

to speak if you wish to. You must not feel under any compulsion.to speak if you wish to. You must not feel under any compulsion.to speak if you wish to. You must not feel under any compulsion.to speak if you wish to. You must not feel under any compulsion.

SECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: I think, Mr Deputy President, if theSECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: I think, Mr Deputy President, if theSECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: I think, Mr Deputy President, if theSECRETARY FOR PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND LANDS: I think, Mr Deputy President, if the

vote can be taken I am prepard to forgo my opportunity to speak.vote can be taken I am prepard to forgo my opportunity to speak.vote can be taken I am prepard to forgo my opportunity to speak.vote can be taken I am prepard to forgo my opportunity to speak.

MR STEPHEN CHEONG: Mr Deputy President, may I put in a request.  It may be out ofMR STEPHEN CHEONG: Mr Deputy President, may I put in a request.  It may be out ofMR STEPHEN CHEONG: Mr Deputy President, may I put in a request.  It may be out ofMR STEPHEN CHEONG: Mr Deputy President, may I put in a request.  It may be out of

order and you can so rule against me.  I for one would very much like to hear theorder and you can so rule against me.  I for one would very much like to hear theorder and you can so rule against me.  I for one would very much like to hear theorder and you can so rule against me.  I for one would very much like to hear the

view of the Administration before I decide how to vote one way or the other.view of the Administration before I decide how to vote one way or the other.view of the Administration before I decide how to vote one way or the other.view of the Administration before I decide how to vote one way or the other.

DR YEUNG SUM (in Cantonese): We may vote now.  Mr EASON said just now that given theDR YEUNG SUM (in Cantonese): We may vote now.  Mr EASON said just now that given theDR YEUNG SUM (in Cantonese): We may vote now.  Mr EASON said just now that given theDR YEUNG SUM (in Cantonese): We may vote now.  Mr EASON said just now that given the

opportunity, he may talk about the Administration's views again.opportunity, he may talk about the Administration's views again.opportunity, he may talk about the Administration's views again.opportunity, he may talk about the Administration's views again.

MR STEPHEN CHEONG: Just a point of clarification, Mr Deputy President.  If a voiceMR STEPHEN CHEONG: Just a point of clarification, Mr Deputy President.  If a voiceMR STEPHEN CHEONG: Just a point of clarification, Mr Deputy President.  If a voiceMR STEPHEN CHEONG: Just a point of clarification, Mr Deputy President.  If a voice



vote is taken and you have called either the Ayes or Noes, will there be time to proceedvote is taken and you have called either the Ayes or Noes, will there be time to proceedvote is taken and you have called either the Ayes or Noes, will there be time to proceedvote is taken and you have called either the Ayes or Noes, will there be time to proceed

to a division if it is so claimed by a Member?to a division if it is so claimed by a Member?to a division if it is so claimed by a Member?to a division if it is so claimed by a Member?

Adjournment and next sittingAdjournment and next sittingAdjournment and next sittingAdjournment and next sitting

DEPUTY PRESIDENT: I think the matter has now been taken out of my hands as it is nowDEPUTY PRESIDENT: I think the matter has now been taken out of my hands as it is nowDEPUTY PRESIDENT: I think the matter has now been taken out of my hands as it is nowDEPUTY PRESIDENT: I think the matter has now been taken out of my hands as it is now

midnight.   I am going to adjourn this irrespective to our next business sitting whichmidnight.   I am going to adjourn this irrespective to our next business sitting whichmidnight.   I am going to adjourn this irrespective to our next business sitting whichmidnight.   I am going to adjourn this irrespective to our next business sitting which

will be Wednesday of next week following the special sitting that will be on the Orderwill be Wednesday of next week following the special sitting that will be on the Orderwill be Wednesday of next week following the special sitting that will be on the Orderwill be Wednesday of next week following the special sitting that will be on the Order

Paper for the Governor to make his appearance and to say his farewell.  I fear, MrPaper for the Governor to make his appearance and to say his farewell.  I fear, MrPaper for the Governor to make his appearance and to say his farewell.  I fear, MrPaper for the Governor to make his appearance and to say his farewell.  I fear, Mr

David LI, I shall have to adjourn your Private Member's Bill likewise as unfinishedDavid LI, I shall have to adjourn your Private Member's Bill likewise as unfinishedDavid LI, I shall have to adjourn your Private Member's Bill likewise as unfinishedDavid LI, I shall have to adjourn your Private Member's Bill likewise as unfinished

business as technically I have no power to extend the sitting beyond the presentbusiness as technically I have no power to extend the sitting beyond the presentbusiness as technically I have no power to extend the sitting beyond the presentbusiness as technically I have no power to extend the sitting beyond the present

sitting day.  In accordance with Standing Orders I now adjourn the Council until 2.30sitting day.  In accordance with Standing Orders I now adjourn the Council until 2.30sitting day.  In accordance with Standing Orders I now adjourn the Council until 2.30sitting day.  In accordance with Standing Orders I now adjourn the Council until 2.30

pm on Wednesday 1 July 1992.pm on Wednesday 1 July 1992.pm on Wednesday 1 July 1992.pm on Wednesday 1 July 1992.

Adjourned accordingly at Twelve midnight.Adjourned accordingly at Twelve midnight.Adjourned accordingly at Twelve midnight.Adjourned accordingly at Twelve midnight.

Note:Note:Note:Note: The short titles of the The short titles of the The short titles of the The short titles of the Bills/motions listed in the Hansard, with theBills/motions listed in the Hansard, with theBills/motions listed in the Hansard, with theBills/motions listed in the Hansard, with the

exception of the Parent and Child Bill, Employees Retraining Bill, Government Flyingexception of the Parent and Child Bill, Employees Retraining Bill, Government Flyingexception of the Parent and Child Bill, Employees Retraining Bill, Government Flyingexception of the Parent and Child Bill, Employees Retraining Bill, Government Flying

Service Bill and Hong Kong Academy of Medicine Bill, have been translated into ChineseService Bill and Hong Kong Academy of Medicine Bill, have been translated into ChineseService Bill and Hong Kong Academy of Medicine Bill, have been translated into ChineseService Bill and Hong Kong Academy of Medicine Bill, have been translated into Chinese

for information and guidance only; they do not have authoritative effect in Chinese.for information and guidance only; they do not have authoritative effect in Chinese.for information and guidance only; they do not have authoritative effect in Chinese.for information and guidance only; they do not have authoritative effect in Chinese.


